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Art. 1.— Contributions to Meteorology, being Results derivedfrom
an examination of the Observations of the United States Signal
Service, andfrom other sources ; by Elias Loomis, Professor
of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Fifth paper. With
plates i and n.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, "Washington, April 19, 1876.]

Low temperature of December, 1872.

In my second paper (this Jour., vol. ix, p. 8) I called atten-
tion to the unusually low temperature of the latter part of the
month of December, 1872. At that time I had little informa-
tion upon this subject except what could be derived from the
daily weather maps, and these were unsatisfactory because the
telegraphic reports had failed from a large number of the most
important stations. As the observations of the Signal Service
have since been published in full, the phenomena of that period
can now be discussed more satisfactorily.

The temperature of December, 1872, in the United States,
was not remarkably low until about the middle of the month.'
On the morning of December 16th the sky was overcast from
Lake Michigan to Lake Ontario, and there were indications of
the formation of an area of low barometer in that vicinity. At
this time there was an area of high barometer central over Da-
kota, where the highest pressure was 30-51, and there was a cold
area nearly concentric with it, the greatest depression being 25°
below the mean temperature of December. By 4 p. u. an area
of low barometer was developed which was central over Buffalo
(bar. 29-77), accompanied by light snow and rain, and at 11 p m
this area had reached the Atlantic coast.

On the morning of the 17th the high pressure from Dakota
Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Sebies, Vol. XII, No. 67.—Jui/r, 1876.
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Observations of the Thermometer at 7h 35m
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It will be observed that at the stations on the Pacific coast the

depression was at no time greater than 12° ; and at Oorinne
the only other station west of the Rocky Mountains the great-

est depression was 22°. Hence it is obvious that the extreme
cold experienced in Dakota did not come from beyond the Rocky

: certainly not from any point south of lat. 49°.

During the period in question, intense cold uniformly made its

first appearance on the east side of the Rocky Mountains near
long. 100°. It cannot be certainly decided from the observa-
tions, in what latitude the depression of the thermometer below
the mean was greatest. The greatest observed depression was
not always at the most northern station, which seems to indi-

cate that there was a source of cold independent of the transfer

of air from a higher to a lower latitude. When a cold area
was once formed, it exhibited remarkable persistence both as

respects its form and position. In its motion southward, it fol-

lowed closely the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, and
at one time a depression of 32° extended entirely across the

the Gulf of Mexico atlndianolu:
hut at Charleston and Norfolk on the Atlantic coast the great-

est depression was 24° ; and generally at the eastern stations the
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greatest depression was less than at western stations in the same
latitude.

These results appear to explain the facts mentioned in my
third paper (vol. x, p. 11) showing that a great diurnal change

of temperature is most common at stations near the eastern

slope of the Eocky Mountains. The cold wave makes its first

appearance in this region and the intensity of the cold is sen-

iiished as the wave travels eastward. An example

ig the variable climate of the eastern slope of the

Eocky Mountains occurred Dec. 24, 1872. Denver was at that

time on the borders of the cold area which prevailed from the

Kockv Mountains to Nova Scotia, and during the night of the

23 i 'nd 2 Itl i th
* ] iermometer fell to 2°. During the 24th, Den-

ver began to feel the influence of the storm which was advancing

from Oregon, and on that day the thermometer rose to 55°,

showing a change of 53° in a day, and probably the entire

change took place in less than 24 hours. Similar cases must
frequently occur near the eastern slope of the Eocky Mount-

ains, and the changes of temperature are more sudden here

than they are near the Atlantic coast, because the cold which

succeeds a storm is more intense than it is in the eastern

portions of the United States.

It will be noticed that from Dec. 23d to Dec. 27th, the de-

pression of temperature on the summit of Mt Washington (ele-

vation 6,285 feet) was generally less than at other stations in its

vicinity. On the 24th, the depression on the summit was about
the same as near its base ; but on the 26th the depression was
twenty degrees less than near the base, indicating that at this

time the vertical thickness of the cold stratum of air did not

much exceed 9.000 feet.

The fluctuations of temperature observed from Dec. 16 to

Dec. 27, 1872, were similar in their general features to those

occurring every winter, but they were remarkable for the long

continuance of an unusually low temperature. What was the

cause of this protracted period of severe cold ? It can
scarcely be doubted that this low temperature was, at least,

in part, due to causes in operation beyond the limits of the

United States. It is noticeable that during this period the

barometer was unusually high, and there was a general corre-

spondence between the curves of high pressure and of low
temperature. If then we can discover the' cause of the high
barometer, we shall probably find the explanation of the low
temperature.

In my third paper (vol x, p. 8) I gave a table showing the

number of cases in which an area of high pressure was found
on different sides of an area of low pressure during a period of

three years. These numbers are as follows :
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On the North side, 23 cases. I On the South side, 25 cases.
" Northeast " 39 " I

" Southwest " 20 "
" East « 90 " " West " 37 "
" Southeast " 75 "

|

" Northwest " 19 "

It will be observed that an area of high barometer was found
on the east side of an area of low barometer almost three times
as frequently as on the west side ; and it was found on the
southeast side almost four times as frequently as on the south-
west side. These numbers are to be understood as applying
to the United States Weather Maps: that is, the centers of

high and low pressure were restricted to a certain distance from
each other, and the average distance was about 1200 miles.

The prevalent direction is about 20° south of east ; in other
words, whenever an area of low barometer is formed in the
United States, we may be tolerably sure that there exists at

the same time an area of high barometer at a distance of about
1200 miles, and in a direction a little south of east.

In order to determine whether this coincidence was the re-

sult of local causes, I have examined Hoffmeyer's charts for the
Atlantic Ocean and Europe and have found that an area of low
barometer on the northern part of a chart, is almost in

accompanied by an area of high barometer on the southern
part of the same chart. In about three-fourths of the cases

examined, the direction of the high pressure from the low is

southeast, and the average distance is about 1700 miles. These
results are derived from so large a number of cases that they
cannot well be ascribed to accident, and seem to indicate the

operation of a general law. They naturally suggest the idea
that areas of high pressure are formed from the air which is

expelled from areas of low pressure ; and that in Europe as

well as in the United States this forming process takes place
chiefly on the southeast side of an area of low pressure. The
comparisons which I have made also indicate that in Europe
the direction of the high area from the low area is more south-
erly than it is in the United States, and the distance sensibly

greater.

These conclusions may be tested in another way. Low
barometer is generally associated with high temperature, and
nigh barometer with low temperature. Hence we should con-
clude that a temperature above the mean in Iceland, would be
accompanied by a temperature below the mean in Central
Europe. For the purpose of comparison, I have taken the
tables furnished by Prof. Dove in the Memoirs of the Berlin
Academy. He has there given the mean temperature of Ice-
land for each month from 1823 to 1837, a period of fifteen years,
and also the mean temperature of numerous stations in Europe
tor the same period. I selected all those months in which the
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temperature at Iceland was at least one degree (Reaumur)

above the mean, and placed opposite them in a table, the tem-

perature of the corresponding months at Vienna, Berlin,

Prague and numerous other stations scattered all over Europe.

The number of months employed in this comparison was 50,

and during this period the average temperature at Iceland was
2°10 R. above the mean for the corresponding months. During

the same months the temperature at Vienna was 0°'94 R. below

the mean, showing between the two places a variation from the

iompanson to tne tour months from November to

February, the difference amounts to 8°-66 Fahr.

I then selected all those months in which the temperature of

Vienna was at least one degree (Reaumur) below the mean and

placed opposite to them the temperature at Iceland for the same
period, and found that during the four coldest months of the

year the result was of the same kind and quite as decided as in

the former comparison ; but during the warmer months the

influence was less noticeable.

Similar differences, but not quite as great, were found to pre-

vail throughout Austria and Germany, and the same influence

in a diminished degree prevails in France, Italy and a large

part of Russia. The period employed in this comparison seems

to be long enough to establish a law, and I think we must con-

clude that when the temperature of Iceland is much above the

mean, the temperature of Central Europe is generally depressed

below the mean, and this influence is most decided during the

colder months of the year.

The results thus obtained for the United States and for Eu-
rope suggest the idea that an area of unusually high barometer
in the central portion of North America may be the result of a

storm prevailing at a distance of 1500 or 2000 miles in a north-

west direction. Upon referring to a map we find that the

Aleutian Islands are situated in this direction, and at a distance

of about 2000 miles from Oregon, and we know that in the

neighborhood of these Islands the storms of winter are unusually

severe and the barometer often sinks extremely low. If we
had maps showing the isobaric curves from day to day in the

vicinity of the Aleutian Islands, and extending to the central

portions of North America, it is presumed we should find that

tow pressure near these Islands was generally attended by an

area of high pressure in a southeast direction at a distance of

1500 or 2000 miles. The Report of the United States Signal

Service for 1873 contains Meteorological observations at St.

Paul's Island, lat. 57°JST., long. 170° W., but I have no observ-

ations from the interior of British America suitable for compari-
son with them ; it is, however, remarkable that in several cases
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F2—3, when the barometer was unusually low at St. Paul,

; unusually high in Oregon or Dakota. The following is

D„ St. Paul.
Portland,

1872, Nov 13 29-92 30-52

2940
30-60

16

28-68

30-51

28-62

90 28-98 30-56

21 29-38 30-40

was 30-50. Also from Dec. 15 to 26, 1872, the average pressure

at Breckenridge, Minnesota, was 30-50, but during the same
time the average pressure at St. Paul was 29 '25 ; and Dec. 18,

when the barometer at Breckenridge stood at 30 #

70, the barom-

eter at St. Paul stood at 28 05.

In preceding articles (this Jour., vol. viii, p. 11, and vol. x, p. 9)

I have shown the average form of the isobars about a storm

center as derived from observations of three years. I have since

made a similar comparison of observations of three years (1873-5)

to determine the form of the isobars about an area of maximum
pressure. The isobar selected has generally been that of 30-20

;

t when the observations were insufficient to show the compl-*"
dded ttaken the isobar 30 30, provided that

both of these curv<

highest curve whose form
curve was nearly complete. When both of these curves were

incomplete I have taken the next highest curve whose ««««

could be satisfactorily determined. The whole number of

employed in these comparisons was 238. The longer axis of

each of these isobars was measured, and also the axis perpen-

dicular to the former, and the ratio of the two was determined.

The average ratio of the two axes was found to be 1"91. In

fifteen cases the major axis was at least three times the minor

axis ; and in two cases the major axis was at least four times

the minor axis ; the highest value being 4*6. In other words,

the average form of the isobars about an area of maximum
pressure is an oval whose major axis is nearly double the minor

aaria
; and in six per cent of the cases the major axis is three

times the minor axis, while in one per cent of the cases the

major axis is four times the minor axis.
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The average rat

four per cent of tl

) of the two axes of the isobars about an

assure was found to be 1-94 : and in nearly

e cases the major axis was four - the

The direction of the major i.

with a protractor, and reckoned in degrees from the north

point toward the east. The following table shows the number
of cases included in each interval of ten degrees. Column
first shows the directions divided into intervals of ten degrees,

and column second shows the number of cases occurring in

each interval. In order to eliminate the influence of accidental

causes, I have taken the average of each three successive num-
bers in column 2d, and have placed the result in column 3d.

These numbers show a decided maximum corresponding to the

direction N. 44° E. Column 4th shows the observations of the

isobars about an area of minimum pressure as heretofore re-

ported, and column 5th shows the averages of the same numbers
taken in sets of three. These numbers also show a decided

maximum corresponding to the direction N. 39° E.

The close agreement between the average form of the curves

for high and low pressure, as well as in the prevalent direction

of the major axis of the curve seems to indicate the operation

of a constant cause. In order to determine whether this phe-

nomenon is of a local nature, I have made a similar comparison

of European observations. I took Hoffmeyer's charts from

Dec, 1873, to Nov., 1874 and measured the form of the isobars

about each storm center.

Position of th Ma], r Axi of the Isobars.

„KS .

UNITED STATES. EUROPE. ,

High LowBarom. LowBarom. High Barom.

, .,. V- Case*. Aver. Cases. Cases. A,,-.

io° If 12 15 [J H S I ; l

25 20 24
21 25 23 26

29 22 22 17

60 IT 17 15

16 3
80 11 13 2

3 5
2 3 10 2

no

-120

!

5

8 8

3

3

5

J

9
17<i -i,*0 14 15 10 12 3 I 3 2
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Only those cases were selected which contained an isobar as

low as 740 millimeters. The isobar selected for measurement
was seldom the lowest isobar drawn on the maps, but the

largest isobar which was complete (or nearly so) about the storm

center. The number of cases employed was 70, and the aver-

age ratio of the two axes was 1'60. Column 6th in the preceding

table shows the number of cases for each 10° of azimuth ; and
column 7th shows the averages of the same numbers taken in

sets of three.

In a similar manner the isobars about areas of maximum
pressure were measured. Only those cases were selected which
contained an - 775 millimeters, and frequently

this was the isobar selected for measurement ; but if the map
showed a larger isobar which was complete, or nearly so, that

was taken in preference. The number of cases employed was

51 and the average ratio of the two axes was 1-82. In the pre-

ceding table, column 8th shows the number of cases for each 10°

of azimuth, and column 9th shows the averages of the same num-
bers taken in sets of three.

The following table presents a summary of the preceding re-

sults both for low and high pressures in the United States and

Europe.

Summary of Remits for I oban.

|

HIGH BAEOMETEE.

United States. 1 Europe. United States.! Europe.

Ratio of the two ax
Prevalent direct, of rnajoraxis,

1-94 1-60

N. 39° B. 1 N. 31° E.
|

1-91

1 N. 44° E. 1 N. 76° E.

This table suggests some obvious reflections, but I prefer to

withhold them until I have obtained a longer series of observa-

tions from Europe.

Relation of rainfall to variations of barometric pressure.

In former articles (this Jour., vol. viii, p. 4 and vol. x, p. 5) I

have shown a close connection between the rain-fall and the

direction and velocity of a storm's progress. I have also en-

deavored to determine (vol. viii, p. 11) by what indications it

may be known whether the barometric pressure at the center

of a storm is increasing or diminishing. Since receiving the

published observations of the Signal Service for eleven months

(Sept, 1872 to July, 1873) I have resumed this discussion and

have discovered a decided connection between the amount of

rain -fall and the pressure at the center of the storm. For the

purpose of comparison, storms were divided into three classes
;

one class including those cases in which the barometric depres-

sion at the center of the storm was the same on two successive
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days, or the change was less than 0*05 inch. A second class

included those cases in which the pressure at the center de-

creased to the extent of at least 005 inch ; and a third class

included those cases in which the pressure increased to the

extent of at least 0*05 inch. The following is the result of this

comparison including 194 cases for eleven months of observa-

Infl.ienc o/va of barometric pressure.

AMOUNT OF RAIN-FALL.

XV,*' 3S&. fflKS. w ¥F G1T>

" stationary,
" decreasing, si 29-48 =i •134 i

0-65

Column 2d shows the number of cases of each of the three

classes of storms investigated ; column 8d shows the average pres-

sure at the center of the storms under investigation ; column 4th
shows the average change of pressure at the center of the storm
in twenty-four hours, + increasing, - diminishing ; column 5th
shows the average rain-fall for eight hours at all the stations
included within the isobar 29'90

; column 6th shows the average
rain-fal] at the stations within the isobar 29*80 ; and column 7th
shows the average obtained by taking the greatest rain-hill re-

ported for each storm at any of the stations. This greatest
rain-fall generally occurred near the center of the storm-area.
These results clearly indicate that the amount of rain in 11 is

least when the pressure at the center of the storm is increasing,
or the storm is diminishing in intensity ; and the amount of
rainfall is greatest when the pressure at the center of the storm
is decreasing, or the storm is increasing in intensity ; and we
arrive at the same conclusions whether we take the average
rain-fall at all the stations within the isobar 29*90

; or c
"

ourselves to the stations within the isobar 29*80 ; or take i

the single station which reports the greatest rain-fall. _
effect is most decided during the colder months of the year.

Stationary storms near the coast of Newfoundland.

In a former article (vol. xi, p. 17) I have noticed the fact that
storms sometimes remain almost stationary for several days
near Nova Scotia or Newfoundland. This phenomenon I as-
cribe to an unusual precipitation of vapor in that vicinitv.
The vapor is furnished by the warm water of the Gulf Stream,
and the high-lands near the coast afford facilities for its precipi-
tation. We should therefore expect to find the average rain-
tall in this vicinity to be unusually great That such is the
tact is shown by the following table which gives the annual

tl



in-ian at various iat part 01 the coast, rJor

is table I am indebted to Mr. (x. T. Kingston, Superintendent
' the Meteorological Service of Canada.

Annual Rain-fall in Nova Scotia and its vicinity.

STATIONS. !«»» Longitude.3 N-n.ui

47 42
48 30

46 13

45 39
45 23

45 42

44 34
44 54
45 46
48 56

47 1

47 37

45 14

52° 40'

62 40

63 34

65 12

66 5

48 36

49-50

47-87

5129

4448
33 21

54-68

1

2

Harbor Grace,
Bay St. George,

Port Hastings,

Guysborough,

Charlottetown,

Halifax,.

Beaver Bank, _

Wolfville,

Bass River,

Fredericton,

Quebec,

It will be noticed that near the southern coast of Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland there is a line of stations where the annual

rain-fall ranges from 50 to 60 inches, while at a distance of 200
or 300 miles from the coast, the annual rain-fall is less than

40 inches. Also if we follow along the coast of the United
States as far south as Washington we find that scarcely any
where does the average rain-fall exceed 45 inches. The pre-

cipitation on the south coast of Nova Scotia and Newfound-
land is therefore excessive, and is sometimes sufficient to hold

a storm nearly stationary for several days.

Course and velocity of storms in tropical regions.

In order to discover the causes of the movement o

reas, it is important to study their phenomena ut

greatest possible <

have prepared a list of all the storms originating near the
West India Islands, for which I have found definite paths as-

signed by any investigator. The principal results are exhibited
in the following table. Cdlumn 1st shows the date of com-
mencement of the storm so far as ascertained ; column 2nd shows
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e of the storm's center when it first became violent;

column 3d shows the average course of the storm while moving
westward ; column 4th shows the hourly velocity of pro-ress in

the preceding part of its course ; column 5th shows the latitude

at which the storm was moving due north ; column 6th shows
the average course of the storm after turning eastward until it

reached the parallel of 40° ; column 7th shows the hourly veloc-

ity of progress during the preceding period ; column 8th shows
whether rain was mentioned as accompanying the storm ;

column
9th indicates the name of the person by whom the phenomena
of the storm were investigated ; (R) stands for William Reid

;

(W) stands for William C. Redfield
;
(M) for Matthew F. Maury

;

(B) for Alexander Buchan
;
(E) for John R. Eastman

;
(T) for

Henry Toynbee ; and (S) for the U. S. Signal Service. Column
10th shows where the record of the investigation may be found.

It will be noticed that the least latitude of any storm -path
here recorded is 10°

; that is. over the Atlantic Ocean no
storm-path has been traced within 10° of the equator. On
Maury's storm chart for the North Atlantic (this Jour., vol. xi,

>ng 6436 observations, each observation representing
a period of eight hours, four gales are reported within five de-
grees of the equator. Also between 5° and 10° north latitude,
among 6476 observations, eight gales are reported. On Maury's
chart :' >r the eastern half of the North Pacific Ocean, among
17,854 observations, 35 gales are reported between the equator
and 5° N. latitude; and between 5° and 10° N. latnorn

observations, 33 gales are reported. Storms do therefore
;imes occur almost directly under the equator, but on an

average only once or twice a year.
The courses of the storms mentioned in the preceding table

range from 11£° south of west to 62° north of west. In two
cases the course was south of west: in a third case the course
was only one degree north of west, and in a fourth case the
course was only 5° north of west. Tropical storms do there-
fore sometimes travel towards the equator; and it is probable

irection occurs more frequently than the table would
since many of the storms here recorded would never

have been selected for investigation, if the v had not advanced
into the middle latitudes. The average course of the storms
here mentioned while moving westward was west 24° north

;

and the average hourly velocity in this part of their course
was 17 '4 miles.

The average latitude of the storm's center when moving due
north was 29^ degrees, and the latitudes range from 23£ to 84
degrees. During the three summer mouths the average lati-
tude is 30 -6; in September it is 29°-7, and during the other
months of the year 26°

-7, indicating that the point where the
course changes from west to east is more northerly in summer
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than in winter. The average course of these storms while
traveling eastward to the parallel of 40° was E. 38£° N. rang-
ing from 17° to 60°. The average hourly velocity in this part
of their course is 20'5 miles, which is almost exactly the aver-
a-v \v!n<.Mty of storms in the United States for the months of

md September according to the Signal Service obser-

Course a/Hurricane, originating near the West India Islands.

Date or

SI

while
' moving

a
-ft H Ill

Rain-

fall.

!

I

Where Recorded.

Westward Eastward H
1780. Oct. 3 '<-:, Ruin R Law of Sts., p. 273.

W. 31° N 233 K. 30-5 :
-

20-4 31-2 |B. 46 X. 1- W J. S., v. 20,' p! 17.'

1827' IT V
-IT W. 27 N. 35-0 31-2 (B. 55 X. J. S., v. 20, p. 17.
14-s W. 29 N. 12-9 30-0 IE. 43 X. lOOifam. J. S., v. 31. p. 123.

mo t?" r
. 23-8 31-4 E. 37 X. J. S., v. 20, p. 34.

22-3 W. 27 X. 1S-7 3IK! E id X. J. S., v. 20, p. 39.
. 2o-2 W. 33-5 N

26-4J30-4 !E. 43 N. 29-6 J. S., v. 20, p. 42.

30-0 E. 53-5 N 16-6 Snow. VV U.S. X. Mag. 1836.
1831. June 23 W. 145N

1 J. S., v. 31, p. 123.
12-3 \Rain. W J. S., v. 21, p. 192.

W. it x. (Rain. W J. 8.. v. 31. p. 124.
1835. Sept. 3 W. 38 X. 7?«m.

W. 29 X. !0-0 R !Law of Sts.. p. 48.

183?'
AUg

' S W.315X \Rain. R |Law of Sts., p. 48.

17 (5 )]-7 B. 24-5 X Rain. R Law of Sts., p. 69.

E. 47 X.
. E. (7-5 X R

j
Progress, p. 13.

1839. Sept. 12

1842' Ocf
3° 21-6 w!in.' 10-0

R i Progress, p. 39.

WJJ. 8., v. 1, p. 2.

E. 18 X.
18441 Oct! 4 WJJ. 8, v. 2, p. 312.

1846'
SeP*' U 13 -S W. 62 X. E. 47 X. W J. a, v. 18, chart

1-1-2 W\J. 8., r. 18, chart
1847." Oct 10 12-8 - R Progress, chart.
1848. Aug. 22 15-0 |W.28-5X. E. 22 N. 1

1848. Aug. 29 E. 24 X. \Ram. M Phys. Geog, p. 60.
1850. Sept. 2 lfiO W. 5 X. W J. S„ v. 18, p. 176.

I.-.-5 W. 15 X. E. 34 X. 18-7 Rain. W|J. S., v. 18, chart
12-5 W.12-5X.

1853. Sept. 26. 28-8 W J. 8., v. 18, p. 180.
1853. Sept. 29. 13-9 W.9N. W\J. S., v. 18, p. 178.
1866. Oct. i 19-.V W. 15 X. 15-n 6-4 30-0 Rain. B |Han. Book, p. 151.
1867. Oct. 29. lv5 E Pamphlet.
1871. June i 23-5 W. 14 k. E. 45 X. 2'

.

;:'''.',.
3 Rep. 1872, p. 282.

1871. Sept. 5 E. 38 X. 3 Rep. 1874. Map.
1873. Aug. 18. W. 32 N. 12-3 :

Rep. 1873, p. 1029.

J
873. Aug. 20. E. 41 N. P Met.Soc.,v.2,p.l5.

1873. Oct 6. 21-3 !.*-5 4-3 B45N. 3 Monthly Map, '73.

Hii_4tii
Rep. 1874. Map.

- : '

- " W. 22 X. B. 24 x! (Monthly Map.
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In column 8th the word rain when italicized signifies hard
rain ; when in capitals it signifies VERY hard rain, or rain

descending in torrents. It will be perceived that rain gen-

erally accompanies hurricanes. In four of the cases I find in

the published reports no mention of rain, but it is presumed
that this is simply an oversight, since in most of the other cases

rain is only incidentally mentioned. In all the investigations

of Eedfield and Reid the circumstances upon which they in-

sist as specially important are the direction and force of the
wind ; and it is only by consulting the extracts from the log-

books which they have furnished us, that I have discovered
any mention of accompanying rain. It is believed that tropical

hurricanes never occur without rain, and generally the rain is

described as descending in torrents.

Further remarks upon the preceding table are reserved for a
future article. In preparing the materials for this article, I
have been assisted \

Yale College of the c

Art. II.— The Colorado Plateau Province as a Fieldfor Geologi-
cal Study ; by G. K. Gilbert.

L Definition and Description of the Province.

In the Mississippi Valley and "the Plains" the strata are
almost undisturbed and lie nearly level. They have, indeed,
been lifted above the parent ocean, and in part raised to a height
of thousands of feet, but broad areas have moved together and
all flexures have been gentle. There are no traces of the fold-
ings which characterize the Appalachian region. The preva-
lent features of topography are plains and hills.

From the western edge of the Plains to the Pacific Ocean
the characteristic features are mountains. The strata are bent
and broken, and upturned at all angles. The typical structures
aiv structures of displacement Within this region of great
disturbance is a restricted area of comparative calm. Disloca-
tions of strata are not unknown in it; indeed, they are of fre-

quent occurrence: but they are less frequent, less profound,
and less complex, than in the surrounding region of mountains.
Its mountains are few and scattered, and its typical toi

form is the table or plateau. It is called the Colorado Plateau
province.

This region of plateaus was crossed by many lines of early
xploration, and the salient features of its topography were— s observers. The first writer who called

i of the district, and colligated the north-
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em portions with the southern, was Professor W. P. Blake (Pac.
B. R. Repts., vol. iii, part iv, pp. 8 and 42, 1856.) The title of
" Colorado Plateau " first appeared in the map of Ives' Colorado
River Report in 1861, and was written between San Francisco
mom tains and the Grand Canon. Later usage extended the
term to include the broad upland through which the Colorado
has excavated its deep channel ; and finally, as the minor pla-

teaus of which the great one is composed began, in the progress
of geographical knowledge, to be discriminated and named, the
comprehensive title of the whole became the Colorado Plateaus
or the Colorado Plateau Province. Portions of the region have
been studied, described, and mapped by numerous geologists
and geographers, but the chief contributions to our knowledge
of the Province as a u te, have come from the
>urve\ - i-i.i I j, red by Major Powell and Lieutenant Wheeler.*

It would avail little to describe in detail the boundaries of the

aid of a map. On the east it is separated

1 8 broad belt of mountains, which
include the parks of Colorado and have been called the Park
Mountain System. On the south and wTest it adjoins the Basin
Range Province, a region of many short parallel ranges, separa-
ted by trough-shaped, desert valleys. Northward it is limited
by mountains for which there is no comprehensive title. Its

greatest extent from north to south is 700 miles ; from east to

west, 425 miles. It comprises, of southern Wyoming, 20,000
square miles; of eastern Utah, 50,000; of western Colorado,
30,000

; of northeastern Arizona, 45,000 ; and of northwestern
New Mexico 25,000 ;f making a total of 170,000 square miles,
or one-twenty-fourth part of the territory of the United States.

by the Colorado of the West and its tribu-
taries, but the Sevier river heads in the western margin, and
the Puerco of the East u • « North Platte drains
|ts northeastern angle. The plateaus which compose it range

from 5,000 to 11,000 feet above the sea, but the

dnage are much lower, and the streams run at the
bottoms of deep gorges or canons. The plateaus are terminated
to part by cliffs, and the canon walls are cliffs. Plateaus, canons,
and cliffs are the characteristic features. The chief mountains
are of volcanic origin, and they are doubly conspicuous, since

* Exploration of the Colorado River of the West and its tributaries; by J. W.
Lowell. WaoV;,,. .*...... , .--

.tt.S.1

,
and J. J.

*J o
d
t?

ain& the province in my report to Lieut. Wheeler (see U. S. Eng Expl..— V."
.

...... .. "...
:

d& I was not aware, at the time of writ-

tas were continuous with those of Wyoming,
«» tnnta uplift not extending eastward to the Park Mountains.
**> Jon<. Sot.—Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 67.—July, 1876.
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they not only constitute some of the loftiest points, but are ex-

ceptional to the general character of the topography.

The climate is extremely dry—so dry that agriculture is

impossible without irrigation. Vegetation "is scant, except upon

the heights. Below 8,000 feet altitude it is too sparse to inter-

fere with the examinations of the geologist, and there are vast

stretches of absolutely naked rock. Travel is greatly obstructed,

except along certain lines, by deep canons which ramify through

the plateaus, and the selection of routes for wagon-roads and

railroads is a work of great difficulty.

All this description applies more especially to the southern

portions of the district. North of the Uinta mountains the

streams flow in shallower and broader valleys, and are more
sluggish. The Green river, the main artery of drainage, is there

less deeply sunken in the plain than in its lower course, and all

erosion by running water is hence less powerful. The profiles

of the topography are more rounded, and accumulations of local

drift and soil give rise to many grassy plains.

The only important economic mineral of the whole region is

coal, and this, though unlimited in quantity, is now utilized

only where the Pacific railroad affords a market. Mines of the

precious metals are nearly unknown, and in default of these,

which are the usual incentives to settlement in our arid territo-

ries, the region is chiefly uninhabited by whites, and portions

splored, except by the ubiquitous trapper and pro-

spector, who make no record of their discoveries. Along the

western margin are Mormon settlements. The market afforded

by the Pacific railroad and its dependencies, has stimulated a

little farming in Wyoming, and the same result has been wrought
at the south, in Arizona and New Mexico, by a line of military

posts. But in the center of the province one can find a spot

that is more than one hundred miles from the nearest house,
excepting only the ruined and abandoned dwellings of the

Pueblo Indians, who once peopled this forbidding land more
densely than it is likely ever to be peopled again.

II. How the material is exposedfor study.

As a field for the studies of the geologist, the Plateau province
offers valuable matter in an advantageous manner. Let us be-
gin with the consideration of the manner.

First, the Climate. The air is so dry that, except on the heights
and at the margins of springs and streams, there is no turf, no
accumulation of humus, often no soil, and so little vegetation
that the view is not obstructed. From a commanding emi-
nence one may see spread before him, like a chart, to be read
almost without effort, the structure of many miles of country,
and in a brief space of time may reach conclusions, which, in a
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humid region, would reward only protracted and laborious ob-

servation and patient generalization. There is no need to search

for exposures where, everything is exposed. Dr. Newberry,

speaking of one of the southern plateaus, says, "On our way

to the Moqui villages we passed through a region singularly

favorable for accurate geological investigation ; where there

vegetation to impede the view; where the strata are

r undisturbed, and are cut by valleys of erosion,, in the

_:e sides of which every inch of the series may be exam-

__. In this journey we ascended in the geological scale from

the summit of the Carboniferous to the base of the Cretaceous

series. Of this interval there is no portion of which the expos-

ures are not as complete as could be desired." (Geol. Ives'

Exped., p. 77.)

This aridity is not peculiar to the plateaus : it pertains to the

Basin Ranges, and in a less degree to the plains. But m the

ranges the most arid portions are the valleys between the

mountain ridges, and these are filled with monotonous Quater-

nary gravels and clays, which hide all other beds, while the

selves, which are of more interest to the geologist,

catch all the precipitation, and are in some degree clothed with

Second, the Drainage, The Plains and the Plateaus are alike

drained by great rivers, which rise in lofty mountain regions,

and traverse tin n on their way to the sea ; but there the resem-

blance ceases. The rivers which cross the Plains flow over

them in broad shallow valleys. The soft rocks of the interven-

ing benches decay more rapidly than they are undermined, and

their round bed with soil. But the Colorado

and its branches flow across the Plateaus in deeply carved nar-

row canons. Where the Green river, whi •

of the Colorado, enters the Uinta mountains, it is 2,000 feet be-

low the adjoining plateau, and where the Colorado leaves the

plateaus, it emerges from a gorge 4,000 feet deep. In the inter-

val the current courses, almost without exception, between high

cafion walls. Into this deep channel are gathered tl

of the uplands. Empowered by the rapidity of its descent,

each tributary river has carved a canon of its own, and so too

has each branch and creek tributary to a river, until the whole

tract is divided by a labyrinth of ramifying canons. VV hen the

rain falls—for it doe? sometimes fall here—it flows down rapidly

into the gorges, and washes with it the loosened particles of

disintegrating rock. Then in time of flood the deepening wa-

ters, constrained to a narrow channel, rush forward with impet-

uous velocity and sweep out the detritus. The rocks of the

upland are removed as fast as they decay, and soil cannot accu-

mulate. Thus does thorough drainage conspire with aridity to

prepare for the geologist a land of naked rock.
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Mountain building by displacement; Mountain building by
eruption; Stratigraphy; and Erosion; and will be discussed

under these heads, in the order indicated.*

Mountain building by displacement. The Plateau Province

differs from the mountain provinces by which it is surrounded

in the degree and not in the kind of disturbance to which its

sediments have been subject. Faults and folds abound through
its whole extent, but they are comparatively of great simplicity.

They are indeed so simple that they can be completely known.
Their entire phenomena may be comprehended, measured, de-

scribed, and delineated. The course of many a fault can be
traced from end to end, and its throw measured at every step.

The form of many a fold can be determined thoughout, and
pictured or modelled in miniature, with every detail of flexure.

Now, faults and folds are the elements of the displacements

which give rise to mountains, and to study them is to study

the very rudiments of mountain structure, and to acquire a

knowledge of mountain structure is to lay the indispensable

foundation for a true theory of the origin of moun-
tains. Hence the value of this opportunity to study the elements

of displacement in an uncombined condition, and in then' sim-

plest compound forms. To enforce this proposition, which is

of more importance than might at first appear, I will take an

illustration from the material already gathered, and,
'

will be necessary to explain
be coined to describe the ne^

In an anticlinal fold th<

synclinal fold the strata dip
from two directions toward
the axis. There is in nature
a third type, which involves

This is the monoclinal fold. It is a double flexure, connecting
strata at one level with the same strata at another level. In
figure 1, the curvature between aa and bb is a monoclinal fold.

re, with field parties of the Survey

U. S. Engineers, and during a fourth

Survey in charge of Major J. W. Pow
shed in the third volume of tl

that ha

e published in the third volume of the reports of "Explorati<

«-« ourveys west of the 100th meridian." Besides '
"

sources from which he has derived the material here presented, are: 1. The ob
servations of Major J. W. Powell, published in his report on the " Exploration o
the Colorado River i

part unpublished. !

and 3. The observations of Mr. E. E. Howell and of the late Mr. A. R. Marvine
published in vol. iii, of Lieut. Wheeler's Reports, and in part unpublished. 4. Thi

observations of Dr. J. S. Newberry, published in Ives' " Explorations of the Colo
«*>," and in part am Qgi of Mr. Clarence King, " Fortietl

Mr. T. B. Comstock's report in the U. S. Engineers

Wyoming." 7. Prof. E. D. Cope's report fc

Wheeler, published in the U. S. Engineer report for 1875.
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Marble Canon Block.

Kaibab Plateau.

j north of the Grand Cafion

of the (k~orador^th Mrd's^yTVieTatove: "Horizontal scale, 16 miles to the

inch ; vertical scale 4 miles to the inch. The base line marks the level of tne
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line bears to the angle or area wli lefines. A
large portion of the Plateau region is divided into great blocks

—usually a few miles in width and many miles in length—and
these have been unequally lifted above the ocean which de-

posited their common sediments, so that each differs from its

neighbor in altitude. They are bounded by lines of displace-

ment. The blocks which have been lifted highest have been
most exposed to erosive agencies, the tendency of which is to

pare away eminences and reduce all to a common level : but as

a rule, the highest plateaus mark the positions of blocks that

have risen above their neighbors. The forms of many blocks
are perfectly portrayed in the topography, and all can readily

be traced out and defined by the study of the displacements.
In illustration I have borrowed, through the kindness of

Major Powell, a wood-cut from his report of the "Exploration
of the Colorado," and if the reader will examine it attentively,

he will obtain a clearer idea of the structure I have described,
than I can hope to convey in words. The sketch is not an
ideal one, but was carefully drawn to represent a tract of

country, lying in Utah and Arizona, of which the main geolog-
ical features are clearly understood. The geological section in

the foreground is, in the main, the section which is exposed in

the walls of the Grand Canon, and is 106 miles long. The
vertical scale is four times as great as the horizontal. The base
line marks the level of the ocean, and the dotted line the
level of the Colorado river. The rock bed marked with small
circles stands for the Lower Aubrey Group, a member of the
Carboniferous System ; the one above it for the Upper Aubrey
Group, also Carboniferous, and the dotted stratum, seen at the
right, is the so-called Trias. In the bird's-eve view beyond the
section, the foreground is of plateaus floored by the limestone
of the Upper Aubrey, and beyond rise terraces built oi
and more recent strata. Five displacements are exhibited.
Beginning at the left : the Hurricane displacement is a fault
where it is intersected by the section, and has a throw of 2,500
feet Seventy miles farther north it is a combination of fault
and fold. The throw of the To-ro'-weap fault is only 800 feet,

and it disappears altogether in a few miles. The West Kai'-bab
displacement is a monoclinal fold as far as it appears in the
sketch, but farther south it changes to a fault. Its throw is

2,000 feet. The East Kaibab displacement is a double mo-
noclinal fold in the foreground but a single one in the distance.
Its total throw is 3000 feet. The throw of the Pari,
ment is 1800 feet. It is known only as a simple fold. Along
the lines of the first three displacements the eastern wall has
risen, or the western has fallen ; but with the remaining two
the reverse is the case.
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Art. III.—Notices of Recent American Earthquakes—No. 6 ; by
Prof. C. G. Eockwood, Jr., Rutgers College.

In the following notices, facts given by single newspaper

reports, and which could not be otherwise verified arc printed

in smaller type, and the source from which they were obtained

is indicated.

For information received I am indebted to John M. Batch-

elder, of Boston, and Samuel Barnet, of Washington, Ga.

1874.

May.-The disturbances at Bald Mountain, N. C, in February

and March, already noticed (III, ix, p. 332) were reported as con-

tinuing at intervals during the months of April and May. (U. S.

Signal Service.)

July 23.—A light shock at Camp Russell, Neb. (IT. S. Sign.

Dec. 12.—A slight shock between 10 and 11 p. m at Garri-

son's, N. Y.
1875.

January.—Earthquakes preceded and accompanied an erup-

tion of the volcano Trolladyngja, in the central part of Iceland.

The volcanic disturbance appears to have begun by subterra-

nean thunders during December, 1874, extending through

nearly two-thirds of the island. Early in January, 1875, earth-

quakes occurred in all directions and then an old extinct vol-

cano near Yatravskud opened and for four weeks continued to

emit ashes, lava," etc. When this eruption ceased, another ex-

tinct volcano near Myvatu, 100 miles farther north, opened and

continued in action for several weeks. Both of these eruptions

occasioned great destruction of life and property. Earlv in

March there seemed to be a general upheaval of the earth m
the whole central portion of the island. The ashes from these

or still later eruptions fell to the depth of several inches on the

coast of Norway in the latter part of April. It is stated that

"the geysers have dried up since the eruption began, and in-

stead of water emitted quantities of hot smoke and ashes."

Jan. 24.—A heavy shock at 4 A. M. in Butte, Plumas, and

Sierra counties, Cal. ; felt also at Sacramento, Cal., ai

City. Xey., wh ere two shocks were reported, the first light, the

second quite severe and lasting several seconds. The direction

was from the northeast A—
Feb. 7.—Two severe shocks at San Francisco, Cal., the first

at 10.56 and the second at 11.50 A. M., each lasting two to four

seconds. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)
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Feb. 16.—A shock at Orezava and Minatitlan on the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec. (J. M. B.)

Feb. 11 and 18.—A letter from Guadalajara, Mex., dated
March 2, 1875, says: "Since the 11th ult. we have had almost
continually slight shocks of earthquake. In all we have had
but four very severe shocks; the first (two?) on the night of

the 11th and two on the 18th. The majority of the churches
in Guadalajara are greatly damaged. In San Cristobal, a small

village about eight leagues from this city, 35 or 40 lives have
been lost and nearly all the houses reduced to ruins."

March 9 and 10.—The same writer says under date of March
10: "The earthquakes continue. We had one yesterday that

tasted three minutes, not severe. We felt a sharper one to-day
at 1.20 P. M. but it only lasted a few seconds."

March 9.—A shock at Phoenix, R. I. (J. M. B.)

April 1.—A heavy shock in the evening at Eureka, Nev. (J.

" May 6.—A shock at Wolfborough, N. H. (J. M. B.)

May 15.—A slight shock about 10.15 A. M. at Cambridge,
West Roxbury and Milton, Mass.
May 18.—A very destructive earthquake occurred at 10.10

A. M. in the Colombian Andes. The area affected extends from
Carthagena and Maracaybo on the north to Bogota and Honada
on the south, over six degrees of latitude. The center of dis-

turbance was at the city of San Jose de Cucuta. This is a city
of Venezuela, situated on the border of New Grenada, in N.
lat. 7° 30', W. long. 72° 10', and before the catastrophe had a
population of 18,000. It is between the two ranges of the Andes
which unite not very far south of the city. The first premoni-
tion of the disturbance at Cucuta was a subterranean rumbling
noise heard on the night of the 17th, but unattended by any
tremors. At 11.10, (some accounts 11.30) on the forenoon of

the 18th two tremendous shocks of earthquake occurred fol-

lowed after a short interval by three others of nearly equal
intensify. By these shocks, the city and most of the surround-
ing villages within a radius of twenty miles were completely
destroyed, with great loss of life and property. In Cucuta
only one building remained standing; and in San Cristobal
(population 11,000) only one house was left and that so shat-
tered as to be unsafe.

The destruction involved nine villages in Venezuela, chiefly
m the department of Merida, and ten in New Grenada in the
departments of Santandar and Pamplona, The loss of life is

estimated at 5000, and of property at $7,000,000. Immedi-
ately alter the iirst shocks, the Lobotera volcano, near the city,
began to emit masses of molton lava, which falling in the city
set fire to the ruins, and thereby added to the destruction, the
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horrors of which were still further enhanced by the pillage and

robbery which took place. Lighter shakings were felt in vari-

ous parts of this region for a number of days after the first

shock. Thus advices from Maracayho, May 20, say: "Light

shakes here every dav since." Tn Cucuta, Trujillo, Merida,

and Mendoza, " tremors perceptible at intervals for forty-eight

hours." A telegram from Bucaramaima, May 2 1. says :
" The

earthquake continued last night. The cathedral in Pamplona

fell." A telegram from Chiquinquira, May 22, says: "the

shocks are repeating. Two last night, one to-day." It was

noticed as a remarkable fact that the disturbance was only felt

on the west side of the mountain range.

May 18.—A prolonged shock just before midnight at St.

Thomas, W. I. (J. M. B.)

30.—Advices of this date from City of Mexico say :

shocks have been felt in Jalisco." (N. Y. Times.)

-A shock at 3 A. M. felt on board the ship Hamilton

in K lat. 19° 16', W. long. 57° 51'. "When the disturbance

first began the sea was quite smooth, but as the shock increased

in violence the waters became correspondingly agitated. Sud-

denly the vessel received a shock as if she had grounded, and

a [('(Miliar rumbling noise filled the air. Simultane.-ush with

the shaking the skv assumed a dull leaden hue. The atmo-

sphere was also thick and hazy. There was little if any wind

at the time, yet the vessel was tossed about as though in the

midst of a gale. The duration was long enough to enable

those who were below to reach the deck, estimated as fully

June 13.—Several shocks at Chinaltenango, San Salvador.

June 16.—A shock at San Francisco, Cal. (J. M. B.)

June 18.—A shock in the forenoon in western Ohio and

Indiana. It was most severe in the vicinity of Urbana and

Sidney, Ohio, where walls were cracked, chimneys thrown

down, etc.; but it was sensibly felt at Columbus. ()., and In-

dianapolis, Vincennes and Jeffersonville, Ind., and slightly at

and Chicago. It was not felt at Terre B
in the vicinity of Lafavette and Logansport, Ind. '1 he state-

ments in regard to time are various aud contradictory. 1
he

United States Signal Service Observer at Indianapolis reporta

the shock as occurring at 7.43 a. m. All other accounts vary

from 9 to 11 a. m. A "' ore than one s,t0C,c'

Slight sb Francisco on the same forenoon.

July 3.—Three shocks at 12.05 p. m. at Nuevitas, Cuba.

The first and last slight, the second rather severe, the whole

lasting about fourteen seconds. (N. Y. Times.)

July 28.—A shock at 410 a. m. felt quite generally through-
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out the northwestern part of Connecticut It extended from
Hartford and Springfield on the east to the line of the Housa-
tonic R R on the west, and from Danbury and Waterbury on
the south, to Chester and Becket, Mass., on the north, being
felt at numerous places in Litchfield and Hartford counties.
At most places the shock was preceded or accompanied by a
rumbling noise. At Collinsville it lasted fifteen seconds. At
Winsted it is stated to have lasted forty seconds, the sound
coming from the north and passing away toward the south.

July 28.—A shock at 6.05 p. m., at Milledgeville, Ga., with a
loud explosion. (Atlanta Herald.)

July 31.—Advices of this date from the City of Mexico, report
an earthquake in Jalisco. (N. Y. Times).

Aug. 3.—A shock at 3 a. m. in St Thomas, W. I.

Aug. 8.—A heavy shock in the morning at Hollister, Cal. (J.

Aug. 29.—A shock was felt at 8.30 P. m., on board the bark
St. Lawrence, in N. lat 18° 50', W. long. 61° 30', being
between St. Thomas and the Island of St. Bartholomew, 140
miles from land. It lasted thirty seconds. (N. Y. Herald.)

Sept. 17.—Three shocks at St. Vincents, W. I. The last about
8 P. m. was rather severe. (London Times Correspondence.)
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ington and Augusta some observers noticed two or three shocks.

A rumbling was heard at the former place. The reports of the

direction of vibration are too contradictory to be briefly stated.

No damage was done, but the shock was sufficiently strong
" to cause a mirror to nod back and forth from the wall."

Nov. 2.—Advices of this date from San Francisco say : "A
severe shock of earthquake is reported at Fort Yuma on the

Colorado River."

Nov. 7.—A heavy shock in San Benito County, Cal., accom-

panied by a harsh rumbling noise. The direction of vibration

was from east to west.

Nov. 8.—A shock at 4.40 A. M., felt at Leavenworth, Law-
rence, Burlingame (direction S.W. to N.E.), and Manhattan,

Kansas. At the latter place the time was " about 5 A. M.," the

direction west to east and lasting a minute.

Nov. 12.—A shock at 2 A. M. at Knoxville, Tenn., lasting

ten seconds. The vibration was from west to east, and accom-

panied by a rumbling noise.

Nov. 14.—A shock at San Francisco and San Jose, Cal. (U. S.

Sign. Serv.)

Nov. 15.—A smart shock at 7.55 P. M. at San Francisco,

Cal. ; vibrations east and west.

Nov. 27.—A shock at San Francisco, Cal. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)

Dec. 1.—Two slight shocks at 4 and 6 a. M. at Keene, N. H.

Dec. 3.—A heavy shock in the afternoon at Grass Valley,

Cal., lasting ten seconds, vibrations north and south. Felt

Eighth at 3 p. m. at Carson City, Nev.
Dec' 4.—The town of Abancay, Peru, was destroyed by an

earthquake, " between 4 P. M. of the 4th and 9 A. M. of the 5th,

no less than thirty-seven shocks occurred, some of them very

severe " This town is east of the Andes and some fifty miles

from Cuzco.
Dec. 8.—On the night of the 8th and 9th, an earthquake

occurred in Porto Rico by which the town of Arecibo was

almost entirely destroyed, " two churches and only six houses

remaining."

Dec. 8.—On the same day as the preceding, hour not stated

but apparently about breakfast time, the bark Mora experienced

an earthquake at sea in N. lat 10° 7', W. long. 42°.

Dec. 9.—A slight shock at 3 A. m. at Nebraska City, Neb.

Dec. 15.—A shock at 2.45 p. m. at Maricopa Wells, Arizona

Terr. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)
Dec. 21.—A shock at Santa Barbara, Cal. (IT. S. Sign. Serv.)

Dec. 22.—An earthquake was felt about 11.45 P. M. in Vir-

ginia. It was most severe at Richmond and vicinity, where

three distinct shocks were noticed, lasting twenty or thirty
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seconds, and accompanied by a rumbling noise. The shocks
"were not sharp or sudden, but coming on rather slowly, swell-

ing in force, and then quickly dying out." The direction of the

vibration was north and south, and it was sufficiently strong to

knock down plastering, etc. It was felt toward the north as

far as Washington and Baltimore, and toward the northwest at

Staunton and Gordonsville, at which latter place the time is

stated at 11.30, and the duration "fully three seconds." The
U. S. Signal Service reports: "Two shocks at 11.30 at Fortress
Monroe, Va. ; about 11.30 at New Market, Ind. ; shock lasting

twenty seconds at 11.45 at Greensboro, K C. ; two shocks from
east-southeast to north-northwest, the first lasting five or six

Beeonds, the second not quite so heavy at 11.40 (Washington
time) at Alto Yista, Va. ; two shocks from east to west, first

lasting ten or fifteen seconds, the second milder, at 11.33 at

Petersburg, Va. ; shock from northeast to southwest with rush-
ing roaring noise at Weldon, JSL C."

Dec. 23.—A shock at night in Placer, Nevada and Yuba
Counties, Cal.

Dee. 24.—A shock in the evening at Grass Valley, Cal. (N.
Y. Times.)

Jan. 7.—Three shocks at the Island of St. Thomas, W. I, in

the morning, " the first at about four o'clock, the second at
about half past four, which was very severe, and the last three
minutes later." (Newark Daily Advertiser.)

Jan. 7.—A shock at 2.20 P. M. at Warner and Contoocook-
ville, N. H. Its apparent course was from west to east and its

duration two minutes.

Jan. 8.—A shock at 4.30 p. m. at Lockport, N. Y. (U. S.

Sign. Serv.)

Jan. 15.—A severe shock at midnight at China, Me.
Jan. 21.—A shock between 3 and 4 a. y

Cruz and San Francisco, Cal. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)

Jan. 27.—Two shocks at Adrian, Mich. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)
Jan. 29.—A shock at 9.05 p. m. at Annapolis, Md. (U. S.

Sign. Serv.)

Feb. 7.—A shock in the City of Mexico. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)

Feb. 27.-A shock at Detroit, Mich.
March 25.—Two slight shocks at 6 a. m. and 1 p. m. at Oakland,

Cal. (U. S. Sign. Serv.)
April 10.—A shock was felt in a large portion of St. Mary's

County. Md., attended by a rumbling sound. (N. Y. Times.)
New Brunswick, N. J., May 3, 1876.



J. Blake—Roscoelite, a Vanadium Mica.

The mineral, to which I have given the name of Roscoelite,

—in honor of Professor Roscoe, of Manchester, who has done so

much for the chemical history of vanadium,—is a well marked

species of mica, containing quite a large percentage of vanadium.

It was found in a gold mine at Granite Greek, El Dorado

County, in the lower hills on the western slope of the Sierra

Nevada. It occurs in the hanging wall of a small quartz vein,

the country rock being porphyry The mica appears to have

been principally deposited in fissures in the porphyry, and is

usually found in layers from a tenth to half an inch thick, and

seldom extending continuously for more than two or three

inches. It is also found filling cavities in the quartz. Ihe

crystals are quite brilliant, of a dark-green color, seldom more

than 01 inch long, and, when occurring in fissures, form two

ring from each side of the fissure and meeting in the

center. They are also found in nodules with a stellar arrange-

ment, more particularly in the cavities of the quartz. They are

strongly doubly refracting. Sp. gr. 2-33. They weather into a

light yellow wacke. The whole thickness of the vein-matter in

which the mica is found is not more than a few inches. Ihe

mine in which it occurs has been worked for gold, and it is in

these micaceous deposits that the greater part of the gold
I

is

found. Some portions are extremely rich, as much as 8240

having been washed out from a single panful]
1

; and while at

the mine I saw $40 taken from a few handsfull. 1 he gold is

commonly found in the form of fine scales which have been

deposited between the crystals of the mica. So gei,

diffused that it is impossible to find a piece of the mica as large

as a bean that does not contain gold. The mine ^ worked by

means of an open cut, now about 30 feet deep and 150 feet long.

The most interesting fact connected with this mineral is the

large proportion of vanadium it contains, and that too, ma form

in which it has not before been found, unless the small traces

of it detected in some basalts should be part of an

compound. When I first discovered the mineral, I expected to

find a mica rich in chromium, and, on heating some of it in a

test tube with HC1, I obtained a green solution. Finding that

by continued boiling with acid the whole of the color was en-

tirely removed from the mica, I availed myself of this method

to determine the quantity of what I considered to be chromium

;

fusing the residue from the acid solution with carbonate •>!

soda and niter, and precipitating with lead, I also b

the amount of the alkalies ; and, in presenting some specimens
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of the substance to the Microscopical Society and at the Acad-

emy of Sciences of California in September, I made the gene-

ral statement that it was a potash-mica, containing 23 i < r cent

chromic oxide and traces of lithia. It was not until I had sent

a specimen of the mineral to Dr. Genth to analyze that the pres-

ence in it of vanadium was discovered, and to him is due the

entire credit of having first detected the true character of this

interesting mineral. I have availed myself of the action of

nitrohydrochloric acid on the mineral to prepare a considerable

quantity of vanadic compounds for physiological experiment,

as fchia affords about the easiest method of obtaining vanadic
acid, although it is impossible thus to extract all the vanadium
from the mica.

Art. Y.—On

1. Roscoelite.

I am indebted to Dr. James Blake of San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, for a small quantity of the very interesting mineral,
which he called "Roscoelite," in honor 'of Professor Eoscoe,
whose important investigations have put vanadium in its proper
place among the elements.

Roscoelite occurs in small seams, varying in thickness from

Tf's
to T\ of an inch in a decomposed yellowish, brownish or

greenish rock. These seams are made up of small micaceous
scales, sometimes £ of an inch in length, mostly smaller and
frequently arranged in stellate or fan-shaped groups. They
show an eminent basal cleavage. Soft The specific gravity
of the purest scales (showing less than one per cent of impuri-
ties) was fouud to be 2'938; another specimen of less purity
gave 2-921. Luster pearly, inclining to submetallic. Color
dark clove-brown to greenish-brown, sometimes dark brownish-
green.

Before the blowpipe it fuses easily to a black glass, color-
ing the flame slightly pink. With salt of phosphorus gives
a skeleton of silicic acid, a dark yellow bead in the oxidizing
flame, and an emerald-green bead in the reducing flame. Only
slightly acted upon by acids, even by boiling concentrated
sulphuric acid; but readily decomposed by dilute sulphuric
acid, when heated in a sealed tube at a temperature of about
180° C, leaving the silicic acid in the form of white pearly
scales, and yielding a deep bluish-green solution. With sodic

I Poses to a white mass. The roscoelite, which I
received for investigation was so much mixed with other sub-
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stances, such as gold, quartz, a feldspathic mineral, a dark

mineral and very minute quantities of one of orange color, that

it was impossible to select for analysis material of perfect purity.

For this reason I have delayed the publication of my results,

which were obtained over one year ago, in the hope of being

able to repeat my analyses with better and purer specimens

;

but I now give the results of my analyses because there is no

prospect of getting anymore of this mineral, as will be seen

from a lette? of Dr. Blake, dated San Francisco, April 5th,

1876, in which he says, that the mine in which it occurs cannot

be worked any farther until a tunnel has been run, and that

it is quite uncertain when this will be done.

Although by no means perfect, my results approach the

truth and give a fair idea of the composition of the mineral,

even if the evident admixture of other minerals, varying in the

different samples analyzed, from about one to perhaps over

twelve per cent, does
"

not permit one to calculate the atomic

ratio of the constituents and establish the constitution or this

species. There is especially an uncertainty with reference to

thequantiti
inch belong

to the roscoelite, or which may have been introduced by admix-

tures of feldspathic and other minerals, as will appear from the

results given below, which show that the mineral, when decom-

posed with sulphuric or dilute hydrofluoric

only about six per cent of potassa, while fusion with calm- ,- lir -

bonate and ammonic chloride yields from eight to nine per cent

Some of tl could have been removed, it a

larger quantity of the mineral had been at my disposal.

Particular attention was paid to the correct determination of

the vanadium and the form in which it exists m the

The separation of vanadium is attended with great difficul-

ties, and I have not found any of the methods of separation to

give fully reliable results. This is in part owing to the incom-

plete precipitation of the vanadic acid, and m part to the impos-

sibility of washing the precipitates completely without loss oi

vanadium. It was therefore always determined by tne » n,\

method which I found to give fully reliable results—by titra-

tion with potassic permanganate. „„,i:„

After the separation from the other elements, v

acid was reduced by hydrosulphuric acid into \ / '

after the excess of hydrosulphuric acid had been expelled by

continued boiling, was re-oxydized into V f
O. by the perman-

ganate. I have satisfied myself by numerous expen

no matter whether only a very minute quantity oi

acid is present, or a very large excess, the V 3 0, is completely

oxidized into V„0, by this process.

For the determination of the state of oxydation of the vana-

An.Jou». Soi.-Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 67,-Jclt, 1876.
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dium in the roscoelite, a quantity of the mineral was dissolved

in dilute sulphuric acid in a sealed tube at a temperature of

about 180° C, and was titered after cooling ; the liquid was

then reduced by hydrosulphuric acid, and after boiling off the

excess of the latter, it was again titered. From the quantity of

oxygen required for oxidation in both cases it was found that

in the mineral is present as V
6
O

x ,
= 2 V 2 3 ,

V 2 s . <

The determinations of the other elements were made by the t

usual methods.

The finely-powdered mineral was dried (unless otherwise

stated) for two days over sulphuric acid, and the different sam-

ples gave the following results

:

(a.) Purest scales.—The analysis was made by dissolving one ;

portion in sulphuric acid and determining in this the quantity

and state of oxidation of the vanadium, the silicic acid and

insoluble impurities. The latter were left behind in dissolving

the silicic acid in sodic carbonate and gave -85 per cent ;
a

second portion was decomposed by sodic carbonate an

and a third for the determination of the alkalies by J. L. Smith's

method. The V 60,, given below is the mean of the two

determinations, (b.) Another sample, not quite as pure as a,

was analyzed by fusion, (c.) Still more contaminated with im-

purities, was analyzed by dissolving in dilute sulphuric acid in

a sealed tube, &c, ca is the result of this analysis, eft after

deducting 11*45 per cent of impurities, (d.) Another sample

was decomposed by dilute hydrofluoric acid ; the analysis was

unfortunately lost excepting the determinations given below ;

the material for this analysis had not been dried over sul-

phuric acid, (e.) This sample was dried over sulphuric acid for

several weeks ; a portion, which was decomposed by sulphuric

acid, gave 5*37 per cent insoluble silicates, 0*23 per cent of

gold and 43 '24 per cent of silicic acid; the V 6 0, , was deter-

mined by difference. The results given below were obtained

by decomposing the mineral by fusion.

&°- =
14-10 12-60 10*52 11-76 .

1*67 8*80 2-03 2-27'
.

MgO 2-00 2*43 1-74 1-95 .

CaO = D-20 023
Na,0 (trace Li

80) =
K

8
=

0-19 0-33 0,30 0-34 >
5-9*3

7 "5 9 8-03 3-9s (

v 6
o }1 = 21-30 20-50

Ignition 4 '
!
"'

> 5-13 5-32 5-95 0-34
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A mineral, very similar in composition and perhaps a com-
pact impure variety of roscoelite is found associated with the
scales. It has the appearance of a massive dark green chlorite
or that of some varieties of serpentine. The analysis was made
by fusion, &c, and gave:

Si02 = 46-09 Na
2 = 0-18

A120„ = 17-46 K2 = 8-66

FeO = 1-95 V..O,, =17-53
MgO = 2-18 Ignition =s 6*37

2. Psittacinite, a new hydrous vanadate of lead and copper.

In a paper on American Tellurium and Bismuth minerals,
read before the American Philosophical Society at the meeting
of August 21st, 1874 (Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, xiv. 223-231),
I mention, on the authority of Mr. P. Knabe, a siskin-green

pulverulent mineral from the "Iron Eod Mine," Silver Star
District, Montana, as a new " Tellurate of lead and copper." I
had at that time no opportunity to examine into the merits of

this mineral, having mislaid the small sample which he had
sent me. On receiving a copy of my paper, Mr. Knabe fur-

nished me with several specimens, wnich gave me a sufficient

quantity of fair material for an analysis. A qualitative exam-
ination proved it to be a hydrous vanadate of lead and copper
and not a tellurate.

When I communicated this result to Mr. Knabe he gave me
an interesting account of how he fell into his error. At the
Uncle Sam's Lode, in Highland District, occurs with the

tetradymite a siskin-green mineral, which has not yet been
analysed, hut which appears to be a tellurate. It looks exactly
like the pulverulent variety of the psittacinite from the Iron
Bod Mine. When Mr. K. dissolved the latter in hydrochloric
acid, the evolution of chlorine indicated the presence of a higher
oxide; the solution precipitated with an excess of amnionic
sulphide gave sulphides of lead and copper and a filtrate which,
oa addition of an acid, gave a black precipitate—vanadic sul-

phide—which he mistook for tellurous sulphide.

Psittacinite occurs in very thin cryptocrystalline coatings,

sometimes showing a small mammillary or botryoidal structure,

also pulverulent; color siskin-green, sometimes with a grayish
tint, to olive-green. Before the blowpipe it fuses easily to a
black shining mass. With fluxes gives the reactions of vana-

- and copper. Soluble in dilute nitric acid, the solu-

tion yielding on evaporation a deep red mass.
As it was impossible to get any of the mineral in a pure

state, I had to use coatings with quartz attached to them, some-
times contaminated with a little limonite ; but these admixtures
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could not influence the analysis farther than very slightly with

reference to the amount of water which i'

The following are my results

:

PbO =
CuO =
V2 6

=
H2 =
SiO =
A1 2 3 =
Fe2 3 =

a? h

15-87

determin

9-96

d ....

15-77

7-25

10-10 1557

of PbO : CuO : V,0 5 : H aO

d r= 1

The average of the five analyses gives the ratio of

corresponding to

—

3 (3 PbO, V 2 5 ) + (3 CuO, V2 5 )+ 6 (CuO, H 20) +12 H2 0.

giving the following percentage

:

PbO = 53-15

CuO = 18-95
V 2Oi, = 19-32
H 2 = 8-58

100-00

Psittacinite occurs, sometimes associated with gold, and small
quantities of cerussite, chalcopyrite and limonite upon quartz,
at several of the mines in Silver Star District, Montana, espe-
cially in the Iron Rod Mine and New Career Mine, and its

occurrence in these mines is looked upon as a favorable indica-
tion, for, when it is met with, the vein becomes immediately or

ich in gold. This mineral has been called " psittac-
"~ "T rather parrot green.

'

, May 16th, 1867.

from psittacinus, siskin-
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Art. VI.

—

On a Disease of Olive and Orange Trees, occurring
in California in the Spring and Summer of 1875 ; by W. G.
Farlow, Assistant Professor of Botany in Harvard Univer-
sity.* With Plate III

During the past summer, numerous complaints have come
from southern California of a fungus which had attacked the
olive and orange trees, and which was causing a considerable
loss of those two crops. Our attention was first called to the
subject by Dr. H. W. Harkness, who, in a letter from San Fran-
cisco dated May 11, sent a specimen of the fungus on an orange-
leaf from southern California. Of the extent of the ravages of
the fungus at that date no information has been received ; but,

as in a letter from San Diego, dated June 3, Mr. D. Clevelandf
wrote that there was no trace of the fungus in that vicinity, we
may suppose that the disease first appeared not far from Santa
Barbara, where we have definite knowledge of its occurrence,
and where great damage was done later in the summer. In a
letter from Dr. George Thurber dated September 20, enclosing
some specimens of the fungus, is the following from a corre-

spondent in Santa Barbara :
" We are troubled with our olive,

lemon and orange trees. A small fungus appears on the leaves,

twigs, and branches, at first visible only with a microscope, and
of a green color. As it increases in size it turns brown, and
then black. The olive is so exhausted that it is unable to fruit.

The orange and lemon stand it better, but their fruit is so infe-

rior as to be practically worthless." On the day of the receipt
of Dr. Thurber's letter, another was received from Professor
Dana, also enclosing specimens from Santa Barbara.
From the general tenor of letters from California, it is evident

tl t r t r. if this is not the first vea r of the appearance of the disease,

^ is. at least, the first in which it has attracted general atten-
tion

: that its effect on the olive and orange crops has not been

but markedly injurious; and that, in its advanced

re is present on the leaves and stems a blackish sub-
stance, which is universally regarded, by those who have formed

[
opinion on the subject, as a fungus. We have r~*~

: "

diffe!

of orange and oli\ „
have been able to study the fungus, which presents some points
not without interest in a botanical point of view ; and, if our
conclusions do not point to a direct remedy, it will be conceded,
we hope, that we have contributed toward* removing some mis-

* Copit

+ Wea
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conceptions as to the nature of the disease. At this distance,

remote from all opportunities of observing the disease on living

trees, there are, of course, some points in the development of
j

the fungus which we have not been able to study ; and our cor-
j

ondence has not been sufficiently extensive or minute to

s to give any statistics of the ravages of the disease, to I

i the climatic or other changes which have preceded or
j

accompanied the breaking out of the epidemic, or to decide

whether it is the same form of disease which has been reported

to occur in Florida. Our specimens present the disease as it

appears when in a somewhat advanced stage, and after the leaves

and stems have become so changed as to attract attention.

Mycelium.—The leaves of the olives which are affected by

the disease are somewhat curled and shrivelled, and are of a

browner color than normal leaves which have been gathered

but a few weeks. On both surfaces of specimens sent us are

black spots of greater or less extent, but in no case is the leaf

perfectly black. On the upper surface the black spots are more

numerous, more distinct in outline, and harder in substance,

than on the lower, where they were more diffuse and of a pow-

dery consistence. The twigs, of which we received only small

specimens, are covered with spots which resemble more closely

those on the upper than on the lower surface of the leaves. In

one specimen the spots are nearly confluent, and the bark is

visible in only a few places. After the leaves or stems have

been soaked in water for a short time, the black substance can

be scraped off without the least trouble, leaving the bark tol-

erably clean. The black substance, when seen with a magnify-
ing power of four hundred diameters, is found to be composed
of the stellate hairs peculiar to the olive, over which is growing
a fungus, to the dark color of whose mycelium the spots owe
their color. The mycelium is very variable in appearance. As
a rule, it is composed of moniliform hyphse, whose cell

mm. by -008 mm., and in some places almost spherical. The
color of the cell-wall is a dark or purplish brown, and in most
of the cells there is a comparatively large-sized oil globule.

These hyphse branch in all directions, and the cells of the

branches grow constantly longer, narrower, and paler, although,
in all cases, retaining a tinge of brown. The relation of the

mycelium to the stellate hairs and outer part of the twigs and
leaves is clearly seen in cross sections. The hyphte run along
the surface of the epidermis and of the hairs, which it will be
remembered resemble a broadly-opened, short-handled parasol.
They are twined closely round the stems of the hairs, so closely,
that the fungus cannot be removed without tearing them off.

They do not enter into the cells of the olive, and there are no
haustona as in the case of some of the leaf parasites belonging
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to the Eri/siplirt. Occasionally there are little knob-like pro-
jections of the cells which seem to indicate haustoria; but, by
the most careful examination which we have been able to make,
we have not been able to see that they enter into the cells <>f

the stellate hairs or epi e haustoria. The sur-

face of the hairs and epidermis, however, seems covered with a
sticky substance (of which we shall have more to say hereafter),
to which the hyphae closely adhere. Plate 3, Fig. 2, shows one
of the stellate hairs seen' from below, with a portion of the
ivcelii '/[ >\\ 'Ml ;_-

Various modifications of the mycelium are found principally
on that portion growing on the outer part of the stellate bails

exposed to the air. After reaching a certain stage of develop-
ment, they grow together in such a way that the hyphae coming
together laterally form a sort of membrane, as shown in Plate 3,

Fig. 1, cl This membrane is composed of only one thickness
of cells, but is very uneven as it follows and conforms to the

inequalities of the'hairs. Its general direction is parallel to the
surface of the leaf or stem on which it is found.

Conidia.—The hyphae, at their free ends, branch in all direc-
tions, and bear reproductive bodies of several kinds. The sim-
plest form is that shown in Plate 3, Fig. 3, d, where the ordinary
cells of the mycelium divide by cross partitions into two parts,

which do not respectively grow to the same shape as the mother
cell, but remain together two by two, as shown in the figure

;

the hypha becoming zigzag by the alternate lateral displace-
ment of the pairs of cells, which finally drop off and readily

germinate, each cell producing a germinal tube. In other parts
of the mycelium, the terminal cell of certain threads divides by
means of partitions, parallel to and at right angles to the axis of
the filament, until a compound body is formed, which resem-
bles the spores of the so-called genus Macrosporium. These
bodies, which can only be described as irregular conglomera-
tions of cells of an oval outline, are produced in great abundance
and average '015 mm. by '025 mm., but' are often much larger,

though often smaller. They easily drop from their attachments
and germinate, each cell being capable of producing a germinal
tube. Other hypha? ; ee to the plane of the
membranous portion of the mycelium, grow more and more
attenuated, and branch at the tip ; the terminal cells divide in

two, as in Plate 3, Fig. 3, c, fall from their attachment, and
germinate. This last modification of the hypha;, which is by
no means so common as the two previously described, will be
recognized as corresponding to the so-called genus Helminth. «•

orium, if we examine before the terminal
cells have divided. It is out of the question to give specific

(b forms as those just described, which, since the
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publication of Tulasne's " Carpologia Fungorum," are known
to be different states of development of species of Pyrenomy-

Pycnidia.—Besides the forms already described, there are

other bodies of a more complicated nature. Plate 3, Fig. 3, a, a,

represents the pycnidia, which are quite numerous in the spots,

both on the leaves and the stems. Their general shape is sphe-
roidal. They consist of a membranous sac of the same color as

the darker parts of the mycelium, in which are contained the
small bodies, which are represented as being discharged in Fig.

3, b. Their average diameter is '04 mm. In general appear-
ance, the pycnidia resemble so closely those with which every
one is familiar in other Pyrenomycetes, that any further descrip-

Slylospores.~In examining the larger black spots on the
stems of the olive, other bodies are seen,—the stylospores, to adopt
Tulasne's nomenclature. They are represented in Fig. 1, a, and
resemble flasks, whose long necks project beyond the i

by which they are surrounded. They may be recognized by the
naked eye, and clearly seen with a hand-lens, as the black pro-

jecting necks are tolerably conspicuous. To obtain a good view
of them, some of the larger black spots must be picked to pieces,
and the fragments treated with caustic potash, and afterwards
hydrochloric acid. The shape of the separate flasks is quite
variable. The central portion of Fig. 1 represents one of the
more regular, where, starting from a somewhat contracted base,
there is a regular swelling of the central portion, which again
diminishes into a rather long neck of uniform size. In some
cases, the flask, instead of being straight, is flexuous with two
swellings, the upper one being smaller than the lower. Others,
still, fork, and usually one branch is much more obtuse than the
other. The size of 'the flasks varies very much; but, even in
their younger states, they can generally be distinguished from
tne pycnidia by Ikmii- less inclined to a spherical shape. The
height is as variable as the outline. Some of the smaller are '15

mm. high; others—and they are nearer the average—are 4
mm. The wall of the flasks is composed of dark-colored cells,

which are longer in the direction of the axis of the flasks.
In some cases, the cells, composing the wall of the stylospores,

grow outward, so as to form papillae; and, as the m\V. Liom at

the base generally sends up branches around the flask, it is only
by a careful dissection that the base can be clearly seen. At
first, the mouth is closed, and there is a depression of the cells
at the center ; but, later, thev spring back so as to form, round
the open mouth, a circle of slightly reflexed teeth, whose tips are
perfectly hyaline. The neck of the flask is hollow : but, in the
swollen portion, spores are borne. They are oval, and divided
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into four parts by cross partitions. They are not contained in

asci, 1 nit are attached to short filaments which line the surface

of the base and lower portion of the sides of the flask. They
escape readily through the open mouth ; and slight pressure on

the covering-glass generally causes a fresh discharge.

So far, we have spoken "of the fungus as seen on the olive.

The orange-leaves sent us are also covered with a black sub-

stance, which is not so much in spots as in powdery sheets upon

both surfaces of the leaves, more particularly the upper. The
attachment to the leaf is bv no means as strong as in the olive;

and the deposit can easily be scraped off, even without pre\ ions

moistening. In fact, in some places it falls off on the slightest

touch. No specimens of diseased orange-stems were received

for examination. A microscopic examination shows why the

deposit was more easily removed from the orange than the olive

leaves. The smooth surface of the former gives no permanent

nt to the fungus, which, as we have before said, does

:rate into the interior of the cells of the mother plant

:

the other hand, the hyphae wind themselves tightly

around the stalks of the stellate hail's of the olive, from winch

they cannot be removed. If the fungus should attack both

oranges and olives, it is verv evident why the latter would sutler

much more than the former. Apart from the absence of hairs,

which invariablv constitute a large proportion of the scrapings

of the olive-leaves, that from the orange-leaves is precisely iden-

tical,—the same moniliform hyphae, bearing Macrosporium and

Helminthosporium spore-like bodies, the same pvcnidia and sty-

lospores. Micrometric measurements only confirm I

On the orange-leaves sent me, there is a greater proportion of

nailer proportion of stylo

The first account of a fungus grow
sembling in its habits that received fi

i his Mycologia Europe

following words : "Fun
gnsea. Proveuit in Europe meridion

iti. r£,
. of a species wh

ue made the 1
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published in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 3 serie, tome

11, 1840. Montagne seems to have had doubts as to the identity

of the Fumago Citri of Persoon with that of Turpin. Almost
simultaneously with the publication by Montagne of his genus

Capnodium, Berkeley and Desmazieres published, in the Jour-

nal of the Horticultural Society of London, vol. iv, p. 252, an

article "On some Moulds referred by Authors to Fumago." In

this communication, there is the following description of the

orange fungus briefly referred to by Persoon and Montague^
"Capnodium Citri, Berk, and Desm. Sparsum, setosum : peri-

diis elongatis; mycelio ramoso moniliformi pulcherrime reticu-

lato ; sporidiis oblongis minutis. Fumago Citri, Pers., Myc. Eur.,

vol. i, p. 10 ; Turpin, 1. c. On leaves of different species of

Citrus. France: Persoon, LeVeille."

Of fungi occurring on olive trees, we have an early account

by Montagne in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 3 serie,

tome 12, 1849, of a fungus mentioned in the " Bull. Soc. Centr.

d'Agric," 2 se'rie, iv, p. 267, under the name of Antennaria elae-

ophila, which had been found at Perpignan in 1829, which
caused ravages somewhat the same as the California fungus, and

which had previously been referred by him to Cladosporium
Fumago. It was probably the same plant as the Torula Olese

of Casiagne. Tulasne, however, in the "Carpologia Fungorum,"
vol. ii, p. 279, showed that the Freiesian genus Antennaria was
the pycnidial state of species of fungi of which Capnodium was
the ascigerous state. He restored the old name, Fumago, and

gave a detailed account of Fun \ h was illus-

trated in his unrivalled manner.

trope
two authentic specimens of Antennaria elaeophila Mont,—one

from the Duby Herbarium, the other from that of De Notaris,

and the structure is precisely that of the pycnidial-bearing por-

tion of the California fungus. The stylospore-bear'mg portion

of our fungus is the Capnodium Citri of Berkeley and Desmai*1

eres, to which they refer the Fumago Citri of Persoon and Tur-

pin. Montagne had observed only the pycnidial form—his

Antennaria elaeophila—on olives; whereas, on the orange, he

found only the stylospore form,—his Capnodium Citri. Ber-

I >esmazieres make mention only of stylospores on spe-

cies of Citrus, We have been so fortunate as to find, on the

specimens from California, both pycnidia and stylospores, and
on both olives and oranges,—which proves the identity of An-

I 'ophila (Mont) and Capnodium Citri (Berk, and Desm.)
The perfect ascigerous state of the fungus we have not found

'•

"'"' ,1 " n ; res seem°to have met with it, for

they add to their description "asei have not been observed.'
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having been found in Capnodiun
quite pertinently, as it seems to us,—that,

and we must eon less ourselves quite unable to distin;

tween Fumago salicina—found on willows, oaks, bin-

thorn, quince, and pear- and Capnodium Citri, found 01

and, as the California!! specimens show, also on olives.

said that no asci have been seen by us, that is no reasoi

fungus should be removed from Fumago salicina, whi<

conformation of its mycelium, its conidia, pycnidia, a

spores, it most closely resembles. Evidently, in the
fungi which we are considering, too much stress mn
laid on the length and shape of the stylospores. We s

specimens before us, how great is the variation in wl

doubtedly a single species. Neither is the fact of the
ing of the stylospores very significant, as, in the presen

i bra

"i

ai

i think 1

ulars. thev are alike. In realitv, the resemblance is even
f

than the limited size of our drawing would indicate. W
said that we found no asci : but Plato 1, Fig. 1, r, wouh
to be the early stage figured by Tulasne, 1. c. Fig. 20.
asci will probably be found in California; and we do DOt

lined spores will prove to be like

mere are both simple and branching stylospores. If the
will compare our Pla'

"

bvT
leav

wiJl compare our Plate ,'i l-V. 1. v stji that of Fum%
by Tulasne, "Carp. Fung.," Plate XXXIV, Figs. 14

:
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case of the present fungus, however, there is something more than
an accidental accretion of such substances. The surface of the

leaves and stems is in many places covered with a gummy de-

posit, presumably of insect, certainly not of fungus, origin. On
this gum, the fungus grows luxuriantly ; and, although it may
be found on those parts of the leaves where no gum can be seen,

yet it is evident that it has reached such places by growing from
the gummy spots. Of the origin of the gum, other than that it

does not come from the fungus, we have no theory of our own
to advance. Eemains of insects are abundant on the leaves

;

but, being entirely ignorant of entomology, we cannot say what
their relation is to the diseased trees. It' may be that they are

stray visitors caught in the gum. The fungus grows most lux-

uriantly on the remains of insects which I have seen, which, in

some cases, present a ludicrous spectacle, the hyphas projecting
from them like the quills of a hedgehog.

It has often been asserted by botanists that fungi, of the group
to which ours belongs, are particularly inclined to attack trees

which have been previously infested with insects. In 1849, Ber-

keley, in the London Journal of Horticulture, described a fun-

gus occurring in Ceylon on coffee,— Triposporium Gardneri,—
which followed the appearance of a species of coccus which was
described in the same journal by Mr. George Gardner. In their

paper on moulds referred to Fumago, Berkeley and Desmazieres
ln:lk

"

t -' the following statement: "They are often, if not always,
preceded by honey-dew, whether arising from aphides, or from
a sugary excretion from the leaves themselves. Frequently, top,

they are accompanied by some species of coccus, especially in

the -vnus Citrus." Tulasne * does not agree with the writers
just mentioned, as will be seen by the reference. He begins his

''''•- !'< "' "I Fum u'o salicina, however, with the following
words

:

' Initio fungillus e membranula constat tenuissima, alba,

<" h\ i a. matrieique vivas instar gummi soluti illitus hseret,

quam\ -is ah eadem, maxime si fortuito ea aruerit, frustulatim
aliquaiido seeedat. Id cuticuke struunt utriculi, perexigui, . • •

<>h o i-allido tandem repleti," &c. This initial stage described
""* :

i figured in Table XXXIY,.Fig. 2, mm., 1. c. We
t confess that the c cpression "matneiqu

illitus haeret," seems a little indefinite, but the figure looks

buadam observatoribus n

aphides prim
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exceedingly like a collection of oil-globules, or very small egg*
We do not pretend to say that what Tulasne saw was not a

membrane of vegetable substance,—a part of the fungus itself;

but, in the Californian specimens, we had something which
looked very much like the mm. of Tulasne's figure, and, in this

ease, we have satisfied ourselves, by observation and experiment,
that it is of animal nature, and not a part of the fungus, which,

'.."
ready known ,.f the dcvclopenicnt <>f luirji.

The initial stage of fungi, if we
except the Myxomycetes, as far as we know, is filamentous, not

membranous.
The result of our examination of the diseased orange and olive

leaves is briefly as follows : The disease, although first attract-

ing the eye by the presence of a black fungus, is not caused by
it, but rather by the attack of some insect, which itself deposit's

some gummy substance on the leaves and hark, or

the tree as to cause some sticky exudation, on which the fungus
especially thrives. It is not denied that the growth of the fun-

gus greatly aggravates the trouble already existing, by so encas-
ing the leaves as to prevent the action of the sunlight; we only
say, that, in seeking a remedy, we are to look further hack than
the fungus itself,—to the insect, or whatever it may be, which
has made the luxuriant growth of the fungus possible. With
regard to the fungus, we are able to assert that it is the same on
both olives and oranges,— the species described by Berkeley and
Desmazieres under the name of Cajumdinm Citn

y
which seems

to us, together with the pvenidial state desc
under the name of AnL i be but two states ->f

a species identical with that described by Tulasne :

wJfema It remains yet to find the asci
' probably be accomplished without difficulty in Cali-

fornia. The earliest stages of the fungus should be
some one living near orange groves ; for, although

'

has been known to attack greenhouse plants, it is not

naon, or, in that case, so favorable for study.
be desired that careful notes of the extent and manner of appear-
ance of the disease, and the climatic and hygrometric conditions
attending it, should be carefully reo
As a remedy, alkaline soaps, as strong as the trees will hear.

^H no doubt prove advantageous in case of the orange-; but,
m the case of the olives, much less good is to be
°^ng to the presence of the stellate hairs on leaves and twigs.
XN »th this, our notice of the disease from a botanical stand-point
ends; and we commend the subject to the attention o:
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Abt. VIL—On the Reaction of Sulphuric Acid upon Tri-calcic

Phosphate ; by H. P. ARMSBY.

The following experiments were undertaken to ascertain the
influence of temperature and time on the reaction between one
molecule of sulphuric acid and one of tri-calcic phosphate.
The materials employed were precipitated tri-calcic phos-

phate and a solution of sulphuric acid containing in 1 c.c.,

0-8784 grms. H
3S0 4

.

The tri-calcic phosphate was prepared bv precipitation from
an ammoniacal solution of calcium chloride bv di-sodic phos-
phate, the precipitate being washed with cold water. An anal-

ysis gave :—
Ca 33-73 per Cent.
P0

4 53-82 « -

H2U not determined.

Although washed by decantation till the washings gave no
precipitate with silver nitrate the substance still contained
traces of soluble phosphoric acid, probably as phosphate of soda
The experiments were conducted as follows : a weighed quan-

ally about five grms.) of tri-calcic phosphate
by rubbing in a mortar with the equivalent quantity of sulphu-

rid, and treated as follows :

Stood 2 A hours i

ordinary tern

The mixture was then washed with cold water till the wash-
ings ceased to show an acid reaction, the filtrate diluted to 500
c.c. and in it lime, phosphoric acid, and sulphuric acid deter-
mined The composition of the insoluble portion was in some
cases determined directly, and in others by difference. In cal-

the results, the sulphuric acid of the aqueous solution
was combined with lime, the residue of the lime with phos-
phoric acid to mono calcic phosphate, and the remainder of the
phosphoric acid was considered as free. A portion of it at least
may have been the soluble phosphoric acid of the tri-calcic phos-
phate. In the insoluble portion the sulphuric acid was also com-
bined with lime, and the remainder of the lime with phosphoric
acid, the excess of the latter over that required to form tri calcic
phosphate being considered to exist as the only other insoluble
compound, viz., di-calcic phosphate. The following table gives
the results calculated on ten grams of Ca (PO

)



upon Tri-calcic Phosphate.

APPLIED.
I. IL III. IV. V.

§$?«'' 3-143
8T
2
18 ' l

l'Z^
s -

3-209 "

10-000 grms.
3-209 " 3-209 "

FO^lduMe
= ===== : :

CaS0 4

CaH.(PO,),
H

:!
P04

2-124 grms
•837 «

•309 "

1-277 "

2-960 "

1-334 " sT 3-562 grms.

Insoluble.

CaS0 4

CaHP0
4

Caa (P0 4 ) 2

2-168 grms.
6-467 "

1-065 " •803 " 1-899 " 1-947 "

It will be seen that the amount of di-calcic phosphate
increases and that of mono-calcic phosphate decreases the longer
the mixture stands and the higher the temperature to which it

is exposed.

The following table shows the decrease of mono-calcic phos-
phate still more clearly.

If the reaction take' place according to the equation

Ca
3 (
p

4 ) 2+2H 3
S04=CaH 4 (POJ 2 -f-2CaS0 4

one molecule of sulphuric acid should render soluble one mole-
cule, or its own weight, of phosphoric acid. The fourth line of
the table gives the per cent of this theoretical quantity which
was actually found.

,
|

n. III. IV. V.

Applied, Ca 3(PO,).

, " H2S0 4
Found H 3P0 4

2-784 grms. 2-972 grms.
1-113 " f:2J*f 1-405 "

507 "

4-377 grms.
1-405 "

1-305 "

Ic^oretHjP^ 32-2 # 37-7* 39-5 £ 36*1* 92-8 %

In order to be sure that these differences were not du
incomplete washing a second set of experiments was made
smaller quantities. The tri-calcic phosphate was mixed
water to a thin paste, the sulphuric ac
well stirred, and treated as follows :—

I. Stood 3 hours at 100° C.

added, the

It was then filtered on the pump, washed with cold water till

the washings showed only a very faint reaction for phosphoric
acid with magnesia mixture, the nitrate diluted to 500 c.c. and
ln 50 c.c. the phosphoric acid determined by the molybdic
method.
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j

I.
j

II. III. IY.

Applied, Ca3(P0 4 ) 2
" H 2S04

Found, H 3P04

,!'<>,

•438 "

•172 "

1-751 grms.
•438 "

•200 "

1-751^, 1-751 grms.

•438 "

•415 "

% of the theoretical I 39-2 # 45-6^ 47-7* 94-7 %

To ascertain the extent of error from incomplete wa
insoluble portion of I. was further washed with about 250 c.c. of

cold water and the phosphoric acid in the filtrate determined.

Its amount was 0-013 grms. a part of" which was doubtless

due to di-calcic phosphate which is slightly soluble in water,

though not sufficiently so to introduce any material error into

the experiments.

From the above results it appears that the reaction between
sulphuric acid and tri-calcic phosphate, when the two are present

in the proportion of one molecule of each, passes through two

1st. The sulphuric acid reacts on half the tri-calcic phosphate,

producing mono-calcic phosphate. Whether free phosphoric

acid is at first produced cannot be determined from these experi-

ments, but if it is, it must quickly disappear.
2d. The mono-calcic phosphate thus produced reacts more

slowly on the other half of the tri-calcic phosphate in the man-

ner described by Piccard (Zeitschr. fur Chemie, ix, 545), pro-

ducing di-calcic phosphate,

CaH4 (P04 ) 2 -fCa 3 (P04 ) 2=4CaHP0 4 .

A high temperature appears to favor the reaction.
Chemical Laboratory of the University of Leipzig, March, 1876.

Art. VIIL—Dr. VogeTs Color Theory; by M. Carey Lea,

Philadelphia.

When Dr. Vogel first endeavored to establish the existence of

a relation between the color of substances modifying the sensi-

tiveness of silver bromide and the refrangibility ofthe raYfl
gwhich that sensitiveness was increased, I made a two-fold ob-

jection. First, that no sufficient proof had been given that
'&

any one instance a colored pigment had increased the s- n-itiv;

ness to the rays which it absorbed. Second, that many sub-

stances altogether colorless conspicuously increased the sensi-

tiveness to particular rays. To this last objection Dr. Vogel

replied that because substances were colorless, it did not folio*

that they acted equally upon the different rays.
To give this answer weight, it should have been accomp*-
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died by proof that some of these colorless substances showed a
power 'of absorbing the rays to which they increased the sensi-

tiveness of silver bromide. No such proof was given. Although
scarcely called upon to jirovc a negative, yet desiring to leave

no side of this question unexamined, I have recently subjected
tn careful spectroscopic examination those colorless substances
whirl, I have described as distinctly increasing the sensitive-

ness nf silver bromide to green light.

This examination was made with a table spectroscope fur-

nished with an exterior prism to throw light from a second
source of illumination upon the slit, in order to obtain tw<>

adjacent spectra. The solution being then mterpo,

path of one set of rays, the spectrum influenced h\

side by side with a complete spectrum, and the slight.-;

change- are made evident. For greater exaetnes-

vessel was first filled with water and interposed, then the

argu ml burners used were moved to such distances ;.-

the two spectra exactly equal in intensity. In the exanimate >n.

the size of the slit was varied from that which barely gave a

visible spectrum, up to such as gave a powerful illumination,

and the comparison was made with all intensities, though of

course the faint illuminations gave the most critical tests. The
substances examined were potassic arsenile, codeia, salicine and
morphia acetate. All of these substances, as I have
shown, exhibit a marked power of increasing the sensiti

silver bromide to the green rays.

No elective absorption could be detected in any of them. It

is therefore certain that their capacity to increase Qi*- action »j'the

green ray is independent ofany power to abeorb that ray.

Certainly if a law such as enunciated by Dr. \ <•_

there ought to be found, without difficulty, very many sub-

stances which would exemplify it. On the contrary D
has named very few cases in which he has iveorded results enn-

uis hypothesis. Indeed his hypothesis ha
to rest chiefly upon three substances, coralline, chlorophyll.
• | i' ,

i naphthaline red.
I have very carefully examined the action of all three of the

substances with the foih.wim: i. -suits:

. M I have before said, enhances t'ne Ml
more to the color which it chietlv transmits, n d. th.v

which it a:

ness(at least as tar as
destroyed by the addition of a trace of weak acid
while its color remai lestroyed. Coralline

therefore does not afford any support to the theory, I

the contrary.
A*. Joob. 8C1.-THIBD Sibikb, Vol. XII, No. 67.—Jot.t, 1879.
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Chlorophyll is perhaps the only substance that corresponds to

some extent in its action with the demand of the theory.

Some chlorophyll, which I prepared from ivv leaves, had a

bright green color in solution ; it diminished the action of silver

bromide to the green rays, and increased it to the rod. It

should be said howeve support giv
stance is very much qualified by its peculiar absorption spec-

Naphthaline red has been cited by Dr. Vogel as affording by

its action a powerful confirmation of his views. It has not

done so in my hands.
When a not too strong solution is examined in the spectro-

scope, it is found to allow all the red and yellow rays to pass

up to the limit of the green, where the transmission stops. Dr-

Vogel affirms that the naphthaline red increases sensitiveness t

the yellow rays, using it in not too strong solution. But it is

certain that this substance unless it is used in very strong solu-

tion, allows the yellow rays to pass freely, stopping only the

green and the rays beyond the »reen. It appears, therefore,

that a dilute solution of naphthaline red does not absorb the

yell< me rays, to which, according to Dr. Vogel, it incn
tiveness. And again the result of experiments made by myself

with the green rays, which it does undoubtedly absor
it not only does not increase sensitiveness to them, but aetuali)

diminishes it.

I therefore conclude that up to the present time no proof of

the correctness of this theorv has been {bund, but, on the con-

trary, a vast array of facts that are irreconcilable with it.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the true Ethyl Sulphate.—By acting on ethyl alcohol
jj

ether by sulphuric acid, Wetheriil obtained a neutral bofl

which has been regarded since that time as the true sulphur

ether, SU
2 -j ()C

*

H
5

. Later Baumstark obtained a substance by

xychloride, which he suppojj

)B
ulphonate,C

2H 4 |^ oC2 H 5;

Heated above 100s it carbonizes. Analysis gave it the form*"
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tures, but is very slow, continuing for months. Tin
solution contains only normal zinc sulphate, no basic salt being

present. A dark gray powder is deposited, however, which con-

sists of basic zinc sulphate and copper. It appears therefore that

the copper in this reaction is not simply exchanged for zinc, atom

for atom, but that some of the copper is replaced by hydrogen.

This, giving hydrogen sulphate, is acted on by the zinc, evolving

hydrogen.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., ix, 512, April, 1876. g. f. b.

5. Decomposition of Ammonium nitrate by heat.—Berthelot
has studied the decomposition of ammonium nitrate by heat. He
finds that this salt melts at about 152° C, but that no*a;

quantity of gas is evolved below 210°. The rapidity of the evo-

lution increases uniformly with the rise in temperature up to 300°,

and then, if the fire be urged, the mass explodes. These charac-

ters are those of an exothermic decomposition and sustain tin

results of the author's calorimetrical experiments, according to

which the production of the hyponitrous oxide theorel
engages, in the reaction NH

4K0 3=N 204-(H 2 0) 2 ,
about +46

calories. The volume of gas obtained, however, is always M
than that indicated by theory, owing to the volatility of the

ammonium nitrate itself. Indeed this salt may even be sublimed

without decomposition by placing it, previously melted, in a cap-

sule covered with paper, and over which is a card-boar
filled with fragments of glass. The capsule is placed in a sand

bath and heated to 190s to 200°
; the sublimed salt attaches it-

self in brilliant crystals to the sides of the capsule and the papg
cover, a portion also passing through .-mil cw-nng the glass, its

composition was verified by analysis. That this is not a dissocia-

tion into ammonia and nitric acid is shown by the fact that the

paper is not attacked.— C. 11., lxxxii, 932, April, 1876. g. f. b.

6. Additional /,,,-tM cm-nrning Gallium.--Boisbaudkan, the

discoverer of gallium, has presented to the Academy a specimen
of what he believes to be the nearly pure metal. The specimen

weighed about one decigram and was extracted from 431 kilo-

grams of the crude material. Unlike the specimen first made,

and which was solid owing to impurities, the author finds pure

gallium to be essentially a liquid metal, since it mell
and is therefore easily liquefied between the fingers. It exhibits

markedly the phenomenon of surfusion, a globule remaining
liquid for weeks, during which time the thermometer may go

down to zero. Once solidified, the metal is hard and resistant;

though easily cut and somewhat malleable. When melted it

adheres strongly to glass forming a whiter mirror than mercury.
Heated to redness in the air, it oxidizes only superficially and do*
not volatilize. Itisnot sensibly attacked 1>V cold nitric acid. Its

density is 4-7 at 15°. Deposited on platinum by electrolysis from
solution in ammonium or potassium hvdrate, it presents a grayish-

white mat surface, formed of minute globules. Cold dilute hydro-

chloric acid dissolves it, disengaging hydrogen ; but the residue

obtained by evaporating this solution, is not colored by potassium
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r ammonium s.il|,l.y.l. ..!.-. C. &

ton, lMrihanu,,^t<,,,ll>UhiH,;>n lt .

It> kin.l

that of

imiit.,| i
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Under the action of heat, this latter body loses carbon dioxide
and yields a neutral body of the composition C sH.02 ,

provisio*
ally called pyrogentisic acid. Thev now li.,,1 that this last sub-
stance^ identical with hylro.pm.one, tin- tnu- melun- point of

which is 169% and that gentisic acid is id< ntical wit!
tch fuses at 196° to 197°. From its reacti

the authors give to gentisin the rational formula

[cOjH flSSi C 6
H 3 J0H

Hence when it is fused with alkalies, it acts thus—
(^f«) 2+°2+(H 2 0) 4 = ( r,

;

ir,.) ,,+,< ji ,.0,^+0,11,0,

—Liebig's Armaltn,, clxxx, :]*:>,. March, 1-7(J.

'

'° "
'""

o. f. b.

9. On the ,>,;'!.;/ ;„;,, ,,/,,,, As-i.,,;,],\ , ,],,. ,.„-/,„,„ arutuui.-

brought from the Oxua bj the Rossi
expedition. The plant is a climber and is regarded as poisonous,

• t o camels. The juice contained a volatile non-poisonous
JJkaloid, and tl* acpieous portion was ri-h in pota-i
but contained no sodium though grown on a

flTTi f
e W t

?
e a(*ueous portion was a white coagulum, which

lused by heat and evolved an odor like that from burin

iv„vi
a8 e

^,
raC

,

ted W
\

th
,
boiliug alcohol and then with carbon disul-

Tll i t
h
t.

latt
1
r

.

eft on evaporation a transparent vellow resin.
iue alcohol w&rt ing on cooling, which
when purified ery>t;dli Zl ,] in needles. oS analysis this body gave
the formula C 16 H a40, and as it appears analogous to the phenols
in its properties the author gives it the name cynai

tlflZot me g an impure -rie^-W^-,;H
^;

10
* ?

nAmi
£'\f °f Monobasic Acids.—The name amidine was

given first by Wallach to a class of organic bases of the general for-

mula R
.
C

|
** derived from amides R . C \ ?TD , by exchang-

2&£*?i?K: •

A»* -P—nt. either
t a series o
his way. Thus from acetamide
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NHC 2H 6
TCHC

8H S

CH
3
C( CH.CC

Acetic A t i)

>THC
8
H

5 >THC 6H 5

CH
3
C^ CH 3

C(
XNC 2H 5

%NC 6H S

In the same way, guanidinc is the amidine of carbamide or urea.

Under the influence of water the acid amides are regenerated.
Bkknthml.v lias examined several new bodies of this class, phenyl-

NII2
acetamimide C

fi
H. —CEL -C{ , its mono-phenyl and mono-

\NH
tolyl derivatives, benzenyl-monophenyl-amimide,

and the diphenyl, mono- and di-tolyl derivatives.—Ber. Bed. Chem.
Gen., viii, ir>7;,

;
i x , 429, .March, 1876. G. f. b.

11. On Femn /itfit'nnt ; bv P. S« hutzkniskkckk. [International

S-initific Series. D. Appleton & Co., New York.]—This volume,
although rather too technical for the general reader, gives to the
student in a convenient form &resu-»i>' of the early and of the most
recent researches on fermentation (alcoholic, lactic, butyric, etc ),

and is a valuable addition to the International S.-ientitic Series, of
which it is the third voiuim on die aical subjects. The aim and
plan ot the Int. ni.trn.i.tl --.ei/i':- mk> has 'already been alluded
to in this Journal (vol. v, p. 241, 1875). It is not our purpose in

tht jn-i sc nt instance to criticize the subject matter of the volume
beibiv us. ~ me of the shortcomings of t he

Knu'lish version.

The most serious error is, perhaps, the translation of " matihres
•'• .«?"* by • hydrocarbons.*' On page 65 and following,

and throughout the book sugar, cellulose and starch are spoken of
as " hydrocarbons !" A mistake scarcely less serious occurs in

the description of Schtitzenberger's process for determining dis-

solved oxygen ([-ages los and following). Here Sehiitzenberger's
" hy. lr.,sulphurous acid" and " hvdrosulphite" are rendered, very

properly, "hyposulphurous" and " hvposulphite," but no note or

comment (except the symbol) tells 'us that the sodium hyposul-

phite thus indicated is not the common " hyposulphite of soda"
which still in the arts and indeed generally bears the old name.
On other pages hyposulphite is used in its former sense (instead
" r '• ! hioMilphnte'" 'or other name). It would therefore seem that
the mistake arose from ignorance or carelessness on the part of

the translator.

Among other less important blunders it may be said that

"poudre de zh,e' is not "powdered zinc
-

" but zinc dust (zinc-

staub); Sterry Hunt regarded the albuminoids as "nitrites" not
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as " nitrites" (and as this mistake occurs in several places it can

hardly be a printer's error) ;
" etant ramenee" (page iii) should be

rendered "reduced" and not " brought back," as it is a question

of converting a cupric to a cuprous compound for the first time.

In a prefatory note the translator deliberately chooses to ren-

der " invertir," " inverti," etc. by " alter," «• altered," et

of the much more familiar "imert." " inverted," etc. It is prob-

ably also to the choice of the translator that we owe
-

j
.."»ta—

.*" -hydmrati-.i ." " di>hydratation," "magnesium subcav-

b mate," and "marine salt."

We may pass over various misprints, menti : m - . >ne -uly, by

which a paragraph headed in the original" Gaz Lumli r" ap-

pears with the heading "Gas-light" to the confusion of tin- reader.

We may, howe aetant use of the French w
with accents, to indicate the weights and measures of

svstem, and also the giving in every ease the .•
i

ui\ :.

li'sh weights and measures (often to the third place of decimals)

even where an approximate or relut'n e number i* mentioned.
_

As

a single instance, wo read • n page 111, -'about I cub. centimetre

of oxygen (-061 cub. in.) for each 10 cub. cent. (-61 cub. in.) ot

It is most certainly to be hoped that the promised volumes of

Wurtz, H. SteClaire Deville, and Berthelot will not >

treatment at the hands of translators as have Vogel and Schfltze*

berger. As far as the reader is concerned, ii is at (.resent safer to

procure the works in the original tongues ; and thus one promise

of the Tnt Led. w. r. v.

12. Liquid Films— 1 h\ Sondual'ss bus extended the observa-

tions of Ph ; : of the exteflj

to which different liquids can be stretched in wire rings. He

observed the lamellae in closed vom-U exclud'mu « \tern.o d.-

turbances, measured with a balance their tension and with a ma-

nometer the pressure of bubbles on the enclosed air; he also

measured the weight of such lamellae and bubbles, whence their

thickness might be inferred. With a simple contrivance' consist-

ing of a thin wire bent horizontally to an angle, and a straight

wire placed across and drawn g; • angle, it

may be shown that all liquids I lamellae, and

that different liquids may be compared in this respect. But Dr.

Sondhauss prefers the circular wire rings, and compares (as to

size) the films of for: ids. One film from a

hcoction, to which a little trlverine had been added,

lasted over half a year.— X<itnre, xiv, 37* E. c. p.

13. Lam of Refraction.— Prof. Flstkh, at a recent meeting of

the Physical Society, exhibited and described an instrument for

illustrating ,. It is founded on the well-known
method oi .,

. after refracfion by

means of two circles described from the point of incidence as

a center, the ratio of who-e radii is the index of ivfraetion. If th-

incident ray is projected to meet the inner circle, and through the
point of intersection a vertical line be drawn, the line drawn from
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the point of incidence to the point where this meets the outer

circle is the til >n. This principle is applied in

making a self-adjusting apparatus as follows: A rod representing

the incident ray is pivoted at the point of incidence, and projects

to a point about four inches beyond. To its extremity is at-

tached a vertical rod which slides through a nut in another rod
also pivoted at the point of incidence. The lower extremity of

the vertical rod is attached to a link, so fixed as to constrain it to

remain vertical. By this means the two rods always represent

respectively the incident and refracted rays, and the index of

refraction can be varied by altering the position of the nut,

through which the vertical rod passes, on the rod to which it is

attached.

—

Nature, xiii, 535. £. c. p.

14. Magnifying Glass.—Mr. John Browning has recently

contrived a new form of -imp!.- magnifier which is thin described:

The platyscopic lens is a triple combination, in which the chro-

matic and spherical aberrations are corrected by a central lens of

dense glass. This lens is nearly three times as thick as the crown-
glass lenses. The interior curves are almost hemispheres. The
final correction for spherical aberration is made bv altering the

thickness of the dense glass lens. The three lenses are united by
a transparent cement which has an index of refraction correspond-
ing very nearly with that of glass. This prevents light being lost

by reflection from the surface of the deep curves. The plat ysc< .pic

lens i- made of three powers magnifying respectively 15, 20 and
<> diameters. It po m> the eoinemeiice of the Coddington
lens while its freedom from chromatic and spherical aberration
renders its definition vastly superior. Its working distance is also

inn. -n greater than that of any lens of equal magnifying power.
This is very perceptible in the'smalhst of the series which gives so
'""'•li space that opaque objects can be viewed with the greatest
facility—an important matter to 1 1 at u;a lists in field observations.
A very good view is also obtained through water. Owing to the
pert'eet corrections the internal diaphragm of the Coddington lens
i* not needed, causing a vast increase of light.— Quart. Jovrn. of

15. Xew ElectroMngt>t:t.~y\. V. Ski:i:in calls attention to the
difficulty experienced with powerful electric lights from the heat-

"'U' «;f the magnets in their regulators. The effect of this is to burn
*!>«' insulating material and destrov the effect of the magnet by
>l>ort circuiting it. This difficulty "is avoided by a metallic helix
with no insulating covering and "so formed that the spires cannot
touch. The helices are made of copper cylinders of a thickness
equal to that of the bobbin. The cores are then covered with a
vitreous enamel. The construction of these helices presents no

:

ilty and has the advantages of beauty and that it is
'•

; t"i!y taken to pieces. The cross-section is such that the m-tal is

!'"' heated pereeptiblv to the touch with even a powerful Bunsen
lottery, while it mav be heated to redness without undergo-
'".-- fusible change o'r losing its efficienev. Some further im-

provements have been introduced into the regulator so that
the luminous point may be moved without extinguishing it, a mat-
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ter of great importance in light-houses. In the model the car-

bons are lomms. on a side and yet notwithstanding their large

size the sensibility of the apparatus is so great that a small ring

of rubber placed between the two carbons is capable of arresting

the motion without undergoing a sensible change in form.— Colla-

tes Hem./)/*, lxxxii, 1054. E. c. P.

Rotations.—Mr. W. Spottiswoodk in a

to the Roval Society discusses the phe-

nomenon known as the rotating spark. A powerful magnet I>eing

brought near the spark the latter is seen to assume a >j

which is right-handed or left-handed according to the direction of

the current and of the magnetic polarity. The spark was passe<l

between the poles of an electro-magnet and the effect on the form

ofthe discharge caused In- exciting the magnet was observed. For

* " m the main body

i thick enough to

The discharge, °as is welf known, consists of two parts, the

spark proper and a bright cloud or flame surrounding it which
may be thrown to one side by a current of air. The spark is bol

I by the magnet, but the flame is at once spread out

a right or left handed helieoid according to

n of the current, and following Ampere's law. Similar

obtained with other gases and at other pressures.

;
mav be increased by attaching a piece of sodium

nal, or by causing a stream of any of the vola-

tile chlorides to flow across' the field of action. The to Mowing
explanation is due to Prof. -:,,k,... Suppoxi,,.. the magnetic field

to be uniform, the lines of force j from pole to

'."-

tion would take place. But if through any local oire
the path of the current be distorted or displaced, then each ele-

ment will be subject, to two forces, one tending to turn the cur-

rent around the axis, the other tending to make it follow the
shortest path so as to diminish the resistance
The general nature of tie- ,h • m, n maybe described as

a nearly in a stn ig terminals.
Ahisopensa path for tl eingnearijm a condition of equilibrium, though an untranslatable one, re-

mains a short time without much change >t place. Then it moves
rapidly to its position 1-^ its locitf
torming the sheet. Then it remains in it- posit i m of equilibrium
during the greater part of the discharge, approaching th« axis--.
so far from the axis. Thus we see two bright curves correap »nd-

two positions of approximate rest united by a less

- urve lies u,aHy in a straight line' .nd *l,e

cylinder of which the former
ine. The appearance of the discharge when

'outirm- the ab,,ve remarks.—
Nature, xm, 698. E c< P.
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1. Recent Discoveries of Kotuirt . [nimals by Professor Marsh.
—In a lecture to the Graduating Class of Yale College, delivered

in the newPeahody Museum, June ;id, Professor ( ). C. Marsh gave
a brief resume of the more important results of his late paleonto-

logies! researches in the Rocky Mountain region. His explora-

tions, which were attended with much hardship and danger, have
been mainly confined to the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations,

and especially to their vertebrate fauna. During the past six

years, the expeditions under his charge have brought to light

more than 300 species of fossil vertebrates new to science, about
200 of which he has already described.

Among the extinct animals thus discovered, were many new
gr..iii.s. ivpn smiiin-- forms of life hitherto unknown. The most
interesting of these are the Cretaceous Odontornithes, or Birds
with teeth, which constitute a new sub-class, obtaining two dis-

tinct ordt r-, \:/: the <>!,,,, t,,',;,
, uhi j, have the teeth in grooves,

and the Odoatotormw, with teeth in distinct sockets. The
former were swimming birds of gigantic size, with rudimentary
wings, and the vertebra? as in modern birds. The type genus
is Mesperornis, and three species are known. The second
order embraces at present only small birds with powerful wings,
and biconcave vertebra'. The type genus is L-hthyornis, and the
geological horizon is upper Cretaceous. Another discovery of

importance from the same formation was Pterodactyls, or flying

reptiles, the first detected in this country. These are of much
interest^ on account of their enormous size,—some having a spread
of wings of more than twenty-five feet,—but especially as they
were destitute of teeth, and hence resembled recent birds. They
form a new order. l*Urn„,Hh,nt'»i, from tin- typical -onus /Vo"-

aiio<k„,, six species of which are now known. "With these

fossils were found iar-c number- of Mo>a>auroid reptiles, and
remains of more than 500 different individual- were collected.

These- proved to belong to two new families. Ty/os«i<r>'<l<t and
Edestosauridaz. Some of the former attained a length of sixty

[«'<-'t, while the latter were much shorter, the smallest being
ll ^ than ten feet. These groups included several new genera
and many species. This large series of specimens enabled Pr<-

rsh to clear up many doubtful points in the struc-

ture of these reptiles, and to de'termin. that they possessed hind

paddles, and were covered, in part at least, with bony dermal
scutes. Manv other Birds, Peptih- and Fishes were found in the
same Cretaceous strata.
The discoveries of Professor Mar-li and party in the Tertiary of

the West were of no less importance. The most interesting are

Jose made in the two Eocene lake-basins between the Pocky

-d th- Wahsatcl. Panue. These basins were ex-

plored by Protl-sor Mat>h in 1870, and their Eocene age then
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first determined. His explorations in this region have secured

to science over 150 species of new vertebrates, most of them

widely different from any hitherto known. The most

of these are the gigantic mammals ofthe new order Dir,o--er"t<(,t\\c

type iremi< of whi -h is Dinocercu. These animals [,;

the Elephant in size, but the limbs were shorter. The skull «;e

armed with two or more pairs of horn-cores, and with enormous

rani i. iu>ks. -dmilar t<> those ot the walrus. The brain was propor-

tionally smaller than in any other land mammal. Three e

> - are known. Remains of m<

8 were obtained, and are now in the Yale M
Tdb><h>„t\a are another new order of mammals discovered ui

same Eocene deposits. They possess many remarkable character*,

which indicate affinities with the Carnivores, Rodents, and Ungu-

lates. There are two we
the typical o-enus Tillothe ,

• t.ontifli, in whi. h all the teeth grew from
pulps. The largest of these peculiar animals was abo
of a Tapir. One of the must interesting discoveries made by Pro-

rsh in the Eocene of Wyoming was the remains of Quaa-

rumana, the first found in the strata of America. These early

Primates appear to be related both to the Lemurs of the old world,

and to some of the South American Monkeys. Two families are

known, the Zemuravidm, from L.umr- >>• ,/./ the principal genus,

whirl) has 44 teeth, and the Lu,n,ntherkl.v, which have not more

than 40. The latter group is rich in uvnera and species. Among
the other K is and Bats,

not before known in a tos>il <?aU- in this country. One of the most

important Eo< . ne Mamm tU i. ml u i> a -n 1 i _ulate, which is

the oldest known ancestor of the horse. It was "about as large

as a fox, and had four toes before and three behind. The genus

was named Orohippus, and several species were discovered.

These remai others from ^n, later Tertiary,

enabled Professor Marsh to trace the line of descent
apparently produced the modern horse. In addition to the

E.xene Mammals, many species ot liipK, S-i-|.. uts, Lizards, and

other vertebrates were collected.

The discoveries made by the same expeditions in the Miocene

and Pliocene lake-basins of the Rocky Mountains and Paeiric coast*

were likewise very numerous, and many new forms of I

were brought to light. One group of mammal- found in the earlv

Miocene of Oregon is allied to the modern Rhinoceros, but dif-

fers in having a transverse pair of horn-cores on the nasal bt.ncs.

The genus was called Biceratherium, and one of its species is the

oldest known member of the Rhinoceros family, if not its progen-
itor. The most remarkable mammals found in the Miocene were
the huge Brontotheridie, which are apparently allied both to the

above group and to the Eocene iHnocerata.
" They equalled the

latter in size, and had also an elevate.] pair of horn-cores on the

maxillary bones. One genus of this family was previously known
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of over 200 individuals. With these remains was discovered
a iron us of small euuincs, 3fcso/u)>j»_(^ about as large as a sheep,
and having three toes on each foot, with an additional "splint"
hone on those in front, thus forming an interesting Miocene link

the genealogy of the horse, completed by the Pliocene genera.
"es of fossil horses were collected in these formations.
iteresting animals obtained in the Pliocene deposits

»veie iv\u species of large Edentates, the first Tertiary representa-
ti\esofthis order from America. They belong to a new genus,
Morotherium. There were also found large numbers of Rhino-
ceroses, Camels, Suillines, and other mammals, as well as many
Birds, Reptiles, and Fishes.
A study of the large series of extinct animals thus collected,

and now j M the Yale Museum, promises to throw much light on
the development of life on this continent, and Professor Marsh has
already drawn from them some important principles. One of these
relates to the size and growth «.f the hrain in .Mammals, from the

:' the Tertiary to the present time. The conclusions
reached may be briefly stated as follows; first, All Tertiary mam-
mals had small brain's : «e>-<>nd, there was a gradual increase in
the size of the brain during this period; third, this increase was

cerebral hemispheres, or higher portion of
the brain

;
/o ,7/,. in some groups, the convolutions of the brain

liave gradually become more complicated
; fifth, in some, the

cerebellum and olfactory lobes have even diminished in size.
in, ' lv ls s""ie evidence that the same general law of brain-growth
"'Ids go,,,! fur Birds and Reptiles from the Cretaceous to the
present time.

borne addition,! conclusions in regard to American Tertiary
Mammals, so far as now known, are as follows: First, all the
Lngujut,, from the Eocene and Miocene had upper and lower
'

! ls
'»»'S >"' •>"', :i'l Eocene and Miocene mammals had separate

i lunar hone-: M/W, all mammals from these forma-
tions had separate metapodial bones.

in conclusion, Professor Marsh stated that his work in the field
was now essentially completed, and that all the fossil remains
'•'""<'t«-d, and in part described, were now in the Yale College
->' useum. In future, he should devote himself ?o their study and
r " 11 'l^-riptiou: and hoped at no detain -lay to make public the
complete results.

-. llvxrrt upon Gcxyraplt leal and Geological Explorations
'/-'/ .y tl

-, -eys icest of the 100th Mtridnn,, in charge of Lieut. G.
'';, \H1 - :i-k::. < r.rjis of Engineers, V. S. Army. Published by

f the Secretary of War.—The reports of the work done,
OP f

» the close of 1873, make six volumes: I. The Geographical
report; II. A Report on the Astronomy and Meteorology; III.

n J?
e

,?
eoIogy anfl Mineralogy; IV. On the Paleontology; V.

Un the Zoology; and VI. On the Botany. Besides these, there
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are to be two atlases, one topographical and one geological.

Volume III, and Part I of volume IV have recently been puMbheel.

Vol. III. Geology, 682 pp. 4to, with maps, sketches and sec-

tions. The
|

,
NevacUi,

Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona, making up this vol-

ume, are a record of good work and of valuable results. Two of

the reports arc by G K. Gilbert, and one each by A. R. Marvine,

E. E. Howell, J. J. Sn-wuMH, and Oscar Loew. Part of the

obaen at ions and conclusions of Mr. Gilbert are brought out in an

article by him, in this Journal, conimonced on page 16 of this

reports, and especially Mr. Gilbert's, throw much light

led rocks,—

a

vailing absence of soil and forest makes easy of

the

the

displaced and folded rocks,—a subject

i'i soil and fores! makes easy <

"

illustrated by several fine plai

scenery along the valleys illustrating erosion, and one a case of

•• rain-sculpture " exemplifying admirably the origin of mountain

Mr. Loew's report discusses the agricultural resources and soil

of the regions examined in Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona,

gives analyses and descriptions of mineral waters and minerals,

and describes the eruptive rocks.

Vol. IV. Paleontology, Part I. Report on the Invertebrate

Eossils collected in portions of Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona, by the expeditions of 18Vl-18'74, by C. A
White, M.D., 220 pp. 4to, 1 876.—-After som<
on the colled f lu y represent. Professor White
takes up the description ot the fossils in the order of the forma-

tions, and illustrate- the large number of species with twenty-one
well-filled quarto plates. The fossils belong to the Primordial,

Canadian and Trenton periods of the Lower Silurian ; a few species

to the Devonian ; nearly half of all to the Carboniferous age, some
of them Subearboniicrous. but the larger part of the Coal period;

a few (eight) to the Jurassic period; many to the Cretaceous, and

fifteen to the Tertiary. The Primordial animal fossils enumerated
and described are Acrotreta subsidna White, Tr, wit!.* r-m aba
White, Jfi/nlithes prnnor'tbitt* Hall (?!, Agnoatn^
White, Co/iocoryphe Klngii .Meek, . t*<tj,/>;*'>/,< 117 ^/<W Meek.

Oktulln* (rilh.'rtl Meek, 0. Howelli Meek.—The beds of the

Canadian period (Quebec Group) afforded him twelve species,

among which are the Grapb.lite, Pfi>/l!ogi-'(i>t>i.-< Loi-'mgl White
and the trilobites, Megalaspis belemwres White, and Dicelloceph-

alusfflugrieaudus White. Four specie- of Graptolites are men-

tioned from the Trenton beds, Q. pristis? and Q-, >

nxti'*S ofllall, G, ramniu* Whir-, and <*. Injpniforntls White.

The Primordial fossils are from Antelope Spriiu:. I louse Pan-j ,
i"

Utah, from Pioche in Nevada, and from Ophir City, Oquirrh

Range, in Utah ; the Quebec fossile rhi g in House
Range, and from Schellbourne and Queen Spring Hill in Schell
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Creek Range in Nevada. Of Subcarbonitenms species, five from
a locality below Ophir City, are id

species, of the Kinderbook group, StrojJi <>„>< n<< //,<»,Jioidalis, Spi-
< > ' t '-. *p. txtemtatus, and Tut' itnln

ensis. Prof. White ilarity of the
conditions in t! coni-nieasure area over the Rocky Mountain
retina u> those of th Miheu -homier- u>, and thus accounts for the
close relations of the two in fossils. Of the coal measure plants in

the collection there is only a single specimen each of Sif/ilf'tri'.i

ami Xeimyto'is, Ian 1 1 hints heing the rarest of fossils.

The descriptions - • he work are well drawn
up, and many p it are brought out.

3. Historical Sketch of Geological Explorations in Pennsyl-
rnnbi and other States} by J. P. Lksi.ev, with an appendix,
-" '

}
}- uid xxvi pp. vo. llarrisl)urg, 1876.—Prof. Lesley's re-

written with spirit ai d i'U- rates well the progress of geological

ideas in the country, tie rimes too heartily and

lv we'think over -hi err..r« inride-et t that progress.

Chapter II treats of the work of the short-lived ••
( ,, e< ,-hal

Society of Pennsylvania," and "what it did to bring about the

first geological survey of the State."
Chapter III gives a detailed history, geological and personal,

of the first geological survey of Pennsylvania, and has special

value since some 'of tin. im»*t imp. riant principles now adopted
' !1 North Amerieai _ -loped. In some cases,

however, the views~ commended by the author are not those

which most others would equally commend. For instance, this;

"that existing mount re the rem ins of a continent once

standing at some easily determined higher level than the present

;" and that this idea "has sent out of existence the old-

time notions of mountains of elevation." The principle cited

» along sid. of tie t t—one of many—that a large

portion of the Rock\ Mou .tain re-ion was under salt water m the

3, and has since, some how, got up six to ten thousand
teet above the sen level. It involves an exaggerated use of one

good idea ;,
-

. v
t greater importance. Hut

<•
b, and the too great free-

dom of personal remark -' I "», American science

J8 indebted to the author for the history.
4. Second Annual Report of the Geological and ..

by, State Geologist 96 pp. 8m
Houston, Texas, 1876.—This report makes brief mention ot s..me

localities of the different rock-formations of
raoreatlen- and agricultural products. It is

gated that in the valley of the Rio Grande, from six miles below
* °rt Quitma

I >aso, there are two and sometimes
th«-ee terraces. The f sand and gravel The
g^vel is often filled with large water-worn quartz pebbles, and in
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some places have a thickness of 100 feet or more ; and for a large

part of the way it is fifteen or twenty miles from the river. Veins

of argentiferous galena are reported in the Organ Mountains, in

El Paso County, and in the Chinati Mountain, Presidio County,

(affording 16 to 76 dollars of silver to the ton); and five miles

northeast of Mason in Mason County.
A mass of meteoric iron is contained in the State collections at

Austin, wei_ , liich is said to have been found on

the head waters of the Red River, northward of Young County.

5. Primordial of Scandinavia.—According to G. Linnarsstii

(Geol. Mag., April, 1876, p. 146, in a reply to a paper by Mr. ll.

Hicks), thf oldest iV.ssilit'erous rocks of Scandinavia consist, in

ascending order, of (1) the Eophyton sandstone; (2) the Fucoid

standstone ; and (3) the Paradoxides schists; and the last corre-

sponds to the Harleck and Menevian groups of the British Lower
Cambrian. The Paradoxides schists contain the Trilobite genera
Par, h!>,j' ides {Anopolenus, Phitonia), Co,,-,,-., ,->/}>/,, i AW,., /;/.*,

.1A'<vo./,\,w.s, .1 //„/ „////*. .[,/.,, ,sius. :m<l ai-o A- /, ,'d',i'>i. //. -

lithus, Liwrd.n /. o 1

,
. /./. ''/..•//.„>. /' „', v , , „//,/. etc. The beds

below the Paradoxides schists contain no trilobites. The Fucoid
sandstone has afforded two species of Lingulidce, and

a Harlania much like t! Kinetic beds of Scania.

One of the Brachiopods of the lower beds of the Eophyton sand-

stone is the Lingula or Obolus monilifer, but it probably per-

tains to a new genus ; and two other fossils are !/,/„/ it/ia* l> >• hia-

tus and Astylospo?igi« radiata. The thickness of the sandstone
under the Paradoxides schists in Scandinavia is but a
of that of the corresponding beds in the English Cambrian: but

this is no evidence that the former are younger than the latter.
The "Primordial zone" or stage C,of !'

the oldest fossiliferous strata of Scandinavia, and"
most nearly with the middle of the Paradoxides schists. That
any identical species occur in both is not certain ; but there are

' <>e closely related, as Paradoxus Tessini and P. spi-

nosus, EUipsocephalus Iloffi and Agnostns rex.
6. Glacial flood.—Id a paper " on the Drift-deposits of the

Northwest;' in the Popular <cienco Monthly tor Jnlv, 1873, Prof
N. II. W m,!,cll presents the view that the terraces along the riv-

ers and about the lakes of the Northwest [the northern part of

the Continental Interior] are due solely to floods along the

.

nv, ' r
;

:i!| i the lakes consequent on the melting of the great glacier.

1 be !i.\ estimations which I have made since the publication of his

paper, m 1 which are the subject of my recent memoir on South-
ern \eu England, have satisfied me that in this he is essentially
right. Prof. Winchell argues, thence, against the opinion that

the Champlam period was one of more or less depression of the
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land over the higher latitudes of the Continent. But this oanelu-

sion does not necessarily follow, as is evinced by the facts over

New England. When lie savs " the fourdmndred-foot beach near

}],.ntivafiuu\ ha\, had tl >a me origin as the so-called beaches

that rise several hundred feet higher in the State of Ohio," his lan-

guage is ambiguous ; but interpreting it by the context it is

wrong, if we may trust Logan, Dawson, and others, who have

studied those high St. Lawrence "beaches;" for these geologists

deserihe them as true sea beaches and underwater marine depos-

its, containing nuirim shells, and some of the beds, as I

examination, are full ol such shells; and this they could not be if

m.i h h\ ii. d> w .!, r Hoods. The same is true of the elevated

beaches on Lake Cham] lain, and of others on the Coast of Maine.

Wherever such beaches occur they prove a depression of the land
during the era of their formation ; ami their wide dist ribution leads

to the natural inference that all northern New England partici-

pated in the subsidence. Such Eastern facts do not, however, pro re

that the Continental Interior, farther west, participated in the sub-

sidence; and yet this may have been a fact. Whether so or not
Kids that will demonstrate the truth are difficult to find over the
interior of a wide continent, and hence a uniform opinion among
geologists may never be reached. J. d. d.

1. On the In A,j,_ ;,< (}n ,,t /irit<ih.- ; by K.w.i'ii linn a iioson.—
In this paper (Proc. Edinburgh Geol. Soc, 1876) the author gives
the facts with regard to the shallow depth- ..!' ocean between
Great Britain and Iceland ami Greenland on one side and over
the German Ocean on the other, and presents reasons tor believing
that there was dry land over the region in the Glacial era; that

rs of Great Britain came over this emerged land from
the north and west; and that the old of the Glacial era was due

elusions. The depth between Brita I
. does not

exceed 100 fathoms, and no uh, re eve Is 1.. :«,; and one tract . \

sea extendm- ,.,„ the eastern coast of Grecu-
,;Ui ' 1 '•'" Iceland and Faroe to Scotland does not vxcvrd 500 l'ath-

';'">; The depth of the sea in the EnglMi ChannH is onlv about
20 fathoms, and the average depth of the North Sea or Ger-
man Ocean is not over 40 fathoms or 2 to feet. The depth between

i ie small compared with the average depth

If lu
At

!
anti(>

- Ti »- "»thor -d«,sos with the conclusion, "that mm
« the oscillations of level, such as have often occurred over the
earths surface, had the effect to "unite Britain and Northern

'h Greenland and the An-ti. n-.. ,. :

" "to oh,

G,lf%r
fcelds aCCGSS t0 E«K>pe;» "to divert, the course of the

^f i^eam and free Northwest r, Euro, from its influence;

ence of t

C

h
°njUnction P™bably with some diminution in the influ-

At^ of Spitsbergen.—The folh
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ii the January and February numbers of the

M-azine. i.liti-i :.\ if. W.-dunrd, f-.K.^.-Tii. J.
in the fiords opening into Bell Sound appear t,> indieate that tin-

west coast of Spitsbergen extended at least to the series

:n.d r.M-k- 1>\ which ihe land is now environed; and tliat "during

:;d period that coast was the west oust, not merely <>i

an island, but of a considerable Arctic cutim-nt , w hich toward the

south was connected with Scandinavia and toward the east with

Continental Siberia." These \\>a^\< are italicized.

No strata containing Silurian fossils have yet been found,

is represented by dolomitic beds, slates, and cpiartzyte in Mt.

II, irii Hook on freure'dn r«r Bay. The last-mentioned quartzyte

overlaid by slates, limestone, sandstone, and

conglomerates, which have afforded remains of fishes and some

other undetermined fossils and are probably of the age of Upper

Devonian or Lowest Carboniferous.

The rocks of the

upper Subcarbonifer
mation.

The Lower Subcarboniferous beds (called " Ursa Stage " hv

Heer), are best developed on Bear Island, and include therein

sandstone with some slate and coal; they occur also on Ice and Bell

Sounds. The eighteen Bear Island species that have been deter-

mined are Catamites radiatus Brgn., Cardiopteris

Goepp., G. polymorpha Gcepp., / iana Grffipjfcj

-

St., L. eommw »»„, - h . L. . ,-,. b
:/ 11 . L. \\ }kl<»>n

Lepidophyllum JRcemeri H., Knorria imbricat
bepp., C'J'-lnstl.jai ; j{ .

„U,iUt'<>i>

:..... •
.

'

riinctatuia Gcepp. and Berg., (.'. urshium H.
The Upper Subcarboniferous f< .^inning he-

low, of (1) dolomite; (2) red and white sandstone; (3) Cyatho-

phyllum limestone, contain!, j, t — i. < ,/.//<, iiracfiiopods, < W»'"'

d,d r.unilns, a Kwm ,. 'und gypsami

affording numerous remains of Spirifer and some of /'

(5) Productus limestone and flint. The formation has afforded

4- species of polyp corals, 2 of Crinoids, 7 of Bryozoans. 34 oj

Brachiopods, 11 of Lamellibranchs, J of Gasteropods, 2 of

Crustaceans, and 1 of Spongia. They include some s,

have been supposed to be exclusively 1\ rodan, as (

. nsis Howse, Productus L'ancrini Vera., Pr<

pktyi Win., P. horridus Sow., Str m Gein. P
hovridm is very abundant and occurs of great size (86 mm. by 67),

nearly twice as large as is known from the Permian. The beds

contain also tie Sihn.oi -.pi , i - A'//;/ ./,,„. ,'bi j I, u,„d<>n **>•* •

but no Orthis ; the Russian Subcarboniferous species Spinfm
incrassatus, Sp. bisulcatus var. Sarana, 7

Productus Hundnddti, Chonetes variuliris ; and the Carboidfei"
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ous species Enomphnhm < >tHhis, M>..tt -lr ro tumida, Cha

'

, etc.

The Coal-Measures have been distinguished on Spitzbergen

only " in Robert's Valley, o

glacier in Recherche !>av,
v

i,,i Then is s«.m< .1 ek sli ,'< ut no t .

,n,r t,ris < ,>c,LiU.# {(' /„„'<";/ I! < iinl < .,

»//<>/< arc common, and some' occur of Stiff, ,<ari<', Sph-

'lites
y
but none of Peco-ph is and Wwophris. The

same strata probably extend over Cape Ahlstrand to Van Keu-

len's Bay, and may occui '

The ff'msxir fur/nation is met with in Ice Sound. The beds

are principally black clay slate with some beds of limestone and
. r>. Ti>cU-d> hav< iff nV>\ v nains of /

rw />//A/W.<« lliilke (of tin size <>i /. /'./// "W). /. A'

Hulk.-, . 1 .-/.. Ayv >r itzbergensis Hulke, and other vertebrates yet

undi-i ci.i. 1. lu -ides (according to Dr. Lind-rronn ''» /.///"<, .«

Malmgrenii Lindstr., Halobia Lommelii Wissm., II. Zittdi hinds.,

species of Posh h> //. Mouotis, etc. Some of the coprolites con-
tain 23 per cent of phosphoric acid.

9. The Coal Eras / Indht, md a t'<n«i>ui ,,r Triassic Gla-
ri,t/ jitrioJ—^h: II. T." Blanford, in an able paper in the Quar-
terly Journal of the Geological Society of London for 1875, p.
"

•. discusses at length the age of the coal-bearing strata of
he evidences of a Glacial era in underlying conglom-

erate beds.

(1). Coal beds and Eras.—He arrives at the conclusion, with
regard to the coal-beds, that they range from the Lower Permian
to the latest Jurassic.

The beds of the Domuda valley, the Rajmahal hills and numer-
ous small basins west of the Gangetic delta consist, in ascending
order, of (i) The Talehir group, 800 feet

; (2), the Damuda
series (inclu,], , Ironstone
shales (1400) and the Raniganj group (5,000), 8,400 feet; (3), the
Panchet group, 1,500 feet; and (4), Coarse sandstones and con-

-. 300 feet. The flora of the Raniganj group, includes
(rlossopteris Broiaiana, Phyllotheca Indica, P
Jndica, besides other species oi tin m gen* ra, and some also of

.

:,(.,.,.:, < .du . it,,, and >,/,/>
"'"'

1 he overlying !' .his species of Sphenop-
«•», Twniopteris, Nmr. Uerm; also

. a Dicynodont, a Thecodont, (An-
<*'>•

< ; /,,/;,-><, Huxley), an Estheria, etc.

.

in the Rajmahal hills, beds, supposed to be equivalents of the Ra-
ii'.- ov.rlaid iin-onf rm.d.h b\ th, liajmahal group,

ich contain, besides species of the last-mentioned genera.

sntTfi °n
T5fa*fa

»
Voltzia and an Sundance of Cycads ; all are

pecincal
y , „ lhe older groups Besides these

pecies, the beds contain woods of Dadoxylon, Palceoxy
vzyion, and of Angiosperms of thre< or four varieties, but no ani-
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mal remains. In the Nagpore country and Godavery valley, the

Talohir and Damuda series are recognized, the latter with Glos-

xojit'-,-;* llroir >,;«»<!. etc., and, above the latter, the Pan

containing remains of Ceratodm an
:

TYiassic

genera in Europe, and the former living still in Australia. Still

higher, there are beds containing Cycads. In Cutch, then; arc

Cycads in beds—probably equivalents of the last—that are either

upper Jurassic or lowest Cretaceous.

Mr. Blanford speaks of the above corresp<

long been recognized—between the plants of the I)

and those of the coal measures in eastern Australia, 5,500 miles

from the Indian localities, and in the Karoo torn nit ion in Natal.—

South Africa. From the facts, he makes the beds in these distant

The Beaufort beds

i remains of Dicyn
crolophis Stowii Huxley, Galesaunts and Cynochai
with Glossoj>t<ris lirotrniana, another (ilossoj.U'ris, and a Phyl-

'otheca near P. Indica ; and they are made by the author equiva-

ents of the Pan "
'

(2.) Glacial <

i of the Q. J. G. Soc.) there is a conglomerate

consisting of blocks of all sizes, up to forty-two feet in virmmfr-
eno , imbedded in a firm silt. The bowlders, as first shown by Dr.

Oldham and Mr. Keddnn. in 1872, are in part scratched and pol-

ished, part like the polish of a lapidary; and the underlying

Vindhyan limestone is also scratched in long parallel lines. In

the South African Karoo region, there is a similar bowlder bed be-

neath the coal measures, in which bowlders of granil

etc., of all diameters up toJive or si.•fit are imbedded in a gray-

ish blue argillaceous base, which is in some places x\\

These conglomerate beds have the great thickness of 8<

some places, 1.2uo j'eet. Below are beds containing Lepidodfir

dra, etc., which have been referred to the Carboniferous. No sim-

ilar bowlder bed has been observed in Australia. Mr. Blanford

regards the bowlder beds as having originated under glacial con-

ditions, and thinks it probable that those of India and South

Africa point to one and the same Glacial era. Making the lower

coal-beds Permian, the Glacial era is of the early Per:

temporaneous with that indicated by the breccias of the British

Lower Permian.
Mr. Tate, who has described, with Prof. T. Rupert

Karoo formation of South Africa, makes its aire, as M
states, Triassic; and others have taken the same view of the coal

beds (containing <^h-s^,j,h:ris. etc.) of India and Australia. 1

''•'

view has to encounter the facts, stated by Rev. W. B. <

a coal miner's shaft sunk at Harper's Hill, New South Wah-
passed through nearly horizontal beds contai

"
, before reaching the conformable

_ . _ lossovteris. Phvllotheca, etc. ;
and

also others, from Bowen Rive
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tree, where the Glossopteris beds are overlaid by Productus and

til>iri I'er-hwls.
m

The paper is accompanied l>v u <tribution of

tin- phmi beds in Eastern India, between the Ganges and the

southwestern side of the Godavery River ; and of others farther

south, near Madras and Trichonopoly, and in the district of Cutch,

where only the later beds have been observed.

10. Graptolites.—An article by Messrs. John Hopkinson and

V, Lapworth, describing forty-five species of Graptolites from the

Arenig and Llandeilo rocks of St. David'-, illustrated by numer-

ous figures on five plates, is contain* d in tin Quarn v\\ Jo imal of

the Geological Society for November last. It ir. of special interest

to the American geologist because of the many American forms
which it reports from some of the lb-it i-'u localities. In the low-

est beds of the Arenig rocks, in Whbesand Bay, the species are

all new ; but on Ramsay Island, of nearly the same horizon,

out of 16 species, 6 were fust described i (> Hall from the Quebec
group, viz: Dendrograptus diffusus, D. divergens. D. fie.cxosus,

Didymogrnptu* ,.,-n „,,/, and 1). p<-iuiatuhc^ ami Tr'xjo <<>;//' <j>tus

ensiformis. The beds also contain other species of the first two
genera, and species also of Ph>/Uograptus, Ptilograptus, Cedlo-
graptus and h;t -t,,„..,-.,{lt>l,

,
//;,.// ,..,,,., it:,]!,.' The Mid. lie

Ar.-i.ig heds of Wl'dte-and Bay contain Hail's species, Didymo-
graptwpot.ii! Dendrograptus fleoeuo-
*U8, Callogra/,tH.<, /,,/,',„,<. c. S,t!;< /.and/'/', .{,-.''/./»

( DietVi-n-
ema) irregularis; and the Upper Arenig of Ramsay Island, Hairs
species, Didymograptus Mfdns, 1). imkiitat^, and D. r atuius.
No American species are among the eleven obtained from the
blai dcih. formation : these eleven are of the genera Didym<,gr>ip-

Dendrograptus and Dictyograptus.
11. Region, of eruptive roe/.-* <>f tl„- DiMrin »,f S,-he,;u,itz, Hun-

gary.—Mr. J. W. Judd, in a paper r< _ : d n .<-i« ty

rocks. The
rock- are andesites of the earlier upper Miocene age, rhyolytes of
the later, and basalts ot the IMi.„-,n. : vU. higliU metamorphic
r"<'ks. including quartzytes, crystal': is >chi>ts,

«»'-«V w\ aptyte, which are Triassic in age ; and so-called syenyte,
granite and greenstone. As held by Von Pettko, llichthofen, and
others, the greenstones are Tertiary, they naming them green-

: and propylyte
; and, accordi^- toJu Id, the granite

rma of trachyte of the same age.
ine author also observes that there is complete proof that the

-

r:i
;

i
• hhin the most recent geological periods, in

\„ \[
:iM ' s ln,lee'b at a later date than the Pliocene."—Mature,

wardv'r ""/' /
-

/" "'"" ena °f the Alps.—Recent numbers of Wood-
contain a valuable series of papers

oicanoes and volcanic phenomena, of British and European
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regions, by Mr. Judd. The article in the number for May I reate of

the igneous ejections preceding the elevation of the Alps, \vlncli

commenced in the Permian and continued through the I riassir.

The best exhibitions of the erupted rocks are seen near the Lake d
Lugano, on the borders of Switzerland and Italy, in tli Southern

Tyrol, and in the country about Raibl in Carintbia; and th- anther

holds that they indicate that the same rocks occur beneath the Ju-

rassic or other overlying beds throughout the Alpine region, Tm
oldest (Permian)—the quartz-porphyry of Botzen, or a gi

variety containing 66 to 76 p. c. of silica—covers an area of more

than 1,000 square miles and constitutes mountain masses ever

9,000 feet high. It is largely covered by Tria-ic beds of -Teat

thickness krupti<iis- i occur in the Southern

Tyrol ; the rocks have the composition of melaphyre, diabase and

doleryte, but are often granitic in texture, and are call-

nyte; and besides, there are tufas and volcanic ashes. Monzoni

and Predazzo are note,! localities, and especially because ot the

many minerals produced in the adjoining rocks by the erupted

nionzonite; anions them. epidote, garnet, spinel, vesuviainte.

gehlenite, mica, hintite, w.>llastonire. anorthito. iabradority ortho-

clase, -eapolite, montiecllitc, txinite, zircon, sphene, besides ser-

pentine, thomsoiiite. ciiabazite. prehnite and others

—

a series

closely related to that from pi .'•:- 1 m •..-<- on Somma.
13. ReUqubt Aq.rtanh-i. Part xvii, Nov. 1875.—This num-

ber concludes the very valuable work of Lartet and Christy on

the "Archaeology and Paleontology of Peri go rd, an I

ing Provinces of Southern France," issued under tic

sup-rvi sion of Prof. T. Rupert Jones, and published by Williams

«fc N'orgate, London. The number of quarto plates in the whole

work is eiu-btv-three. and, besides these there are many wood-cut

illustrations. 'This last number adds to the information on the

human remains of Laugerie Basse, and concludes with notes on

the Ctrlhnu (Reindeer) of Newfoundland, and comparisons ol

Reindeer remains from the caverns, giving a copy of a sketch of a

Keindc-r on a piece of Reindeer antler from a cave in the Canton

of Schaffhausen; on the Ovibos moie-hatn*. a northern species at

the present time, whose remains have been met with not only in

the Quaternary of <;n-at Britain, but also in the "Diluvium "'

the Oise near Chauny, and at Precy, and in that of the Saal m
tie (i.,rge d'Enfer (Dordogne). The last is at present the most

southern locality known ; an 1 with the remains occur tic -< of the

Cave Bear, Cave Lion. Wolf, Aurochs and Reindeer. Next follow

important "Supplemental notes," containing Addenda and Cor-

rigenda for the work.
On Dcd„,n.,;t»« Jentata ; by Dr. S. T. Barrett.—Mr. J. M.

pecimen o
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etc spines ; the eight posterior segments do. Of the three

trior the hist from the shield does not and the second does end

Uisely, while the third has a spine about half the length of the

irth. These spines are directed outward and backward nearly

right angles to the rest of the segment, curving slightly upward

Phe entire specimen lias an oblong-subelliptic general outline
;

igth about equal to twice the width.

>obt Jebvis, N. Y., May.

15. Note by Dr. Hayden, on the ore-bearing rocks of Colorado.

In the annual report of the U. S. Geological and Geographical

rvey of the Territories for 1 874, on page 4, the statement is

ide that the " granites, schists, etc., are of probable Archaean Age,
which alone the precious metals and minerals of Colorado have

r. Murvine, and was intended to apply only to his district, which
ibraced the Middle Park and the mountains about Georgetown
d Central City. In the ivport of ls'73 it was stated that ores of

ver and gold occur in the Park Range, west of South Park, in

nestones and quarzitc s of Silurian? Age, and in volcanic rocks,

ohably tracbytic. In the Elk Mountains, galena and other
ver ores occur in metamorphosed shales and quartzites of Cre-

16. Geology of Sumatra.—The Geological Magazine for Octo-
r and November, 1875, contains papers by K. D. M. Verbeek

beds, has been
Dresden. The

i.—This Report, pre-

1'liani, i> soon to \,v published, the Legislature of the State having
W°pn*ted * 2 o,ooo for the purpose.

1\ <;,:n!ogy fur Student* and General Headers. Part L
Hni.,,,-,,1 Geology. By A. H. Giu.kn. M. A., F.G.S. 522 pp.
>-in". London,

_ Im7o. "(Daldy, Isbistin & Co.)—This volume
-'•- a irood review of Litln.logieal and Dvnamieal Geology.

1

'';
.

H"U-rj» i.fth* ('. S. X, <;,,„„/ Museum. Department of the
'H-h. d under the direction of the Smithsonian Insti-

'" i "n. \os. 1 and 2. 104 and 52 pp., 8vo.—No. 1. Contains
- r

i

! >:
i:(rs by E. D. Cope: (1) Check-list of N. A. Batrachia

I ' I b< ok-lisl of the species of Batrachia and Rep-
Nearetic or N. American realm; (3) Geographical

r \
s n ' u '"

'
' ' h< Veitcbrata of tin \. treth r< dm witl especial

_• liatrachia and Reptilia; (4) Bibliography. Mr.

it
~

!

(i

s

.

r
;

r «jiiH\i- knowledire of the species here considered and
>ita and digtribntion renders these chapters of great

-'• Contributions to the Natural History of Kerguelen Is-
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land made in connection with the American Transit of Venus Fx
pedition, 1874-75

;
by J. H. Kiddeb, M. D., U. S. N. I. Ornithol-

ttdltecbofthefamUiesPhalaci ra

t t

T
T>

e In
^
roductlOD

.
^ates that the high

Mount Ross, ib 5,000 feet in altit u< I, and dwavs -^S December, the snow-line *
at about 2,n o feet above the s,al^,' o _ . . , ,ff.,u.

rS 8

7lf
reWlthOUtSnOWOrr;li "- :11 " 1 l >till smaller number of11? temperature for the year is near the freezing-

£Sin x yi

?
g ^ bt

?
e from this at ^y time

;
:

is notorious for the violence of its gales. Consequent
I

and ttJ7
r

u '

and n° plant ta]It r tLii
'

l »ve.-uelen cabbage;and the few phamogamous plants ,,h only as Ju.

llthouI
Xl
;r

d
i

t0^ ,,a
*
Wli »~ ^ :l »^raI consequence,^though the island ,s 90 miles by .-„, i„ :uv; , thei„

cSfaS
™ls lmng on the islaafl

>
and but a si»sle shOTe-bird

'

nJtr^^f^?^^ B^bfxchtunUen ilher DolomiL (mit be-

conrliiTV?i
r

-
C

-

D(E™ u»d Dr. R. I ].

terature of the subject, with a dfe

the exis^enoJ*TT* the°neS wMdl have hee " P~P««d to explain

' ! alomite. The results of annXr
d lamination of the dolomites of the Tyrol by

ses' The lerof anate

P ITUUS °f SOme earlier authors. '

connrrmn

do omitie ba
r

i\
nUml

i

)er
°- extensive strata of limestone, weakly

qvS mSrZrZo CTtn0raal^^^ d™ t0H
magnesia '

through the introduction of carbonate of

in mian?l
la

i*

ger ?"* °J
the dol°mites, whether more or less rich

mak thrXh tt
Ve T f°™ed f"

' * sea-ani-

ZtL /
g

-^f
actlon of ^e mag

living outi!S5»ardS ::;:::

was foYnd to be ft? P™ as 7,380

determinations bvnr t?
avera

f
e <£ three closely corresponding

polishing an" etc^g
; dilute <££%?* "*"

mannstattian figures which "", V
1

"
1

' '* l'
1^«' llt< U "'

site. In the section' , i
• u ?

re Ponced by i,„ l„ St,,] s , lir. ib r-

section which has been made, it happens that most
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of the exceedingly minute schreibersite crystals are cut across and
are seen as small dots on a frosted surface; some appear as

minute needles, arranged in parallel lines, like the trees in an

orchard. A few elongated patches of a whiter iron-nickel alloy are

also visible.

The analysis of a somewhat oxydized piece, gave the following

composition

:

Nickel .

Man-am

Phospho

98-332

0-251 per cent of phosphorus is equal to about 1'8 per cent

of schreibersite.—From the Report of the Geological Survey of
Pennsylvania for 1875.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Tree-planting, Prizes for Arboriculture.—Prof 0. S. Sae-

okn-t. tin- Director of the Botanic Garden and Arnold AH ..return

of Han an 1 University, published tw< i tin m- ths ig<>, l

/*''' >"; f/l *t;, llllt ,„, fr.>-
t
.i n.tl..,;. in the Ma- ..-inwtts Board of

Agriculture's Report for 1875, 'and an edition was separately

issued. The nice of re-foresting poor or agri-

culturally worthless lands in that State, and elsewhere, was

strongly stat < d ami j idi. "m \A\ . nf. rod l.\ m> -

and the proper trees for planting on a large scale indicated.

Another boar " ^"^'y
for Promothr. . some trust-fund* at disposal.

has now eon j Pro£ Sargent'i m
gratuitous distribution, adding

|

r the plant-

mg and man n e», and offering very handsome

};,

riz,is lor special plantations within the State of Massachusetts.
i; '- hoani offi.rc ;,, tim fl«t ,>l 9(.p for the best plantation of not

rCor-
for the best plan"his board offers, in the first place

'ess than five acres of larch, or on the cape, &c.
sican pine, originally of not less than 2700 trees—.„ piue, origin a «w im» *". j
poor, worn-out or otherwise agriculturally worthless land, a prize

of tlOOO. For the next best, a prize of $600; for the third best

•*W Next, for the best plantation of the same ol

of *600; for the next lust *4o'>. Intending competitors must

Jfy the Secretary of the Society, E. N I

Joston, as early as Dec. 1, 1876, and plant in the spring of 1877.

^.procuring trees for
a dtnen of Boston pat ,

k after the importation
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of the seedling trees, which in such quantities and for next year's

planting would have to be obtained mainly in Europe, at least the

.ivhes. The ashes, probably, would haw to be raised

from seed ; and the time, if need be, would doubtless be extended,

The prizes to be awarded in the summer of 1877. Mr. Sa rent's

estimates promise a handsome return for the capital and labor

invested in judicious tree-planting for economical purposes :
these

tine h pria-mn -'imula^ uterprise ; and the sense of contribu-

ting to the adornment as well as to the material resources of the

country should also be a motive and a reward. a. o.

2. HeteronnrrjJos:,, in Ephj>:-a.—The May-flower, being more

largely gathered and brought under our notice than any other

rm—at least in the Atlantic States—should be well

known in all the .let ills of structure. But it hardly is so. The

structure of its stigma was first well described in the 51

of my Manual of the Botany of the Northern f/nited Stat. s. :iii.l

the likeness to Pyrola suggested. I suppose that this likeness n

really one of relationship, but not of a near degree, as ;

points of similarity are wanting. From the difference in the stig-

mas of different flowers, I was disposed to think that t

lengthened and protruded with age, in the manner of Pyrola;

but this docs not prove to be the case. In all cases, however, the

apex of the style is as it were hollowed out or extended into a

ring, with a 5-erenat • border, to the inner faee of whi< h tin tin-

stigmas are adnate, each before one of the small teeth or 1<>1.*n

and extending sometimes slightly beyond it, but rem a':;

and erect, sometimes much beyond and radiately expanded.
In Miehanx's Flora is the note "Flores omnes in

individuis abort ivi."' and 1 .• .\ :iui~t - an- "vm railv aw an. tl ii iruit

is seldom met with. The thovers have b,e, said to b. unise.xu

(dioecious) ; but all appear to have well formed ovary and ovules,

although some individual- were known to want the stamens.

Professor Goodale, knowing a station in Maine in which EpigM
year after year sets fruit, kindly procured from tin

number of fresh specimens; and these I have now e\

regard to stamens and pistil. They -how the following hetero-

morphous condition of things.

(1.) About ten per cent of the specimens have a style consider-

ably longer than the stamens raising tin stigmas a litth out e<

the throat of the corolla, in which the anthers are u»
stigmas are cylindraceou-. radiate like tie- *|,..ki-s <>l a \\h- >

'• '" ;

a line in length, therefore strongly projecting, moist and
and evidently in g 1 condition for fertilization. Th
these flowers are slender, commonK witl <-ring ui |,.> ,t d. lo-< < ^'
and containing few yet perhaps grains. The

gathered at the same station in former years

a- the persUent >tyh' and loin.'

-now. One or two specimens of this form n

disposition to convert their anthers into petal-; but this is ><•< :i
'

snual'v seen in other forms.
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(2.) A smaller number of specimens show the stigmas of the

preceding on a shorter style, sometimes so short as to place the

radiati ig stigmas :i> \>>v a> th< mid lie of the tube of the corolla,

sometimes bringing it m arly up to the throat. In one instance a

short-styled flower" was detected in a cluster of flowers otherwise
of tile character of No. I. These short -styled blossoms, instead of

having more conspicuous or higher anthers than in the long-styled,

bear them either at the same proportional height and in the same
condition, or bear mere rudiments of anthers, or not rarely none
at all, and even the filaments are smaller, abortive, or occasionally

altogether wanting. This sometimes happens in No. 1 also.

(3.) The larger number of flowei Ertl - of the

specimens under examination, have the long style of No. 1, an

equally well-formed and ^.villiferous, but either rather

going on to grow ; bur the stigmas are short, only

projecting beyond the lobes of the cup to whi< -h ti«y
" stages erect, and comparatively smooth and dry.

ovary eqi

aS"
Theii

lens, and'grains of pollen placed thereon incline slightly
yet not so much as upon the surface of the style far belo^

gets well covered with pollen from the contiguous anthe
difference between these stigmas and those of the foregoii

3 striking and constant, no' gradations between them having
detected. The anthers abound with pollen, and are dehiscent at

or a little before the opening of the corolla.

(4.) A considerable number of such flowers have a shorter style, so

k; stands as low as the base of the five longer anthers.

in one or two even lower than all the an! hoi-, otherwise all is as in

*]o. 3, of which this seems to be a mere variation. And here also,

• verj definitely, there is a tendency to having lower
instead of higher anthers in connection with the short style.

The flowers of Epigma may therefore be classified into two

h with two modifications; the two main kinds charac-

terized by the nature and perfection of the stigma, along with

more or less abortion of the stain, ns : tl eir m -diti.-ations, by the

the style. The Brs1 is leading to dioicism, the second
points to dimorphism. I am not aware that either r

-"~
dimornhous fl™™™.dimorphous flowere inthi Ericacece. Dimor-
phism (as exemplified in Primroses. Uo,<*t„»hi, and Mltrhlhn
may be regarded as the more perfect arrangement on tin- scon; of

economy, as it secures ,- - «"irl. fertility <d a,!

™. It would seem as if thi> had t.eon attempted in

Wgaa, butth i tin stamens did i t respond with tl e.nnsit,

tin- long and short ^ es ; d tin same may be

™e
.
other e<,

: K . r |„„l, I find n-. indication m
;%.?«« blossoms. But they appear to be now falling back upon
"»e remaining, less economical mode of securing the end, namely,
D
y unisexual blossoms.
« would be interesting to know whether the sma



forms of Epigcea are ever fruitful, or fully so. It might not be

ascertain the kind of flower in any case which \m
matured fruit; for the style and stigmas persist until the capsule
is well formed in the fruit thus far known.
The aestivation of the corolla is that of the tribe, imbricated,

but with a strong tendency to convolute ; more commonly there is

only one exterior and one interior lobe. a. g.

3. Essay on the Immigration of the Norwegian Flora <h>ring

alternating Rainy and Dry Period*, (with a colored map of Nor-

way)
; by Axel Blttt. Christiania. pp. 87, 8vo. 1876.—This

is the substance of two lectures delivered by Dr. Blytt at meet-

ings of the Christiana Natur.d History S..,det\\ in January and in

October, 1875. Dr. Blytt's father was the most ace
botanist of Norway, and the son takes naturally and lovingly to

the same pursuits F, \\. . ...
. g the example set by Dr. Thorel and

other Scandinavian naturalists, and which is to us pleasant and

. Dr. fiivu publish.-* this, s>av in tin.' Knirlish language,
which he writes correctly and with apparent ease.
There are, so to say, two floras in Norway ; one, which may be

termed the insular, belongs to the coast "or western part of the

country, to which the Gulf-stream has given an insular character
of climate; the other, the continental or boreal. There are, be-

sides, the generally diffused species, which arc indifferent to the

variations of climate. The rare continental species prefer a dry

and loose substratum; the insular, a solid or moist soil; and there

1
'

n-m '"kahh 1. ips in tin extension ot both the continental and

cies. To explain these leaps is to brine; in the question

lants. "Do plants migrate all at once across

large tracts, or do they extend th( little and by

unces at a time?" Although drifting ice, bringing
seeds and plants lodged in earth, is a known means of
yet « everything indicates that conveyance to small die
the rule." The case of the Norwegian flora "becomes easil v intel-

ligible if we assume that our climate since the
us; that it has been at certain times moH

insular, and at others more continental; when a dry period is suc-

ceeded by a moist period the continental species
rarer; when a moist period is followed by a dry time the plants
which love moisture will be scarcer. Thus the great I
distribution of species seem to point to a more c
extension m ancient times." The study of peat-bogs resting
on the site of extinct forests, and these of different ages and
character, furnishes evidence of these perturbatic

? through long and remote periods. "D_
periods," wholly prehistoric, "the country s

tore to have received its present vegetation. We
covered with inland ice, which projected out into the sea and as-
persed Scandinavian migratory bl 1S of Central
Europe. When the ice, during a drier period, retired

1 —embling that which now adorns the



wastes of Spitsbergen, North Greenland, and Melville Island,—
small, hank. :ui.l tuft-forming plants, which often display an un-
expected splendor of flowers with the purest and deepest colors.
Then came the gray osiers, juniper and birch, chcrrv -ash and
rowan, with a host of new immigrants. The moisture 'increased,
peat hegan to grow, and the arctic flora to recede. But the
climate became warmer; the ice melted more and more ; elm and
hazel, lime, ash and maple, and other tender foliterous trees came,
with a number of species that grow in their company. At that
tune the climate was dry. But when the land rose further a new
re\"liition came about. A great rainy period buried the f.difer-
ous forests in peat; then came fox-glove (Diq>t,,U&), holly (fei,
and the other species which we now find, especially in the rainy
regions of the west coast. A new dry period followed, and nine

w on the bogs. Again came a rainy period. The pine
forests were buried in peat. And during these last chamres in our

'here came, probably, that part 'of our flora which is pe-
euliar to oar inva-st southernmost regions."
"Our flora has acquired a uniform stamp, because some few

i<> were insensible to the changes of climate, have
h]"y [ >y little conquered a place whirl, there is now no cause for
giving up. But, here and there,

«

m the moun-
tain districts, on the moist mountain slopes and in the forest val-
leys as also on \ui.i

| steep waus f rock, on
the heather-tracts of the west coast, on the slate rocks in the

fiord, on the <litjs of the coast in the province of
ssand, on the gravel and sand of the edge of the shores,

jve nnd remains from these days gone by, remains which relate
now our count rv rec,-i\ed, litt U~ hi litrlc/tin vegetation that now
clothes our mountains and vallevs/'
With few

ltions all the plants of Norway are
also found beyond the borders of the country ; there are peculiar
°nns, but none distinct enough from its congeners to be unequivo-
cally recognized as a distinct species. >uch forms, as Prof.

~y}\remarks, are what would be expected under the vicissitudes

hnU !
refers ta A sPecies with an unbroken and continuous

"O'tt and full occupation of a region has little chance for fixing
variations. But forms reduced to isolation by stress of circum-
stances, having no opportunity to cross with their brethren, will
preserve and have the best opportn ir individ-
ual peculiarities, fix them into a race or subspecies, and when a

trit •

t
?
e climate favors thera may multiply and occupy the dis-

nct with a race marke.
I

' common type of the
8Pecies elsewhere. a. g.

D% &enera Ptantarum, . . . aM^m'k« G. Bentham et J.

rum n°f
ER

' Vt)l- secundum, sistens Dicotyledonum Gamopetala-

!?»,„ 3?
es XJA ', ^'nprifoliaeeas—Plantagineas. Londoni, 1873

vol
118 is tbe title Page> somewhat shortened, of the second

iZ?T- r.

this nobIe m
' Part '

533 Pa^e8'

Wa6
uea in the spring of 1873, and the second—bringing the volume
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up to 1^79 pages, and the subject to the end of the Gamopetda,
followed by some corrections and a good index—is now happily
before us. Our scattered botanists will be glad to know 'this;

also that the third and final volume, according to present pros-

pects, will not be long delayed. Considering the extent and

character of this undertaking, and the large amount of

other work which b..t!i authors have up.-n their hands, the rate of

progress thus far is remarkable. The work has the names of two

London publishers upon the title page, Reeve & Co.,

l.is and Nwru'iue. and can be had through the ordinary
1

If any "

the booksellers, they are at liberty to 1

5. Botany of California. Vol. I. Polypetalce, by W. ft

I Sbbbno Watson. Gamopetalat,hy Asa Gray. 1876.

—-This long-expected volume has at length made its appearance. It

nils 628 pages, beside* the •_'.-. pages of prefatory matter, and is imi-

tations of the Geological Survey of the State

<)i ( :dil..rrna. ..f which it was intended to form a part, and may
Stdi do so, if the State soon takes it up. Then- is no

_' to this announcement a history ..f this work. Suffice it

to say that the present volume—the larger part of the projected
work—is now brought out and placed within the reach of botan-
ists and those interested in the results of 1

by the indomitable perseverance and energy of the State Geolo-

gist, Prof Whitney, and by the considerate' liberality of the fol-

lowing gentlemen, citizens of California, who furnished the means
it "na't.-i th S lt abandoned it, viz : L la„d *»»

ford Z>0. Mills, Lloyd Tevis, J. C. Flood, I

H.B. Woodward, William Xorrix, Join, <>. /«;,,/, //, ,//•// Pk<'<'*,

Oliver Eldredge, S. Clinton IL>,<t: ,,<,«. The seicntifi u'entlcmca
have done their part, and those who have done the

nty in the premises are understood to be ready to supply
ssary means for carrying the second and

volume through the press. When this is done it may be said

that no other State in the Union has such a well-ordered and ed*
plete Flora.

*u
The

J
Intr

?^
Uction

'
hy Prof

- Whitney, giving some account of

the undertaking fills three pages. A note supplies some special

explanation of the plan of the work ; the remainder of I

is occupied by two key
| ,, ,,.

.

ivi]1 comprised;
«»ananalyti, d : ,rt.li .1 L ,; .,,,„ ], t . VU()}>i ic:ll key giving
the ordersm their sequence, or nearly so, and with reference to

in narid, nor to recognize aberrant members at the first m.n—
ftuch keys are very as. (n8able but it is impos-
sible to make them perfect so as to provide for every case. They



places, I

Witbo
others will judge—we are free to pronounce its plan and its typo-
graphy ;is unsurpassedly excellent. a. g.

6. Quarter/?/ Bulletin of the Xxttull Omitlmh.i/inU Club,
Cambridge, Mass., vol. I, No. 1, April, 1876. 28 pp. 8vo, with
one beautifully colored plate.—The annual subscription for this
valuable publication is only one dollar, or 30 cents per number.
It is to be issued quarterly in numbers of 16 pages.

IV. Astronomy.

1. Astroi>o)nic,il Tulles, ,-,„,,r .
,:.<>, ,,, ln</<irith:n* from 3 to 100

plaees ; by Henry M. Pabkhurst. New York, 1876.—We have
received a copy of these tallies, now issued l»v the author though
his plan for the whole work is still but partially worked out. The
first part of the book of 224 pages contains about 70 tables.
Elaborate tables are given to aid in computing logarithms to a
l--irgf number of decimals, to H, 10, 15, 20, 30, 60, and even 100

3es, by a method whirl, the author claims as new. Ordinary
^-figure tables of logarithms, addition and subtraction log-

»g. sines, tangents, &c. Numerical tables, as primes,
rs, reciprocals, multiples, squares, &c, follow, which

with the logarithms make about three-fourths of the tables. The
remainder consists of about 40 astronomical tables of various
kinds. In Parts 2d and 3d .-ire explanations of the use and the
theory of the tables. They are full of interesting and valuable
xugg.-stioiis ami information from the author's experience as an
amateur, observer. They also contain large numbers of formulas
t"_i- astronomical computation. To many the use of phonetic print
will be repulsive, but we wish success to any effort to simplify
the spelling of English words. The author's occupation as a
stenographer has led him to condense the tables and use abbre-
viations at the expense, in some cases, of clearness. He has cer-
tainly Mieeeeded in putting into a moderate size a large variety of
useful matter.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Probability of error in writing a series of numbers. Let-
ter to the editors, dated St. I,..ui>. May 10, 1876!—Not long since

* hih- writing logarithms that were being read to me, I observed
that the probability of error in writing the numbers i

be
:much less at the extremities of the number, than in u. ...

a his has been investigated quite at length with numbers of :

five to ten digits. It is found that the probability of error iB «
all cases expressed by the terms of the expanded binomial

where n is a function of the number of digits. Thus far a aud I



mme the value oi (t
}

by punting the beats of a seconds pendu-
lum, lhe investigation is yet in progress, but enou^l
done to develop the fact that the relation between the

8U Miscellaneous Intelligence.

have always been unequal, with all the persons vet experimented

of °the numbed
7 ^ ^^ ™ Sreatest j™t after the middle

This has led to an interesting investigation on the power of
memory Allowing definite intervals (t) of time to elapse be-
tween the giving and the writing of the number, and it is evident
that the number of errors will inV.va,, u i i, the value of t.

In order to aid the experimenter in abstaining from m,.u ; illv
T

:iTzg^t numb
!
r rh-h h«> v£* he is ^Wd i

ounting the beats of a seconds
i yet in progress, but enough has

«v L L.iat the relation 1
'

figures (per 100) written correctly, and the

fhl
C

«°^V» a
tbe

1

8amt
' '

v th " tun.-tion
. xpr, ssing the decrease in

the amplitude of the beats of a pendulum in time ^ due to a

resistmg medium. ' *
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APPENDIX.

Among the i

f Crinoid from
tbe Cretaceous of the Uinta Mountains and of Kansas. No
erinoidfe from the American Cretaceous have hitherto been
described, and for the discovery of this species we are indebted
to Prof. O. C. Marsh, who has 'done so much to bring to light
the geological treasures of the West
The Crinoid in question belongs to the group Astylidce, or

free Crinoids, and, as suggested by Prof. Marsh in his earliest

paper on the Geology of the Uinta Mountains,* is allied
to the genus Marsupites of Miller. From that genus, however,
it differs widely in the number and arrangement of its plates, in

having apparently ten arms, and in other characters ; and it is

possible that an examination of additional material may show
it to be the type of an entirely new group. This point, how-
ever, cannot at present be determined.

Vintacrinus socialis, gen. et sp. nov.

The body as seen is somewhat discoidal in form, owing to

pressure, but in life was evidently subglobose. The basal and
subradial plates are imperfectly "known. In the most perfect

specimen, (figure 1,) three radial plates are found, irregularly

pentagonal, hexagonal, or heptagonal in form, and varying con-

siderably in size. Of these, the third or superior seems to be
always the largest and most regular in outline. It is hepta-

gonal, and two of its longest sides slope downward from the

superior angle. The second radial is about equal in size to

the first. All are wider than high. The third radial bears on
each of its superior sloping sides in immediate succession five

secondary radials, irregularly pentagonal or hexagonal in shape,
and all wider than high. The fifth of these approaches in shape
the proximal armpiece, to which it gives immediate support.

The arm pieces are thin, and horizontally compressed from
without inward, their shape being sub-elliptical. The arms give
support to delicate pinnuke, or tentacles, for a portion of their

* This Journal, vol. i, p. 1.91, March, 1871.
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length, though at' what point these first appear is as yet uncer-

tain. The more distant arm pieces show, when the articular

surfaces can be examined, a distinct radiate structure, and there

are traces, in some of the pieces which are exposed, of a canal,

which in life may have given passage to the "axial cord" (nerve)

of Dr. Carpenter. There is also to be seen on the inner side of

several of the more distant arm pieces a deep depression, the

radial furrow, which gives to the plates a subcrescentoid shape.

These characters cannot be well made out, as all the pieces

which show them are badly weathered. The arm pieces dimin-

ish very gradually in size, and the arms are long. On one of

the slabs they have been traced continuously for a distance of

eight inches with but little change in size, and it seems probable

that in life the spread of the outstretched arms may have been

two feet or more.

The interradial arms are irregular in shape, somewhat con-

tracted near the middle, becoming wider above and below.

They consist of about sixteen large irregular plates varying
'

widely in size, and of from sixteen to twenty smaller ones,

placed high up between the arms, and in part concealed by them.

The former range from pentagonal to octagonal in shape, and

although the specimens are not sufficiently perfect to enable the

arrangement to be determined with certainty, it seems to be as

follows : commencing below, opposite the first radial is a single

plate ; next above, in line with the second radial are two ;
and

then three opposite the third. Succeeding these, and lying be-

tween the first of the secondary radials, is a single wide octagonal

plate, and above this eight others, somewhat irregular, extend-

ing up in pairs to between the fifth secondary radials (figure 1).

Immediately above these eight follow the smaller plates, four

or six in a horizontal series, diminishing rapidlv in size, andrapidly i

soon disappearing beneath the arms. A^very small quadran-

gular plate is inserted between the first and second radials and

the interradial plates which are opposite these. Tt is not cer-

tain, however, that this arrangement is altogether constant. 1°

fact the other side of the specimen from which this is taken,

though too imperfect for use, suggests a larger interradial arm,

and hence, a probable difference in the number of the plates.

The interaxillary areas consist of about ten large plates

and from sixteen to twenty smaller ones, the latter arranged

much as in the interradial arm. Of the larger ones, several of

the lowermost are much weathered, and their shape and arrange-

ment cannot be positively ascertained from the specimens *
hand. The inferior plate is the largest. It is higher than wide,

octagonal, and somewhat shield-shaped, apparently supporting,

on its superior sloping sides two high and rather narrow pieces,

which in turn, give support to two small subtriaogular plate*
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Above these are four others in pairs, and these are followed by

the smaller ones in fours, becoming rapidly less in size, as in the

interradial arm.

The specimens are found in a soft light-colored limestone,

and a considerable mass of the rock is often made up of their

remains, as shown in the accompanying plate, figure 2, indica-

ting that the individuals of this species lived together in large

numbers. To this fact the specific name refers. It is needless

to remark at length on the great interest which attaches to this

species, the first crinoid known from the Cretaceous of the new
world. The fact that it lacks a stem, thus resembling the genus
Marsupites from the English chalk, suggests the advance made
by some of the Crinoids that survived until the Cretaceous,
over the older forms that lived in Paleozoic time.

The first specimen of the species here described was dis-

covered by Prof. Marsh in the Cretaceous of the Uinta moun-
tains during the autumn of 1870. It was found associated
with the scales of a Beryx, and Ostrea congesta Con., typical
Cretaceous forms. The species is apparently rare in this
locality, as a diligent search by the writer and other mem-
bers of the expedition failed to bring to light any i

mens. Others have since been received from the Cretaceous of
Kansas, where they were associated with the (Monturnithe*
Pterodactyls and Mosasauroid reptiles of that formation
The writer is under many obligations to Prof. Marsh' fur th.-

opportunity of examining these specin
Die Suggestions in rAornrrl fft +ko i;i flTO f,



Figure 1. Uintacrinus s

Figure 2. Uintaarinm soaialis. Side view of a weathered specimen i

dials, interaxillary area, arms and pinnula?.
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Art. X.— The Colorado Plateau Province as a Fieldfor Geologi-

cal Study; by G. K. Gilbert.

[Continued from page 24.]

[It has happened that the division of this paper into parts has

interrupted the >ense, and I shall therefore have to ask the reader
who would understand this pa^e to refer a^am to the figures on

page 23 of this volume.

Between the Hurricane and Toroweap faults is contained the

U'-in-ka-ret block. It is tilted slightly toward the east and is

fifteen miles broad CJpon it stands a group of volcanic mount-
ains, the lavas of which have risen" through fissures in the

block. Between the Toroweap and West Kaikib displacements
is the Kan-ab' block, thirty tnilea broad It appears level in

the east-west section, but lias, in common with all the other

blocks of the sketch, a gentle dip to the north. Its cap of Car-

boniferous limestone is ground by the canon
of Kanab creek, and fifty miles away it passes beneath

sandstones. The Kaibab bWk stands highest of all. The
strata, which for fifteen miles ruu level on its summit, are flexed

downward at both margins, on one side to the Kanab block,

and on the other to the Marble Canon block. Its upper sur-

face is the Kaibab Plateau. The Marble Canon block is

thirty miles broad. On the line of the section its highest

bed is of Carboniferous age, bat a few miles farther north it

retains a heavy bed of Trias, which rises 2000 feet higher and
constitutes the Paria Plateau.

.

I he features of the region pictured to which I wish espe-

cially to call attention, are :

Am. Jour. 8m., TntRr. Sbrjes-Vol. XII, No. 68.-Acgtjst, 1876.
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First, that there are no anticlinals and no synclinals, but

only monoclinals and faults

;

Second, that the throws of the displacements are not all on

the same side

;

Third, that the visible portion of the earth's crust is divided

into great blocks, which have changed their relative and absolute

altitude by thousands of feet, without losing their individuality.

The structure of this region is an unusually pure example of

a type that, with various modifications, prevails throughout

the Plateau region, and Major Powell has taken a name from

the locality and called it the Kaibab structure. We cannot

study the embryology of mountains by observing the progress

of nn individual, but it is possible, by the comparison of many
individuals in various stages of development, to learn some-

thing of the manner of mountain growth, and, studying the

subject in this way, the conclusion has been reached that many
mountain ranges are built upon the plan of the Kaibab Plateau.

The essential feature of the plan is the upward movement en

masse of a great body of rock between two planes of displace-

ment. A plateau is thus produced, from which mountain i< >rni:=

are carved by the ordinary processes of erosion. E\ i

such a plan have been found in nearly all the mountains of the

upper basin of the Sevier Eiver, in some of the ranges of the

Great Basin, by Major Powell in the Uintah range, and by Mr.

Marvine in the Front and Medicine Bow ranges of Colorado
Few of these cases are so simple as that of the Kaibab Pla-

teau. In some the block has been lifted more on one side thafl

on the other, so as to acquire a dip ; in other cases there are a

number of blocks of different elevation in the same range ;
in

yet other, the blocks are somewhat curved.
1 shall not attempt to enumerate the variations of the type,

w ' ' '" " -
'
11 t ! ., m- s<^ era! w trv s . The purpose of the illustra-

tion is accomplished, if I have shown that the ex
exhibition, m the Plateaus, of displacements which are simple
*na easy o comprehension, has already led to the n
01 a new class of mountain structures, or at least of a class so

uds\^oiog.r
tolore that it has not found piace m the man "

When the displacements of the region have all been worked
able to construct a model which sh.

least one hundred and fifty thousand square

single contribution that
the results

"

<'<{uivaient presentation of the same material by
ethod, will not be inferior in value to any
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Mountain building by eruption.—The studios, which the
teaus afford in the phenomena of eruption, are sea reel >

interesting and important than those of uplift and downth
but they have received less attention up to the present

It happens that a number of extinct eruptive mountains i

near the canons of the Colorado River. The country a

them has suffered and is suffering rapid denudation, and
only are their bases nearly free from detritus, but their il

are so deeply scored, and their summits are so degraded,
their internal structure is exhibited. Those that are

known have been found to be composed chiefly of sedimei
strata, protected from denudation by the superior durabili
the eruptive rocks with which thev'are associated.

In the U'-imka-ret mountains Major Powell found a ma:
undisturbed strata, which had been preserved from erosio

more than a thousand feet. The eruptions ' were extol

through a long period of time, and the successive outf

mantled the flanks of the surviving strata almost as

oughly as they did the summit, so as to give the appean
it first glance, of a range made up entirely of rolcanw nu

In the Henry Mountains the strata are not undisturbed,
have been lifted into a number of bubble-shaped domes
for each individual mountain of the group. Each dome
been fractured at top. and divide,] by tissures radiating 1

the center toward the sides, and all the tissu

by molten rock. Moreover the strata have in many pi

cleaved apart, and lava sheets have been interleaved with t!

Doubtless the intrusion of these dikes and sheets wasac<
panied by extrusion, but none of the extruded masses ap
to have survived the subsequent erosion. The mountaii
they stand are simply domes of carved Btn
by a plexus of crystalline dikes.

Similar in structure to the Heurv Moiec
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principles of sedimentation. In the region of canons a single

bed can be followed, upon one continuous outcrop, for hun-

dreds of miles, and every modification that it undergoes can

be traced step by step. Moreover, by reason of the ramifica-

tions of canons, it is freauently possible to trace a bed toy/anl

all points of the compass* so as to learn its changes, not merely

along a simple line, but throughout an extended area. With

such exposures, unconformity cannot escape detection, and the

history of a system of sediments can be made out with a com-

pleteness that surely cannot be excelled elsewhere.

Part II. Erosion.

It remains to indicate the scope of the material bearing upon

the subject of erosion, and with that intent I will dis

tain problems which the region has propounded. The first

may be called

The Problem of the Canons.

of theThe deep gorges which so facilitate the examination i

strata and of their displacements, are themselves of interest as

monuments of erosion. To account for their existence and un-

ravel their history is to review the laws of erosion with great

wealth of illustration. Results so extreme can have been pro-

duced only under conditions equally extreme ; and natural

laws are often best tested and exemplified by the cons

of their operation under exceptional circumstances. Already

the problem of the canons has been attacked, and I cannot better

demonstrate its radical value than by presenting the present

aspect of the case. For this purpose it is necessary to give a

summary statement of the processes of erosion and of the con-

ditions which determine its rate. The matter is so complex

that this cannot be done briefly without the omission of the

less important factors, and in undertaking it I shall take the

liberty of either disregarding or slighting all consideration-

which have not an important bearing on the problem in ques-

In order to analyse sub-aerial erosion, we must consider

it (A) as consisting of parts, and (B) as modified by condi-

A. All indurated rocks and most earths are bound together

by a force of cohesion, which must be overcome before they can

h.; dm led and removed. TI.e natural processes l>v wh eh th«

division and removal are accomplished make up erosion. They
are called disintegration and transportation.

Transportation is chiefly peformed by running water.
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Disintegration is naturally divided into
f it as is accomplished by running wate
ml that which is not, is called weatherin;
Stated in their natural order, the tlnv

ie jiroeess of erosion are(l) wealheriwi,
!)<•<„•,•,/«/,„,. The rocks of the general surf

! solvent of rocks is water, hut it receive
>"U\r other substances, of which it heroines the vehicle
suhstancs are ehiellv products of the formation and .1

sition of vegetable tissues. Some rocks are disinte-i
their complete solution, but the <rreat majoritv arc divi
grains by the solution of a portion • and 'fraidnenta! n>
"H.v I«»se l>y solution the cement merely, and arc thus
to their original, incoherent condition.

'

The most rigid rocks are cracked bv sudden chan_re.-
perature; and the crevices thus heinin. ap-
ing of the water within them. The coherence of tl

porous rocks is impaired and often destroyed hv the .<

pansive force of freezing water.
I'lie beating of the rain overcomes the feeble rohei

;
i

'

1

,

,

"
ll '

|

' ;""1 :i^i.^s solution and frost by detaching the
j

their chief aid to'cn-siou u" b v iiu-r.-asin'-'^Vlie solvent
'J

percolating water.

(2.) A portion of the water of rains fj ..

«nd is quickly gathered into streams. A second porti.

(3.) In corrasion the
I

and mechanical wear. \
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The effective force is that of the current; the tools are mud,

nWfl
&
Z ^wMerS

-
The mOSt imP°^ant of them is sand; it is

chiefly by the impact and friction of grains of sand that the
rocky beds of streams are disintegrated

Streams of clear water corrade their beds by solution. Muddy
streams act partly by solution, but chiefly by attrition.

Streams transport the combined products of corrasion and
weathering.

_
A part of the del

|ution, and a

in suspension
;
the coarsest is rolled along the bottom ; and there

is a gradation between the two modes. There is a constant
comminution of all the material as it moves, and the work of

tion is thereby accelerated. Bowlders and pebbles,
wnne they wear the stream-bed by poundi
worn still more rapidly themselves. Sand grains are worn and

*™£
U
A I

the
1

con
S?

ued J°stli ng> and their fragments join the

3S? K
edrUd

'
Fma11^ the dStritus i« ^ more or less dis-

solved by the water, the finest the most rapidly.
In brief (1) weathering is performed by solution ; bv change

tation^
61

*

'

mcludinS frost
5
bJ ra<in beating; and by vege-

(2) Transportation is performed chiefly by running water.

we
(d) Corrasion is performed by solution, and by mechanical

eluding
l

Znl
S dis^uished from weathering chieflv bv in-

stripnS'tl^fT
1 car,ls

.
the progress of corrasion hns out-

* rapid where the slope is steepest

;

and corrasion are affected in

With ii
degrees.

," goes increase in the velocity of run-

un.Mss/.lv.-.Y'.l,
trit'.s

at g°eS inerease in its P°wer to transport

•

"''
" stream to corrade by solution is not notablv

-<•;'? velocity; but its ability to r-,,rridc 1'V

n, n ;,;„', I;:'
k

*,
f" I' ^h ^ ul>,l,n to rran^Mt. oi

« "crease more rapidly. For not only does the bot-
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?\ ve more blows in proportion as the quantity of tran-

tritus increases, but the blows acquire greater force from
lerated current, and from the greater size of the mov-
ments. It is necessary, however, to distinguish the

rock decay, are bot

lisintegrated rock.

3t below the surfa<

,
the power of transportation ie

the products of weathering, the

l)V checkc! ; for the soil, which

n brief, a steep declivity favors traiisportatii

)rs corrasion. The rapid, but partial, transportation

thered rock accelerates weathering; but the complete

ral of its products retards weathering.

I) Other things being equal, erosion is most rapid when
'! rock offers least resistance. ; but the rocks winch arc m
>ral»le to one portion of the process of erosion, do not nee

lv stand in the same relation to the others. Dismtegrati
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, Tn
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,
Prof™es of erosion are affected directly by the

All a^o f.y':,
•

h? m dist«bution through the yeaAll are accelerated by its increase and retarded by il

expense^fTb^
1S C°nC

,
entrated in depart of the'ycirat theexpense of the remainder, transportation and corrasi

celerated, and weathering is retarded.
Weathering is favored by abundance of

complies most when the rocks are saturated; and solution,
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5
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68
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in opposite o^ionf" * d,re0t and ™di™'

mage, the absence of vegetation is accompanieS by

e sufficient
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absence of soil. When a shower falls, nearly all the water runs
off from the bare rock, and the little that is absorbed is rapidly

reduced by evaporation. Solution becomes a slow process for

lack of a continuous supply of water, and frost accomplishes
its work only when it closely follows the infrequent rain.

Thus weathering is retarded, and transportation has its work so
concentrated by the quick gathering of showers into floods, as
to compensate, in part at least, for the smallness of the total

rainfall from which they derive their power.
Hence in regions of small rainfall, surface degradation is

usually limited by the slow rate of disintegration : while in re-

gions of great rainfall it is limited by the rate of transporta-
tion. There is probably an intermediate condition, with mod-
erate rainfall, in which a rate of disintegration greater than that
of an arid climate is balanced by a more rapid transportation
than consists with a very moist climate, and in which the rate
of degradation attains its maximum.

Having examined the conditions of erosion separately, let us
now group them in such combination as will help to an under-
standing of the canons.
Over nearly the whole of the earth's surface there is a soil,

and wherever this exists we know that the conditions are more
favorable to weathering than to transportation. Hence it is

true in general that the conditions which limit transportation
are those which limit the general degradation of the surface.

,

To understand the manner in which this limit is reached, it

:v to look at the process by which the work is accom-
plished.

Transportation and Comminution.—A stream of water flowing
,r, «™ its bed expends an amount of energy that is m-
the quantity of water and the vertical distance through which
it descends. If there were no friction of the water upon Us
channel the velocity of the current would continually increase:
bat if as is the usual case, there is no increaseof velocity, then
the whole of the energy is consumed in friction. The friction

Produces inequalities j„ the motion of the water, and .-specially

induces subsidiary currents more or less oblique to tfa

onward movement. Some of these subsidiary currents have an

dene v. and by them is performed the chief work of
' !.. They lilt small particles from the bottom and

bold them in suspension while they move forward with the
general current The finest particle's sink most slowly and are
carried farthest before they fall. Larger ones are barely lifted.

and are dropped at once.
'

Still larger are only halt lifted; that
's, they are lifted on the side of the current and rolled over.
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without quitting the bottom. And finally there is a limit to
the power of every current, and the largest fragments of its
bed are not moved at all.

There is a definite relation between the velocity of a current
and the size of the largest bowlder it will roll. It has beenshown hv TTr.riUi-r,^ +!,„* a. • i . n .,\: tt i

argest DowJcler « will roll. It has been

"V ;
}
\r°P

kT that the weight of the bowlder is propor-
the sixth power of the velocity. It is easily shown

fche weight of a suspended particle is proportioned to

ower of the velocity of the upward current that will
n" But it must not be inferred that the total!;'.;
LiiciL a Miciuii will transport bears any such re-

lation to the rupMl.tv ,,f it . current. The true inference is, that
the velocity determines the limit in coarseness of the detritus
tuat a stream can move by rolling, or can hold in suspension.

Jlivery particle which a stream lifts and sustains is a draft
upon its energy, and the measure of the draft is the weight
feigned in water) of the particle, multiplied by the distance it

ne°nlV
m

Tf '^
SU1

i
Wat

f
r in the time during which it is 80S-

G3 t ? for th
f
sake of simplicity, we suppose the whole

oad of a stream to be of uniform particles, then the measure of

wirrgy
, +

CTr.ed in their

by the distance one of them would sink in

m. Since fine particles

• lowly than coarse, the same consumption of energy
will convey a greater load of fine than of coarse.

A.-uru the energy of a clear stream is entirely consumed in
inction on its bottom; and the friction bet

no III f "7'
But if detritUS be added to the water

>

then a

load and A'*?*! " diVerted to the transportation of the

he bon. '
1S

;
S
u
d°ne at the exPense of toe frictkm upon

nerg'v

"
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nii^
Xpe
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ei *? transPortation inci

tC 1 If
f
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i
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'
tbe velocity

finally reach I

size an Iwh ll
Can hnre]y transport particles of the given
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1
of detritus of the given size. But fine d

no so soon ^ Clty
i°

r ltS transportation than coarse, and wi I

greater nor
"
nl^r S°

em
?aA to the limit of its efficiency. A^^

bTcomm^rt of a stream for transportation is enhanced

consumesW^ 7 *?* Kne detriius
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and o^L other ^?r

n
e transPortation of the sar

energy '
rt Ca" utlllze a g*»*er portion of the stream's
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It follows, as a corollary, that the velocity of a fully loaded

fine detritus, its velocity will be less than when carrying its

maximum load of coarse detritus ; and the greater load corre-

sponds to the less velocity.

It follows also thata stream which is supplied with heterogene-

ous debris will select the finest. If the finest is sufficient in .piau-

tity, the current will be so checked by it, that the coarser cannot

be moved. If the finest is not sufficient, the next prude will

be taken, and so on.

Transportation and Declivity.—To consider now the relation

<>t declivity to transportation we will assume all other conditions

to be constant. Let us suppose that two streams have the same

length, the same quantity of water, flow over beds of the same

character, and are supplied to their full capacities with detritus

of the same kind ; but differ in the total amount of fall. Their

declivities, or rates of fall, are proportional to their falls. Since

the energy of a stream is measured by the product of its vol-

ume and" its fall, the relative energies of the two streams un-

proportional to their falls, and hence, proportional to their de-

clivities. The velocities of the two streams, depending as we

have seen above, on the character of the detritus which loads

them, are the same ; and hence the same amount erf energy ifl

consumed by each in friction on its bed. And smce the energy

which each stream expends in transportation is the residua)

;dter deducting what it spends in friction from it.- total energy.

H is evident that the stream with the greater declivity will not

merely have the greater energy, but will expend a less per cent

of it in friction and a greater per cent in transportation.

Hence declivity favors transportation in a degree that is

[There are two elements of which no account is taken in the

preceding discussion, but which need to be mentioned to pre-

vent misapprehension, although they detract in no way from

The first is" he addition which the transported detritus makes

"gy of the stream. A stream of water emu-g. d w
}

in '

- at once a compound and an unstable l.uid. It ha.-

;;,;.;

i descent, is greater than the energy perta

ie, in the precise ratio of the mass of the

>f the simple water.
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The second element is the addition which the detritus makes
to the friction of the stream. The coefficient of friction of the
compound stream upon its bottom will always be p
that of the simple stream of water, and hence for the same
velocity a greater amount of energy will be consumed.

it may be noted in passing, that the energy which is con-
sumed m the friction of the detritus on the stream bed, accom-
plishes as part of its work the mechanical corrasion of the bed]

Transportation and quantity of water.—The friction of a stream
upon its bed depends on the character of the bed, on the area

wu
SY G of contact

>
and on the velocity of the current.

When the other elements are constant, the friction vatic
directly with the area of contact. The area of contact depends
on the length and form of the channel, and on the qmuititv .>(

water. For streams of the same length, and same form of cross-
secturn, but differing in size of cross-section, the area of con-
tact varies directly as the square root of the quantity <»f water.
Hence, ceteris paribus, the friction of a stream on its bed, is pro-
portioned to the square root of the quantity of water. But, as

stated above, the total ener >

} ,>i a stream is 'proportioned direct-
ly to the quantity of water. And also, the total energy£ to

+ ^.
e ener£.v sPent in friction, plus the energy

transpo rtatlon . Whence it folio
quanti y of water without changing its velocity or other ace*

r-f^V ' asthequan-

™£°f T^f'
the eneT& sPent in fricti°n will change at a l«i

a r'eater raT
^^ Femainin& for transportation will change at

It follows, as a corrollary, that the running water which car-

ries power by subdivision toward
iat, unless there is a compensating increment

omlZZT y al8°' that the obstruction which vegetation

DHeH tL?n
n
fi

SP°/tatl0
i'

is esPeci^J effective in thai

the run, t
,nfi

+

nitesi
pal sources of streams, where the force of

me running water is least.

said toK
am Whidl Can transP°rt debris of a given size, may be

"" t *t to such debris. Since the maximum parti-

wlocrtwB, competence depends on veloc-

(inversely) on load
Q

'
***** " declivi^ and Volume

'

*

f«rSSl^fflo^* ?
ream for transP^ation is greater
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Its capacity for the transportation of a given kind of debris

h enlarged in more than simple ratio by increase of declivity :

and it is enlarged in more than simple ratio by increase of vol-

The competence of a stream for the transport of debris of a

given fineness, is limited by a correspondent velocity.

The rate of transportation of debris of a given fineness, may
equal the capacity of the transporting stream, or it may be less.

When it is less, it is always from the insufficiency of supply.

Tin- supply which is furnished by weathering is never availa-

ble unless the degree of fineness of the debris brings it within

the competence of the stream at the point of supply.

The chief point of supply is at the very head of the flowing

water. The rain which falls on material that has been disin-

tegrated bv weathering, begins, after it has saturated the imme-

diate surface, to flow off. But it forms a very thin sheet; its

friction is great; its velocity is small ; and it is competent to

pick up onlv particles of exceeding fineness. If the material is

heterogeneous, it discriminates and leaves the coarser particles.

As the sheet moves on, it becomes deeper, and soon begins to

gather itself into rills. As the deepening and concentration of

water progresses, either its capacity increases and the load of fine

is augmented, or, if fine particles are not in sufficient

force, its competence increases, and larger ones are lifted In

either case the load is augmented, and, as rill joins with rill, it

steadily grows, until the accumulated water finally passes be-

yond the zone of disintegrated material.

The particles which the feeble initial currents are not compe-

tent to move, have to wait either until they are subdivided by

the agencies of weathering, or until the deepening of the chan-

nels of the rills so far increases the declivities, that the currents

acquire the requisite velocity, or until some fiercer storm floods

ttie ground with a deeper sheet of water.

Thus rate of transportation, as well a- capacity for transpor-

tation, is favored by fineness of debris, by declivity, and by

T»ar,tity of water. It is opposed chiefly by vegetation,
y

i -h

!" 'Ids together that which is loosened by weathi ring.

u troin the agent of transportation in the very place where that

Agent is weakest
.

. .

When the current of a stream gradually diminishes m its

course—as, for example, in approaching the ocean—the capac-

ity for transportation also diminishes; and so soon as the

capacity becomes less than the load, precipitation begins,—the

coarser particles being deposited first.

Corrosion.—If a stream has no load of detritus, it corrades

only by solution. If it is loaded to its full capacity, it does
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not corrade; it is on the verge between corrasion and deposi-
t10"' 0|11

I does a stream wear its bottom.

.

l he r; M
''

L-orrasion depends on the Itanium
s,/

:- ;"
( ] ,lil

i

' 1
'
' <>t' transient fragments, on the hani

rock-bed, and on the velocity of the stream. The bl.
the moving fragments deal upon the stream-bed are hard, in
proportion as the fragments are large and the currenl
lhey are most effective when the fragments are hard and tfai

bed-rock is soft. Their numbti is in is.,1 P t., !M .M
limit, by the increase of the load of the stream ; but when the

fragments become greatly crowded at the bottom of a stream,
their force is partially spent among themselves, and the bed-
rock is in the same degree protected. For this reason, and bfr

Tease of load causes retardation of current, it is prob-

imumworkof corrasion is performed when
the load is far within the transporting capacity

lhe element of velocity is of doable importance, since it de-
termines, not only the speed, but, to a great extent, the size of
the pestles which grind the rocks. The coefficients upon which
it in turn depends, namely, declivity and quantity of water,

portation

8^ 6 lmp°rtance in <x>rrasion that they have in trans-

Let us.now direct our attention to the region of the canons.
lie plateau province lay beneath the ocean up to the close

ot the Mesozoic age. In early Cenozoic time it was nearly
covered by fresh-water lakes, and was not greatly elevate,!.
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In the canons corrasion is favored by a quantity ofwater which
belongs to the mountain sources of the streams and not to the

plateaus which they divide. It is favored by a great declivity
u! fed, for which it is indebted to the magnitude and recency
of the uplift. It is favored by a moderate supply of debris,

always sufficient for the work of excavation, but not so great

M to consume the entire energy of the current.

The contrast between the degradation of the upland and the

lined to resist disintegration. The rivers sink their channels
into the land in a harmonious and interdependent system, and
cannot excavate soft beds more deeply than hard. But the
only downward limit to the degradation of the tables is the
level of the draining river system ; and the varying retardation

which it suffers from the resistance of different rocks, is ex-
pressed in the varying height of the canon walls.

A second problem which has arisen in the study of the ero

sion of the Plateaus may be called

The Problem of Waterfalls.

Where rivers descend a slope that is terraced by the alterna-

tion of hard and soft strata, they are apt to leap from the vA^t-<

"t the hard beds in waterfalls. But the Colorado, notwith-

standing the structure of its bed presents the most favorable

conditions, makes no leap. At the head of Marble Canon, for

level and underlaid by a great bed of friable sandstone. The
limestone resists all erosive agents as strongly as does the Niag-
o'a bmestone, and the sandstone yields to them as easily as

does the Niagara shale. But, instead of plunging from one to

the other in a great cataract, the Colorado cuts the two with

"earlv e.pial grade of channel. Its average descent in the hard
rock is ten feet to the mile, and in the soft, less than live feet.

It is evident that for the production ol
' 1,li"n is involved beside that of the constitution of the rock-

^stern which the stream traverses.—some condition that per-

T:iln< to ll"*1 constitution of the stream itself. Such a condition

ind in the relation of corrasion to transportation.

Let us suppose that a stream, endowed with a <•..;

!'•.'•' of water, is at some point continuously suppli-

ere:it a load as it is capable of carrying. For so _

!;i,l, ' f
' :!< its velocity remains the same', it
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ited Or if in its progress it reaches a place where a greater
declivity of bed gives an increased velocity, the ca

be corrosion of the bed. In this way a stream, whi
supply of debris equal to its capacity, tends
gentler slopes of its bed and cut a
establish a single, uniform grade.
Let us now suppose that the stream, after having obliterated

ai
,

</'" I'l'-M'whties of the grade of its bed, loses nearly the
whole oi its load. Its velocity is at once accelerated and corra-
sion begins through its whole length. Since the stream has
the same declivity, and consequently the same velocity, at all

points, its capacity for corrasion is everywhere the same. Its

u
1

a
of corrosion, however, will depend on the character of its

Deo. Where the rock is hard, corrasion will be less rapid than
where it is soft, and there will result inequalities of grade. But
so soon as there is inequality of grade, there is inequality of
N

'
',
,u

»\ i>"inhu of , ip ,c.; n for corrasion ; an(I where
nam rocks have pro

fchere th capacity for
ooiranon will be increased. The differentiation will proceed
Mrtil the capacity for corrasion is everywhere proportioned to

riunTol
1C6

' ° farther ~tbat is, until there is an equilib-

In general, we may say that a stream tends to equalize its

;

P«f*fl f>f
it. course. Its power inheres in its fall,

and each foot of fall has the same power. When its work is to

•
'- is unequal, it concentrates its energy

Where the resistance is great, by crowding many feet of descent

Pases it, where the resistance is

WrS!%
U
?
mg but a

1
ma11 fal1 in a lo*g d^tance. When its

r° n l

* S

rVT^\,rt
:
0n - *^ran..P is octant an 1 tin fall i*

eludes bn
!

'

"» ^rade-
Whe» its work in "

transportation and corrasion. as is the usual case,

he t ,;: uZ{Z'^f
UUe^al

J
and the inequality is greatest

of the Colorado
i spect to load, is midway

r of the Niagara is nearly devoid of load. ' The lakeof

<u:\
~ " i

y
iu '

l>utlet gathers the detritus of all tributary

rock sZ, ££*£ 0f S'°Pe dePendeDt
°

move*
V
ul°r

f

P
he

n
la
"f

is B"PI^ wiCtUhe load it can

river ^ b° £,wdl
" fw has ^de a careful study of this

that it flows
through a reg>on of unconsolidated strata. Its mean
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is as great as that of the Colorado, and it would have carved
canons of imposing depth, if only the material of its banks were
sufficiently coherent to stand in walls. As it is, the loose sands
of the bordering plains are washed and blown into the river,

and, its energy being consumed in their transportation, the cor-

rasion of its channel can proceed no faster than the general

degradation of the plain. Having little work to perform be-
side tiie transportation of its load, it maintains an almost un-
varied slope from the foot of the mountains to its mouth.

In that portion of the Colorado which is contained in the
Plateau province, the load consumes a share of the energy of
tlie stream and leaves to corrasion the remainder. The slopes
of the stream-bed are varied, but not so greatly as those of the

Niagara. Where the bed-rock is soft, the declivity is small.

Where it is hard, the declivity is relatively great ; but in the

toughest hornblende rock the mean angle of slope does not ex-
ceed three degrees.

The Problem of Inconsequent Drainage.

m now under investigation

3 of value and novelty. It

was propounded by Major Powell, and is set forth on page 162,
et seq., of his " Exploration of the Colorado Eiver." The ques-
tion to be answered is: What is the relation of the drainage
system of the Plateaus to the system of displacements? How
far is it consequent, how far antecedent, how far super-imposed t

If a series of sediments, accumulated in an ocean or lake, be

subjected to a system of displacements while still under water,
and then be converted to dry land by elevation en masse, or by
the retirement of the water, the rains which fall on it will in-

augurate a drainage system perfectly conformable with the

system of displacements. Streams will rise along t!

*'
;! '-i' anticlinal, will flow from it in the direction of the steepest

"T- wm unite in the synclinals, and will follow them length-

wise. The axis of each synclinal will be marked by a water-

le axis of each anticlinal by a watershed. Such a

r '< be consequent oo the structure.
If, however, a svstcm of displacements affect a rock series

ntal, it will hav,

,d, unless the .i

e series has' become contmei
T'lred a svstem of waterways, an
"•" produced with unusual rapid
"verted from their accustomed w;

l'.-"pen

It wil]
1

tfill be to stimulate local c«

an uplifted block will, inch

result that the directions o
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independent of the displacements. Such a drainage system is

said to be antecedent to the structure.

r iTkf
6
H

one
n

ot
,

her case
- Suppose a rock series that has been

folded and eroded, to be again submerged, and to recei ve a new
accumulation of unconforming sediments. Suppose further,
f.iat it once more emerges, and that the new sediments are
eroded trom its surface. Then the drainage system will have
been given by the form of the upper surface of the superior

' ill be independent of the structure of tl

series into which it will d scend vertically as the erosion pro-

gresses Such a drainage system is said to be sm
upon the structure of the older series of strata.A large share of the drainage of the Plateaus is not conse-
quent. How much is super-imposed, and how much ante-
cedent remains to be determined. With the solution of the
problem are involved the determination of the antiquity and
history of the Green and Colorado Eivers, and the
history of the great Tertiary lakes ; and we may hop.

won will result the est: [by the aid
of which it shall be possible, in other regions, to dedu
geological history from an exami. Ion of struc-
ture to drainage.

Summary.
The exposure of the rock structure in the Colorado Plateau

province is exceptionally thorough. Soil and vegetation ob-
struct the view less than in other lands, and deep canons exhibit
natural sections m many directions
The rock simple but not the simplest.

eomnli \l ^en dlsPlaced '
but their displacement

complex that it can be clearly determined in kind and amount

no, r Te l ie SimPllcitJ of structure and continuity ot'ex-

WPtlf: i

g

e

° °glS
i
does not have to P*t fragmentary data

5* Z , i FT f°r
^
he Seneral facts of which they form

part, but is able to see all the parts combined in nature in vi.-i-

wL^pI?;^
biDg Ted be left for doubtful intcrpreratio.

(onWn J
?gu

Can
^
eSeen; and wi »l' f!i < farts of structure

>ua and beyond question, the mind is left free to search

iJa
h

tPd

fa

fll
tie

^f°r ^ Stud^ of 8inSfe, s^e displacements
mother

j
phenomena of the sam,
1

'^eruptive mountains which are at once

v erosion.
'

l^l'^j't
>trati.u-niphv are ottered continuous expos-
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i

,

1
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1

h,

ni(^
n(lent of e

F
osi°n are exhibited the most distin-

uments of its action ; and he is given an opportn-
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nity to partially isolate certain of the conditions which con-
trol the rapidity of erosive action, by viewing their influence

No attempt has been made in this brief review to indicate

the entire range of the subjects that will interest the geological

student of the region. It was proposed rather to call attention
to those categories of phenomena which give greatest promise
of affording contributions to the body of principles which con-

when the contribution from tin- Plateaus shall have been made,
I am confident that its record will find a place in the history of

geological progress.

Already the field has yielded to its students results which
are new to them, and which are probably new to the world of
science. Among them are a type of uplifted mountains, a
type of eruptivemountains, a theory of waterfalls, and a classi-

fication of drainage systems.

! -turf on the drains of Pl.u'in

ephal

r ring

''rn.li UnivereitVydeliVeredMiay 23d," 1876.

. fNotoa on the American Ganoids, Amia, Lepid^t,

J.

On the respiratory actions of Amia and Lepidmteus. II. On the transforma-
--

gPidoakus. IV. On the brains of Amia, LepukaUw, Adperuter and Polyodon.
r?LAin

- Assoc. Adv. BoL, . . .

f Tht-se comprised brains, entire or more or less dissected, o
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prosencephalon," I was led to conclude that the small hollow

hud from the side of the anterior brain-mass (evidently the

slightly modified anterior cerebral vesicle) of the foetal Musteha

must elongate and expand at its tip in contact with the olfac-

tory sack so as to form the lobe and crus ;
page 182. But the

young and adult brains since examined show that the ventricle

ends as a rounded cul-de-sac before reaching the " lobe." The

same is the case in Acanthias and others with short u
crura."

Ln MijUolHiJis, ('arrlmriai and others it is even nn>i •

that the greatly elongated crura are merely bundles of nerve

fibers, the distal expansion of which forms the so-called lobe.

< re be found ganglionic tissue intermingled with the

fibers there would be reason for closer comparison of the mass

with the retina of the eye, but not, it seems to me, fo

it as serially homologous with the optic lobe as a part of the

brain. The true olfactory lobe or rhinencephalon seems there-

fore to embrace only the hollow base of the crus, more or less

thickened and more <

•

;e from the main mass

as a conical process. The olfactory bulb, with the more or less

elongated crus of many Plagiostomes, seems to be developed

independently or in connection with the olfactory sack as a»

the general nerves. But it is very desirable to trace their

formation in forms having long olfactory crura.

2. The development and position of the hemispheres.— If the

foregoing conclusion be correct, the hemispheres of sharks MW
skates must be sought for elsewhere than in the thickened and

hollow bases of the so-called olfactory crura. The entire ante-

rior mass has been regarded by some as the coalesced hemi-

spheres ; and some foundation for this is afforded by the more

or less distinct median furrow on its exposed surfaces. But m
the adult preparations before you this furrow does not extend

over the hinder part of the mass. In several its posterior ter-

mination is indicated by a vascular foramen apparently extend-

ing vertically through the brain. In the young Mustelus and

foetal Acantltian the furrow is an actual fissun as tar back as the

foramen above mentioned. The fcetal Mustelus presents only a

shallow median depression upon the front of the anterior

vesicle. Finally the horizontal sections and the dissection*

show the existence in some adults of the following cavities or

A. The y-shaped remnant of the cavity of the anterior vesicle

reduced !•;. ug of the walls ; the posterior ann

opens into the third ventricle behind ; the two anterior communi-

cate with the secondary ventricles. B. The olfactory ventri-

cles, continued for a greater or less distance into th<

lobes. C. Ventricles, one on each side extending forward and

usually inward within the lateral masses separated by the
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farrow or fissure. D. In Odontaspis and some others there are

posterior prolongations of the ventricle upon a higher plane

than the anterior horns of the original cavity.

A fuller series of foetal brains is required for absolute

ilrinuiisfratioii, 1 > 1 1 1 the appearances above described suggest the

following conclusion : The hinder part of the mass corresponds

to the prolhalami of Ganoids. The true hemispheres are the

lateral masses more or less completely fused on the middle line

(as are the olfactory lobes of frogs and toads,) and sometimes

developing at the plane of union a bundle of longitudinal com-

missural fibers. The hemispheres retain their typical condition

as anterior protrusions of the anterior vesicle ; but they lie

mesiad of the olfactory lobes, and, in Mustelus at least, seem
to be formed after them. It seems probable therefore that the

commonly accepted definitions of the hemispheres and the

olfactory' lobes must be modified with reference to the condi-

tions here indicated:— the latter being developed first and
directly from the anterior cerebral vesicle; the former to the

inner or mesial side of the LT a
olfactory lobes. Their rel- ^

ative positions are thus the
reverse of what thev are in
Petromyzon, notwithstanding

~

the other points of resem-
blance between the Plagios-
tomes and the Myzonts.

Explanation of Figures.

Figure I.—Diagrams of sections of the large median anterior brain-mass of

snarks. A. From embryo Mustelus 37 mm long. Hon
of the thin-wa1 '- 1

Wer portion
i

3 called by me pro-

or anterior In > eh side the wall protrudes
l.L. The commencing olfactory lobes. L.T. The center of th<

the vesicle. On each side the wall p

b olfactory lobes a

The olfactory lobe has either expanded into or

j (H) are closely united by their mesial surfaces

ities are much reduced by the thickening of the
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In the construction of this new form of compensati

dulum, I have taken advantage of the very great expan

of that combination of sulphur and caoutchouc known as vul-

canite or ebonite. Its coefficient of expansion is known to^ap-

proacb that of mercury in the ranges of temperature from 0° to

70° C.

The mechanical arrangement adopted is a very simple one.

The rod of the pendulum is of round steel, with an

screw at the lower end : a round rod of vulcanite with a hole

in the center is passed on to the steel rod, fitting it loosely, and

being held in place by the adjusting screw. The bob of the

pendulum consists of a heavy mass of brass with a hole

through the center large enough to admit the vulcanite over

which it passe--, and by a properly arranged stop, rests on the

end of the vulcanite farthest from the lower end of the pendu-

lum, so that any expansion of the vulcanite elevates
*

bob, thus compensating for the downward expansion of the

steel rod and brass bob.

There is a simple mechanical arrangement for adjust

proper difference between the length of the vulcanite and the

other parts of the pendulum.
For a second pendulum to an astronomical clock, I have

used the following dimensions : diameter of the steel rod 6

mm.; diameter of vuh am* "1 » n i length >•£ sain I"'''

diameter of brass bob, 63 mm; length of the same, 156 mm.

These dimensions are in no w..v ii -iM.ed on as being the best.

For a half second pendulum I have used a steel rod 3 mm. in

diameter; vulcanite 11 mm. in diameter and 63 mm. long; brass

bob 38 mm. in diameter and 57 mm. long.
I have had one of t shed to an astronom-

ical clock, and after adjustment it has been running four

months with very satisfactory results. Should this form of

pendulum prove itself constant and correct, it would certainly

be a convenient one for transportation, and very much lesa

costly than the ordinary form. And as for the ha

pendulum, in such constant use in mantle clocks, it will be of

the greatest service and not add more than 20 cents cost to the

commonest form of pendulum that can be used. „

As regards the uniformity of the coefficient of ex
j

all vulcanites, of course it is not to be supposed that

relied upon, but a very simple method is used to ascertain it for

any single specimen, or for a number made of the same lot of

material.
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I have made experiments on several different specimens, and
the results vary little from each other. The range of temper-

ature with which the experiments were made was from zero

to 43° C, on a bar 25 mm. in diameter, and 304 mm. long,

this expanding in length 9-10 mm. ; making the entire ex-

pansion equal to T^ of the entire length of the rod for a

im freezing to boiling point, giving as

coefficient for linear expansion for one degree centigrade

0-000079365. This coefficient is seen to be lower than that of

mercury; but from the tact that mercury corrects the pendu-
lum by only one-half its expansion, and the vulcanite is made
to (--erect it l»v its untir" expansion, the length of vulcanite re-

quired is even less than the column of mercury used in the mer-

curial pendulum. This instrument is one whose use depends
on its accuracy of operation after careful trial for some time.

Aet. XIII.—Aragonite on the surface of a meteoric iron, and a

new mineral {Danhm-lit* ) in th». cmrrkions of the interior of the

same; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

I. Incrustation of Aragonite.

The remarks in this communication have reference to some of
the masses of iron that have been brought from that region of

Mexico called the Bohon <i,> .]/<_,/,,„i. or the Mexican desert, sit-

uated in Cohahuila and Chihuahua, two of the northern prov-
inces of Mexico; the desert beino- four hundred miles from
east to west, and five hundred miles from north to south, border-
mg on the Rio Grande. This region, so prolific in masses of

meteoric iron, has been described by Prof. Burckhardt of Bonn
as well as by myself.
In 1854 I described three of the masses (this Journal, vol.

• 409) ; two of these have been brought to the United
states, one weighing 125 kilograms and the other 630 kilo-

f/"

ams
- In 1868, eight others were brought to this country,

,a These I described in 1869

JJms Journ., Nov., 1869); and in 1871 I was enabied to give a

ST1™ and an anal
*>00 kilogrj m the western bound-
**?-of the desert near El Para.

t ,We have some account of one even larger than the last,

the very center of the desert. So far as known there
nave been found in this locality not less than 15,000 i

J*
meteoric matter, 2 that which has been

bought together in cabinets from all other sources.
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When I examined the eight masses in 1868, I noticed a

white crust on a small part of the surfaces of two of them, but

at that time I could not make any critical examination of it.

Within the past few months, these irons have come under cay

control, and therefore I have been enabled to examine the

points that had been omitted, the most interesting of which

forms the subject of this communication.

On one of these masses of iron, weighing 210 kilograms,

there is a small amount of a white incrustation covering about

meters of the surface: and on anothei

there is an incrustation, which covered originally

re centimeters of the surface, attached firmly to

hen broken off (as most of it has been by ea»
i handling of the mass), it brings away with it on the un-

• surface a portion of the iron that has become oxidized:

thickness is from one to five millii

15 square «

2 To kih.gr;

:,X

, quite hard, scratching ealc spar very readily;

it is irregular and granular. If broken perpen

urface of the iron and ground down, it will l

very good polish, show, I wavy i

many of the pieces, and parallel to the surface of the iron, with

yellow and dark brown streaks like the Gibraltar limerock; it

effervesces with acids, and is an incrustation of aragonite.

The following is the composition of the mineral

:

Carbonate of lime . 93*1

Sesquioxide of iron. TOO
Magnesia trace

Insoluble residue 4 -60

Water 1-00

As regards its formation, I am satisfied that the crust has

been made on the iron since the fall of the latter. Conceiving

this to be the case, I desired to know the nature of the rock

and sod where these meteorites were found, and I have been

able to gather the following particulars irom Dr. Butcher who

c<>! ted the specimens undei examination. This spot is in an

alluvial valley or plain between two ranges of high mountains

running parallel with each oth< t from one to

three miles. The mountain- at tin- wasr- arc calcareous in for-

mation, and in the hills and plains there are large <*

deposits. The plain in many places is cut up with deep i- vines.

and several of the specimens of iron were found among the

stones and sand at the bottom of the ravine.-.

heavy rains were washed or covered with water. It is however
only in wet seasons that the water is found remains
ravines and depressions of the valley, and this water is always

brackish to the taste, containing a large amount of mineral
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Without giving any further details of the nature of this

region of Mexico where these meteorites were collected, suffi-

cient has been stated to show the probable source of the cal-

careous incrustation which I discovered upon two of them.
This incrustation on meteorites has been discovered but twice

1 both instances by myself. One of them, however,
is of so obscure and unsatisfactory a character that I have not
given any public notice of it. The other is the case of the
Newton County meteorite described by me (this Journal, II,

\ 1865). It is a meteoric .-tone belonging to the variety
classified by M. Daubree as Syssideres ; specin

e to the museums of the Garden of Wants,
'ir-it Britain and Vienna, with this incrustation in well defined
particles of a translucent chara-ter adhering firmly to the sur-
face. The entire amount of this meteorite yet known does not
exceed 700 grams, although the primitive mass must still exist

' settled region or Arkansas, and when obtained
will no doubt furnish specimens with a larger amount of the
calcareous incrustation upon it.

2. New Meteoric Mineral Dauhreelite.

Two of the masses of iron above referred to have been cut
across, the section made on one of them being over fifteen

square decimeters; also several transverse cuts have been
j°ade. In all of these sections a number of nodular concretions
have been exposed, most of them quite small, and hardly any
exceeding a centimeter in diameter. At the first glance all

ides have the appearance of very finely crystallized

ra little closer inspection revels tin tact that most
°t these nodules have more or less of a black mi. eral associated
Wlth it. I had never seen anything of the kind before, it being
yery evident that it was not graphite. As further exa

;

1

it to be a new" and interesting mineral, I have
fought proper to designate it after M. Daubree, who has done

°T?
U(
r m tbe studv and elucidation of meteoric minerals.

Daubre'elite is a black lustrous mineral, highly crystalline in

• occurring on the borders oi the troilite nodules, and77 running across the center of them, as may be seen in
ue oi the specimens, where, in a nodule of troilite, a vein of

tw
e mi

!;

e
.

ral traverses the very center of the nodule, which is

meters in width and" twelve millimeters long. It has

cleavage, but I cannot make out its crystalline form.

facile, and in the attempt to detach it from the iron,

ap into small fragments resembling small particles of

^lybdenite. It is feebly attract *el*> when
magnet is brought in contact with it. This may arise

°m the presence of a minute quantity of troilite which it is
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very difficult to get rid of. Pulverized, it furnishes a perfectly

black j
>. > v\ . 1 . til. >in H« — r .article of which gives before the

blowpipe a very strong reaction of chromium. Heated very

intensely, it loses its brilliant color and becomes a dull black.

The powdered mineral is dissolved completely in nitric acid.

The solution is inti ns< 1\ en en. and furnishes a strong reaction

of sulphuric acid and oxide of chrome. The other strong acids

attack it but slightly.

This solubility in nitric acid readily distinguishes it from

chrome iron. The quantity of mineral I was enabled to obtain

pure, or nearly so, was very small, the reaction of the acids on

the mineral being nearly the same as on troilite. I am enabled

to separate them only by varying the strength of the acids, and

the leimth of the time tl'icy are in contact with the minerals.
^

Less than one hundred milligrams were obtained of suin-

eicnt purity to make out its composition, and this amount fur-

nished me 3648 per cent of sulphur; the remainder was

chrome with nearly ten per cent of iron, and a little carbonace-

ous matter. This mineral when obtained pure and in sufficient

quantity for a thorough an b. -as i . hieh 1 hope to make before

long), will, I am satisfied,' prove to be a protosul;

chrome. The iron present being mixed with the Daubreelite.

The following therefore would express its true composition

:

1

me 6238.
This rr an interesting one, and is found in a very

strange place, yet from what is revealed to us by the spectroscope

with regard to the vapors surrounding the sun, the

chrome must be widely diffused in the matter of the universe.

Art. XIV.—On some of the changes in the Physical Properties

of Steel
; ng ; by A. S. Kimball, Prof, of

Physics in the Worcester Institute of Industrial Science.

A few interesting, and, to a certain extent, novel results

have recently been" developed in our laboratory, which I

venture to present in their present incomplete form, since the

pressure of other duties will postpone, for a few months, further

investigations in this direction. Up to the present time the

larger number of our experiments have been made upon the

behavior of tempered bars under a transverse stress, although a

few qualitative trials have been made upon changes in electric

conductivity and coefficients of expansion.
I. The modulus of elasticity decreases as the hardness of the steel

increases ; in other words the harder the bar, the greater the de-

flection produced by a given weight
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1

Many manuals of practical mechanics give a higher modulus
for tempered than for untempered steel. Reuleaux in "Der
Constructeur," (page 4,) states that it may be increased 50 per
cent by hardening. Coulomb and Treclgold state that harden-

ing has no influence whatever, while Styffe finds that the

modulus is diminished. For our first experiment, five pieces

of good tool-steel, each 13" long, were cut from a half-inch

square bar. These were carefully annealed, squared, and pol-

ished. No. 1 was laid aside and the others were hardened
in cold water in the usual manner ; No. 2 was " drawn " on a

hot plate to a dark blue ; No. 3 to a purple; No. 4 to a straw
color; No. 5 was left hard. The modulus of elasticity was then
determined by measuring the deflection produced by a weight
applied at the middle of the bar. The probable error of the

experiments did not exceed ± of one per cent. The experiment
1 in many ways, several qualities of steel and bars of

different dimensions were employed with uniform results. In
some grades of steel a difference of more than 10 per cent has
been found between the modulus of the hardened and that of
the annealed bar.

II The increase of deflection in a given time is greater, the harder
the steel

It is well known that the deflection of a bar left under stress

will increase for a long time. I am not aware, however, that

comparative tests of the rate of increase in steel of different

tempers have previously been made.
III. The inimei Hah <n-t /,., <;<> -<es vith tin hardness of the steel.

In the experiments each bar was of course loaded with the
same weight which was allowed to act for the same number of

minutes.

h J'
^ ^

ar recoversfrom a temporary set with greater rapidity the

The remarkable fluctuations in the line of the bar observed
t>y frof. Norton, (this Journal, April, 1876,) became more
marked and had a wider range as the hardness of the bar in-

creased. In none of the experiments referred to was a perma-
nent set produced, though in some cases 48 hours had elapsed
before the bar recovered its original line. In a few experi-

ments an attempt was made to determine the approximate
hardness of the bars by grinding. The results obtained, how-
ever, could not be co] te. A more satisfac-

tory method was found in the determination of the tempera-
™*s employed in hardening and drawing, by the specific heat
of Platinum, or by the use of the pyrometer.

,. f
m indebted to Mr. F. C. Blake for the accuracy with

duted
the exPerimeDts referred to in this note, have been con-



L. M. Ruiherfurd—Measurement of Angles.

At the summer meeting of the National Academy of Sciences,

in the year 1866, I described the micrometer which I had con-

structed for the measurement of astronomical photographs. It

was capable of measuring angles of position, and also distances

in directions at right angles to each other. These lasl

merits were made by aid of screws arranged after the manner of

those of an ordinary slide rest : these screws were e<

with great care and I had good reason to be satisfied with the

smallness of their errors.

At the Spring meeting of the Academy, for the year 1870,

1

explained that I had been obliged to give up the idea of using

screws on account of the rapid changes in their errors caused

by friction and consequent wear, and I then stated

tended to discard the screw and the compressed slide, and sub-

stitute for them a divided glass scale, to be read by a microme-

ter microscope, and a gravity slide with oneV and one flat slide.

This intention I carried out during the year, the new form be-

ing first used about the month of March, 1871. It

constantly used since that time, and continues to give great

satisfaction. The success of this <li\ ided glass scale confirmed

me in a determination of long standing to try the es

of substituting a glass circle for one of metal in some instru-

ment for the measure of angles of precision.

Two years absence in Europe and other occupations con-

spired to postpone the execution of this plan until the past

winter, during which it has been realized with what seems to

the most promising success. I had in my

i paper on the

ures of wave lengths. This instrument has a good steel center

and was furnished with a circle divided on silver reading by

means of the verniers to 10". The diameter of the circle is

small, not quite seven inches, and the inability to read

smaller angles has always been its weak point. I have sub-

stituted for this metallic circle, one of glass about ten inches

in diameter divided by Mr. Stackpole to ten minutes of arc,

and read by two micrometer microscopes magnifying seventy-

five times ; each revolution of the screws being equivalent to

one minute, the drums being divided into sixty parts, read

to seconds with easy estimate of fractions—each "degree line is

numbered so as to be visible in the field of the microscope. I

was able to furnish to Mr. Stackpole a well tried diamond
which has made lines of the greatest delicacy, being much finer
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as seen in the microscopes than the spider lines, by means of

which the bisections are made. The advantages of this system
are obvious, viz: perfection of surface permitting a line of any
desired fineness—facility of illumination permitting the exten-

sion of the power of the reading microscopes to several hun-
dred times—small ness of dimensions and consequent cheapness
and avoidance of almost all the questions of flexure and local

effects of temperature.
I am convinced from the ease with which one second ia

read on my instrument, with microscopes only 4| inches
long including objectives and eye-pieces, that upon a circle

of fifteen inches provided with powerful microscopes, greater
precision could be attained in the reading of angles than with

For the purpose of showing the degree of precision retain-

able, I add two series of bisections of lines on the circle made
by myself, and two made by a lady, marked respectively E.

Mean, *"-54 !".89 23 ".86 n ".j

It will be readily seen that the probable error of a
r,

- :

'"
l

»V in any one of these series is considerably less tl

;he mean of any i

Art. XYL—Fnedrich Wilhelm August Argelander*

Friedrich Wilhelm August Argelander was born at

^
em el, m East Prussia, on the 22d March, 1799. His father,
no was of Finnish descent, was a merchant of that town, whilst

J*
mother belonged to a German femily. Theii

w«e such as enabled them to give their son

M*rS-rt
0t

!
Ceis PrinciPallJran abstract of that by Prof. Schonfeld in Vu

^SMt^r"'^6'1 Gesellschaft, Jahrgang x, part 3, and is here c

"» Monthly Notices " of the Astronomical Society.

very careful
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training and education. Political events brought him into

very early connection with historic names. After the battle of

Jena the Prussian royal family left Berlin, and took up their

abode for some time at Memel. The Crown Prince (ai

Kin- iMvdcrirk William IV. j resided at the house of Ar-elan-

.lei-'r father, and formed there a strong and lasting iri< idship

with the future Professor. Scarcely less intimate were his rela-

tions with Prince William, the present Emperor of Germany.

In due course young Aroj 1. nd t as s< nt to t a

at tilbiug, and in" 1813 to the Collegium Fredericanum at Kon-

iu>l>*-ig, from which, in April, 1817, he proceeded to the Uni-

v. rsitv oi that town. Although Irom the first a diligent

student, he did not show any special taste for the science in

which lie was to become so famous until he was ,

thereto by the lectures of Bessel. This led him to request the

latter to entrust him with some calculations for the Observa-

tory. The Fundamenla Astro namia had then been just com-

pleted ; but Bessel put into his hands tin- rod notion of the

observations of 67 stars observed by himself at Konigsberg,

and not previously observed since Bradley, and also the deter-

mination of the latitude of the Observatory from observations

of circnmpolar stars. The results of these labors were pub-

lished in the 5th part of the Kon s, in which

he introduced our late Associate to the scientific world as "one

of his most distinguished pupils." Other calculations followed,

and it was not long before Argelander took part also in the

observations: the first of importance being that of the occulta-

tion of the Pleiades on the 29th of August, 1820. Soon after

that, on the 1st of October, he was regularb ao] nted as

Bessel's assistant at the Observatory—the'begiuinug of a career

in which he enriched astronomy vith results such as eould

only be obtained by a combination of uncommon genius wit»

His first great labor was assisting Bessel in his survey of the

heavens by zone observations from 15° south to 45° north

declination, in which the whole of the microscope-readings of

the circle were made by Argelander, and there is abundant

evidence in Bessel's writings how highly he appreciated the

care and skill with wide t this assistance was rendered, as well

as that in the subsequent reductions. These zone observations

commenced in August, 1821; earlier in that year Argelander

was engaged in observations of stars at low altitude to be used

m the formation of Bessel's refraction tables, and also in Feb-

ruary and March in the observation of the Comet of 1821.

On the 1st of April, 1822, Argelander took his degree as

e
' vriting a paper, De Observationibus

nstitMis. Later in the same year
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he published his able treatise, Investigations on the Orbit of the

Great Comet of 1811, which made his name known through
Europe. No other comet had been observed so e.v-

and over so long an interval of time; and after the mos
and elaborate treatment of the observations, Argelander ob-
tained an orbit of the period of 3,065-6 years (to be reduced in

the next period to 2,888 years). His investigations were not
without their influence upon Bessel's views on the repulsive
force of comets' tails, which were further developed bv him

i in his labors on Halley's Comet and in his contro-
versy with Encke on the resisting medium in space.
On the death of Walbeck, the position of '• Observator " at

the Observatory at Abo became vacant, and application was
made to Bessel to recommend to the authorities at St. Peters-
burg one of his pupils to supply it. Though exceedingly-
unwilling to lose him, Bessel named Argelander, and on April

red to the vacant office, and he
he following month, being succeeded there

by Kosenberger. His journey to Finland was also his wedding
. sberg, on the 2d of May, Marie

Sophie Charlotte Courtan ; and with her he proceeded, through
n (where he renewed his friendship, commenced in No-

, 1820, with W. Struve) and St. Petersburg, to his newWin the cor, [ancestors.
ihe Observatory at Abo was then newly built and indeed

not in all parts quite completed. Its equipments consisted,
Desicies smaller instruments and clocks, of a 2-foot repetition-
circle, a Fraunhofer's heliometer, and especially of a very good
o-toot transit instrument bv the same artist. A meridian-

Ertel was provided'in 1825 and was not ready for use
spring of 1827. Before that time, therefore, the

oservations principally consisted of comets, and casual phe-

different kinds. When in possession of the merid-
aa-circle, Argelander undertook a more exteuded course of
°servat

!
0DS

: and paid special attention in particular to the

motion
WGre kn°Wn °r susPected t0 have a large proper

XY?T
th
/, year 1828 and !829 Argelander completed Hour

taj/
of the Berlin Acad i\ Sta charts, w hich he had under-

f>nto

6
i

n
" 1S one of fche best of tbe series, and the accompanying

forms one of the earliest examples of the accurate

In T treatmen t of Bessel's and Lalande's zone observations,
we meantime great changes had occurred at Abo. On the

Dart V lPtember'
1827 a fire broke out which laW the Sreatest

lih«,2 .
town in ashes

- aQd destroyed all the buildings,S& of ^e University. Although the Observatory was
v <<ectecl by its isolated position, and lost nothing but a large

'ruber, 182i
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number of its impressions of printed observations, yet it was
ultimately resolved to remove it as well as the University to

the new capital at Helsingfors. Argelander was nai
fessor of Astronomy at the newly founded University thert
and a new Observatory was ordered to be erected by the archi-
tect Engel. built that at Abo. The plan was
approved in 1830 ; but difficulties were found in laying the

ion on account of the nature of the soil. Pin]
also visited about this time bv the cholera, which travelled
over Europe; and Argelander took an opportunity, after
leaving Abo, of revisiting his old home in Prussia, and renew-
ing his personal intercourse with Bessel. In August, 1832 he
!°ok UP bl8 ore, though the building of the
Observatory was not yet finished. Observations commenced
there in the to , ing ear; and in November, 1834 the

use, the new observatory beins;

V:' i
'

M
' •

ilh ;i M,inich refracter of 9 ft. focal 1-
'•, m. perture, observations with which commenced in Sep-
tember, 1S35.

Argelander devoted himself principally to an extensive series
of observations of th

. ,, itl to M
accurate investigation of his circle, especially of its flexure, bv
observation of stars and their reflected in,
at Helsingfors that he printed the Abo observations and cata-
logue, as well as his well-known treatise on the motion of the
solar system deduced from his own observations of 390 stars,

Wfctt-" t0 tbat formerly obtaiued hy Sir

His stay at Helsingfors was not of Ion? duration. Theii— an (government had resolved in 1836 to establish an
astronomical institution at Bonn, on the Rhine. In August of

Art Ta
J

^torship of the Observatory was offered to
Argelander; and early in 1837 he took up his residence in
Bonn, and energetically commenced the ordering of the instru-
ments and the preparations for the building of the ObservatoryAs a temporary locale in the meantime for observations, he
selected a bastion of an ancient fortress close to the Rhine,
where he earned on for *,„,. v ,;irs his astronomica] work with

lm?s m he had-latitude determinations, comet obser-
vations, &c. He also made excellent use of his involuntary
leisure in the formation of his "New TJranometrv," or deter-

^kilT i
the relate des of

"

all the s tars
yis,b e to the naked eye in Central Europe by direct compar-

ZT ?
sk* M " e11 ^ in the connected subject of the

changes of magnitude of the variable stars. To the latter he
continued to give a great deal of attention afterwards, esoeciallj
n regard to those interesting stars, Algol and S. Cancri'.
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Impatient at the slow progress of the Observatory (as he
considered it) Argelander had a small temporary building
erected, in which he could use (close to his Ehenish bastion) a

icnt by Ertel, of 4 inches aperture. Hav-
ing provided this with a sector to determine differences of

m, he commenced extending Bessel's zone observations
farther to the north, from 45° to 80° declination. Thus he
made 26,424 observations of verv nearly 22,000 stars ; which,
begun in May, 1841, were essentially completed, with the aid of
an assistant, in June, 1843, some gaps being filled up in the
subsequent spring.

At last, in the 'year 1845, the new Observatory was in a
position to be used. Its principal instruments were a 3-foot

meridian-circle by Pistor, with telescope of 6-foot focal length,
and a heliometer by Merz. For some years cometary observa-
tions (a large number of which bodies appeared about that
time) and observations of the small planets—the long series of
discoveries of which had then just commenced—occupied much
of the time of the establishment. But in 1S49 Argelander
began a new series of zone observations of stars, this time
going south from Bessel's limit, or from 15° to 31° south

Tims. l,v Mav. 1S.-.2 he had made, in 200 zones,

A250 observations of more than 17,000 stars. Every precau-

taken by comparison and by observation of known
stars to secure the greatest accuracy possible for the results.

But even before the completion of these southern zones,
Argelander had formed a plan for a much greater work to
extend the knowledge of the starrv heavens. Bessel had before
conceived the idea of determining the places of all stars down
to the ninth magnitude, but had abandoned it for the scheme
of the Berlin Academy Star-Charts, which, however, after the
^pse of a quarter of a century, were unfinished, and, more-
over, they embraced only a limited zone.
Mrly in 1852, therefore, Argelander resolved to commence

that great Durchmwsterung, or survey of all the stars of the
northern hemisphere down to the ninth magnitude, and in-
cluding a large number somewhat fainter than that, with which
nis naQie will be for ever associated. The whole number of

i in these zones, between the north pole and 2°

''nation, amounting to 324,198, and this gigantic

h t?
r

'
lncludinS the laying down of the charts and publication

P?™ of them and of the catalogues occupied Argelander and
ws assistants until the year 1863. They are too well known

J?
astronomers to make anv discussion of them necessary bera

to ioLseventh volume of the Bonn Observations, published
m A869, are some interesting investigations into the proper
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motions of 250 stars, which Argelander was led into bv com-
parison of observations.

He always kept in view the desirability of obtaining accurate
meridional observations of all stars down to the ninth magni-
tude, whose approximate positions are contained in the Durch-
musterumj. It was necessary, if this could be done, that the
labor should be shared by different Observatories, and be
prosecuted on a uniform system. Thus would a basis be
afforded for a much larger number of accurate detern
and observations of every kind. In the year 1867 Ai
laid his plan before the German Astronomical Society, which
was afterwards adopted, with trifling modifications. The Bonn
Observatory was to undertake one zone of 10° in breadth of

now approaching his seventieth
year, entrusted the details of the execution to his assistants,

\ himself in labors of smaller comi
gations of stellar proper motion.

Argelander always took a lively interest in the progress of
science generally, and also in the affairs of the University of
Bonn, of which he was twice elected Eector. Many of the
scientific societies of Europe and America made him one of

responding or honorary members, and he was chosen
an Associate of our own on the 14th of January, 1831, being
also our medallist m the year 1863.

Until the summer of 1874 he had always enioved excellent
health; but i" a,,„„„+ ^r^u^ ,

J
..

J ,- .,

of the typhus
time. In the autumn he rallied, andVasTbie't. ,«,
oi his labors But the appearance of recovery was delusive

;

his strength failed more and more, and, retaining his
in science almost to the last, a tranquil death early in the
morning of February 17, 1875, terminated a life which had

Wn t% \ + !

t0 astro
J
nomy- His wife (with whom he had

been affectionately united for nearly fifty-two years), two sons,
and one daughter, married to Professor Kruger? survive him.

W. T. L.

Art. XVII.--On Dinitroparadibrombenzols and their Derivatives;
by Peter Townsend Austen. First Paper.

Two kilograms of pure crystallized solid (para) dibrom-
benzol were divided into portions of 250 grams, and each por-
tion added to a mixture of 800 grams of fuming nitric acid
and an equal volume of concern

!. and then
heated on a sand bath, when a violent action set in, during
which it was found advisable to remove the burners. A red-
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dish yellow oil settled in the bottom of the flask. After boil-

ing three hours the mixture was allowed to cool, and then
poured in a thin stream into a large excess of cold water.
The oil sank to the bottom and gradually solidified, an opera-
tion which may be greatly accelerated by vigorous stirrii ig with
a glass rod. The nitrired product from 500 grams of the di-

brombenzol after the washing out the acid with water, was dis-

solved in about a kilogram of glacial acetic acid, filtered, and
allowed to stand about seventy hours. A copious separation of
the first (a) dinitroparadibrombenzol, containing a considerable
amount of the second (p) isomere and but a small amount of the
third (y\ took place. By repeat

"

carbon disulphide and then from i

tamed perfectly pure. The acetic acid nitrate from the first

separation contained the fi- and ^-isomeres and some of the a.
The solution was treated with a large excess of water, and the

a in solution were thus precipitated in the form of a
yellow oil, which was then separated from the water by means
of a stop-cock-funnel, heated on a water-bath until it was en-

. dissolved in about \\ kilos, of carbon disulphide,
and allowed to stand By standing, a small separation of
impure a-isomere generally occurs. the carbon disulphide was

stilled off in portions of 200 c. c, and the respective

d of the /^-isomere containing a
good deal of the ^-isomere and traces of the y, collected.
When no more separated the thick oil was heated on a water-
bath until the carbon disulphide was entirely volatilized, after
which it was exposed to a temperature of 5° for three days,
when it became solid. The mass was carefully rubbed in a

th ether, at the same temperature, and this ethereal
extract (consisting of much y and little p) separated by a filter-

pump. The ether was then evaporated, the oil again exposed
the same temperature, and the operation repeated until the

substance dissolved in the ether without leaving a residue.
} he oU was then exposed to a temperature of about - 8° to - 10°,

two weeks, during which small amounts of the

i were separated by filtering the
oh directly with the filter-pump. Finally no more separated
rom the oil, which then appeared to contain onlv an exceed-
m&J small amount of the ytf-isomere.

A Iphadin itroparadibrombenzol
The alphadinitroparadibrombenzol containing traces of the

/ -isomere crystallizes from glacial acetic acid in beautiful stn-

anrl TnsParent needles, often attaining a length of 25 cm.

meter of 3 mm. When perfectly pure, however, it

crystallizes from the same solvent, in short, compact, white,
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glittering needles, or small prisms. From carbon disulphide it

separates in the form of small, hard, white crystals. The com-
pound is insoluble in water, easi [ing absolute
alcohol and glacial acetic acid, as well as in benzol, and acetic
ether. It is slightly volatile in steam. Fuses at 159° to a
transparent slightly yellow liquid.

0-3034 grm. substance gave 0-0190 H a O and 0*2452 CO 2
.

0-1749 grm. substance after the method of Carius crave 0-1998
AgBr and 0-0027 Ag.

Calculated for 6H5(N02
)
2Bra

. Found.

I. II.

NUroparadibromaniline.

monobrombenzol. By repetition of the experiments, however,
with much larger amounts and perfectly pure substances, T find
that the reaction is different.

J
*

By treating the ar-dinitroparadibrombenzol with strong alco-
holic ammonia the crystals take on a light straw yellow color.
By heating in a closed tube at 100° for three hours the reaction
is completed The red solution obtained was precipiti
water and the resulting yellow precipitate crystallized from
dilute alcohol. The filtrate from the precipitate produced by
water gave no trace of bromine with silver nitrate, but starch
and potassium iodide proved the presence of a considerable
amount of nitrous acid.
By repeated crystallizations from alcohol the substance was
)tamed pure It forms orange, yellow, and red needles, which— quite volatile with steam. It is very solu-

fuse at 75'

ble ir

0-2536 CO 2
.

°.? ?
2

r
S^
m

' substance, fifth crystallization, gave, after the
method of Carius, 0-2644 grm. AgBr and 0-0008 Ag.

Calculated for C«H*Br>(NO*) . NIP. Found .

C =24-32
H = 1-01

Br =54-05
1-05

54-06
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Amyl nitrite acts at ordinary temperatures on the nitropara-

tiline and forms, not as I formerly supposed, a dinitro-

monobrombenzol, but the ordinary mononitroparadibrombenzol.

Ail the properties of the nitrodibrombenzol (fusing point 84°)

obtained in this manner agreed perfectly with those of the well-

known mononitroparadibrombenzol.
This, as far as I know, is the first case in which the nitroxyl

of a nitro-haloid-benzol is substituted by the amido-group in

preference to the haloid atom. In the first series there is

among others the well-known formation of guanidine from
nitrochloroform by action of ammonia, effected by Hofmann.*

It seemed extremely improbable that aniline could act in a

•rv manner on the alphadinitroparadibrombenzol, since

the disengaged nitro-group would, without doubt, exert a de-

composing influence on the aniline itself as well as on the new
compound formed. The dinitrodibrombenzol was treated with
an excess of aniline, and the mixture boiled. A strong reac-

! ded with a characteristic deep red color, occurred,

oil, and, by stirring, brown
'Hie product was soluble in alcohol with

a deep red color, but separated from the solution as a slimy
mass from which no product susceptible of analysis could be
obtained.

By the action of natriumhydrate solution on the alphadi-

lombenzol, 1 have obtaiii.'d a substance forming red

tch I take to be a nitrobromphenol, and concerning
which I shall, at the earliest opportunity, give full particulars.

Royal Laboratory of Berlin, April 16th, 1876.

Art. XVIII.

—

On a New Formation of Dinitroaniline and
some Reactions of Dinitrobrombenzol ; bv Peter ToWNSEND
Austen.

Engaged in an extensive research concerning the stability of

the bromine atom in dinitromonobrombenzol, I was led to

treat that compound with potassium cyanate in the hope of

obtaining a dinitrophenylcyanic ester, according to the reaction,

C«H3(^02)2Br+KNCO=C6H 3 (N0 2
)
2NCO+KBr.

dinitrobrombenzol was mixed with about one and a half

times its volume of potassium cyanate, and the mixture heated

f°
!00° in a closed tube with very dilute alcohol for eight

b°urs; on cooling, the tube became filled with a mass of bright

jeilow leaflets, and on opening gave off carbonic acid, lne

* Ann. Chem. Pharm., cxxxix, 107.
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mi
1

,-! u<v. {trr <-r\> ! "ii from boiling water, fused at

175°-176°, and on analysis* proved to be the ordinary dinitro-

The reaction by winch dinitroaniline is formed admits of

various explanations. Wohler has shown that potassium

cyanate by repeated distillation with water, splits according to

the formula

—

2KNCO+4H20=C03(NH*) 2 +C03K2.

Hence we may suppose the formation of the diniti

to be due simply to the action of the dinitrobrombenzol on the

'am carbonate,

aO+2HBr.
The bromhydric acid thus formed :

carbonate, so that the whole reaction L

"We can. however, suppose the action to take place directly

without admitting the previous formation of ammonium car-

bonate—

C6H3(N02)2Br+KNC04-H20=C«H3(N02
)
2NH2+KBr+

CO 2
.

Nor is there anything very improbable in the supposition that

ammonium carbonate is not formed previously, as there are so

many cases in which a substance withdraws from another ele-

ments not previously directly united with each other, but with

which it can form a compound (predisposing affinity).

_
It is, however, also not impossible that the formation of the

dinitroaniline may depend upon the production and subsequent

decomposition of a dinitrophenylcyanic ester according to the

reaction discovered by Wurtz,

OJP^O 2)^ |co|
H2

I^_J
but this appears to me doubtful, since the dinitrobrombenzol is

not freely soluble in the verv dilute alcohol used. Hence the

potassium cyanate is exposed principally to the action of the

water, and much less to the action of the dinitrobrombenzol;
therefore, although a partial formation of the ester might take

place, the chief part oi mate would be decom-
posed at the same time by the action of the water, so that if

the ester were formed, it could only be in small quantities.

C =39-34 *39
U
35'
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Mononitrobrombenzol and Potassium Gyanate.

The substances, heated in a sealed tube to 100° with dilute

alcohol for eight hours, gave no mononitroaniline, as was to be

expected, since mononitrobrombenzol is not acted on bj
ammonia itself under 160°. The cyanate, however, was com-

pletely converted into the corresponding carbonates.

Trinitrochlorbenzol and Potassium Cyanate.

By boiling a concentrated solution of potassium cyaa
trinitrochlorbenzol, I obtained, with strong evolution of am-
monia, a red oil which solidified on cooling, and contained con-

siderable unci,, u-vd irinitroeliloL-lH-nzol. The nitrate contained

chlorine (showing that a reaction had taken place), and some
picric acid, while chlorhydric acid precipitated a green powder.
I have not as yet had time to examine either of these substances

farther than to establish the absence of trinitroaniline. By
heating for five hours at 100° no picramide was obtained.

Dinitrobrornbenzol and Water.

Gottlieb* has stated that trinitrochlorbenzol was decomposed
in the cold by water. It was afterwards found by Clemmf
that this was not the case, trinitrochlorbenzol not being acted
on by water even when boiling. Later, however, Engelhardt
and Latschinoffi found it was acted on by boiling water.

With dinitrobrornbenzol I found no action on boil

water. The substance was then heated with water in closed

tubes successively at 100°, 150°, and 200°, for eight hours, in

all these tubes there was no pressure or formation of br-

and. At 220° a minute trace of bromhydric acid had formed,
and the liquid was perceptibly reddened on addition of sodium
hydrate solution. After heating at this temperature the sub-

stance remained liquid for several days, although when it had
solidified, it was found to have lost none of its cbar
properties.

Dinitrobrornbenzol and Potassium Nitrite.

It appeared not impossible from the ease with which the

bromine atom in dinitrobrornbenzol can be substituted |

this is chiefly the case in substitution by a positive rah.:,!).

that by action of potassium nitrite a trinitrobenzol might be

Jormed. The substances were heated in a closed tube six

hours with dilute alcohol at 100°. The tube on cooling con-

tained massive red needles of potassium dinitrophenylate.
Much aldehyde had also formed. The reaction had probably

* Zeit. Chem.,
f Joura. fr. pr. Chem., [2], i
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C«H3(N02)2Br+2KN02=C6H3(N02)20K+KBr+ (N*0» v)

The resulting nitrogen oxide, or oxides, had acted on the
alcohol and produced aldehyde. Sealed under the san
dons with 99 per cent alcohol, there was but an ex<
slighl reaction, only traces of the phenol having beei
which doubtless owed their origin to the small amount of water
present The same results were obtained with sodium nitrite.
I shall describe the application of this method of phenol forma-
tion to other compounds at another opportunity.

Dinitrobrombenzol, Benzol, and Zinc.

Since benzylchloride treated with benzol and zinc dust gives
a benzylbenzol, it seemed not improbable that dinitrobromben-
zol might give a dinitrodiphenyl, owing to the weakened

i ot the bromine atom from the presence of the nitro-
group although in this case the bromine atom is attached
directly to the benzol skeleton, and not indirectly, as in the
benzylchloride. J

Dinitrobrombenzol, benzol, and zinc dust were heated twelve
hours in a closed tube at 100°, and then again at 160°. In
both cases there was no action. Toluol instead of benzol also
remained unchanged. Perhaps nitro toluol, in which the

a atom of the methyl-group may be weakened by the£ resX
mtr°^rouP in the benzo1 kernel, may give

Dinitrobrombenzol and Sodium Acetate.

Wishing to ascertain if a dinitrophenyl acetic ester could be
obtained according the reaction

C«H3(N02)2Br,+CH3COONa=CH3COOC6H3(N02)2+NaBr,

I heated the substances with alcohol for six hours in a closed
tube at 100° There was no pressure on opening the tube, but
a strong smell of acetic ether. The tube contained orange-red

sodium dinitrophenvlate, and in the solution there
was considerable sodium bromide. The reaction had probably
gone. F

I. C6H3(N02)2|BrNa"j .OC.CH3 ( OH3(N0 2
)
2OH

C2H* OH"

'

= \ CH3COOC*H 5

1

( NaBr.
II. CW^O^oiH _ j C6H3(NO*)*ONa

CN3.COOxa| -
\ CIP.COOH.

III. CH3.COO|Hi __ I CH3.COOC2H 5

C 8Hsjoh| ~|h»o.
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So that the whole reaction would be—
C 6H3(N0 3)2Br-f2CH3.COONa + 2C2H 5OH=C 6H3(N0 2

)
2ONa

+NaBr+H20+2CH 3COOC2H*.

The next time, to avoid the formation of acetic ether, the

. lacial acetic acid at 160°. The
whole product was sodium dinitrophenylate. Hence probably,

Q«H»(NO»)«|Br.| rC 6H3(NOs) 2ONa
|CH3.COO|y;a| =

\ (C*H*0) 2

|CHa.CQ|ONa|H 3.CO|ONa| ( NaBr,

although at the time I neglected to prove the formation of the

Metie anhydride. The substances heated, under the same
conditions with acetic anhydride, remained entirely unchanged.
We see hence that although the stability of the bromine

v. is greatly weakened by the introduction of nitro-groups,

ening is to a great" extent onlv in relation to positive
i-wlicak Thus dinitrobrombenzol reacts easily with ammonia,
but with potassium

i
is no analo-

- "i> ivaction. By inversion it naturally follows that in aniline
the amido-group must be rendered much more stable by the
introduction of nitro-groups. This is shown to be so by the

while aniline is most violently acted on by amylnitrite,

line remains, under the same treatment, utterly un-

ART. XIX.—On Southern New England during the melting of
the Great Glacier;* by James D. Dana.

Aptodde : On the discharge of the flooded Mill River into the

Vutnnipiac, and th
the JVew Haven nla.im

.

*K my memoir on " Southern New England during the melt-

lk
g

°n,
the Sreat Glacier," I reached the conclusionf that, during

ly .^aamplain period, or that which opened with the melting
w the ice, the southern coast of New England, along Long
island Sound, was submerged below its present level not more
"»an fifteen feet, and perhaps less than ten. It was an-
nounced,* as a consequence of this fact, that the high terraces

1 drift about the heads of the estuaries and along

J.
,e nv

,

er valleys could not have been made by salt water, and
"Hist have been due to the freshwaters of the enormously

oal^l former parts of this memoir are contained in this Journal, HI, x, 168,
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flooded streams ; and that all the drift-deposits of the New
Haven region, now thirty to fifty feet above mean tide, were

included in the freshwater formations—the saltwater beds be-

ing confined to the coast.

The New Haven deposits had been described* as having, to

a great extent, a cross-laminated structure, with the oblique

[annual ion dipping for the most part seaward ;
and hence it was

evident—contrary to what I had once supposed—that this din

corresponded in direction with the flow, both being seaward

My former conclusion on this point was based on the view

that the New Haven estuary beds were marine in origin;

and this i

stratified i

(or where the valley expands into the New Haven plain, west

of C on the map, p. 415 of vol. x), the upper stratum, twenty

feet thick, had the cross-lamination dipping landward, and the

underlying stratum seaward ; for the change of current imh-

cated by this local change of dip seemed to be accounted for by

supposing the lower stratum to have been made by the incom-

ing tide, and the upper by the outflowing stream when the

flood was at its height. I closed my memoir bv rej

tion of the change of current, but without offering any

>t»»»- in its place.

object at this time is to give another explanation ;
and

ow that while the Quinnipiac waters deposited the lower

stratum, the upper was formed by a discharge of Mill Biver

into the Quinnipiac over the place where the unlike strata

Myc

.

joining their waters at the head of New Haven Bay.

For the last nine miles of their courses they are less than three

miles apart ; and the low dividing ridge (Quinnipiac Ridge of

the map) terminates near New Haven in the short trap and

sandstone ridge called East Rock (B, on the map). Below this

on no barrier intervenes excepting a plain of drift

deposits, and here is the place where the upper stratum ot

twenty feet has the reversed cross-bedding. Now if it can be

shown that Mill River was throughout'ite course a violent

oatwract, flowing at a level far above that of the Qa
while the Quinnipiac for the last six miles had almost no de-

scent, and was in this part more like a lake or basin than a

river, it will be plain that Mill River, on clearing the south

extremity of the East Rock ridge, would have rushed around

the point, toward the Quinnipiac.
The facts sustaining this view have already been stated U»

* Ibid., x, 191.
f Ibid., x, 173.
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miles north of

level with the

ocean, while Mill River in the same latitude is sixty feet

above it. The valley-terrace of strati hV<l drift is, in each valley,

about forty -five feet in height above the stream. Consequently,
in the Champlain period the descent, from that point to Long
Island Sound, of Mill Eiver was 105 feet, and of the Quinni-
piac, only forty-five feet. Moreover, the Quinnipiac terrace has
nearly the same height at North Haven and five miles south

;

so that the waters over this broad area during the Champlain
flood were nearly those of a great basin. But, abreast of this

long Quinnipiac basin, the Mill River torrent was dashing on
with a pitch of ten feet a mile. And it continued this rapid

plunging course along its shallow valley until it had passed
East Rock, where the valley terrace is seven feet higher than
that of the Quinnipiac adjoining. It is therefore manifest that,

on reaching the southern extremity <>i tin- ri>L.' separating the
two valleys, it would have made a quick turn around the pro-
montory and plunged into the Quinnipiac basin ; and this would

directly over the place where the
evidences of reversed currents occur in the drift deposits. This
place of discharge would not have taken off all the Mill River
waters, or the larger part; for the water level there, when the
flood was at its height was still thirtv to thirty-five feet above
the sea-level—height enough to have kept the tumultuous waters
mainly on a seaward course.
We hence learn from the drift deposits at this place of junc-

tion of the two streams, southeast of East Rock, (a mile north
oi the present head of New Haven Bay and six miles from its

eastern cape), the following facts :

1. Until the waters of the flooded streams had reached, at
™e pJace mentioned, a height of fifteen feet above the then-
existing sea-level, neither stream overbalanced the other ;

for
™e deposits of the lower stratum within the range of the Quin-
nipiac valley show, by at they were made by
the flow of Quinnipiac waters. The pitch of the waters to the
sound was then but two or two and a half feet a mile.

*• Until the same water-level was reached, the flow—though

of
P
Ik

a
[
ld Ponging, as proved bv the flow-and-plunge structure

1

* tbe beds~was quiet compared with what followed ;
for this

lower stratum consists mainly of sand and fine pebbles.
* lhe increase in th hat level was sudden,

^
]t the dissolution of the glacier had then received greatly

accelerated
progress. For the transition in the bedding, and in

«w color of the sands, is abrupt, with no fine layer between to

Mime ™ epoch of repose ; and, moreover, the upper stratum is
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very much the coarsest ; along Mill Eiver valley, it is to a great
extent, m contrast with the stratum it overlies, a cobble stone de-
posit, and this evidence of hurrying waters continues alon* its
course through the New Haven plain for a mile and a half to

&
the

tfay.* Further, the height of the deposits where the stones are
coarsest is ten feet below the normal height, because in the
dashing flood, the finer material was drifted off.

.
4 The flow from Mill Eiver into the Quinnipiac basin dimin-

ished in velocity as the waters spread in that direction. For,
while the upper stratum adjoining Mill River on the east is a
mass of coarse pebbles, too stony to show any cross-bedding,
going farther eastward, toward the Quinnipiac, the stony char-
acter diminishes, and finally, in the course of three-fourths of a
mile, the beds consist largely of sand.

5. The great plain of stratified drift, southeast of East Rock,
feet in height above the sea-level, which

bounds the Quinnipiac salt meadows on the south and pushes
the eastern hills, was made largely of" sands

contributed by the Mill River torrent
6 The Quinnipiac waters added little to the height of this

arm-deposit plain or terrace: for the upper stratum bears evi-
dence of Mill River action nearly or quite to its top. There
aie over the top some areas of whitish sand, one to three or

t thick; and a bank of such sand, finely and evenly
Deaaed J ies uncon formably aga i strati lied drift

o basin ;f and these maybe formations

sided
^Umnipiac waters after th e Mill River floods had sub-

7. Mill River—now not over fifteen miles in length—is an
of a little stream that was a great river during the

I

"
- »m this partly to its hiving been one of the

waxer-courses that aided, as I have pointed out,± in discharging
the flooded Connecticut-the overflow at Northampton and
We?p eld giving avast supply of waters to the Farmington

rWW7
' a7S

•

t0
^
H the wide valleY over a hundred feet in

fi\ /rng
-

them t0 find a discharge into Long Island

ttrnnl f,

thG Q^P^ and Mill River! It was probably

flooXof M-n
S^plj °f Waters from the Connecticut that the

the NPJ if T
er Tr

? Prolonged until the drift deposits of
the New Haven plam had reached their extreme height.
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The occurrence in Eastern North America of rocks pertain-

ing to what is appropriately styled the "greenstone" series has
been noticed bv different observers. In a report upon the
geology of the Connecticut Valley, Professor Edward Hitch-

tmguished these from all the other rocks, by the name
of "chloritic and talcose schists."* Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, in the
Geology of Canada, has given analyses and descriptions of

greenstones .ii m I
] - -t-u --«•< < ii n « h o fornnition. Pro-

fessor C. H. Hitchcock 1ms noticed these rocks in New Hamp-
shire, and has carefully studied their extent and distribution.

f

The "chloritic formation" near New Haven, which was noticed
at length by Percival, has been recently determined by Profes-
sor J. D. Dana to consist of greenstones, and its relate

the surrounding formations has been by him pointed out.t. In
the present article it is proposed to describe some of the more

: members of this group occurring in New Hampshire,
and, from the evidence afforded by chemical and microscopic
study, to attempt to show their origin and mode of formation.
I hese studies have been prosecuted under the direction of the
geological Survey of New Hampshire, at the head of which is

Professor C. H. Hitcheo. k. i 1 t ~\ his . d it is proposed to

as possible, upon the rocks of the
otate, which will form a part of the third volume of his report
These greenstones, as described by Professor Hitchcock, cover

a large area in the northern part of the State, and extend south-
ward over a Lp of territorv which follows the
course of the Connecticut Valley. They'are referred by him
to the Hurouian age. The rocks of the whole formation are
very generally green, and there is a remarkable constancy in
tneir mineral and chemical composition, owing doubtless to the

3 under which the beds were
onginally accumulated. There is sufficient diversity in these
rocks, both in physical and chemical properties, to allow the
°est of evidence to be obtained in the field, showing that they
are all metamorphosed sedimentary accumulations, instead
ot igneous in origin, as too generally claimed for rocks of this
cJass. They are inter* another in various
ways, and are far from appearing as a result of violent eruptions,

*J£is Journal, I, vi 26
t This Journal, III, vii, 468 and 557, also vol. i, Geology of New Hampshire,

t This Journal, III, xi, ;
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they were accumulated in quiet waters and consolidated under

very gentle influences.

As In the vicinity of New Haven—where the rocks have been

shown to be of undoubted rnetamorphic origin—many kinds

an ['.mm! w! '

•':. -.
,

':- !y resemble true trap rocks, that it is

well nigh impossible to distinguish them in hand specimens;

and, as will be seen beyond— there are cases where even the

most careful microscopic stud} is inconclusive Although

only extended observations made in tin- field can decide

whether the rocks are truly stratified or intrusive, yet it is

believed that some characters are given in the descriptions

beyond which will be of service in their classification.

The old name " greenstone" is a good general term to apply

to the whole group, because the prevailing color of the rocks

is green ; indeed it is so common that the formation has always

been colored green upon the geological maps ; and the term

" greenstone" has now become so wide in its meaning that it

may well embrace all the rocks of the formation. It is intended

to include under the term, all basic rnetamorphic rocks whose

prominent coloring ingredient is either hornblende, pyroxene or

chlorite. There are green acidic rocks in the form;

they do not sufficiently resemble the rest to need to come under

a common terra. The true greenstones are all so much alike

11 phw! tl p] m)\uic<- that it the term is restricted as proposed

it will be found of much convenience in use.
In this formation the ieties of all the rocks

spoken of in this article. It is proposed here to describe these

variations in but general terms, bur in the third volume of the

Geology of New Hampshire, tin rocks will be more minutely

1 figures will be given, together with the

raralta of the study of the other rocks found with these, but

which are not greenstones if we restrict that term as pi
1

J/^amorphic Dioryie.—The most prominent member
"

in ib gioup oi morphic dioryte, or

»

,• ;.
•. > \ :. ..;^.. „:.:- .

• • - • '

varieties which in the region car I without a

chemical analysis. This rock is very variable in its texture m
different localities, sometimes being so coarse as to enable one

tically, and observe the cleavages

of the minerals ; sometimes being very compact, and well nigh

to distinguish from doleryte. The hornblende gives

-or to the rock, and by this property it is easily dis-

i from the light green chloritic rocks. The feldspar

is not easy
lt an examination of its optical

properties shows it to be triclinia Whether it be oligodase

or labradonte is not a matter of great importance, since a very

slight variation in the composition of the sediments would pro-

duce a change in the species.
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The microscope furnishes as conclusive proof as the strati-

graphy that these diorytes are metamorphic. Often in these
basic rocks free quartz is associated with feldspars low in

silica
; and in Stewartstown there is a dioryte in which carbon-

ate of lime is associated with a triclinic feldspar, and also free

quartz. Such circumstances as these are easily understood, if

these rocks were consolidated under very gentle metamorphic
influences, but would not be expected in a rock which bad
been once in a condition of igneous fusion except as a result of

It seems as if the mass had been under such condi-
tions of heat and pressure as to give action to chemical affinities,

but only within a very narrow range ; so that crystals of different

minerals might be formed from fine mud, while a larger grain
of sand would be left unaffected. The conditions of metamor-
phism were such that they gave full scope to chemical affinity,

only where the original deposits were impalpable in texture.
These diorytes vary much in their mineral composition. At

Littleton some are very feldspathic, with large crystals of
Jabradorite, making a porphyritic dioryte. At North Lisbon
some specimens are very hornblendic, and large crystals of
hornblende are developed in the finer ground-mass. At Lan-
caster they are very micaceous, and there are everywhere

ained and fine-grained varieties. Fig. 1, plate IV. is

intended to illustrate the appearance of the minerals of these
aiorytes under the microscope with ordinary transmitted light,

ft is drawn from a thin section of the North Lisbon rock, and
js magnified 35 diameters. It shows the color of the horn-
blende, which, while dark in the mass, is very prettily green
when made so thin. The hornblende is generally fibrous, and
is found in large crystals, yet microscopic crystals are always
scattered through the feldspar, as shown. The mica is biotite
and very dichroic, becoming nearly black with a quarter revolu-
tion of one nicol. A round grain of quartz is seen in the
middle of tne feldspar, and the t ed between
the nicol prisms is found to be triclinic.

Ao the chemical variations reference has already been made,
^o serve as a basis for calculation, the hornblende contained in

» dioryte from North Lisbon was analyzed. In it the horn-
mende in places had crystallized out in large orbicular masses
alt an inch in diameter. It appears under the microscope in

color and structure like the large crystal in the section figured,

^crystals are fringed on the edges, and consequently on the
outside are intimately mixed with feldspar; but in the middle
ney are pure, as was proved with the microscope. A portion

oi the hornblende free from associated ingredients was analyzed
Wlt

« the following results:
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Alumina 13-72

Ferrous oxide 9-84

Manganous oxide -40

Lime 1 1 -22

Magnesia 11-96

Soda 2-40

Water (ignition) -90

99-47

This analysis shows that these diorytes have a highly alum-
inous hornblende, resembling in all respects some kinds of the
variety called pargasite. I would refer to the an,:!

lished upon page 238 of the fifth edition of Dana's Mil
That hornblende can thus take into its composition so much
alumina and alkali shows under what varying con
composition this mineral mav be formed. An analj
rock from North Lisbon gave 51-25 per cent of sili<

another containing the same variety of hornblende gave 55*62
per cent. In the former the feldspar is labradorite, and the
amount of silica in the latter seems to imply that it is probably
part or all oligoclase.

FJ

In some places the dioryte develops a well defined schistose
structure, and thus becomes diorytxc schist The microscope is

unable to detect a great difference in comi.-xiiion : it ">,:y

indicates a more finely fibrous and more diffused hornblende,
less feldspar, and more grains of quartz This rock is very
common at Cornish. By further addition of quartz and diminu-
tlo
£

oiJhe ; graduates into hornblende schist.

X
. Metarnorphic Diabase.—Hydrous rocks are very common

in this region, in which chlorite is a prominent ingredient.
They generally contain pyroxene and sometimes bon
These rocks hke the hornblendic are both massive and schistose.
The massive rocks, having labradorite in addition to the
minerals above enumei iy are very
extensively developed in the extreme north, but are common

struclri
11

^
8 Han

?
Ver

"
The? are often' quite complex in

1C re!^ as "» ^c case of igneous diabase,* th«

Sni!h,H
e

J \Kght SreeS ™lor which makes it easilv
distinguishable from the diorytes. In plate V, figure 2, the
microscopic structure of this rock is represented. The figure

matXlft? reCti°n 0f a specimen from Littleton, and is3 vl
5 dia

u
meters

- The chl°rite in these rocks has

W^-n"
amTh°US aPPea^nce, occurring, as shown in the

tS *«;?
^^ar masses, with little appearance of str

jet, as it exhibits bright colors between crossed nicols, it is all

* This Journal, vol. ix, March, 1875.
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crystalline. The pyroxene shows the characteristic cleavage,

i ted in the figure and also exhibits bright colors

ie nieols, such as are seen in the pyroxene of figure

4 The feldspar looks impure and is filled with rifts and with

numerous particles of chlorite and amorphous matter yet shows

its characteristic band 3 of color between the nicol prisms.

Hornblende sometimes replaces the pyroxene in these rocks,

and is often present with it. The occurrence of these two

minerals in the same rock is interesting, and the following

ana lyses throw some light upon it. The first one is of a wholly

oliloritic kind, from Littleton ;
while the latter, from Pittsburg.

is of a variety containing hornblende. The specific gravity of

each is 2-96.

'

Littleton. Pittsburg.

Silica 45-56 48'79

Alumina ....16-57 16*97

Ferric oxide -36 1'69

Ferrous oxide 9'40 8'97

Manganoua oxide -20 '20

Lime 8-01 9-98

Magnesia 1 0*34 6'98

Potash 1-20

Soda .. 2-55 3-30

Titanic acid 1*20 1*10

Water 3-93 2*65

Carbonic acid.., 1*02

100-34 100-63

On comparing these two analyses, little difference is seen

between them, or between them and the corresponding igneous

rocks. It will onlv be noticed that the one which is the more

ontains, naturally, more water and magnesia and less

silica; hence, if in the rock represented by the second
the same chlorite was formed, and its amount was limited by
the amount of water, there would be left a residue (correspond-

ing to the remaind. r of chlorite in the first rock), w

make an aluminous hornblende; for there is little difference

between the hornblende of which an analvsis is given on page
l*% and some chlorites save in the greater percentage
and smaller of water, for the lime and magnesia are capable ot

replacement in either the hornblende or pyroxene. The
conditions for the formation of both hornblende and pyroxene

^ a rock will be made a subject of further study. It seems to

*e to be dependent upon a low grade of metamorpl
temperature below that which would have converted all into

Pyroxene and above that which would have detennn
to be hornblende. In view of the fact that the hornblende of

A*. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 68.-August, 1876.
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these rocks contains so large a proportion of alumina and also

alkali, it will be seen how many combinations could be made

from the same material. They both contain about two per

cent of titanic iron and the oxygen ratio of the whole makes it

probable th. I uadorite. There is present also

some pyrite, and apatite or some mineral phosphate. For an-

alysis, portions of the rock free from pyrites were selected;

the phosphoric acid was not determined, but it was found to be

present when a careful test was made, and the microscope

reveals some minute crystals which appear like apatite.

3. Organic remains i'u tin metwliab<.ise.—In the microscopic

study of these massive chloritic rocks, or metadiabase, I have

found certain forms which appear to be of organic origin. Two

of them are figured on plate V, in figs. 5 and 6.

Figure 5 represents a specimen from the metadiabase of Con-

necticut lake in Pittsburg. It has the structure of. a tabulated

coral, resembling much a Chcetetes /* but on account of its mi-

nuteness, in connection with othei is little ques-

tion but that it is a fragment of a rhizopod mass or

and a close resemblance to a iStromapora will be noticed. The

rion of the

rock, magnified thirtv-five diameters. The breadth of the cells

is hence but ¥| 5 of an inch. These forms seem to be abundant

in the rock ; lor, in a section of a fragment of rock half an inch

square in surface, sev
| are sometimes found.

The specimen figured is the most perfect that I have seen;

but smaller fragments are abundant, and as they are a

alike in dimensions, they sustain the supposition of the organic

origin of all.

In the metadiabase of Hanover another form was found,

which is represented in figure 6. This is very likely a section

,ment of the same species of rhizopod cut in a different

direction.

These forms, distributed through the massive rock, have a

structure, as the figures show, which cannot be attributed to

crystallization. They seem to make it evident that rhizopods

must have been living over the sea bottom during the accumu-

lation of these sediments, and became buried in the mud whicn

is now the material of the rock. These forms are composed ot

- I »ut of what precise kind it is difficult to determine,

since the particles are minute and their optical properties are

obscure. Yet upon placing a drop of acid upon one of tbem

seed for a short time, showing that carbonate of lime

existed in it—perhaps part of that of the original lor-

The presence of these remains of rhizopods in the metadia-

* It also calls to mind the series of cells of a Bryozoan. See figures of^^a Plates 37 A aud 40 E, Natural History of New York, P**^
logy, Vol. 2, by James Hall.
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base is additional evidence of the sedimentary origin of these

rocks ; and they also confirm the view that the metamorphism
was feeble in its degree, since it allowed of the preservation of

these forms. It suggests, moreover, a source for the lime of

the labradorite and other minerals of the rock, as well as for its

pyrite and phosphate. Associated with these rocks are exten-

sive beds of argillytes, which are scarcely altered. Everything
points to quiet waters during the original deposition ; and finally

to gentle metamorphism.
4. Chlorite Schist. Metadiabase Schist—Metadiabase, by the

development of a schistose structure, becomes metadiabase
schist : or. as it is commonly called, chlorite schist. This rock

is very abundant everywhere in the formation. It is schistose,

but the laminse are often so firmly united that its structure is

manifested only on fracture. It is distinguished from horn-

blende schist by its light green color, and by giving off water

when heated. Under the microscope the chlorite is crystalline

and strongly dichroic. Its crystals are mostly in the plane of

;. and the pyroxene is in minute particles. A speci-

men from Hanover, having a jrravitv of 3 03, was analyzed, by
Mr. Pease of the Sheffield laboratory, with the following result:

Silica 46-55

Alumina 1^*26

Ferric oxide - 2*58

Ferrous oxide 9*73

Manganous oxide '25

Magnesia 6'67

Potash -09

Soda 3-31

Titanic acid 52

Water 2-39

100-42

.

This rock which, as the microscope shows, contains but little

«n. yet has more than twelve per cent of oxides of iron

;

and hence tl es a ferruginous chlorite contain-
lng but little magnesia. The chlorite which best fulfills the

conditions of composition and optical properties is the one
which occurs in igneous diabase—the diabantite ;* and which

remaining magnesia to indicate pyroxene, we find that the rock
consists of 25 per cent of chlorite, 20 per cent of pyroxene, 1

Per cent of titanic iron, and a residue nearly identical in com-
position with labradorite. These schists are sometimes highly
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porphyritic, and sometimes large crystals of feldspar are sparsely
scattered through the mass.
Some of the metadiabase schist resembles closely specimens

of the German schalstein, which like these is often associated
with massive diabase, but which is considered to bi
sohdated tuff that has resulted from the wear and tear of the
massive igneous rock. The New Hampshire rock, as all the
facts show, is unquestionably a result of the metamorphism of

others of the greenstone series. These
stratified kinds give us the plainest conceptions of the mode of
origin of the whole.

5. Metamorphic Doleryte.—There is one more massive rock to
which I refer on account of its . It is the
compound of pyroxene, triclinic
is found at Littleton. The rock has the composition of a
doleryte. Yet it contains diallage, or foliated pyroxene in
large individuals, and hence it would be generally called gabbro.
As the crystalline condition of the pyroxene seems to be an
unimportant distinction, I here refer it to metadokryie. The
color of this rock is quite dark gray, and large orbicular :-.>
tolline masses of diallage are developed in a
Its composition is as follows :

Silica 40 .25
Alumina.

13 .62
-bernc oxide 5 .46
Ferrous oxide 10 .36
Lime

""

w .n
Magnesia.

""III".'.'. 8"86

*°£Bh -59

Titanic acid
"""

6 .53
Water (ignition) l"".l"l" -74

98 "68

in W-T^T? St™t
1

ure of this beautiful rock is illustrated

anop
g
nf o 5 •

4
.

°f Plate V
' %• 3 represents the appear

"
°L* ."J f^

tl(
?
n magnified thirty-five diameters, by ordi-

afV™ T? llght
'
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figure ana analysis show, a large amount of titer
ntage of the silica. Fig. 4, whi<
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WM ^ginally all pyroxene, andnow been partly changed into hornblende. That the horn-
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blende resulted from the pyroxene is shown by the spots of

in the pyroxene; the outline of these altered spots

M[uif. indihiiin ind liidi-tim t. indiiMtnu plainly tin- tart of

ehange. When change of species takes place with no change

whatever of chemical composition, it does not follow that the

alteration should begin at the outside as in other cases, and

as here seen this change began at the middle. Other crys-

tals are seen to have so completely changed as to develop

l>eautifulh the cleavage of hornblende, while at the same time

a good illustration of the cleavage of pyroxene is seen in the

same slide. This alteration, which is not uncommon in other

regions, is of much importance in New Hampshire, for in nearly

all the trap rocks, the same change has taken place. It will be

noticed that the pyroxene changes into a yellowish-brown

strongly dichroic hornblende, and not into the bright green

one which characterizes the original diorytes.

6. Argillyte.—In closing, I give an analysis of one of the non-

crystalline rocks which abound in the region, in support of

some of the views that have been advanced. The one that I

select is from Woodville, and is a corrugated argillyte. The
composition obtained is as follows:

Silica -.-- 60-49

Alumina - 19*35

Ferric oxide '48

Ferrous oxide 5-98

Lime .
1*08

Magnesia 2-89

Soda
.."""" "."".". ......'- 2-55

Water 3-66

.

In this rock the microscope shows only incipient crystalliza-

tl0»: yet it has a composition that would have made a good
granite if circus istanccs'ha 1 favored; but owing to the feeble

degree of the metamorphism, the sediments of this composition
*ere well nigh unaffected. The reason for this is seen in its

small percentages of lime, magnesia and iron.
fn conclusion, it appears from the facts described, that the

greenstones of New Hampshire have been formed from fine

^hmentar) deposits which were accumulated in still waters

;

that the n, ^h they were consoh-

- quiet or gentle in degree, far different from that
wnich m the adjoining regions has formed mountain masses ot

granite and gneiss, and hence thi
' ion in the

,
region of metamorphic action in connection with the nature of

series

dirneatS
'
lmS determined' the character, of the greenstone

Sheffield Laboratory, New Haven, Conn.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the constitution of Naphthalene.-The constitution of the
hydrocarbon naphthalene has been fixed, from its close analogy
with benzene, as follows :

—

CH
HC/\C_CH=CH

HC\/C-CH=CH
Weedex has recently proposed two other formulas for this sub-
stance and has glVen his reasons for preferring rh, in. Th.se ra-
tional tormulas are both unsymmetrical. The first is the moat
important, and is :—

CH
HC/\C-CH

I II
I

/'CH.
HC\/C-c(||

Tk
CH ^H

nanhth
rrment

f ^^ are: lst
>
the important pyrogenesis ofZStt^ bj Berthelot fromstyrene^n,!

tionTof St
att

f
elatt

f grouping is present. 2d, the decomposi-

toZSl
U^leC

fe^ °xi'^tion and reduction. 3d, r

rXotln f
dec

,

aljy«JroMphthalene and hexahydrocymene by the

SSiW n,
!P
htha

1

lene
- ^ th. substitution

alreadtr '"i"'^'"
by ,h" :i'— t-rLln, thr :

acidW d5^r
ine\ J

tb
'
the fo™ation of unsubstitut,

fromie '

°Ueand of tetrachlorphtl

uaph&i V°IT a
' 6th

'
the exis^ce of two perchloro-

poSnd isolr^
nd
-^
7th

'
the exi8tence of tw° analogous com-

theory CSS L™
t

8tyr6r and ac^enylbenzene, which this

The^conrfftlTy
-

be synthesi^d from benzene and ethylene.
6 SeCOnd fo™ula, isomeric with the first, is—

CH
HC/\C-CH-CH

hc\/c-ch-.ch'

olat^TofTe
*e •y™««cal formula only in the mode of com-

has ob^vTrreirr into ^^.a^ ;;-,v-
acid. In ordert^^eC°nVersion °f norm;il i,ir

'

™^'n

and cold water of ^7 * CUn°US inve™<>n of solubility in hot
« watei of calcium normal butyrate and isobutyrate, he
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sealed up in glass tubes a cold saturated solution of the former
and a hot saturated solution of the latter. This last tube on cool-

ing deposited crystals while the first tube did the same on heating.

After repeating the experiment for class instruction many times,
'- of the normal Kutyrate crystals appeared to lessen

«]] heating, and on strong cooling crystals appeared r

the isobutyrate. This res a confirmed. Since

id doI effect the change, time must be the
r, ijni-iii-. — !.' '•/.//. ! h., clxwi, ]•_'<;. May, 1876. G. F. B.

3. On the Injtn, ,,,-, of l*j"/s</
;
/r'/i >,/ Sarcharimttry.—Cham-

pion and Pellet have s! rted by the rotatory

power of asparagin upon the indications of the saccharimeter. Its

aqueous solrc saturated 1'66 to 1*72 percent)

vellow ray —6° 14'; after adding ten per cent of am-
monia - 10° 41'. For white light the rotation -11° 23' was ob-
tain.], corresponding closely with that of M. Bouchardat, —11°
18'. On adding a mineral acid, the sign changes. An aqueous
solution of asparagin containing 10 per cent of hydrochloric acid,

jus a_roratory power oi -j- :; V 27' for the yellow ray. Now since

o that beet roots contain 2 or 3 per cent of
this substance, the imlit-.-iti-.n- A' tin- x.c.-h:iri:n.-t« .-r are somewhat

| Mi.-n with
haste lead acetate, .rill )m s ;1 plus rotatory power. This error may
amount to 0-7 gram of sugar in the 100 e.c" The authors find, how-
ever, that the rot at orv i

-

\ .^paniudu U entirely destroyed

lition of acetic acid. Thev recommend the additiou to

after treatment with the basic acetate, of 10 c. c. of

''•it s
,;

) to everv looe. c. The same fact to a less de-
gree is true of the juice of the cane. The authors propose the titer

oetore and after the addition of the acid, as a method for estimat-
ing asparagin.— r. R . Ixxxii. -In. April. IMS. g. f. b.

4. On the Alkal<>;<} Arieine <m>! .«•„,< r,!«t,J lh,<1h>.—Hesse
has subjected to a new and exact investigation the < i

jpid discovered in 1829 by Pelletier and called arieine, obtained
trom a new bark Cinc/iotM pdlet, r<n,a. He comes to the concln-
«on that arieine, as well as the cinchovatine of Winckler, and a

-rotatory alkaloid discovered by de Vrij in 1*73, are
identical in the pure state w ith einchonidine. The alkaloid •

Ued
ancine by Howard, was probably parieine containing einehonme.

f-'<-%
.> At,»., elxxxi, 58, May, 1876. «• r - p-

> -I""'.-/*;.*, .,.]/;..-,./ I.;.,,,:./,-.— \)k. >\
instrument by which a stream of alcohol and water mixed m any
Foportmn, is measured in such a manner that one tram of
counter wheels records the volume of the mixed liquid; while a

3 a true record of the amount of abac
°oi contained in it. The principle on which this measuring appa-

ls acts maybe shoi ; h<^%

led into three compartr
••

. . ... .

^ ..- '
.••

'
" !

ordinary wet gas-meter; the revolutions of this drum produce a
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of the total volume of passing liquid. The liquid on its

way to the measuring drum passes through a receiver containing

a float of thin metal filled with proof spirit, which float
'

tially supported by means of a carefully adjusted spring,

position determines that of a lever, the angular position of which

JZ

the apparatus the lever in its lowest position,

the alcohol counter to rotate more or less for every revolu-

of the measuring drum. Thus, if water only passes through

f the drum will not be communicated b

the alcohol counter, but in proportion as the lever ascends a greater

A the motion of the drum will be communicated to the

alcohol counter, and this motion is rendered strictly proportionate

to the alcohol contained in the liquid, allowance beii

the instrument for the change of volume due to chemical

between the two liquids. Several thousand instruments of this

description are employed by the Russian U-vernimmt in controll-

ing the pi. rebjr a large

staff of officials is saved, and a perfectly just and technically un-

objectionable method is established for levying the excise dues.

—Nature, xiv, 58. e. c. p.

6. Viscosity of SaltrSolutions.—M. Guotkiax has determined

the constants of friction of some salt solutions and their

to galvanic electricity. Tin oscillations of a suspend
attached magnet (under the influence oi a

were observed in air and in the liquid nmh r i s an
observed generally similar curve of temperature coefficients for

-alvanic eon ba'ivity, with change of cone
leads the author to conclude that "the overcoming of internal fric-

tion forms an essential part of the work done l»y a eui

sage through an electrolyte. In the ease of i hloride oi

it is found that the increase of conductivity is almosl
portional to the percentage proportion (in the liquid) ; and Mr.

Grotrian ii
i changes' he conceives generally

ing the

.
•• -

•'.' the proportion of salt and the viscosity. With
the numbers obtained in the experiments, it is possiU- i

for variously concentrated solutions of a salt, the temp-
which the constants of friction have som
value; then to calculate the muubers for the conductivity at tin-

temperature, and inquire according to what law tl

-

the concentration. He thus shows that in the case of XaCl, KaCl,

d MaCl, the concentration and the viscosity are the

it of the conducting

1. Viscosity .., <, -Ih,a
.'
VON

'

Obermayer has recently

communicated a memoir to the Vienna Academy on the relation

°j t!:t '
' '

: -non of gases to the tem]
If we accept for the coefficients of friction ju at t° 0. the formula
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fj.-=fi (l + at) n while a is the coefficient of expansion of the gas
taken as a hasis of the '

mayer give the followii

; of the calculation, then the experiments of Ober-
"
ir, 0-76

; 1 '

• ethylene, 96 : nitrogen, '74 ; pro-
' nitrogen, -93; carbonic acid, -94; ethyl chloride, '98.

The coefficient of friction of the permanent gases is, according t

these experiments, approximately proportional to the £ power
and that of the coercible gases to the 1 -power of the absolute

'K
:

:

:tween 150° and 300° C. air gave the same
values of n as between the lower temperatures —21-5 and S3 "5.

In the case of carbonic acid a slow decrease of the exponent n
with the temperature was perceptible from the experiments.

—

e. c. P.

8. Simultaneous Sounding of two Notes.—Dr. R. Konig sums
l;

!< the results of an elaborate series of experiments of the effect

of two tuning forks sounded together as follows

:

I (1) The number of beats of two notes n, n' is always equal

to the positive and negative remainder of the division — ; that is,

equal to the numbers m, m'. which are produced bv stating //=
+. 1)„ _,„'. W l,ile „, ,, :l re the number of double

and h the quotient of the division which gives the re-

It is as if the heats proceeded from the two overtones
A and A-f-i f the lower note /,, between which the higher note n'

hes. The cause of the beat-notes is simplv the periodical coinci-

dence of the common maxima of the two sound-waves.

,
I- 1

1 lie beats of the pure harmonic intervals can be heard m
- I : 8 and even 1 : 10, and may, as well as the beats of

regarded as resulting directly from the composition

primary notes, without the help of result-

li t not,-, V\}i, - exist aice cannot be proved.

(3) Both the beats m and the beats rri, not only of the interval

V .'+'», but also of the interval n : !m+»> (/<*--', 3, 4), when

} of the primary notes and their number miv sufficient,

change into beat notes.
II. (4) When the two beat-notes .// and ,n' are near the unison.

Jhe octave, and the tu -lfth. the same beats nm be heard as would
»e produced by two equal primary notes. 1 have named these

dug from beat-notes secondary beats, in order to distm-
~'ud< them from the heats arisinu in. in primary notes.

W \\ hen the intensity of the beat-notes by winch they are

,

,r,m '<l md theii number^ m .ffi lent, these secondary beats

ndary beat-i
chanL

n
" l (6) The difference-notes and summation-notes, which are

age of two loud notes (the vibrations of the

mitesimal), produce a phenomenon which is

^dependent of the beats and beat-notes; they are only much
weaker than thp hoat.r,^^
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) The beat-notes cannot be explained by reason of the

3 and summation-notes, because the number of their

vibrations is in many cases different from what this cause might

(8) The audibility of the beats depends solely upon their num-

ber and upon the intensity of the primary notes, and is independ-

ent of the distance of the interval.

(9) The number of the beats and of the primary impulses in

th may be perceived as separate impulses is the same.

(10) With the beats perceived as -. parat. n ipuls. - is w i ii th

primary impulses perceived in the same manner, the note which

- them in Dumber ib audible.

(11) The number at which beats and primary impulses can

change into one note is the same.

(12) As with beats and primary impulses, the intermissions of a

note can also change into one note.

(13) When the vibrations of a note vary periodically in intens-

ity, the periodical maxima of vibration change into one note, if

their number is sufficient.

(14) The beat-note which is formed by two primary notes must

always be weaker than the latter, although single beats are

stronger than the notes which form them.—Phil. Mag., 1, 417,

II. GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

1. Critical Observations on Theories of th< ftrrtlSs phys'c-al

evolution; by Capt. C. E. Button. (The Penn Monthly, May
and June, 1876.).—Captain Dutton presents in thi- pap. i- tiiC

views i.rmighr out in his article in volume viii of this Journal,

migrations, and -vlA- explanations of his theory of

the origin of mountains. The discussion should be read l.y all

desiring to reach right conclusions, it presenting many arguments
-

^
considerations against the contraction-theory,

nr

\

: ~:

j learned before any theory of mountain-mak-
i sufficient foundation in observed facts to demand
and Captain Dutton merits the thanks of geol-

rhe aid he has given them toward reaching ri-i
sions. His discussions are not free from misunderstand! -> «'*

:- "t>, ami if they fail to be finally received it will be

tor this reason. The subject is too large a one for a full state-

ment, in a book-notice, of the apparent difficulties and sources ot

doubt which might oecur to an advocate of th, latter theory.
We here give it. a brief form, and nearly in his own wonK the

tin- later part of his memoir.
Arcepiin- the prop,,dtio„ that there is a plastic condition of

-'scrusta, -n is a "hydro--
"'

i penetration of water to
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st] is a well sustained theory,"

i temperature approaching red-

ness are essentfal conditions to metainorphism; that the state of

silica, alumina, etc., in the process, is like that when these oxides

are obtained in the soluble hydrous condition, and therefore they

would have had less specific' gravity than they have in the crys-

talline anhydrous condition; and that a diminution of heat or

pressure would have been followed by crystallization and an in-

crease of density ; that the deeply buried rocks would require but

little expansion to cause a diminution of specific gravity; and, if

they become highly plastic from any cause, then the p<

the'superior or overlying strata would be one of unstable equilib-

rium
; if heated without becoming plastic, or if plastic and yet

than the overlying beds, the expansion A

pward movement and attendant results, includ

reat fractures owing to inequalities in bedding ;

consequent unstable equilibrium; that the a

mum deposit would become the axes of fill

" the heaviest portion would sink into the lighter colloid mass"

underneath, protruding it laterally beneath the lighter portion^

where, by its lighter density, it tends to accumulate." He add- :

-'ting movements would be determined, first, by the

difference in the densities of the upper and lower

, second, by inequalities in tin thickness of the strata:
1

some adequate to the building of mountains and

trata, and their modes of operation agree with

! of facts already set forth as the concomitants of those

The views are next applied to a system of plications. "It has

been indicated that plications occur where strata have rapid;;,

d it, -reat volume and in elongated narrow belts;

that the axes of plications are parallel to the axes of maximum
,\ the depo-

sition"—the case of the Appalachians beiu- an examph m which
the accumulations averaged 40,000 feet, lie oh^-rves :

-Wher-
ever the load of sediments becomes heaviest, there they sink

deepest, protruding the colloid magma beneath them to the

- '

both synclinals and anth linals. If the difference in the densities

f the upper and lower portions b, small, the latter being a little

A<*8 or but uouid not be great

,1 be low |; if this difference and

the disturbance becomes not .ml\

greater, but assumes new phases Tas in the Juras and Appala-

chians] . and m become extreme, the

Phenomena become eruptive." The movement, are hence accord-

ing
to hydrostatic law. lie v, v - birth, r : "In m-.u /

urbing agents have been extreme. All typical

of granitoid cores protruded through strata and towering

;hem"_as in the 4-rra Nevada. •• The thickness of the
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Appalachians is from five to eight miles ; the thickness of the

MiA-ene strata of the Coast Range in California, accoiMin.j; to

Messrs. Brewer and King, is nearly five miles [5000 feet?]; and

trery indication of being shallow-water deposits

I off-shore deposits. J^o geologist doubts t"

these strata subsided as they grew in thickness. But if they 6

sided they disp! .-, I tin n itt i .en. iththem; and what becomes

of the displaced matter?" In the case of the Appalachians "it

must have gone to the south-eastward

—

the sediments were derived"—"the direction toward which gravi-

tation would inevitably propel it." "In the Coast Range, the

rintahs, Wahsatch and the Park Mountains of Colorado, strata

miles in thickness have sunk, and right at the upturned edges

come up the towering granitoid mountains." " On the one hand,

matter has been displaced and gone somewhere [southeastward], on

the other, <! l> revealed in immediate eon-

tiguity." The Uintahi

10,000 feet thick. That

i rapidly as they grew
admits of no shadow" of doubt." "What became of the matter

displaced by the sinking strata, and whence came the displaced

matter which slopes down to their upturned edges, and how can

the conclusion be avoided that they arc on*- and the same?" In

other words the granitoid core was extruded as the sinking went

forward, or .luring the later part of it.

For further details respecting the theory we refer to the original

With regard to this new theory, we might reasonably question

the existence of the colloid magma—a condition fundan
the theory—and his evidence that water pen. irate-, to profound

depths in the earth's crust .ufheient to make hydrous rocks. We
k for evidence that the rocks beneath the Cretaceous ana

Tertiary, and other u

i eoll.ud -tale, and this so near the surface, th:v
by their gross weight as rapi lb a- thev -r. \s

." We
whether, if the subsiding of the beds were causing at the same

time a protruding, the seas would have been in a con
living species or qui.

• Sure the pro-

trusion, if a fact, must not have been a final result after the depo-

sition and the attendant subsiding had ended. We might query

whether the granitoid core of some of the mountains
has been proved to be of the age the theory assumes. We might

.

of which the rocks were made came from land once <

eastward; whether the various anticlinals and synclinal?

-•

'

have corresponded severally to movements in a colloid mass below,
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the width of the synclinal formed as the Paleozoic deposits were

in progress was not approximately as great as the width of the

area of thickening lepositions. ami whether the anticlinal, made
hy the displaced plastic material beneath being pushed to the

southeastward, was not at least as broad as the synclinal, so that

one anticlinal and one parallel synclinal may have occupied to-

gether three hundred miles or more in breadth.
" '

i Dutton observes that ''plications occur where strata have

'cumulated in great volume," etc. This idea of rapid

don and brief work in mountain-making has occasioned,
*

i this and some other parts <
" '

"

'h

whole of Paleozoic time ; and probably there is no geologist who
believes that the length of that < ra was less than t< n mi cms ..i

years, and few that it was less than fifty millions. Even if it took

. the accumulation was not rapid: and certainly not it

it took fifty millions. Again, he says that the movements of

|, m .; rl
i dew Bition." '"Imme-

diately" sounds .puck to one who appreciates the slowness of geo-

ges. The Carboniferous age was very long; and some
where in that part of geological time, either before the age had
fully ended, or some time after it* clove, the epoch of catas-

trophe began. But this catastrophe, according to the apprehen-
sion of geologists who best appreciate the rate of the earths

progress, may have taken one or more hundreds of thousands of

years to have accomplished its results—time enough to have pro-

'^"•'-d plications without chaotic effects.
#

'-'• .1 lU-port on the Inr,rtrbrate Cretaceous and Tertio.r

of the Upper Missouri Country; bv F. R Meek. GOO pp. quarto.

With an Introduction of Ixiv' pages, and 43 quarto

otii 1000 figures, & " 1; > !'" rr

of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories, F. \ .
N wlkn.

U. S. Geologist in charge.— Mr. Meek's labors in connection with

,l! " (ritii u. and Teitiarv fo<~!U ,,f the lb -Tv M .untaiu region

began more than thirtv years since, and, with some m
}>y work on i , rher parts of the country, thev

have been c, be descnp-

earliest invertebrate fossils collected in Nebraska by

\' r
- fl i den, and lias alu tvs been referred to to, desenpti - "I

the species of the expeditions under Dr. Hayden's charge, and not

i ion of this new and great work he

has therefore had the benefit of his previous long and labored

e afforded.
;ih-—J 4UUUD 1HJ. -«~- """"" "-

extreme care and fidelity, and hence his re-
1 be c n gaiig described in his work were dis-

ci ween the British possessions oi

the Platte on the south, il, .Mi^.uri Uiver on the east and the

«ocky Mountains on the west.
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The Introduction to the volume, after presenting sketches of the

earlier exploration-; in the Fnpcr Missouri region, describes the

formations from which tin fossils were collected, giving sections

- iou 1134 th tiiii ki ess and order of superposition of the various

subdivb; .u-. The geogruphh tl extension of the same west of the

Mississippi is also shown; and their relation to the subdivision*

i, (ret ceotis in Mississippi. V il. im t, Xew Jersey, and in the

Old World are fully discussed. The author also makes some re-

marks on the mooted question in regard to the relation of the

Lignites of the far-west to the Cretaceous and Tertiary systems,

maintaining, as he had previously done, that these deposits belong

in part to the Cretaceous and in part to the Tertiary: that is, that

the beds at Coalville, Utah, and Hear liiver, Wvomii: : .

Cretaceous, like those of Western Colorado; that those of Bitter

(reek. Wyoming, especially those below the horizon of the Hall-

ville coal, are almost « : that those above, to

the horizon of the Saurian bed at Black Butte Station inclusive,

probably belong also to the Cretaceous, but may be Eocene ;
and

that the Evanston and Carbon Station coal-bearing strata of

e Tertiary.

s Judith river fresh- and brackish-water beds of Montana,

and of British America, in which Cretaceous types of Saurians

have been found, along with some Eocene types of verl

and new spu-i.- ,,i shells that would !.« .•ailed Tertiary forms by

almost any paleontologist (judging from their affinil

as yet clearly established. The Fort Fn ion fresh- and brackish-

water Lignite group, of the Upper Missouri he regards as Tertian'.

In the body of the work, all of the known Upper Mi
vertebrate genera, subgenera, species and varieties, whether new

to science or not, are fully described; and
the accompanying plate-! Tin genera :Iiii.» described number

about 120, the subgenera, including the type sections, 170, and

and refer-

3 type of

each genus and subgenus, where known, is mentioned; and, where

titere is doubt as to the exact type-species, a typical example is

cited. After the description of each genus a separate brief diag-

nosis of its subgenera sections ,jf ,., divisible) is given, and an

example cited.

The affinities and geological range, so far as known, of each

genus, are aNo fully discussed ; and when repre-ente i

\V

genus, are aiso I when represented oy eiia«»&

species, its habits and
|

ion are generally

stated. Most of the species, and some of the genera in the worfe,

- ~
v
-re for the first time illustrated.

y a few of the species are known to occur in til

iu this country east of ti.

I from the Cretaceous, and show that the Niobi

the first time illustrated.

species are known to occur in the old wori">

[<> din, b in this country east of the
'

the

Gray Chalk. CreenSand;
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>ups the Upper White
Chalk, and, possibly, also the Maestricht beds of Europe.

3. Shower of Volcanic d»*t over Senndinaria.—In .March of

1875, according to A. E. Xordenskiold, a shower of volcanic dust

fell widely over Sweden and still more abundantly over Norway,
- a quarter of an inch thick. The

dust was pumice-like in constitution. It is traced to Iceland.

On the 30th of March the winds were northwest and west. An
eruption began in Iceland in the preceding December, from nu-

merous craters in tin ii terior, ; i<l tli i lost abmid nt ash-shower

occurred over the island on the 29th of March, covering some
pastures six inches deep; and if the ashes of the same "shower

reached Scandinavia, as i> probable, the journey of 2000 ki

was performed in less than twenty-four hours.— G. May. fur July.

4. Carrara Marbles.—Prof. G. A. Lebour, in the Geological

for July, mentions the discovery of Sub-carboniferous

fossils in i ,:M. i ; among them
Sph-ifr gkihu; Lepbma orachnoidea d'Orb., Gardionoapha

naria de Kon., Pholadomya reg-

ular ;s d'Orb., I'yatliocrinas rpiadranga.laris Miller, etc. The
superior Coal-measure shales, at Monte '.luno, contain Neuropteris

.;, Pacopti •s arbo-
•-

The St. Beat marbles, in the Pyrenees, are of the same Carbon-
iferous limestone age.

5. Markings nupj/osed to hare heen nxade hy man •

11 la 4u8ofth\ Lower Pliocene of the

valley of Fine, It „ , ( ,
, U| 4 - libed these markings to

x
' 1! \" idemia dei Lincei, it tin meeting ot Ma; 7th, > des

that the Bahenotus was the same species described by Van Beneden

e Superio:
Lower Pliocene. His memoir will soon be published, with a plate.

6. Serpentitu and Eozoon.—Dr. Dawson has a reply to the

History for Julv. and Dr. William Carpenter in the

r June. Dr. Carpenter mentions the discovery, by Trot.

I " 1 'I- ,. lv i, i. in 1-74. on t.m d in t ..tl M iiiiiiiu- •

h, in mode of growth and peculiarities of

structure, approaches rather closely the Eozoon.
b)r. Dawson states that Mr. Richardson has found at Chibogo-

m°n, Canada, in a crreat bed of olive-green serpentine (a kind

' by Hunt) a specimen **i»g m
.

any
died hexagonal cells filled with serpentine, *

!, .reen serpentine from

• Canada, envelopes fragments of shells, cnnoids and
c°fals, and also penetrates their pores and cavities.
Dr. Dawson has described (Qiiar. Jour. Geol. Soe., Feb., 18/6)

specimens of Eozoon Canadense from C6te St. Pierre, in the
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Seigniory of Petite Nation, on the Ottawa, in a limestone of the
Grenville band of Sir W. E. Logan, resting on bedded
Serpentine occurs in tin linn-tone with the Eozoon, and also

there is some dolomite, much of it without the Eozoon structure.

7. Experiments on Srhhtosit;/ in ,<„/,,•<. <<,,,] ,,,, tin ,!, f... ,,,«-

tin,,, ,,j f,,^il, ,///, „/;„,, !t* ri ;'..h,.-t;„„ ; l,v .M. l).\rni:KK,('. II..

Ixxxn. March l'7 and April 10, 1876.)—The production of folia-

tion in rocks is here discussed at length and illustrated hv facts

from experiments; and the results are made by Daubree to
include all examples of a schistose structure. His experiments
were made by the hydraulic press used by M. Tresca in similar

researches, and under the advice of this physicist. Clay contain-
ing tine sand forced through a cylindrical aperture was' rendered

with its surface
; and if mica were mixed

Wlt!l i'- ("he toliaeeoiis -i rnei lire was verv perfect, the mica scales

ii a position parallel to the surface. The same micace-
ous day forced through a rectangular aperture became fold; ce.-us

to the surfaces of the rectangular prism obtained, th«
most of the mica being parallel to the larger faces. The larger
t

j

H '
^ :iS '-' "' "ii«-fi the more perfect the parallelism. These clays

thus made lohaceous called to mind, strongly, M. Daubree ob-
MT\e>. rhe tohar, ,, u . , har.aeter ..f mi<:« schist and gneiss. By the

V' "
I

,r°cess, the compression of fossils was id istrated and also

t,K' "' -i^ioiKil subdivision of one into a series of separated parts.

lite was too firm to answer for the experiment; but a

k cut into the form of a belemnite. gave precisely the

tracture and separation of parts so often seen.
" lui IV( '

;
lat( - that in the production of the foliated or schistose

stru.-rure. hen s a sliding .»f tin- p N unemially in the Hrecti-n

of the press,.., „,„, „,„,.,.„„,„,. ;U|ll ,,,;. ;> its\ )r jgi„. It is not
necessary that the substance should consist of visible particles;
tor Iresca obtained the structure even with metallic lead. .More-
over a very slight movement is
foliation; and a slow one conducts to the same result as a rapid.

-brom the experim
the schistose structure in gneiss and mica schist, as well as that
seen less perfectly in some granite, may have been produced
by pressure and movement; and that in the region of Mont Blanc.
-"'

• \ miple, movement under pressure of the protogine material
when pressed out in a plastic condition was the cause of all the

schistosity the rock presents.

7
'"' " - ;

"'
i
^

:

-''"' -« hNr. quartzyte, limestone occur in alter-

nating beds. p with the foliation parallel to the

ti-M. th,-
} ,„ iM of c-n-e be regarded as succe-iv

V
the original bedding. This is sometimes proved to be the ease

jesence of more or less perfect fossils in the limestone.
Mence, the question whether in any special case, the schist-**
structure of gneiss or mica schist was occasioned by pressure or

hoi, is to be ascertained by a direct study of the rocks in place.
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S. The Geologic ' a "' Xatarol HiMory Carrey <>f Mini csota;

4th Annual Report, for 1875 ; by N. H. Winchell, State Geologist,

assisted by M. W. Harrington. 162 pp. 8vo. St. Paul, Minn.
L876.—This report contains a Report on Fillmore County, by
Prut: Winched, and others, on Olmsfead. Dodge and Steele 'Coun-

ties, by Mr. Harrington, together with a long table of railroad

elevations, and a Kepon on the (General Museum, by. Prof. Win-
chell. Colored geological maps are given of each of the abov

> good illustrations of some of the roek-

scenery. One of the latter represents a bluff of the .Jordan sand-

stone at Lanes'.-on >, with a remarkable concretionary structure,

the concretions of which vary from a few inches to nearly afoot
ier. The St. Lawrence limesi one, Jordan sandstone and

Shakopee limestone underlie the St. Peters sandstone and corres-

pond to the L..u ,,• Ma-i ^ in limestone.
9. Revue de Geoh,gh of .Messrs. Delesse and Lapparent. Vol.

xii for 1873 and 1 874. 224 pp.
~

A very convenient volume for 1

tacts and disci

geology. W<
M. Gerardin has shown that the waters oi subterranean streams.

feodiuo- artesian wells, contain no oxygen, as Peligot had before

According to M. YA. Jannettaz, the conductibility for heat of

'1't.v ""'- l- imidi tin • i! tt. xt m t h<- direction of the sfat\ -truc-
r ur

. Thus the ratio is7 in a talcose slate (a hydromica slate?)

ired M;i| r > 2-imT; in aru'il 1 v t e
(
phyilade )

I
".is*

; mica

Will < (( in- d 1 2: n il mipnous talc slate (hy-
'

1 " illV '
-'

tes of Gnyanne, 1-87;

an argillyte of Angers, 1 *C.

M. Cossa has observed that gneiss, oranite, trachyte, basalt are

decomposed more rapidlv by water h« !din- -yp<um in solution
tll;in hy pure water. Samiann and (luyerdet have found that

•-:;. .1, ..i.ip „d 1 \ iln same solution aided by a

current of carbonic acid.
|1!

- McCoy, Paleontology of Victor;,/; Geol Sun. of Victoria
;

'^'•"•lelll. 40 pp. roy.'8vo." Melbourne. (London: TifibnerA:
1 ;•)—This decade contains descripti ms and ti-ures of remains

i ,-„;/,.,.. ,,f s.mn tril »! itt- ' -]/ ci. - "f Phaco]-,
h "' h, ^ia, Li, 1, ,., [| „, „',,, tn _ ,,

,i
, r „., „- Mo!! isks.

11. Import „„ ,, s , on-*-!/ of n i'hie t<> <<>„, ,ert the 'raters of the
X -"«> <>,„, r,

(l
„. /; ir ///,„',. „, X.,rth <:«>.,!:,.,. a».l ,f a line .-,,

""""»-t tin «,,*„:< , lf \'„ rf„ik U., rhnr in Virginia, with th,

"-">"< of r,-,pe ft.,;. Hirer at or near Wilmington in Forth
'""'>,.a ; l,v Mr. S. T. Aijkkt, U. S. Engineer. Engineer

] 1

,T s -nat< Ex Doc. 44th ('ona-re<s, Xo. -.—Thi> Report con

rateable matter oi I

thecoaat

th Caroln i ud Vir dnia.
'

i 1 <•' tic chan-es vTn h

nave been and are still uoin- on there as to the limits and depti.-s

01 {he Sound, aid ih,, extent and outline of the sea-made lands,
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12. Mines and Mineral Statistics of New South Wales, compiled
by direction of the Hon. John Lucas, M.P., Minister
2r

\-
.
IT- Svo

< .

•'• '•': .maps and sections. Sydney, 1875.—Besides
mining statistics, this volume contains much of geological interest.
It includes an essay on the sedimentary fori i

I 5?T;
W

'
B

;
Clarke

'
and notes on the Iro» aild Coal deposits

of Wallerawand and on the diamond fields, by Prof. Li

,

*£ lle ''
{

'

bed minerals of the the,;
at Bourbonne-les-Bains.—Brief notices of Dai
of the remarkable mineral transformations at Bourbonne-les-Bains
have been given in volume x of this Journal, at pages 228 and
391. They were from abstracts of his communications to the
Academie des Sciences in 1875, in the Comptes Ren;
461,604andlxxxi, 182, 834, 1008. The completed memoir has
recently been published with son. - issued as a
pamphlet of 48 pages, by Dunod, Paris. It is a thoroug
sion oi the charades, conditions of occurrence, and modes of
origin, of the several species, together with many valuabl

w *•!
t0lhe 5

e
1

ann
? of the various facts °" problems in geology.

"«; cue the following points, not alluded to in the previous
notices. Ihe minerals derived from the action of the water on
bronze objects (medals, etc.) include, besides those mentioned,
also cuprite, chrysocolla, oxyd of tin and m,
trom

,

the action on lead tubes, cerussite (carbonate of lead).
Daubree remarks that wLil. the

bronze had changed to the oxyd, which is its usual

ins. Cuprite (oxyd of copper) was found
in octahedral crystals in a tube of bronze, along with melaconite
and chrysocolla. One of the specimens of phosgenite was as

Oxyd of lead or litharge is still another of the lead products.
Ihe iron found m the baths has in some oia, . . -dv n riv lo a

.'.?;:!
_' :' ':'.

l.'.i: j

it- •

species chal

In addition to the zeolites, chabazite, and harmotome, there is

egular hexagonal prisms v, - with a query

c« w halloy-- the material known as Savon de Plombihre*.

tormed m the bottom of the old Roman well is at lea

arks that they may be looked upon as results

thron
Pwment al

-

h0USh the experiments have been in progress
through twenty times the duration of a human life. The water

1 mar t-rial> that wciv hathcl bv it; and rl»?e

kmds as to illustrate well the association oi

metallic veins. The changes were produced at
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, as they were also at Plomloieres, within eight meters

of the surface, and at a temperature but little elevated ; how
great, then, asks Daubree, must be the transformations we
should witness if we could descend to the deeper parts of the

conduits of thermal waters; and what the changes that must have
gone on at all times through the waters penetrating the earth's

deeper rocks and fissures.

14. Further notes on inclusions in Gems, by Isaac Lea, LL.l).

11 pp. 8vo. Philadelphia, 1876.—Dr. Lea, in continuation of his

scribes cavities and minute crys-

tals observed by him in tourmaline; of a cubic form and including

a fluid, in an emerald; blue, and 4-sided, in iolite; tubular ca\ hies,

v. in blue corundum of

North Carolina ; minute acicular crystals in corundum of Dela-
ware Co., Pa., producing a !>r >nz< - ik< ''.-' r; md other l-esults of

his observations. The paper is accompanied by a lithographic

plate.

15. Geological Map of Europe.—A small colored geological

map of Europe showing the distribution of stratified rocks has
been recently published in Petermann's Geographische Mitthei-

lungen. It w;b pi pared l.v liabeni.-i r. and is an excellent map
for one of the size—m by 15^ inches.

1*3. Xe t c Minerals: Ihhite, /" tuf has an-
lu "" il! 'l a new mineral under the name Ihleite. It occurs as a

yellow effloresence on tl, • Its com-
position is expressed by the formula Fe S i> + 12H 2 0. (An-
zeiger, Ak. Wi.n. diiv;,, [syo.) a ted silicate

described by M. Bertrand. Its characters are as

I hombohedral. Cleavage eminent, normal to the vertical

axis. Two varieties, one with saceharoidal structure, the mass made
up of hexagonal lame] & the other
very compact, with the cleavage scarcely visible. Double retrac-

tion energetic, axis M.-irative. II.= 4-75, G.= 3-07. Color rose-

red; streak pinkish-whit,-. Transparent in thin fragments, in

uslncent. Composition, the mean of several analyses:
.- in;,;u-HlVi)iv!. .i u . ; . - a() -96, H2

7-87=100.
both varieties mentioned give the same composition; in fact they

-ne another. M. Bertrand writes the formula 4MnO,
V, K -!!<>, M ~ !),, + : ,» d remark* that it seems to be

... Min. 1868, p. 260).

;-.

1{
- '"— • a^iK to :l 1,1'aek -lass; in the closed tube gives water.

'.'.^'Ives in hydrochloric arid with the separation <! -

8"£a. With the fluxes rea

./ " i" i m ;,.,,_ ( M ,, milh ,,, A.li. rville, valley of Louron
(HaotesPy

i 6j 1s: h. e- s. d.

«• -I n >.: |.,of. Schrauf, (1. c.) from an ex-

amination of analcite crystals from Friedeck, Bohemia.

leucite) cannot be referred to the isometric

I
baT The simPleat crysta^s show evidence of rePf

aU'a
and the angle between the cubic planes is 89° 30', implying the
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existence of a dome as twinning plane, with an an^le of 44° 45',

and giving the axial ratio 1 : 0-991. Irregularities u

were observed by Brewster. b. s. n.

18. Any:.
, ; J ,..s ,//.///„,/ ,hr K t dh,

Zonenlehre, von A. Sadebeck. 284 pp. 8vo, with 23 plate*,
Berlin. 1876.—The present volume forms proncrh tin *cc...ud

part of the Elements of Crystallography (of G. Rose i

by Prof. Sadebeck in 1873. The object of the work is to des.-rihe

<} '< tua h u
i

..ii in i, itui < . imr tin id< i

1

t u-ms

of only theoretical existence. The special subjects con-

are: 1. hemimorphism and pseudo-symmetry, the latter
arising from the natural distoi ion oi ervst ils in "ceil xial

directions; 2 twins, including their explnnnt i . tvth 5 nd

: all the methods or laws ot t-
served in the different systems ; 3. the method of <ri

each individual is -radually built up of

•- and thus u'ivimr an explanation of many
iea observed nol only planes, but

fl M
'

,!1 "'<' i«tvri.- ,,r ,-n >tak This last subj, ct is on,- ol o 1Vat

•> eivst, and in* the discission of it the author has in-

^IiiH; is n.-w obrain.-d from his own exten-
sive researches

; it is elucidated by many excellent figures. The
"f the work disci se> 'tie sul jert ot /, ims, considered

particularly by means of the Quenstedt method of projection.

19. New Journal devoted to Mineralogy an* I r,
v/

,-<, ,//,.;, ,.*/.

¥
iI,,1L™ 1 ^iotn, in a letter to the editors dated St;

May 28th 1876, announces the commencement of a new Journal
for spec

followin

raphy
gra| •

1^{

:T'
V
,

{

?
roth

>
in a letter t0 the editors dated Strasbc

ement of i

dan of this Journal embraces the

,
physical and chemical crystallog-

ions in regard to artificial crystals'; mono-
Ill OJ Bingle nu

ls °n tt!
- < ial production of

s of their methods of occurrence, their deter-

mieroscope ; in a word the Journal will cover
the whole field of mineralogy, with the exclusion of geology

"

ested m the project, and it is desi:-. her countries

- lend their support so that the Journal may gradually
1 character. In addition to th<

papers it is proposed to include references to mineraio-ical v.-.-rk

wherever published. There are to be from six to eight numbers

ppearing every six or eight weeks with the ex-
clusion of the vacation months. "

] luty will be

C trt \l
F
/°J-

Gr
; cooperation of Prof

Hs'hlrT v i

0nn
"
aDd !>r

'

' The PU
lisher is tngelmann of Leipzig.

B

depTrtmtTof^cl'
116 *"*"^ °' * '"*"*** * *"
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III. Botany and Zoology.

l. The Oaks of the United States; by Dr. George Engel-

manx. Reprinted LV -in the Transactions of the Academy of

N.i..,.,. ,,f M. I,,,,!., .Mi^ouri, vol. iii, no. 3. 1876.-Only 20

pages; hut they are wholly to the purpose. and <• mi mi the I. ad-

ing results of the long anrl close scru i \ w .1 h Dr. Engelmann

has given to this vexed genus of trees. The paper begins with

an account of tin decepl i , e < ha -acter of file Co urn m west, rn o ik>,

as ex. inplified by the common scrub oak of the Rocky Mountains,

hasing [lis narraiiv. up. ti his personal observations of its forms in

the vallev and on the bordering Mails and precipices, where the

Ar'. : ^ leaves the mountains' at Canon City, Colorado. Here.

hehdifs and exposures, he found <jwr-->'« i.T<i,,,bdn

(Q.tt'H'tu vai- rth>:ns!s, DeC), Q. (h,,.,^n,u, >>. »»<> "'-/'".

described by Torrey long ago from this district, Q. /.////;/ //.-• ot

Liehman, in part, Q. obJonf/ifoH", 0. </ris<a, and Q. Jh'um-

wo».//VofLiebman,—" in herbari met enough,

but. looking around us, the very abundance of material must

shake our confidence in our disc rhin the com-

pass of a few hundred yards we find not only the forms above

i. but numbers of others, neither the one nor the

other, but which are intermediate between them, and clearly

unite them all as forms of one sii
species. If

one oak behu\cs thus, wh\ not others? Thrown upon a sea of

doubt, what can guide us to a correct knowledge?"
Dr. Engelmann r

field. The trunk, as to size attained, while it gives eharact. r to

eastern species (onlv the southern live oak >

irec and shrub, and , .

mrm>>. tails on the

i'a.-ilie slope to he a specific distinction.
"

we at once become aware of the fact that ih. popul;

between 'white oaks 1 and -black oaks- is based on correct ob-

servation. The] der. ashv-irra\ ! irk of the former, and the darker

"'• often nearh I
i u -k . .'.r f'th. 1 .tt. r, .-, rn -. o 1 with the es-

haracters, and mark the two principal groups ol our

American oak-. Tin- bark of the white ,.a<s is inclined to be

>c-dy or tlakv, that of the black oaks is usually rougher an

raacltedo ,ver, the wood of the whifc

tougher, heavier, and more compact; is the only oak wood tt to

be used by th, « r.-hvright o. . oner, md is. tor heir purposes,

;. The wood of The bhe-k oaks is brittle and porous,

makes poorer fire-wood, and i i b irr I h Ids o »b ir; -

mi states that, "inst< idofnw
rosverri;

,
u . oak- cither hold thrown,

the annual rings being as wide in age as in youth, or they grow

. ioo, or even 150 years of their ex-

istence."
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The winter buds J;ive characters in some species. As to the
shape of the leaves, so extremely variable, it is renin r

those oaks, which in the perfect state have deeply lobedM leaves show in young shoots and on adventitious branchlets
less divided or even entire leaves; while, si

oaks whose leaves in the adult tree are entire, or nearly so", often
have on the young shoots dentate or lobed leaves."
The vernation of the leaves, although more commonly condupli-

cate both in white
Dr. Kngelmami has rirst bmu-ht into prominent view, and finds
ot_ great ac

:(
.
(
,ies and doubtful vari-

JJ«^M»d! , r affinity.

1 ie nature of the down on young leaves may also be turned to use.
Ihe venat). ,iea easily confounded species, such

i

1

; / '"Jnfolia and Q. Wisliztni, to he distinguish- d m n ii ster-
ile branchlets.

The persistence of the leaves is a good character in some species,
while in others it is of no account. The leav< s of son oaks per-

d year. "Only such oaks ought to be called

until the new ones are fully grown."
In the male flowers the size and number of the anthers furnish

good distinctions, being small and mostly 5 to 10 in the white
o: -• tour or s

, u. times 5 to 6 and larger in tin- hlack oak- the

l
m> * ""' "« in'! ^listin iiWkm! t i M.ri,-
cusp is variable in several. The f,.m .,l- llowm-

specially the styles, which in the white
oaks are sessile ,„ nearly so; in the black oaks always on loiurer
and spreading or recurved styles. The annual or biennial n.atura-
t,0n ot

.

th ' bv -Miehaiev. ami the persistence
and position of the abortive ovules/indicated by Alph. DeCandolle

<^ :it t! ,

t
. i):lM ._ it M;u . k oaks near the t

.

of ih eT_

feet seed), and the scales of the ,1 knobby in

'" and membranaceous in the black ,.
, ^,. ,. i

noted lhe comparatively thin shell of the acorn ii

V
1

.

th within*, or rareh puh^-ent : i. the black oaks
the shell 18 thlcker and Uned with

J
g
I.

lky (linvn _

All these matters relate to the true oaks (secti. m I,
witn scaly : ,

.

( ;(li (
. ]t vj (s vl>ils .

t t!
,,TU

tne solitary or distant female flowers. But in California we have,
>'• " »*fw ' renr.!>,-i.t:itive of the otherwise Asiatic sub-

gw™, Androgyne, "in many respects more a chestnut than an
oaK tor'it has, just li use-flowered and erect

S?forTfir'
10St

f,r
nSt '''

'

!
fl onlen,

of the male

.

chestnut
** °ak Father th&n Hke the Prickly involucre of the
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Finally, hybrid oaks are discussed; and six well determined ones

rated as known to the writer, three of which have been

. ..„.•,,-.
i
-„, \: o. /., .,.. Q W-l, nt.tta, and Q.

siniMta. One parent of four of these hybrids is Q. imbrimno ;

of the other two, Q. cinerea. The fact that some species of a ge-

nus are more prone to hybridize than others— which is ui*<> true

of Vwhru.t—K ' m..us. *Mo<; 1 <«t tni-ts will l< arn with some sur-

prise tliai ^. //. '• /
/ h <//>•' «»f -Mid anx U reeeived, not as a hybrid,

but as, .1 well- nark, d species, of the Phellos, lmtr;f»r"-';*^ «;r<"[-

>/ o-roui». Dr. Eive'.niunn's six real hybrids are all of the Black
"

;th White oaks; and no

our author. The black

known mEurope; but we learn that they existed

ifficult to dir-eriniinate between h\ bnd- and int. im-

mediate forms of variation where the usual character, the sterility

i>f the hybrid, is wanting, l'and where we have nothing to rely on

hut the'raritv and individu:.lit\ ..1 a Ibrm that seems to stand

,• 1 ietween two well .

- ' "cour !U

itsnei-1 h,-,rhn,,d, and whn ii eo.nl 1 be considered it- parent*. 1
lil.s

sjustld.ecase in Oaks. All the supposed hvhrids are abundantly

PrtJlp ™a +1,^0 nf +1^;,. nmm6 that have been tested have well

iow, no difference in fertility or

germinating power between then, and the acknowledged species

has been discovered. The seedlings of such ipuMh-iial-

uals do not seem to revert to a supposed parent, a sport of which

Jfcfeyi tght claim to be, but they pro

arent—'come true,' as the nurserymen express it. At

the same time it is a remarkable fact. that, notwithstanding their

;;ve WOOdS.

We may pr,

:

, a lesser degree of vitality m the

causes them to be crowded out ill tne

Struggle for existence."' There is anotlier 1

one. The hybrid tree, when isolated in e

likely to self-fertilize and so be continued in its pr«.g.-i>\
;

out in

^ nit , |,„ ... .,,,
t ,,i , m d dominated by its tu

"s femal dowers will almost inevitably be fertilized by '

of one or the other of them and so brought back in the progeny to

that species. Indeed a red, practically has al-

most no chance at all ''•
,,

X
'. °,',

Q r

, 2. M. Gri,

JL Ed. BoENET.-This is the title of an article in the latest num-

ber of the , i . „ , /. H* an interesting
;

and

worthy tribute by Dr. Boruet to the director and companion ot

hl ^ ttndies and researches, to whom is left the sacred duty ot

completing them, so far as possible. To the full biography is

upended a catalogue of M. Thur.
ltMm8\

l™
!' ^ and fullest notice of Thuret in the English language s one

contributed to lumens
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3. Fragmenta Fhytogrophke Australia, conti
Feedixandus de Mueller. Vol. IX. Melbou
ninth volume bears testimony t<

"to the untiring industry, zeal, and
ty with which Dr. Von Midler k.,, ,,s up his investigations
the botany of the adopted country for which he has done so

much m various ways; and his Descriptic
Plants, and other publications upon the botany of the Pacific

K>w how, from his vantage ..-round, lit widens the ahv:uh

4. Flora BrasUiensis, ed. Aug. Guil. Eichler-The Cm*
positce of this great flora are undertaken by Mr. j'

G. liaker <A
Kew, a new hand in this order, but capable of doing •,-;

lent, as well as among the Mono
-bascicle 62, issued in l>::\ t-. >m :iim>.1 she I

'
,>,, (tlt ;„ .• "w^li -"

plates Fase 69, i..„ed « arK in the ,, -, n! n t ar.\ .ui. s

the Ffopatonac&e, with 52 plates. The two fascicles compose
vol. yi, part 2, with 398 pages of letter., n - and ! oj plat, s. The
enlightened and active-minded eim,
pleased at h

'

of its early c

J;'
T
\
6
*&V! :Ji2*w** »f Michigan at the Centennial^

An'' iY. ,
*
X W

-
Beal

>

* >irlu ' Sr;tU ' Agricultural College.A pamphlet of 16 pages, 8vo. giving an : unt, not only of t
collection exlnbited, but of the trees of the State, both the co™" and the rare spech
T

,

l ra,'e species, their characteristics and their uses,
ihere is a record of the larger trees of each species known in

;an, which is now interesting and in iv hereafter become

TZ^t r'f
iu,

i
ivi * luMl rn - •"^^11 i'i. n'tified. As to high

nnl l" f • .

am Lake an oM lumberman informed me thai he

through at the butt. He had cut _." a. o.

Contributions to t<„ F(„, l( {>/ /„„. a ^^logae of the

ogamous plants; by G. C.
Pluenog
logue; with an Appendix

Ennnl't
01 ^ *

1

™''
1^ ^ l"^ ™ I»« " which are not in Gray's

otherf
tWmtj °f S° b ™*"> -d g-d notes upon^ some

aDanfrT^n
W
'°'r

/i874-~Mr
- G - M - Dawson has published

b,o ,•„"£"? ^I
ere hatene,l b-om the ego- east of the lo-'id meridian,

vasionn!\S°me Were hatched as far ea^t as 99° W. The in-

iin June and oonl
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reached the shores of the Lake of the Woods, long. 96° W. They
do 11 >t oat sorghum or brown corn, and the Leguminosce (pea and

bean family) are decidedly dhliked, while potatoes tomatoes, and

beets are "usually exempt. Mr. Dawson asks whether tb

for Lt'juminoso 'may not account for the existence of a vast num-

ber of such plants on the western plains.

8. United States Geol • Volume
X, 3r»nnqra\>h of On Gi onefrid Moths, by A. S. Packard.

Washington, 1876. 4to, with 13 Plates.—This is the first complete

the North American species of the families of moths

which Dr. Packard, following Guenee, calls Phalcenidte. The work
is of extreme value in the present state of our knowledge of this

group, for it presents us with a com] ilatioii of the literature, and

from its original matter it must n m; in a standard of reference on

the subject, r.etwo, n thr< ai d four hundred species are described

in the present work, while the author estimates the prob:

ber of species occurring over our territory as "nearly a thousand."

In tli din 1 tamib oi \o ' '',> w< ha\v\-atalogued nearly t\\ eh i

hundred species, and estimate the number of species at o\ •

hundred. Dr. Packard's work is remarkable for the amount^ of

labor expended on the generic and -pacific description which

cannot be undervalued. 'The introductory chapters are of special

interest, as also the concluding essay on g« .

We miss an analytical table of the genera. In a work of i Ins pre-

tension it should not be wanting.
' The author finds occasion to

prefer Dei
,

- to Ledeu-r's on the

moths, h - oienee's workon theP/^//"/"'^' is

superior to his work on the Noctuidce. In the latter family we
Jmut impor-

Of the eyes, the arm.
'

ti,, i;e. etc.,) are totally neo-leeted. We place his syst

,an L d< r. r's. who stands a

all writer, on lie subject of genera in the t wo - it t i i

' < 1
th.

moths above mentioned. To Guenee we are
greatest prai- ,,f sp cies. Dr. 1 u-kard • mis

:th the lower genera, ascending to the higher; -o that

fl " "* d arrang. menl of tin m iteria is i \ i> d. I

ir treatment of the other families oi Lepi

change is a dis 1 >m _, t . th stud, t i arrangh -his Ih-rtions.

Inthesyn ... nan g. m ra. --m

" ,; —
T
;T«'- and we have done in the X^t.ud, (List of the N. Am.
^"t'M,!,,, ls 7 a N( , otll( . r t

.(lUrse is 0! ,en to the systematic. 1 >r.

1 iiykard is fortunate in bavin- so large material as to be able -to

•' speck ' •
'

rtVrepanode* z
"

Packard l_, „

.

nd female pellucidaria, 1 should

ct." Perhaps in uniting E,<<!r<>r :

'

i Dr. Packard may prove lessf.:

I adopted we find a few which will
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gonia is preoccupied in the Butterflies. Mitrapela must be used
for K< id"riu and . Uciphearia ;

( 'ho-rodes for the genus culled Eu-
trapela by Dr. Packard. The plates are worthy of great praise,

and will bear the most critical inspection. The numerous general
figures were drawn on stone by Trouvelot. Dr. Hayden Is to be
heartily congratulated on the publication of this volume, which
reflects much credit upon his judgment and the scientific stand-

ical Survey and Dr.

Worals.—Dr. G. Lindstrom, in a paper a transh-

of which is given in the Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist, for July, dis-

)f the tabulated corals', ib

s (adopting Agassiz's cimclu-

n); Ihvosifes to fch Merrill) with HoMim*
Striatopora Hall, etc.; [Mini;- / E. & II.,

Plasmopora (with Propora) E. & II., CalaVa,da billing.

Thecostegites E. & H., to the Heliolitidse ; Heliopora and /'/./-

tn'/iH/oa to the Alcyonaria
; Cka-tf-tes, Mmtim/ipora, />""''",

Stellipora, Alveolites in part, Fistulipora in part, to the Bryozoa:
Poolln.nn, (following Verrill) to the Oculinhhv, with. prohably

Senatopora ; Columnaria, to the Cyathopvllhbe :
/• /.?/.. ,/' :iu<l

1//^//;,,V/t„the (\- :„„, to the vicinity cl

LithostrotionandD'iphvphvllum
l0

- Rqfin Ohiensis.—Dr. D. S. Jobdajt faM
11

i

i" giving t! e.piival its in modern nom ncla nre, so f;n is

W( ' r
;'

:|— I'tMiiiahle,
<

{' f! e species of lislies named b- :

in the bulletin Xo. 3 of vol. iii of the buffalo SocietV of Natural

Sciences. The same number contain- also
;' ,!! " bv^uaUr, of \. An. en. -a h v ! »r. Jordan and II. K. v'.fo-

l: "'d- ;'
I
a synonymic list of the Butterflies of N. America, Dorth

ot Mex.ro, by S. H. Scudder.
11. Synopsis <,/ American Wasps: by Henri de Sacssi-ke ot

-'"'•v.'.. Switzerland. Sn/itari, WasP s. Smithsonian Mbccibn.^s
Collections, No. 254. 386 pp. 8vo, with 4 plates. Washington.
December. 1875.

12 T. Lyman, on Ophiuridce and \*tr»i>h>itidn collected by the

H
;'-; >;| vp'-litio»and [>, Wm. Stimp. >.. Illustrated* atalo^uc

1

""!"P. Z.M,|.; lt Harvard College. No. VIII. 34 pp.

«"'"'"»"* tin Smithsonian Institution. No. 4. birds ot N'»tl>-

ye.t, rn Mexico, collected bv F. E. Sum! brasr. , n pared by <b >•

;

: '«-re..,co. 50 pp. Svo.-Nb. 5. Catalogue of the Fishes of th«'

l>ernmdas, by G. Brown Goode. 82 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1*<°-

Catalogue f the gtalk_ and Sesgile .Eyed Cruatacea of New Zealand? by Edward

rlt Mus.
7
Colonial Museum ar,:

.
tment, James Hector, M.D., Director. 136 pp. 8vo, with 3 plates-

Catalogue of the Birds of Kansas, by F. H. Snow. 3d ed. 14 PP-
8v0-
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. On Oceanic Circulation; by Wm. B. Cabpbntbb.—The very
decided expression of opinion on the part of Professor Wyville
Thomson, to Avliu-h currency is given in the At/iem> "//<, against

the doctrine of " a general vertical circulation of the water of the

ocean, depending on differences of specific gravity," is far from
being decisive of the question; am! might, perhaps, have been
advantageously wit hheld, until my friend should have learned, on
his return home, what progress has l.een made towards its solution
l»y physical inquiry, during his thi

i Bristol meetir ^

ooafirmation of the "wave-line theory" of our greatest
matical physicists, that friction of water upon water is so

in obstacle to its movement, that it may be practically dis-

ed; so that very small disturbances of the static equilibrium
in water—whether produced by diversities of temperature,

(as i had the advantage of doing) the confirmatory evidence on
' Mi, d by his extended observations on harbors, lochs,

and fiords; to the effect that wherever the specific gravity of the
iter of any such inlet of the sea is reduced by a river

emux, an under-current of sea-water is forced inward- by the excess
ol pressure outside. At the same meeting, my friend would have

W idiarn Thomson, commenting upon Mr. Croll's asserted
disproof of the "gravitation theory." give the full weight of his

' '} to the doctrine (< ri'gii ally propounded by Lenz in

. i m illation sustained by opposition of
i enipha caily declaring it to be a matter

i'l'ot. \\ wille Thomson had enjoyed the advantage of
distinguished foreign phv^i.-ists. Prof. Mohn, of

. of EJtrecbt, who recently came
i

r m> >r.-tc,.rol..gica! Congress in London, he would
e tound them entirely satisfied of the truth of the gravitation

and would have received from the former the following
"exempt"" "

• <"v- coasi or .Norway, there is a deep* eh
»<»« of glacial wate, can b traced southw

"

:«rk;,!,!e

itside thi

-'it.
1 Ins fj,,w cannot possibly be accounted for by any

: ('\aporationoyer precipitation ;" for it proc
;lf receives a large river efflux from the Christ i;

toe efflux of weakly-saline water from the Baltic. Audit
Jungly attributed by Prof. Mohn to the relative excess of

ainpATT6
°T

er t
.

he northern end of the trough, constantly

of downward pressure over its south-

from the admixture of fresh water.
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Until, therefore, Prof. Wyville Thomson shall have been able
to disprove these results of combined theoretical ami
research, by showing tl.ai differences of specific gravity, produced
by differences either of temperature or of salinity, will not produce
movements in oceanic water tending to the n-t'oralion of its dis-
turbed equilibrium, I venture to affirm thai his tVrtwn will not
nnd acceptance with the physicists who have most caivfulh

mho! ion. His present doctrine, that the underflow of
polar water is an indraught due to " the excess of evaporation
over precipitation," is as much opposed to physical theory as his
former doctrine that the indraught is due to the swe< pin'- a va\
of equatorial water by the trade winds, which was unhesitatingly
pronounced untenable by the distinguished physicists who dis-

the last Edinburgh meeting of the British As
t or they were unanimous in affirming that a removal of surface-
water from any area will be replaced by a surface inflow (where
this is unrestricted), rather than by an indraught from beneath.
And it seems to me no less in contradictiou'to the facts of the
case * or the Challenger observations have afforded the fullest

^onlinnatioii of the tw-. fundamental (positions of Lenz's doctrine:
(I) Hie near approach of polar water to the surface under the

equator; and (2) The marked inferiority in the salinity of equa-
torial surface-water as compared with that of the tropics. The
nrst of these facts shows that the updranght of polar water is

u dranT ^ m°re rePlaced, so that it can occasion no such

These two facts were considered, by one of the ablest physicists
otnw time, as capable of no other explanation than that afforded
by the doctrine of a vertical

'

nation, of which the
j'fnnn,, mobile is

on the contrary, 1

1

of the surface in-cu-_- in-current, but of the outward under-current, of tin'

(Gibraltar Strait. And ' "

vhenever n operates strongly over a localized area.

illation, in fact, is rendered

doubtless, one of the agencies I

•roblem of Oce
great co

„ I
;

l

V Aml
V'"'"'

m fii ' li>eussion of the vast body of valua
";-;"ons collected by the Challenger, it will be of the t

;'

•'•'»••" that the principles on which that discussion is to

ScTenL T?
b
t

S6ttled bX the hi^»est authorities in |.h>-

tion a PI
U at tlu> ^ uin '-' m ^'tm - " f th " i;riti ~ h A

n'"
;

as,ou ,„ opportunity may be provided for a full
jebate, in which Prof. Wyville Thomson, Mr. Croil, and

respective views in friendly autagoni
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he there assend

dgment of tlie distil!-

e assembled.

|

':. Reclamation.— Letter to the Editors, from
Ihwhlnon IT. S. CoaM Surrey, dated San Francise

1876.— In the March number of your Journal (No
Article xxix, by Professor Lovcrin^, the statement

"the late Professor Winlock [in February ami Marel

hy other lines to (ana. la. and hack again to Cambr
loop of wire measuring 7200 miles."

Professor Winlock and I were always in full accor

the contrary, he gave me full credit for the inception <

op was made hy Professor Winlock at Cambridge. The
•re transmitted from mv clock to Cambridge, and to

ions and back; and as "Cambridge did not "have the

instrument for such a record, Professor Winlock devised

i sending and receiving (dock signals oyer a single wire;

dy the cable across the Golden Gate broke after passing

^ries, and no more were undertaken,
ole work is fully detailed in the records of the Coast
id. hv permission of the Superintendent, tie- results and

Wo i'ui ,T 'sir'" Hw.i'-'Yi k "iv'id.-n ol th,

['•".i.J
l

(;

,

l'n

1

X/pr!^!f',rMi''th."'

i

.[.JLv' under ! h' \\ ll'lth
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most eminent iron metallurgist in Great Britain, and author of the
vu treatise on the 'Chemistry of the Blast Furnace'

President of the Judges of Group I—Minerals, Mining, Y:

etc.; Dr. William Odi.in,;. Wavnrlete Professor ofChemistry in
tfi " l mvei-Mty <>t Oxford, Secretary of the hoard •

Group III -Chemistry and Pharmacy, etc.; from Sweden'; Prof.

Adolf E. Nobdknskiold, Prof. C. A. AngstrBm, I

Institute, Prof. O. M. Torell, Chief of the Geological Survey of

Sweden, and Richard Akbemas, of the Royal Swedish School of
Mines, all from Stockholm, under whose immediate euperinu-u-

ae excellent geological, mineralogical, and met!
I Sweden, at the Exposition, has been made; from i Ju-

an emin. at Russian engineer,
and Prof. L. ,\i, hui.skv, Mining ;-; !lu ; lu .. T :U „j adjunct Professor

:' St. Petersburg, who is in charge of a sys-

tematic collection of Russian minerals—the oi

t .e Exp< sith.n; from Germany, Dr. Wedding, Koval
1 r ~

l: " (
' - " •' Mi. s. }>,. |» -,.,.„ v„n W.\ : su:.fl»

well-known Editor of Wagner's Jahresbericht, and Dr. G. S,:kl-

horst of Nuremberg; from France, Mr. L. Simonik, J. F. Kihl-
M. E. Levassei-u, and M. Emilk Giimet. of Irons;

Mariano Barcena, the mineralogist.
Ihe Emperor of Brazil, without claiming the position of a man

M that U m«.>t worthy <-i w fVe in «rimtific methods,
his enquiries extending f-

' -

;ad of a f

Prof. No
expedition of disrown to n', M

, t
. ,,', v', n}l( .V^iberia.'

"

4 Connection of the Caspian ,.m<! Bbu-k Seas.—It is reported
that the connection of the Caspian and Black Seas by a canal, and
a raising thereby of the surf;,- ,,t r }„ C iN aan-now below sea-

leve —is under consideration. The length of the proposed canal

would be 240 kilometers, and the width to the eastward about

1.0 yards, and to the westward about
I 10 var Is. A second project

complementary to this, is x \ , j ui , rioil f

'

the Don :iml v iga ,
and

.TH:T::.
,

"!:.
!,

:
t,,

!';
M ^™^±

-The hoard

' the State, have adopteT^so'luticmVto the effect

••
r

shall be appointed, with the title of Director, whose

Ej .

al1 be
,

t0 prepare and submit to the consideration of the

Commission plans for conducting the survey, with estimates
thereof, and under the direction of this board to organize, super-

tWV m*W the work squired for ca rug t ch ot

suS,?
aS ShaU be aPProved 5 th^t the Director shall nominal

suitable assistant ..• * ^ .^™ *nd that

nominated by b.hr.
^haMheDi-
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rector and all other officers shall hold office during the pleasure of

tlu- board; that the salary of the Director shall be $4,000 per an-

num, including expenses. Under the first resolution the board

proceeded to choose a Director, and Prof. James T. Gardner, at

present Secretary of the American Geographical Society, was
elected.-.V. Y. Times, July 13.

& Appalachitl, dune, 1876, vol. I, No. 1, 62 pp. 8vo. Boston:

A. Williams & Co. Published for the Appalachian Mountain
Club.—The Appalachian Mountain Club was organized in 1876

"for the advancement of the interests of those who visit the

Mountains of New England and adjacent regions, whether for the

purpose of scientific research or summer recreation." The Club
proposes to carry on a systematic exploration of the regions

referred to, both topog d, and artistic. The
rn-ide.n i- Prof. H. C. Pi, ker ._'. Vic President S. 11. Seuddcr,

and Secretary J. B. Henck, Jr., of the Technological Institute,

Boston. The papers contained in this first number of the publica-

tions of the Club, are a Report on the Nomenclature (ft tin \\ ! ite

Mountains; an abstract of a paper on the " Atlantic System of

Mountains," by C. H. Hitchcock; a day on Tripyramid, by <

". E.

Fay; on two new forms of Mountain Paromcter. b\ S. W. Hol-
man : a new map of the White Mountains (with a Map) by Mr.
•I. I». Hkxck, Jr.; on the East Branch of ti e P< migewasset, by W.
Upham

; together with reports of the Councillors for the spring of
'

'-. proposed for the summer.
advancement -f S'-km-e.—The

-"ih meeting will commence at Buffalo, X. V., August 23. Mem-
Deis on irrival will find the Permanen; -

. r tai\ :.i the Tiilt

House. By means of certificates, obtainable of the Permanent
seeretarv, \a Salem, Mass., tickets at reduced prices may be had
on the following railroads: Erie, Grand Trunk, Canada Southern,
Ghreat Wesl a Southern,
Cta eland, I -w Orleans,
St. Louis and Chicago.

8. Elements of Physical <,..,.,.;;!,. for the use of Schools,

s; bv Edwix' J. iTotsTON, A.M., Prof.

Pays. Geog., and Nat. Phil., Central High School, Phi
!58 pp. sm. 4to, with many illustrations. Philadelphia, 1876.

. -An "e\-ee!l ait ;. \l hook \\i 11 adapted tor

suction. The numerous illustrations are beautiful and
include several colored maps.

9. ZVoc •;;,. , j -

ro»- i. 42 pp. 4to.— This first number is occupied with an

.vs of Mr. Cuaklks P. Wakkin.;, in a. article

Studies upon the Inclination of the Earth's Axis."
10. Transactions of th, Kansas Aradtmy <>f

>ciewe, vol. iv.

** PP 8vo. Topeka, 1875.— This volume contains papers by Prof.
V lv. Kedzi,.. ,,„ ,,,,,;„. i„ ,j„. Kansas atmosphere, and on the
gebraska hot bluff (hot through the oxydation of pyrite); G. E.

n the Kansas chalk, analysis of Kansas soils, and on
Kansas salt; M. V. B. Knox, on Kansas Mammalia; G. F.
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Gaumer, on the habits of some larves ; W. Osburn, on the Cott

wood leaf-beetle; F. H. Snow, on the Rocky Mountain Loci

the larve and chrysalis of the Sage Sphinx, Catalogue of 1

Lepidoptera of E. Kansas (503 species), and Meteorological Si]

mary for 1875. The meteorological summary states that i

amount of rain (including snow) at Lawrence, Kansas {?,>" 7>>

95° 16' W., at an elevation above the sea-level of 884 feet) v

28-87 inches, the same as for 1874, but 4*11 inches helow
j

average rainfall of the last eight years.

11. hid.—A new mineralogical society has been formed in Ei

land, styled the hkl, having Prof. Miller as its President.

Medical Statistics of the Provost Marshal General's Bureau. Compiled ur

the direction of the Secretary of War, by J. H. Baxter, A.M., M.D. Vols. I

II. Thick 4to. 1875.

Principia or Basis of Social Science; by R. J. Wright. Second Edit

542 pp. 8vo. Philadelphia, 1876. (J. B. Lippincott & Co.)

Porter Poinier, only son of Elisha B. and Frances A. Poimer,

of Newark, died in Ne\v York city on Sunday afternoon June

11th, aged 2H years. He had given himself to the study ol

Physics, and in the Polytechnic Institutes of Troy and^HobuKMi,

he had thus early developed a very remarkable genius in the

department of applied science. His studies had led him, with

great success, inl rations of heat as a force in

nature, and his tl i-endent researches

in this direction had attracted the favorable notice of the faculties

under whom he studied. He attained to such important results a*

were found worthy of public notice, and he was engaged m
[

[t

preparation and publication of an original work on the Dynamic*

of Heat, with the approval of his professors. His entlmsias

drank up his spirits, and utterly exhausted his physical i"i' 11 -

Before he was awar. . he «:>< in the advauc d stages of an mcnr'

able disease, and, while inborn).* to put his work through tue
f
r

^
at Cambridge, he was pronounced beyond recovery. All n»

ardor in study w - -, ase, and sadi)

fell in the midst of hie successes. . ,,„
is very rare attainments and his <

of research had been brought
. and the day a

of the Un
-. --.,-;. '\

versity, appointing hini to a Fellowship i

Jul study he had become familiar with the best F^nch -

German works in n. den, science, and his accuracy and pe^
ance and thirst f i,u promisee" ""

future as a scientist Sn«», "
young i

i scientist. Such a voting man of unblemished

ties of b. ~
FUr

<
l
> ir.raetm^ tb. I. nnd laying '

wfthf/VS* 1 as revealed ™ God's Book of Nature, tnu

£2S I
h
.
lgh6St 0f 8ciences in the written revelations,

112 Z% ?^ tr
-

Uth of Christ
>
such a young man fills * I

space and dies leaving a sad void
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Art. XXL—On the Oases contained in Meteorites. Second
paper ; by Arthuk W. Wright, Yale College.

In a previous article, published in this Journal, April, 1876,
the writer gave the results of investigations upon the nature of
the gases evolved from a number of meteorites of both the iron
and the stony classes, when exposed to a more or less elevated
temperature. The stony meteorites examined were all of the
more common type, containing a considerable percentage of
Dickeliferous iron, without any appreciable quantity of uncom-
bined carbon. As is well known, however, among these bodies
ot the stony kind, the meteorites of Alais, Kold Bokkeveld,
^aoa, and Orgueil, form a distinct class, differing from the rest
ln several particulars, and especially in containing considerable
proportions of amorphous carbon, and a bituminous substance
consisting of carbon combined with oxygen and hydrogen in
wch a way as to gimn!; !ta Thej are further
distinguished bv containing only very small quantities of
metallic iron. As it seemed of interest to determine whether
tne conclusions arrived at in the investigations previously
described were applicable to the bodies of this peculiar class
^so, the work was continued, with the results given below,
several other points of importance, referred to in the previous
paper, were investigated, and are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs.

The material used for the determinations was a fragment of
<m excellent specimen of the Kold Bokkeveld meteorite in the
cornet of Yale College. It contains an inconsiderable propor-
tions. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 69,-Sspt., 1876.
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though this is not entirely absent, for, on

by Han
way the surface, very minute particle ma\ <>n\MonalIv
i. The analysis made by Harris* gives for tf

t, and for bituminous matters 0"25 per
has been shown by Professor J. L. Smith, f the mineral constit-

uents are not greatly different from those of the ordinary stony
meteorites. The method employed for the evolution and col-

lection of the gases was essentially the same as that described
in previous papers, and need not be given in detail here. It is

sufficient to mention that, as the meteorite gives off a larire

amount of water on being heated, the tube containing \M
substance was connected with the pump bv a recurved tube,

the bend of which was placed in a freezing mixture during
the evolution of the gas, in order to collect the water and
prevent it from entering the pump. This tube was sealed with

a gas flame at the close of the experiment and the water re-

tained for examination. The tempera! i
- mploved for driving

off the gaseous contents were nearly the same as those of the

previous experiments, being however slightly lower, in order

to avoid as far as possible complication of the results by the

action of the heat upon the bituminous matter. The results

were as follows

:

Kold Bokkeveld.

00 95-53 1-32

Total. 93-11 2-42

The volume of the gases obtained is much greater in this

than in the previous determinations ; but it will be seen that

m its composition the gaseous mixture is similar to that derived
from the ordinary stony meteorites, with the exception of the

hydrogen, „. ,

• of some uncertainty.
1 he percentage of carbon di-oxide is somewhat lamer at the

Higher temperature than in the other cases, but the r

ence here is less than it appears, as the increase in the quantity
ot hydrogen evolved at the higher temperatures from the spe<"-

''ontuined metallic iron, produced a correspondi:^
•ii m the perceptage of the carbon di-oxi<Ie:

It seemed probable that, at least at the higher temperature, an

of some hydrocarbon of the defiant sen**,

ith more carbon atoms than are contained in marsh-
il be found. But both

AkacL z^K!!
1^ Ke <*«*»*«*» Natur der Meteortten. Abhandl. der KonigL
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of the gas with fuming sulphuric acid, showed that the quantity
of such substances possibly present was too small to carry it

heyond the range of the ordinary errors of observation. The
>us substance would thus appear to have been simply

volatilized by the degree of heat employed, and condensed
again in the cooling-tube without decomposition. No attempt
was made to collect it separately.

The amount of water driven off by the heat and collected in

the cooled tube was found to be about ten per cent of the
weight of the substance employed, but the determination was

satisfactory. Faraday found for the water 6
-5 per

cent, Wiihlor states that the powder dried at 120° lost lOo
per cent more by stronger heat. Bammelsberg found that the
total loss at a stroiu-- boat was 15-24 per cent, but this of course

-ides the water, the gases evolved and the volatile

bituminous substance, as well as some sulphur, which was ob-
served to be volatilized. The water, on the application of the
ordinary tests, -ave distinct evidence of the presence of chlor

certainly of sulphurous oxide, resembling in these

meteorites. A small quantity

>wi>h -i 1m u.c • v is di posited in the cold part of
til('tul»e. which appeared to be sulphur, but was not specially
examined.

,

The differences in the gaseous products obtained from meteor-
ites of the different classes may be made more apparent bv

-other the results of" analyses hitherto made. The.

'able gives the total percentage of the gases yielded
by the different specimens, the first seven being irons, the re-

venging to the stony class. It represents the com-
i the total amount of gas given off up to incipient

o»" low red heat, except in the ilrst two instance* where the
temperature employed was much higher.

Iron meteorites. CO*. CO. CH 4 . H. N. Vol. Observers.

henarto, 4-46 .00 85'68 9-86 2*85 Graham.
!

"-, Va., 9-75 3^-33 35-83 16-09 317 Mallet.
lazewellCo.,Tenn.,U-40 41-23 ... 42-66 171 317 W.
jingle Spr., Cal., 13-64 12-47 68-81 5-08 0'97 W.
rVY

8
' 8-59 14-62 ... 76-79 0*00? 1'29 W.

^ckson Co., Tenn., 13-30 15-30 ... 71*40 0-00? 2-20 W.
£***• 12-56 67-71 ... 18-19 1-54 47*13 W.

!?
WaCo

-» 49-51 2-64 0-0? 43-93 3"92 2'50 W.
pJ^yCo., Ohio, 59-88 4-40 2-05 31-89 1*78 2*99 W.
pZ~> 60-29 4-35 361 29"50 2*26 175 W.

\V™
e

' 81-02 1-74 2*08 13-59 1*57 2-63 W.

Knn'n', 80'7& 2-29 1'63 1306 2'33 3*49 W.
*°W bokkeveld, 93-11 2-42 3-25 0-38? 0'84 25-23 W.
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In the case of the last of these meteorites the number given
in the table does not express the whole volume of ga-
in it, as the experiment was discontinued before it ceased to be

given off. A special determination made with a separate por-

tion gave a little more than thirty volumes. The Arva meteor-

ite also is exceptional, both as regards the volume of gas yielded

by it, and with respect to the large volume of the carbonic

oxide obtained. We are reminded, by this fact, of the Ovifak

iron, from which Wohler obtained, by heating it to redness in

an iron tube, more than 100 volumes of gas which was found

to be carbonic oxide mingled with a little carbon di-oxide.*

He attributes it, however, to the action of the carbon upon

some oxygen compound, and the mass was found to contain y

large quantity of magnetic oxide of iron. Doubtless the result

st«d by the employment of the iron tube, which would

rapidly reduce the carbon di-oxide at such a temperature. Ber-

thelot, who examined another portion, at M. Daubree's request,

obtained by slow calcination in a tube of Bohemian glass a

mie of gas, the precise amount of which is not stated.

ig chiefly of the two oxides of carbon in nearly equal

quantities.! The celestial origin of the Ovifak iron is very

doubtful, however, and its composition is different from that

of the Arva meteorite, in which no oxygen compounds were

detected.
JS

A few words need to be said with reference to the vol-

umes quoted in the case of the Tennessee, Texas, and Arva

irons. In an article published in this Journal, for April,

1875, giving an account of a spectroscopic examination <

the gases from these bodies, it was stated that the volumes
were as follows: Tennessee, 4-69; Texas, 475; Arva, 44 -h

whereas the volumes as determined in the subsequent investi-

gations by actual measurement were 347, 1*29, and 4, Ir-

respectively, as given in the table. The discrepancy i> due to

the fact that the former numbers were calculated from the

change in the reading of the gauge of the air-pump on evolution

of the gas, and were not corrected for the small amount ot

water vapor present. Where the quantity of gas was
error from this source was considerable, and the resi
have only the value of a rough estimate In the case of the

Arva iron, where the volume of the gas was much larger, th«

inaccuracy was not serious, and the volume corresponds much
more nearly with the true result as obtained from measurement
In the later determination of the volume of gas from the 1 ex*
iron, moreover, the metal was i ents, **

- from it was m.t as eomi-h-te ** in the prf
vious case. That the amount of gas obtainable from this iron

* Pogg. Arm. 146, p. 297. + Comptes Rendus, lxxiv, 1545.
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should approximate to that obtained from the Tennessee speci-

men, if the trial were made with finely pulverized metal, is

clearlv indicated by the results of the earlier experiments.

The necessity for the precautions mentioned in the previous

paper respecting the degree of heat employed and the time of

it- application, was well shown in the repetition of the exper-

ith the Iowa meteorite. The reducing action of the

metallic iron upon the carbon di-oxide, though not very appar-

ent at comparatively moderate temperatures, becomes consid-

erable as the temperature rises, and in some of the experiments

where the heat was carried nearly to redness and prolonged

U-v.md what was ncccssarv for the evolution of the larger part

of the gas, it was found that the amount of carbonic oxide was

vi.m-v variable, in one instance reaching to 12 or 13 per cent.

This explains also the larger amount of this gas obtained m the

examination of last year where the analysis gave

14 per cent, as no special attention wa< at that time given to

this source of error. It is also clearly shown by the following

experiment with a portion of the Weston meteorite. After the

gas had been driven off from this by a red heat, pure, dry car-

bon di-oxide was admitted into the pump, and the tube heated

nearly to redness for about half an hour. On pumping out

some of the gas and analyzing it, it was found thai

twenty percent of it had been converted into carbonic oxide.

Although 2reat care was taken in all the subsequent work to

avoid this "source of inaccuracy as completely as possible, the

percentages of this gas obtained at the :

are less certainly to be depended upon than the others. The

amount of marsh-gas obtained also shows a certain correspond-

ence with that of the carbonic oxide, as if. possibly, m the re-

by which the carbon di-oxide was broken up by the

;ion of the carbon combined with the hydrogen pres-

i marsh-gas, a supposition which is not without war-

rant from the conclusions of other observers.* But though

some degree of uncertainty may attach to the numbers given

for the higher temperatures, the fact that, with all the precau-

tions observed in the experiments, the gases were found to be

present in si ^f68
;,t

wm ^" examination wa« made, renders it probable that the re-

sults are not far from the truth, and that carbonic «

marsh-gas are really to be reckoned among the gaseous contents

ofthestonvm tu.rir-, and tl it th. -; ., m- .
ach produced

the one in greater or less quantity had a similar effect upon the

other.

' Watts's Diet of Chem.

\*c
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been subjected to further examination, with the result of mod-
liying somewhat the conclusions there arrived at That ir hae
been derived from the atmosphere by absorption subsequently

dl of the body is improbable f„r nut only did the re-

of the Iovva m,
gain- with the lapse of time, but also there would seem to be
little reason for a selective action of the mass, which would
enable it to take up this gas in preference to the other atmos-
pheric constituents, unless it were the fact of the feebly acid
character of the carbon di-oxide, as in the presence of, or com-
bined with, water. But in this case the carbonates formal bv
combination with the oxides present in meteoric masses, would
be very stable compounds, and quite incapable of d
tion at the low temperatures employed.

Ihe explanation was suggested in the earlier papers that the
- ;K< Wll ^-..ndcnsed upon tin in* part les of the metallic iron,
as well as absorbed within it With ivirwt,t ^t tin eoriv.
ness of this supposition, a special set of experiments was un.l.-r-

j -,

A q°antltJ of the substance of the Iowa meteorite' wa,
reduced to fine powder, and the iron extracted from it with a

magnet, and kept by itself. The grains of iron were then
rubbed repeatedly in an agate mortar to free them as com-
pletely as possible from the adhering stone, from which ti, v

J

before, the residue of the powder being

l

1

;

1,1
'"

.

I,,

1

t,

1

1:,
.

t Mt 1>v ri "- "^ -l-^tions. The material was
'In.to two portion, one olwir,

the stony matter the orhm primmnlh ,,! tl,. ire,. K- . : tl ml

$£T f

pl6Ces
1

of the meteorite were simply broken into smaD

nK?! i?'

and
1

not Pulverized. Each portion was placed in a
clean tube and m its turn attached to the pump for examina-
tion, care being taken to subject each, as nearlv as was ,**-

timp J iT degree of heat
'
and for tlie ^'ne lcnyth " f

rdU» Vu,gS temperature employed was below that of
u neat.- ihe following were the results obtained :

Powder
00
AR

a

o«
C°- IL N " Volumes -

Iron, '

!!.JJ
30
/
96 2-08 0'97 ) 4g

,t
'

:1 " t'"-'!^ram tin- inm eutbelvtVom the min-

.

'' "
• ^ - • :' .., , :.,-:-.

•^ above given indical stony por
;

a considerable portion of the gas given off ot the

""r 1 ".^' 1
- =""1 that this,onminsalaro-erpropor-

whfch o?th^
n
?
X{d

A
es

.

th™ tbat obtained from the iron,

'

°n the °ther band
> » richer in hydrogen. The product
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of the stony fragments is, in its composition, approximately a

mean between the two others, as was to be expected, but it

will be seen that the volume obtained was somewhat larger,

showiim that a portion of the gas was lost in the process of

pulverization. These facts would seem to indicate that, while

a [m) tionol tin gas may be condensed upon the fine particles

ot the iron as at first conjectured, a large part of the carbon

dioxide, and possibly also of the water, carbonic oxide, and

Mint- gases, is mechanically imprisoned in the substance of the

meteorite. Now Mr. Sorby has shown* that the meteorites of

Aussun and Parnallee, when examined in thin sections under

t

:

ie microscope, contain numerous small cavities tilled with gas,

similar to those which have been observed in many terrestrial

minerals It will be noticed that the Parnallee meteorite was

one of those examined by the writer, and found to yield 2*63

volumes of gas on the application of heat
The occurrence of carbon di-oxide in cavities ol minerals,

great as to cause it to be in the liquid condi-

;ed with water, has been often observed, and

has heen quite recently proved in an ing< nious and .satisfactory

manner, by Mr. Hartley,f for a large number of different miner-

als. Similar gas-cavities have been shown also to exist in many
eruptive or v samples of which we need only to

refer to Mr. Sorb\ s ami Mr. J. C. War 1'- pa[ i- in 'he Quarterly

Journal of the Geological Society, and to other memoirs pub-

xtraction and chemical examin-

ation of the gaseous contents of these bodies appears to have

attracted little attention thus tar. though they might lead to

results of great interest and importance. Some incomplete

experiment.- I. \ t'm writer ma v be mentioned here, as illustra-

tions, though but little weight is attached to them as quantita-

tlV( - determinations. A quantity of pulverized trap-rock was

^h.jected to a heat which was raised to incipient redness, the

^unimition l.eino- conducted by the same method as that

employed upon the meteorites. The mineral gave off about

toree-fourths of its volume of mixed gases, which were found

J<>

contain about 13 per cent of carbon di-oxide, the residue

being chiefly hydrogen. Another specimen of trap &

ties of anorthite, was examined, at the request ot Mr.

G- W. Hawes, who had observed gas-cavities in a thin section of

d prepared for microscopic examim.
somewhat more than its own volume of gas, which was found to

contain some 24 per cent of carbon di-oxide. The gas in these

cases was not given off as readily as from the meteorites, and was

was reached. If it should appear improbable that the large
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amount of gas contained in the Kold Bokkeveld specimen could
be retained in this way, it may be suggested that the amorphous
carbon contained in it is a substance peculiarly fitted to absorb
and retain large volumes of gas. These results would seem
rather to assimilate the stony meteorites to terrestrial rocks of
volcanic origin, than to place them in a different category, and

rhen the evidence that they are themselves the product
« igneous action, though modified profoundly in some respects
in their structure, by the influence of other forces, and the cir-

cumstances of their formation. The supposition of the impris-
onment of the gas in the stony substance would also serve to
explain why the water, which can not be separated by a tem-
perature of 100°, continues to be given off even at ti

tures employed, as has often been observed in experi-
ments with meteorites.

It has been pointed out bv astronomers that on arranging
the mean distances of the asteroids in a series, there are found
to be certain gaps in the list, as if some members were wanting.
JNow it is further found that the periodic times of these missing

kand in a simple relation to the time of Jupiter's revo-

1 in such a way that his continued action upon them
would accumulate the perturbative rlh N, n-nding to throw

orbits, with shortened period,

' nssitudes of temperature,

utoi the sun not only would
change of temperature be comparatively rapid but the

ild be very considera-^ -specially considering the fact that these bodies a
small permit them to retain an atmosphere of any

ble amount. It is not difficult to see that these great
changes of temperature in a mass of considerable absorptive
and low conducting power must give rise to powerful stresses,
and that under the intense action of the sun near the perihelic"

up of the bodies themselves/ TheL„_
to separate a mass from the principal body entirely, and

1

so as
not to return, would be less as the mass of the body is smaller,
and WoUld, for a mass no larger than some of the aste
quite within the range of possibi dd thus be
subject to a continuous process of disintegration in its succes-
sive^revolution s and must end in being broken up into a swarm

enH?
gm
vf o

hlC
,

h WOuld gradually°be distributed over the

^1 7^ Such an action appears to be really going on in
some of the comets, and moreover the orbits of several of them
are coincident with those of great meteoric stream* in which
the process of disaggregation has ar. Now,
of the comets of short period a considerable

1

number are grouped
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with their orbits in such a relation to that of Jupiter as to sug-

gest the possibility of their derivation from the asteroids.

»ns also apply to the group of comets asso-

ciate! with the orbit of Neptune, the existence of which sug-

gests the question whether there may not be another group of

asteroids, exterior to this body, yet remaining to be discovered.

But without assuming the asteroidal origin of these comets,

the effects of solar heat just described may be safely predicated

of them, as well as of other comets or meteoric masses revolv-

This process of disintegration, in the earlier stages of the

history of one of these bodies, would constantly present fresh

surfaces for the action of the sun's rays, which must cause the

evolution of large volumes of gas, and the rifts and fissures

produced by the cooling at aphelion would allow the gas con-

i he interior of the body to stream off
1

under compara-
tively little increase of temperature. This gaseous matter,

expanding into empty space and streaming off, forms the tail of

the comet, which is driven away from the sun's direction by
some repellant force possibly due to electrical action. That
the amount of gaseous substance furnished by such a body
should be sufficient to form a luminous train of the immense
extent often observed in comets need not appear incredible, if

we reflect that of a substance like the Kold Bokkeveld meteor-
ite every cubic mile would furnish thirty cubic miles of gas at

the pressure of the terrestrial atmosphere, and that this in space
would be speedily expanded to enormous dimensions, before it

would cease to be cap;. rtrie discharges, or
to be visible bv reflected sunlight. As the masses of some of^ comets

I anetary dimensions there is no
difficulty in accounting for the enormous trains some of them
nave exhibited. Moreover there is reason for believing that
the meteorites which reach the earth are the spent fragments,

J

8 it were, which have already parted with a considerable por-
ionof their gaseous constituents bv the long continued action
ot

.

the sun as above described, so that the amount of gas con-
jamed in some of these celestial bodies may be even much
la<£er than that we observe in actual meteorites. We may
4180 talfe into account the not inconsiderable amount of water
contained in these bodies, to say nothing of the volatile carbon-
aceous matters whirl, are ores,.,,! in some of them.

the relations mentioned above, may be cited the near

'•e of the averaue den-itv of the stony meteorites

V™ the ca } . ; ,. which, though pos-

of a community or

parity of origin.
Additional and most striking testimony to the real connection
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of the meteorites and comets is afforded by the close resemblance
of the spectrum of the gas obtained from the stony meteorites to

the spectra of those comets which have thus far been observed.
Many observations respecting this point were made upon the

gases collected from the various meteorites examined, in the

course of the investigations which have been described. Vac-
uum-tubes of the form usually employed in spectroscopic work
were attached to the pump and filled by the meteoritic gases as

they were evolved. After the latter had been pumped out for

the most part into the collecting tube, a freezing mixture was
applied to one of the tubes of the pump and allowed to remain
until the watery vapor was condensed, thus rendering the

gas in the vacuum-tube very nearly free from moisture. As
the vapor of mercury is always shown by spectroscopic ex-

amination to be present in tube's filled in this way by the use of

a mercury-pump, small pellets of clean gold foil were previ-

ously placed in the tubes, in order to absorb the metal. This

proved to be quite effectual in some cases, in others only par-

tially so. The tubes, having now been sufficiently exhausted

by the continued action of the pump, were removed, sealed,

marked, and preserved for examination.
On passing the discharge of an induction coil through these

tubes when placed before the slit oi a spectroscope, a spectrum
is seen, which varies with the conditions. That from the capil-

lary portion of the tube shows the hvdrogen lines brilliantly,

together with the bands due to carbon compounds. In the

wide part, however, the hydrogen lines are entirely absent, only

the carbon bands being visible. When the illumination is suffi-

ciently strong these are five in number, all sharp at the least

edge, and fading gradually away at the other.

When the slit is narrowed, or"the tube removed to a greater

-> as to diminish the intensity of the light, only three

remain visible, namely, one beginning in the yellowish-green,
one in the green, and another in the greenish-blue. Of these

the mid lie one is l»v far the brightest, and when the liuht^

very much enfeebled remains rs have dis-

appeared. Of the latter, the one in the greenish-blue is brighter

than the other, A resemblance to the spectra of the comets is

a glance, not only in the positions, but also in the

form and relative brig ,, A closer compari-

son however shows a marked difference in their breadth, the

ands, as represented by various observers, covering
a considerably greater space. There appeared also to be a

want of e:
, :1S For the first two

the difference was not greater than the discrepancies of the re-

nt comets, and the bands agreed very well

with some of the observations. The third band showed a

greater divergence.
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As the greater breadth of the cometary bands indicates a
density of the cometic gases greater than that in the tubes ex-
mained, an experiment was made, as follows, for the purpose
of observing the effect of increasing the density of the gas. A
glass tube, having an internal caliber of about one centimeter
and some twenty centimeters in length, was closed at one end,
and through the sides were inserted two platinum wires, at
points near the middle of the tube, the inner ends of the wires
wing in its axis and separated bv an interval of about one cen-
timetei-. Small fragments of the Kold Bokkeveld meteorite

i into the tube and shaken down into the closed
end The upper end was now drawn out to a narrow neck, and
the whole attached to the pump. After exhausting the air,

the neck was sealed, the tube withdrawn, and supported in a

osition so that the interval between the wires was be-
t of the spectroscope, the end containing the meteor-

- below. By means of wires connecting the platinum
lion coil, sparks were passed across the in-

terval, and when the lower end of the tube was gently heated,

ictrum of the gas evolved became visible.
At nrst it was very similar to that which had been observed
Previously, but as the heat was increased, and the pressure of
Qe gas became greater, the bands were seen to widen out,

; at length fully equalled in breadth those of the

ed a tendency to run together,

chan
°rder °f thdr relative intensity there was no appreciable

hJi
6 Sl

-f
ht disagreement in the positions of the first two
the reported observations of cometary spectra is

plained when we consider that tor the latter a
1,1 slit is necessary in order that they may be dis-

>• If the object viewed were a sharp fine line, the
: *ning the slit would be merely to increase its breadth

3S of the edges. It is easy to
' that a band, though with a narrow slit the edge

point f^
a^ briSnter than the other parts, would have its

'. ' "' maximum brightness removed toward the middle of

.,. "
;!

',
lrm and the farther as the o] "

would be that a faint
,;';•-''• ; ""i the tendency would be to displace its apparent

PosmT
t

?
Wards the brightest point. Further, the measured

of ?e
°° of th e edge would be affected by the change of place

«* tubrr
blVdP of the sllt

-
A simPle «F ri! »*nt *ith

were s?l
&

-
Wed tlul tl! '- "'.fi-ations from these two sources

in thp •

-

ent t0 account for the apparent want of agreement

discrL
P.°Sltl0ns of tl! " ''ands. and also to explain some of the" -! nci,

i the results of different observers, as to the
]
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nation. Measurements of the first two bands, with the

slit rather wide and the intensity of the light sufficie fclj I

minished, were found to coincide very satisfactorily with th

best recorded observations upon the corresponding bands ii

the spectra of comets. For the third band the result was les

satisfactory, a? it appears to be somewhat less refrangible th*

its cometary analogue, as determined by the majority o! ehsei

vations of the latter, though it agrees very well with some o

them. Not improbably, however, the hydrocarbons existing i

small quantities in some of the meteorites may be present i:

the comets in sufficient amount to modify their spectra some

what.

Yale College, July 28, 1876.

Art. XXII.—Schcmbein's Test for Nitrates; by F. H. Stoker,

Professor of Agricultural Chemistry in Harvard University.

In his important paper on the Behavior of Ozone towards

Water and Nitrogen, Carius* remarks incidentally that he has

not found the iodo-starch test tor nitrates (employed in conjunc-

tion with zinc, as the reducing agent) a specially delicate one.

It is obvious that tins test tin- nitrates cannot ii

ut Ij i -- 'i t] are in delicacy with the similar test

where the iodo-starch is added directly to the suspect

after mere acidulation. A much smaller quantity
than of nitrate can always be detected by the above m
test, since the zinc, or other reducing agent, which is

act upon the nitrate in order that the iodo-starch rea<

occur, does not in any case change the whole of the oil

a nitrite and no other nitrogenous product. The zinc o

ij
fail, npon the one hand, to reduce the whole of:'

while upon the other its action may go too far, so th,'

the nitrite, formed at first, through reduction of n

may be reduced in its turn and removed from the l«W *'

action. Some of the nitrate is alwavs changed.
'

ammonium salt and so destroyed in so far as the power o

reacting upon iodo-starch is concerned.
, orP

These considerations have often been urged, and

I
familiar to most chemista But in the

better, the iodo-starch test for nitrates has come into ven

general use and has been held in high estimation. The reroara

of Carms must have struck scores of chemists, as it did mj*fl,
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as extraordinary and hardly credible. It was neither consistent

h in's statement as to the delicacy of the test nor
with the reputation which the test had acquired. I have thus
l)ccu led to examine the matter somewhat attentively and to

subject the test anew to critical study. It appears from this

tion that the lack of delicacy observed by Carius was
due to the kind of manipulation employed by him, and that

while his statement is doubtless literally correct it fails to con-
vey a just idea of the much higher degree of delicacy which is

readily obtainable by applying the test in a somewhat different

Two methods of using the test were described by Schcen-
beiu * viz : 1st, To add dilute sulphuric acid and iodo-starch
paste directly to the nitrate solution and to stir the mixture
with a zinc rod ; or, 2d, and better, as we must infer from
Scbcenbein's statement, to reduce the neutral solution of the

lace, by means of zinc or cadmium, there-
after to acidi te sulphuric acid, and finally to
add the iodo-starch paste. Both of these modifications have
come into general use, but the second has been applied perhaps
even more frequently than the first in cases where very small

of nitrates were to be sought for. It is in fact more
delicate than the first method. Carius, however, in the experi-
ments above referred to, employed the first modification and
not the second.
For my own part, I find that the chief objection to the iodo-

sisty bo means a lack of delicacy. The
total defect of the test led, is to be found in
ine fact that mere water, which is absolutely free from any

ates or nitrites, on bein- in t< .
th inc

or cadmium, as if to test it for a nitrate, will react upon iodo-

tc had been dissolved
,n the water.

The explanation of this behavior is not far to seek. The
cotoration of the iodo-starch is caused by peroxide of hydrogen
JQich has been formed in the water by the action of the metal,

to the familiar experiment of Schcenbeinf in which

water a]°
f

-

hydro£en is Prepared by shaking zinc-amalgam in

PP*uTl5°
r example

'
hi8 PaP61" "* Fresenius's Zeitschrift analyt. Chemie, 1862, i,

1 SdSf??
rf
[
s Armalen. 1861, cadi, 288.

IxtfdT, 206)

with a nitrite, when the

J
of the iodo-starch test, but he seems to have compl.

t that the presence of the peroxide would preclude the application
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The amount of peroxide of hvdrogen that is formed in the
limited volume of liquid used, and under the con.liti.ms whirl.

ordinarily obtain when testing for a nitrate, is undoubtedly v-iv
small, but it is nevertheless sufficient to give a perfect!} -

tinct reaction with acidulated iodo-zinc-starch solution. 'This
reaction is far too strong to admit of its being neglected, sub-
tracted, or allowed for, when searc-biim for trac -

Hence it happens, tier solutions of nitrate ..:

potash it is impossible to detect the nitrate by means of i.,do-

starch as onlinar h ajjpH. 1 i .t because the >rodu t- et the

reduction ,,[ the nitrate by zinc, or the like, cease to act upon
the iodo-star.de but because the reaction produced hv these

products is id.-ntieal with that of the p. •-,

is formed simultaneously with them, and which would be

formed just as well in pure water totally devoid of nitrates.

t

Whenever the degree of color, rch obtained,

in testing for a nitrate according to Schcenbein's method, is

less intense than the tint obtainable from 0"000L gram >\0
5

(=0-000187 gram KN0
3 ) in 50 c.c. water it

whether the coloration may not be wholly due to peroxide of

hydrogen. It is easy, at all events, to obtain as much
ot hydrogen by boiling cadmium, zinc or amalgamated ;: a

with mere water, as will give a reaction with, acidulated iodo-

. mN 2 5
or

ven more. The following experin
this point.

A. To 50 c.c. of pure water 0-00005 gram N 3 5
(in the form

of 0-0000936 gram of nitrate of potash) was added, tie

was boiled five minutes with a piece of cadmium
flask, then cooled, transferred to a porcelain
and tested with iodo-zinc-starch.

B. The same experiment was repeated with pure water to

which no nitrate had been added.
O. bame as A., with the exception that zinc was used instei I

of cadmium.
D.Same as B., with the exception that zinc was used insted

of cadmium.
The four capsules were placed side bv side under a darkened

bell glass and left to stand over „e ,t. On ex mi .ation it a
.

Peared that while the contents of capsules B, and D seemed
to be of one and the same depth of color, the contents
sule A were distinctly lighter colored than those of either ot

the other dishes. The^e experiments were simultaneous, and

care was taken that they should be strictlv comparable
one with another. Each experiment was conducted as it »

ere being tested for. Equal surfaces of mold, #

[to the action of the liquids, 10
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Eepetitions of th< se tests c u e similar or analogous results

Sometimes the contents of one capsule in the series would
In.1 more or less strongly colored than the rest and at other

times another, but everything went to show that by this

method of testing, traces of nitrates cannot be distinguished
irom the peroxide of hydrogen that is naturally formed in

tiie liquid under examination. So too, when amalgamated
Bine was used instead of the simple zinc or cadmium. It is

true, as Schcenbein * has said, that water which contains only

r.'iir of nitrate of potash will color iodo-starch blue, after

living been shaken or boiled with bits of amalgamated zinc,

filtered, and acidulated with sulphuric acid: but since water
tluit is absolutely free from nitrates will do almost precisely the
-;mie thing when similarly treated, the statement is of no value
''tlior as regards the delicacy of the test, or the limit of its

applicability.

Proof that the cause of the reaction in the water free from
nitrates is really due to the presence of peroxide of hydrogen
i- tea dily obtained on testing the neutral liquid for that sub-
Stance, with a drop or two of a weak solution of ferrous

and the solution ot iodo-zmc-starch. The charac-

ue coloration of the iodo-starch will quickly appear
when pure water that has been boiled with cadmium or with
y"' i> subjected to this tot, while no reaction is obtaim d. even
after the lapse of many hours, when pure water that has not

Muiet with a metal is similarly treated.

,
".IT h [mre water these results are constant and invariable,

out it is noteworthy that on testing in this way, samples of
water taken from wells, and of rain water taken respectively

•lv and from a leaden cistern, no reaction for perox-

- obtained after simple boiling for five min-
utes with r ,,,, boiling with cadmium and
[hen leaving the liquid to stand upon the metal for twenty-four

•'ion for the peroxide was finally obtained with the

So too when the pure water was tested in a some-

ferent way by mixing it directly with the solutions of
10ao-zinc-starch and sulphate of ir placing
a P^ce of cadmium in the mixture, the blue coloration soon
appeared, while no such coloration was observed when sam-
P'es of rain or well water were tested in this way ; far from
oecoming blue, the liqui Is soon a-q lired a rusty color, as if
fr°m oxidation of the iron salt,
^are was taken to control the peroxide reactions by apply

-

tanalyt. Chemie, 1862, i, 15.

e.t. Chemie,

n JT® made With thia double M"1*- Tw0 0r thr6e dr°PS

as was suggested by Struve, Fre-

- M,.>tMft!:t tests described in
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ing the test (ammonium -ferrous sulphate and iodo-zinc-starch)
to_ acidulated water, that had not been in contact with cad-
mium or zinc, to acidulated and to neutral solutions of pure
nitrate of potash, to neutral solutions of nitrite of soda, all

made with pure water, and to the distillate from a solution of

nitrite of soda that had been boiled with dilute sulphuric acid.

But no trace of blue coloration was observed in either instance.

Corroborative evidence of the presence of peroxide of hydro-

gen in the water that had been boiled with cadmium was ob-

tained as follows: Two portions, each of 100 c.c., of pure water.

were taken. To one portion two hundredths of a milligram
of nitrous arid was added, in the form of nitrite of soda, to-

gether with 2 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid (1:4) and the mix-

ture was boiled for ten minutes in order to expel the nitrous

acid. The other portion was boiled with cadmium, as if it

were to be tested for a nitrate, the eadmium was removed, the

liquid was mixed with 2 e.e. of the dilute acid and then boiled

for ten minutes. Each portion was finally tested, when cold,

with iodo-zinc-starch. The second portion, viz : the one to

which no nitrite had been added, speedily gave a reaction, but

tj"' <i>>* portion did not. After standing twelve hours in the

dark, the first portion remained colorless, while the second por-

tion was distinctly blue. In a word, the nitrous acid known to

have been present in the first portion had been completely ex-

pelled by the boiling, while much of the peroxide of hydrogen
in the second portion had remained intact.
The fact that highly dilute aqueous solutions of peroxide

of hydrog.-n sutler but little decomposition at the tempera-

ture of boiling has often been insisted upon ;* but less atten-

tion seems to have been paid to the equally important fa<?t +

that some of the peroxide goes forward, a> such, with the

v '! nl " ter, and m u b< d< t< . h d in tin listiilate This

volatility of the peroxide is a point of no little significance for

ret, since it makes it very much more difficult than

therwiae be the case to detect traces of nitrite*t»

well as the perox»*
Contrary to the opinion expressed by Plugge ± it would be alto-

gether useless in delicate experiments to apply, in the presence

0* peroxide of hydrogen, that method of testing for nitrites

|

tda upon the vola 1. viz: the

I
and sab

sequent testing, with iodo-starch plus acid, for nitrous acid m
Hate. The following experiments will illustrate the

ceof this consideration. irewatfi
each of 250 c.c, were taken, and one was distilled directly with

I mSFZ*
Gmelirfraut'

8 Handbuoh der Chemie, 1872, i (2* Abth.), P-
»*

p. 105
reco^llzed

-
1 believe, by Schoenbein. See Will's Jabresbericbt,

18««.

IFresenius'a Zeitschrift analyt. Chemie, 1875, xiv, 141.
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acetic acid while the other was boiled with cadmium for five
minutes and thereafter distilled with acetic acid, pains being
taken to make the two experiments alike in all other respects.

The first 50 c.c. of distillate were collected in each instance and
tested with iodo-zinc starch, after acidulation. No reaction was
obtained in the distillate from the mere water and acetic acid,
while the distillate from the water that had been boiled upon
cadmium became colored in less than half an hour. Eepeti-
tions of this experiment gave similar results.

That only a part of the peroxide goes forward with the steam
will be seen from the following trials :—Two separate 250 c.c.

lotions oi j.ure water that had just been di 1 11 d II fio a
-lining a mixture of zinc and spongy copper were

taued with cadmium, and a part of each of the liquids was
~ U(] ,m " tl; willi i. do zinc starch plus acid, while the remain-

•it'i's were distilled with acetic acid and the first 50 c.c. of dis-

a subjected to the test in each instance. In both
™ tl e

i tions tested directly gave a stronger coloration
tban was obtained in either of the distillates. In order to be
sure that the acetic acid had no improper influence on these
reactions, several portions of pure water were distilled with

time, a fresh portion of the acetic acid wot
: and the next 50 c.c. of distillate was tested with

joao-zinc starch plus acid, but no reactions were obtained, al-
though the mixtures were allowed to stand twenty-four hours
*fter the application of the test

It may be mentioned in this connection that the tendency of
peroxide of hydrogen to be transported with the vapor of water
ry perhaps afford the true expl use of the

> the peroxide in some of the solutions examined by
!

> his Untersuchungen iiber Sauerstoff, Hannover,

al ' Pp' 94-H0- Such transportation of the peroxide may

outer
moreover for tae Presence of this substance in the

from peroV;

apposing that th
ln ^e reaction.

sum*? •

reg
fd t0 the delicacv of the iodo-starch test for nitrates,

there were no interference from peroxide of hydrogen,

ced iP
rS? a

,

S has been stated above, that that method of pro-

DrPhW
Whlch the nitrate is reduced by itself, as a separate,

r "e iodo-starch, is decidedly preferable to the other

aJten ,ii
addlQg the iodo-starch, the acid, and the reducing

^ ail at once to the nitrate solution. As Goppelsrceder*

An Jn^ o
* Poggendorffs Annalen, 1862, cxv, 128.

0C8
-
8ni- THtRn 8Br,B9-VoL. XII, No. 69.-SEPT.. 1876.
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has remarked, it seems to be immaterial whether the nit rut.

solution be boiled for a few moments with the cadmium or zinc

or left to stand for some hours in the cold in contact with one

of these metals; though the boiling will usually be found more

convenient in practice.

It has been customary hitherto, in this laboratory, to proceed

as follows, when testing for nitrates by Schoenbein's process:

100 c. c. of the suspected liquid were put in a small •_

together with bits of rnetdlie eadrmum and boiled lor UN-

minutes. When the liquid had become cold half of it was

transferred to a small porcelain dish, one e. e. or dilute >ui| liuriy

acid* was added to it, and finally, two c. c. of iodo-zii

solution.f The capsule, with its contents, was th<

under a darkened bell-glass and examined at stated interval*

Tested in this way, a solution of nitrate of potash, containing

* The dilute sulphuric acid is prepared by mixing one volume of

adding enough pure water to replace that which has evaporated.
'

3 follows, after Kubel-Tiemanij

tnd pour the smooth,

ams pure commercial

i to boil the mixture

tfd and keep it in the dark in well-closed dowm-

Pure water is obtained as follows :

nnanganate of poWMj

* dissolved in rain-water to color the liquid strongly ; the mixture is left to stanu

or 24 hours, and then transferred to a coDDer still. A lump of lime is adde

distilled slowly, the
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0*0005 grm. N
2
O

s
in 50 c. c. water, gave an immediate colora-

tion on being mixed with iodo-zinc-starch plus acid, after hav-
ing been boiled for five minutes upon cadmium ; with a solution
containing 0'0002 grm. N

2 5
the blue coloration appeared

about 5 minutes after the addition of the iodo-starch, and with
a solution containing 0-0001 grm. N 2 5

the color began to ap-
pear in about 8 minutes. The last named quantity indicates
very nearly the limit of applicability of the test, since the de-
gree of coloration derivable from an amount of the nitrate any
smaller than this, could hardly be distinguished from that due
to the peroxide of hydrogen that is obtained on boiling pure
water upon cadmium or zinc. It is true that the coloration
caused by the products of the reduction of a nitrate generally
appears rather more speedily than the coloration produced by
peroxide of hydrogen, but since the reaction of the peroxide
often begins to show ten or fifteen minutes after the addition
of the iodo-zinc-starch and acid, and sometimes even sooner, no
dependence can be placed upon men rapidit in the appearance
of the coloration, as a means of distimru <1 iho t u nitrate from
the peroxide. In case the mixtures are left to stand over night,
or for a number of hours, after the iodo-starch has been added,
this seeming advantage in favor of the nitrate solutions disap-
pears, for after long standing the coloration due to peroxide of
hydrogen is often as deep as that obtained from 0-00005 grm.

^ 2 5 ,
and the difference between this tint and that obtained

m>m 0-0001 is by no means large enough to permit of distin-
guishing the one from the other with any certainty.

Kesults very different from the foregoing were obtained
when 50 c.c. of the pure nitrate solution, mixed directly with

a of the dilute acid and 2 c.c. of the iodo-zinc-starch
solution, were left to stand in contact with a rod of zinc, accord-

method employed by Carius.* On proceeding in
a solution containing 0"01 grm. of N

2 5
(=0-01872

•0
3), in 50 c.c. of water gave a reaction almost imme-

1,: 'i the zinc was added; and a solution containing
v wo grm. N

3 s (=0-00936 grm. KN"0
3 )

began to show a
™*e coloration at the lower end of the zinc rod in a few

rTnnl whi]e in a solution containing 0-002 grm. N 2 5

L °?74 oi-m. KN0
3 ) no coloration could be perceived

IxT ? the laPse of two hours
>
tbough the li(*

uid was

0-nnS
at frequent intervals. On repeating this trial with

v n
grm. N

2 5 a similar result was obtained. '003 grm.

verv
<=7°"0O5616 grm. KN0

3 ) in 50 c.c. water gave a
y slight coloration at the lower end of the

whip}?
COm

1

Paratively short time. Trials similar to the above, in

amalgamated zinc was used instead of simple zinc, gave
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no better results, but rather worse on the whole. Kods of

cadmium appeared to be somewhat preferable to those of zinc,

though not much.
It will be observed that the results of these tests are even less

favorable than those obtained bv Carius, since this chemist

puts the limit of delicacy at 0-0015 grm. KN0
3

in 50 c.c.

water. The following experiments moreover go to show that

when the test is used in this manner the presence of trifling

impurities in the solution to be examined may interfere with

the reaction very decidedly and render the negative indications

of the test untrustworthy even at the comparatively low degree

of delicacy above mentioned. Thus, on repeating some of the

foregoing trials and using rain-water to dissolve the nitrate,

instead of the pure water previously used (see page 182, note)

less favorable results were obtained. A solu''

equal to 0*005 grm N
2 5 , in 5

reaction with the iodo-zinc-starch i

repeating the trial with cistern-wal

slight reaction was obtained, but the

increasing faded away after a time and disappeared, rut; pi"-

portion of acid employed to acidulate the mixture is not with-

out influence upon the delicacy of the test, and it may well he

that in order to the best results a larger amount of acid is

required than was used in the foregoing trials. The small

quantity of the acid actually taken was chosen in order to con-

form to'Carius's injunction that " the addition of but little acid

is a condition of success." But it appeared once on repeating

the trial with the nitrate solution, in pure water, that contained

0-005 grm. N
2 5

in 50 c.c, that while no coloration of the

iodo-starch had appeared after some time so long as only two

drops of sulphuric acid had been added, the reaction soon sei

in on the addition of two more drops of the acid.

The defect of the usual method of testing for nitrates having

been made apparent, I have naturallv endeavored to d}
f
c0\

some better method of procedure which, while preserving a?

the delicacy of the test, should permit its general application-

Casting about for some means of reducing nitrates to ni n

which should not at the same time occasion the formation

peroxide of hvdrogen, I have finallv hit upon the simpi

device of boiling the nitrate with metallic cadmium in **»

that is slightly acidulated, instead of operating with neu

_i..^.__ ° ^ ,..,.', j-j rwitrary to

-

solutions, as has hitherto been recommended. Contrary

what might have been inferred from what has been P
ubl

f
hitherto, and from what is known of the action of aciduiai

_

water upon metals in the cold, no peroxide of hydrogen

formed when water slightly acidulated with sulphuric aci

^

boiled upon metallic cadmium; and since the reduce
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nitrates to nitrites by means of cadmium occurs readily in such

boiling acidulated solutions it happens that the iodo-starch test

can be employed in this way for the detection of nitrates with-

al ty and with a high degree of certainty. The only

special precautions to be taken are to test the boiled liquid

with litmus paper in order to be sure of its acidity, and to

guard against the loss of any nitrous acid by volatilization.

This can readily be done by attaching to the small flask in

which the nitrate is reduced a small inverted Liebig's con-

denser, through the sleeve of which a stream of cold water is

made to flow. The following experiments will illustrate the

delicacy of this new method of testing

:

A. 0-0005 grm. N 2 5 , in the form of nitrate of potash, was
boiled for five minutes upon metallic cadmium in 50 c.c. of

pure water to which two drops of the dilute sulphuric acid, of

p. 182, had been added. On testing with iodo-zinc-starch plus

acid a strong reaction was obtained, almost immediately.
B. 0-0002 grm. N

2 5
similarly treated gave a reaction in

about five minutes.
C. 0-0001 grm. N 2O s gave a reaction in rather less than fif-

teen minutes.
D. 50 c.c. of pure water acidulated with two drops of the

ilphuric acid, and boiled upon cadmium, without any
addition of a nitrate, gave no reaction with iodo-zinc-starch

plus acid, not even on standing over night.

Repetitions of these trials gave results that were identical

with the foregoing.
E. 000005 grm. N 2

O
s
in 50 c.c. of pure water was tested, as

above, in comparison with pure water devoid of nitrate. At
the end of half an hour the solution that had contained the

ve a rather strong coloration with the iodo-starch,

pure water remained perfectly colorless.

*• 0-00001 grm. N
2O s

in 50 <

Hut no reaction was obtained
after the lapse of 36 hours.

order to determine whether metallic cadmium in acid-

ide of I

'

. pure water i

i contact with the metal over night

;

tQe water thus charged with peroxide was divided into two
^al portions, one of which was tested directly with iodo-

starch plus acid, while the other two drops
<* dilute sulphuric acid, again boiled upon cadmium and then
tested. A strong reaction was obtained in the portion tested

but no reaction was obtained from the acidulated por-
"on until after the lapse of two hours, and then the coloration
Was but slight In repeating this experiment, 100 c. c. of pure
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water were boiled upon cadmium for five miuutes; 50 c. c. of

the water were then poured off' to be tested, while two drops of

dilute sulphuric acid were added to the flask, and the acidu-

lated liquid was again boiled for five minutes with the cadmium.
On decanting and testing the acidulated liquid with iodo-starch,

it gave no coloration, not even after the mixture had stood over

night, while on testing the portion that had been boiled with-

out acid it gave a strong coloration in due course.

H. To see if hydrogen alone would so quickly destroy the

peroxide, a stream of hydrogen gas was made to flow during

five minutes through a solution of peroxide of hydrogen, pre-

pared as above, that was kept at the temperature of boiling.

But the liquid thus treated gave almost as strong a

with indn-.MaivJi after the passage of the hydrogen as it had

done before.

On trying whether some one of the more common metals

might not perhaps be used in testing for nitrates by the new
method, it appeared that neither of them is on the whole so

well fitted for the purpose as cadmium. Thus on repeating the

foregoing experiments, with zinc, amalgamated zinc, aluminum,
and iron, it appeared that while no peroxide of hydrogen was

formed on boi!in<2 acidulated water upon these metals, neither

of them was so well fitted as cadmium to reduce nitrates to

nitrites m acidulated solutions. From zinc and from amalga-

mated zinc, distinct reactions were obtained with solutions con-

taining 0-0005 grm. N
a 5

in 50 c.c. water, when the iodo-starch

mixture was left to stand over night, though no coloration ap-

peared until after the lapse of more than two hours; (ifigW

reactions were obtained also, after long standing, from
that contained O'OOOl grm. N o 0. ; but no reaetion was obtained

in a solution that contained :00005 grm. N,0 3
. From alumi-

num a slight coloration of the iodo-starch was obtained, after

two hours standing, with a solution that contained 0*01 g™-
N

a 5
in 100 c.c. water, and a stronger reaction was got from a

solution that contained more of the nitrate. From iron no

reaction was obtained, in the course of two hours, with a solu-

tion containing 0-01 grm. N„0
5
in 100 c.c. water, th<

a considerably stronger solution a reaction was obtained. A
solution containing 0*01 grm. N O in 100 c.c. water boiled

upon a mixture of iron and platinum gave a reaction almost

immediately, but one containing 0-001 grm. N 2 5
gave no re-

action after having been boiled upon the mi
num. No reaction was obtained with a solution containing

0-01 grm. N
2O s in 100 c.c. water after adding to it a -'

:

lU

quantity of acidulated sulphate of silver and boiling the ma-
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acidulated solutions, magnesium perhaps even more readily

than cadmium, but neither of them would seem to be so good

as cadmium for use in testing for nitrates since they form per-

oxide of hydrogen when boiled in water that is no more

strongly acidulated than that just described. The trouble with

both metals, bin particularly with magnesium, seems to be that

they combine with and consume the acid too rapidly so that

the*solution becomes neutral or well nigh neutral, and lit lor

the production of peroxide of hydrogen, before the boiling

process is finished.

In experiments with lead it was found that a solution con-

taining 0-0001 grm. N„O
s

in 50 c.c. gave a decided reaction

with iodo-starch in less'thf'iu half an hour, and that a solution

containing iiooni).', oTm . N,,0. gave n distinct r< iction in half

an hour, though it was not "quite as strong as the reaction ob-

tained with cadmium under similar circumstances. 50 c.c.

pure water plus two drops dilute sulphuric acid, boiled five

minutes upon lead ,
f any nitrate gave a

slight reaction with iodo-st reh and acid on stai ding over night
;

but on repeating the experiment with four drops of acid no

reaction was obtained.
In experiments with magnesium it was found thai

solutions containing respectively 0-0001 and 0-00005 grm.

N
2 5

in 50 i 1 dated iodo-staivh

wi'thin fifteen minutes ; and that a solution containing 0-00001

grm. N
5
plus four drops of acid gave a distinct reaction on

standing over night. But 50 c.c. pure water plus two drops

Idute sulphuri- acid boiled five minutes upon
without addition of any nitrate gave a slight reaction in the

course of two hours, and on repeating the experiment, with
in1 »' drops of acid a slight reaction was obtained on

the mixture to stand over night, though none was visible at the

end of two hours. With silver, an acidulated solution contain-

ing 0-025 grm. N„O
s
in 50 c.c. water gave a very slight reac-

tion with iodo-starch in the course of two hours, while a weaker
neutral solution, containing 0"01 grm. N 3 5

in 100 c.c. water,

that was boiled upon silver gave no reaction.
It is to be observed that in the foregoing set of experiments

the solutions were acidulated in every instance before the bod-

ing, and that an inverted condenser was always attached to the

flask in order to prevent the escape of any nitrous acid.

Solutions containing 0-005 <rrm. N
2 5

in 50 c.c. a

*ater, left : hours or more in the cold with

metallic aluminum, iron or° zinc, and then tested with lodo-

" no reaction in the cases of iron and zinc, and only

doration in the case of aluminum.
.

-N o reaction for peroxide of hydrogen was obtained in acid-
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ulated water that had been boiled five minutes upon a mixture
of pieces of tin and platinum, nor was any reaction obtained
from at. acidulated solution of nitrate of
similarly boiled.

Numerous trials were made to discover, if possible, some re-
1 " (

' - -
f |T

' '
l t! - !

i I
'

f
ii!i< innate^ to nitritesm neutral solutions, should not form peroxide of hyd

such solutions; but all these efforts were unsuccessful.
of fact there are comparatively few chemicals . apable <>t ivdn
ing nitrates to nitrites in presence of much water; while most,
if not all of these substances readily form peroxide of hydrogen
when left in contact with water and air. Among- metals? I

have found only iron and lead that seem to be at all fit to be
used as substitutes for cadmium or zinc, in testing for
by the old method. Both these metals readily reduce nitrates

- m dilute neutral solutions at the boiling temperature;
but they, as well as magnesium, aluminum, and eoppc
the formation of peroxide of hydrogen also, when boiled in

pure water. Aluminum, though it reduces nitrates to nitrites

in neutral solutions, seems to be inferior to zinc for this
and magnesium, though it reduces nitrates very readily in neu-
tral solutions, seems to form peroxide of hvdroo-en even more
easily than cadmium.
The behavior of iron and lead towards nitrates will appear

from the following statement: Neutral solutions of nitrate of

potash, containing in 100 c. c. of water O'Ol grm. (or more) of

u
2 V S?vf

a stronS taction with the lodo-starch, aftei
been boiled five minutes upon iron wire ; with 0-001 grm. N 3 s

on soon appeared, and with 0-0001 grm. N
2 5

there-
action appeared after some little time. A special ex]
was made, as follows, to test the efficiency of iron as compared
with that of cadmium or zinc: 50 c. c. of pure water were
boiled for five minutes upon iron wire in one flask, while in

another flask 50 c. c. of pure water, plus 0O005 grm. N,0„ in

the torm of nitrate of potash, were boiled upon an equal amount

* I have, as yet, made no experiments with the alkali metals or their amalgams

p 56
vanous other metals, as recorded in Gmelin Kraut's Handbuch, i (2 Abtn.),

wi?h
n
wa t

he
-

abOVe statement
,
that iron forms peroxide of hydrogen

;

the peroxide i

with Schcenbein's observation

ae-stareh aolrtj*
and dilute JphuSUidtrndlef;
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of the iron wire. When cold, the liquids were transferred to

porcelain capsules, mixed with iodo-zinc-starch and acid, and

K it to stand over night. Decided reactions were obtained in

l)'>tli instances, but the liquid to which the nitrate had been

added was deeper colored than the other, and the difference in

tint between the contents of the two dishes seemed to be rather

more marked than was the case in similar experiments where

or zinc had been used instead of iron. It is not un-

likely that iron would have been rather better fitted than either

of these metals, for use in testing Ling to the

old plan.

On repeating this last experiment with metallic lead, instead

of iron, decided reactions were obtained with the iodo-starch in

both dishes ; but the colorations were of about the same depth
as those ordinarily obtained with cadmium, and that obtained

from the nitrate solution was no stronger than that from the

pure water.

Solutions of nitrate of potash (O'Ol grm. N 3 5
to 100 c. c.

water), made alkaline with potash or with lime, were reduced,
with formation of some nitrite, when boiled for five minutes
upon iron, or left to stand over night in contact with the metal
in the cold ; but the reactions with iodo-starch that were ob-

tained in this way were less strong than those got by operating
upon neutral solutions of the nitrate.
The following substances failed to reduce nitrate of potash

when boiled for five n solutions of that sub-

stance, containing 0-025 grm. N„O
s
in 100 c. c. water, or, at the

least, no reaction could be obtained with the iodo-starch after

using them, viz : filter-paper, phosphorus (ordinary and amor-

-enic, ferrous sulphate, ferrous sulphide, and sulphite
,>[

,

h?ad. No reaction was obtained when acidulated solutions
" ! khe nitrate, of the above mentioned strength, were boiled
^j'li stannous chloride, ferrous sulphate, glucose, or arsenic.

«o reduction to nitrite was detected when solutions of the m-
™ that had been mixed with lime were digested with ordi-
" iirv (jr amorphous phosphorus. uiucose, or ferrous sulphide,

in mixed with hydrate of potash

»JJ
I "<i led upon metallic arsenic.

Un the other hand, recently preci ile
'
D°iled

tor five minutes with neutral, acid, and alkaline solutions of

njtrate of potash (0'01 N
2 5

in 100 c. c. water), reduced some

ate in each instance, so that reactions were obtained

- iodo-starch to the several filtrates, but as the reac-
tions were not very strong there seemed to be little encourage-
ment to proceed with the inquiry.

If it were less difficult than it is, to manipulate with thor-

oughly boiled water so that no atmospheric air should come
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into contact with it, it would be possible, by using such water,

to avoid the interference of peroxide of hydrogen, in testing

for nitrates in neutral solutions by Scliu

n

out of contact with the air, no peroxide of hydrogen
by the action of cadmium or zinc upon water that has been

W boiled, in a glass flask, provided with ;i lotur .-.1..1

very narrow outlet. Even when no special pains are taken m
preserve such water from contact with the atmosphere after

the boiling, it is easy to perceive that peroxide of hydrogen
does not readily form in it. So too, though in a lesser degree,

ter that has been well nigh completely deprived ol air

llation in the vacuum of an air-pump. But no such in-

abiht; to yield peroxide of hydrogen was observed in water

that had been boiled for a long time in a copper flask, into the

neck of which a long and very narrow brass tube had been sol-

dered. The boiled water from the copper flask gave a reaction

for the peroxide even when tested directly, without having been

put in contact with any other metal.
I am much indebted to my assistant, Mr. D. S. Lewis, for hi?

cooperation in this investigation.
Bussey Institution, Jamaica Plain, Mass., June, 1876.

Art. XXIII.—Note on the double decomposition of Pot«*s>> Bro-

mide and Sodic Chloride; by J. H. Bill, Surgeon U. S. Army.

In the practice of analytical chemistry it is the custom in

ig and recording the results to associate the ''stroDgeei

acid with the "strongest base." Thus, if barium, potassium,

sulphuric and nitric anhydrides are found in a com
;

the statement of the analysis we associate together th

and sulphuric anhydride and the potassii
dride.

In this record nothing is assumed, for the basic sul;

rates as an insoluble powder, the potassic nitrate ren

solution a soluble crystalloid.
Again, if potassium, sodium, chlorine and bro

f™d in a mixture we record the results as so much r?'-!'

if we mix solutions
bromide and sodic chloride we hold that potassic chloride ana

sodic bromide exist in the mixture in consequence of a double

decomposition. On what do we rest such an assumption •'
»

it on anything more than analogy ? The
sium and of sodium have nearly the same solubility,
tailing

s forms. We get no precipitate on mixing their solution

i

nor characteristic crystals on evaporating these, nor change
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color in the solutions themselves, nor other evidence that the

chemical relations of the several bodies have been altered. In

short our belief in this alter; tion is purely hypothetical.

Several years ago while condtu al research

on the action of the bromides I observed certain facts which

I here offer as a demonstration of the proposition that potassic

bromide and sodic chloride, when brought together in solution,

undergo double decomposition.
If five or six grams of potassic bromide are administered to a

healthy man, his urine of the succeeding twenty-four hours will

show the following changes: X< rl al th< pot -mm ingested

as potassic bromide will be found in'the urine in addition to that

naturally present, united with chlorine augmented aceo

the amount of bromide taken ; the sodium scarcely altered in

quantity; th hat^ unchanged : only a very

little bromine will be found. Bromides, however, may be de-

tected for two weeks after the last dose taken, whilst excess of

potassium will be found only after the first day.

I can account for these facts only on the supposition that the

potassic bromide ingested was decomposed by the sodic chlo-

ride of the bl,)«,d. potassic chloride—excreted by the urine—
and sodic bromide—retained in the blood as a substitute for

sodic chloride— resulting.
,

. .

Further, this decomposition was the result of simple chemical

affinity. We know of no instance where a " vital force" changes
in the body the usual action of chemical force and we have no

nght to assume it here. We hold the reaction therefore to be
a uni versal one. I submit the average result of th ree a na I y « is

when no bromide was taken, and the average results of six

analyses of urine when the body was under the influence of

from five to ten grams of potassic bromide. The results show
the amounts of the whole twenty-four hours, all the urine for

that period being collected. The method was to incinerate a

portion • of the urine and from the ash to separate the alkaline

earths, sulphates and phosphates. The sod i inn an<

were then estimated in the form of chlorides by the indirect

method. The chlorine and bromine were also estimated indi-

rectly.

Potassium. Sodium. Chloriue. Bromide,

grms. grms. grms. grms.

Jo bromide taken 4-21 7*67 »*6«
^even grains (average)) r82 1V45 004

of bromide taken \
b

1 We waited for a chance to extend these experiments to

n of the iodides and chlorides, but seeing no prooa-

rnmitvof doing so will present
ltsetf I publish this note for what it is worth.

A ew York. June 15. lSlfi.
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Art. XXIV.—Note on Erosion ; by James D. Dana.

In Professor Gilbert's very valuable paper on " The Colorado
Plateau Province,"* the author speaks of the process of erosionf

as including the three general divisions, "(1) /-

transportation, and (3) corrasion ;" and states that " con', riofl k
performed by solution, and by mechanical wear:" that the

mechanical wear is due to the blows which the moving frag-

ments [of the detritus] deal upon the stream bed, and among
themselves

;
and that " the element of velocity is of double im-

portance, since it determines, not only the speed, but, to a

great extent, the size of the pestles which grind the rocks." He
further observes, in his excellent explanatory analysis of the

mechanical action of flowing water, that the energy of a stream

is used up in transportation, corrasion, and friction, either one

or all
; and that sometimes partly also, but not usually so, in pro-

ducing an increase in the velocity of flow ; that the energy "in a

mi is entirely consumed in friction on its bottom," and

in one that is loaded to its full capacity with detritus, in transpor-

tation. From these principles, he concludes that " if

has no load of < etritus it m n . 1 es only by solution," that is,

by softening and dissolving away the rocks.
The eroding action directly connected with friction is not

dwelt upon by Professor Gilbert, nor distinctly included m
the "general divisions" of erosion which he enumerates, although

he is unquestionably familiar with the facts ; and a few words

on the subject are therefore here added, since an
of the work which may thus be done appears to be essential

full understanding of the method of canon-making.

i

The impinging of the flowing waters against the bottom and

sides of a stream generally causes, besides a diminution o

velocity owing to friction,' an overcoming of adhesion, ana

of other sources of resistance to displacement, in the materl*

acted upon. The operation is exhibited, on a small scale, a

the placers of California and the Bocky Mountains, where »

stream of water—strictly a water-fall—strikes, in a jet, W
rather firmly consolidated gravel bank, and, in an mcredjW

short time, levels the thick deposits over a large area, in

water that impinges has " no load of detritus," and yet it erod*

with tremendous efficiency. The flooded rivers that tear nous^

from their foundations, and break off or uproot trees, attor«

other examples; for the work is, first, rending, and then, trao

portation. The sudden rise of several feet or yards in a mou

tain stream, or along a western canon, sometimes occurring
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a consequence of a severe and short storm, often affords, as is

well known, vast effects of this kind.

Flowing water, causes easily, through this method of erosion,

a rapid destruction of those deposits that are imperfectly

cemented ; but not these alone. It may cause a rapid degrada-

tion also of hard rocks. For granite, quartzyte, sandstone,

limestone, and other rocks equally firm, are generally jointed

throughout, that is, intersected everywhere by a system of

fractures ; and many kinds also break easily into slates, flags,

or chips, even without a previous weakening by weathering.

Consequently, when the waters, swollen to flood height and

quickened immensely in velocity, plunge along a gorge, they

readily tear, shove, or wrench out of place blocks or slabs ex-

posed in the walls to their violence. As the \

they dash in many places, with the full force of the stream,

against projecting ledges, and drive into all crevices or openings,

; of degradation ; and much additional by

undermining and toppling down the piles of s

Such waters in the rocky regions of the west, where the bed
and gorge are rock-made, transport, in their greatest floods but

to? the detritus which at so rapid a rate of flow

they could carry, and hence, comparatively little of the

energy is used up in transportation. Moreover, the descent in

thecanoneil s»ti. ',m~ ..| ;|>. Rocky Mountain slopes is often-
much oftener, probably, than Professor Gilbert seems to allow—
sufficient to produce an increasing velocity as a direct conse-

quence of the fall, and hence an accumulation, thereby, of work-
ing force or energy : and all this would augment greatly the

^nlts. The clearer the waters, the greater will be the velo-

Clty> and, hence, the vaster the amount of degradation by this

it us would increase the effects if the velocity

remained the same.
It has been well said that glaciers depend largely for their

work in the way of erosion on the jointed condition of the rocks
over which they pass, these making it easy for the moving ice

to force out of place great masses for transportation, and so

i,,n: and that the abrasion by
means of stones in the bottom of the ice is comparatively of
trinmg importance. I am stronglv inclined to believe that the

same general fact is true as regar I

lvers over
a rocky region

; and hence that the results of friction, or of the
blows of the impinging torrent are the chief means of deg
m most cases of canon-making ; that abrasion, or the wear ot

the sides and bottom bv transported stones and earth (included

P - Gilbert), is of next importance;
Wn«e the mutual wear of the transported particles or frag-

ments, or corrasion, aids in clearing the gorge of the dislodged
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—Classified JUst of Rocks observed in the Huronian
th of Lake Superior, inth remarks on their abundance,

»
and

'J ution; also a tabular pre-
mentation of the Sequence of the beds, with an Ey
Aqmvaleno, ; by T. B. Brooks.

During the last ten years I

thoroughly the east and 'north
the large Archaean area lying southwest of Lake Supei.,., ._

bracing the iron and copper regions of northern Mic
Wisconsin.^ Beside

|;he field, I have collected

and catalogued over 3,000 rock specimens, mostly Uuronum.
embracing, it is believed, all the kinds and most of the varieties

to be observed in that portion of the region which came under

my observation. The most interesting of these specimens hav-

ing now been more or less th by competent

lithoJogists, 1 feel Dg the following list of

names with classification. They are based largely on a micro-

scopic study of over 200 thin seVti >n- *' -.j- -a I r>

Dr. A. Wichmannf of Leipsic under the su
kel, an equal amount of similar work by Mr. Chas. E. Wright,!

together wit! -,, considerable number
made by Mr. Frank Eutley of London. Dr. T. S. Hunt has

i a large number with the Huronian rocks of

Dr. A. Tbreebohm of Stockholm has made similar comparisons

of Scandinavia, and Herr B. Wapler of Freiberg,

with the rocks of Saxony. Prof. Geo. J. Brush has made sev

ents. Prof. R Pumpelly placed at my disposal his numerous

s, made in the Archaean area! Mr. A. A. J
K

:

iU Mtfh -l'" n'.ed tljp pi vM.d < hi. meters of these rocks m
V- voi. j. of the Mic ii_ m Geological Eeports, 187*

From this material the nomenclature given below has been

''awn. As many of the rocks are fine-grained, often

different kinds and varieties graduating into eacn

is to be expected that similar specimens would often

liflferent names. This has been particularly the case

with the hornblendic rocks, diorytes, diabases, and <•

lated chloritic schists, also to a less extent with liy-i

* For geographical distribution anc
rocks, see Brooks and Pumpelly, Af^^^/^W their Map No. 1, Atlas of Michigan

I t> w- S
e °f Northern Wisconsin is mapped in detail.

I \r w- ?a
.

rm is PrePariQg a Paper embodying the results of nw^
results'

g
.

Ms work was done for the Wisconsin Geological Surrey,
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-hi. aririllaeeous. and micaceous rocks. An effort lias been

made to reconcile tho.-e different views through the results of

the microscopic investigations of the gentlemen above named,

un well as by observations in the field, where a fine-grained or

altered rock 'can often be traced through its various transitions

tu a coarser and typical variety.

The age and distribution of the different members of the

Ihmniim series given in the annexed table are chiefly based

on my own observations: use, however, has been made of the

notes" of Prof. Pumpelly and Mr. Wright, and the publications

of Dr. Credner, whose descriptions of the transitions of the

various rocks are excellent. The hypothetical scheme of

equivalency presented in the table is my own* That subject

was also discussed in a paper entitled, "On the youngest

Huronian Rocks south of Lake Superior, and the age of the

Copper-bearing Series."f
The thickness of the Huronian series, which are everywhere

sharply folded, thus presenting their upturned edges which are

"ften abruptly curved, striking at every point of the compass,

-can only be" determined with" exactness by a protracted study

of many sections. Exclusive of the youngest observed mem-
ber (the granite bed XX, only recently made out), the tl

seems least in the Matrpiette and western district.*, where it is

believed not to exceed test in the Menomi-
nee Region, where it ma\ exceed 12. > feet. I do not know
bow Dr. Cn - estimate of 18,000 h.% as the

thickness of the sixteen oldest beds of my scheme (the only

ones he exam minee Region. In one

ring to his having mistaken cleavage for

d IX), he overlooked at least one synclinal and one

fold, thus counting the same bed at least three times.

The lithe-logical classification adopted is that given in the

,

w »"l edition7>f Dana's Manual of Geology, 1875, as best em-
l,r»fing the facts. No other classification of rocks that has

ler my notice admits the so-called greenstones among
KM-phic rocks, where, following the lead of the (

• 1 would place the diorvtes, diabases, ai

abundant in the Huronian area south of Lake Supe-

"°b especially in the eastern portion, which is nearest the

Huronian of Canada.
* Dr- H. Credner makes my oldest fourteen beds of the Marquette series the

jquivalents of the quartzyte bed II of the Menominee series See Zen

Sfhengeolog m Band, 1869. His h^Dgfe* ed torec-

gzethe upper Huronian, detracts considerably from the weight of this hypoth-
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Explanations.

1st. The numbers following many names refer to tvpical

specimens of that rock contained in my Michigan State Collec-

tion (see catalogue * in Geological Survey of Michigan, 1873,

vol. ii, p. 201), partial duplicate suites of which were furnished

the University of Michigan, Boston Institute of Technology,
Harvard University, Sheffi k ,1. the Schools of

Mines in New York and Philadelphia, Smithsonian Institution,

as well as several other American and foreign institutions.

See list in the report named above. The same numbers re-

peated in the table indicate their stratigraphical position, and

the region from which obtained.f
2d. Those rocks marked L have also been observed in the

Laurentian system, which has however been but little explored.

No Huronian rocks are believed to be identical with those of

the copper-bearing series, although some of the greenstones

have considerable resemblance.
3d. The Marquette region embraces the important iron-min-

Lg district southeast of Keeweenaw Bay ; of which Marquette

i Michigan is the chief port. About fifty or sixty miles south

the undeveloped Menominee iron region extending into Wis-

consin. One hundred and twenty-five miles west of Marquette,

on Black River. Mich., and thirty miles farther west, where

Bad River crosses the Penokie Iron Range, Wis., the Huronian

series is well exposed. See table.
4th. The Roman numerals of the table express the approxi-

mate relative age of the twenty beds into which it has been

found convenient to divide the Huronian of the Marquette and

Menominee regions, numbered from the oldest upward. The

equivalency has been extended with less certainty to the Black

River and Bad River series, and with still less to the Huronian

of Canada. See table. .

5th. The names of rocks which have not been observed in

the Huronian are usually printed in italics. . ,

6th. The varieties of each kind of rock are arranged in the

order of relative abundance, so far as known.

1. Fragmental Rocks, exclusive of Limestones.

True quartz-conglomerates are not abundant, but occur in

the Middle Huronian, both in the Marquette and Menominee

Regions
; and in ase of the series, is a proto-

nglomerate holding pebbles of granite, gneiss, and quartz-

lpplementarv ravish anfJ o-H-^^ri Aaar*tT>tiv* ffltalotrue of this tyP1
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By T. B. BROOKS.

MARQUETTE IRON REGION,

iL*-*—

»

XIX. Grayisli-Uack mica schist, oft

fourolitic and holding andalusite and g*

ets; rarely chloritic schist. Quartz

Probably soft slate.

XVII. Anthophi,

XVI. Banded ochrey

VIII. Ferruginous

tfe; quartzyte, rare]

19,20,21.
VII. Ilomblem/ir m>-!.*. with rel

V. Quartzyte gradu

ith interstratiiied beds of dolomitic mi

- nt' chloritic srhi

9, U, 10. 12, 13.

^enyte (quartzless). .'.- f/iV. '?/"&"

qwvtzyt'- and varic

i, Credner, Wright.

rarely gneiss, chloritic schist. lir

dykes. Nos. 90, 108, 128, 125, 103, ;

XVIII. Quartzyte, with chloritic, >

XVH. Chiefly fa«

lated greenstones and <Mm% «**&;
haps chloritic and micaceous quar

, 140, 135.

' diabase) in a heavy bed
mesand re

) ferruginous (anthophyllitic ?)

lactinolyte schist. 69, 119, 1ST
XIV. Unctuous-feeling hydrous magi

quartzyte, holding n

BLACK RIVER SERIES,
Between Lake Gogebic and Montreal River,

MICHIGAN.

Pumpelly and Brooks.

LOWER SILURIAN.
NON-CONFORMABLE WITH COPPER SeKIES,

Ferruginous siliceousflags (not magnetic

,Aist and schistose che

Very soft, apparently chloritic greenstone

Gray, banded, s&V *****

LOWER SILURIAN.
ON-CONFORMABLE WITH COPPER SERIES,

Beheved to be non-conformable with

[Covered about | mile.]

• -

gray-green slate, probably

II. White to o-rav. ,

mi-schistose, arena*
places micaceous and

and perhaps dioryte. 65, :

ION-CONFORMABLI

strongly magnetic.

Banded ferruginous

.

Believed to be J
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Laminae of quartz-sandstone occur in magnetite at one local-

ity, and arenaceous quartzytes approaching sandstones at sev-

eral points. Shaly argillaceous rocks without oblique cleavage,

in places highly carbonaceous, are somewhat common; and

earthy limonites, having the character of residual deposits,

occur in the Marquette Region. These rocks would strictly

belong in this class, but as their quantity is comparatively

small, and as they are interstratified with and graduate into

metamorphic rocks, of which they often appear to be altered

forms, they are classed below, where they may stand for the

least metamorphosed varieties of the series.

2. Metamorphic Rocks, not Calcareous.

1. The Mica-bearing Series.

(1.) Granite. (L.) Confined to the youngest bed ; also occurs

rarely in veins in Lower and Upper Huronian. Common
(gray)—ioi. Gneissic. Semi-porphyritic.

(2.) Pegmatyie.

(3.) Granulyte t—146. Very rare, may exist in the Menomi-

(4.) Gneiss. (L.) Not abundant, mostly associated with
granite. Common (gray)

—

102. Granitic—7. Semi-porphy-
itic. Compact, related to greenstones

—

103.

(5.) Mica Schist. (L.) Abundant, especially in the younger
rocks of the Marquette Region. Common, blackish and brown-
jsh. Often staurolitic and holding andalusite (Brush)—61.

kametiferous—108, 56? Quartzose. Hornblendic—106 (mas-
sive, semi-porphyritic?— rare). Green, chloritic—107 (associ-

ated with greenstone). Gray, arenaceous, semi-schistose, with

mica-scales—104. Gneissic—90. Magnetic (L.)—/op, (rare).

—105. The last three varieties have been observed
°°ly m the Menominee Region.

<5-) Mica Slate. (L).—53?
(7.) Hydro-mica Slate?—53, 54.

ceous rocks, interstratified with
called taleoid schists. Sericite—112.
8- Clay Slate or Argillyte. a. Without oblique cleavage,

n independent beds. Chloritic—114? Carbonaceous
deluding so-called graphitic varieties)—64, 115. Ferruginous,
"sociated with hematites and limonites. Micaceous,

1

1

pill, 56? Feldspathic (arenaceous obscure varieties)—55

1

^vntiferous. b. With oblique cleavage, usually associated
Wl n quartzytes or marbles—113, 20. Roofing—81. Nova-
culyte—

10, I2y 13.

2. Hornblendic Series.

U-) Syenyte (containing quartz). (L.)
*• JoBR

- 8ci.-Third Sebiss, Vol. XII, No. 69.-8ept., 1876.
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(lb.) Syenytic Gneiss (Hornblende Gneiss). (L.)—nj. Not

abundant ; rare in the Marquette Region, where it only occurs

as a transition variety of greenstone.

(2.) Hyposyenyte (quartzless syenyte). Observed only in the

Lower Huronian near Marquette, associated with greenstone,

into which it seems to graduate. Eich in orthoclase-//<£

Hornblendic—77.

(2b.) Zircon-syenyte.

(3.) Dioryte—lb, 118. Grayish -green, fine to coarse grained.

Abundant, especially in the eastern part of the Marquette Be-

gion, graduating into hornblendic rocks on the one hand, and,

through schistose varieties and diabases (?), into chloritic schists

on the other. Hornblendic. Chloritic (schistose)-71 ? Semi-

porphyritic.

(3'.) Gabbro*!—69. Confined to bed XV, in the Menominee

Region.

(4.) Hypersthenyte.
, „ Tf , ^

(5.) Diabasyte.j- Abundant, especially sonth of LAnse. Ito

name is often applied bv Dr. Wichmann to obscure, nne-graineu

greenstones which have usually been called diorytes, dionnc

schists and chloritic diorytes. Decomposed—9V^UM--
Often closely related to one variety of chloritic schist--

;

Green, related to dioryte-72, 119, 69. Black, sornew a coa^

grained, highly crystalline, distinct from the other green>ton

—82. Porphyritic?—83. Micaceous?—31

(6.) Hornblende Schist. (L.) Abundant. Greenish-blacU^

grained, semi -schistose to massive, graduating intc
»
c
k*

. ,

—18, 22, 30, 88. Eminently schistose, fine-grainea ag

with mica schist—128, 125. Micaceous—29, 127, m
—76. Calcareous

—

124^ rare. , . L ., „„+}ip schist

(7.) Hornblendyte. (L.?)_^. Far less abundant^

^

>

(8.) Aclinolyte—T29 . Chiefly confined to toe »«

Region. Not abundant.
. ,

. „t
-m the Mar

Anihophvme &his$ (Brush). Quite abun^ £quette and Menominee Kegions, and always*
t
.

magnetite. Manganiferous-^, 59' Quartzose
'13U

iferous (eklogyte)

—

27.% •
rocks

^ wrtrti

* Dana does not mention gabbro among the metamorP
c

gtructarai
ch*^

lithologists agree on the name, and the ^tTm^^ WxcW
istics of the others of this series, I place it here, aitnoug

the rock as diabase. , Mr T6rnebc: .::

f Prom microscopic researches. Dr. Wichmann and
I

Mr.^^^^^
Prof.Zirkel _

as mostly diabasytes,

myself as metamorphic, I should
suggested by Prof. Dana, had it

dated Edinburgh, June 27.
1 This rock does not occur as a distinct kind in Dana_s euw^ & «

§ Dr. Wichmann's microscopic examinations lead n

made up largely of actinohte.—Letter, dated July 5n-

, regard t
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(9.) Pyroxenyte (augite rock). (10.) Lherzolyte. (11.) Ossipyte.

(12.) Unakyie.

8. Felsitic, Hpidotic, and Garnet Bocks (L. ?),

Eaving the mass, or base, compact (crypto-crystalline).

No typical rocks of this family have been observed. The
nearest kind is a gray, magnetic, amphibolic schist, containing
garnets, and closely related to the anthophyllite schists, but
which Dr. Wichmarin designates eklogyte—27.

4. Chrysolite (or Olivine) Bocks. Not observed.

5. Hydrous Magnesian Series.

(1.) Protogine (L.)—3. Not abundant. Quartzyte graduates
into this rock in the Marquette Region. In the lowest Huro-
nian of the Menominee Region, holding pebbles of granite,
gneiss and quartz—65.

(2.) Feldspathic Protogine Gneissf--147. Has been called
graywacke. Occurs only in the Menominee Region in one bed.

(3.) Takose Slate—7 4. A typical kind has been observed only
at Marquette. Unctuous-feeling micaceous and chloritic rocks,
often called talcose, are more abundant.

(4.) Steatyte or Soapstone.—Said to exist.

(5.) Chloritic Slate (schist). (L. ?) Abundant A hard, very
unevenly schistose, gray-green variety, associated with green-
stones and hornblendic schists, of which it appears to be an
altered or chloritic form, (has received different names)—133,
<01 Gray-green, splitting into somewhat uneven thick slates,
and related to micaceous and argillaceous rocks—132, 134.
A fissile variety, graduating into clay slate, under which it

should perhaps be classed—jj-, 114? Dark-green, pure, massive,
containing pseudomorphs after magnetite, garnet, and amphi-
bole,

l-ore

—

So. Ferruginous. Micaceous, in green-
__. *_?! -Lr.-j-i t 4. oq9Compact, magnetic, conchoidal fracture—28 ?

\p.) Chloritic Argillyte. A slate termed chloro-argillaceous,
very abundant in the Menominee Region—114. Often car-

«tn
ŝrPent 'ne—78- Very rare. Apparently altered green-

stone and having somewhat of an eruptive character.

l«.) Ophiolyte. (9.) Schilleryte.

6. Hydrous Aluminous Bocks. Not observed.

7. Quartzose Bocks.

(1.) Quartzyte. Very abundant, graduating into marble on

°J»e Hand, and into protogine on the other, containing beds of
«ay sl»te with oblique cleavage. White to light-gray, massive,~— often with '
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of sandstone—8, 21, 137. Micaceous quartz schist, often con-
glomeritic—140, 50, 51. Quartz conglomerate (see remarks
under "Fragmental Rocks"), associated with and constituting
a variety of the above—145. Chloritic arenaceous—138. Blue-
gray, arenaceous, weathering to a brown sandstone— /jp.
Banded magnetite and arenaceous quartz schist—52. Micaceous
and specular iron—32, 33, 49. Limonitic—26. (The three last

varieties are also classed under Iron-ore rocks.) Ca
(2.) Siliceous Schists, compact, often slaty, generally ferrugi-

nous, and graduating into siliceous flaggy iron-ores, are abun-
dant. Poor in iron. Eich in iron (siliceous flag ores)—23, 36,

68. (See Iron -ore rocks.)

(3.) Chert. A flinty rock, flaggy to slaty, between siliceous

schist and jasper, abundant only in the middle of the Black
River series. Sometimes brecciated—85, 84? Lydianstone-
very rare.

(4.) Itacolumyte.

(5.) Jasper Rock. An impure reddish variety, banded with

specular ore, is abundant in the Marquette Region—3y. Better

characterized, banded, often ferruginous, jaspers occur with

chert in the Black River series. Sometimes brecciated—84, 85?

(6.) Buhrsione.

8. Iron-ore Rocks.

Magnetites, Hematites (usually specular), Limonites, and related

ferruginous rocks are very abundant in the Middle and Lower
Huronian, especially in the eastern portion of this Huronian
area, while they are comparatively rare in the same series in

Canada. At least seven out of the twenty beds of the Marquette

Region are ferruginous, and four have produced first-class ores.

The rich specular hematite, which is so far most extensively

mined, is mostly confined, however, to bed XIII, in which the

richest magnetites also occur. There is less iron in the Menom-
inee Region, and still less and of lower grade, so far as observed,

in the Black River and Bad River series.

The magnetites and specular hematites graduate into each

other through martite, which is abundant They are also some-

times interstratified in the same bed, although seldom in juxta-

position. Nearly the same may be said of the hematites and

limonites, but not of the latter and magnetites, which are never

found together. These facts support the hypothesis that these

ores, whatever their origin, were once all magnetites, part 01

which were afterward oxidized to hematites, and part of these

m turn into limonites. .,

No rocks are embraced below which do not occur in consid-

erable beds. To include all of them I have found it necessary

to considerably expand the skeleton given by Professor DaD3,
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and to add limonites, which are so closely related to the others

that it was not attempted to separate them here.

Iron-oxide, except as disseminated grains of magnetite and
in a few instances in small unworkable beds, is entirely absent

from the Laurentian and Copper-bearing series of the Archaean

south of Lake Superior, while in Canada the largest deposits are

reported as occurring in the Laurentian. Titaniferous iron-ore,

so abundant in the Archaean of Canada and northern New York,
has not been observed south of Lake Superior. In several hun-

dred analyses of these ores,* I have only once seen "a trace"

of titanium reported. Franklinite has not been observed.

(A.) Magnetites and Magnetic Quartzose and Amphibolic Rocks.

Most abundant and, except the amphibolic kinds, found only

in typical forms in the western part of the Marquette Eegion.

a. Rich in iron (iron-ores).

a\. Blackish granular magnetites, massive to semi-schistose,

fine to coarse grained, compact to friable—39, 40, 41, 42.
n

, Cryptocrystalline, compact, tabular, schistose, sometimes

;inolite—17?

in the Marquette Region, especially in the western part ;
abundant in the Penokie (Bad River) series.

hi. Banded, arenaceous quartz and magnetite layers—52.
b% Intimate mixtures of magnetite (with hematite) and quartz-

ose matter, often chertv. Magnetic siliceous schist (flag ore)

—

23, 15. Both varieties graduate into ferruginous quartzytes.

c. Ferruginous rocks, rich in amphibole—the iron-oxide mostly

magnetic. (Here are em?>, lie schists as are

rich in iron.) Tolerably abundant in the Menominee Region.

cl. Banded quartzose, amphibolic (mostly anthophyllitic,

according to Brush), magnetic schists—130, 17. According to

«t Wichmann the iron-ore at Penokie Gap is a related variety

.

c2. Manganiferous anthophyllitic magnetite schists,—5& Onlj
in western part of the Marquette Region, constituting bed XVII.

c3. Garnetiferous anthophyllitic magnetite schist (eklogyte)

—27- Only in one bed in the Marquette Eegion.

(B.) Specular Hematites, Martites, and siliceousJaspery, argil-

hceous HemaUtic rocks. Most abundant and typical in the east-

em part of the Menominee Region.

a. Rich in iron.

<*!• Granular, massive to semi-schistose, specular hematite
aj»d martite. Usually contain a little magnetite. Not so

abundant as the magnetites of corresponding structure—5.
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a2. Chloritic, semi-schistose, specular ores, not abundant,

aS. Specular-iron schists, often slaty, and passing into mica-
ceous-iron varieties (the most abundant form of hematite)—38
45,47,48.

a4. Micaceous-iron slaty schist
;
graduates into the last, a$.

When interstratified with magnetic ore, it usually contains
magnetite—46, 49.

a5. Kaolinic specular schist—2, 44. Eare and observed only""-
"i part of the Marquette Region.

part of the Menominee Regio

b. Quartzose specular Hematites, poor in iron, poor in quartz.

Abundant. Graduates into hematitic quartz schist.

61. Banded, micaceous-iron, quartzose schist—16, 32, 33.

Abundant in the Marquette Region.
62. Banded specular-iron with jaspery quartz (" mixed ore"),

the laminae often plicated and faulted to the extent sometimes
of producing a breccia. Abundant with specular ores in the

eastern part of the Marquette Region—37. Similar but more
jaspery and less ferruginous rocks occur in the Black Eiver

bS. Intimate mixture of specular hematite (often magnetic)

with quartzose matter, often cherty. Hematitic siliceous schist

(flag ore). Very abundant—68, 19, 36. Sometimes contains

grains, apparently of decomposed garnets (bird's-eye ore)—6.

c Hematitic argillaceous, hydro-magnesian and micaceous

schists, sometimes graduating into limonitic varieties, and

usually associated with rich iron-ore. Poor in iron
;

generally

diffused, but not abundant. Included under varieties of clay

and chloritic slate and mica schist.

(C.) Limonitic Quartzose Ores and Bocks, often containing hem-

atite and manganese. Usually some shade of dull brown, gen-

erally soft and more or less earthy. Often contain ochre and

kaolin (Brush), and probably turgite. Appear to be of the na-

ture of residual deposits, from - out of the

silica and the hydration of the iron of quartzose hematites. _

a. Rich in iron ("soft hematite ores"). Most abundant in

the Marquette Region, although absent from the magnetic dis-

trict about Lake Michigamme. Also found in the Menominee

Region.

ol. With little or no manganese—34. 35. A hard, red

variety, rich in iron, and containing four per cent or water

occurs in the Menominee Region—135. •

a% Richer in manganese (specimens of pure pyrolusite beio

sometimes found)—24, 25.
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b. Poor in iron, rich in quartz, often ochrey. Graduates

into limonitic quartz schist. A very siliceous Variety of the

two prevailing kinds in which a less proportion of the silica

seems to have been dissolved out—26, 57. Generally diffused

but not abundant. Was not observed in the Penokie series.

3. Calcareous Rocks.—Carbonates and Sulphates.

1. Uncryslalline Limestones. Not observed.

2. Crystalline Limestone.

Tolerably abundant, especially in the Menominee Region.

Usually dolomitic. In the Marquette Region it is always

associated with quartzyte, and contains interstratified beds of

clay slate (novaculyte) with oblique cleavage.

(1.) Granular IAmestone—rare. Ferruginous—97 ; very rare,

probably a vein. Brown, micaceous—144 ; observed at one

point in the Marquette Region.

(2.) Dolomyle and Dolomitic Limestone.*—-Most if not all the

limestones in beds contain more or less carbonate of magnesia.

The prevailing variety is light-grayish, sometimes mottled,

fine-grained, semi-schistose, often containing quartzose laminae,

which project on weathered surface (ribbed)—9, 66, 143- A
crystalline, medium to coarse grained massive variety, free

from quartz :—white in the Menominee Region, where it is

most abundant; sometimes salmon-colored in the Marquette

Region—11. White crystalline dolomyte, holding numerous
crystals of tremolite, and, according to Dr. Wichmann, of

wollastonite (142), occurs in the northeast part of the Menom-
inee Region.

'

Siliceous ; besides the variety banded with quartz laminae,

is one in which the quartz exists in grains, appealing on the

weathering surface almost like sand,—141- It occurs midway
between the Marquette and Menominee Regions. Argilla-

ceous, in thin beds, at Lake Antoine, Menominee Region.

(3.) Consisting of Sulphate ofLime. Not observed.

4. Igneous or Eruptive Rocks.

(Including those metamorphic rocks which in a plastic state

have been force-

1

a, thus taking the form of

eruptive rocks).

1. Feldspathic Series.

(1.) Granite dykes or veins have been observed only in the

Jtfwer and Upper Huronian of the Menominee Region. Red
Jerruginous granite in iron-ore at two points— 96. Gray granite

UnS?'J
indnst err°neously assigns certain dolomytes and conglomerates to the

Wntian. fleeZefa ~, llschaft, hi Band
1869, p. 516. y of East
w yet I believe been observed in that system as developed s
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in the hornblende and mica schists of bed XIX, at the contact
with the overlying granite bed.
Granite dykes are very numerous in the Lauren tian.

2. Hornblende and Pyroxene Series.

Some geologists would include here a considerable portion
of the bedded greenstones embraced under metamorphic rocks.

"Trap"-dikes in a bed of magnetite occur at the Washing-
ton mine. At a few other points very small ones have been
seen. Black, fine-grained, massive, hard, tough. Has been
called doleritic, dioritic, and, bv Dr. Wichmann, diabase. (Has
but little resemblance to the bedded rocks so-named)—70, 94
The greenstone dikes, sometimes of great thickness, so numer-
ous in the Laurentian, are not so fine-grained and are more
dioritic in character.

3. Hydrous Magnesian Schistose Bocks.
These are found in dyke-like masses crossing quartzytes,

iron-ores, and greenstones, sometimes apparently formed from
the abraded material of the walls of a fault,*—73. Sometimes
the rock is erratic, as in the case of the soft chloritic? schist

1 massive quartzyte at the northeast corner of Teal Lake.

Aet. XXVI—Seventh Catalogue of New Double Stars; by S W.

Burnham.

The double stars in the following list have been discovered

during the past year with the Clark & Sons 6-inch refractor

previously used in these observations. The six catalogues pre-

ceding this will be found r> hlv Notices of the

f°Jal Astronomical Society for March, May and December,

1874, June and November, 1875, and Astronomische Nachnch-
ten. No. 2062. The reference number in the first column is

continued through the series.
Four pairs from the old double star catalogues have been

found to be again more closely double. These are

:

0-39

H4935
W III. 113 (=2 2630 re'))

H 1489

Through the kindness of the distinguished observer, Baron

Dembowski, I am enabled to attach his careful micrometry!

' a few of these objects.
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Arg(8°) 805
W'V. 1045

W>Vin. 1159
R2231

W'VIII. 1383

i 43 1-13 28 2

391. This is k' Seulptoris of some of the star catalogues.
393. Very difficult.

395. B.A.C. 160, magnitude 6.
396. A pair of the most extraordinary difficulty, very close and unequal. No

aaeasy test for a large aperture. Heis gives this as naked-eye star.

397. There ia hut little doubt this is the pair observed for H 2015, but error o:

o?„
H
!^
8chel '

s dee
'

: -in his place.
399. The small star was suspected in Dec., 1873, but not verified until tw<

years later. Measured by Dembowski (1876-07). There is a very distant com
pan

J°
n ln the direction of 67° which makes the pair c 39.

402. Found in looking for 2 547, the companion of which was invisible ;
s<

noted by Dembowski in 1865.
403. Measures by Dembowski (1876-07).

Demb •

d k vorifyin& a suspected error of 1™ R. A. in 02 90. Measures bj

«5. This and the next following were found in looking for 2801 rej.

408. in Argelander 67m.
4U. A naked-eye star according to He-
413. Not properly a double star, but

««nbow8ki calls it "perfect blood red.

»t so Btrongly marked. The small star appeal

easures of anele and distance. Not in SchjtWIT01 ingle and distance. Not

for its remarkable red color.

ared decidedly blue,

jellerup's Catalogue
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No. Designation.
B. A. Decl.

| pos m«. Mags.

h m 8 . , ,
41- L 32929 17 52 13 l

r5± 8-0.. .9-5

O2
. Arg 17 841 18 1 28 10- i 8-5. .11-5

L 34259 18 25 42 - 7 551 40-

±

W2XVIII. 122 ) + 37 5|280-±
,

AandB \

421 W*XVm°i452 > 18 48 3

!200-± 20- ± 11-0
J

AandB f

AandC 230- ± 30- ±
4-22 O 1

. Arg 19281 19 7 34 -18 16| 50-± 8-5. .11-5

12.

124
O 1

. Arg 19560
W2XIX. 676

19 20 17 -29 44 110-

±

+ 35 49j 60- ±
4-19 581241-1

1-2 ±
8-5" "ill

L 38087 lW
O2

. Arg 19938 + 54 18 140-

±

427 0». Arg 19952 19 59 28 3" + 8.0..10-0
42.- Arg(12°)4226 20 1 7 + 12 36 346-4 7-2.. .8-0

42: 20 1 27 + 35 27 7 5. +lv,
1

301-0 10-79 10-0
\AandD 90- ± 25- ± 11-0

9-0 J
43 < Arg (35°) 4008 ) 20 6 48 + 35 2S 30- ± I" ±

9-0...9-0J
A, B

D
and C ) 55-1 20- ± 95 \

431 W2XX. 530 20 15 25 -35 53 240- ± 0-5 8-0. ..8-5

W 2XX. 698 20 20 13|+35 23 220',.

433 Arg (50
c

) 2399 ) 20 23 361 + 55 55 220- ± 6' ± 90..110 V

250- ± 20- x 10-5 )

W2XX. 941 |20 28 4+41 27 1-2 i 8-5.. .9-0

]-.:
L 39867 120 33 14+14 35

2.Arg. 23612 22 6 44+57 21

112-5"

340- r uX
80..11-0

426. In°the
small triangle.

428. Close a
The large star i

429. The
2 2630 re/'. :

™,,,,

other Star Catalogues I bM

¥ in-
n
\z

In a splendid

430. As a wide pair this is H 1489, entered by Herschel. 236 3 : 13 ±
10.. 10. There is probably an error of 180° in his angle, as the precedingr

«

>bviously the largest, and so in Argelander who noted the magnitudes as »*

);5. By a rough measure I found 55°-l, showing no material change has occt

since 1828. From the faintness of the components, the close pair is » very

ler ordinary conditions.
431. Very difficult.

433. Found in trying to identify # N. 89.
435. About 26' afp Delphini. Measures by Dembowski (1875-76).

Chicago, July '27, 1876.
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Art. XXVIL—An account of a that fell on
the 25th of March, 1865, in Wisconsin, identical with the Meno-
Meteorite; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

The Wisconsin meteorite, which fell on the 25th of March,
1865, and is one of much interest, attracted no attention at the

time of its fall outside of the immediate neighborhood where it

was observed, a fact due to the comparatively sparsely inhab-
ited condition of the country. It was brought to my attention

only a few months ago by one living in the region not far from
where it fell. He sent me a small fragment that had been pre-

sented to him, and so similar was it in its appearance to the

Meno-Meteorite that fell in 1861, that, not having heard of any
fall at the period when this one was said to have been found, I

considered it at first a fragment of that rare meteorite which
had found its way to that part of the country. But on further
inquiry and search I was soon satisfied that it was a piece of

an undescribed meteorite ; I have designated it the Claywater

meteorite.

The following is the account I have been able to gather in

relation to its fall.

In Vernon County, State of Wisconsin, about lat. 48° 30',

long. 91° 10', at nine on the morning of the 25th of March,
1865, a body was seen by several persons passing rapidly
through the atmosphere, accompanied with a loud rumbling
noise. It was luminous and showed flashes of light. Its

course was from northwest to southeast, and it exploded at a

supposed altitude of four miles. At the time that the small

fragments were thrown off from the main body, a noise like

the rolling of musketry was heard. The main body seemed to

have a rotary motion, making about one revolution in two sec-

onds of time.

The observer from whom the above facts were obtained,
thinks that the main body did not fall but passed into space.

No fragments were found until about five days after

when two were discovered, weighing in all fifteen hundred
grams. The curves of the surfaces of these fragments would
indicate that they had pertained to a mass having a diameter
°r about thirty centimeters. No data were obtained by which
t° calculate its velocity, but the observer already referred to

^ys that it was variously estimated from fifteen to twenty-five
miles per second. Of the two fragments that fell, one has been
lost or destroyed

; the other has been placed in my possession

°y Mr. Claywater, who made the observations already recorded,
and to whom we are indebted for the preservation of what we
nave of this interesting meteorite ; for it differs in its physical
aspects from any yet observed in this country.
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The fragment in my possession, and which is all that has
been recovered from this fall, weighed seven hundred grams:
about one-third of the surface was covered with a thick, dull
black crust

; the fractured surfaces are quite granular, and its

structure porous ; it belongs to the hard variety of meteoric
stones. Examined with a glass the grains are of a dirty green
color with a greasy aspect, and in some places have a globular
structure. Particles of iron are disseminated abundantly
through the mass, and particles of troilite are also visible.

Its specific gravity is 3 '66 and it is composed of:

Stony matter . 78-33 per cent
Metallic particles 17-07 "

Troilite _ 4-60 "

The stony matter treated with aqua regia furnished

:

Soluble matter 47-20 per cent.

Tl- • nposition of these two portions are

:

Silica 32

U
.55

'

Protoxide of iron 30-40
Alumina . trace.
Magnesia

"~

35-80

Soda
'"'"""""''

-fiO

The metallic particles, completely separated from the stony

portion, are composed of:

Iron ..._ _ 92-15

Nickel . 7-37

Cobalt ...........". '28
Copper ) very minute quantity

;

Phosphorus j" not estimated. 99-80

In regarding the above analyses, it is very evident that the

meteorite is made up of

:

Bronzite, with probably a little anorthite . - - -
41 '35

JUyalosiderite (olivine) 36-98

-Nickeliferous iron 1 7"07

Troilite
"'

.... 4'60

^r* 1
7r
aS

1

I
i
ot able to find any analysis of the Meno (Alt

fetrelitz Mecklenburg) meteorite, which fell Oct. 1st, 1861, at

midday, and as the physical aspects of the one just described
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were so strikingly similar to those of the Meno, I was interested
to ascertain the mineralogical and chemical relations of the two.
An examination was made of this last meteorite, the result

of which is placed in contrast with, those obtained from the

Claywater. Meno.

Metallic particles 17-07 18*00

Troilite 4-60 4-24

100-00 100-00

Stony part, soluble 47-20 48-70

Stony part, insoluble 52-80 51-30

100-00 100-00

Stony part, analyzed as a whole.

Silica 44-98 44-70

Protoxide of iron and alumina. . . 21-95 22'26

Magnesia 29*30 28*97

99-35 98-98

Metallic particles.

Iron 92*15 91*86

Nickel 7*37 7*53

Cobalt -28 *13

Copper and phosphorus traces in both.
Specific gravity 3*66 365

It will be observed that the specific gravity of the Meno
here given, is lower than that stated in Poggendorfs Annalen,
cxvii, 637, it being there given as 41 ; but this must have
been taken with a fragment containing some large particles of
iron. My determination was made on two good average frag-
ments, broken from a very fine specimen sent me by the late
Wm Nevill, of London, which were examined in my usual
method, viz : after weighing the fragment to immerse it in
water contained in a small vessel, and, placing this beneath the
receiver of an air pump, thereby extracting all the air from the
surface and cavities, and completing the process in the usual way.

fn regarding the above comparative statement of the compo-
sition of these meteorites, it will be seen that the compositions
<* the two as made out by me do not differ more than those

j*
two fragments of the same meteorite, while they both differ

11 their physical aspects from the ordinary type of meteorites,

th ? fact
'
tbe

-? have few or no Parallels in the collections of
™ese bodies

; there are certainlv none in mine, embracing stony
meteorites representing over one hundred falls.
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Art. XXVIIL—Five new Variables, and a new Planet, fount
at the Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College; by C H F
Peters. j

Eecently the variability has been ascertained by me of stan
in the following positions :

The limits of magnitude given are gathered from only
occasional notes taken during the later years. For fixing them
more accurately, and also for determining the times of period-
icity, more systematic and continuous watching would be
required.

The positions refer to the equinox of 1860, which is the epoch
of my manuscript charts.
A new planet, 11th magnitude, was found here last night

(Aug. 9), of which I give to-day only the approximately reduced
position

:

Aug. 9, 1876. 10h 34m 21 s
.

tf(l65)=21 h 27m 42 s
. S(\6o)=- 10° 0' 18'.

The r

Art. XXIX.—On the Relation of Frankliniie to the Spinel Group

of Minerals; by George H. Seyms. (Contributions from

the Sheffield Laboratory, No. XLI.)

The amount of iron in Franklir ;+rt — «i.«™«i hv numerous
determin
tory, is si

have been made in the Sheffield labora-

to considerable variation. To determine whether

affects the general character of the mineral, and

to supplement the recent investigations upon its composition
and relation to the Spinel group, was the ofieet in making the

following analyses.
The first experiments were made on perfectly formed crys-

tals, in a matrix of limestone, from Mine Hill. The analyses

gave results which may be best expressed as follows

:
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63-42 63-38 63"4

4-44 4-44 4-4

10-39 10-53 10-4

23-11 23-12 23-1

101-53 101-64 101-58iuio«j 1UI-04 lUI'DS

The relation of the metals to the oxygen, taking the mean of
the two analyses, is given in the subjoined statement.

Metals.

44-38 19-02 ) f

3-09 1-35
\

i

8-10 2-36
/

18-;Zn 18-55 4-56
f

° "
Dividing the amount of each element by its atomic- weight

gives as the ratio of the metals to the oxygen, E : O : : 3 :
3 "999

--K3O4 nearly, or an oxygen ratio of the protoxides to the
sesquioxides of 1 : -981 or nearly 1 : 1, which corresponds to the
formula of the Spinel group, (R 2 3 +KO=R 3 4 ).

1 he state of oxidation of the manganese here given was
determined by solution of the mineral in H01, and estimation
of the clorine liberated, according to Bunsen's iodine method.
1 wo experiments gave chlorine equivalent to 47 per cent and
•^percent of oxygen, mean -45, which requires the presence
of 444 per cent Mn

2 3
.

The analyses following were made on a sample taken from
an aggregation of imperfect crystals from Sterling Hill. While
toe crystals in the former case were but very feebly magnetic,
these were strongly so, though they showed no signs of mag-
netite as an admixture.
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Deducing from this the atomic ratio of the metals to the
oxygen we have as a result R : O :: 1 : 1331 or as 3 : 3994
= R

3 4 ,
and we find the oxygen ratio of the protoxides to the

sesquioxides to be as 1 : -981 or nearly 1 : 1.

The amount of iron protoxide shown in these results was
found directly in the usual way by potassium permanganate.
As it has been stated that some varieties of franklinite give

with HC1 a solution containing FeCl
2 , and at the same time

evolve chlorine, this variety was quantitatively tested by
Bunsen's method with a negative result. Careful experiment
failed also to show "— ;— — *

—

;J ~ -"- iU ~ — : ~ i- *-*•

analyzed. In both ca
may be said to be fairly determined.
The results of these analyses give in both cases a ratio very

nearly corresponding to that of spinel, notwithstanding the

great differences in the relative amounts of the iron, zinc and

manganese.

April 6th, 1876.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Thermic formation of Ozone.— Beethelot has

studied thermo-chemically the formation of ozone. Pure and dry

oxygen was passed through a tube, where it was subjected to the

influence of the silent electric discharge, and then into a calori-

metnc flask containing 500 c.c. of a solution of arsenous acid in

hydrochloric acid, previously titered. At the end of twenty to

thirty minutes, six to nine liters of oxygen had passed through

the calorimeter, and its temperature had been raised one-third of

a degree. By passing the oxygen current alone through the

apparatus under the same conditions for an equal time, both

before and after the experiment, the thermal data were rendered

complete. The arsenic solution was treated with a graduated

solution of permanganate in excess, and then titered back with a

standard solution of oxalic acid. In this way the amount of

arsenous acid oxidized and therefore the amount of ozone absorbed,

was determined. In two experiments, the oxygen absorbed was

30-3 and 51-9 milligrams, corresponding to 90"9 and 1557 milli-

grams of ozone; the heat set free being 118-2 and 223'V calories

respectively. Whence for one molecule, 48 grams, the heat w

equal to + 68 -8 calories. Subtracting from this the heat pfoducea

m the oxidation of a molecule of arsenous acid, determined W
*avre and by Thomsen to be -f 39-2 calories, we have +2»J
calories for the heat set free by conversion of one molecule oi

ozone into oxygen, and of course — 29 -6 calories in the revers
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process. This value is one-half greater than that given in the
formation of the same volume of nitrogen monoxide or of chlorine
monoxide, in both of which tin- value is - is. It is two-thirds of
that given m the formation of nitrogen dioxide -43 3. In the
three ca-es of direct s\nt!i. xN of compound ga-es under the influ-
ence of electricity, the author finds :

—

3ilent discharge).

l'
4 + H 4= (C

2H.;) 2 (4 volumes')—64- cal. (electricarc),—

an o!)\iou< proof of the function of electricitv in chemical synthe-
sis. Ozone therefore is a hodv in whose formation heat is ab-
-" v^< ; ""i the activity oi xvhu-li is due to this heat, which is

•"•'' wlieu it combines. It is thus a magazine of energy
stored up under the influence of electricity. This is notable when
it is remembered that it is cmleiiM d oxygen; condensation
generally setting free heat.— 0. K, lxxxii, 1281, June, 1876.

r °". !l'-l'!r
- "I" 1 "/'••'"">»"&• "/• NH,;,,..—Owing to the diffi-

1} "i treeing >tibine from hydrogen, and to the fact that it

- \ dec ,mpose-e\en at ..rdinnn tern >erati ires, its exact
^position has never been ascertained. Jokes has examined

e question •

,, ,] results which .-ire closely ap-
•• The method he preferred for preparing the gas" was

o allow a strong solution of antimon\ i'n hydro hloric acid to
^op on a considerable bulk of zinc either granulated or in pow-
" '

'
Iiancmg to observe the ready action of the gas on sulphur,

according to the reaction

(SbH
3 ) 8

+S
6
=Sb2 S 3 +(H g

S) 3
the author made use of the fact in order to analyze it. The dry

i -tubes containing sulphur, then

, and then through a strong soltt-
" actate. The apparatus being placed in sunlight

asecoHd-
1 took place between the stibine and the hydrogen sul-

,-|iI,S) =M,,S.-j-(n,)
r . r.v.creeoingihe empty

I was les-

ilh-ui ig :'..r it. the amount ot h\drogen combined
parts (one atom) of antimony was found to be in two

b respectively; whence the author con-
<]
'}h -^the con-ec formula of stibine. He found

!l of this gas on sulphur so delicate a test for the pres-
'''ii he made -ome photometric and photographic

"= with it. It is an excellent test tor antimony,'--,/.

«, 641, May, 1876.

, ,

•'"•(•>»,,<:« ,,/ <,!,,,.},;„,„ „n <l Tantalum 1

>> <'/'Ao„._J OI-T })ag made a geries f

'Hiied by reducing a! high tern
"mm and tantalum in cari-m



nperature c a of nickel for six c

showed to be a mixture of columbium oarbi.__

product formed at the temperature of fusion of Meel contained
of a molecule of the latter to one of the former ; when heated fa
longer time 4 of a molecule ; and that formed at the tt-mperatinv

of fusion of manganese, 1 to 1. Tantalic acid thus treated ;,<;>

similarly except that the carburation may lie earned lusher: out

product, of a beautiful bronze-yellow color, obtained at the teiie

perature of melted steel, containing only O'V per cent of nitrogen.

-Bull. Soc. Ch., H, xxv, 506, June, 1876. G. F. 1
4. New mode of effecting thi Substitution of Chlori r

Bromine in O /.!,.; < \, ,„{,<, unds.—Damoiseau has called atten-

tion to the remarkable way in which carbon facilitates the intro-

duction of chlorine and bromine into organic compounds. The

form of carbon he prefers is obtained by calcining a mixture of

dried blood and potassium carbonate, and subsequent washing

and igniting'. If tin- animal charcoal thus prepared be placed in

tube heated to 250° to 400°, and a mixture of chlorine with, for

example, ethyl chloride gas be passed through it, abundant white

fumes of hydrochloric acid appear, and oily drops collect on the

walls of the tube. By varying the proportion of the two gases,

m •;: .- - -

- ..•
finally perchlorinated ethyl chloride may be obtained singly and

ahm^f pure. Other chlorides act similarly. With bromine the

effect is even greater. It is remarkable that if the tube be filled

with pumice, wood charcoal, alone or platinized, or even with

platinum Bp ^nificant.—C R, lxxxm>

60, July, 3 876." G. *•
.

B-

5. On Physical Isomerism.—In studying nitrometacl

benzene, Laubenheimer has discovered an excellent i

physical isomerism. To prepare this substance, meted
benzene was treated with a mixture of fuming

:i the aid of heat. On pourimj the whole into water, a

yellow oil fell down, which almost entirely solidified to a by-
line mass on cooling. On investigation it appeared

nitrometachlornitrobenzene existed in four distinct moo
physically isomeric, three of which were solid, the othi

The first or ^-modification is obtained by dissolving the era

product in warm alcohol and allowing it to cool. An oil separai

-

at first, in which after some time crystals appear which bj

ing the operation become large thick prisms. Any of th- '

forms when melted, crystallize in this form on introduce

3 the liquid cools. The en stals an m-
• - ' ,-1-8873: J rO*8"

. is
perpendicular^

em 45^ 31' for >

ive Fusing V°
mX
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MH The second, or /i-modification is obtained by fusing the
pletely at a temperature of 39° to 40°, and allowing to

cool. Long concentric groups of thin prisms are in this wav~oh-
taim-d. ( rvstals of a, after five weeks, yield fi on crystallization
from alcohol. Either of the varieties fused and a 1 1< /wed to cool

n introducing a crystal of this form. It also is mono clinic
without cleav c.-.r.oi i

-

:in.l _»-
—

'.i| -;'. Its fusing point is 37-1°. The third or ^-modi-
fication crystallized from the aqueous solution into which the mix-
ture was poured in preparing the substance. It is also the most

H form of them all, both a and ft crystals becoming
wrtod in twenty-four hours and being completely converted into
r in a tew weeks. The crystals are orthorhombic, show a dis-

nd have a moderate, positive double refraction.
3en the optic axes is for sodium light 47° 17'.

me tusing point is 38'8°. The fluid modification was obtained
ig any of the other forms to 42°. On cooling the sub-
n. lined permanently fluid, though a fragmeut of either

. thai physical mole-
»ns of chemical molecules, and that the stable
sed of a larger number of chemical molecules

unstable. Hence the fusing points of the latter are
over, the specific -T.-iviu is less and the specific heat is greater.
-Ber Berl. Chem. Ges., ix, 760, June, 1876. g. f. b.

.«•• ^i/nthesm of Allantoin.—As pyruvic acid acting upon urea
s * homologue of allantoin, Gkimaux acted upon urea with

station of obtaining allantoin itself. One

gves a homologue of allam
glyoxyhc acid in expectatio
part of glyoxylic acid was ht
f
ll\Zht

*? fen hours. Th
i heated to 100° with two parts of urea

~». The mass was extracted with boiling
aicohol, and the residue was dissolved in twelve to fifteen times

• weight of hot water. On cooling beautiful crystals were
which gave on analysis the formula C 4H 6

N 4 3 , a

nt Ji
c cllureide

- Its identity with allantoin was completely
proved by its chemical reactions, by its solubility, by its cry* a 1 1 i m-

rH/XH-CO-NH s
rorm.etc The rational formula

|

\^H X is assigned

toitv, . CO-NH/ CO
« by the author.— (J. £., lxxxiii, 62, July, 1876. G. f. b.
' Il,

'l/' l'r,ss, ( rr Man^nrUr.-V. L. ( Aii.r.KTKT, in a recent
!l of the change of volume which a cylindrical reservoir

undergoes, found this change exactly proportional to the
''•vperinient earned to the point' of fracture showed
»W held at even the highest pressure, and that more-
- ass underwent no permanent change in shape. An
simple manometer is based on this principle. It con-

. , _.,

'

;
sort of glass thermometer whose cylindrical reservoir is

al cups and filled with colored liquid or
ury- The capillary tube is calibrated with care and is
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enlarged at one point so that it mav he attache,! to the reservoir
by gutta percha passing thr ,ugh a copper orifice. The L-irur h
then closed by a screw surrounding the tube. T.

pressed into the outer reserv- ir c ^npressos the <rlass and . ui^es
the mercury to rise in the tube by an am
pressure.

r *

It is indispensible that the temperature of the apparatus shonl.l

be constant, which is easily ;in plished L\ -urroundine. it wit!

water or inciting ice. In rapid del rminations even these pre-

cautions are needless. It is only necessan t tak< < m bef«»n
•' pressure to see that the level of the liquid coincides

with tin- zero ..t The graduated scale. If this is not the case the
scale should he raised or lowered to the proper position. Bv
varying the relative dimensions of the tube and reservoir any
'h-uv. Mi.d :';t\ maybe attained. A comparison of this instru-

ment with the open-air manometer of the College of France
shows that the liquid displaced by the diminution of the e'lass

envelope rises to a height exactly proportional to the pressure

exerted upon its walls. In fact this should be so, for if we take

tor abscissas the pressures and for ordinates the volumes of the

< r, the compressibility of the glass beine- very small this

volume changes but little, so that for verv different pressures

p and/>', the volumes v and v' differ but little; consequently tin-

curve, whatever it may be, will approach verv ncarlv to a straight

line. Consequent! v the change in volume of the reservoir . .light

to be proportional to the increase in pressure, and this within

VLr
> wi ,, ,i. .. provided the change in volume is small.—Journ.

deJPhys., v , 181. b. e. r.

8. Waves on Lake Geneva.—Br. Foeel gave the London

Physical Society an account of some iuteresuiur ohservati- *

which h< has recently made on the periodic waves which taK

place on the Swiss Lakes and are there called " Seiches." It has

long been observed that the waters of most of these lakes are

subject ton tnor. - .-.._, r js< . ,.,1 fall, which at times has

id to he as much as one or two meters. Dr. Forel has

vanes ^Ylth the length) and deptl of the lake and is in every «;i>

analogous to that already studied by IV :

troughs, and follows the laws which he has deduced from W
•-• -Mostoftheobsen vere ma-.e

on the Lake of Geneva, but that of Neuch
best t tted for the study of the subject, possessing -
extremely regular.geometric form. The apparatus he empl

J
)>\

was very sensitive to the motion of the water, bring «"'l'
:l

,1 " V

registering the waves caused by a steamboal
had passed and five minutes before its arrival, and was >o i<

sjructed as to eliminate the effect of common waves, ana

w^iste* the motion side by side with a record of thi si

barometer, on paper kept in continuous motion. While he "
;

the duration of waves to be ten n i

,s st
've

'
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amplitude, and to Ik- lt-:i>t in Hit- shortest lakes.
or simiiow lakes the period is lengthened, and his observations
k»\v that the period is a function of the length and depth and that
'iigitudinal and transverse waves may coexist, just as I 'rot'. Cuthrie
as shown to be the case in troughs.

—

Nature, xiv, 164. e. c. p.

0. Friction of t!« Ether.—My. W. M. Hicks drew the atten-
"ii oi the Cambridge Philosophical Society to some experiments
Messrs. Stewart and Tait on the heating "of disks by rapid rota-
un m vacuo, andwhich they referred to the friction of the ether.

cplanation, that nearly all the effects could be accounted for if it

supposed that the disc, through the rapid rotation, has ex-
mded and consequently been lowered in temperature, that whilst
'latmg it is raised to the temperature of the surrounding region,
nl, therefore, when the rotation is popped, and the disc has
irunk to its former size, it will give out the heat it had taken in

ight to show a rise of -4°C., if the rotation had been continued
r some time, and this was compared with the rise of -47°C. which

t the earth, ti,

y by something like -006*.—Nature, xiv, 144.
>"•> In.-t of <;„*,*—M. .M. Kf-xDTand War
lined experimentally the ratio of the two specific

!'.v vapor which has "been supposed l>y chemists to

fimic molecules. According to the Kinetic theon

66. The lower number obtained by experiment 1

ably be explained by the complete const

"lecules. the method here employe
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3 iron ore deposits of Carlton Co., N. B., by Mr. R. W. Ells;
portion- „t :-' ri , nt enac and Lanark Co "

"

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

vhfe
°J?

gieal Sltr^ °f Canada ; Alfred R. C. Selwyx,
I-.K.>., Director. Report of Progress for 1874-75. Montreal.
320 pp. 8vo. 1876.— r

ji!!- ivp...rt consists of an introductory
report by Mr. Selwtx

; reports on the country west of Lake Man-
gosis, and on the geology of Lake V

by Mr. H Bell; on the country between the Upper A<
Kiver and Lakes Winnepegosis and Manitoba, by Mr. J. W.
Fencer; . •;..], c„] UI„bia, by Mr. J. Rich-

Mr. Matthew
; on t

ore de

• minerals, by Mr. H. G. Vjsnnor ; on explorations in Cape
Breton, bv *»• <' "* — • - ' •

C H. Hoffmax... .

We cite a few of the facts :

Glacial Stria;.- According to Mr Bell the glacial stria? on the
east side of Lake Winnepeg, and between Lake Winnipeg and
Lake Superior, run generally to the southwest ward. This direction
confirms the view, presented by the writer, that the great glacier
Had its maximum height above the sea-level between that region
and ti(. Atlantic coast along the area of srreatest precipitation,
and that it thinned down toward the continental interior.
heights of Lake Winnipeg and others.—Mr. I Jell states that

the Canadian Pacific Railway Survey obtained, by a series of
spirit levels ,-arried all the way from the sea, for the height above
sea-Jeve of Lake Winnipeg, 710 feet; St. Martin's Lake, 737 feet;

Lake Manitoba, 752 feet ; Lakes Winnipegosis and Cedar, 770
feet

;
Lake of the Woods, 1 ,042 feet.

Mascarene Seru % irpper Silurian in age.-
Messrs. Baily and Mattln w in their report state that the so-called

k, containing riio-

rytes, felsytes, argillytes, is of Upper Silurian age. It includes
below, sandstones, and red, irreou, and purplish nrgillvtcs, atfonl-

mannndflv Bav nun
1L
A,on Ine s™thwest side of Passamaquoddy Bay r

f.
thegen,

ih ;iiinl
. and above,

d) and red slates. 0*
the Mascarene shore the rocks have a thickness of about 2000
teet the lowest division, consisting of about 400 feet of W*
pathic slates, affords Upper Silurian fossils at Hark 1^ "t ha

t Oak Bay. The

spathic slates, affords Upper Sim i:

IT v

arAor
' ? F^S Island and «

ion, about 600 feet, think f fi ct«f^ *„

ty a Splunopteris, and a t-a

us of Ferns."
o/ Minerals.—-Mr. Harringto
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alyses of an aluminous pyroxene from Grenville ; sodalite and
trolite, from felsytic dikes, intersecting Trenton limestones
ar Montreal; Chromiferou^ -erp, mine from Bolton or Mel-

ie; pyrrhotite of Elizahcthtown ; serpentine containing mag-
nrsitc; feldspar of a dioryte,
analyses of kaolin'" a Hisiim
town; ;i feldspar (labradorite) of a dioryte from Xorth Sherbrooke;
and a pyrite from Londonderry, Nova Scotia, besides analyses also

2. Bulletin of the Geological ami tiengro.plC><-«1 Survey of the
T> rritories, Dr. F. V. Hayden in charge. Vol. ii, No. 4, pp.
279-374 (closing the volume). Washington, August 4, 1876.
Department of the Interior.—This new number of the Bulletin
contains the following papers: Notes on the Geology of North-
eastern Xew Mexico, by O. St. John ; on Sexual, Individual and
Geographical variation in Levro.-tU-t, '/; .,/,,-. ,- ( ,t.\ an I on geo-

graphical variation among North American Mammals, espeeiallv in

n-pect r<> size, by J. A. Allen ; on fossils from Vancouver's and
Sucia Islands, and other northwestern localities, and on the New
<^iius, rinfarrlnus of Grinned, by F. 15. Meek. Mr. St. John
treats of the Cretaceous and Tertiary strata of the region, the
mesas of basalt, besides the general features oi the valleys, parks
and ridges, and illustrates his subject by admirable sketchy
views, illustrating both the geology and scenery. He states that
'the basin of the Canadian is partially surrounded on two sides

°J the immensi b -altic- mped i
- -. i Hat -an tits of which

nse 1,000 to 1,500 feet above its surface." The plain itself is

the same as
hose of the mesas. The Capulin c mntrv to the east of the

- siinih.r mesas ..f x arving height ; and all were once
' d. Th, basaltic 'layers usually overlie directly

is or Tertiary beds, and were ejected at the close of the

.

M
.

r
- Allen shows that the individuals of the -pecies of hlhJa

" r ^''i"th America increase in size to the southward : of the Can ah*.
1,1,1 I'rnr^nnrfa: increase to the northward and decrease to the

^'
:

';!'\v.-ird; of the Ursid<t>., increase to the northward; of the

' Up rnl, ah„ iiicreas. to tin north ward or decrease
''}•"' *'"ith\\:ird: and he Mat- the general conclusion - that the

- are largest in the region"" where the group reaches
s

, "-'!ie-t development, or where it has what nun be termed its

/

'';' r "* distribution;" and -'the most typical or most geueral-

aiatives of a group are found near its center of

'.outlying f'.rms being generally more or less " aber-
^t" or "specialized." See for a "further notice I Mr. Allen's

'>b Verrill. page 238 of this volume.
Jlr. Meek describes three Carbonin -on- >| «-i< « :, n the borders

- n Territory near 49° north and 114° west, and

sir, m Vancouver's and the Sucia Islands.
u l'aper is illustrated by six plate-. Mr. Meek also describes
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and figures specimens of the ll/ttarron/s socodis of Grimiell-

Cretaceous Crinoid,—and points out some characters that fi

not distinct in Grinn ell's specimens.

3. Report of thi Exploring E,r^:<Ptio,i from Sante Pe, JS

Mexico, to the junrti'oi of the (Proud <nto'Green Hirer* of \

Great Colorado of the West, in 1859, under the Commander, Ca

(now Colonel) J. X. Ma, ...mi;, Corps Topogr. Engineers; with t

Geological Report of Prof. J. S. Newbbbet, Geologist of t

Expedition. Engineers' Department, U. S. Army. 148 pp. 4to.

This volume, excepting the first four pages occupied with 1

General Report of Colonel Macomb, is made up of the Geologi

Report of Prof. Newberry, a Paleontologieal report on the Carbi

iferous and Triable fossils, by the same author, and an..thu

the Cretaceous Fossik by Mr. F. IJ. Meek. The text is illii-tr:it

by a number of excel] 1 in colors, represy

ino- o-ooloirica-1 views, and the paleontologieal descriptions by eig

plates of fossils.

and the report o1 Dr. \ i u 1 . i \ it- •_(< h -i-t. bi.n^theih
u May 1, IsOO;" but the "breaking out of the rebellion*

1

arrest

its publication, and only recently was its printing ordered.

Dr. Newberry remarks that the region has since been the M
of several exploring and surveying expeditions, and the sU"K<

of their reports ; so that the results' he obtained have been !' ::;

anticipated. He has wisely, however, published Ins iq» - :

was written, without reference to the later works. The repor

therefore all the more valuable as independent testimony W
regard to the geological structure of the country. It tiya,—

-

coal and the Coal-measures of Kansas, and the extemioii

Carboniferous (Coal -measjir, i lime-tone westward; ot tin >^

ing Permian, first met at Dragoon Creek; of the Gyp^uii_

tion (Triassic or Triassic and Jurassic) which ovei'lu s ti.^

mian from the west side of Cottonwood Creek to \\ alnut
-

of the Lower Cretaceous beds of Walnut Creek to I aw..-- •

of the "Tertiar\ basin oi the Arkansas," is Dr. > t-w
'^

before designated it, whose western margin crosses tlic < •

road west of the Pawnee Fork; and of tin Tertiar.x ij<_

and other strata on the wav to >ama Fe ;
ot th< ^"'"•"-\

.

vicinity of Santa Fe; of the Geology of the i.

to the Sierra la Plata, including a description

of Pagosa, 40 to 50 feet in diameter, in apj •

escaping gases, situated on the San Juan, up the \a.<-}
^,

the sierra San .Juan and the Sierra del Navajo ;
mi

><
^

.

.

of the Sage-Plain and Valley of the Fppcr Coloia-i- . ^

account of the cliff habitat i ms : and on rh
;

'-'-",
" '

Juan. Dr. Newberrv deseriWe> and figures Inas.-a-

1

1

^
1

^
,

mites, Znmites, Pern/A-ris, PterophgUmn, iff''-
1

''{].{

teris, Camptopt> /•;.«. 7b lt ;, IJ
.t, l :*. and ./. 0.7 ""' .

tI
'"

ii
'

'!.

v

or Yaki River, Sonora, and from the copper mine- m-^
_

New Mexico, besides some Carboniferous and Crctac
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and Mr. Meek, various ( 'ret aceous species. Dr. Newberry mentions

that a larger species of Jeanpaulia has been observed by him

among the plants of the Triassio of North Carolina.

It is greatly to be regretted that the publication of this excel-

lent volume has been so long delayed.

4. Jlnjort of Explorations across the Great Basin of the Ter-

ritory of Utah, for a direct t^ufon-route from Camp Floyd to

Genoa in Carson Valley, in 1859, bv Capt. (now Colonel) .1. II.

Simpson, Corps TopoU-

r . Engineer. '('. S. A. Engine, -rs' Depart-

ment, U. S. A. 494 pp. 4to, with plates and maps. Washington,

1876. Containing a Geological Report of Mr. Menky Engel-
manx; Paleontological, of Mr. F. B. Meek; Ichthyological, of Mr.

T. Gill, etc.—The explorations here recorded were made in 1*59,

and the report now published bears the date Febuary 5, 1861

—

the delay in publication having been occasioned by the civil war.

The volume is occupied chiefly by the observations of the Engin-

eer corps—including, the resu'l - ol : >tr moi ii< d, ti pographical,

'Innatal, magnetic and other related investigations, tables of dis-

tances, altitudes and grades of routes ; but contains also a history

«»f the explorations of the Great Basin from the time of Father

Escalante in 1776 to the present period, and a general description

of the country, with Captain Simpson's Itineraries ; also a Geologi-

cal Report, oeeupv i> _ _»
]

• - i ILnr\ Engelmann, geologist

"I
the expedition,':! I ';,!, om-h.-iea! Report, of l<> pages, by Mr.

Botany, by Mr. G. Engelm:

u,s. bv Dr.' G. Hurt. The .

i^ck: and Appen
by Mr. T.Gill, c

tern Utah and its Indians, by" Dr. G. Hurt. The delay i

'dication of Mr. Ilenrv Emjelmann's valuable report h;

" the credit of first discovery in many points connect*

a- g.-ology of the region. It treats of the geology .

1 Kansas and Southeastern Nebraska: ol the plain- ne:

> the foot of the Rocky Mountains; of the^ district ot tl

Mountains, between Foil Laramie and t he S. -m h D<"
:

-

lieportofMr. Gill is accompanied by elev.

:,
.;"> r 'ie Botanical Report of Mr. G. Engel
'dustrating the species Echinocactns Sun
[""tat indchdla Engelm.
ossil marine plants from the, ('<>td-me<isu

W,U> the Report of the Indiana Geological S

enbed three species of sea-weeds of the
/•""<

7 7'//'->/.s Hall, from iron concretions in

j>al L, on a branch of Salt Creek, Vigo Cc
tiers of the new genera Asternj>hyra.* Irom a

with coal-beds near New Harmony. Indian:

Carboniferous, Rock Castle, Kentucky, an

ort Byron, Illinois and from Indiana.
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6. Remarks on Fossils from the Ashley Phosphate Beds.—
Prof. Leidy observed that the so-< I p . *phat 1m d< ..t Wilev
River, South Carolina, were remarkable for the singular admix-
ture of multitudes of fossils of different asjes, from the early Ter-

tiary period inclusive down to the present epoch. The phosphati.-

nodules, for which the beds are explored, appear to have had their

origin from the Eocene rocks beneath. Tin v have also eemnihute/i

numerous remains of marine \ erf. .-1. rates, especially of s<
1
(j.-il< t( ]./iit>,

reptiles, and H-hes. Mingled in the sand and clay with the |.h-.v

phatic nodules and bones of Eocene animals, are hmumeraU.-
remains of cetaceans, sharks, and other marine animals ,.f p. -rha]-

the middle and later Tertiary ages. Added to these are multi-

tudes of remains of l...tli marine and terrestrial animals of the

Quaternary period. There are fume 1 pell-mell together bones of

Eocene squa . ,! to the whales and seals; hosts

of teeth of the great shark Carcharodon augustidens ; myriad-

of teeth of the giant of sharks of the Tertiary period, the On--

chorodmi megalodon ; bones and teeth of whales and porpoises:

and abundance of remains of elephant, mastodon, un-
horse, etc.; and occasionally the rude implements of our mow
immediate ancestors.
From among a collection

beds, r, eentiy submitted to his inspection by Mr.
of the Pacific Guano Company, the s; imens were selected whicb

lie upon the table. One of these is a well-preserved tooth of a

Megatherium; another, a . hararteristic portion of the skull of a

Manatee; a third, a complete - isk of the Walrus; indicating :i

still farther pom don of this animal than ha<;

been previously known ; fourth, a huge tooth of i

to the sperm whale, probably the same as those from t

Antwerp ascribed to Dinoziphius. Besides these tliere are n*

- cetaceans of the little known family of the

H.eM-
, r . p..r].oiM.-like animals, without teeth in the up| " ."

:r of teeth in the lower jaw. I-' 1

beaks, comp »s< I ot t| , , ,, ..dried bones of the face, a

lU ' th ii i i\ like density which probably rendered them

available as weapons of defence. . ^A fourth beak from the same locality, presented by Mr. t
•

•

Bement, belongs to a different species of the sain. I mul}

''«'•« ks am ».,i-„. a— .eiaud fossils will form the subjects <-i .

paper shortly to be presented to the Academy. .

flie beaks have been referred to species with the toilowi .

Choneziphius traehops—Sapra-vomerian canal op'

ssitied and forming a crest along the mid
i ding to the interval of the prenareal fossa-.

with a rugged tract at the upper part of the base ^ the beak.

.
(/'•>><ez>)d,;»*/; ll

j
t,.-rn ..xk proportionately of less h

in the preceding. Supra-vomeria .lihiries •
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same, except that the crest of the latter in front is acute. Mamil-

laries without the rugged tract at base.

Eboroziphius ccelops.—A new genus as well as species. Beak

above forming a hroad gutter as in Hyperoodon, and not divided

i'v an intermaxillary crest as in the preceding. Maxilla ries with

liromiuent lateral crests at base, convex inwardly. Right prena-

real fossa occupied by a thick osseous disk. Intermaxillaries co-

ossitied. Supra-vomerian canal open.

Belemnoziphius prwops.—Beak solid, with all traces of the

original separation of the constituent 1 tones and the ossified mes-

itlnnuid cartilage obliterated.

—

Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad.,

7. Fish Remains of the Mesozoic Red Shales.—Froi Leidy
remarked that the remains of life were rare in the Mesozoic

ivd shales which cross Pennsylvania about fifteen miles north of

Philadelphia, Heme- anv fossils whatever from these rocks were
of interest. The three cycloid fish scales, and a few detached

caudal rays, in the fragments of red shales, presented by hirn tins

evening, he found on the Perkiomen Railroad, near Yerkes' Station,

Montgomery County. One of the scales resembles those described

by the late Prof. E. Emmons, under the name of Rhabdiolepis

degans, from the mesozoic coal shales of Chatham Co., N. C—
Proc. Acad. Yat Sci, Philad., May 9.

*• A St.uhj of the llh'itb; Stmtn nfth, Vol di Ledro, in the

Southern Tyrol; bv T. Nelson Dale. Jr., Mem.Geol.Soc.de
France. TO pp. 8vo* with maps and sections. Paterson, N. J.

,' 876.—The author gives the results of his geological explorations
m the Southern Tyrol, and ill

with a colored

geological map and many sections.
'•'• 0)i the M,n,nr,nVa\n tn Tr<n;s ,,f Mm, found in the Robin-

Hood Cave; by W. Boyd Dawkins.—The author noticed the

various species of animals discovered bv Mr. Hello during the

researches, the results of which are -hen in another paper, and

Jew certain conclusions from their mode of occurrence as to
the history of Robin Hood's Cave. He considered that the cave
was occupied by Hyaenas durin.' the formation of the lowest and
middle deposits, and that the -reat majority of the other animals
jnose remains occur in the cave were dragged into it by the

"yamas. That thev served as f .,,1 for tfo- latter is shown by the

condition of many of the bone- Darin- this period the red sand
*™ day of the lowest stratum was deposited by occasional floods.

\he red loam or cave-earth forming the middle stratum was prob-

er introduced during heavy rains. The occupation of the cave

7,
H>;'^ still continue,!. f, m ,- W as disturbed by the visits of

t

.

a ' a
'';,,r »'c hunters. The remain- found in the breccia indicate

"at the cave was i, habit- d bv .. an, and less frequently visited

'J hy*nas than before The
}
»re« nee of vertebra? of the hare in

,;;•
i,r«'eia would im„lv th: t tin hunters who occupied the cave

"JJ
not the dog as a domestic animal. After a discussion of the

ia"on8 of the ani uma of the cave, the author
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proceeded to describe the traces of man found in it, which consist
of fragments of charcoal, and implements made of antler and
mammoth-tooth, quartzite, ironstone, greenstone and flint. The
distribution of these implement- i i 1 1 Z ca\e represents three dis-

tinct stages. In the cave-earth the existence of man is indicated
by the quartzite implements, which are far ruder than those gene-
rally formed of the more easily fashioned flint. Out of 94 worked
quartzite pebbles only three occurred in the breccia, while of 267

worked flints only eight were met with in the cave-earth. The
ruder implements were thus evidently the older, corresponding in

gemrai form with those assigned by De Mortillet to "the age of

Moustier and St. A.luui." represented in England by the ruder

implements oft!
;

[',
,le. The newer or

time establishes a direct rek
ruder types of implements below

£V/,/, „,.,.< „f riui'n»li>,,t« ;,, l\,',,u<i„ Deposits elsew/m

n South Africa ; by Prof. R. Owkn.-In this p:mer th«

described \U ntilia which he believes i
>}»

pes ot impkM; ose more hignl]

Proc. GeoL Soc, in Ann. Jfag. Nat. Hist., Aug
vidmces of Theriodonts in Perm
Snnth Africa; by Prof. R. Owf

iuutior noticed some described Ibptilia w
long to his order Wnriodontia. In 1*38
proba ly i lammalian the distal end of a h
foration or canal above the inner condyle. The specime

from the Permian of the W,M.,n i'ial:'and Kutorga gave

name of Brithopus priscus. Under the name of Orthopus p
vus he described the proximal part of the humerus of the

species, perhaps of the same bone. There is thus evidence

extinct reptile in the Permian deposits of the Ural with

inerus showing the chara. ;•!- ,.; ihe Theriodont reptiles"

Karoo series of South Africa. The I W-itis i
Musi n i

'^

cast of the first-mentioned fragment, labelled by Kraut/
"

saura* i'mh^sls, 11. von .Mever. Hrithop'i* ///•/*<•//*, Ku-

The genus Eurosaurus was founded in 1 842, by Fischer von

heim, upon some fragment . ,f bone, including i
humeri

broad proximal end as in Kutorga's Orf/<op>,,,< ; and Hp'"'

noticed a humerus showing .Kara. tors like those of K" r
'

fir,:t/n,j„/s, from the same locality as the portion of a jaw d« -

under the name of /,
- - '>'< Fisdwr.

contained nine molar teeth, with thick, pointed. Mibeomh

crowns, with trenchant and serrate borders. ^ l*/'" ,'

Jleyer described a skull from the Permian of the_l ral. '^;
name of Mea - a Labyrinthodontj « .

wald referred this genus, with Kutorga's tirit/»>f»"< and >>'-

to Fischer's Eurosaurus. The author regarded > "-'
.

truly Labyrinthodont; whilst the Permian forms const

Kutorga's genus he referred to the Theriodont order.
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ality as the above, Kutorga describes SyoJon hiar-

obably a Pachyderm. Its teeth resemble those of

Kichwald's /Jettterosum-i/x hior,'ulcus is founded

part of both upper and lower jaws of a reptile, con-

with denticulate or erenulate trenchant borders, the

; large, especially in the upper jaw, Deuterosaurus

ds of the Sneewberg range. All the above are from

beds of the Ural; and the author regards them as

ng suggestive evidence of the Palaeozoic age of the Karoo
esented.

i Lycosaurm,
om a red sandstone, probably of Permian [Triassic?] age, in

rineedvlward Island. The remains include the leti maxillary, pre-

.i.villary. and nasal bones; the teeth, implanted in distinct sock-

s, have subcompressed, recurved, conical, pointed crowns, with
mutely crenukued borders. The foremost tooth in the maxillary

:i canine; and in other points the dentition shows Theriodont
laracters This fossil has been described by Dr. Leidy under the

ime of Bathygnathus borers. I'l 11-. ^npj i^ the affinities

tl'e fossils from the Ural and Primv-Kdward Island to be cor-

mmalian char-

ru-s are shown to have had. a verv wide range. Further, the

ithor thinks that tin Theriodont reptiles of the Bristol dolomitic

'-'-dMmerate mav also prove to constitute a family in the Therio-

i lei —J>,-„r (, ,' no ,/„ I ,„ JJ {/ \ </ lh» .Aug.. I -in

I l. Silurian dior
'

•< Ne»foun&
nd,~Mr. Howley's labors, in Newfoundland during 1874 were,

;
"'

( '"!'d;!nec with Mr. Murray's plans, given to the survey, topo-

apliical and geological, of the western coast, about the penin-

l!;l and bay of Port-a-Port, and St. George's Day, In tracing
"' b"Wer Silurian formations oi' the Newfoundland coast, Mr.
"rray and his colleagues have been able to identify them with

"1 Black River groups of Canada. But in the course of their

•,'- "f nietamorphic rocks in the Lower Silurian series, ovi-rlymg

r- Hichardson found highly met amorphosed rocks, including
'•' talcose slates and serpentine, in some portion apparently <-l

' ' iitJi. in tin l!u\ ol Islands, that s,.
t sf.ui.-s beliov. 1 to

' r
' ~ 'it the Siilery zone of the Quebec group passed below the

'rpentine of the Blowmedown Mountain-. Mr. Ilowley ha- now
'^"•riiied and extended these observations by mapping the coun-

3 't-tween the Bay of Islands and St. George's Bey. He dm
".'"} Mr. Murray's serpentine rocks southward to Bluff Head,
" '"ids that thev [.ass imconformaldv over ditferent horizons <d

1 W
»
hich are taken to represent the" Siilery and Le\ is >ubdi\ i-

on» of the Quebec group of the Lower Silurian system. The
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striking character of this unconformable junction is well brought
out upon the map, where two large cakes of the overlvin- r. .\-k>

are seen to sweep over both anticlinal and synclinal ids ol

the lower formations. These cakes consist of brecciated .1. I..miti-

or limestone, chlorite-slate, diorvte and serpentine, havhi" ;i tot;il

thickness of perhaps 1,500 feet*. Their exact geologi
seems not yet quite sri-

t i . i ihe\ to pl;i< ]i

visionally between tl Sil i , , drd>eye and Black Kivct tor

mations. I)oubtle-s further details will he u'iven in future reports

regarding this remarkable feature of Newfoundland geology, and
till they appear, it may be well to avoid any discussion of the

theoretical aspect of the subject. It is not the first time that an

instance has occurred of the higher rocks of a district being more

metamorphosed than the lower, but there has probably never been

observed so remarkable a case, for here the metamorphosed and

contorted series is described as a.-iuallv overlvinsr unmetamor-
phosed strata.—Notice of the Jh ,,<>,'t ,,„ ),',, (j, .!/ ,.,h- ,i S,„ <v/ <>/

Newfoundland for 1874, in Nature of July 20.

12. Oldho tt ,ia I,, \Yi*i:»nxin.—\xi a letter to one of the editor*

of this Journal from 31 r. J. W. Porter, dated Ean Claire, Wi-ci:-

mii, June ii'th, the writer >taO - that he ha- found tl

rad,,,ta abundantly and very perfect in the vicinity of Eau Clair-

In the bluff around this place then is a lar^e exposure ol P< t-la

sandstone, quite fossiliferous, with numerous Trilobite impre-i:>

of several species, Pteropods and Lingular, besides Fuceidal i':-

pre.ssions nid wave mark-. With the Ohlhamia radiata wiirs

Scolithus linearis, and neither of them seems to extend as bigh
;

to the beginning of the other forms, or to the bottom of the tU»

13. Reef-oud.Hn.jcnrnl* ;„ the Tasmanian Tertiary--Professor

i'unean has deseriln d the new reer-buildinu' specie

/f /''-' '"< <>< >-\ 7/-" *V ./.v,v/a..d another species

of Thamnastrasa, from Cape II,, we. Tasmania, 1-3° .»*" ;'

of the present southern limit of the coral-reef seas in that part ot

the ocean.

14. Carboniferous Puln«,nates. (From a letter to the editors,

(latl '' v
- tre.-d, July 24, 1876.)—In a recent visit to the South

-hi'dt I" was asMMed l»\ Albert I. Iliil, -Tr., of the

Cumberland Coal Mine, we succeeded in trai-imr /'"/"' '''''' >hl
-

,'"

:l '".ulxr level h, the ( 'oal formation than previously. A nm"''.;

pt specimens were found in the material filling an ereel
in group XXVI of my section of the South Joggins, the saiiu

>b Marsh's Eosaurus was found, and which has a-

afforded reptilian footprints. The bed is 222 feet above the mat

coal seam, 842 feet above the bed in which this shell was tu>

discovered by Sir C. Lyell and myself, and about 2,000 feet :i-ou

the lowest bed l, uhiej, I I;,;,,; v,. t f..„nd .p.ci.mn*. '
r {

'

,

appears that this little pulmonate continued to flours
Carboniferous swamps after its ancestors had been buried
teet of sediment, including many beds of coal and nearlj
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whole thickness of the productive Coal-measures. Its companion
pulraonate, Conulus prisons, has as yet been found only in the

lowest of the beds above referred to.

We were so fortunate as to discover, on the same expedition,

another large Sigillaria stump, stored with reptilian bones ; which
it is hoped may afford some interesting additions to the land
fauna of the Coal period. J. w. dawson.

15. Brachiopods of the Sicedish Paradoxides beds of Sweden.—
and describes the following Swedish

"{?) X'ltlmrsti, Obolus ? Acrotreta socialis v. Seebach,

wptfeofo* Hicks, Obolella sagittalis Salt., 0. macidata Hicks,
0,-t/us IflrJcsi Salt., with perhaps Kutorgina cingnlatu Hill.

Including all known species, the number of species is small com-
pared witlMhat of the trilobites, the ratio being 29 to 150 of the
latter. In general the Paradoxides beds are characterized by
the most of their Brachiopoda having a corneous shell. The ge-

P^'ic types Kittm'ii'nui, Acmthele and Iphidea have not been found
in later beds.

16. Geological Survey of Brazil—A recent letter to Prof. T.
d. Comstock from Prof C. F. Hartt, head of the Geological Sur-

rey of Brazil, states that he is preparing to send one division of

his corps, probably under the direction of Mr. 0. A. Derby, to
make a careful examination of the Amazonian Country, and to con-
nect the explorations of this region with those now in progress to

_ the coast.

!'• Geological N,

i

r ,,f ///;,, ,>;* —The geological map of Illinois,

announced as nearly ready by Mr. Worthen in the last (sixth)

volume of his Geological Report, has been published. It is ol
large size and well colored.

18. Report on the Chemical, Mineralogical and Microscopical
ham,-tem of the Lavas of Vesuvius, from 1631 to 1868; by

p Samuel Haughton, of Trinity ( oil, -e, Dublin, and Edward

HE*» Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland. 164 pp. 4to.

{*7« Art. m of vol. xxvi%f Trans. R. Irish Acad., Dubhn.-
" »ns elaborate memoir the chemical and mineralogical part is

J u r. Haughton, aided in the chemical analyses by Mr. YY m
**»y, and the microscopical, by Mr. Hull. The minerals found

J the latter to be present in nil' the lavas, are leucite, anorthite,We magnetite anv of them, traces of soda-

"*. olivine, hornblende and mica ; in several, sanidine, but this

5. ^ y a Pro«i»ie"t coustitu. i.t ; in :. f.-w. n little apatite. In
°e Hussion of the chemical results with n ference to the pro-

tons of these mineral constituents, Dr. Haughton, by a simple
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mathematical method, obtains the maximum and minimum of
gamount possible for each constituent. The probable proportioi

! then deduced from their idau..

possible value obtained i

,1 composition of these mi
the chemical composition of the lava, gives by subtract in

th ae minerak

chemical composition of the paste. The amount of juste

at through the assumption that " of the numerous pi
tions, that will be the occurrhnj on* In Xatnn which 1

ln'iftst amount of definite minerals and the least ",„

/ aste. Calculating from this basis, he arrives

.vas ejected at different

1631 to 1868, of which the following are examples:.

-

The ingredients of the paste, as deduced by the metho
are sili< ,i. time and

| rot. side of iron, and the mean composition,

to Dr. Haughton, corresponds to the form
M0

2 ,
" which represents a very fusible basic ._

-

color from the larywpiantitv of iron protoxide." The order <>t

formation of iin<T to Dr. Haughto
first the po^

1

lite ; then t

anorthite.

The analysis of the Vesuvian augite which is taken for the cal-

culations is that of Wedding, of augite from a lava of 1631, givm

only 4-54 p. c. of protoxide i
ofRammeteWg

of the augite from a Vesuvian lava of 1858, gave 9 08 FeO. m«
constituent augite—one of the four always present—is hence on

source of uncertainty in such calculations, tor the maximumia

duced (the amount usually taken by Dr. Haughton in his una

results) will differ widely in the two cases. Further, the CaO pot

used by augite bi :iml therefore the proP ™"
of anorthite would also be different. There is, hence, !*•*» l

suspect that the calculated percentage of anorthite in several

tabulated results is below the actual amount present in
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19. On the crystallographic relations of the three types of Chon-

•fmJite (Hiunite).— ~yi. DksCloizeaux in a recent letter, dated

Paris, July 1st, 1876, gives the results of his researches in regard

to the optical characters of chondrodite. These results are of

especial interest as proving for the Swedish chondrodite, and the

Vesuvian humite what has been shown by the writer to he true

of the chondrodite from Brewster, N. Y.,—that the second and
third types are raonoclinic, not orthorhombic.
The principle conclusions of M. DesCloizeaux are, as follows.

e types of ! Scacchi,

different species, closely related to each other in regard to form.

The crystalh.n-raphical and optical characters of the types are the

following: Type I, humite troiii Vesuvius. Orthorhombic. Fun.

^W2 (pa 3=001 A 013)=124°' 16'. The plane r 5 is made the fun-

damental pyramid with ^Ar6 (/>&*=001 ^ 111)=101° 39', and o2

made the unit prism, Ba>o* (100A 110)=1 14° 50'. Plane of

the optic axes parallel to the base, with the acute bisectrix paral-

lel to the shorter diagonal of the base. Dispersion weak, perhaps

P<v, 2Ra (red rays) z=78° 18' -79°.
Type II, chondrodite from Sweden. Monoclinic. Fundamental

angles A,s e2 (ph =001 A 100)=108° 68'; ^^^(K=001 ^ 011)=
122° 29'; 6Un2 '(^ 1 A 3=010 /N 210)=135° 41'. The planes r" and
r * are made the unit pyramids; A /s r

2 (pdi=00\ ^lll)=\25° 50',

and ^l Ar3(^i=001^ni)=113 o
28'. Plane of the optic axes

inclined to the front edge, and making an angle of about 30° with
the base. The crystals, mostly twins, composed of hemitropic
bands parallel to the base ; two collections of these bands were
observed in one crystal united by an irregular line not referable

[o any plane on the crystal. The number of these twinning
bands varies with every specimen examined. Apparent aual
angle (in oil), red rays, 80

c
27', him-. ->° :< Hi^ctrix positive,

normal to the plane of symmetry. Dispersion also crossed (tour-

nante). In several other crystals the axial angle was found to

';.v i rum 86° 14' to 87° 20'.

jypeHI. Humite, color pale yellow, from Mt. Somma. Mon-
oclinic. Fundamental angles; .1 A e 4 (»A'=:001^100)=100 48;

;

4 A''Cpe'=001 A 011=126° 18'); c/r* (ghn=010^U0)=lM
*«• Ihe planes r* and r* are taken as the unit pyramids: A^r
(M=O0l A ni)=l25° 47', 4Ar»=001 A 111)=H9° 17'. Plane
01 the optic axes inclined to the front edge and making an angle

J. about n° with ,i„. i, tM .
ry

1M(M ,
,,,- tll( ;vxe* feeble ,j<v.

^•spersion also cr< iable Bisectrix punitive.

"y»l to the plane of symm C* oil),
red ray8

'

«* 38-85° 4 '. The white crystals, which are in appearance
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simple, are mostly complex, being composed of parallel hemitropic

bands. A yellow crystal, on the other hand, cut parallel to the

plane of symmetry, showed a method of twinning analogous to

that observed by Scacchi; it was composed of five individuals.

M. DesCloizeaux has also made an important observation tend-

ing to explain the well known variation in the composition of the

three types. A small crystal, apparently of the first type, sliced,

and examined optically, showed that it was penetrated irregularly

by a crystal of the third type. M. Des Cloizeaux concludes from

this that the former analyses cannot be considered reliable, and

that the true composition can be obtained only from crystals

which have previously been subjected to an optical examination.

The second type seems to be the most homogeneous, and the one

whose composition has been most certainly determined.

For the sake of comparison the results obtained by the writer

from an optical examination of the chondrodite from Brewster

N. Y. (this Jour., Ill, x, 89, Aug., 1875, and xi, 201, Feb 1876)

are here cited. It will be seen that those since obtained by I>es

Cloizeaux for the chondrodite of Sweden and humite of Vesuvius

agree very closely with them. .

,

Type II, mojK by plane of optic axes with

the base 25° 50' (about 30°, DesCloizeaux). Bisectrix positive,

normal to the plane of symmetry, 2lla (red rays) =88 48 (8b

-87° 20', DesCloizeax). „ .
ti ,

Type III, monoclinic ; angle made by the plane ot the opm

axes with the base about 7|° (11° DesCloizeaux, humite).

The measured angles upon the Brewster crystals, as was stawu,

were inconclusive except as proving that the obliquity aw u

exceed a very few minutes. How small the variation lr
°™

A

rectangular form is for crystals of the second type, as given j

DesCloizeaux, may be judged from the following pairs oiaV

-

A^e i= 109° 5', A^e 2'=\08° 58 ; A^r 3=U3 28, f** ~
113° 25', etc.; if the crystals were orthorhombic, as nas>

,

assumed, the planes e* and e»' would be identical, and^ne an,

on the base A would be the same ; so also for r
3 and r . « ^

third type DesCloizeaux makes the monoclinic ^^"ILok f

rectangular form about two minutes. Some additional^"^
the second type of chondrodite recently obtained from dmw

N. Y., offer an opportunity to test by accurate measuremen *
amount of the obliquity for the species, which the writer w

fail to avail himself of at an early date. E
-
s

" _^,-*-

20. Die Mineralien Badens ncu

ta.v Leonhaed. 3d ed. 65 pp. 8vo. Stuttgart,
"""*

Duchy of Baden is remarkable for the variety and aDuuu---^

the minerals which it affords. This is explained as r«ma
c

r

ountrf,
Prof. Leonhard, by the wide range of rocks found in tne

,

eir many
embracing not only the older crystalline rocks witn ^.^
metallic veins, but also a large varietv of igneous rocKs, ^
those of the Kaiserstuhl are especially rich in minerals <* d
a considerable series of sedimentary rocks. The descry

,

1876.-The I
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21. Studien ilh, r M;,„ r.ii- /'*. nJomorphosen. Inaugural-Dis-
sertation von F. E. Geinitz. 56 pp. 8vo. Stuttgart, 1876.—Dr.

Geinitz has subjected a large number of pseudomorphs to a careful

study, particularly by means of the microscope, and the results of
his work will be read with interest. The pamphlet is illustrated

by a plate with a series of figures.
,T

Minerals.—Prof. C. U. Shepard has named and par-

ally described the following r

Viinxxcmite. Occurs in tVanuxemite. Occurs in small irregular patches scattered

through a firm ochery aggregate, proceeding from the decomposi-
tion of several zinc ores. Massive, impalpable, with an even or

conchoidal fracture. Color white, dull. H.=2-5-3, G.=2-5.
Does not adhere to the tongue, but emits a feeble clayey odor on
being breathed upon. B. B. fuses readily to an opaque enamel.

Composition Si0 o 35-64, A10 3
11-70, ZnO 32-48-36, H2

14-80

-19-88=99-70. Locality, Sterling Hill, N. J.

Kmtingine. Considered " probably a new species." Closely
resembles fowleiit

i lot are, but angles obtained on
cleavage prisms 64° and 116°. Does not lose luster on weather-
ing. H.=4-5-5, G.=3-33. B. B. fuses to a reddish semi-trans-

parent glass. Composition SiO a
47-, Mad 277, ZnO 5-6, CaO

18-0, H
2 0-s=99-9. Locality, Franklin, N. J., where it was found

"i a mass of yellow garnet.
lalcozincite. Massive, fine-granular; interpenetrated with fibres

of asbestus and sussexite. Luster vitreous. Color light orange-
red. Streak lemon-yellow. Translucent. H.=3-5, G.=8*0S.
Effervesces slightly with acid. B. B. blackens. Composition
«iO 81-00, CaO 7-56, C0 2 5-80, Ho 4-26, MnO tr=98-62.

E,ichlorite. Massive, in coarse "elongated scales. Color light

jmve-green. Powder pale green. Luster subpearly.
^•=2-71. B. B. fuses with difficulty on thin edges to a greenish-
gray enamel. Decomposed by sulphuric acid. Composition Si02

6, A10
3 6-80, FeO 15-52, (MgO 38-07), H 2

6-10, 1

gray enamel. Decomposed by rah*
3o-51 -38-46, AIO3 6-80, FeO 15'52, (MgO 38'G,,, ~ 8 ~ -
Locahty, Chester, Mass., where it occurs in a layer on both sides

*n extensive vein of albite.
tyihamine. Forms irregular seams and masses sometimes a

»ot thick at the asbestus mine at IVlham, Mass. Resembles a

„
ack

.
serpentine closely. Almost without luster. Powder dark

greeniKh-gray. H.=5-0 G=2-9-3'2. B. B. infusible. Compo-

=100
Si°

8 38 '40
'
M° 3 2 "8

'

'
Fe0 15 "52

'

(Mg° 39 '

88)
'

H2° 3 '4°

Prof Shepard has also published a catalogue (8 pp.) of the

?C °Und within seventy-five miles of Amherst College,



III. Botany and Zoology.

1. The Structure and Movements of the Leaves of Dionaa

muscipula; by Casimir De Candolle.—A neat paper. separately

issued from the Geneva Archives des Sciences Phys. et Xot., April,

1876, illustrated by two plates of anatomical details. One note-

worthy suggestion—which has already been made here—is that

the sudden change of electrical current at the closing of the trap,

ascertained by Burdon Sanderson (andmuch insisted on, on account

of its accordance with what takes place in muscular motion), may

have had its importance much overrated. The electro-

currents, which Becquerel long ago demonstrated in vcp-t.-i".

ti*M , - M-nerallv, would ultn -< necessarily be influenced in some

such way bv the displacements of liquid which would accompany

any such abrupt change in the tumescence of the pre

In some experiments made three years ago by Professor n
-

bridge, of Harvard University (which, unl

followed up), it was found that the strong bending of an lnternode

of stem without lesion, produced "t-.

M. Casimir De Candolle fairly deduces from his ex]

the conclusion that animal matter is not nec< -

ment and vigor of Dioncea. He goes on to the cone

i
m.ttvi of the ii.Mcts canuht is not dio

;

by the leaves. This does not follow. Very much

would be required to rebut the presumption that tl

matters absorbed are somehow (and even directly) utilized
j

^Th^independent movement of the border of the trap m*
|

fringe of bristles is explained by the anatomical struct

is, ;i s ; t v. , . distinct from that of the main body. Tin-

stated to belong to the epidermis only ; but the excitable on

so that impressions upon the former may readily beiti

to the latter. The closing of the trap results from the

tively permanent elastic tension of the large!)

of the leaf. It opens by counter-action of the V*™^
of the upper or inner side, through tumescence; the clo>JS

results from the sudden diminution of the turgescen-.

unexplained way. In other words, the trap is held open,^
^

the proper moment is let go.
f p B.

2. Diatoms in Wheat-straw.—The article by iW»
Wilson, in this Journal, for May last, is referred to m
Journal of Botany for July, with the remai

discovery "is not very likely to meet wit!

botanists." The real nature of the siliceous molds oi <

Professor Wilson took for diatoms must have suggest e

those familiar with such matters, and would
to the author of the communication if this had happened ^

attention before insertion.
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An Intoxicating Grass.—Besides the

k Grass, of the Dutch Colonists in S.

loned Dr. Shaw's account a year or two
there is in Mongolia another grass

supplied "by Dr. Bretschneider, of

the Uussiiin legation at Peking. It proves to be a new species of

Stipa, brought from the Alachan mountains hy a Roman Catholic

.Mi-iuimry, whose horses were disabled by its inebriating proper-

ties. The wandering Mongols of the region are familiar with this

grass, and use vinegar as an antidote. A
-
G -

4. h-imitim Monographic Kosarum.—The third fascicle of

this interesting essay by M. Crepin has come to hand. It deals

with Asiatic Roses, and throws much light upon them. Our
Cherokee Rose is recognized as of Chino-Japanese origin ;

but he

proposes—apparently with reason—to retain Michaux's name oi

n<m birhjata, on the ground that this cannot have been the

"n-inal 11. Hinica. If 'not, the name II. l»> ;gata has priority.

It. irh'ubtris of - as a N. American species of

high northern regions; where also E. Davurica and E. amblyotis

(one or both) also appear to occur. A classification of the Cin-

wmonem Roses is given ; in which E. alp ina and E. blanda

belong to the series .<»/',/„//,//< < ,-
.'

.
*'//. t > and R. acicularis to

the Aciculares ; E. ii'-,/,;; />. < .,-:f.;',,i- <. R. laxa, E. cinna-

"""'", and R amblyotis, to the Dk~—
5. Does the Age ,

lime of Leafingf- Every
one knows that very young trees in a nursery are apt to come
rather earlier into leaf than full-grown trees of the species. But
rlll > is explained b\ t < nearness to the ground and consequent

higher temperature. The comparison should be made between the

oldest available trees and other well-developed trees of moderate
age - -M. Alph. De Candolle caused observations of tins kind to

be made in two old botanic gardens, viz: those of Pans and of

Plsa
; ««»d the results were negative —in the Paris cases no difier-

5«; in the Pisa rko and an old Walnut tree

"•fed earlier than young trees of the species, while the old tree of

Horse-chestnut, Sophora, Linden, and Fawlownia were later than
the young trees. A veri full series of cases, of different species,

would be needed for the elimination of individual peculiarities,

°«en great in this respect. But M. De ('and. .He is able to refer

o better data, viz: to one case in which the date of coming into

*af of a Horse-chestnut tree has been carefully recorded for eixty-

JS« years, and another for fifty-seven years; both at Geneva.
u

|
t'ourse any differences due to age would be small in comparison

rj! V,
b0

.

Se due to climate, yet they might be expected to be

2"Mem the long series of years, if age really made any diner-

2* But the figures do not bring to view any tendency to

'™er earlier or later leafing with the advance of years. J 1
-
u

f
^ndolle'g notice is in the Archives des Sciences de la Bibl. Um-
l *neUe

1
June) 18 ^6

a. g.



6. Practical B»tn r,y, structural and Systematic ; the latter mr-
tum being J, Analytical Key to the wild I
>//,-. ,!,.<. .„ ;.,/,' Herbs, Sedges and Grasses of the Northern and
Middle United States, east of the Mississippi: by August
KceHLEK, M.D., Professor of Botany in the College of Pharm* I

of the city of New York. 400 pp., l2mo, copiously illustrate*.

WYork. 1876. Henry Holt & Co.—The structural portkn
oi the work occupies ninety-three oases
well worked —
remainder of t

and the like, and little mindful of the integrity of genera—leads
directly to genus and to species when these are given, and ii

intended to serve the purpose of a flora or manual. It is on the

diehotomal mode ; the first coupli i nogarm from

Cryptogams ; the former are at once divided into those which
have flowers inclosed in an involucre, and those which have not

;

to the former only Compositre are referred—one sees not why.
Those without an involucre to several flowers divide next into

perfect and diclinous flowers (which is a very variable matter),

and so on. A lady botanist of advancing years, who w
up under the Linnsean system, used to 'l -oast that she could find

out the name of a plant by that in half the time required to do it

through the natural system of classification. We could
say the fact, and it would have been hardly polite to tell her that

she knew little more of botany after the operation than before

The Linmean s\>tein, however," is, if we mistake not, a better, and

perhaps a surer one t!. - itute. ' a. g.

7. Flora of Southwestern Colorado; by T. S. Bbandjm«*
Reprinted from Hayden's Bulletin of the Geological and Geograph-
ical Survey of the Territories, vol. ii, no. 3.—A small pamphlet,

>• Botany. In six pages

the character of the country and its vegetation along the >w
Juan, the Mesa Verde, and the sub-alpine neighboringliigher re-

gions, is succinctly and clearly sketched, and the donoana
mentioned. "The Mesa Verde, a plain of 200 square mi
nearly a thousand feet above the surrounding country, is a prom-

inent topographical feature of southwestern Colorado. Its surta^'

is perfectly dry, the showers from the La Plata mount
wetting it except upon the northern edge. Jun >/»>•>/* <• '"'• '

'

covers almost the whole mesa, and it is to the abunda .

ungraceful bushy tree that the name of the green mesa ifl oB*

"The sub-alpine Coniferm of the southwestern slope ar

Abies Engel,. ,,: and grandis. These two species,
gether or in forests of one alone, cover the western slojM
the altitude of Pinus ponderosa, 9,000 feet, both spech -

magnificent trees. A. Engelmanni is the only conifer
the timber line. . . . Abies con color was not seen upon the W"
ern slope, and not a tree of A. grandis could be found or
ern slope. Pinus ponderosa is abundant at 8,000 feet alum"';
and its large trees will furnish a great amount of lumber. r.
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flexilis is not common ; it grows at 8,500 feet, with P ponderosa,
AMi*grandi\ .Venzicst'i, Engelmanni and Doughs! i, all associ-
ated at this altitude." " Pinus edulis is said to fruit once in seven
years." " The number of pbaenogamous plants growing in south-
western Colorado will not equal the 900 species that can be found
on any similar area of the eastern slope. The impressions received
by any one who has noticed the flora of the eastern slope, riding
rapidly over southwestern Colorado, below 8,000 feet altitude, are :

the great scarcity of all vegetation, the comparative abundance of
rosaceous shrubs and Artemi -Lush], the great
number of the annual species of Eriogonum, the showy blossom*
ot M«hmce.>, and the few species of Astragalus and Pentstenon.
Nevertheless, the characters of four new Astragali appear in the
accompanying list, and of other new species the number is con-
siderable. A _ a<

8. Darwiniana: Essays and AV/vW'.y pertaining to Darwin-
ian; by Asa Gray. 396 pp. 8vo. New York: 1876. (D.
Appleton & Co.)—The first two of the "Essays and Reviews"
here collected into a volume, appenivd in thU Journal in 1860, not
long after the publication of Darwin's first work, on the Origin of

" A ^3 others, subsequently, in this or other Journ;
'specie

the country, except Imu i «-,,. u hi,-) ;', re here first published. The
chapters contain a clear expo-

1

I points in " Dar-
winism " and a discussion of the bearings of evolution-theories on
gatural Theology, besides also a full review of the researches of
arwm and others on the subjects of Insectivorous and Climbing

P ants. The earlier articles were prepared in order to bring before
American scientific readers the views set forth in Darwin's first
work-not to i

~

-« tu auvucaie them; ai ages, a> in

ray has written on the subject, there is perfect fairness
sides of the question. His extensive acquaintance with

e world, and his oft-repeated perplexities—like

botanists—over the close relations among the

roups, and the difficulty of finding limits to varia-

- r-ed his mind for a discussion of any theory that

theref v
hght and aid ' His exPosition of Darwinism was,

arm,J!*l}
he Tork ?f one read7 to appreciate Darwin's facts and

species of some
j

,,,,

n 1863, presents some

nong plants, and indi-

vair Tt "u
et and torce of the current" toward a theory of deri-

n both in the facts and in the author ; and the following

,.;w - ;~: u»pter V—on the relations of North American to North-

r .
.

VM:
!" vegetation, and of both to the Tertiary vegetation of

fore th a
reg

.

IOns
>
fir8t brought out in 1872, in his Address be-

of sne
•

A
y
erican Association, is an argument for the derivation

P^cies from species, offering many strong facts in favor of the
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derivation of the modern vegetation of the continents, by BOOM
method of variation, ['mm Tertiary species.

At the same time, in the first as well as others of the essays,

and especially in the seventh and the last. Dr. (iray ar-m -. \>

:

"
.

the earnestness of personal faith, against Atheistic evolution, and
in favor of design, or a divine purpose, in and throughout nature.

The work is commended to all readers who would understand
what Darwinism in its essential features is, and who desire to

learn, from one who knows all sides of the question, the relations

of the subject to Natural Theology. j. n. d.

9. Note on Gigantic Cephalopbds—a Correction. By A. E.

Vkrrill.—In describing the large Cephalopods from Newfound-
land in two former articles,* a serious mistake was made by nie in

respect to the lingual ribbon, or odontophore, of the specimen |

NV
5) of Architeuthis monachus. (See this Journal, vol. ix, p. 12S,

PI. iv, fig. 6.) The organ described and figured as the odonto-

phore proves not to be that organ, but is doubth— a spn-nli, d

chitinous portion of the lining of the mouth or pharynx, covered

with sharp chitinous teeth and hard granules. The precise origi-

nal position of this armed membrane I have not yet been abk t

determine, owing to the mutilation of the adjacent parts hefot

the specimen came into my possession, and my error was largely

due to the mutilation, for the armed band described was n I

herent except by a slight attachment at one end, and it occipiM

nearly the position in which the odontophore should have bea

situated. Nevertheless I was fortunate enough to find, several

months after my papers were prime, 1. the o-onmne oJ<»rf»il»'''

among the dirt and debris thai hr.d remained in the b "

can in which the specimen had originally been sent from New-

dentigerous portion, where widest, about 12mm. in '
'•

;

teeth are in seven rows, with an exterior row of small

plates on each side, thus conforming to the arran.:
other ten-armed cephalopods. The teeth are deep amhei-c;';"'

and not uni' m, !
•

of the median row have three fangs, the central one lon_

on the next row, on either side, have two fangs; wh
the two outer lateral rows on each side are simple

strongly curved. A full description and figures, whi

by an unusual pressure of other work, w«

soon be published in this Journal. .

In this connection I wish also to record the ocean-cue. oi •

utic species of oeplub.pod discovered by Mr. ^- ';

Dall, on the coast of Alaska. " fouml three speciim
upon the beach in April and M , 1872, and made s,,tc

uable drawings of them while fresh He also pre-r
ynx, beak, odontophore, part of the "bone" and |

'

~~ of the specimens, and has generously placed tbemi

* This Journal,
Jan. and Feb., 18
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my hands for examination, together with his drawings, measure-

ments and notes. The largest specimen had a total length of 14

feet, but the ends of the tentacular arms had been destroyed

;

length from tail to root of arms, 102 inches ; to front edge of man-

tle, 91-5 inches; width across fins, 42 inches ; diameter of body, 18

inches; slender portion of tentacular arms remaining, 61 inches;

diameter, 2-5 inches; shorter arms (ends and suckers gone), 30 to

40 inches; diameter of eyes, 1'25 inches; length of pen, 89 inches.

The eyes were furnished with lids. The few suckers remaining

on some of the shorter arms of one specimen were alternate in two
rows and agree with those of Ommastrephes. The color was
reddish, in fine red dots on a white ground, a darker stripe on the

outer median line of the arms. Tail acutely pointed. For this

species Mr. Dall has proposed the name of Ommastrephes robuslus.

It is probably a genuine fJmuf/st/rphes, or if not, it is at least an

extremely closely allied genus. I hope soon to publish detailed

descriptions and figures of this very interesting species, which
forms part of the exceedingly valuable collection made by Mr.
Dall on the coast of Alaska.

~

10. Comparative Zoology, Structural and Systematic; by James
Ohton. New York: Harper & Brothers. 8vo, 384 pp. 350
wood cuts. 1876.—In the preface to this work the author states

that "It is designed solely as a manual of instruction. It is not
a work of reference, nor a treatise. So far as a book is encyclo-

pediac, it is unfit for a text-book. This is prepared on the prin-

ciple of 'just enough and no more.' It aims to present clearly,

and in a somewhat u< * form, tin establish. 1 facts and principles

of Zoology. All theoretical and debatable points, and every fact

or statement, however valuable, which is not absolutely neces-
sary to a clear and adequate conception of the leading principles,

are omitted."

Probably very few, if any, zoologists will admit that the author
has succeeded in « into practice, and many may
doubt whether, in some cases failure in this respect may not

• *« j
een raore desirable than success. To have excluded all that

'* "debatable" or " theoretical " would certainly have very much
r, " h "' d the size of this volume. And certaii.lv "just enough and
no more" is far from applicable to many chapters. The book is

\ most respects not unlike other similar compilations, and with
»»out the average number of errors and inaccuracies, many oi

JTO* will doubtless disappear in a second edition, but should

J»ve been avoided in the Hrst. More than half of the volume is

evoted to the general facts and principles of comparative anat-
omy and physiology, some portions being treated with perhaps
unnecessary fullness, while others of more general importance and
merest (e. g., reproduction and embryology) are treated with
unnecessary brevit

,

. he fact, as stated

J?
the

i preface, oi -Is and Mixed
*< ]Hyh by its l aa * How far this consid-
eratlon should be allowed to interfere with a char statement of the
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fundamental facts of biological science is a question upon which
teachers are not likely to agree at present. The system of pre-
senting the comparative anatomy before the systematic zoology is

a practice by no means new in text books, and one that aasHl
ell as its advantages. An intermediate eoaiM

has been found preferable by the writer. This book is profusely
illustrated, but we regret to notice that very few, if any, of the
cuts are new, many of them having done much service before in

several text books and popular treatises, while a very large pro-

portion have been borrowed from European books, and
foreign animals, even when far better figures of corres} »n<liin:

American species are easily available. Formerly, when but few
of our American animals had been well figured, there was some ex-

cuse for borrowing and copying the figures of European animals,

but the case has been entirely changed within twenty years, for

the American species are now very well and very fully figured

in numerous works. Prof. S. Tenney has, in this respect, set an

excellent example in his Manual of Zoology, where the figures are

excellent and mostly from the standard works on American Zool-

ogy. It is to be presumed, however, that this glaring defect is to

be attributed far more to the publishers than to the author of the

present work. The false economy which so often impels American
publishers to borrow for text books stale foreign cuts instead ?

employing fresh and useful ones, drawn from native animals,

should be discountenanced bv everv naturalist. v-

11. Geographical Vorint „',, ,,„t»' j X->r \ < »r>' <n M-tm-i '
'

r-tr t <tr .„, .,., LrvcostirtrtrpLrocotis. By J. A. Allen. Extracted

from the Bulletin of the Geological and Geographical Survey

the Territories, Vol. II, No. 4.-In the former paper Mr. J&*
contributed a great amount of information on the v:.

many of our larger mammals. His conclusions are largely basal

upon a study of the very large series of skulls beloagii
Smithsonian Institution. He shows that while most northern and

limals decrease in size southward, the reverse of this »

true of other species having a southern distribution, an
!

A»
olds

.
go

,

od for Senera and families as well as for species^

s some of his opinions, eMr. Allei
.

hi former papers, reapecl of some of the

American Mammals with those of Europe. He now admiof Europe,
common black bear

I r'rsus Anurleanus) is a species <

"^ tDe brown bear
( U. arctos) of Europe, but he states tU- —

barren ground bear is identical with r. ,/,'cfos, and considers tne

grizzly bear a "subspecies" of the latter. He now admits tw

American sable to be distinct from all the European forms. *«

common red fox he considers a " subspecies " of the red iox

Europe. He questions the specific distinctness of the Canada lyw

"subs
th

e

e
-

ba
- ^^ (Z

'
rUftfS} and regard8 ^ aS Probably

°

ofo^kr
t

laWS haVe been found ** - *«> ™d 8~d for the marine invertebrate
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In the second paper the author shows that in all the American
species of Leucosticte there is really considerable sexual variation,
both as to size and color, and that the species also vary geo-
graphically, v.

12. Archivos do Museu National do Rio de Janeiro. VoL I.

1st Trimestre. 30 pp. 4to. 1 876.—The first number of this new
periodical is handsonn lv [>i int. d and illustrated. It contains val-

uable papers on Brazilian archeology, by Prof. C. F. Hartt, and
by Carlos Wiener. v.

13. Etudes sur les EchinouUes,. par S. Loven, from Kongl.
Svenska, Vetenskaps-Akad. Handligar. Vol. ii, No. 7. 4to, with
53 plates. 1875.— This very important work, although pub-
lished some time ago, has only just reached us. It is mainly de-
voted to a very thorough and complete study of the skeleton and
external organs of the entire group of Echini. A few new forms
are also described and figured. v.

14. Bulletin of the United States National Museum. No. 5.

Catalogue of the Fishes of the Bermudas, by G. Brown Goode
;

•ate the Animal
Resources of the United States, by G. Bbown Goode. 1876.—
Ihe former is a very useful contribution to the Ichthyology of
Bermuda and our own adjacent waters. It includes descriptions
of many species from life, the synonymy, local names, etc.

The second work is a very comprehensive scheme, showing the
possibility and manner of making such a collection complete.
Ilns system of classification has been carried out in the extensive
collections illustrating this department in the Government Build-
">g of the Centennial Exhibition. v.

15. Contributions to the Natural History of Kerguelen Island,
»"«(e in connection with the U. S. Transit of Venus Expedition,
°yJ. H. Kiddee, M.D. Part II. May, 1*70.—This final part con-
ains the Oology, by J. H. Kidder and Dr. Elliott Coues ; Botany,
we Phsenogamia, Filices and Lycopodiaceai, revised by Prof.

F i ™y'
the Musci

> b7 Thos. P." James, the Lichens, by Prof.^ ruckerman, the Algaa, by Dr. W. G. Farlow ; Geology, in-
cluding a list of the rocks and minerals. l,v Dr. F. M. Kndlich ;

jamais, by Dr. Kidder; Fish * determined by Prof. Theodore

J*!

11
; Mollusks, by W. H. Dall; Insects, by Dr. Kidder, the

^iptera having been determined by C. R. Osten Sacken, and the

.'7th
! Annelids :U „i r->hin.,derms, by A. E. Verrill; Notes

in ^ specimens obtained, by Dr. E. Kershner and Mr. I. Russell,
n Aew Zealand, vu-., „,<: udin_r minerals, birds, fishes, skulk,
yaroids, etc. ; and finally, an important study of the comparative

P
atomy and affiniri, - ..; < / .'* minor, by Dr. Kidder and Dr.

C\\ T
-

he authors institute a new tribe (Chionomorphce) to

DbJl ?u
8Pecies and C. alba. They also think it necessary to

this , i,

lormer in a new genus
(
Chionarchm). They regard

tral t

"lall
.

and peculiar group as representing an ancient or ances-
ai type intermediate in some respects between the modem gulls
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vv.'n--
i
lives upon the test of the sea-urchin (Tripylus cordatusY.),

chiefly along the ambulncni near the mouth; a new genus and

species, E to Modioltirca; and a new genus

and -<•;, -. of Chitonidie ( Ih>. i irtl,ra,n s tnlosnni) is contributed

by Dr. P. P. Carpenter. Mr. Dall also gives a new generic nun.

Ua) to the small Rissoidse described by Mr. E. A. Smith

under the preoccupied name, Eatonia. Among the insects, new
facts concerning the remarkable wingless diptera are given, and

Dr. Hagen has described a new form {Rhyopsocus ec

Among the crustaceans. Prof. Smith has described, as new. //,<"'•

'•HI,,*,
. ,.| L.jsL'tnt.s*! h':.l.hri, and as doubtful, Aty

trcdu Miers(?), and gives useful notes on other species. Among
Annelids, X< n !.< ,/„r./,v/,V-„ ;n.d X,.,tfis .<,„ r/,//,///*.* are described

as new, with a revision of the characters of the Litter garni

Among Echinoderms, P< „t,i-t. 11, bt-riyut.i, Heuwistt,-

A st f.rn ts mpicola, from Kerguelen Island, and Astrophyton aus-

trak from Tasmania are described as new, while Op)
he.cn ti* S.nith is also fully described. Of Anthozoa, two sjkok-.

Anthopodium australe V., new sp., and PrimnoeUa Austral'>*<>

Gray, both from New Zealand, are described. v -

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Elements of Physical Manipulation ; by Edwaijd C. IVk-

lrixo, I'v f. 1 iivsi - .nology. ran

II. pp. x, 316, 8vo. New York, 1876. (Hurd & Houghton.)-

In preparing this volume as a completion of the work of wbicn

tl e fir-t : art rt is p U l, „] d rlnv, \* ir- .i •<> tin autl

extended the range of subjects treated, and has inclu

portion topics belonging to a number of kindred br

science. The first 108 pages are devoted to experiment
ting electricit v and heat,'" with descriptions of the a\>V

1 the modes of conducting the various researches, ine

follow chapters upon mechanical engineering, meteorology, p»
tical astronomy and lantern projections. At the end are tn

^

* In the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, April, 18V6, p

C. Mcintosh has published descriptions of several Kerguelen Anner:

'
- '

.
.

.:;...:.
....

; .. . .
...- .

to permit an a

Few* to be qpft but this may be due to different

Although this part of Dr. Kidder's report had been in type and r

been corrected several montl ation, early in May, vi r-r

by Dr. Mcintosh has priority of actual publication. , . n Acadeffif':
:

.-
an interesting paper on the young stages of this species, found by toe

^ectually concealed and defended by the longer spines projecting i»w«*
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appendices, in the first of which certain topics in electricity are

treated more fully than in the main portion of the volume, with

the addition of a number of important matters pertaining thereto.

The second contains a \ ariety of tables an.l .lata useful in physical

computations. The third is" made up of general directions with

reference to physical laboratories a valuable list of works of refer-

ence, and an excellent collection of additional experiments, of

varying difficulty, and some of them fitted to tax the skill of the

best trained student. The saint' practical good sense is displayed

in the selection and arrangement of the subjects as in the first

part, and the two volumes constitute not only a very important

contribution to the resources of the student, but also an invaluable

:ii<l to instructors in physical science. The outs which accompany
the text, though sufficient for the purposes of illustration, are

hardly consistent in quality with the rest of the work, and if, in

the endeavor to attain clearness and conciseness, the ordinary
graces of style have been -oine; \mv> se-rim-.-d, the reader will

count it no serious imperfection in view of the very substantial

excellence of the work. a. w. w.

2. Treatise on the .Verba,.- ica! Theory of Heat, and its applica-

tions to the Steam Engine, etc. ; by K. S. MgCulloch, Civil En-
gineer and Professor of Mechanic* in Washington and Lee Uni-
versity, Va. pp. xii, 288, 8vo. New York, 1876. (Van No.irand.)

—This volume contains a clear and simple mathematical exposi-

tion of the modern theory of heat, with many of its applications

in practical matters, especially to the steam engine and other ma-
chines for the generation of power by means of heat. It begins
with an historical sketch, -ivin an account of the various steps

by which the mecii - -en developed, and
the historical method is kept in view throughout the book. The
author in his preface " acknowledges his indebtedness to the pro-

found views of his frhnd, Prof. V\. II. C. Harriett, whose mathe-
" laT ":il

< ^position of the unity of physical action has been the

!" l!lt M departure of his own labors." A
-
w

-
w -

3- On the Theory of Ventilation; by F. S. B. Francois ok

Cbacmost, M.D.—In my previous paper (dan. 28th, 1875) I en-

deavored to establish a basis for calculating the amount of fresh

air necessary to keep an air-space sufficiently pure for health, tak-

»Jg
the carbonic acid as the measure. The results showed that

the mean amount of carbonic acid a* respiratory impuniy in air

^distinguishable by the sense of smell from fresh external air

was under 0-2000 per 1000 volumes. My object in the present

jotew to call attention to the relative effects of temperature and
nnmidity upon the condition of air, as calculated from the same
Nervations.

Temperature. Humidity. Carbonic acid,

,
63 ° F- 73 per cent. 0-1943 per 1000 volumes.

tL
n
T'

We ari"ange th© observations according as they differ from
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the said record departs (if at all) from what it ought to have been

as calculated from the actual C0
2 . To do this we may employ

the numerical values of the different classes, taking No. 1 (fresh)

Class. Sensation. Value.

No.]. Fresh 1-00

2. Rather close 2-13

3. Close. 3-46

4. Extremely close 4-66

Taking each observation and dividing the C0
2
found by the mean

quantity of No. 1, viz: 0-1943, we get a number which will give

the theoretical \ ulue of it- < WWx upon the senses; and by compar-

ing this with the actual value of the recorded sensation, we can

note whether the difference is plus or minus, if any. All observed

quantities of C0
2
below 0-1943 are considered equal to that num-

ber, and all quantities above 0-9054 as equal to it, as the sense of

smell does not seem capable of differentiating quantities except

between those limits.

Out of 458 fully recorded cases, 186 gave a recorded sensation

in excess of the theoretical value—that is, the air seemed less pure

than would have been expected from its C0 2
. In these the aver-

age temperature and humid it v were both above Class 1.

152 cases gave a recorded sensation below the theoretical value

—that is, the air seemed purer than would have been expected

from its C0
2

. In those cases the average temperature was above,

but the average humidity below the mean of Class 1.

120 cases gave a recorded sensation that exactly corresponded

with the theoretical value. In those cases the average temper-

ature was above, and the average humidity below the mean ot

Class l.

Arranging these results and putting F for the temperature m de-

grees of Fahrenheit, and H for the humidity per cent, we have:

recorded and the t4- 58°-6 F 4- 86 H = -f 197.70 [l]
j

-f 230-8 F — 82 H = - 117-37 [2]
Do.

+ 244-0 F- 91 H= [3] Do-

Adding the two last equations, we have,

+ 474°-8F~l73H= -117-37 [4]
Do.

From [1] and [4] we can determine the respective values of F an

H, which are as follows:

F = 0-4730 H = 1'9765

Or, stated in terms of CO s , by multiplying by 0-1943,

F = 0-0919 H = 0-3833 per 1000 vols.

Taking F as unity, we have,

F : H : : 1000 : 4-1789
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Or an increase of 1 per cent of humidity has as much influence on
the condition of an air-space (as judged of by the sense of smell)

as a rise of 4°-L8 of temperature in Fahrenheit's scale, equal to
2
0,
32 Centigrade, or l°-86 Reaumur.
This may be taken as a proof of the powerful influence exercised

by a damp atmosphere, corroborating the conclusions arrived at

by ordinary experience ; and it follows that as much care ought
to be taken to ensure proper hygrometric conditions as to maintain
a sufficiently high temperature. This is especially the case in the
wards or chambers of the sick, in which regular observations with
^ t and dry-bulb thermometers ought to be made ; these would
probably give'a valuable indication of the condition of the
lation, either along with or in the absence of otr

investigations. Thus a room at the temperature c

along with or in the absence c

Thus a

t of humidity contains 5-1 grains of vapor per c

(FT? "

5-1 — 4-2
___

4-2 - 3-6 "" 16
'

or once and a half the volume of air in the room. If the inmates
nave each 1000 cubic feet of space, it follows that either their
supply of fresh air is short by 1500 cubic feet per head per hour,
or else that there are sources of excessive humidity within the
air-space which demand immediate removal.

—

Proceedings Boyal
Society, London, May 4, 1876.

4. Ninth Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Mu-
seum of America ,, A,-,/„# i'„r/ ,,„•! Ethnology. 54 pp. 8vo.—
ine report of the Curator, Mr. F. W. Putnam, contains an
account of the various recent additions to the Museum, the
largest of which is the collection from Peru and Bolivia, made by

?
lr

- Alexander Agassiz and Mr. S. W. Garman, during their
journey in South America. This collection, obtained at a large

i
of transportation. of Mr.

Agaasiz. It includes several mummies, pottery, idols, cloth and
articles of clothing, balls of thread, spindles, and other articles

connected with weaving, "which art was developed to a very high
state by the ancient Peruvians;" also work Wes, ornaments
«* beads of silver, copper, shell, and stone, fishing nets, and
"way other articles; all taken from an ancient burial-place at
Ancon. The adjoining burial-place at Chancay, afforded Mr.
Agassiz about 70 jars, vases, and other vessels, with terra cotta

*7 and images." The two illustrate well the ceramic art of the

ZI
?£

Pe°ple from the central portion of the Peruvian coast. Be-

0„ J
es

,

e
' the collections contain numerous articles from Pasagua.

^ ot the five crania from Pasagua had been distorted by circu-

npJ
)r

i

eS
i

Ure
' Sivh>g ^ the pyramidal form of some crania from

,ear Lake Titicaca, while three others were of natural form and



not at all like the broad depressed skulls of Ancon. A large col-

lection of hair was obtained from Pasagua, showing " not only the

peculiar modes of braiding, but also the fact that hair other than

familiar with the use of the ' rats ' of the modem hair-dressers."

Among the other objects from the same place were a 1 1 air-com 1>,

i head-dress of feathers, a sinker attached
'

dishes, a cup of basket work, articles of clothing, fishing nets,

pottery. Pacasmayo afforded Mr. < of black

clay highly ornamented, many having the human form or that oi

monkeys and other animals moulded over them ; and Titicaca, a

series of graceful jars, reminding of Etruscan art, and various

objects quite different from those of other parts of Peru. The col-

lections also contain numerous articles illustrating the manner of

life, etc., of the modern Indians.
.

The Museum has also received large collections from the Smith-

sonian Institution from exploration's in California, including H'"

human crania, stone mortars and pots, a cup of serpentine, etc.

The Geographical Distribution of Animals, by A. R. Wallace. 2 vols. 8vo, with

colored maps and many illustrations. 1876. London. (Macmillan & Co.)

Carte 1 1 x>t gique du Bassin llouiller de Liege, par M. Julien de Macar. isio.

Proceedings of' the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 24th

Meeting, held at Detroit, Michigan, August, 1875. Salem, 1876.

Contributions from the Labor.,: i
-rsity. On trie var^

DLrUnation
P
of£r :; Analytical and Applied

Chemistry. From the Catalogue of the University of the State of »

'

aan11

b der Sulfoverbindungen i

to tne Camber]

killed while in the excavation he had just made in an

mound. It seems that the people of the vicinity <*^
iS$w»

the edges, which gave way, and quite a number wen pi ww ^
in ths hole. When the excavation was cleared out W™*^
found that Professor McCheeney was stooping when ^
occurred, the result being that his neck was orpKeu. ^
almost immediately.—Letter of Prof. Shaler, dated umF
vctrd. Cumberland Camp, July 10.

, _-. anA Ento-

Edwabd Newman, F.Z.S.feditor of the Zoologisl
;

and &^
mologist, recently died in Loudon, at the age of se*en 7 ^^
Ehbenbbbg, the eminent microscopic investigator u

died on the twenty-seventh of last June.
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Art. XXX.— On Cephalization ; by James D. Dana. Part V.
''/"'"'(ization a fundamental principle in the Development of
the System ofAnimal Life.

.

The principle of cephalization has been explained at length
in memoirs in former volumes of this Journal,* and to them I
would refer for detailed illustrations of the subject. Among
these illustrations the attention of the reader is especially
ea

j[. ^
to to ose from the department of Crustacea, the study of

TftQ?
—«ccupji rig more than half of my time between the years

,

8i" and 1855—brought before me the facts on which it rests.

' fail to be perceived, in the review, that, with de-
grade among the Decapods, for example—passing

upward along the line of Macrural forms to the Brachyural (or
irom the lowest of shrimp-like species to crabs)—there is in

aS
Wlth the risin» g^e, an abbreviation relatively of the

oaomen, an abbreviation also of the cephalothorax and of the

stnl
1183 an(1 °ther cePhalic organs, and a compacting of the

cture before and behind ; a change in the abdomen from
^jFor former papers on Cephalization, see t

Ss&
, 10, 157, 1864 ;_xli, 163, 1866.

i papers, I would withdraw, 1

(pertaining to the mouth s

am°'n*'8Did£»
m
J
m
t
n 5t is Pr°Periy only a functional transfer, ana

"^fiSaSlii^i Tetradeeapods, where the anterior legs beco,

Place2'°^ the fflouth or head, without that structural transfe

"J*
teem of itself in the higher order.
our. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 70.-OCT., 1876.
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an organ of great size and power and chief reliance in locomo-

tion, to one of diminutive size, and no locomotive power; and a

change as to the particular pair of legs which is the strongest,

from one of the more posterior to the anterior in the series; in

other words, that, as grade rises, there is abbreviation behind and

before, and thus a concentration of the structure, and a more

forward or anterior position in the stronger of the organs of

locomi tion and prehension. The shrimp and crab are so widely

unlike in form that the common eye hardly suspects that they

are made up of the same parts or organs arranged i

the same order; that the latter is only a shrimp contJ

length, dwindled to almost nothing in its abdomen, and com-

pacted in its mouth organs so that the outer pair makes a well

fitting operculum over the others, and shortened in its very long

multiarticulate antennas to a few articulations giving them a

length often not a tenth of that of the cephalothorax.

I would refer also to the case among mammals, for an iil
ni-

tration of tii - n« prii ci] - —that the lowest forms are those

having their locomotn
of the body ;* and that in the higher, the forces,j>r iorce-orp-

! forward i

the whale—the tail is the propelling organ and is of enormous

power and magnitude, and the brain is very small and is situ-

ated far from the head extremity in a great mass of flesh ana

bone furnished with poor organs of sense; a grade up, m the

horse or ox, the tail or posterior extremity is no longer an

organ of locomotion, and is little more tha

and locomotion is performed by organs situj

the legs, and a well-formed head carries a brain which » »

vastly higher organ of intelligence than that of the wb

the legs are simply organs of locomotion, and the

the more powerful ; and higher up, in I

fore-legs—not the hind-leos—are the organs of chief

force, and these have higher functions than

!.!:;.... v<A. .::
.

'

; U ^

..
,

- :, ,
,

'

'

-
'

mates thus toward the condition in man. The existence or n^

* The fact that fishes have, with few exceptions, the tail as the chief or-aft

locomotive organ, corresponds with thei

•i -!•::
' , .. ..

:-"'_
DOSltlOn 01 Uioi

= J2, in

il remains the locomotive organ,

1

'Tat hold gooi'^yS

force-organs constitute a series along the body,
' • forward with the rise in grade, is openly man ...

e organ, with™*™f**QjS£*ri
s certain modes c
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itch-like tail, as in ordinary quadrupeds, has little bear-
ing on the question of degree of cepludization, si tire the organ is
not an organ of locomotion, or one indicating a large posterior
development of muscular force. But, approaching man in the
system of life, even this seems to have significance.

In accordance with the principle and method illustrated,
animals of a given type differ widely as to the conditions and
arrangements for action—muscular, 'sensorial and psychical—
in the animal structure. In the low,* there is, usually, large
size and strength behind, an elongation of the whole structure,
and a low degree of compactness in the parts before and behind

;

igh, there is a relatively shorter and more compacted
structure, a more forward distribution of the muscular forces
or arrangements, and a better head : and the progress in grade,

type, is progress along lines from the former condition
the latter, that is, progress in the strength, perfection
nance of the anterior or cephalic extremity ; in a word,

it is progress in cephalization.

fi <Tt K
Pr
T^

ple °f cePbalization is thus fundamental because,
ret the chief center of nervous power or energy in an animal is

at the cephalic extremity; and. secondly, because form in na-
ures species is, with some limitations, an expression of force.*
Again, I have exemplified, in my memoirs, the corresponding

act that progress in cephalization generally attends progress in
einoryonic development ; referring, for illustration, to the loss

the locomotive tail in the frog and manv other Amphibians
« tne time of the passage to the adult stage, and the concurrent
development anteriorly of limbs, with the perfecting of the head

and Benses; to a simi • riorlyin
ae^development of modern gars; to the fact that the higher

3 worm-like in form, having no

lomen and sometimes furnished

whicht^T/
1 locomotive appendages, to an adult stage in

wnich the abdomen is greatly dwindled in size, the thorax and

mori
eD are dlstinct segments and the former alone has loco-

definl?i

r

.

nem
i
)ers and these of perfected structure, and the well-

l
ea head has highly developed sense-organs and exalted

wi J° °I
her examples, all illustrating the view that

;
forward in the progress of e

hrZ'hT ° other samples, all

brvonf
h^IeVel°Pmeilts going for

-lopment, there* may inmay in general be distinguished

of the structure

geological progress in the

has been progress in accordance with the prin-

.ifested in t*- -

^
ms under the various types? and also in the c

JVeSped emhl^011 of the inferior sPecies of 80me S™!m ^bryomc forms in structure, I would refer to my fo
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so often exhibited in a general way—as announced by Agassiz

—between the biological succession and embryonic develop-

ment. I need not dwell on the facts in this place, as they are

well understood.

Professor Marsh has recently brought forward facts which ex-

emplify fully the view that the succession in the animal life of

the globe has been -more or less connected with brain-progress,

tacts which sustain strongly the doctrine, which I have else-

where urged, that this progress involved changes in structures

in obedience to the principle of cephalization.*

Professor Marsb statesf that in the Eocene Dinoceras, from the

Rockv Mountain region, the brain was not more than one-eighth

the bulk of that of the modern Rhinoceros—its nearest recent

allv ; in the Miocene Brontotherium it was much larger about

equalling that of the Indian Rhinoceros; and in a Pliocene

Mastodon, the brain was larger than in Brontotherium, but not

equal to that of living Proboscidians. In a paper on the Eocene

Coryphodon of the same region,* the brain was even lower than

in Dinoceras. Again, after a further study of the subject^ ana

a comparison of an extensive series of ancient and modern

crania, he gives as his conclusions—in advance of a tun au

illustrated memoir on the subject :

• Fi?*K all T, rtiary MammaL

had small brains; second, there was a gradual increase m tne

size of the brain during the age ; third, this

confined to the cerebral hemispheres, or higher portions 01 i

brain; fourth, in some groups the convolutions ot ™eu

have become more complicated; fifth, m some, the cer

and olfactory lobes have even diminished in size ;
and, turine ,

"there is some evidence that the same general law ol or*

growth holds good for birds and reptiles from the Oreiat

to the present time."
, m .;QrV jg

A growth of eight fold in bulk since the early >

enormous, vastly exceeding in amount the growth in >

organs; in fact, the species related to the Rhinocen>

increased in bulk with the progress of time, but dim nU>

And the same is true of other species ; there is in genera e

grade with « w , r i w« M< reover, concurrently with
1

' rain, there has been in succeeding species
tber

g of the head and especially of the jav

ions, such as mark a rising grade of cephalic

* Author's Manual of Geology, 1874, p. 596.
f^ DinooWj*

+ This Journal, III, viii, 66, 1874, and xi, 163, with A**69
fj ri 425. ***

brain; xi, 335, with figures of the brain in Brontotherium ;

and ft

figures of the l
r *; I- • « « -rvphodon.

X Ibid, xi, 425, 1876. § Aid, xii, 61, July, 1876. ^
f The jaws are in some mammals relatively short through £° ^£je . J*

being imperfectly developed, and this condition is a mark of «"* presented*

shortening referred fcuibove is noi
nd tne^ormd ^xL

of the posterior i

the brain, there has beei

shorten i

modifications.
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But have other peculiarities of the later species any connection

with this growth and change of brain ? We can hardly doubt,

that, inasmuch as there has been no corresponding change in the

animal's bulk, there must have been concordant changes some-

where, and change of equal magnitude and importance ; and
the supposition that they included the structural^ modifications

which mark the line of species from the early Tertiary onward,

does not appear to be extravagant.

Such growth or progress in the brain and nervous system

—

the seat of power in the animal—is accordant with, and conse-

quent upon, the great fact that this is the part of the structure

which comes into actual contact with outside and inside nature.

It is the means in an animal by which communication is had
with the outer world and also with its own inner workings and
appetites ; that which takes impressions, which feels whatever
inspires energy, prompts to action, exhilarates, or exalts ; the

part, therefore, which must grow whenever circumstances favor

progress, and, at the same time, fail to grow or dwindle under

unfavorable circumstances ; which communicates whatever it

receives to the being to which it belongs, and, in each case, to

the part or parts responding to its condition ; which reaches

every part of the system and dominates in all action and growth,

and hence must cause an expression of its own condition in

some way on the structure; which, moreover, must ordinarily

produce correlate changes in correlated parts, if any, because in

its own nature and distribution the system of correlation has a
full expression. Energetic use gives increasing strength to

muscle
; and that wonderful strengthening growth in the brain

since Eocene times mav also have come from use.

It would hence appear that a prominent means of change in

species is the action of influences on the brain ;
that the brain

grows and changes and sends its changing forces through the

animal
; and that this gives atiou : and hence

|t is that progress is exhibited in cephalization, and degradation
}n decephalization. The brain could not grow to the adult stage

«i the frog without the change in the structure that cotempora-
neously takes place ; and no more could the brain of a species

like a shrimp grow into a brain of the higher grade of a crab

without its determining in some sense a concordant higher

grade of structure in the animal, involving the loss of locomo-
«on in the abdomen and also other changes.
We recognize, as evidence of upward progress in Man, an in-

creasing height, width and erectness of the forehead, and a

shortening of his jaws, and see therein evidence of improved
"tellect; which means higher grade of cephalization. But.
mo/e than this, the erect form of Man, the shortened arms, the
naked skin, as well as the large, smooth-surfaced cranium, may
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also be as directly and necessarily connected with, and depen-

dant upon, his superior degree of cephalization in the system
of animal life ; while the hairy skin, the long arms, the crested

skull, the inclined posture of the man-ape, may be all involved

in the ape's inferior degree of cephalization. If so, the devel-

opment of the brain in Man and of all the highest structural

perfections of the Vertebrate type which he exhibits is incon-

sistent with the existease of the hairy covering and some other

circumferential as well as intei : the brute.

We may therefore believe that in all progress in grade,

upward or downward, there was involved some changes in the

animal structure of the kind expressing degree of cep]

Brain -progress could not have taken place without structural

progress : and with the brain eminently the growing organ, the

brain-progress would have had a determining relation to the

latter. More than this, many peculiarities of form or structure

in animals which are not evidently marks of grade in cephali-

zation, or have little or nothing to do with it, may have had

the same source. The type of structure characteristic of a

group of species is beyond doubt connected with some peculi-

arity of chemical composition, or rather of chemical compounds

present, in the great center of activity; and this chera

dition once established, the progr— i ft r vard, c •

brain growth or change, might well be a development in that

line of type structure, displaying the type under new forms.
_

I do not mean to imply, in the above, that the method ol

progress pointed out accounts for the existence of the vanom

types of structure in the animal kingdom, or for all I

opments under them; but only that, whatever the

structure in course of development, there was also 8

subordination in the changes to the principle of cepha

because the nervous system by its growth and dominate

necessarily have determined such subordination;
that, through the same agency, the development of otl

liarities of structure and form, not obviously marks of gr*J*i

may have been occasioned. The origin of the grander types

of structure must be connected with the profoundest of molec-

ular laws ; and how connected, man may never know.
^

These views may hold whatever be the true method •

tion. The method bv repeated creations through 001

tions of Divine power to nature should be subordi

much as any other, to molecular law and all laws of ff°*TJ
for molecular law is the profoundest expression of tb<

will, the very essence of nature ; and no department <

is without its appointed law of development. But the

! favors the view
of species from species, with few occasions
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If then there has been derivation of species

from species, we may believe that all actual struggles and rival-

limals, leading to a "survival of the fittest," must
Man, to progress in cephalization, and dependent

ges. Infer
<lai!v nlistiicles in iivttinii food and shelter and :

structural changes. In fact, mere living, the surmounting of

the daily obstacles in getting food and shelter and satisfying

ordinary desires, may have given growth to the brains "and
structures of the Eocene mammals, aiding, but perhaps exceed-
ing, all other influences from environments.
The source of variation here pointed out is not at all at vari-

ance with Darwinism. Darwin, in fact, does not aim to

explain the origin of variation among species, but chiefly the

workings of natural selection

—

some means— in leading to the '

varieties. Variation he refers to environments, and especially

to action on the genital system. The genital system may have
this prominence in plants ; but for animals I would give the
nervous system the higher place, inasmuch as upon it environ-

ments make their first and most powerful impress.
One reason why plants present but few simple types of struc-

ture compared with animals, and why marine plants are almost
the same for all geological time, and thus strongly contrast
with the immense diversity and -..mph-xitv of types and kinds
among marine animals, may be found in the fact that plants

possess not that feeling, knowing, outreaching and inworking
tnmg, a nervous system. This, however, is not all : for the

presence of so large a proportion of nitrogen in the animal
structure, in addition to other elements, gives an opportunity
tor a vastly wider range of chemical combinations.

Art. XXXI.—On an Electro-magnetic Machine constructed at the

Cornell r /bv Wm. A. Anthony, Pro-

fessor of Physics at the Cornell University.

This machine is essentiallv the same as the "Gramme" elec-

tro-magnetic machine, and its construction was undertaken on
account of the difficulty that seemed to exist in the way of

procuring the "Gramme" machine from the European manu-
facturers.

The soft iron core of the revolving armature consists of a coil

** cm. external diameter, 20 cm. internal diameter, and 15 cm.

theJ^
8?tence is cited from my Manual of Geology, 1874, p. 603. After it come

ISk °rd8

:

-" For the de v I with high reason and will,

«d thua made a power abov «* has"^
1 Bataral ^w, but the working force of Nature herself," and this I still hold.
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wide, of very voft iron wire 3 mm. square. To prevent, as far as

possible, the formation of induced currents in the coil itself,

which would consume power to no purpose, the wire, while

being wound into the coil, was drawn through a thick slit Ibc

varnish, which, it was thought, would to a certain extent insu-

late the adjacent wires from each other.

The conducting wire of the armature consists of 100 coils,

each of 4 meters, of cotton-covered copper wire 2 mm. square.

These coils terminate alternately on the right and left of the

armature, and each set is connected with fifty copper strips

which surround the axis and serve to transmit the current in

the usual way. The two sets of coils are entirely independent

of each other, and constitute practically two distinct anna-

The resistance of each armature as employed in the

machine is very nearly ^ of 2
~'

cores of the two inducing magne
long. At the middle of each is a block of cast

The cores of the two inducing magnets are I'd cm. diameter,

itic pole, 15 cm. wide, and embracing

about one-third of the circumference of the armature. On

each end of the cores is a bobbin 25 cm. long and 15 cm.

diameter, wound with eight layers of copper wire 3;5 mm.

square. The eight layers are not joined on the bobbins, but

form so many independent conductors, the terminals of which

are carried to a commutator on the base of the machine, Ine

commutator serves to combine the wires into one continuous

conductor having a resistance a little less than one onm, w

into 4, 8 or 32 conductors in multiple arc.

The wires from the four brushes which collect tin

from the armatures are carried to another commutator, vvnicn

serves to join the two armatures in series or in mull

with the coils of the inducing magnet in the main circuit, or o

put one armature in circuit with the magnet coils, while in

other communicates with the terminals of the machine anu

furnishes the useful current.
, . ..,

Preparations were commenced for making a complete senej

of tests of the working of the machine, but it had been deciueu

to send the machine to the Centennial ex

preparations could not be completed in time, only a

were made. Large German-silver wires were stretched ac -

, described by Professormthe room to e™ , v
ering in his account of the tests of the Farmer machin

Institute of Technology in Boston. For measuring trie

rents, a tangent galvanometer was especial
its constants determined from a large number of expert -

with the copper voltameter. „;mpnts.
The tables below give some of the results of tbe expenmen

The observations and computations were made under

tion, principally by Mr. M. M. Garver, now a graduate oi
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University in the department of Chemistry and Physics. More

exteuded tests will be made after the machine returns from the

exhibition, when a dynamometer will be procured to measure

Armatures joined in series
;

Magnetic coils joined in serie ^rStn^ohm (nearly).

!B#BK- E. M. F. Volts.
Total^istance.

572

560

68-9

54-05 11-06

141-5

1106

10-22

•0364

3-35

lature supplying t

No of revolt"
Total resistance Useful current.

per minute.
of useful circuit.

Ohms.

323 4-39 5 49

2-82

309 2-65

309

309

23-17

251

9-81

6295

1-31

-40

279 16-6 2-82 ___i 8S

Only one experiment with the armatures in multiple arc

was performed, and in this, a water voltameter, having platinum

plates 6x8 cm. enclosed in separate tubes to deliver the two

gases separately, was included in the circuit. The magnet

coils were joined to give four circuits in multiple arc, having a

resistance altogether of ,'* ohm. The resistance of the arma-

tures in multiple arc is £ ohm. Hydrogen gas was delivered

at the rate of 257 c.c. per minute, which corresponds to a

current of about 43 Webers. The speed in this «l*nment
was not recorded, but could not have been far from 6M revo-

lutions per minute. I speak of the experiment only to snow

the ranae of adaptability of the machine.
,

A series of experiments was made to determine he character

of the light produced by the machine, with the following gen-

1 result

:

Number of revolutions per minute, 487 to 525

Current by galvanometer,
V'sistiinci- of light, about
Entire resistance,
Intensity of light (average),

5 Webers.
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The intensity of the light was determined by first compar-
ing it with that of a coal-oil lamp and then 'comparing the
latter with a standard candle.

In all these experiments the machine was driven by a five

horse power oil engine, known as " Brayton's Eeady Motor,"

built by the " New York and New Jersey Eeady Motor Com-
pany." An interesting fact appeared upon comparing the oil

used by the engine with that consumed by the lamp used for

comparison with the electric light. The lamp had a flat wick

one inch wide. This was carefully trimmed and the light care-

fully adjusted before the experiments. The experiments con-

tinued four and a half hours, during which time the lamp

burned continuously. The lamp consumed per hour 29'8 grins.

of oil. The electric light was equivalent to 234 lamps, that is,

equivalent to the light produced by the combustion of 6973

grms. of oil per hour. The engine consumed three kilograms

the engine produces, after the transformation of the energy

evolved, first into mechanical power, then into the ele

rent, and lastly into light, nearly three times as much light as

when consumed in the ordinary lamps.

>

I would add that, while the machine produces a very effi-

cient light, which I have used with great satisfaction in my

lectures, it is not so well adapted as it might be to this partic-

n >se. The electro-motive force developed is too small,

and the internal resistance of the machine too small, for the

best effect with the light. The small resistance of the ma-

chine makes the regulation of the light difficult (The regula-

tor used was the Foucault.) For, the light being about two-

thirds the resistance of the circuit, any change in th

position of the narhons. phano-Ps materiallv the enposition of the carbons, changes materially the entire

tance, and this, since the coils of the inducing
the main circuit, makes a very great difference

To make a more perfect machine for the production of the

light and retain the advantages it now possesses for other pur

poses, it is proposed to construct a new armature, as

wire and a greater number of coils, and connect the

of these with a commutator that will permit them to

in series as usual, or in multiple arc in groups of two or
>

these groups being joined in series as though they were siQo

coils. Such an arrangement will produce a machine
be readily adapted to the various conditions of external rc«

tence met with in electrical experiments.

, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., July 24, 18' 6 -
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Art. XXXII— On the Sea-bottom Deposits observed during the

Cruise of the Challenger in a report to Prof. WyviUe Thomson ;

by John Mueeay, Esq., naturalist of the expedition.*

The kinds of deposits obtained in soundings by the Challen-

ger, may for the present be classed under the following heads :

—

1. Shore-deposits.

(a) Blue and green muds.—Met with near the shores of most

of the great continents and islands.

{b) Gray muds and sands.—Met with chiefly near oceanic

islands of volcanic origin,

(c) Eed mud.—Met with on the eastern coast of South

America.
{d) Coral-mud.—Met with near coral reefs.

2. Qlobigerina-ooz».—An abundant oceanic deposit not met with

south of latitude 50° S.

3. Radiolarian ooze.—An oceanic deposit met with only in the

Western and Middle Pacific
4. Diatomaceous ooze.—An oceanic deposit met with only south

of 50° S. latitude.
5. Red and Gray Clays.—The most abundant oceanic deposit.

The above names have been selected as indicating those ele-

shells of Foraminifera, the exuvise of Eadiolarians, etc., the frus-

tules of Diatoms, or red or gray clavey matter—when any of

these have appeared to make up considerably more than one

half of the specimen under - been called ?
shore-deposit, a Globigerina, Radiolarian, or Diatom ooze, or red

Sometimes it has been doubtful whether a specimen should

be placed under one of the above heads or another, on account

of the nearly eq lento, or where one deposit

overlies another of a different kind. In these cases the speci-

men has been placed under that head with which, on a general

V1ew, it has seemed to have most in common, or to which the

surface-layer belonged, and a detailed description has been

wdedinthelist
,

,, ,

§

A sixth kind of deposit or formation might have been added

to embrace those bottoms in which a great quantity ot the

Peroxide of manganese occurs. This substance, in the form ot

"*« returned, with a fuller statement.—Eds.
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nodules or concretions, of incrustations or in grains, has been
found in nearly all sea-deposits and at all depths in more or less

abundance. However, for the present it has been considered best
to treat of its occurrence separately, at the same time pointing
out those regions where we have found it in greatest abundance.
A few remarks may now be made upon each of the kinds of

deposits indicated.

1. Shore-deposits.—-It has been found that the deposits taking
place near continents and islands have received their chief char-

acteristic from the presence of the debris of adjacent lands. In

some cases these deposits extend more than 150 miles from the

Several varieties can be recognized among these shore-

. J
Blue and Green Muds.— In the great majority of cases the

deposits near continents and large islands, containing the older

and crystalline rocks, have been of a blue or green color ; the

only exception appears to be the east coast of South America,

where we have a red mud, to be presently referred to.

In from 100 to 700 fathoms these deposits are often of a

green color, due to the presence of a green amorphous clayey

matter, and dark and pale green glauconite particles. Beyond
700 fathoms they are usually of a blue or dark slate-color, hav-

ing a thin upper layer of :t red or brown. This red layer is a

soft ooze, whilst the blue mud or clay beneath is very compact

and tenacious. Much amorphous clayey matter and
cles of mica, quartz, and other minerals are found in all these

deposits, the mineral particles increasing in size as we approach

the land.

Down to 1500 fathoms, we have generally found that Ptero-

pod, larval Gasteropod, and Lamelli branch shells were tolerably

abundant, and that there were many of the shore forms ot

Foraminifera, as Textularias, Eotularias, Nodosarias, Uviger-

nias, Lagenas, etc. Pelagic Foraminifera occur throughout the

deposit, but not in such abundance as in a true ocean-deposit

The frustules of Diatoms and their broken parts are numerous.

Manganese grains are found in many of the bottoms, in

the deeper soundings. We have also found imbedded in these

muds pieces of wood, fruits, portions of fruits, and leaves oi

trees. Large pieces of rock, as pumice and granite, and roundea

pebbles also occur. Our soundings near the southern ice-

barrier were muds of a blue color,°containing manj
and other pebbles and blocks, mostly rounded, and many

Diatoms, and resembled in most respects the deposits we tounu

off the east coast of North America. Halifax to New York.

Beyond 1500 or 1700 fathoms/ Pteropod and Hetejropou

shells are usuallv not found, and in 3000 fathoms bardiy

Foraminiferous or other carbonate-of-lime organism remains.
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Siliceous organisms occur at all depths, but at times their

-aid seem to be completely removed.
_

These green and blue muds have been found to prevail in all

the enclosed seas we have visited, as Arafura, Banda, Celebes,

id Sea of Japan ; and in all these the car-

Lime organisms would appear to be removed from the

bottoms in depths less by some 400 or 500 fathoms than on

°P
In the' green muds from 50 to 700 fathoms we have found

those beautiful casts of Foraminifera, Pteropods, Echini-spines,

and other carbonate-of-lime organisms, frequently in great num-

bers. These are of a dark green, pale green, and dirty white

color. In all cases where these green internal casts occur we

have many glauconite grains in the bottom. Beyond /UU

fathoms these casts seldom occur, and when they do they are

very sparingly distributed ; and the same may be said ot the

ite o-rains which accompany them. River-muds, in

which Pteropods, Radiolaria, and pelagic Foraminifera are

usually wanting, are included in these deposits.

The following are the localities in which we have found the

blue muds (an asterisk before the locality indicates that glau-

conite casts and grains have been found there)

:

* Off coast of Portugal ; off Virgin Islands (?) ;
* oft coast

of North America, Halifax to New York; off Guinea, coast ot

Africa: * off Cape of Good Hope: off Antarctic ice-barrier;

* off Australia; * off New Zealand; * off New Guinea and

es, and throughout the seas of the East-Indian archi-

pelago; * off Japan; off east coast of South America.

The following are the depths of the soundings which have

been placed under this head :

—

Blue Muds.

2020 1300 40 2100

12 'JO

1475 2425 2500 400 1100 90 2250
201880 1700 2325 150 700

1800 1240 1250 140 2800 375

1000 1675
1800

75 1425 2225

1340 39 2550 2050 2225

BOO 1250

Green Muds.
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(b) Gray Muds and Sands.—Near volcanic islands we have
found that the deposits have a distinctive character, from the
presence of the debris of volcanic rocks. The presence of pieces
of pumice, scoria, etc., prevents this deposit having that clayey
character so characteristic of the blue mud. The color is gener-
ally gray, but occasionally is a black sand or a more or less

slate-colored mud. In some places the shells of oceanic organ-

isms make up a large part of these muds.
Down to about fifteen hundred fathoms we have Pteropod,

Heteropod, and surface Gasteropod shells, and the shore forms of

Foraminifera are com mon. Deeper than 1 500 fathoms, Pteropod
shells are rare or entirely removed. Pelagic Foran
found at all depths ; but occasionally they and the siliceous

misms are quite absent at a depth of little over 2000 fath-

,
and then we have a clay or mud with many small particles

oi pumice, scoria, etc. Manganese appears to be intimately as-

sociated with some of these bottoms, especially where the debris

of augitic lavas are present, as 3, OaDari*
and elsewhere. Off the Desertas, in 670 fathoms, all

shells, pieces of Polyzoa, etc. had a slight coating of this sub-

stance, and we have had indications of the same thing in even

less depths. In 1100 fathoms off the Canaries some pieces of

t
j

i tin. <:•<-> tin- ; id in 1575 fathoms, not far

from this place, the dredge brought up a great quantity of a

Gorgonoid axis deeply imbedded in or coated with this black

oxide of manganese.
In some localities this deposit extends to a great distance

from the is] :. 200 miles or more.
The following are the depths of the soundings which we have

classed as

Gray Mud.

Occasionally a few casts of the Foraminifera have been ob-

served of a red color. These were usually very rough, and had

not the delicate hues of the green glauconite casts. One vep

remarkable exception occurs:-—off the Crozets there were (in

600 fathoms) many beautiful casts of the carbonate-of-hme
°

'

ganisms of a pale straw-color. None of the glauconite gram8

were noticed in the same sounding; or locality. ,
-

t

(c) Red Mud,—IX has already been stated that the deposit
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along the east coast of South America, from Cape San Roque

to Bahia, differed from the deposits found along the shores of

other continents and large islands in being of a red color. There

can be little doubt but that this red color is due to the presence

of the ochreous matter carried into the Atlantic by the South

American rivers. There are reasons for thinking that the red

color of some of the deep-sea clays in this region of the Atlantic

may have alike origin.

The soundings near the shore and in shallow water have a

deeper red color and contain larger mineral particles and fewer

organic remains than those farther from land and in deeper

water. The mineral particles are chiefly quartz and mica.

In all these soundings there are many pelagic and other Fo-

raminifera, Heteropod, Pteropod, larval Gasteropod, and Lamelli-

branch shells, Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths. Siliceous organic

remains, as of Diatoms and Radiolaria
r
are almost quite absent

in these bottoms. In some of the shallower depths a few red-

colored casts of Foraminifera were observed ; but these were

rare, rough, and more or less imperfect.

The following are the depths of the soundings along this

id) Coral-Mud.—This is a deposit found in the neighborhood
of coral reefs. It is characterized by a large quantity of amor-

phous calcareous matter, by the debris of coral reefs, by many
large calcareous forms of Foraminifera, and by broken pieces of

Polyzoa, etc. All the deposits about Bermuda are of this na-

ture, extending from the edge of the reef down to a depth of

ins. At 1000 fathoms the mud assumes a rose tinge ;

this deepens into a red color with .;•> at( r depth, and the accom-

panying decrease of carbonate of lime and increase of clayey

patter, until the coral-mud merges into the red and gray clays

of the surrounding ocean. About Bermuda very few mineral

Particles were found. In some of the soundings to the S. W. of

the island there were some small pieces of a green rock like

those at St. Paul's Rocks, and probably serpentine. One or two

Pjeces of quartz, or sanidin, a piece of mica, and a small piece

f pumice (?) were also noticed. Dissolving away carbonate of

"me m some of the shallower soundings only a trace i I

matter remained with a perceptible rose tinge. No casts of the

rorammifera were noticed about Bermuda.
At the Virgin Islands, at Tongatabu, at Fiji Islands, at tape

Yo/k, Admiralty Islands, Honolulu, and Tahiti we also met
w*h coral-muds. Except at Cape York, these muds appeared
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to exist as a narrow band around the land, and had usually a

considerable admixture of clayey matter and mineral particles.

Where there was much clayey matter we found usually a few

rough red casts of the Foraminifera.
The following is a list of the depths of the soundings included

2. Globigerina-oozp.—After the deep-sea clays, this is the most

abundant deep-sea deposit. It has occurred at all depths from

250 to 2900 fathoms. The Globigerinai, which give at once the

name and chief characteristic to this deposit, are really found all

over the bottom of the ocean. Even in our deepest clays, if the

surface-layers be selected and all the amorphous matter be

washed away, one or two shells of some variety of pelagic Foram-

ii usually be detected. By pursuing this meti

failed only on one or two occasions. They appear to be quite ab-

sent in the Arafura Sea. It is, however, when they occur in vast

numbers that they form the deposit known by this name; at

least such is the sense in which it is here used. We did not

find a Globigerina-ooze in any of the enclosed seas, in the South-

ern Ocean south of lat. 50° S., nor in the North Pacific north of

latitude 10° N.
. .

In the Southern Ocean only one small species of Globigenna

was found in the surface-waters ; but in the North Pacific many

varieties of pelagic Foraminifera abound near the surface of the

ocean. In other parts of the preceding oceans, and in the otper

oceans we have visited, it occurs in irregular patches, being

always present in the open ocean when we have depths of less

than 1800 fathoms. Its presence or absence at depths beyona

1800 fathoms is, however, determined by conditions at present

unknown. A number of varieties occur both as to
.

color^°

composition. Some specimens are nearly pure wtiM^
have a rose-color, and others are red or dark brown. lbe .^
and brown color arises from the presence of the oxides of iro

and manganese. In the white varieties the sediment, after a

solving awav the carbonate of lime, is in some specimens
i

aou

dant, in others not abundant, and is either of a red or slate-?'

color. We find the former color to prevail in those sounding
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far from continents and large islands, and the sediment is not
abundant except where pumice or scoria is present. The latter,

or slate-blue color, is found in those soundings more or less near
continents and large islands; and it is suspected that this sedi-

ment has its source chiefly from the disintegration of these
adjacent lands.

Mica, quartz, pumice, scoria, and other mineral products are
met with ; but in those soundings farthest from land a little

piece of pumice or scoria may be the only trace of mineral
particles.

In some specimens there are very many remains of organisms
with siliceous shells, as Eadiolaria, Diatoms and Challengerias

;

but in others these remains are almost entirely \

ganese in the form of grains and nodular u,.™-
abundant As a rule, however, this substance occurs rather
sparingly in Globigerina-ooze. In some instances we get little

nodules of these bottoms, the shells as it were being run
together by a siliceous cement. Many small pieces of cherty-
hke mineral also occur, whii 3oft and do not
look as if they had been transported. Manganese nodules
occurring in the Globigerina-ooze have often a nucleus of a
yellow and green color, in which Globigerina-shells can be
seen

;
but their carbonate of lime has been entirely removed,

and replaced by a silicate. There are reasons for thinking that
these indications of flint (?) occur only in those samples where
the siliceous shells of Eadiolaria, Diatoms, etc., are wanting,
and do not occur where these organisms are present. A reex-
amination of all the bottoms must be made before this statement
can be definitely affirmed. Casts of Foraminifera occur very
sparingly in Globigerina-ooze ; in the purest samples not at all.

« those with an admixture of clayey matter we have frequently
one or two partial casts of a very rough character. In two
soundings, Nos. 211 and 301, in the Paci6c, we found the
'oraminifera not only filled, but also coated, with a red sub-
swnce, so that we had both an internal and an external cast,

ofti \ g connected bJ little rods representing the foramina

J ^-
S In these soundings there was much clayey matter

at>d disintegrating pumice and scoria.
, ,

iii a few sounding in the Pacific, as No. 304, we have had

1
Wob'gerina-ooze on the surface of the bottom, and a foot

jeneath a nearly pure red or brown clay. Again, as in Nos.

2
and 307, we have the reverse arrangement a clay occupying

In

6

flu®1
and thc deePer ;, -' i

'-
i ' :,

''/1 - mauy Glohi9enrf'ajl tbese cases the surface-layer has been normal with the
A*. Jodb.Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XII, No. 70.-OCT., 1878.
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other soundings in the same region as to depth. In the first

case we might bring in elevation to account for the Globigerina-

ooze overlying the red clay, or we might suppose that chemical

changes are going on in the deeper layers which remove the

carbonate of lime. In the second case we may account for a

red clay overlying a deposit with many Globir/ermce in it by

supposing a depression of the bottom after the latter had been

laid down ; or we may believe that agencies are now removing

carbonate of lime from the surface-layer, and that these were

not active in some past time.

This deposit occurs, in one sounding, in the Pacific at a

depth of 2925 fathoms in mid-ocean. In the eastern part of

the Atlantic it occurs also at great depths.

The following is a list of the depths at which we have found

a Grlobigerin

Atlantic Ocean.

1090
1950

2200 1350
1650

2325 1675 2025 2300

2225 1420 2660 2300

2575 1000 2675

1150 2475
2500 2400

1500

2400
2075

1850 780

2025
Southern Ocean.

1900 1570

Pacific

1600

Ocean,

1800

1974 1350 1675 2925 1915

1600 1H2S

275 1700 1100 1940 2025 1775

400 1400 1850 2075

3. Radiolarian Ooze.—Organisms with the siliceous

abound in the surface-waters, and apparent!

waters, of all the oceans and seas we have visited.* The skel-

etons of these organisms are found in all. or aln

sea-bottoms. Even in those cases where at first si

would seem to be quite absent, a more careful examm
dissolving away a large quantity of carbonate of lime

_

this exisfi, and examining
4
the sediment by careful m

the case of clays, etc.) will usually reveal a Eadiolanan skeiei

a Diatom frustule, or broken portions of these.

* They are, however,
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It is, however, only in some limited areas that these exuviae
rise into such prominence as to be characteristic of the deposit

taking place. Such is the case in the Antarctic, where we
have a Diatom-ooze, and in the Western and Middle Pacific,

where we have the above deposit.

_

Our deepest sounding (4475 fathoms or 4575) was a Eadiola-
rian ooze ; with the exception of a little amorphous matter,

manganese particles, a few yellow cherty-like particles, and
some pumice pieces, this bottom was entirely composed of the
exuviae of organisms with siliceous skeletons—as Eadiolaria,

one or two Diatoms, and some organisms which seem to be
undescribed (Challengerias), but which are numerous in the
deeper waters of the Pacific.

A section of about three inches came up. The upper two were
of a red color, due to the presence of much manganese ; the
lower one was of a pale straw-color, and contained relatively
few manganese grains.

In our trip from the Sandwich Islands to the Society Islands
we again met with Radiolarian ooze. Between 7° and 12°

north of the equator we came on a patch represented by four
soundings, some of these containing not a single Ghbigerina ;

then just on the equator, in two soundings, one at a depth of
2925 fathoms, we got a Globigerina-ooze containing a good

diolaria. Between 2° and 10° south we again had a

Eadiolarian ooze represented by three soundings, and
uuumg onlv a few pelagic Foraminifera or their broken

Parts. The occurrence of this patch of Globigerina-ooze in
the position indicated, and the comparative or total absence
°* the Globigerina-shells in the deposits a little to the north
and south of it, is sufficiently curious and significant. It will
be well to note that, in the Globigerina-patch, manganese and
other mineral particles are much less abundant than in the
adjacent Eadiolarian. Note also the presence of the south
equatorial current and the dip of some isotherms over the

Wobigerina-patch. One or two soundings to the east of Japan
m\ght have been classed under this head ; but in them the
?diceous remains do not make up over one third of the sample

!5-i?,
lk

- GenCTaUv it ma v be said that in the Western and
Middle Pacific tl - of Eadiolaria and Diatoms
a

/
e abundant in the deposits, whereas in the South Pacific and

Atlantic they are much less so, or absent in the bottoms.
Ibe following are the depths of the soundings placed under

tne head of Radiolarian ooze:—

•cK <.f
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4 Diatomaceous Ooze.—South of the latitude of the Crozets,

on our southern trip, we found Diatoms abundant, both in the

surface waters and in the bottom.

About the Crozets, Kerguelen, M'Donald's Islands, and close

to the ice-barrier, the frustules of these organisms were very

abundant in the soundings, but were masked by much land-

debris. Between the parallels of 53° and 63° S., i. e., between

the north edge of the ice and the latitude of M'Donald's Islands,

we got in three soundings a pale straw-colored deposit, com-

posed principally of the frustules of Diatoms and their broken-

down parts. In addition, they contained a good many Radio-

ns, a few specimens of one small species of GUM-

if mica, quartz, and granitic pebbles, also

ced. The one of" these soundings which is nearest t

gerina, a few particles of mica, quartz, and granitic pebbles, au

a little amorphous blue clayey matter. No manganese particl

nuch amorphous clayey matter and larger

mineral particles than the other two. When dried this deposit

is of a white color, and is very light

The depths of the soundings referred to above are 1260, 197o,

and 1950 fathoms.

5. Red and Gray Clays,—By far the most abundant oceanic

deposits are the deep-sea clays. These are of a gn

dark chocolate- color, and are found at depths greater than 2W
fathoms. The red and chocolate-colors of many of these clays

are due to the presence of oxide of iron in the first and oxide ot

manganese in the latter instance. Most of them contain some

carbonate of lime in the form of Grlobigerina shells ;
in one or

two instances, however, I have not been able to find a sing

shell, nor has acid caused the least bubble of effervescence.

The remains of siliceous organisms occur also in great

in the clavs of some regions—so much so that, as I have sta
»

some of those soundings in the Northwest Pacific which nave

been classed as clavs might have been called Badlolarian co-

in most places, however, they are nearly or quite absent.

These clays are not amorphous in the true sense of the \\oru

not amorphous in the sense in which a chemical P[eclP
]^

amorphous. Thev all contain small white and other co

mineral particles m great abundance—exceedingly small p ^
tides, so as to be recognized only under the high pow

e _

the microscope. They contain amorphous matter, it is ^
but it is doubtful if this ever makes up so much as a o

any sample in bulk. They also contain larger mineral P^^j
as quartz, mica, pumice, scoria, peroxide of mangane

, ^
other mineral particles. Quartz and mica particles

;

app

be present only in some localities, as the North Au
elsewhere. Peroxide of manganese is perhaps

.^
lwa

J

s

-^ gome
in the form of grains or nodules, sparingly distributed
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regions, in others making up nearly a half of the deposit or

Pumice (the common feldspathic or the highly vesicular

auuitic variety) and scoria appear to be universally distributed

over the bottom of the ocean, and to be abundant in most of

the deep-sea clays and present in them all. In those clays

farthest from continents and islands, sharks' teeth, ear-bones of

whales, other bones of whales, and bones of turtles (?) are very

frequently found, all these having usually a more or less thick

coating of peroxide of manganese. The following are the

depths at which we have found these red and gray clays :—

Atlantic.

fms. fms. fms. fms. fms. fms. fms.

2740 2575 3025 2475 2650 2875 2700

2950 2435 2800 2600 2500 2750 2350
2750 2385 2960 2850 2360 2750 2275

2800 2675 2850 2675 2575 2700 2550
3150 3000 2700 2800 2850 2750 2650

2720 2975 2600 2650

Southern and Pacific Oceans.

fms. fms. fma. fms. fms. fms. fms.

2600 2275 2500 2900 2740 3000 2250

2600 2550 2425 2775 3125 2900 2335

2600 2650 3900 2050 2025 2610 2270
2900 2450 3600 2530 2850 2350 2400
2650 2325 2900 2900 2950 2325 2600
2325 2300 2300 2300 2875 2385 2550
2450 2475 2575 2350 2775 2450 2300
2440 2450 2800 2900 2225 2375

6. T/ie Manganese in Deposits.—The peroxide of manganese,
m the form of minute grains, concretions, nodules, aggregations,

of incrustations, occurs widely distributed in ocean-deposits.

ft has been met with most frequently -in the deep-sea clays

;

indeed it seems to be present in all of them, sparingly in some
localities, abundantly in others.

, , ,

.
It is, however, not confined to these clays ; it has been found

"» most of the other deposits and at all depths greater I

fathoms. In the Globigerina- and Kadiolarian-ooze and in the

isuallj assumes the forms of minute grams, pellets and

nodules. In those bottoms to which it gives a chocolate color,

the higher powers of the microscope show small, round, red-

brown grains of manganese, often with a dark spot in the center.

J
he nodules vary from little pellets to masses of a h

and of aeyeral p0unds in weight. In some regions e \

ft the bottom, even the bottom itself, would appear to be over-

aid by and impregnated with this substance. In the fi

H as at No. 318 and elsewhere, some of the nodules have
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been described with a little detail The varieties which are

most commonly procured may be here mentioned :

(a.) Nodules of a black-brown color throughout, the manga-
nese being laid down in concentric layers, which are evident

from their enclosing lines of red clay.

{b.) Nodules having a nucleus of pumice which is surrounded
by concentric layers, the original nucleus being often very

deeply impregnated by spider-like ramifications of the manga-
nese, or nearly the whole pumice may be replaced by manga-
nese. When pieces of bone have formed the nucleus we have

much the same state of things. The compact bone of the tym-

panies of cetaceans does not, however, appear to alter so rapidly

as other bone ; and hence it may be that we get ear-bones in

such great numbers.
Sharks' teeth of all sizes (one was four inches across the base)

are frequent, and are sometimes surrounded by (

of nearly an inch in thickness. A siliceous sponge (Farrea)

was found imbedded in two inches.
A mass of red clay may occupy the center of the nodule.

The nucleus is occasion ally a mottled yellow-and-green sub-

stance, with agate bauds in some parts, and Olobtgem-
bonate of lime being replaced by silicate in these last. This

nucleus can be cut with a knife, li a ne . clu -se, or it is hard

and brittle, breaking with a conchoidal fracture.

Large flat aggregations occur which seem to have been formed

on hardened flat portions of the bottom.
The Globigerina-shells and Radiolaria are at times covered by

small specks of the manganese ; and in the former these are

deposited in the substance of the shell.

In several soundings and dredgings to the southwest of the

Canaries we got very many large pieces of a branchi

noid which were deeply coated and impregnated with manga-

nese. This was in a depth of from 1100 to 1575 fathoms.

In 670 fathoms, off the Desertas, the dead shells, pieces oi

coral, Polyzoa, etc., were all coated with a thin film of the per-

oxide of manganese ; and we have had indications of the same

thing in still shallower water.
In some of the Eadiolarian oozes, and in other d<

have found the manganese more abundant in the upper layers

than in the lower, and vice versa. an
The following are the localities where we have met the mau

ganese in greatest quantities

:

^ an(i

Off the Oanarv Islands; Mid-Atlantic, between C

Virgin Islands; southwest of Australia; north and south oi™

Sandwich Islands; north of Tahiti; generally in the sou

Pacific in our course oetween Tahiti and Valparaiso.
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Further observations may show that manganese abounds in

those places where we have much of the debris of augitie lavas.

7. Abyssal Rhizopods, Ikdhybius.—-The manganese nodules,

sharks' teeth, etc., which we got in our deepest trawlings have

very frequently small branching tubes, composed of clay and
-;in'ily particles, running over their surfaces. These belong to

a Kliizo;....l:.l onanism. The sarcocle which fills these tubes

contains many large brown pigment-cells, and small bioplasts

are collected in clamps at distances along the length of the

tube, or are scattered throughout it

Tubes of a similar nature, but composed of pieces of Globi-

gerina, Eadiolaria, etc., would appear to be rather abundant on

some of the oozes, and to run irregularly over the bottom.

In the clays we always get some arenaceous forms of Foram-

inifera when there has' been a successful haul with the trawl.

Their shells are made up of pieces of manganese, clay, and small

mineral particles, and they contain the same kind of sarcodic

substance as the tubes above referred to.

An attached calcareous form (c. f. Carp»nteria) has been

found in rather deep water, and Biloculinas, Nodosarias, Tnlo-

culinas, and other forms have been frequently procured alive.

These last have orai;_: -• in which respect

they resemble surface Ehizopods. A living specimen of Orbu-

Una or Ghbigerina undoubtedly from the bottom has not yet

been met with.
In the early part of the cruise many attempts were made by

all of the naturali>ts to dete -t the presence of free pr<

in or on the bottoms from our soundings and dredgmgs, but

with no definite result. It was undoubted, however, that some

jerved in spirit assumed a very

mobile or jellydike aspect, and also that flocculent matter was

often present.

Mr. Buchanan determined that the flocculent matter was

simply the amorphous sulphate of lime precipitated by spirit

from the sea-water.* Subsequently a number of ex p.

were made upon the behavior of' this amorphous pr

when precipitated v th different quantities ol .pint and when
treated with coloring solutions. The precipitate was also ex-

amined alone and mixed up with some of the ooze.

was examined at the same time, and in the same manner, na>

laving been treated with spirit. The results w^re

^nefly these

:

(«•) When sea-water is treated with twice its voim
O'less, nearly the whole of the amorphous precipitate assumes

we crystalline form in a short time.

* See a paragraph from Mr. Buchanan's report on the following page.
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(b.) When treated with a great excess of spirit the precipi-

tate remains amorphous, and assumes a gelatinous aspect.

(c.) This gelatinous-like sulphate of lime colors with the car-

mine and iodine solutions, and when mixed with the ooze has,

under the microscope, the appearances so minutely described

by Hackel.

(d.) The ooze washed with distilled water, or taken just as it

comes up, and treated in the same manner with coloring-solu-

tion, does not show these appearances. The jelly-like aspect

and the matter colored with carmine can always be removed
from the spirit-preserved specimens of the ooze by treal

distilled water.

(&) In all cases the jelly-like or mobile aspect of the oozes is

found to be due to the presence of the flocculent precipitate

from the sea-water associated with the ooze.

(/) No free albuminous matter could be detected.

When it is remembered that the original describers worked

with spirit-preserved specimens of the bottom, the inference

seems fair that Bathybius and the amorphous sulphate of lime

are identical, and that in placing it among living things, the

describers have committee"

ription of 1

r itself when the bottom-water was evaporated to dryness

In the numerous samples of bottom-water which 1 fiaw

... . .- -

'io had ber- —»
tffctlnc.-.

r particular, except

-

uotcom-warer so ncn in organic matter that its preser.

abundantly evident when the water was treated as above described. lfiere
. ^

mained, then, but. one conclusion, namely, that the bo
observed was not an organic body at all; and on e

i

3 sulphate of lime, which had been el

q amorphous precipitate, on

. analyzed consisted of sul-

i rtT=nlntion allowed to

L&thfcfvK being aU
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8. Origin of Deep-Sea Clays. Relative rate of Deposition of
Deposits. Conclusion.—The very wide distribution of pumice,
vesicular lava, or light scoriae has been already allnd< d to.

Some of the bottoms which have been classed under the head
of clays, as 2900 fathoms south of Tongatabu, are largely made
up of pumice in a fine state of division. Pumice or vesicular
lavas have, in short, been found in all the kinds of deposits,

most abundantly in the vicinity of volcanic islands and in the
deep-sea clays.

"
It appears to be universally present, and its

disintegration is most probably the chief source of the clayey
matter found in oceanic deposits. North of the Sandwich
Islands we for several days got small pieces of pumice floating
on the surface, most of the pieces being covered with a fungoid
growth. In this connection it may be well to remember that
Mr. Bates states somewhere that he found pumice rather com-
mon, floating on the surface of the Amazons, over a thousand
miles from the nearest volcanic region. Many instances are
given by Sir Charles Lyell of volcanic ashes having been trans-

ported to great distances by the wind.
At Honolulu Mr. Green informed me that Pele's hair had

been picked up in his garden there after an irruption of Kilauea
m Hawaii, a distance of about 180 miles from the crater. If
there be an ash after the carbonate of lime is removed by car-
bonic acid or other agent, this will be another source of the

Mr. Buchanan has determined in the clays the presence of
copper, cobalt, and nickel, in addition to iron and manganese.
Remembering this, one is tempted to suggest the presence of
m
w?

Hc 0r cosmic dust in these deposits.
When we have had a good haul from a red-clay bottom,

wben the bag comes up full of nodules, tympanic bones, and™ks teeth, we cannot resist the idea that we are dealing
with things of a vast antiquity, and that we have evidences of
a verJ slowly accumulating deposit. When there has been no
reason to suppose that the trawl has sunk more than one or
wo inches in the clay, we have had in the baa over a hundred
parks' teeth and between thirty and forty ear-bones of ceta-

^ans; some of these have been imbedded in over an inch of
jne manganese, arranged in concentric layers, while others have

If
just a trace of manganese on them, or none at all. We

nave every reason to suppose that the aggregation of the man-
1D
" around these relics is a very slow process, and that
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consequently the occurrence of these deeply imbedded and
recent teeth and tympanies in the same surface-layers argues

strongly in favor of an exceedingly slow rate of' deposition.

These vertebrate remains are most abundant where the man-

ganese abounds, but occur also in the red and gray clays,

especially in those the farthest from the land, and where we
may suppose the rate of deposition to be reduced to a minimum.

In the Grlobigerina, Radiolarian, and Diatom oozes we have

found during the whole cruise only one or two sharks' teeth

and perhaps one tympanic bone. In shore-deposits they were

even more rare. These facts, taken with others that will at

once suggest themselves, go to show, as might be expected, that

the shore-deposits accumulate faster than the organic oozes,

and these last faster than the deep-sea clay. The organisms in

our Radiolarian ooze appear to resemble very close!

their relative proportions, those described from the B

earth. Those described from the Oran deposit in Algeria are

very like those in the blue muds taken along the course of the

Japan stream. The Globigerina-oozes which we get in shallow

water resemble the chalk much more than those in deeper

water, say over 1000 fathoms. It is possible that deposits

similar to those taking place in deep water, far away from the

great continental anticlines, may never have been elevated into

dry land.

In conclusion, large quantities of the various bottoms have

been stored with a view to future work, and a large amount ot

material bearing on the subjects treated of in this Preliminary

Report have been accumulated When these come to be care-

fully examined and compared, with the aid of appliances aria

conveniences not to be had on board ship, many of the state-

ments herein made may require to be altered and amendeO,

and other facts and relations, more curious and interesting tmw

any hinted at, may be revealed.

Art. XXXIII.—On Gmelinite from Nova Scotia; by A. B.

Howe. (Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory. *' •

XLII.)

While in Nova Scotia, during the summer ol

party found this comparatively rare mineral in consider

quantities, but of two very distinct and different habits.

order to see if this difference of habit could be aceo'

by any difference in chemical constitution, the following <
.

ses were made.
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The first variety is from a locality called Two Islands, i

iresents the genera

Blomidon, which is nearly opposit*

rhombohedral planes, R and —1, are very nearly equally devel-

oped, and the lateral planes i are very distinct and are striated

horizontally. The basal plane is developed to a varying

extent in different crystals, but is plainly discernible on all,

unless the crystal is imbedded in the matrix or in another crys-

tal so as to conceal it. The plane 1-2 is occasionally seen and
usually has a slightly hollow or concave form, and sometimes
is represented by simply a slight groove or line along the edge
formed by the "intersection of the planes R and -1. The
color is a pale flesh-red or a cream-white.

In the variety from Five Islands, a locality distant about eight

miles from Two Islands, the general appearance is very differ-

ent, resembling very much that of acadialite. The planes are

nearly the same as in the Two Islands variety, but their relative

development is very different. The basal plane is wholly
wanting, and the plane -1 is extremely minute in most cases,

being hardly discernible on some crystals. The lateral planes
i are still present, or rather a series of them, each individual
being small and brilliant, having lost their horizontal striations.

One of the most nes is that truncating the

edge between R and -1. This plane 1-2, is distinctly striated

parallel to its intersection with the plane R, and is always pres-

ent, even on the smallest crystals, although in some cases it is

very much broken and deeply striated. The whole crystal

presents the general form of a nearlv perfect rhombohedron,
some of the faces being nearly perfect, while others are made

JJP
of a number i .; uneven surface.

1 he color is much deeper and brighter than that of the other

varieties. On some of the larger crystals there is evidence of

twinning, but these have not yet been examined to ascertain if

tbey are true twins.
In order to compare the composition of the Nova Scotia

^neral with that from Bergen Hill, an analysis of the latter

was also made, but on account of the lack of sufficient quali-

fy
it was not made in duplicate. The habit of this variety

was intermediate between the other two. The rhombohedral
Planes R and _ x are uneqnalIy developed though to a less

^tent than the 1 v. and the basal plane is

wanting. The pris natic I; no -2' was not observed on any

sh

thVrystaH although some of the Bergen Hill specimens

VI .
a

,

n aPParent tendency to put on this plane,
be following angles were measured directly with an appli-

S-7 , goniometer, and agree pretty closely with those given in

dna s Mineralogy
:
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R^B=U2° 27', 6Ui?= 0^ -1=140° 7', i^l-2=-
161° 10',* Ey^ -1 pyr.=142° 20', iZ/s-l bas.=79° 27'.

The following are the results of the three analyses

:

Alumin "~""l7-85

51-35

17-77

•16

5-70

3-94

100-10

Ferric oxide . .... '15 •15

Soda...
Potash .

Water
-24

100-12

Bergen Hill

•23

20-96

100-11

Alumina
vide .

- '

This analysis is inserted between those of the Two Islands and

the Five Islands varieties because it is intermediate between

Silica .

.

Alumina
Ferric o:

Potash .

Water .

100-71100-68 100-75

These three analyses give the following atomic ratios resp

tively

:

Two Islands

.

Na(K):Ca,

The ratios which Kammelsberg gives as the theoretica

t : Al : Si=l : 1 : 4 and Si : H= l : 3.f On comparing

* Five Islands. The others from Two Islands. Calculated from measui

I 1-2.1-2.

buch der Mineralogie, p. 626.
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analyses with those given by Eammelsberg, it will be seen that,

like the majority of those, they give an excess of silica over

that required by the ration 1:1:4. This excess is very

marked in the Nova Scotia varieties, but in these it may be
partly accounted for by a slight decomposition which may have
taken place. The Bergen Hill crystals, however, were very

evidently sound and undecoinposed, and the excess in this case

can not be accounted for in that way.
Both the Nova Scotia varieties had apparently undergone a

slight alteration. The crystals were somewhat porous and hol-

low, and thus would be exposed to easy decomposition ; or this

structure may have been the result of alteration. Thin sec-

tions examined under the microscope with polarized light

afforded no evidence of free quartz. If the bases had been
removed during decomposition, they had been removed in the

proportion in which they existed in^ the mineral originally, for

the ratio of E : Al is closely alike in all the varieties. The
excess of silica may have been left in such a form by the

decomposition that it would not show itself under the polarizer.

The crystals from Bergen Hill however were perfectly sound
and unaltered. They gave a verv perfect hexagonal and also

a basal cleavage, as did the other Varieties though not so easily

as this. The basal cleavage is not so readily obtained as the

prismatic. On treating the finely ground mineral with hydro-
chloric acid, decomposition with separation of finely-divided
silica took place, but there were no traces of gelatinization.

.
Several experiments were made on the loss of water by heat-

!*>g, but with" no satisliu-t-.rv iv.-ults. The mineral, even when
m coarse fragments, loses weight steadily in dried air at the
ordinary temperature. At the end of eleven days over oil of
vitriol it had lost about 4 per cent and was still losing at a
nearly constant rate. After two days drying at a temperature

?fli°°
C-' a constant weight was reached which gave a loss of

'•t>5 per cent. A constant weight was obtained at a tempera -

7e
,
of il5°-120° C, giving 8-82 per cent loss. Another was

also found at 160°-180° corresponding to a loss of 1702 per
cent Still others were found at 200°-210° and at 250° equal

J°
19-42 and 2040 per cent respectively. At every tempera-

te mentioned the loss was rather rapid at first, gradually
becoming slower and slower till a constant weight was obtained,

apparently the mineral possesses the property of giving a con-
stant weight at any temperature, which may account for the

y various results which other experimenters have obtained.

J
ne water is driven off completely at a red heat, and the pow-

2 becomes sintered together into a mass but without absolute

^ is interesting to notice the fact that the habit of crystalli-
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zation corresponds to the difference in chemical composition, at

s these tfiree_ varieties are concerned. In the spe-

bohedral in character; the plane -1 is exceedir
and the basal plane is wholly wanting. In the Bergen Hill

crystals which were used in the analyses, and are intermediate

in composition between the other two, the crystals have not so

decidedly a rhombohedral appearance, although R and -1 are

very unequally developed. In the crystals from Two Islands,

where the lime nearly equals the soda, the planes R and -1
are very nearly equal in size and the basal plane has made

'Ance. The question what change in the c

habit a further increase of lime would produce is an interesting

one, but must remain unanswered till specimens containing

more lime a scribed

Abt. XXXIY.— On
ing region of Durango, Mexico ; by HenkY G. HANKS,

Up to the present time no account of the mode of occurrence

of durangite has been published. Although I have made per-

sistent effort to learn some facts bearing on this subj

the last seven years, since the first description appeared in this

Journal, I have never been able to obtain anything reliable

until now.
It has been stated in a general way, that this rare mineral

was found with stream tin in Durango, Mexico; but as the

hardness of durangite is onlv 5, it has heretofore been impos-

sible to account for the perfect state of the crystals as they

I am able at last to throw some light on this subject, deriving

my information from Mr. J. F. Boyd, of Durango. and. M

Ayres, of Coneto, Mexico, both of whom have lately v

Francisco. According to these gentlemen, durangite has been

found only in the "Barranca" tin mine and never in the beds o

streams. 'The tin field tine is located he about

eighteen miles northwestwardly from Coneto, State of Durango,

^xi • .. a i a l . ut riim.'t miles in the same direction from tw

nranga This would locate them nearly in lat 2d •»

north, long. In4° 30' west. The mines are embraced in a ci

cle which could be swept by a radius of thirteen miles i

whole area is cut up by arroyos. varying in width from ten

one hundred and fifty feet, and of unequal depth. In the wo*

of these arroyos, through all of which water runs during a p«
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"
iring t

i found underlying sand and gravel. The tin

3 found in bars or fiats, sometimes mixed with
the surface earth ; but generally at a depth of six to ten feet

beds of tin pebbles are found. In exceptional cases deposits

thickness have been uncovered, presenting the

)f a gravel pavement.
Crossing the arroyos, veins of tin occur in threads and seams,

from a few inches up to several feet in thickness. All the
larger veins have smaller and richer ones intersecting them.
One well-known vein is from forty to sixty inches thick, yield-

ing from twenty to twenty-six per cent of tin stone, while the
smaller veins crossing it produce as high as sixty-eight per cent
with the same treatment.
The tin ore is invariably found in what Mr. Boyd describes as

a " whitish cement " which softens readily in water, allowing
the cassiterite to fall to the bottom of the washing troughs.
Mr. Boyd thinks the character of this formation controls the
purity of the tin. When it has a yellowish shade he expects
to find the tin contaminated with arsenic, iroo, and bismuth,

j* light gray or white, he notices that the vegetation is stunted,
but the character of the tin produced is much improved. Ores
yielding from eighteen to thirty per cent are very abundant, but
do not pay to smelt without concentration. Associa' "

mu
1D °res are found nuor sPar>

calcite, chalcedony, and topaz.

Ihe altitude of these tin fields is from nine thousand to ten
thousand feet. All the hills are beautifully overgrown with
grass and shrubbery. The mines occur in a crust of a lighter
color than that of the general country. Thi- formation is from
seven hundred to twelve hundred feet in thickness overlying the
gold, silver and lead-producing formation. Sometimes a high
bul or mountain top is seen to be capped with the tin formation.
Over the entire tin fields prospecting holes have been sunk,

he bed rock being reached at a depth varying from three to
ton feet These s iled to develop stream tin
ln grater or less quantities. During the wet season, com-
mencing in the middle of June, great quantities of rain fall.

Advantage is taken of the abundance of water to sluice out the
wream tin, to be smelted during the dry season. The smelting
» acme m a rude way in furnaces built of adobes, yet it is

stated that metallic tin can be produced at a cost of two cents

ZW* The tin ore is found loose in the veins in irreSular
rounded masses, from minute sand-like particles, to pieces the
*e ot a man's head. A curious form resembling small cylin-

ders or stalactites is not uncommon.

drS
1 "'

S
yd estimates the number of veins known at six hun-

^ and the number of streams or arroyos yielding stream tin
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at three hundred. This gentleman thinks that the tin ore is

still forming. He assures me that work having been sus-

pended on a mine in 1864, a portion of the vein was left stand-

ing. In 1870 he visited it again and found that new films or

layers of cassiterite had formed, and in some places noticed

that peculiar variety known as toad's-eye tin which he believes

had formed during 'his absence.

These mines were discovered and worked on a small scale by
the Spaniards from 1790 to 1824. From 1835 to 1846 they

have been worked by Don Manuel Gracia, a native Mexican of

Spanish descent, who amassed a fortune by extracting the tin

and carrying it on mules to the city of Mexico, 590 miles

distant

Barranca is the name of a group of small veins rather than

that of a single one. The vein in which the clurangite is found

is from four to six inches in thickness. It rises from a deep

canon, is nearly vertical, dipping but slightly. The fissure is

filled with loose vein matter containing cassiterite in cylindrical

pieces, quite small. Crystals of durangite occur sii

te in the white pulverulent matter before described.

Beautiful crystals of a larger size and of a light orange color

are sometimes met with attached to the walls of the

have a few of these in my collection ; they are quite different

from those found in the vein matter. It was this variety which

was first described by Prof. Brush. .

The vein matter is described as being highly charged with

arsenic. When thrown into the furnace, so abundant are the

arsenical fumes evolved that the workmen cannot endure them,

and a preliminary washing process is resorted to, by which a

large proportion of the arsenical matter is removed. Some-

times in washing the vein matter, crystals of durangite are

found, as are also those beautiful topaz crystals which have

found their way to the cabinets of mineralogists in all parts oi

the world.

I understand Mr. Boyd to say that the crystals of

are only occasionally met with. The largest crystal

now in my possession. It weighs 3*022 grams. Its

length is 19 millimeters and its extreme thickness 11
•

f^.
meters. The edges are sharp and all the angles well detineu

and perfect. There are some imperfections on some or

faces. It is of a beautiful orange-red color, resembling

bichromate of potash. .. j

The crystals found in the vein matter are usually smalV
auu

of a darker color. On weighing one hundred of them
j

ascertain the average, I found their combined weight to be o j

7-750 grams.
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Art. XXXV.—On the occurrence of Grahamite in the Huasteca,

Mexico, and Notice of the Geology of that Region ; by JAMES
P. Kimball, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.

The descriptions of the albertite deposit of Hillsborough,
New Brunswick, by Professor C. H. Hitchcock * and of the

grahamite deposit of the Ritchie Mine in West Virginia by Mr.
W. M. Fontaine,f as well as by Mr. Henry Wurz4 show these

deposits to widely differ from any known, or even possible, oc-

currence of mineral coal, from the nature of which albertite and
grahamite have been shown by Wetherill, Wurz, and others,

likewise to differ essentially. Both varieties occur in the state

of Vera Cruz, Mexico, under such circumstances as to exhibit
well the nature and proximate origin of such deposits.

A closer comparison of the two varieties, by means of a more
extensive series of analyses than has yet been published, is re-

quired to fix the exact relationship between them. As distin-

guished by physical properties, they seem to pass into each
other by insensible gradations, especially in the Ritchie deposit,

and in such of the Mexican deposits" as I have seen. Such
analyses as are at hand, of specimens from one and the same
deposit, indicate inconstant ratios in each variety—evidently
depending on the degree of oxidation. This variableness shows
that neither variety is a true mineral species, any more than
other native hydrocarbon compounds, like petroleum, asphal-
tum, or mineral coals. The following observations serve to

confirm the received theory of the nature and origin of albertite
and grahamite, and to demonstrate that these bodies are

essentially mineralized or 6 g s, derived from
asphaltic petroleum, pittasphalt or maltha, by the loss of
hydrogen and the addition of oxygen. In the degree of this

alteration albertite seems to occupy a place between asphaltum
and grahamite—the two varieties, however, constituting a sin-

gle mineral type. The decree of oxidation of such compounds
does not always correspond to the amount of retained or fixed

oxygen—a large proportion of the increment of oxygen
1I]g volatile compounds along with carbon and hydrogen,
'•ally in the more advanced changes which result in their

ersion to such anthracitic bodies, low in oxygen, as are
"Hen found in cavities of the rock in the older formations.

^nl
U
?er0us sPrings of asphaltic maltha, forming in places

jperncial deposits of solid asphaltum, occur on the eastern
sl0Pe of the Cordilleras of M^i™. or rather, in the littoral zone3 Cordilleras of Mexico, c

* This Journal, 3
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toward their base. A small lake fed by a spring of bitumen is

reported to occur as far north as Galveston Bay in Texas within
the Tertiary area.* More or less extensive sources of the same
substance are common throughout the large area watered by
the numerous streams discharging into the tampico ami Tusp:in

rivers, at whose mouths are the gulf ports of Tampio and IV-
pan. A considerable quantity of chapapote, as it is called, is

brought down by these streams, washed out to sea, and finally

left upon the beach by the action of the waves. After such a

thorough exposure to the elements, it loses its pitchy consis-

i<l becomes brittle and lustrous like jet. It has then a

conchoidal fracture. In this condition it is sometimes gathered,

and, though not extensively known, is highly esteemed as an

article of export.

The northwestern portion of the state of Vera Cruz is known
as the Huasteca, which may be described as the area south of

the Panuco Eiver, embracing the territory to the north of the

plateau of Anahuac, watered by the three forks of the principal

affluent of the Panuco—the Eio San Juan de Mexico—namely,
the Capadero, the Amajaque and the Moctezuma. This section

has received no attention from scientific travelers. In 1825,

Burkhart, traveling from Tampico to Eeal del Monte, via

Tantoyuca, passed along the upper Capadero. This river he

mistook, however, under the name of the Bio Garzes, and sup-

posed it to have an easterly, instead of a northerly, course,

and to empty into the Laguna de Tamiagua. Saussure's map

of the plateau of Anahuac represents this portion of Mex-

ico with some approach to its geography, if not to its to-

pography.f
Last April I made the journev from Tampico to Tempoalon

the Capadero, crossing the Topila at Tanseme, and returned to

the same port by way of Trinidad and Panuco. The topo-

graphical features of the country, which thus came under my

observation, are not unlike what r Lu\v d.-rribed to be the

character of the eastern slope of the Cordilleras farther north as

observed in Chihuahua.:}: ,

The same succession of longitudinal valleys separated •

parallel ridges is here seen, together with the same gi

clivity toward the summit of the Sierra Madre, whicl

is about Zacatecas. The valleys, though bi

unlike the champlain valleys of Chihuahua, comparat;
ged, owing to the uneven erosion of the sedimentai
which is caused bv intrusions of trachyte. Their cod a

is largely due to the successive changes of the beds of stream*

* Taylor, Statistics of Coal, p. 498.
t Coup d'ceil sur l'hydrologie du Mexique, Geneva, 1862.

t This Journal, xlviu, 1869, p. 385.
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caused by the gradual elevation, or periodic oscillations of level,

of the Cordilleras during the Tertiary period and afterwards,

and which phenomena, as I have elsewhere noted, are likewise

strongly marked in northern Mexico.*
The area over which my route lay, is occupied by argillaceous

sandstone, calcareous in places, whose foldings seem, generally
speaking, to correspond with the present configuration of the
surface, the whole of which, however, has been subjected to a
very powerful erosion. One of the most remarkable evidences,
both of the gradual character of the elevation of the Cordilleras
in the lower latitudes, and of the fluvial character of theii

sion, istobe«een in a wid
gravel and heavy rolling

observed many miles away from the present e!<;

wherever its heavy covering of fine silt-like alluvium has oeen
washed away. Through these two superficial deposits success-
ively the river has cut its present channel deep into a formation
of soft shale beneath, loculh known : >s !p>~late, which over
spreads the whole valley of the Capadero.
The shale is highly fossiliferous in places. Imperfectly in

clurated and weathering excessively, it causes the fossils tc

crumble. They include Cardium, Area, Ostrea, Corbula, Pecten

Caryatis, Serpu/a, and a discoid, coiled and chambered rhizopod.
With the exception of the last, all are too imperfectly preserved
to admit of specific determination. Common to both the Cre
taceous and Tertiary as these genera are, such specimens as 1

was able to extract' fail to distinguish between these two pe
nods. In a private report, written without access to my collec-

tion, the shales were referred to the Cretaceous upon the grounds
of the apparent facies of these specimens. They prove how-
ever, upon examination, to be wanting in characteristic types,
ami too uncertain of specific identification to rest any conclusion
1

'J

the kind upon them, es| .;
!

]
>hical relations

°t the shales the -ently show, an
unbroken and immediate sequence with alluvial Quaternary
deposits. Arguing from the latter circumstance, it will be seen
ba they are more logically referred to the Tertiary. These
shales are important as the'seat of the grahamite deposits in the
vicinity of Tempoal. and probably throughout the much larger
region of the II at least, the middle portion

g tl?e Capadero basin, or so much of it as lies between the

^ejutla Mountains on the west and the Alacranes hills on the
^t- The region thus defined corresponds to the so-called

^oal-field of the Huasteca," the coal, however, as I judge from

* This Journal, xlviii, 1869, p. 381.
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such specimens as I have seen, really being grahamite and other
less thoroughly altered asphalts *

Judging from a number of specimens of these outcrops from
farther up the Capadero than the district visited by me, as well
as from such facts as I could gather by inquiry, it seems most
probable that the shales of Tempoal and of the Cristo Mine,
which came under my observation at these and other points in

the banks of the Capadero, extend, at least, some 60 miles

farther up the river, as far as Chalma, so as to include the so-

called coal deposits at the base of the Cochiscuatitkn hull

mentioned by Antonio del Castillo, viz., Purisima, Providencia
and Virginia. A specimen of grahamite, now in my posses-

—*, from Huautla, 50 to 60 miles still farther up the r—
suggests a stdl greater extension of the same shales, found to be

the seat of grahamite at Tempoal and elsewhere.
Except in the banks of the river, and the beds of branching

arroyos, the grahamite-bearing shales nowhere come to the sur-

face in the Capadero basin, within the range of my observation,

although not far below the level of the valley-plain, or lower

terrace of the river. Together with grahamite, they are reported,

and may be readily believed, to outcrop in the Huejutla Moun-
tains, as at the Venados, where a deposit of the former was

described by the messenger sent thither for specimens, to be

upward of two feet in thickness.
The shales are immediately covered by the above mentioned

deposit of coarse rounded rubble, generally more or less

cemented by selenite so as to form a conglomerate from 3 to ft

feet thick, and containing shells of Paludina. This is immedi-

ately overlaid by the heavv deposit of fine alluvium, the least

thickness of which, as seen in the river banks, is some 60 feet

It overspreads the whole valley in the vicinity of Tempoal, as

well as of the Aguacates, some* 12 miles farther up the river.

In the vicinity of Tempoal, where alone my examinations

have been special, the top of the shales is generally brought by

undulations' above low water mark—that is, above the level of

the river in the dry season. Near the village, it rises some W
feet above this level ; at the Parajes, two miles below, some 10

feet; at the Aguacates, 12 miles above, some 60 feet; while at

the Cristo Mine, it is near the water's edge, though rising di-

rectly on either side. We have as yet no data bearing on tne

thickness of the shale, as its edges are everywhere concealed—

u

not by overlying alluviums—by a detritus resulting from its

own weathering, as it slacks at once on exposure to the air.

* Some attention of late, in the City of Mexico and elsewhere, has been torned

to una region upon the strength of rat]
V!iUe ^

the aUeged
"r
oal ^Posits,
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At Terapoal, at the Cristo Mine, and at the Aguacates—three

out of five points where I have observed exposures of the shales

in the banks of the Capadero, grahamite is found in greater or

less quantity. Like many similar Tertiary sediments, the shales

are in places quite gypsiferous.

Remnants of these Tertiary shales are to be seen in the banks
of the Panuco at Puebla Vieja, near the mouth of that river.

The same formation seems to answer to Burkhart's description

of the formation occupying the Garzes, (Capadero) valley as high

up as Ohapula, and even still higher, as far as a little south of
Pinolco, with occasional protrusions of the lower sandstone

series—including beds of limestone, as between Huautla and
Tlacolula, and again, south of Zagualtipan.*
According to this traveler, the clay shale of the valley about

Chapula apparently overlies unconformably the limestone,

which he believed to be the upper member of the sandstone

series, forming the heights all the way from the coast, except

where covered by trachyte. The mesa tops of the mountains
just west of Chapuki mv\»f the latter volcanic rock, which like-

wise seems to form the summits along the whole range to the

north. Approaching the volcanic plateau of Anahuac, the

whole body of sedimentary rocks—together with overlying tra-

chyte, was observed by Burkhart to decline to the south and to

pass beneath the diorite and basalt of the table-land, which was

geognostically mapped by Gerolt and Berghes in 1827.

f

Mention is made by Sr. Castillo of the discovery of an "hex-
agonal" sigillarid as well as nummulitic forms in the so-called

coal-bearing rocks of the Huasteca. The sandstone series, in

whose depressions the Tertiary grahamite shales have been pre-

served from a sweeping den >hed a few fossils

at Tampico, where it has been quarried. I succeeded, however,
in finding none but fragmentary gasteropods, though perfect

specimens of the same are said to be preserved in private col-

lections there, which it has not been my privilege to see. So
doubtful is the existence of true coal in the Huasteca, that, the

alleged discovery of palaeozoic fossils, as claimed in Mexico by
vv»y of confirmatory evidence, as I infer, of the carboniferous
age of the sandstone series—requires the support of other facts.

J
1 is proper to remark that in the interior of the country, the

jock surfaces are absolutely unbroken, while covered with a

tropical forest ; hence the present impracticability of a success-

ful search for fossils in this part of Mexico. n , „
Burkhart also identified in the banks of the " Bio Grande

VAmajaque) the same formation of clay shale observed by him

i8*6
Auf
rthau und Reisen in Mexic°

'm den jahren 1825 bia 1834' stuttgarti

J'Carta G^ostica de los principles Distritos Minerales del Estado de Mexico,
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between Chapula and Pinolco in the Capadero basin, and thence

inferred the geological identity of these neighboring basins.

I now proceed to describe the deposit of grahamite known as

the Cristo mine.*
The original outcrop of the deposit appeared at the base of the

west bank of the Capadero, on the Cristo Kanch, near the edge

of the river at low water, and below the surface of the water

during the rainy season. It appears to have been long observed,

and to have been regarded by some persons as a deposit of

bituminous coal, and by others as chapapote, but to have re-

mained unexplored—perhaps through some discovery of its ill

adaptation to the ordinary purposes of either fuels or asphalts.

In 1«73, the deposit was denounced as a coal-mining property.

The deposit consists of two conn n us parts, tin on< occu|

ing a nearly vertical fissure traversing the fossiliferous Bhalee,

and the other part conformably overlying these shales, which

are slightly inclined. We have here the phenomena, first, of a

deep-seated fissure transverse to the bedding of the f«

and filled out with grahamite ; and, second, a nearly horizontal,

and originally superficial, deposit of the same man
spreading the BD ted distance from the

fissure. The latter oc-

currence is an overflow

from the fissure, aod, as

it lies between the two

formations, is to be re-

ferred to a period subse-

quent to the deposition

of the shales, and before

the conglomerate was

spread upon tbem in the

form of pebblv detritus.

It thus happened when

the shales formed the

imisnoweom-

mod upon the

surface, as a residuum

from the evar

dation of MU,,

J

°r

:„M ^ oozins: from
pasty malthas,
more extended
rocks. Such p

from sluggish sprin:

as from a certain stratum

h phenomena, referable to the sandstone

to be seen beyond the boundaries of the shale formation

the neighborhood of the Cristo mine, and indeed are «i

^
* J. P. Kimball on a deposit of grahamite known as the Cristo Coal mine, wi
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common in the surrounding portions of eastern Mexico, as

already observed.

That portion of the overflow which originally appeared at the

bftte of the river bank, lias now been worked out, 210 tons

ba\ log been quarried and shipped. So far as can now be ascer-

w overflow was altogether west of the fissure, which

btfl a width, as far as developed, of 34 inches. The vein occu-

pying the fissure has a columnar structure transverse to its

si'.K and shrinkage partings, or joints, parallel to its sides. It

has thus far proved remarkably homogeneous m structure, and

free from admixture of rock or clay. Its dip is 64° to the
:

W.

Near the point where it passes out of sight under the river bed,

it is joined, at an acute angle, by a narrower and tapering vein

of which the maximum width is 9 inches. According to those

who have had charge of operations at the Cristo mine, the

deposit, includmg both vein and overflow, was excavated withm

a dam to a depth of ten feet, and, at the same place, measured

fifteen feet across. The vein proved of the same width as ob-

served by me nearer tru
he^ This

point, now under water, was stated to be 120 feet from the base

of the latter. Another small branch is partially seen on the

opposite side.

The shape of the overflow is indicated as near as is now

practicable, by the excavation outside of the bank and by the

work underground. The latter consists of a timbered shaft, 72

feet deep, sunk from the top of the river bank or terrace, 196

feet from the edge. From the bottom two levels have been run

out at right angles, one 19£ feet long toward the river (east),

and the other 27* feet loner toward the north. These word-

ings are in that portion of the deposit which for convenience i

call the overflow. Its greatest thickness is developed in the

east level, at the end of which it measures 6£ feet and dips 1%
S. W. At the end of the north level it has a thickness of but

15 inches, and a dip of 20° to the northeast. In the shaft the

thickness of the deposit falls from 34 inches at the -

corner, to 15* inches at the opposite N. W. corner. t<. 2" iu<m..>

at the S. E. corner, and to 15 inches at the N. E. corner. It

therefore appears that the overflow of the vein
i

has a limit..-

spread underground, the same as it proved outside the bank at

the water's edge. Its ^ the direction of the

nver, and continuous, I think, with the thickest pi

original outcrop; that is, the portion nearest the fissure, which

was undoubtedly its source, and from which it sloped with the

configuration of the surface at the time, and thinned awaj

toward its edges. The fissure occupies the axis oi a£?n™
anticlinal with a dip of 14° W. on the W. side, and of 4 h.ox
the opposite side. As the overflow conforms to the steeper dip
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it appears that the fissure must have been made at the time of

the elevation of the shales, and soon afterwards filled with

asphaltum, which continued to form after it had been filled.

That no great period was required for this operation, is shown

by the fact that the overlying conglomerate also conforms to

the stratification of the shales as well as to the outline of the

overflow of the grahamite, locally intervening.

The occurrence of such a fissure in shales so imperfectly hard-

ened, and so easily weathered, affords another proof that the

filling of the fissure immediately followed its formation, that is,

after the emergence of the shales and before the deposition of

the overlying alluvium. It is from this evidence of the direct

sequence of terranes, and the relation thus established with sub-

sequent alluviums that, in the failure of the evidence of their

fossils, I refer to the Tertiary the grahamite-bearing shales of

the Capadero basin. These are probably remnants of the littoral

Tertiaries of eastern Mexico and Texas*
The strike of the fissure is nearly north and south, directly

across the river. No attempts have been made to trace it

beyond the excavation near the waters edge, its character a.-;
1

.

fissure not having been recognized previous to ray visit A

length of about 300 feet upon it had at that time been de-

veloped.

The sandstone formation is the source of a number of deposits

of chapapote or asphaltum. Numerous deposits are said to

occur north of the Panuco Eiver. One deposit, which I visited,

is found on the Tanelul Banch, occupying an elevated basin or

cul-de-sac between two hills of the Alacranes range, here form-

ing the boundary of the Capadero valley. The point is some

2* leagues east of the Cristo mine, and directly in range witlitne

course of the Cristo fissure asfar as traced. The chapapote ba>

accumulated from the evaporation of liquid maltha, which now

issues in the form of a sluggish spring with a number of ondces.

Here may be witnessed the same process by which the aoo

described overflow of the Cristo mine was originally torineu.

The source of the chapapote spring is the sandstone above nit

tioned, on which rest the grahamite-bearing shales oi

vaUey below. It thus appears that the uplifted portions oi i

underlying sandstone are at present the source of ch^T
cft

springs depositing that mineral substance upon the ^
'

jnj
Ancient, and perhaps more copious, springs of the sam

issued from the depressed portions of this formation, ana ^
their liquid maltha into the fissures and lesser V

1^
frwblv

overlying shale, which, as I have already stated is rem/^Va

eleavable and imperfectly indurated. The tendency oi su

body of shale or shaly clay, exceedingly fine in texture, w
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shrinkage and cleavage partings is well known. Hence this

formation, from its nature otherwise impervious, became the

permanent receptacle of maltha or asphaltic petroleum, issuing

Bom the sandstone below; and probably the more freely under

a hydrostatic pressure, in which water played a part, and the

action of which is strikingly suggested by the configuration

here observed of a stratigraphical basin bordered by elevated

plateaus. The inspissation of maltha or pittasphalt, and even

petroleum, to grahamite and other mineral bitumens, by the

loss of hydrogen and the addition of oxygen, is a well known
occurrence which may be artificially illustrated in the labora-

tory.* While asphaltum is observed to be the product of the

immediate evaporation and oxidation of maltha at or near the

surface, a slower and continued oxidation beneath the surface

—in fissures, cavities and interstices of the rocks—has pro-

duced grahamite, albertite and other less hydrogenous hydro-

carbons of the same type.
The smaller exhibitions of grahamite in the shale of the river

banks, at Tempoal and the Aguacates, are of the same general

nature as the deposit of the Cristo mine. They occupy inter-

stices between divisional planes of the formation, thus forming
veinlets which often pass from between one kind of partings to

another. Hence even the larger of these deposits or pockets

are very ca] . while the smaller ones merely

reticulate the rock. They seem to have no connection or chan-

nels. The question is thus suggested, whether this formation,
in places densely filled with organic remains, has not, in part at

least, been the primary source of the hydrocarbons which it con-

tains, as well as those of the underlying sandstone, from which,
since its emergence, it has been for the most part denuded.
This theoretical question must remain open until the relations

°f the numerous deposits of chapapote in eastern Mexico to the

rocks from which they spring, shall be observed and compared.
The above small and scattered deposits of grahamite have no
economic value—although fine hand specimens can be taken
from any of them.

Unlike the New Brunswick varietv, which is compact in

H.-lioida] in fracture, and of a resinous and brilliant

luster, the Ritchie and Cristo varieties, which are very similar,

a
fe of rather granular consistency. They possess a very distinct

i
anted structure, as well as columnar partings in the

-nnewhat irregular, on account of the varying condi-
tlons of these deposits themselves. The Cristo mineral is more

•

t from Ritchie County, and of a

^ter coherence, thouoh none the less distinctly cleaved and
jointed.

°

* W. P. Jenny, Am. Chem., v, p. 10.
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Both varieties are found at the Aguacates in veinlets. Some
of these are filled with a conchoidal variety, like that from the

Albert mine, while others consist of the same columnar ai i

sub-conchoidal material as that from the Cristo mine. The con-

choidal fracture in both differs simply as to degree, varying

with the degree of brittleness.

A few barrels of the mineral from the Cristo mine baring

been sent last autumn to Glasgow, an analysis and toohui--:il

examination of the sample were made by Mr. William Wallace,

of that city.

Specific gravity 1-156.

Volatile matter \ Sulph
Watei, Water

!

Fixed Carbon .

Sulphur
Ash

Carbon
ANALYSIS OF COKE.

83-56

.. -98

..15*48

100-00

-

In publishing a new compilation of the general results o

geological survevs of the eastern United States and C

writer has ition to state the reasons

adoption of anv peculiar features of the eh

of noting some theoretical points to which this revision ot aa

has called attention.

Mercator's projection was adopted, in order to show most

curately the general trends of the outcrops. The conseq

distortion prevented the use of the ordinal

the average scales, for every two degrees, are inserted along

left-hand border. vindicate
The scale used is so small that it was impossible to mu

either the very small areas of the differ-

slighter irregularities of outlines. While this rendei -

inaccurate as regards detail, it has the compensating adva e
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of representing with more uniform accuracy areas which have

been surveyed with more and with less minuteness.

Considerable portions of the metamorphic areas heretofore

mapped as Archaean have recently been proved to be Silurian.

These discoveries have cast so m uch doubt upon the true age

of much of the remainder, that I have, in several cases, been

unwilling to follow authority in calling it Archaean. The work

done in New England by Pro! Dana, and in the Southern

States by the writer, has already reduced the Archaean area of

the Appalachians by nearly one-half, and has given data for

comparison with series of rocks previously described from Vir-

ginia. Pennsylvania and New Jersey, which justify the infer-

ence that large portions of the metamorphics of these states

will also prove to be Silurian. Following this inference, the

areas of this region, previously considered Archaean, have been

considerably reduced. Much of the uncolored portion of New
England is undoubtedly Silurian and Devonian, but with limits

which cannot now be determined. Prof. Yerrill refers to the

Archaean, with much certainty, the belt of red granites running

from Mount Desert to the Bay of Chaleur. The Archaean area

of northern New York should probably be slightly reduced ;*

but the age of the principal part of it seems pretty well deter-

mined.

The typical Huronian of Canada, according to description,

occupies the position, and presents the lithological characters,

which we should naturally expect for the metamorphic portion

of the adjoining Lower Silurian, corresponding precisely, in

both respects, with extensive beds of that age in the Appalach-
^ns. I have accordingly colored them as Lower Silurian.

After reaching that conclusion, I learned, through Prof. Selwyn,
that Sir William E. Logan held the same view for some time

before his death, though it is not, I believe, shared by Prof,

oelwyn and his colleagues of the Canada Survey. Prof. Selwyn
also informs me that recent work of the Survey has shown a con-

tinuation of the Huronian belt north of Lake Huron to beyond
^ake Mistassini, with a width of over three hundred miles at

°?eXoint Considerable portions of the so-called Archaean area

°f
Wisconsin and Michigan have been shown by Brooks and

^mpelly and others, to be 1
Canada Huro-

nian, for which reason they might with probability be referred
10 the Silurian; but the data vet publi>h -d have seemed so in-

complete, that the writer has preferred to leave the area uncoi-

led. Both this and the metamorphic area of Minnesota, as yet

unexplored, doubtless include some genuine Archaean.
ine metamorphics of Missouri are probably Archaean, and

are so colored. Those of Arkansas and part of those of Texas

* Brooks, this Journal, III, iv, 22.
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are probably Silurian, but not certainly ; those of the Indian
lerntory have, as yet, yielded no data for a conclusion; all

these are therefore uncolored.
Sherwood's results, as published by Hall, will require some

changes along the north line of Pennsylvania, in future editions:
the data did not reach me until this edition had been struck off.

It has long been held that the Appalachian and the Kentucky-
Illinois coal-fields were formed in entirely independent basins,

having no communication with each other, and consequently no

probable equivalency of coal-seams. A glance at the map,
showing the close proximity of the two fields in southern Ken-
tucky, must give anyone strong suspicions that this view is in-

correct for that part of the country ; and examinations of the

two opposing escarpments would strongly confirm the suspi-

cions, though we must probably admit the partial division fur-

ther north, by the Cincinnati anticlinal. In northern Tennes-

see, the western face of the Cumberland plateau shows the bold

outcrop of about a thousand feet of the coal series in regular

horizontal position, with no signs of any abrupt thinning out,

as thus far observed. Less than sixty rniies, across a continuous

outcrop of practically horizontal Subcarboniferous strata, brings

us to the eastern escarpment of the western field, where the

coal-measures are somewhat thinner, at a slighly lower level,

and with a less abrupt outcrop, but still undisturbed and evi-

dently only the continuation of beds which once covered the

intervening area. I have long taught this continuity of the two

fields
; and I understand that Prof. Safford holds the same view,

gly opposes 1 11
•'•'•

,cult of determin-

ation. Judging from the broad western extension of the Coal-

measures through Alabama, and of the horizontal Subcarbon-

iferous through Tennessee, to the eastern line of what appeal

to have been a pre-Cretar I lev, together witb

the great eastern extension of Coal-measures in Arkansas, to w«

western margin of the same valley, I am inclined to infer a

former continuity of the series across the intervening space or

225 miles, and indeed, over the whole area of lower strata »n

Tennessee, Arkansas and Missouri, with the possible excepts

of a few islands, such as Newberry suggests for the ^asnvwe

basin, (Ohio Geology, i, 96-110). If the Coal-measures wen;

thus continuous, the erosion of the Mississippi valley must;p

bably be referred to the same age (Jurassic?) as that ol u»

Tnassic beds on the Atlantic slope, mentioned below.
#

,
Wells, dug through the drift of northwestern Indiana,

o

n

yielded considerable masses of Devonian black shale, nar

displaced from contact with the underlying limestone,

such abundance as to lead to the belief that this bed was

* Dr. R. T. Brown, 1869, letter to the writer.
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merly continuous across much of the area which, from the

known outcrops, we are obliged to color as mainly Upper Silu-

rian. Indeed, it suggests the probability that the Michigan
coal-field may once have been continuous with that of Indiana
and Illinois ; but the surface of that region is so flat and so

deeply covered with drift, that it would hardly be possible to

obtain the data for a certain solution of the problem.
Noticing my own neglect of such points, I am led to ask

geologists, generally :—Have we paid sufficient attention to the
indications of former probable extensions of formations over
areas where no portions ot them now remain ?—a point of little

practical importance, perhaps, but certainly of great theoretical

interest.

I regret that the scale of the map forbids the representation
of the numerous trap dikes, probably of Triassic age, which
cut across the metamorphics of North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia and Alabama. The dips of the sandstones and
shales in the two Triassic areas of North Carolina give pretty
strong evidence of these being only the border remnants of a
huge ge-anticlinal, over a hundred miles wide * (the connecting
arch being now removed,) which probably extended far to the
southwestward, and possibly over much or all of the area inter-

sected by the trap dikes. Kerr's estimates show the erosionof
from 10,000 to 25,000 feet of strata, along the back of the fold

;

and fully as much must be allowed for, between the New Jersey
and Connecticut Eiver areas of Triassic if we accept the oppos-
ing dips of these as evidence of another, or part of the same,
great ge-anticlinaL There are, it is true, strong objections to
this view for the latter region ; but no other theory seems to
the writer so well fitted to meet the facts.
We have, as yet, no certain evidence of distinctively Jurassic

strata on the Atlantic slope of this continent ; was then the
Jurassic the period during which this enormous folding, erup-
tion (and erosion, in part, at least) took place? For the fol-

lowing Cretaceous has apparently been but very slightly
aisplaced, if at all, except by the pretty uniform secular move-
ments of the continental mass. It mav also be questioned
whether the Permian period, equally destitute of distinctive

J®!*
8'* along the Atlantic border, was not the era of the

up&eaval and metamorphism of the Appalachians, which was
P'amly post-Carboniferous and pre-Triassic.

nf
« seems impossible to

upon thes
°ce

,
m one form or another, they cover prettv much the

nole surface of the countrv. The marine beds of the period
* too small to be of any importance on a chart of this scale

:

"ver- and lake-borde'r formations are sufficiently well located

* Kerr, Geology of North Carolina, i, Ul-6, 1815.

sinor.,
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by the modern lakes and streams themselves ; while, if repre-

sented, these and the beds of drift would, over much the larger

part of the country, leave exposed only the narrow isolated

outcrops of the earlier formations which the learner finds it so

difficult to correlate, in his mind's eye, and would show next to

nothing of the general structure which it is the main purpose

of such a chart to exhibit. Still, charts of the Quaternary con-

tinent would be exceedingly instructive, in their exhibition of

the old lake-ba^ ines of the continent. Besides

the present Great Lakes, with their much greater extent and

direct southern outlets, there were at least three great Quater-

nary lakes, in the Mississippi basin. One has its boundaries

well marked by the Lower Silurian outlines of the Nashville

basin of Middle Tennessee, its walls being mostly Subcarhon-

iferous. Another occupied the western part of the Silurian

basin of Central Kentucky and Southern Indiana, having

similar walls on the west, (where its bordering sand-banks lie

near the tops of the "Knobs"* fully 400 feet above the Ohio

at Louisville,) and stretching far up the slopes of the Cincinnati

anticlinal on the east—the boundaries in this direction being as

yet unreported. A third occupied a large area on the flats ol

the Upper Silurian and Devonian areas of Northwestern In-

diana ff and perhaps still others swept over the broad prairies

Dana has long since called attention to the now-submergeci

old valley of the Hudson, as marked on the continental border

out to the true edge of the oceanic depression, lhe M» -

soundings along the coasl
" l

i

t0 °?.
e

, ?•Vpnd

officers of the Coast Survey, originally showed a sligw «»

opposite the mouth of Chesapeake Bay, probaU.s u l

-"—L-slopes; but this \uj>
; .

>of-reader.
Inthejjii

„_..c '-lines point -lirtv:,.

Prasaw'ia?th7 deepest harbor of the Gulf; and this
^con-

tinued, meets the Tallapoosa River at its abrupt an e

^
Montgomery. I have been informed (by Pro f.

NichoW

,

Knoxville, Tenn., I think) that a broad valley, wiw ^
terraces, but now deserted bv the river, runs directly sjuiu

tins angle of the Tallapoosa, as if on a direct course tor re.»-
—

During the Champlain period, when the streams or »
region were from 170 to 200 feet or more ^^.^JJSJl
level, this Tallapoosa river received a large share ot trie ^
of East Tennessee and Western North Carolina; anu

^ ^
suspected that this old channel was the line ot ou

^ Gull
-

f

great flood, direct to the deep water of the ^^ ^d bv the

Maine and the Gulf of St. Lawrence are well marked
j

* Borden, Geological Survey of Indiana for 1873, p. I 8
•

f Geology of Illinois, iv, 227.
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fathom-lines.* The drift of icebergs, as marked by dots on the

small corner-map, shows the source of the material of the

''banks" of Newfoundland, and the area over which the

srrowth of the continent is now most actively going forward.

It is also evident that the shallowness of the Strait of Belle Isie,

which prevents the passage of any but the smallest icebergs, is

the principal means of preventing the filling up of the deep

channel of the Gulf of St. Lawrence with the sediment now
dropped on the "banks."

I shall be under deep obligations to all who will be so kind
' be made in future

Art. XXXVIL— Observations upon the latest Planetoids; by C.

H. P. Peters. [From a letter to one of the Editors, dated

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.,

Sept. 5, 1876]

As the moonlight now for some days is interfering with

observing the small planets, I communicate of the observations

hitherto obtained the first and last positions of each, omitting
for brevity's sake the intermediate ones. The dates of discov-

ery and the names proposed of these new additions to the group
are the following

:

(165) Loreley, 10'7 magnitude, discovered Aug. 9.

(166) E/wdope, 11-2 magnitude, discovered Aug. 15.

(167) Urda, 12 magnitude, discovered Aug. 28.

1. Observations of Loreley:
W«. Meantime. a <*

Aug. 9.10 34 27 21 27 46
B

-57 -10 10'7 (16 comp.)

26 49 21 13 2-52 -10 13 8'5 (10)

besides observations of Aug. 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 20, 21, 23.

s of Rhodope

:

21 31 24-30 -19 15 16.1 (14)

Aug. 17, 20, 21.

nervations of Urc

west .i^i^P- by the mistake of the engrave*"* «4> of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, is mtde ji
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry a^d Physics.

1. On the Estimation of Nitrogen in Potable Waters.—Frank-

land, in a paper on the analysis of potable waters, gives the

results of eight additional years of experience with the waters

supplied to London. He says that the two chief objects to be

kept in view are " the discovery of the evidence of past pollution

by organic matter and the quantitative determination of present

or actual organic impurity." With reference to the first point, he

gives his opinion that the presence of nitrogen in the forms of

nitrates, nitrites and ammonia in potable waters, in quantity above

that which can be derived from rain, is reasonably safe and trust-

worthy evidence of the previous pollution of that water by animal

matters. As to the second, he shows that, of the four processes

proposed for del i
.nstituents, known as the igni-

tion, the permanganate, the albuminoid-ammonia and the combus-

tion methods, the two first are quite useless ; of the third he con-

cludes from the extended experiments made by himself and others:

1st, that it affords no evidence whatever of the absolute quantity,

either of organic matter or of organic nitrogen, present in potable

water; 2d, that it does not indicate, even approximately, the

relative quantities either of organic matter or of organic nitrogen

in different samples of such water ; 3d, that it affords no moica-

-
i either of the presence or of the proportion of albuminoid as

tirely useless therefore in the examination 01

waters for sanitary purposes. The combustion process, howev

,

devised by himself nine years ago, he believes to be reliable, ne

claims for it: 1st, that it is the only method at, present known

which affords any trustworthy information respecting the orgai

matters present in potable waters ; 2d, that it is the only metnw

which even professes to determine organic carbon m sucnjr»
^

3d, that the determinations by it of organic carbon and nutol

are fairly accurate, notwithstanding the very minute quant,titf<»

matters dealt with; and that the errors, even of a jomparaii .

inexperienced analyst are t -™7tS
a verdict upon the quality of the water submitted to

.

un* b

tion; 4th, tLt it isV o'nly process which d scloses
,

th

^

tion of nitrogen to carbon in the organic matter of* are

^^
information being often of prime importance in

l
eteT

êaAom
origin of the organic matter; and 5th, that since thejmoehb

aUo^

which have been made in the mode of evaporation the pw*~

now be conducted in any laboratory and with a modem - r

diture of time and labor.—J. Ch. Soc, clxii, 825, June, iot^
r

2. On the Absorption of Nitrogen by 0r^nic
v̂
S^\r-

Beethelot has found that pure nitrogen gas is aDsor
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it the ordinary temperature, under the influence of

ric discharge. Benzene, for example, absorbed, for

every gram used, four or five cubic centimeters of nitrogen ; the

benzene being exposed either in vapor or in very thin layers of

liquid. A condensed, polymerized compound resembling a resin,

collected on the sides of the tube, which evolved ammonia when
heated. Turpentine, marsh gas and acetylene act similarly. Filter

paper slightly moistened, absorbs notable quantities of nitrogen,

when thus treated, which is set free as ammonia on combustion

with soda-lime. The same fact was observed with dextrin. Since

neither nitrates or nitrites nor ammonia is produced, the author

believes that a complex nitrogenous compound is formed by the

direct union of the free nitrogen with the substance employed.^

Ilf considered these facts of importan
atmospheric nitrogen in nature.

—

Bx

3. Action of the Copper-zinc Couple on Chlorates and Perchlo-

rates.—Eccles, working under Thorpe direction, finds that potas-

sium chlorate is easilv and completely reduced to chloride by the

action upon its solution at the boiling temperature, of a properly

made zinc-copper couple ; so that an accurate quantitative method
may be based on it. Potassium p
no change under these conditions,
excellent use of, to prove that the decomposition of the chlorate

hy heat takes place in two stages, in the first of which perchlorate

is produced. The progress of the decomposition may also be ac-

curately studied in this way. No perchlorate is formed, however,
if manganese dioxide be added to the chlorate.—^ Ch. Soc, clxii,

856, June, 1876. G. f. R.

1 On a supposed shifting of Atoms.—Demole has examined
critically the substance obtained by Baumstark by the action of

an alcoholic solution of iodine upon ethylene, to which he assigned
the formula C 4H 9IO, and which he supposed to be ethylidene-

lod-ethyliu. The improbability of the ethylene grouping being
changed to that of ethylidene by this simple action, led Demote
to prepare the ethylene compound synthetically with a view to

compare its properties with those of the new body. For this pur-

pose, mono-ethyl-glycol was prepared, and treated with phos-

phorus iodide. The reaction is-

„ (lcl:^H
5

)+pi3=(|^c 2Hj3+
p<
OH

>r-
The substance thus obtained was found to be identical in its pro-

perties with that obtained by Baumstark. His body is, therefore,
etnylene-iod-ethylin. By the action of sodium-ethylate on it,

***»! is produced.-i?er. JBerl Chem. Ges., ix, 748, June, 1876.

5. On Crystallized Glycerin.—Van Hamel Roos has examined
» quantity of fifty-six pounds of crystallized glycerin. The crys-

;

8 are monoclinic, perfectly colorless, and of a pure sweet taste.

** Jock, Sci.-Thied Sekies, Vol. XII, No. 70.-Oct., 1876.
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solidiii •;,.. i- s tant'tms after some time, though ;

to be indispensable. The melted glycerin is m

Since the crystallization ,,| ul > << ri m depends on its being pure

n of crystals is the best test of purity,

i time the best method of purification.—J. ('hem.

easily fermented, and hydrocyanic acid

Since the crystallization <

"

and anhydrous, the format
and at the same time the

Soc., clxi, 65 L, May, 1876.

6. On the
"

discoverer of

into lactic acid. Vohl, the discoverur of phaseomannite, which

he subsequently proved to be idem:'.;:;! with inosite, also prove.!

the identity of the lactic acid from this substance, with tin onli-

lactic acid of fermentation. This statement having

d
*

the addition of chalk, at a temperature of 25° to 28" K. me
thick mass of calcium lactate was treated with animal charcoal,

boiled and filtered hot. On cooling, calcium lactate crystallized

out and was purified by repeated crystallization. These crystals

had 29-098 per cent crystal water; the salt of common lactic acid

contains 29-221, that of sarcolactic acid 21-721. The zinc salt

gave 18-104 per cent water, the quantities of the two salts re-

spectively being 18-178 and 12-901. Moreover, the insolubility o

the zinc salt showed it to be common lactate. Oxidation yielded

acetic and formic but not a trace of malonic acid.—JBer. Men.

Ghem. Ges., ix, 984, July, 1876. f
F

- ^
„

7. Synthesis of Polybasic A, ids by the action of Carbon diox-

ide on Salici/Uc rtrid.—{)sT finds that by passing a stream ol ar

carbon dioxide gas over basic sodium salicylate, the
g^^Jj

sorbed and an acid formed having the formula C
6()|j C()0H

which he calls ortho-phenol-dicarbonic acid. A/
im

]

1

i
al'.-

t

v

ri"[
bonic acid is also formed in this way.

—

J. pr. Gk., lb xn
'

'

July, 1876.
"t'/Y..!-

8. Freezing of Golloids.—Prof. Guthkitc described t " ""
;[|

',

u .

don Physical Society some experiments on the freezing & •} .

solutions of colloid substances, which he has been siu< }' -
,

connection with his recent investigation on eryol ydi ite>. <

a solution of sugar be gra.h |

>'
:ltur< "VL ..

ice separates out is always below 0° C. and the extenl WW"

creases with the amount of sugar in solution ;
but I

•

»

n
h

a solution of gum having exactly the same chemica i"
.

present. Thus while every crystalline substance t

mixture when mixed with ice or snow, colloids a:

doing so. The gum and the water do not recogn
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suits were obtained in the case of gelatine and albu-
facts are strictly in accordance with the results of
's classical researches. It also follows that, when
r effects are observed, and Prof. Guthrie- has found
of gum in varying proportion* always boil at 100° C.

, 264. E. c. P.

Explosion of Fire Damp.—M. Mallard has measured the
' arious mixtures of tire-datnp and air.

motion with different velocities, and
le of combustion remained stationary

ught. The highest velocity of inrlamma-
v/«i nad 560 meters per second, and it occurred in a mixture of

0-108 vol. of fire-damp in one volume of the mixture. On increas-
ing "f diminishing the proportion of fire-damp, the velocity in
question damnified \« r\ rapidly, becoming ////'with a proportion
of ;077 vol. on the one hand, and 0*165 vol. on the other, below
which the mixtures are neither explosive or inflammable. It is

it a variation of even 0-01 in the proportion of fire-

[

""i' is sufficient to convert an a ; dxture into
a highly dangerous one.—Naturforscher, Feb., J 876 ; Nature, xiv,

10. Velocity of Electricity.—Dr. W. Siemens has measured the
velocity of propagation of electricity in land telegraph lines by

i i ig apparatus: two condensers have their outer termi-
' d \,\ a metallic wire. Their inner terminals are at-

a placed near a registering cylinder connected

The connection for one point is a short wire, and
a telegraph line. The two condensers are discharged

, outer terminate with the earth

_,

' '" tI|: '

has elapsed between
>rks. Instead of the telegraph line a rubber tube thirty

r- in diameter and filled with
sulphate of zine was iii-st used. The interval between the dis-

- inappreciable, and certainly did not exceed five mill-

-c,,nd. With a line 25-30'kms. long, the retardation
'• ls '-•'-aulliuiitlis; with another of 23'37 kms. the retardation

l!i "nths, and with a third of 7'35 kms., thirty millionths.
''->' times are nearly proportional to the length of the lines.

"f the two shorter lines was -15 and -063 microfarads
! !il ii- resistance eight Siemens per kilometer. The retardation

i with that of condensers of known capacity ought
'«'o millionths of a second. Thus the retardation ob-

: H'-h greater than that required to charge the cable

• ! to the square of the length. M. Siemens

from this that the electricity has really a velocity of

It mu-r be remarked, bona ,. r, ti u t le insulation
:i "s was not observed, and .-through

"• ""i 1 have the effect of increasing the time necessary

. ,;„., it more mark proportional
lbe length.~P ^. Ann., clvii ;n.t. ; ./.„/,•«. de fhys., v, 226.
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11. Polarization Currents.—MM. Schillee and Calley de-

scribe an experiment showing the electro-dynamic action of a

polarization current. It is well known that water cannot be

decomposed by a single Darnell's cell ; but if a voltameter and

• !•(!<- inserted in the circuit of such a cell the nmlh

deviates at the moment of making or breaking the circuit. Tin -

well known facts have led some persons to compare a voltameter

to a condenser of great capacity. The question is to determine

whether the liquid conductor can exercise an electro-dynamic

action while the electrodes are being charged. A prior: tin-

not self-evident, but is established by the following experiment.

In a Wiedemann's galvanometer, one of the bobbins was replaced

by a coil formed of a rubber tube filled with water free fmm air

and slightly acidulated. The coil consisted of thirteen turns m\

centimeters in diameter. The resistance was 1600 Siemens 1
h.-

two bobbins (one metallic, the other liquid) were so pi:

the current of four Daniell cells traversing both at the -

and decomposing water did not deviate the needle. Lhe t..ui

cells were then replaced by a single one. On closing t

no deviation was observed but on removing the metallic

was obtained amounting in the first swing to twenty

divisions.—Journ. de Phys., v, 261. E
- \*'

,

12. Magntfn l„ t}„,th>n.—M. I mv.i,

uable memoir on the mechanism of magnetic induct*

process he seeks to explain by the supposed existen.

In his former paper he dealt with the case of temporary induction

in soft iron ; he here treats of magnetic induction m steel in

paper is in five chapters; in the first are summarized I

v previous: observers, those of Jamin being _

special fulness. In the second the author describes hi W
ments, which require a modification of Jamin s theory.

Jamin's two laws relating to the ^™ *P^^-S^
currents or permanently magnetized bars, Mr. bbwon,

the first absolutely correct; the second incorrect. Jam.

he considers to be in the supposition that the negative cu

acts only on the surface layers, leaving thos

it is shown on the contrary, that the least negative en

on all the layers and diminishes their intensity, inen * ^
a mathematical theorv of induction in steel; suppose" ^
attempt of the kind (if Maxwell's but partly successm ^
excepted). In the fourth chapter he explains, on w
theory, the various experimental results g<

vers; and in the fifth shows how certain results tww--^
priori, be foreseen from the theory, have been ^ enne\ c?.

Ann. Er<j<inz.< vii, 4; Nature, xiv, 202. supplentfDt

13. Constants of Nature. Parts II and 111.

to Part I. Compiled bv F. W. Clabk,

Cincinnati. 1876. Washington. Smithsonian Wis

Nos. 276, 287, 288. Part II of Prof. Clark's thorougn
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>rk, includes a table of specific heats for solids and

Part III, tables of expansion by heat for solids and

ml the Supplement to Part I, specific gravities, boiling

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

In the Age of the Vertebrate Fauna of the Eocene of New
>; by Prof. Cope. (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. for April,

-Comparison with the established scale of geological hori-

" Europe has established the fact that the beds in question

to the Eocene category, as I have already shown* to be
• the longer-known Bridger beds of Wyoming. It remains

iate them wi *
"

The differences bet'

been in part pointe*
of New Mexico,f 1874. and may be more fully stated as follows:

U) Divisions found in the Wahsatch beds not yet report e.
I

from

the Bridger beds. Aves, genus Diatnju, > (alii. <l t<> (r /sf, „•„<.•<)
;

mammalia. T<> „;„,/>„/,, ; />/,, ,„/.„,/,//; (:.,•>//>/">./», ;\.
M<»isco-

thnriiiii> ; most species of HtjnicotJieriuin.

(-') Divisions found in the Bridger beds not yet found in the

Wahsatch: fishes, Amiidce; reptiles, Ophidia ; Anostira; mam-
mals M> s „y /,;;./., : '/;/.„, „;,<: Arh,> >,<><]<>„ ; Ih»ocerata;Pa-
keosyops; most species of Hyrachyus.
The Wahsatch horizon of Wyoming has not yielded so many

species of vertebrata as those of New Mexico.*, but the close re-

semblance of the two faunae may be observe,!
of forms which I obtained at several localities: Fishes, N//</,o//, ;

mammals, lly,;„;,tln,;„,,,, two ..peri.-: /'/»„/ •' ,«« /
Vorypho-

''"<>, two to three species. As is well known, the Wah-at.-h beds

underlie those of the Bridger group, and we therefore look for

their European equivalent in the lower part of the series. It has

l '

t
'"

11 alivudv pointed out | that the absence of Hyopotamus and

•

|

>••>/>'<>*/<, nxw, and allied -enera, from the IJridger horizon, pre-

ll 'i'b'S an identification with the Cpp.-r Koeene of Europe. The

comparison of the Wahsatch fauna with that of the lowest of the

t ' ir «'' 1

divisions into which Professor Gervais has arranged the

^iropeiin Eocene, show, a remarkably close correspondence.
^

I his

l'.theSuessonien..fI) ,

Orl.i U'iiv|Orthrocene,r
the marls of Rilly and lignites of Soissons, the Thanet sands, Lon
don clays, etc. Fossils from these beds appear to have been m
better preserved than those of the Wahsatch beds „t tl

*

4 ^
rlc^ings American Philosophical Society, 1872, Februai
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Mountains, yet some of the genera are identical, and others closely

correspondent, as follows :

—

Palaeonyctis.

Hyracotherium. Hjracotherium.
Coryphodon. Coryphodon.

Lepidosteus. Lepidosteus.

As a point of difference between the beds, may be mentioned the

absence of the T<r,uo<l<jnt<i from the Suessonian, a sub-order not

yet known out of North America.
The Wahsatch formation includes the Green River Beds of

Hayden, a name which I formerly used for the entire series. It,

however, applies properly to the* fish shales of Green River, < >n

taining Asineops, Clt/pea, Osteoglosstim, etc., which are probably

local in their character.

The Bridger formation will then represent on the American

continent, more nearly than any other, the Middle Eocene or Pa-

risien of Cuvier, Brongniart, and Renevier.
The teeth of sharks described in the repor

the mammalian teeth found associated i

rolled appearance. It therefore remains uncertain whetli r t!

ocean had for a limited time access to the Eocene lake, or whether

.i ai i'V,, i -Aer. derived from the Cretaceou> 1

-

which formed its shores. Similar, and in one instance the same

species of shat'. - \w-r. found in ln.th formation-, the division of

the Cretaceous being No. 3 and 4 of Hayden.*
In conclusion, the classification of the North American Eocene

may be represented as follows :

—

I Palseosyops.

S. "W. Wyoming, j Tillodontia.

( N. E. New Mexico, I
Taeniodon

} S. W. Wyoming.
J

™"~Phenacodus.

[Diatryma.

2. Note upon the Geological position of the Serpentine u> y
stone of Northern N,r fork, ,t in l ,tn imjniiy reg<mlb>g th< r<->-

tions of this Limestdne to the Eozoon Limestones of '- '""" "•
•,

Prof. James Hall.— i Tin iollou in- is an al straet of this paper reaa

before the American Association at Buffalo.) On the £col
'1?u '

map of the State of New York now before you, you wii^obser

a large area in the northern part of the State, colored of ?.
l%

reddish tint. The formations occupying this space were original J

termed Primary, and more recently Laurentian. They constitute
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the oldest rock formations of the State, as well as of the eastern

part of the continent, although we well know that they represent

several ideological periods.

The counties of Essex, Warren and Hamilton are almost entirely

occupied hy rocks of the Laurentian system proper, while a large

part of Clinton, Franklin, and a considerable portion of Saratoga

and Herkimer, are occupied hy the same geological formations.

The eastern part of Saratoga and Warren and the shore of Lake

Clmmplain, in Essex and Clinton counties, are marked by the

presence of the Postclam and Cah-iferous sandstone and the Chazy
and Trenton Limestones, one or all of them ; and the northern

part of Clinton presents a broad outlying area of the Potsdam
sandstone, which stretches westward across Franklin and St.

Lawrence counties and thence into Canada.
The rocks of the lower division of the Laurentian^ consist of

black hornblendic, gray garnet iferons and coarse feldspathic and

quartzose gneisses,' with « \ien»i\.' beds of magnetic iron ore.

These are succeeded by massive beds of labradorite rock—the
hypersthene rock of Emmons and other granite rocks. This part

of the formation is marked by extensive beds of titaniferous iron

ore. The succession is however unconformable, and the interval

between the two series of rocks is not determined, nor does it

appear to be determinable from examinations thus far made
within the State of New York.
Associated with these gneissic and labradorite formations are

one or more bands of crystalline limestone—the primary limestone

of Emmons. This limestone is usually and perhaps always per-

meated by serpentine in grains, bands, or what sometimes appear

as concretionary or aggregated masses of that mineral. This

limestone in the eastern counties o
'"i';idered a part of the Laurenti:
heheve by all geologists.
Having, in 1866, been occupied in some critical examinations ol

the region in the neighborhood of Port Henry and West port, 1

^came satisfied that the limestone of that neighborhood did not

of the lower Laurentian series of strata,
*

uably overlaid the upturned edges of the gneissic beds of that

tK>n of the system. Neither does it conform to the """"

The limestone in the neighborhood of Port Henry is usually a

heavy bedded crystalline limestone with grains and blotches, and
more rarely layers of serpentine. Sometimes it is conspicuously

Related, and contains fragments of gneissoid rock which seem

." have been derived from the strata below, upon which the rock

f*
nuconformably. The same belt of limestone occurs at inter-

I
.

s
'

flanking the Laurentian rocks to the southward, and is con-

spicuously present in tin town of Minerva, and it is apparently
^e same belt which is known in Warren county. From the latter

0cahty it has been reported as containing Eozoon.
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The limestones of St. Lawrence and Lewis counties are usually

more coarsely crystalline, with larger bands of serpenl
with a somewhat different association of minerals, from those of the

eastern counties, and the identity of the two is not proven.

Nevertheless these limestones, last referred to, with their assoriatnl

beds of granitic and other rocks, with specular iron-ore, are nut nf

true Laurentian age, and their relations to the latter are at present

not well determined, except that they are of more recent date in

the geological series.

The simple point which I wish to demonstrate is that this lime-

stone of Essex and adjacent counties does not belong to the

Laurentian system, either lower or upper. That it is a formation

1 along the flanks of, and within the Laurentian ana, at :i

period subsequent to the deposition, metamorphism and disturb-

ance of the rocks of authentic Laurentian age, and that it appar-

ently holds a place in the series between the Laurentian and

Potsdam periods, but whether of Huronian age or otherwise I do

not pretend to say, and it may even prove of later date than Ait

With these facts before us it becomes a matter worthy of

inquiry, whether the Eozoon limestones of Canada, which in

associated with Laurentian rocks and have been referred to tbri

age, are really Laurentian, or hold the place and position of th< -

of Northern New York.
Note.—Since preparing the statement giving views here pre-

sented, I have been informed that Mr. Vennor, of tl

Geological Survey, in a paper read before the Natural HfetofJ

Society of M .ntival, lia> expressed an opinion that t

limestones of Canada an- n..t <>l' Laurentian a-e. N-t h:i\n -

only able, at the present tune

add this note, but with the permission of the Association wiU

make a more extended reference in the final publication.—Buffalo

Courier, Aug. 25. .

3. On the Geology of the Smith* m < 'ounties of b
<i,!j,, :> N f parts of Pennsylvania, especially with refert»o • -

Age and > -.'."// U<mg> :
] <}

'-• VKs

Hall (Proc. Amer. Assoc, 1875, p. 80).—The object of

is mainly to state and illustrate the results ,,f lour y.

chiefly in the southern counties of New York and

northern portions of Pennsylvania, by Mr. Andrew bhernoo ,

assisted by Mr. Clark Sherwood, under my direction.
^

The question has been raised regarding thi

Red Sandstone, or <

although a considerable area had been thus colored on the ongi

geological map of the State. . . ay.
The assertion of the n

had induced me many years since to review some portionsm« -;

work of 1 844, and fi atnres it wasJ^^K
it became evident rther was needed in tn

dation of the structure of the Catskill region. In ta.-t, • "

evident that one could travel from Schoharie county to tne
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r the Old Red Sandstone. And from this circumstance arose

the statement of the absence of this formation from the State of

New York. It became a very different matter, however, when one

mnd the same region of country from east to west
After several visits to this region. Mini notably one in 1857, with

Sir William K. Lo«ran and Andrew C. Ramsay, (the latter now
Director of the British Geological Survey,) the question of the

geological age of this great accumulation of strata assumed a
" nportant aspect ; and the question has n

,
ioug'

me to undertak
U.-h-rriiitr to the Geological Map of New York, of 1843, a large

area is colored as the Catskill Group without indication of geologi-

cal structure. A similar feature was seen in northern New 5 ork ;

wline the limits of the Laurentian system had barely been deter-

mined. Geological surveys have been carried on with too much
haste, and under the pressure of necessity, from limited time;

therefore it was. that we were compelled to content our-ehes with

determining the limits of formations, and not the structure, which

required long and careful investigation.
In 1870, when for the first time I was able to give attention to

this part of the country, there was no definite knowledge oi the

the record of the Geological Map had been controverted

;

latskill or Old Fand the non-existence of the Catskill or Old Red Sandstone, <

the State of New York, was the prevalent opinion.

Mr. Sherwood was employed to I

" ""'* in the

-e of 1874. Toaccom-
vork represented on the map before you has, therefore,

«*l the labor of two men for four years. It now presents the

aspect of a piece of work completed, except that from the erroneous

maps of the State we are unable to give more than the approximate

"to of the outcrops.
The work has not only accomplished what was undertaken, but

has proved conclusively the existence (first suspected in 1857) of

'"^"r formations, lvino- upon the red Catskill rocks.

Hie entire re-ion', from the base of the Catskill range to the

w, '*'Tn limits of the red rocks, in Chenango county, presents a

senes of nearly parallel anticlinal and synclinal folds; and the

same structure is continued to the western limit oi the >tate,

:i;| "">Uh the red rocks may not appear within the Male; and the

;" n, " ? i"» probabK- thins out entirely, before reaching the western
"~ dary of New York and Pennsylvania.

of the Catskill i

:

> Catskill,

a no topographical sketch presents a vi

|rom the east side of the Hudson river, i

-hales of the Hudson Rivei
of the rocks is perceptible in their inclination to the soi

»» cross se the dip of the strata to ti

»«t and southeast is
^lds, f wnich five 8ynciinal9 and six^anticlinals are included m

e extent given.
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The expression of the map in its coloring shows the direction
an.l extent of certain belts of red rock, which in some part <»f th, ir

extent are crowned by gray sandstone and conglomerate, ivikn.l
to the Vespertine and Umbral formation. ..I" Pr.'.i -,, I;,^, .

regarded as belonging to the Carboniferous age.
These belts are the synclinal axes, which sometimes embrace

the higher rocks within their folds, and have, in some localities,

been so far eroded as to leave only a narrow belt of red reek
;
ami

even this has been in many places removed, and the erosion \m
penetrated deeply into the rocks of the Chemung Group.

_
Going to the south of the State line, these synclinals carry out-

liers of the Coal-measure, greater or less in extent, as shown ly

the map. In the Catskill region the general direction of iImn

- :ind adjacent anticlinal* is from southwest to north-

east; but farther to the westward tl icy gradually decline in abnif.t-

ness, and assume a more nearly east and west direction.

The anticlinals are everywhere valleys, along which the streams

flow and the main roads of the country are made ; the road from

Kingston to Delhi being the principal exception. In going to the

east or west of these we ascend over the rough and broken count re-

formed by the outcropping of the Red Sandstone and Conglom-

erate. Owing to the great difficulty of crossing this country.^
have long remained ignorant of its geological structure. The

synclinals everywhere present high and broken ridges, and more

especially so when the Vespertine and Cnihral a u-ks form the ter-

minal mass.
It is true that the Delaware and Susquehanna rivers both flow

across or through tin >< synelii ii-. in channels mad. h

The parallel ridges of the high country q

8, where we have an eh- 1,000 feet above

tide-water. The cause of this greater i U \ ation ia -

to the convergence of three synclinals, which, pres<

mass of material to the ei ..din S (> !•*-.! i- p" wnt«d '

from being excavated below the red rocks of the C
tion. To this condition we are indebted for I

the range, which present, in a topographical aspect, only an in<<--

ularly scattered mass of mountain elevations.
The section exhibited, crossing the Catskii

vus to Glasco, is on a line south of the culu ting

therefore does not present the highest points of the range- -y

lower rocks of the section ai*e of the Chemung G*
relati.c,. f {ln these are shown on the smaller section troni 1 1«

Mohawk to Carbondale. ,
k.

The lower beds shown, of Portage and Ch
ness of more than 2,000 feet; while the rocks ahov.

be referred to the Catskill, are about 3,000 feel thi

higher beds, of Vespertine, extending to the summit of Round-i°p>

may be reckoned at about 800 feet.*
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The passage from the red rocks to the gray sandstone and con-

glomerate is gradual, with alternations of red* and gray rocks, and

does not afford any strong line of demarcation.

The remains of ' Holopiye/i ins, in the form of bony plates, frag-

ments of hone, etc., extend through a thickness of more than two

hundred feet.

In its western extension, the red rock, with its alternations of

green and mottled beds, shows a gradual thinning, and finally

seems to be lost entirely.

One of the greatest difficulties met with in this invest

has been the occurrence i.f red and greenish shales in the Chemung
mii.I Portage beds: and the finding of gray beds with Chemung
fossils at an elevation of at least one hundred and fifty feet above

the base of the red rocks, which had always been referred to the

Catskill formation.

We have finally, however, ascertained, as 1 believe, the limits of

tlie formation, and though not :ilwav< in strong contrast with the

rocks below, Ave have been guided both by physical and biological

conditions.

In the interval between well-marked Chemung ami typical Cats-

kill, there are beds o| intermediate character, and we sometimes
find a few fossils of the lower rocks. The same mean- of divine

tion do not occur in all localities. In some places the

of the Catskill are in the red shales and diagonally laminated

sandstones. In other places we find a mass of vegetation, with or

without the presence of the large 1.
!l as Cypri-

*ir'l
m

,t,A rattknb-iitis. The occurrence of this fossil may. in my
opinion, be relied on as characterizing the base of the Catskill

formation, while the //„/ ,.(,, hi us marks the beds above, but still

is not known above the middle of the formation.

Another question, involved in this investigation, has been the

determinations of the relations of these red rocks to the superior

sandstones and conglomerates, which in eastern New York and
1V »'i-\vlvaniaarekn..u-,,a^ Wi-.Ttiiic and Cmbral. The .pnstion

also as to the character of these latter rocks in their western exten-

sion, is one of great interest, and whether the Waverly sandstones
of Ohio may or may not be a continuation of the former.

In some localities' in the border counties of western Pennsylvania,
the rocks regarded as the Waverly Group of Ohio, rest directly

Chemung; and the fossil's of the Chemung pass into the
1 "- il "' h'-ds and mimde with other species regarded as Carbonif-

erous forms.
.

Indeed, from the little I have seen, I should saw that m the

red to, there are more species of fossils passing from
l!! " f pp«-r< Immune- ; Iltl , tl „. Waveilv formation, than there are

--'- fro,,, the lower to the upper division of the Cne-
mung group proper. .. .

Ihe question is of great interest in view of the supposed horizon

f Carboniferous forms; but if we are able to substantiate the

'oregomg proposition, I think it will be shown that the Chemung
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s till after the appearance of Carbon-

iferous forms, and that the two faunas, if they can be properly so

regarded, lived in the same sea and at the same epoch ; and the

question of the limits between Devonian and Carboniferous forma-

tions, is likely, at least for some time, to remain undetermined in

some parts of the country.

The work is still unfinished in the western part of the State

;

but we have indications of what we may expect to find on farther

investigation.

—

Proc. Amer. Assoc, Detroit, 1875, p. 80.

4. On the Erosion of Bocks ; by E. B. Andrews. (Communi-

cation to the Editors, dated Lancaster, Ohio, Sept., 1876.)—

Attention having been recently called to the subject of erosion

by the excellent papers of Mr. G. K. Gilbert, I beg a little space

to present one feature of the weathering of rocks, which may be

worthy of more consideration than it has received.

In some counties in Ohio, where the Waverly sandstom

a coarse semi-conglomeratic character, and in <

where the sand rock is coarse and massive, we
valleys bordered by high cliffs, from fiftv to

high. These cliffs often overhang their I

from thirty to one hundred and fifty feet in depth i

line .hupped from the top. These rock-walled valleys »n.n >-

lowed up are often found to terminate in semi-circular cliffs over

which the little streams full in pretty cascades. Behind the falls

we find large semi-circular or crescent-shaped caverns, forming

recesses som. ^ :.;:-. enough to hold regiments of mem The

streams are generally very small and often become dry in the

summer. They have worn for themselves only slight channels in

the top rock,—the rock-roof of the cavern—but the point where the

water strikes below is too far away from the side wa

cavern to admit of any direct erosion, or of any mechanical under-

mining of the cliff. Ordinarily the whole range of the cavern

wall is dry. But not so in time of freshet. Then

comes down with great force of concussion, and the cav
J;J*

becomes a " cave of the winds." The spray is driven into

inmost recesses and the moisture with the help of fr
-

grates the rocks. This spray from muddy waters leaves a coat g

of mud upon the walls of the cavern. Thus spray b<

agent of undermining the cliff, just as the coal-miner
M bearing-in" in the lower part of the coal seam. In

projecting table-rocks fall and the valley is practically lorow

In this way an enormous amount of valley erosion has been

i

duced in sandstone regions.* A fine illustration of vtM

by means of a spray-formed cavern may be seen neai

Cave, 1
' in the western part of Hocking County, Ohio.

Cave is itself only a remnant of a spray-cavern. The o s

cliff formed a dry and desirable shelter, and the recess was s

* The erosion at the Falls of Niagara, by spray driven by wind ^fjjj;^
shale, is referred to by Lyell, in his account of the region given ma ^
in North America," page 26, and also by Prof. James Hall in his New ?o«
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used by Indians, who have left upon its floor a large accumulation
of the ashes of their fires,—a pile 100 feet long by perhaps 80 feel

wide, and two and a half fvi-t deep, -in winch" I have found buried
human hones, seeds, and many Indian relics. The water-full, with

it- -<!iii-< iicul.ir cavern, is a hundred rods above the Ash Cave. A
Mitular large spra\ cavern is found on a small tributary of Salt

Creek, a few miles below duekson, in Jackson County. Here the
rock is a Coal-measure conglomerate. I have seen hundreds of

these caverns in coarse heavy-bedded sandrocks of the West.
It may be well to add to the foregoing statement the fact that

there are, in the Waverly sandstone region, numberless valleys

with terminal circular arched cliffs, which in the retrocession of

the falls have been carried so far back toward the top or center of
the dividing ridges as to leave for themselves drainage areas quite

too small to afford water enough to continue the work of cafioii-

making. The streams, being only small affluents of the larger
ones, and often not more than half a mile long, were at first luge
enough, when in freshet, to make the spray caverns and to remove
the waste at the foot of the terminal cliffs. But now, with
drainage area above the falls reduced to almost nothing, the
water, even in its highest stage, is too feeble a porter to carry
away the waste, and tiie heads of the canons are slowly filling up
n hi heal disintegration, etc. The famous Rock House, in

Hocking County— pictured in >hio Ueol. Report for 1870, p. 83—
is an illustration of canon-making iu its last stages. The little

*tr,:un, which has worked out the canon, is probably not more
than half a mile long from head to outlet, and of this h n-th

three-quarters are below the falls. The terminal cliff is llfi feel

high. This cliff is near the summit of a hill, and the drainage of

very few acres forms the insignificant brooklet that trickles over
the edge and down the face of the rock. The whole length of
the top edge of the cliff from side to side of the chasm is probably
not less than 500 feet. The streamlet which, when I saw it, a
child might almost divert from its course bv a shingle, has changed
its place from time to time, and so has operated along the whole
*aee of the cliff. At the point back of the spot where the waters
when in freshet, must now strike the bottom is a small recess,

termed by; ,. A small channel U
kept open below the falls, but the stream is able m,w to carry
away only a small part of the waste of the cliff and the wad, of

the soil above the cliff, and the work of filling up has begun. 1 he

J*
ock House, proper, is a magnificent corridor high up m the «dilt,

termed by the action of the little stream passing down a crack
parallel to the face of the rock and finding outlets in transversa
cracks.

5. Report on the Geology of the Eastern portion of tin Uinta
Mountains, and a region of country adjacent thereto; by J. \V,

Jewell. 218 pp. tt. ti.ms and als.. a Mio
atlas. Washington, 1876.—Major Powell, in this sequel to his

"sport on the Colorado region published in 1875, embraces, be-
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sides the results of his study of the Uinta -Mountains, a nvnerul

consideration of the wide range of facts he has observed in tit.-

West. He gives, in systematic form, the views he has arrived :it

with regard to trie nature of the mountain structures of the region,

and the system in the faults, folds, and displacements of the rocks;

also detailed sections of the series of sedimentary strata involved

in the displacements, from the lowest rocks to the top of the Ter-

tiary, and the distribution of these rocks in the Uinta Mountains;
finally, he treats of the special structure of these mountains, and

of the methods and results of their degradation. The subject of

displacements is admirably illustrated by his plates, two of which

are stereographic ; and, owing to the bare condition of the surface.

the facts have been made out with an exactness and amount of

detail impossible in regions of soil and forests. An excellent fea-

ture of the work is the natural scale of all its sections, in place of

the usual exaggerations. The views are partly those adopted by

Mr. Gilbert. We propose to cite at length from the volume in

other number of this Journal. The Repc '

of them new species.

6. On a Gigantic Bird from the Eocene of New Me,>'<•». by

Prof. Cope. (Proc. Acad. N. S. Philad., Feb., 1876.)-1W. t <f
exhibited a tarsometatarsus of a bird, discovered by hims

the explorations in New Mexico conducted by Lieut. (-!•. 31.

Wheeler, U. S. A. The characters of its proximal -

semble in many points those of the order (

by the Struthionidce and Dinornis), while those of the

are, in the middle and inner trochlea}, like those of the 6-Wer <-

of the Paris Basin. Its size indicates a species with feet twi.v

the bulk of those of the ostrich. The disc*

group of birds to the known faunae of North America

extinct, and demonstrates that this continent has not h

tute of the gigantic form- of Mi ! '.' u11 '' ! "
'"'

Southern Hemisphere faunae. The description is as follows

:

The hypotarsus is moderately prominent, with a broad

face, and" does not inclose the ligamentous groove of He

Its superior angle is broken away in the specimen. 1

minu which pierce tin shafi jest u low tie- head, are v.

from each other both on the posterior and ant

nearly equal thirds of the transverse diameter of the bom. (

,

cotyloid cavities for the tihio-tarsus are bounded by ai

margin, and are separated medially by a single low obh-.

The groove of the posterior face* is parti

inner part of the shaft is thinned, while the on

convex. The proximal part of the inner border (as ft

is marked with a flat surface whi
ridges, which is perhaps the sutural articulation of tin-

end of the metatarsus of the hallux. No such sui

the corresponding bone of the ostrich or emeu. Only two o
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free distal phalangeal extremities are preserved. The shaft is

l.n.kt'ii, showing thai its interior is tilled with cancellous tissue.

The free extremities arc remarkable for the -rent interior extent

of the articular trochlear face. The median is strongly grooved

obtuse excavation, and the lateral or bordering ridges arc

equal and rounded. The groove is continuous with

surface, hut not with the interior. There the convergent lateral

ridges inclosing the open groove, terminate in an abrupt elevation

above the adjacent surface of the shaft. The sides at this point

are concave. The inner free condyle has an oblique articular face,

the external ridge dropping awns internal!} ;ts in many birds, and
produced beyond the inner ridge, distally. The articular lace be-

comes then a part of a spiral, and is little grooved above, but

strongly grooved medially. The vertical diameters of the sides

differ, the inner being much greater, and both are concave. A
strong foramen pierces the shaft just within the point of junction

"f the inner and medial free €

,. inferential) _.

Interval between penetrating foramina onv/;,'

Internal distal condyle < Vertical diameter '°*°

( Transverse diameter -
'031

The large size and wide separation of the penetrating foramina,

and the thin internal edge with suturul articular facet, distinguish

this form as distinct from any of the genera of Struthionidae and
Miiornithida.'. It i-. 1,,-n ivmi .-d i> '

, ' gigantea.
" Flftl(Ann too' Ji> port ,,f fh> Geol<>,i><:«l Sun-eg of Indiana

'"•'• l
< faring the year 1873 ; by E. T. Cox, State Geologist. 494

1/1'- Bro, with maps.—This volume contains a general report by

?**** Cox ; a report on Clarke and Floyd counties, by W. W.
-iu.kn; o„ Warren, Lawrence. Ki .x, and (Gibson counties by
* Johh Collect; and observations in DeKalb and other

'"illitles, by ( T . y\ t Levette.
rnntpriuU of Labyrinthodont character, found by Mr. Collett

"^ the base of the Coal Mea<mv> in Warren county are de-

-n !(l,land figured; they are 1± to 1* inches long, and 1
to \\

,l,,ad all 5-toed, and the stride is three inches. The species is

"amed by prof. Cox < \>ll,tt, ,«,*:,;<,< [,„ Iht,,, nsis.

At <'t»>i;, from "pockets" in the chertv limestone above Coal
K

-
in Dubois county consists, according to Dr. J. Gardner, almost

Wholly ot spicules of sponges; and in one cherty nodule from the

^

lI "' vicinity, there was, in a cavity near its center, a slight uet-
*" lk W the glassy filaments of the sponge, about which concretion
look place, indicating „ <;

: ,i. 1 b\ Di G :1 . Iner, that the horn-

8t0De "odules found in the cherty beds correspond each to a fossil
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snigan uit-v,
' ncn—tne

t above the lake. The fourth is 95 feet above t

I contains much coarse gravel.

, Fossil Plants of the Coal-, >..,*,,,>.*../ T.,;:r.iJ„ tl„ At.,,-.,,,,

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Sensitive Stigmas as an aid to cross j\ rtiliml'ion of
/"•

ers; by Prof W. J. Beal, (Proc. Amer. Assoc, Bunhl.o-Ti.

flowers of M ', a plant sometimes raised in our

gardens for pickles, has flowers drooping at an angle of about

forty-five degrees. At the opening on the upper sid<

stigmas, curved back away from each other, exposing the surface

which is sensitive to pollen. Farther on are the four anthers, side

by side, with their cells placed end to end. The openi

large enough to take in the humble bee, or the common hive bee

will do as welL
,

I have been carefully watching the Martynia plants i

weeks, since they have been in flower, every day and at near y all

hours and sometimes several times a day. I have the

four places, two of which are beds about four feet by ten. an
are among other beds of flowering plants which are fre<

by various kinds of insects. I felt quite sur«

transferred pollen on his back, because I f<

ered with pollen and closed before night each day. I could not

contrive how else the pollen could be transferred. I began to ww

I should have to give it up. But, one morning about nine o clow,

I saw a single humble bee pass from flower to flower

every specimen on one patch of plants. The visit lasted only a

few moments. All parts are quite sticky with glutinous
>

hairs

which seem to annoy the bees very much. I have never see

one bee on the flowers of Martynia; she alifi

showy part of the corolla, and crawled, first hitting th<

One of the most interesting points is now to be explw

stigmas are sensitive to the touch, and close up m me
onds ; often before the insect is ready to back out o

If they are not quite closed at that time, the bee shuts

pushing her back against the back of one of the sugma .

lower lobe of the flat stigma next to the bee's back *

No pollen can be left as tie insect retreats. . A cross of F^

them to remain closed afterward,

at stigma of the i

s flower, has often been shown

sually certain. If not very freely dusted with Polj
e* **A

!

JoWD
pen again in about fifteen minutes ; if well dusted I have

3m to remain closed afterward. . .^> d
The single flat stigma of the iris, one on ea

.

ch
ro^/er[ilization,

if
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artilized at all. Some years ago I examined hundreds of speci-

aens as they were fertilized by bees. The stigma closes up after

t is covered with pollen. It is sensitive to the touch; perhaps
mly slowly, but I think it moves back in a few seconds. I have

" *ence to thi _

'

, like those of the
Martynia, and project beyond the anthers. I have seen small na-
tive liviiKn.ptria visit this plant, always crawling in wnth the back
down, although Mulder says in personate (lowers the bees always
get their backs up as they pass in. The stigmas of this Mimutus
are slowly sensitive, closing in a few moments after they are

touched or well supplied with pollen. The stigmas of the Mimu-
hithihuts and Mimuhis moschatvs, and likely other species, close
v.r\ <|uickly after heing touched. Tecoma radicans and Te<<»,ia

grandiflora and probably other species, are very much like Mar-
tynia in the peculiarities mentioned. I have not lately had the
opportunity of examining the flowers of the lU^otiia or Catalpa
hut I shalfexpect To find ihem cros.-fert ilized in the same way as
Tecomia aided by sensitive stigmas. Utricularia vulgaris, one of
our larger common bladderworts, has a yellow irregular flower
which considerably resembles that of the snap-dragon. The
stigmas act much as in Martynia. The lower lip of the stigma is

much the larger and when touched bends up close against tin-

upper lip of the corolla just under an arch-like projection. The
1 ,hi 'I' nice adaptions for securing «•: rather com-
pwated and need not be given at this time.

.

I'inguicula is quite similar in structure to the Utricularia and
18 hkely sensitive in i,, .u u.,naN a ;,«i tern li/.e-d in the same way.
All the stigmas which I have seen that are sensitive, stand with
one side toward the space visited by insects, and if there are two

larger stigma comes next to the body of the insect.

—Buffalo Courier, Aug. 25, 1876.
-'. On //,, tin,,,-,, of Evolution ; by Prof. Cope. (Proc Acad.

»* Sci. Philad., Feb., 1876.)—Prof. Cope gave a history of the

ae of evolution of animal and vegetable types.

" hile Darwin has been its prominent advocate within the last tew
years it was first presented to the Vu-iititi.- world, in a rational

'
r"h [ >> Lamarck of Paris, at the commencement of the present

century. Owing to the adverse influence of Cuvier, the doctrine

iturv, and Darwin resuscitated it,

ywkng important additions at the same time. Thus Lamarck
jound the variations of species to be the primary evidence of evo-

mciated the law of -natural selec-

"?« as a result of the smc-le lor exigence, in accordance with

. TMfl law, now generally ac-

cepted, is Darwin's prineij ,' cut, .uti n to the doctrin. It,

ition in relation to the <"*ff**<»
janation, which Lamarck saw, but did not account for, and which
^arwin has to assume in order to have materials from which a
natural selection" can be made.
A*- Jotm. Sci., Third Series-Vol. XII, No. TO.-Oct., 1876.
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The relations exhibited by fully grown animals and plants with

transitional or embryonic stages of other animals and plants, had

attracted the attention of anatomists at the time of Lamarck.

Some naturalists deduced from this now universally observed y\w-

nomenon, that the lower types of animals were merely repressed

conditions of the higher, or in other words, were embryonic stages

become permanent. But the resemblances do not usually . m. ml

to the entire organism, and the parallels are so incomplete, that

this view of the matter was clearly detective, and did not constitute

an explanation. Some embryologists, as Lereboullet and AgftMO,

asserted that no argument for a doctrine of descent could he drawn

from such facts.

The speaker, not adopting either view, made a full investiga-

tion into the later embrvonie ^a-vs. chiellv of the skeleton ot tin

i -or,.: ,.|
'

i

"
. •. 11 \ an. ot Salem, Mass., at the same

time made similar studies in the development of the A

and Nautili. The re-ulrs as bearing on the doctrine of evolution

were published in 1869 (in " The Origin of Genera "). It was there

pointed out, that the most nearly related forms of anmiab

present a relation of repression and advance, or of perm

bryonic and adult tvp.-. i. a , in- no doubt that the one b d.- -

'

d.j
;

from the other. This relation was termed exact paraUdtm. J

was also shown, that, if the embryonic form were the p

advanced descendant was produced hv an increased rate of grovvtn,

which phenomenon was called «c<;h ,w//„„ ; b„t that, if theemory-

dition'of the parent is due to the supervention of a si

growth; to this phenomenon the term retardation

It was then shown that the inexurt par-.

unequal acceleration or retardation ;
that is,

one organ or part more than another, thus .

;

stage of one animal and the transitional

r, acceleration implies constant aibitie

to the parts of an animal, while retardatl

traction from its characters, or atrophy. He has a

(Method ot ('nation. 1-71). that tin additions eltln r
'

,r, l ,-t l ; rl t;t;nn*<A p.VexbtetK p.UT^OI I-
"

•
.

'

Professor II : .-.-k. 1. -t .It u U ehhd
trine of evolution in his Gastraea theory. Pr

tion.it had been impossible to determine t!

between the four types of embryonic _r

wise than that they are inherently distinct from eacii m

Hjeckel In- the existence oi nv

.

of which is the \,u«tn<h>: and
Xot that the four types of gastru

I

\
x
^\.

for, on plain principle

Haeckel, in his " Anthropogenie," recognizes the important
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irregularity of tii

:minials during th

structure. While
sent the transitional stages <

relation of parent a been concealed and changed
by subsequent modifications of the order and appearance of charac-

ters in growth. ! < he applies the
term palingenesis ; to the modified and later growth, ccenogenesis.

The causes of the change from palingenesis to ccenogenesis, he re-

gards as three, viz : accelerati ! Iieterotopy.

It is clear that the two types of growth distinguished by Prof.

H-vckel are those which had been pointed out by Prof. Cope in

"The Origin of Genera,v as producing the relations of "exact"
and "inexact parallelism f and that his explanation of the origin

of the latter relation by acceleration or retardation is the same as

t of the latter essay. The importance which he attaches to

itification to the speaker, as it was
> the publication of "The Origin of;:,-::

that the phenomena of exact parallelism

v» palingenesis, are quite as necessarily accounted for on the prin-

ciple of acceleration or retardation, as are those of inexact paral-

lelism or ccenogenesis. Were all parts of the organism accelerated
or retarded at a like ran . the r< hit ion of exact parallelism would
never be disturbed ; while the inexactitude of the parallelism will

depend on the number of variations in the rate of growth of differ-

ent organs of the i; r.-luced from time
to time. Hence it may be laid down, that sj/rwhronous accelera-

tion or retardation produces e.vaci parallelism, md heterochronous
acceleration or - inexact parallelism.

In conclusion, it may be added that acceleration of the segmen-
tation, the protoj rtion of the primordial egg,
or retardation of a or vegetative
half of the egg, or both, or the same relation between the growth
';' *e cir< umference and center of the egg, has given rise to the
tour types which the segmentation now presents.
An analysis of the laws of evolution may be tabulated as fol-

( Heterotopy.

** Which *««* ^\ £££&& (or senility),*

and each of the methods may be either of Exact parallelism, the
Product of Palingemeis, which is synchronous; or Inexact paral-
wtsm

, the product of Ccenogenesis, which is heterochronous.
i. Mimicry in Butterflies explained by Natural Selection : by

'- «• Sccdmse. (Proc. Amer. Assoc, Buffalo.)—Fritz Mflller,

* So called by Professor Hyatt.
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whose contributions to science are always worthy of especial at-

tention, endeavors in a recent German periodical to show how the

phenomena of mimicry in butterflies may be explained by the

theory of natural selection. He bases his inquiries upon the

species of Leptalis found in southern Brazil; and although, as will

appear below, he adduces reasons for believing the primitive stock

to have been banded, and not, like most of the family to which

the genus belongs, simple white butterflies, he commences by

showing how even such an extreme change could be wrought out

by the survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence. "Should,"

he remarks, "the first unimportant variations from the original

vhite color (of the Pierids) be useful only in attracting to their

possessors, at a little shorter distance, the attention of <

flying const

useful, and cause their possessors t

dant in proportion to the type, they could therefor

ng constantly overhead, they would become
ful, a "useful, and cause their possessors to become continually nmiv ahuii-

>roportion to the type, they could therefore serve as the

the gradual formation of a resemblance fit to deceive

even the sharp eyes of birds scanning the swarms of Ithonias (the

butterflies imitated by some Leptalids) for booty." Furl

asserts that "the acceptance, as the starting point in the origin _<>i

mimicry by natural selection, of a resemblance having it> ' .'thin-

ning at such a distance, can scarcely be shaken l»v a single known

case. It should moreover not escape attention that the -

edness of enemies is itself also a quality at first gradually acquired

in the struggle for existence, and one which must increase trom

the very fact that by protective coloring, mimicry,

secuted species esc

increasing sensitiv

one hand explains the wonderfufcompleten
itations, and, c

very slight resemblance the less hazardous."

Fritz Millie]- insists, as all writers on tie ^

the similar g, . .._ i-.l| .. , i.-=i I dMribuii.m ..r t»

itated species. as a necessary concomitant ;

of believing, with the other authors, t hat t h> i

.

poor flyersIn their imi » inged Ithonias; he hoias

that the wretched powers of flight possessed by the species ot Lep-

talis have been the very cause of mimicry; the insects neck-.

mimicry the more the poorer flyers they were.

of course, stand between their original type

cies; and, since mimickry is often confined to the female,

expect in such cases to find the following series: on_

male of mimetic species, temale of same. Species mmm
has found five species of Leptalis, ot w

four are r.' ! I,v him. Ot these tour, '-t"

melia mimics nothing; all the other three are imitate

and mimic distinct groups of butterflies; Leptalis ^.
sembling a Heliconian-like Danaid, MechanU>s Lysui"' 1

?

other, which he calls Leptalis tkatia, mimicking an Acra

thalia, so closely that Mtiller at first supposed it to be an a
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and the last, Leptalis melite, bearing a close resemblance to the
female of one of its own family, Leptoneura Lycinunia—Buffalo
Bail)/ Courier, Aug. 25, 1876.

4. A Preliminary Note on Menopoma Alleghaniensis of Har-
Bw»y by A. R. Grote, (Proc. Amer. Assoc, Buffalo, 1876.)—I have
been able to examine nearly one hundred specimens of the Meno-
poma Alleghanense, the aquatic salamander living in the tributaries
of the Mississippi, taken in the months of July and August in the
Alleghany river, at Olean, N. Y. The object of the present com-
munication is to record the fact that the more reddish unicolorous
specimens, which have been described as a distinct species under
IIh name <>f//w/„„ hy [foil. rook, and which are retained as a dis-
Hiicf species by Prof. Cope in his check list, cannot he considered
as a different species from the spotted specimens from which the
original description seems to be drawn. We have one species in
the tributaries of the Ohio and Mississippi, and not two. The lar-
ger and apparently often the female specimens, are referable to
iiolbrook's name. Between the two there seems to be all possible
grades, and from the same locality, although the two extremes are
more numerous, and, at first sight', readily picked out.

1 have also to record the fact that the animal sheds a trans-

!

.'', " »> '"I. ran,., whirl, I heliex e i- the exterior laver of the skin.
VVhile observing this fact in the aquarium of the Buffalo Society

Sciences, Prof. 8. W. Garman and myself were able to
nnd an almost complete skin, all the feet and the toes being
!?' :i

:

il! y ]-rceived while floating and unfolding it in the water.

.

s
,

ame gkm was observed at first gathered in the mouth of the
animal, which was apparently in the act of swallowing it. This
last observation is interesting, since a similar habit had been pre-

T^'y Observed in the ease -of the common toad. All individuals

"*na that I have observed have in the water an inter-

aying motion from side to side. While I have not been
e to verify the conjecture, this movement of the body may be

the

n
!?

eC

VWith the efert of the animsl1 t0 - et rh] of itS skin
-

0n
other hand it may be a movement to attract the sexes, or con-

nected
I
with the breeding period.

In Z>actyh"~

thi
f twJ1I,g UI tne SKin. we may preuici inau me muhc

"»'-' occurs in the other more exclusively aquatic forms Xert„rm

Z W'18 (Menobranchus lateralis of author-), Amphhn,,a, Si-

'l*o in the forms that take to the land, as Amblystoma,

hati' Desm°gnathus, and Diemyctylus, as well as in Megalo-
wc*«» of Japan.

*

,i;(V <' to record also the fact that females opened on August

the
COntained wel1 developed eggs attached by a membrane to

Mat '
i

al
-''V wish to record the important fact that the eggs are de-

one taken from the aquarium this

\ng. 30th, 1876.) The yolk is seen floating freely in a
8 r

> nuid, enveloped in a membrane similar to that containing
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the albumen in a bird's egg inside the shell. The eggs are laid in

a connected string and impregnations probably occur as they m
extruded. The egg takes in water by endosmosis.
The Menopoma frequents the muddy banks of the river, in which

to secrete its eggs. In external appearance there is at this time I

change, and we may say that the animal puts on its " marriage

dress." The tail broadens and there is a plaited extension of the

skin, along the sides of the body. The Meuoponut i> nocturnal in

5. Th* E,;f<> ,<!<>,;;!! S,.f;,„i of the American Asaochit!,,,,.

Buffalo, JV. T. Address of Dr. LkConte, President of the ><<'-

Hon.— After noticing some of the evidences of progress in new

publications, etc., Dr. LeConte added:
I would gladly stop here, but a sense of duty to science, and

my obligation to you alike forbid silence. I have to speak of a

subject of a disagreeable nature.

It is concerning the efforts made by you and other members of

the Association at the last meeting at Detroit, to procure the

appointment of a Commission for the protection of Agri.-uiiiiiv

against noxious in-ects: this Commission to be composed of prop-

erly informed men of science, and chosen under such circumstances

as would prevent the influence of political bias, or per-

itism. If I do not fatigue your memory too much, yon

lect the memorials that were so extensively signed, in relation t«>

this subject; copies of which memorials are again 1"

These memorials were extensively circulated at the Wot. mid

were signed by many of the most influential bodies for tl

tion and protec i ,\\ of .
- -iculture in that region. Durin.- t

winter these memorials were sent to Congress, in the es

that some proper legislation would follow. One of t

in fact, introduced a bill v. Inch seems to have been ven
considered, and indeed bears upon its face some evident

tific guidance. This I. ' provided foi the appointment of three

Corumiv-dui . rs f,,i- five years : the Commissioners to be nominated

by the Co ii
-to the Secre-

tary of the Interior. This bill, having been referred to the Com-

mittee on A lined so altered in form as to Di-

vide for one Commi-ium-r, to be app nuted by the I>

Agriculture, the very enemy and incubus from which the ues i

rists specially desired to be relieved. ,

The bill in this form passed the Senate, a

taking occasion in the discussion which preceded the l

talk to the demonstration of their own ignorance of th

However, this discussion has been already so severely

upon in several of the newspapers of the >

is quite unnecessary for me to add anything
hope that the Legislature which chooses

v ill have men of better education a

offered to them as candidates for the position.

—

BiiJt<no

Courier, Aug. 25, 1 876.
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6. Manual of the Vertebrates of the Northern United States

;

by D. S. Jordan. 12mo, 342 pp., no figures. Chicago: 1876.
f Jansen, McClurg & Co.)—To collectors and others who chiefly de-

sire to ascertain the names of species, this will doubtless prove to he
a very convenient and useful work, especially if they h:ive already
:u--|iiire.l considerable familiarity with the' subject hy the use of
nion elaborate works. But it will prove of little value as a genu-
ine Natural History of our vertebrates. Inasmuch as works of tbil
class irttnrally tend to foster the already too prevalent idea that
die Mil ly of " zoology" and "botany" means only, or chiefly, the
learning of the names and habits of animals and plants, they may,
in many cases, do more to hinder than to help the true progress of
these sciences. In the present work we find little more than tin-

shortest and most meagre descriptions of the species, usually with-
out any reference whatever to habits, while the characters of the

n«»t be ascertained, in mosl cases, except by the use of
"analytical tables," which are, for the most part, highly artificial.

The descriptions of the families and orders are likewise very-

brief and technical. At most, it should be regarded only as a con-

*n- index to the names and classification of the species

it. But on this very account, the absence of synonyms
and of all references to more important works, in which the species
are fully described or figured, is a very serious defect, which ren-

ders it far less useful than it otherwise might have been. A mere
h >t "t the numerous important works from which the author has

- Although
the author, in the preface, admits that he has compiled his mate-

mmer.»u> author-, he seldom indicate*, in the body of
the work, from what special work, or even from what author, a
statement or d. ^eripthm ha> been borrowed. The reliability «f
*'"'"

ymiipikitioiis depends .m> directly upon the works used in

-riven of the
M ' U !',V "< the statements, and this could easily have been done
w"bout materially ineivusiim the size or cost of the book. The
copious index and glossary at the end are good features.

"inpsnire, is not mentioned at all. There are but two species ot

*orex mentioned, while there are certainly three, and perhaps tour

pecieB in New England. Blarina angwtwp*, a well marked form,

8 also omitted. The American bear- 'are all reduced to one species,
«» accordance with Mr. .1. A. Allen's former views, which, however,

umber of this Jour-« has since discarded, as noticed in the last numbe

auth k°
ng the fishes

'
where there ]s some °rigk

nor has, in some genera, rejected or ignored many species



recognized by other writers, which is an easy, if

way, of jumping difficult subjects. This is .especially "the c

the Salmonidae and Catostomidai.
7. The Five tSemes of Man; by Julius Bernsteix. Inter-

national Scientific Series. 301 pp., 91 woodcuts. NVw York:
1876. (D. Appleton & Co.)—In this work the author has presented
very clearly, and in a pleasing manner, the more important fact*

and theories concerning this interesting suhjcot, together with
statements of the numerous observations and experiments recently
made, relating to the senses. As mauy of these recent investiga-
tions are not included in the text-books and treatises onlinarik
used, this book will be of general interest. v.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. On the fall of a 3Lt< -nrlf. h< K<inivi# Gift/, M;s,«»rr!, in

June, 1876; by John D. Parker. (Letter to Editors dated

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 2, 1876.—On June 25, 1876, between the

hours of nine and ten in the mon ite fell upon

the tin roof of Mr. Isaac Whitt.aker's business house. No. 556

Main street, Kansas City, Mo. The meteorite came down with

sufficient force to cut a hole in the tin roof on the front part of the

house near an open window, but not passing entirelv thr

tin, it bounded back a few feet and lay on the roof/ Mrs. Bab r.

who occupies rooms in the front part of the house in the second

story, and Mrs. Whittaker were standing near the window when

the meteorite fell, and heard the sharp concussion when it struck

the roof. Mrs. |',ak< v i imi diutely picked up the rneteorin i-
''

lay near her on the roof, but dropped it again, finding it too hot

to retain it in her hand.
The meteorite is a plano-convex specimen, about one and th.,

;

-

quarter inches in diameter, and about one-third of an men w

thickness. The outside or convex surface possess-
crusted appearance, while the inside or plane snrfaci

ordinary meteorites in possessing the appearance of -

iron, subjected to some degree of heat, instead of in

iron. One might easily infer that the meteorite was ah

a large bolide that passed over the city at that time. As it t< li -

the city, I have named it the Kansas "City Meteorite. It has not

been subjected to chemical analysis.
t

. ,

2. America,* A*sor!<it;<>n for tin A <h-.i, ><•> next ./>'""''•"'•

Buffalo.—The meeting of the Association at liuttalo ..penrl •'"

;.. .in the twenty-third of August. Prof. \\ ni-^ M
';

Pu>*;i:ks was the President of the meeting. The address <>t
'<'-

retiring President, Mr. J. E. Hilgard, of the Coa>

treated of the recent progress in the department of Ge
especially of the work acoMinplished in the L'uited States. U'*^

--es also l,v the Vice-Presidents of the sections '";•

C. A. Young giving a review of recent Astronomical
Prof. E. S. Morsk, of work done in North America in conneco
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with the subject of Evolution ; and Prof. G. F. Barker treating

of -the Atom and the Molecule."

The number of members present was large, and the hospitality

of the citizens of Buffalo unbounded. Besides other entertain-

ments, there was, without expense to the members, an excursion

on Saturday to Niagara Falls, where a generous lunch was furn-

ished them by Mr! John I,. Hush at 'his mansion; and on the

fnllowiiuj Wednesday, over the Chautauqua i.ake, to Jamestown,
seventy miles. Between four and five hundred persons went on

A number of dist ieiice were present

—among them Prof. Mux lev: Prof. Otto Torell, Dr. J. Lindahl
and J. Nordstrom, of Sweden; Prof. E. H. von Baumhauer, of

Haarlem ; Mr. W. Sagel, of Vienna ; R. Komig, of Paris ; and Sig-

ner Castellani, of Rome. Prof. Huxley was received with a vote
of welcome amid mnch applause.
The officers elected for the next meeting of the Association are

as follows: Prof. Simon Newcomb, President; Prof. Edward C.

IVkkrixg, Vice-President of tbe Physical section; Prof. 0. C.

Marsh, Vice-President of the section of Geology and Natural His-

t"ry: Prof. X. T. Upton, Chairman of rhe Chemical subsection;
Prof. Daniel Wilson, Chairman of the subsection of Anthropol-
ogy; R. H. Ward, Chairman of the subsection of Microscopy ;

A. R. Grote, General Secretary; F. W. Putnam, Permanent
Secretary; Wm. S. Vaux, Treasurer. The Association adjourned
to meet in 1877, at Nashville, Tennessee, on the last Wednesday
of August.

The following is a list of the papers read at the meeting or

accepted for reading.
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npanying change of temperature, T.

L Batchelder.
Hinrichs.

memory, F. B. Nipheb.

II. Section of Geology and Natural History.
On the mode of extrusion of the ova in Limpets, W. H. Dall.
On the origin of kame^ or e ., w. TJpham.
fcome new points regarding the tongue of Picas viridis, J. Lindahl.
Un the geology of Eastern Pennsylvania, T. S. Hunt.
Note upon the limestone of Xortl

York, and an inquiry regarding the relations of this limestone to the Eos
la. J. Hall.

nlization and cross-fertilization in flowers, T. Meehan.

The water-lime group of Buffalo, A. R. Grote and TV. H. Pitt.
un tne provisional hypothesis of Pangenesis, W. K. Brooks.
un a new species of Argulus, A. H. Tuttle. Notes on the myriapods

The slight morph
B. G. Wilder. Note* on the brain*

The origin and mode of formation 3 Great Lakes, J. !

~™ "»"uaa 01 me roctcs of Uhio to those of Pennsylvania and
principal characters of American Pterodactyles, O. C. Marsh.
Note on the pit.]

; 00ch;

-

butterfly faunas of Europe and i

• the derivation of the latter, S. H. S(

f certain genera of articulated brachiopods,

aote on Men
m

of mineral vein*. I

t to the glacial theory, W. 0. Kerr.
Boone Co., Ky., of glacial or ice

>enods, G. Sotton.
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iscovered in Broome Co., N.
a the Geyser Basins of the

r," the union of the Atlantic

III. Subs'.vtion of Chemistry.

On the chemical ci I 8. P. bADTLEB.

Contribution to the chemistry of hydrogen, A. R. Leeds.
Upon the reduction of silver at ordinary temperatures in the presence o.

e so-called alkali of the western plains

e analysis of milk, E. H. v. Baumhau]
'alogical tour in Western 1

Action of moderate heat on bituminous coal, E. T. Cox
is in the blast furnace, W. I

Micrometric iu_„
hied by double si

V. Subsection of Anthropology.

tion^^u63 0f &e femora f '" H
'

GlL^AN
-

I
.^

V(

bon of fte burial. ver, Michigan, id.

^00^0^^ 0. T. Mason.

opology, and the classification of its materials, id. Arctueo-

"ifOMAS. The Iroquois gens, id. The Iroquois
i Porto Rico, id.
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On the mythology of the North American Indians, J. W Powell
Brain-weight and size in relation to the relative capacity of races, D. Wilson.
On some fragments of pottery from Vermont, G-. H. Perkins
On the ancient and modern Pueblo tribes of the Pacific slope of the U. S., E. A.

The mood of the verb in conditional clauses, Isaac B. Choate.
The museums of industrial art I'raubebger.
The archaeology of Europe and America compared, S. D. Peet. On the state

of society in the Primitive age, id.

3. Geographical Distribution of Plants and Animals : by C.

Pickering, Wilkes' U. S. Exploring Expedition, author of the

Races of Man. Part II, Plants in their wild state. 524 pp. 4to,

with several colored maps. Salem, Mass. (Naturalist's Agency.)
—This work, completing Dr. Pickering's Report on the Geograph-
ical Distribution of Plants and Animals, is the result of extensive

„ „ subject of general interest,

gathered with great labor and fidelity. It gives observations
with regard to the characteristic plants and predominant botan-

ical features of all the various islands and continental regions

visited by the Exploring Expedition under Captain (now Admiral),

Wilkes, and also many collateral facts on climate, topography,
scenery, etc., that came under the author's observation. The

text i- illustrated by maps of the world, presenting by colors the

conclusions arrived at by the author.
4. Proceedings of the 'h ,,- tllj „, rt ./,-,/,/,„,./ ,.f X"t>t,-"1 >>->'-i>--*-

Vol. 1, 1*67-1876. 284 pp. 8vo, with 35 plates. Davenport,

Iowa, 1876.—This first volume of the Proceedings contains a num-

ber of very valuable papers on mounds and mound-builders, by R.

J. Farquharson, M.D., W. II. Pratt, A. S. Titianv, C. Limlsl.-y.

and J. D. Putnam, wit
structure of mounds, flint and other stone implements, pipes of

the form of birds, frogs, and other animals, woven cloth, copper

axes, awls, beads, and ear-drops, silver ear-drop, bone knives, pot-

tery, skulls, etc., from different mounds, illustrating a paper by

Dr. Farquharson. There are als fee by J. }>

Putnam
; Botanical notes by Dr. C. C. Parry; and lists of species

of plants, and of land and fresh-water shells, of Coleoptera, Lepi-

doptera, Hymenoptera, of the vicinity of Davenport, besides other

papers.

Ebenezer S. S;*ell, of Amherst College, Massachusetts, Pro-

fessor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, died, September

18th, aged seventy-five years.

Prof. Charles Davies, author of various mathematical *o*J
a graduate of West Point of distinction, and from 185?

Professor of Mathematics in Columbia College, died beptember

eighteenth, in his seventy-ninth year.
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ART.XXXVIII— Observations on the Displacement of lines in the
Mar Spectrum caused by the Sun's rotation; by Professor
C A. Young, of Dartmouth College.

[The substance of this paper was read at the Buffalo Meeting
oi the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
August 24th, 1876.]
Renewed interest in the question as to the effect of the mo-

J?L i t luminou s body in altering the wave length of the
emitted light, has lately been excited bv Van der Willigen's
mathematical papers upon the subject, and the recent criticisms

mn?
CC yon the spectroscopic determinations of stellar

motions published by Huggins, Vogel, Christie and others,
tormer, U wil1 be recoil. , reived doctrine

ah},n

at

i

™ atlcal grounds, and it must be acknowledged, that,

moTg reasoning is not admitted to be conclusive by

ha „ K
astrottomers, it has produced a wide-spread distrust, which

Deen strengthened by the papers of Secchi. The objections

of M nf Seem h°wever to have been fairly met by the reply

showi ?
nStie

'
recen% published in the Monthly Notices,

the diff
g substantial agreement of the results obtained by

cant!
observers after they had learned the delicate pre-

22? ?Sential to success in such observations,

point i

y ]t Seems ]ittle short of self-evident that, whenever a

whatei
com

1

municating periodic vibrations to any medium

a secon?' •

bj means of this medium, transmitting them to

*ave Inn fk°
lnt at a distance, then the frequency, or virtual

am jo
'

tbese Pulses received at the second point must
•

'

0CH. 8ci.~Thibd Series, Vol. XII, No. 71.-Nov., 1876.
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be affected by any relative motion of approach or recession

between it and the source of the vibrations.

It is not difficult to verify this conclusion in the case of

sound waves. The beautiful experiments of Vogel, lately

published, show as the result of careful quantitative measure-

ments, that the pitch of a locomotive whistle actually undergoes

the precise alterations which theory requires, when the engine

is either approaching the observer, or receding from him at a

known velocity.

Undoubtedly a considerable point would be gained if we

could obtain a similar verification in *the case of light— il an

the luminous
j

i eh or wave length, pi od need in a

ray of light by some known rate of motion, could actually be

made sensible, measured, and shown to coincide with theory

within oh nrational limits of error. This verification unfor-

tunately is not easy to obtaiu, because the velocity of light is

that it is difficult ' *-

bright, and moving rapidly enough, to make the change ot

wave length perceptible in our instruments.

f think it was Zollner who first suggested that the rotation

of the sun m _htf.ii m th. ' -n It ^t -im « it- t -tern
'

western limbs have a relative motion of neai

per second along the line of sight. But t

casToAhe D lines about 7
'

7 of the distance between t

the dispersive power of the instruments heretofore em]

most observers, has been insufficient to make it clearly

Vogel alone (in 1871) seems to have succeeded in g<

measurements; his results for the sun's e

om 0-35 to 042 of a geographical mile, or

from 1-62 to 1'94 English miles.
.

. ,

By using a diffraction grating, however, combm
prism in such a way as to separate the overlapping

the higher orders from each other, as described in

note* on the duplicity of the 1474 line, it

much greater dispersive power, and the displacement then

CO

TheYppIrata
S

s which I have employed consisted oi
:

a verv

ring of 8,640 lines to the inch (foi

am indebted to Mr. Kutherfurd) combined with a

and collimator each of 1\ inches aperture and siM

focal length, and a prism of 45° inserted between U

and the object glass of the eye-telescope. The refract]

t.hp nri«m wna nf murse perpendicular to the lines o

*TMs Journal, June, 187(
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attached to the 9£ inch Equatorial of the Dartmouth College
Ohsm-.-ttury, in place of its ordinary spectroscope. Undoubtedly

ig would have been firmer and better, but
with carelul manipulation the wooden arrangement answered
reasonably well. The eye-telescope and collimator were at a
lixed inclination, and the spectra of the different orders were
tooght into the field of view by turning the grating in the

dispersion. This of course made the dispersive power
'1'iiU! dilierent for the spectra of the same order on opposite
-ides el the image of the slit. The eye-telescope magnified
"Lout, tua nty limes and was provided with a micrometer* b.u-
n,wo<l ln,lu "> l( ' '''' th»' reading microscopes of the meridian
circle.

Between the two D lines, the spectra of the sixth and eighth
"id. i> usually showed no less than eight other lines, most of
udnch are supposed to be water lines, produced bv the vapor
>» our atmosphere, and therefore of course not subject to dis-

>' » '
In tin sun's rotation 1 was in hopes to make use

'" t

i

hri!l ^ reference points, and to determine the displacement
of the D lines by simply measuring the intervals with the

I soon found, however, that the atmospheric lines

inl and shadowy to admit of sufficient accuracy of

b3 the rather coarse threads with which
the micromel led for the purpose of observing
111 :i f,,, '" ! " light I was accordingly compelled to make the ob-
servations as follows—
The grating having been adjusted so as to bring the group

ot hues to be observed into the center of the field of view,
*>" spectroscope was turned around the optical axis of the

i

'
'd the -lit was acenratelv north and south, so

i tang H to the e ?tern limb of the sun, a mo-
he Eight Ascension tangent screw would bring the

d» to tangencv. Of course proceeding in this man-
ner the observations were made at points not precisely on the
suns equator, but ha\ ranging from 2° to
"• Wording to the date, ft was thought Letter to do this,

Jjowever, than to risk the disturbance •. .ich might be pro-
""" 1 ^ "Mil-, the I),,lu,..t.,.n t.m<< i

,•,.>«. wl.u-h so.ne-

a littl i, rkli . r , M . Jit ,vas then accurately

sun's image, and the collima-
tor and the eye telescope were focused carefully for distinct
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tiplete. The slit being placed nearly tangent to the limb of

the sun, and the driving clock started', a series of micrometer
readings was made upon the different lines in the group to be

observed, first running the micrometer wires one way and then

back, thus obtaining two readings for each line. Then the Rigbl

Ascension tangent screw was gently turned until the opposite

limb was brought to the slit, and the micrometer readings were

repeated, running down and back twice, so as to give four read-

ings of each line
; finally, moving the tangent screw so as to

bring back the limb first observed, another set of readings Wftfl

taken, two on each line, which finished the observation. The
object of this arrangement of readings is of course to detect

any possible disturbance of the instrument during the work.

and to eliminate the effect of the earth's rotation, or of any uni-

formly progressive change in the relative positions of the colli-

mator, grating, and eye-telescope, due to slight alterations d
flexure caused by the motion of the telescope. Each reading

given in the following tables is therefore the mean of four.

The probable error of a single reading (due to inaccuracy of

bisection or instrumental disturbance, but not of course includ-

ing possible constant errors) was found to be about T\ of one

micrometer division
; so that the probable error of each reading

given in the tables is about 0*15 of a division.

It did not occur to me until near the end of the observations

that, with the slit tangent to the sun's image, the heat would

tend to displace the lino it i >
: t r i < m 1>\ • m m', ling the slit-

plate more on one side than the other, and slightly bending

the tube to which it is attached. Since, however, the effect

would be in opposite directions according as the grating was

inclined so as to throw the reflected slit-ima^o to the right or

the left, this effect must be nearly eliminated from the final

mean. In some of the observations of Aug. 12, it was elimi-

nated by inverting the spectroscope, i. e., rotating the wholfl

spectroscope 180°, around the line of collimation; this, how-

ever, in one of the series of readings always brings the eve-

piece into an inconvenient position. One set of observations

on Aug. 12, was made with the slit radial to the sun's «M**T
in this ease the heat of the image has no injurious effect, but it

is much more difficult to point the micrometer on the end ot a

lino than on its middle, and the probable errors of reading are

more than doubled.
The formulae employed in reducing the observatioi

follows : Let U= the relative velocity of two oppoa
of the sun's equator, and dX the corresponding change o waj

length of a spectrum -line, whose wave length is A ;
also let tne
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velocity of light = 186600 English miles per second, according
to the latest determination of Cornu. Then, by Doppler's theory,

11=186600 x
fM

. (1)

If now, in any group or spectrum lines of small extent, I is

put for the difference of wave length of the extreme lines of
die -roup

;
a for the interval between the extreme lines meas-

ured in micrometer units, and 6 for the displacement as ind lea-

ked by the difference between the micrometer readings on a
li'iveii line when the slit is placed on the eastern and western
limbs of the sun's image respectively, we shall have

d\=Ix~ and U=186600*x|, (2)

where A of course is to be taken as the mean wave length of

Taking Angstrom's wave lengths, we find for the D group

U=190-3^ and for the 1474 group U=8611-; which amounts

to saying that a velocity of 190'3 English miles would displace
one of the D lines by a space equal to the distance between
them, and for the other group a velocity of 3611 miles would
be required.

From the sun's known dimensions and period of rotation,

adopting Faye's numbers, the equatorial velocity of its surface
is easdy found to be 1248 English miles per second; U, of
course, ought to come out double this, or 2496.

.
Ihe tables need little explanation ; the expression "grating

r'ght,
' means that the grating was so inclined as to throw the

reflected image of the slit to that side of the collimator which
V!,s '-.'mote from the eye-telescope. In this position the spec-
tra were more dispersed, but less satisfactorily defined than
those of the same order obtained bv turnin-r the --rating " left,"

\\\ t0Ward the eye-telescope. 'The first column contains
jne designation of the line observed; the second,
west, gives the reading of the micrometer obtained at this

fourth, headed " east," gives the rea< linger
hln *>; the third, headed -mean," contains the „,.,.

die second and fourth columns, expressed in divis-

>' micrometer head ; the difference bet \

' ^ bottom of the column is i. The fifth column con-

differences between the numbers in the second and
wui-th columns, and their mean, given at the bottom ol the

Jn the earlier observations of the D group several other lines

th

ere °bserved besides the three given, but they were so faint

the readings were very discrepant, sometimes to the extent
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of two or three divisions,

readings of the nickel line are retaine
than those of the two Ds.

(1.) July 10, 1876; 9.30 to 10.15 i

right; spectrum of 6th order; defiuiti

West. Mean. ;East.

D
1

4 45-65 284-70 4 43
d

75 1-90
s
-=0-0186

U=3-55Ni
D 2

3 52-90

2 59-00 178-05

A= 106-65

3 49-75 2-15

2 57-10 1-90

If we reject the nickel line 6"= 1-90, -= 0-0178

and W--

(2.) July 10; 10.30 to 11.10 a.m. D
spectrum of 6th order; definition

Kejecting the nickel 1 -= 0169. LT-3-22.

. D lines; grating left;

West. Mean. East.

D
l

4 13-50 253-87
j
4 14-25

a

Nil
Da !

4 51-00

317-28
4 51-82

5 17-70

0-82

0-83 U=2"

(4.) July 15; 10.15 to 10.40 A.M. Observation lntorr

by clouds "when half completed. D lines; irraring r«i" '-

'

'"
. 6th order;, defin'

'

West. 1 Mean. East. i

1

D, 5 08
d

40 80815 5 07-90 0-50 -=0-0061

Ni 4 12-70 4 12-00 0-70 III— !-16

!,
2 3 22-05

1
201-67

|
3 21-30 0-7,-)

II This observation is entitl

(5) August 10; 9.30 to 10.40 A. m. Twice the m
ber of readings taken. D lines; grating left;

spectrum

order
; definition excellent.
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1 Mean.
r

East.

0-95

113-45

1 15-00

1 37-40

1 53-97

1-15

1-05

A=80'18 5=1-17

(H.) August 10 ; 11.10 to 11.50 A. M.

in. 15th order; definition poor.

D lines; grating right

West. Mean. East.
d

D, 2 18-70 13763 2 16-55 2-15 -=0-0188

Ni
D

2

1 25-65

32-05 31-52

1 22-85

31-00

2-80

1-05
U=3'59

= 106-11 5=2-00

Eejecting the nickel line, 6'=1'60, ^=0-0151 U'=2-87.

(7.) August 12; 9.30 to 10.10 a. m. 1174 group; grating

left; 8th order; definition fine ;* instrument inverted.

Kl463
2

1467

2 51-72

3 51 00
4 49-65

5 49-20

Mean.

172-22

349-71

2 52-72

3 52-28

5 50-23

100 1=0-00788
1-28 h
1-95 11=2-66

^= 177-49 ?=i-si ||

kft; spectrum 8th order; instrument erect; defini ion fine.

KU74 2 29-90

H67 4 28-00
1463

2 |

5 27-63

149-32

326-61

East.

2 28-75

4 26-82

5 26-42 1-21 1=2-41

fc) August 12 ; 11.30 A. m. to 12.20 p. m. 147

ting left; spectrum 8th order; slit radial; definite

1 West. Mean. East.

K 1463 J o 52
d

92 53-46 54-00

l467 1 52-85

231-72

1 54-15

3 52-27

-=0-00651

U=2-35

• The definition was such that 1474 constantly showed double a*

d

'

lmewlS"early seen to coini id
" component.
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Since the points observed were not situated upon the solar

equator it is necessary to correct each result by multiplying it

by a factor depending upon the ide, <p, of the

point. If the sun's surface rotated as a coherent mass the factor

would be simply, sec. cp. Since this is not the case however,

the expression becomes more complicated. Adopting Faye's

e< lis units and formula of solar rotation, we find the factor,

" cos^(l-0-216sin2^)

On July 10, <p=2°, /= 1-001 ; on July 15, <p=S°, f=\
on Aug. l0, <p=14°,/=l-044; on Aug. 12, <p=15°,f==li
Applying the corrections we have the following, in v

the column headed U>, gi hout discrii

while the column U'e contains the results obtained by throwing

out the nvkel line in observations (1), (2) and (6), and

entirely (4), while (5) is counted twice, as having double weight

for the reasons assigned.

TJe V'e

(1) 3-55 (1') 3-33

(8) 2-53 (8) 2-53

(9) 247 (9) -2-47

Mean 2-79 ±0-18 2'84±0-07

The two results do not differ materially, but the second is

much more reliable. It makes the velocity of the sun's rota-

tion 142 miles per second, while direct observation gr

the difference is no more than might be expet

rence of 0'34 between the values of U as determined

spectroscopically and directly is so many times laigei

probable error of the sp stroscopic res

clined, especially con- I with Vbge s result,

to think it indicates a physical fact, and that the -

sphere really sweeps forward over the underlying surface, 1

the same way that the equatorial regions outstn]

parts of the "sun's surface. If the equatorial accel

produced by external causes such an effect would be likely

It may be interesting to add, that o
of readings was made on a principal 1

spectrum of the 6th order, with > ntir.lv n-gative results: uy«
to be expected, since the line is atmospheric. The mean oi

readings at the west limb was 56^-22. at the east limb 5b &•
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This communication is prelii

the above subjects. For <

the few facts I have now to offer in the form of r

merits :-

Experimental Observations on the Obliteration of one Sound by
another.—Several feet from the ear I placed one of those loud-

ticking spring-balance American clocks, which make four beats
m a second. Then I brought quite close to mj ear a watch
(made by Lange, of Dresden) ticking five times in the second.
In this position I heard all the ticks of the watch, even those
which coincided with every fourth tick of the clock. Let us
call the fifth tick of the watch which coincided with one of the
ticks of the clock, its fifth tick. I now gradually removed the
watch from the ear, and perceived that the fifth tick became
fainter and fainter, till at a certain distance it entirely van-
ished, and was, so to speak, " stamped out " of the watch.*

Similar and more striking experiments were made with an

J>id silver watch, beating four times to the second, by causing
"»a watch to gain about thirty seconds an hour on the clock,
S0 th

f at every two minutes the ticks of the watch and clock
exactly coincided. When the watch was held near the cur,

1 ticks, and 8

h from the ear has Deen
i of the ticks into periods separated I.,

«>t to believe that some accident has not sudd-

ie watch, instead of merely with our o .'•—A. J. E.
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and fainter at the coincidences, and when the watch had been

removed to a distance of nine inches from the ear, the ticks of

the watch were utterly obliterated during three whole seconds

of its ticks about the time of coincidence. On removing the

watch to a distance of twenty-four inches, I found that I lost

its ticks during nine seconds about the time of coincidence.

It is here important to remark that the ticks of the clock are

longer in duration, as well as lotn-r in pitch, than those of the

watch's. With the watch remaining at the distance of twenty-

four inches from the ear, I listened with all my attention, as

tick by tick the watch approached the time of coincidence.

Since the ticks of the watch are shorter in duration than those

of the clock, they are overlapped by the other about the time of

coincidence. Hence as, so to speak, the short ticks of the watch

glided tick after tick, under the long ticks of the clock, I per-

ceived that more and more of the duratioi

watch-tick ; d by the tick of the clo<

only the tail end of the short tick of the watch was left audible

and at last even this also crept under the long tick of the clock

and the whole of the ticks of the watch were rendered inaudible

for wme seconds, at the end of which time the front or head ol

the m Teh-tick, as we may call it, protruded beyond tfc

tick, and then slowlv grew up into a complete wat<

before. In this succession of events the tick of tbeold silver

watch (made by Tobias) disappears with a sharp chirp, like a

crirkt'i"-, and n -appears with a sound like that made by a boys

marble falling upon others in his pocket. By this ex]

therefore, a gradual analysis is made of the effect of th

the clock on the tick of the watch, affording a beam:
rration of the fact that one sonorous sensation may overcome

and obliterate another. .

,

Experiments to determine the relative intensity of th>
'

-The clock was placed on a post

in the middle of an open level field in the country, on nights

when the air was calm and noiseless. The ticks of the cloca

became just inaudible when my ear was removed to a
?\

stanc

of 350 feet. The ticks of the watch became just inaudible at a

distance of twenty feet. The ratio of the squares of these

numbers makes the ticks of the clock about 300 times mo

intense than those of the watch. On the same nigl

made the above determinations I also put the clock on the p
zygomatic process a slender -

duated to . [ stood with my ear at

from the clock of from eight to sixteen feet, and then alia

watch above and along the stick (taking care that

touch it) until it reached such a distance from the ear

fifth tick just disappeared. Knowing the r

the ticks of clock and watch when placed at the same aisw
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from the ear, the law of the reciprocals of the squares gives the

„ ;
.m ,. into cities when the clock and watch are at the several

i the above experiments. Large numbers

of such experiments have been made, and the results agree per-

fectly well when we take into consideration first, the difficulty

thrown in the path of the determinations by the gradual Fading

a\v:ivnf the watch-ticks as the\ '' wlth the

.dock -ticks: and, secondlv. tic- i "g at anV

ivsi.lt at all, if the slightest noise (the rustle of a gentle breeze,

the piping of frogs, the bark of a distant dog) should fall on the

ear of the observer when engaged in making an experiment.

The general result of the numerous experiments thus made

shows that the sensation of the watch-tick is obliterated by a

.-..incident tick of the clock, when the intensity oi the c oeK-tick

is ih,>» limes that of the watch-tick. This result, however.

must be regarded as merely approximative, not only from the

manner in which it was obtained, but from th

sounds on which the experiments were made. It is interesting,

however, both as being, I believe, the first d<

kind that has ever b on ma le. and. as having opened out a new

.ml nmortant tield of rosea Hi in pi vsiolouical aooustics.
_

Experiments on the Interferes nf lu> w,.<r/.w>- o/ Mwcal

\,,,,,,'s,—Reserving the farther development of my discoveries

forfaturepaj be some of the more

prominent and simple phenomena, which I discovered in ex-

perimenting with musical sounds. At the outset I will remove

an objection always made by those versed in acoustics, but

1 with these new phenomena. It is as follows.

"Von say that one sound may obliterate the sensation ot

another; 'but are you sure that the real fact is not an

of the quality of the more intense sound by the action ot trie

concurrent feebler vibration?" I exclude t

perimenting as follows:—An open or closed orgs

sounded forcibly, and at a few feet from it is placed the instru-

ment emitting the sound to be ol .

tuning-fork on its resonance box, or a closed orgai

ating with a separate bellows. Suppose max m v- -
;• experiment both tuninHork -'

not. high t in pitch than the more intense or

ond of the open organ-pipe. Now sound the folk alone

lv. and alternately shut and .-pen its resonance box with

thus obtain the sound of the lork in a

Wto the ear has well .PP™^£
j *u., produced, begin th

I tuninc

fected ii

sound emitted bv the open pipe, this change

ent whpn tv, ft»ir ;« annnA*A and hence, it it occurs

intervals of silence and of - Wmnl
enment by sounding the open pipe,

«d~«^
it :niv change i- thus errecieu m ^

J

except when the fork is sounded, and hence,
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it must occur in the regular measure in which the fork is

sounded. The following are the facts really observed. At firet

every time that the mouth of the box is open, the sound of the

fork is distinctly heard, and changes the quality of the note of

the open pipe. But as the vibrations of the fork run down in

amplitude, the sensations of its effect become less and less, till

they soon entirely vanish, and not the slightest change can be

observed in the quality or intensity of the note of the open

organ -pipe, whether the resonance box of the fork be open or

closed. Indeed at this stage of the experiment the vibrations

of the fork may be suddenly and totally stopped without tin-

ear being able to detect the fact. But if instead of stopping

the fork when it becomes inaudible, we stop the sound of the

open organ-pipe, it is impossible not to feel surprised at the

strong sound of the fork which the open pipe had smothered

and had rendered powerless to affect the ear. If we replace

the tuning-fork by a closed organ-pipe of the same
\

results will be the same, but in this case I adjust the intensity

of the higher closed pipe to the point of extinction by reg-

ulating the flow of air from the bellows by a valve worked

with a screw. The alternation of sound and silence is ob-

tained by closing and opening the mouth of the closed pipe by

the hand.

2. On the discovery of the fact that a sound even wh
cannot obliterate the sensation of another sound lower than it

High Sounds cannot obliterate Low Sounds.—A. new and re-

markable fact was now discovered. No sound, even m
intense, can diminish or obliterate the sensation of a <

sound which is lower in pitch. This was proved by *\

ments similar to the last, but differing in having the more in-

tense sound higher (instead of lower) in pitch. In f' |:

;
: '/'

when the ear decides that the sound of the (lower and

the lower sound, has ceased to vibrate. This surprising

ment must be made in order to be appreciated. I will

mark that very many similar experiments, n

octaves, have been made, with consonant and diss,

vals, and that scores of different hearers have con

discovery. It is ii

lute pitch of the notes. Thus a feeble c"' (1024 don

tious) is 1 ( nd s distin !\ tin . iJi inton.se

>le c (128 double vibrati

W intense g (192 double vibrations) or an intense c
\

double vibrations).
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The development of the applications and of the further illus-

trations of these discoveries would occupy too much space ; I

must therefore restrict myself to mentioning some of the most
interesting. Let a man read a sentence over and over again

with the same tone and modulation of voice, and while he is

so doing forcibly sound a c' pipe (256 double vibrations). A
remarkable effect is produced, which varies somewhat with the

voice experimented on, but the ordinary result is as follows. It

appears as though two persons were reading together, one with
a grave voice (which is found by the combination of all the rea-

der's real vocal sounds below c in pitch, or having less than 256
double vibrations), the other with a high-pitched voice, gener-

ally squeaky and nasal, and, I need not add, very disagreeable.

Of course the aspirates come out with a distressing promin-
ence. I have observed many curious illustrations of this change
in the quality of the tone of the voice, caused by the entire or

partial obliteration of certain vocal components, while listening

to persons talking during the sound of a steam whistle, or in

one of our long, resonant American railway carriages. Experi-
ments similar to those on the human voice, can be made,
with endless modifications, on other composite sounds, as those
of reed-pipes, of stringed instruments, of running water, &c.
With one of my c (128 double vibrations) free Grenie reeds, I

get very marked results. Using as a concurrent sound an in-

tense c (256 double vibrations) I perceive the prime or funda-
mental simple tone c to be unaffected in intensity, while all

^~
other partial tones (higher harmonics or overtones, as they
sometimes called) are almost obliterated, except the fifth partial

(or fourth upper partial e", of 640 double vibrations, and the
sixth partial (or fifth upper partial) g" (of 768 double vibra-
tl0H which come out wi'? '-tness. The fact

that the lowest, or prime partial tone in the majority of ordin-
ary compound musical tones is strongest, is due (among other
reasons) to the fact that the sensation of each partial tone of

jyhich the whole musical tone is composed, is diminished by
Jne action on the ear of all the components or partial tones,

""":• it m pitch. Thus the higher the pitch of any component or
partial tone, the greater the number of lower components which
end to obliterate it. But the prime, or lowest component par
1131 tone, is not affected by anv other. Another illustration 1

cannot resist giving. At the end of the street in New York, m
*niCn I resided, there is a lar^e fire-alarm bell, the residual
sound of which, after its higher°components have disappeared,
« a deep simple tone. This bass sound holds its own with total

^uterence to the clatter of horses, or to any sounds above it in

S?.i- J*
dies out with a smooth gradient, generally without

ue slightest indentation or break produced by the other sounds
1 the 8treet Indeed, in this case, as in all others where one

the
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sound remains unaffected by intense higher notes, the obserra
feels as though he had a special sense for the perception of the

graver sound—an organ entirely distinct from that which re-

ceives the impress of the higher tones.

That one sonorous sensation cannot interfere with anothtt

which is lower in pitch, is a remarkable physiological discovery.

and next after the demonstration of the fact that the ear is capa-

ble of analyzing compound musical sounds into their constitu-

ent or partial simple tones, is probably the most important au-

dition vet made to our knowledge of the nature of hearing. It

cannot fail to introduce profunci modifications into the hypothe-

ses heretofore framed respecting the mechanism and function!

of the ear.

3. On a proposed change in the usual nut.'x^ <>f
<>. <!• '•

;/

Orchestral Music, indicated by the above discoveries.

We have seen how an intense sound may obliterate, entirely

or in part, the sensations of certain partial tones or components

of any musical tone, and thus produce a profound change in its

quality. In a large orchestra I have repeatedly witnessed tbfl

entire obliteration of all sounds from violins, by the deeper and

more intense sounds of the wind instruments, the double-bases

alone holding their own. I have also observed the sounds of

the « larim r~ los< tin ir oem liar quality of tone and consequent

charm from the same cause. No doubt the conductor of tne

orchestra heard all in- \ lohns, ranged as they always are close

around him, and did not percei\- •; ,i- .- •.. t- had lost that

quality of tone on which the composer had relied for producing

a special character of expression.
The function of the conductor of an orchestra so

threefold. First, to regulate and fix the time. Sec-

regulate the intensity of the sounds produced by the ii

instruments, for the purpose of expression. Thirdly, to ^\
the proper quality of tone or feeling to the whole sound oi ^

sidi red as a single instrument, by n g
rt'utn; intemitm oi

of instruments employed. Now this third function. I

tion of relative intensities, has hitherto been dischai

the judgment of the ears of a conductor who is p
most disadvantageous position forjudging by his ears.

he is not conducting for his own personal gra

;tion of his audience, whose ears stand in very different

relations from his own in respect to their distance from i

various instruments in action. Is it not time that he snou a

pay more attention to his third function and place

the position occupied by an average hearer? This

would be elevated, and somewhere m the midst of the

The exact determination of its place would depend on various
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conditions which cannot now be considered. That the position

at present occupied bv the conductor of an orchestra has often

im to deprive his audience of some of the most deli-

cate and touching (nudities of orchestral and concerted vocal

music I have no doubt, and I firmly believe that when he

changes his position in the manner now proposed the audience

will have some of that enjoyment which he has too long kept

E Dunn- the past winter, in the Academy of Music

at Xew York, and this spring at Oiienbaeh s concerts I tuly

confirmed all the foregoing surmises, by placing my sell in dil-

ls of the house to observe the different results and

my opinions were fully shared by others who have a more deli-

cate musical organization than 1 can lay claim to.

In large orchestras, these interferences of sonorous sensations

are so multiplied and various as to be beyond our mental con-

ception. By taking them up in detail, some general laws may,

however, be evolved. But it will be impossible to formulate

such laws until, firstly, we are in possession of a qua

:
;I .

.
.

.
-

.
.

-•'. -'
•

is, until we know the relative loudness of the partial tones or

which thev are composed at all parts of fch

secondly, we have determined throughout the musica

relative intensities of the sounds (of simple
'

i of the sensations of higher (simple) tones superve

iwerlessness of one sound to affect the sThe powerlessuess
another sound lower than itself in pitch greatly simplifies tbis

problem.

1 Applications of the interferences of sonorous sensations to the

determinations of the Relative Intensities of hounds.

Quantitative analysis of the compound tones of musical instru-

ments is now the great desideratum of the composer. It is

only after we know the relative intensities of the components

of typical musical tones used in orchestral performances that

we can so regular - to give those quality <

sound which the composer desires to be heard. inu^1

^
once becomes evident that the instruments used in J^J"
music should be very differently ™«™^^Z™a7.
Eristic upper partials (overtones, harmonics) should P»e™"»
ate, in order to find expression in the midst of other andgraver

sounds. Such orchestral instruments will
/
herefore

, V?H will
aggerated peculiarities in their qualities of tone, wmc

n
w

render them unfit to be played on alone, and uninfluenced by

other orchestral notes,
tnat empirical rules l
musical instrument-maker to the production ot tnose i

qualities of tone required in orchestral instruments, it h
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nate that the very phenomena of the interferences of sonorous
sensations will assist in the much desired solution of the prob-
lem of measuring the intensity of a sound (simple tone), either

when existing alone or as component of an ordinary musical

(compound) tone. On this subject I am now engaged. It is

evident (by way of illustration), that so far as concerns the

measure of the relative intensities of sounds of the same pitch,

this problem has already received the simplest solution by
merely placing these sounds at various distances, and obliter-

ating the sensations they excite bv means of a constant and
standard sound of a lower pitch. But I reserve a descriptiuii

of this work for a more formal publication.

Art. XL.—Address at the Glasgow Meeting of the British Asso-

ciation ; by Professor Sir William Thomson, President of

the Mathematical and Physical Section.

A conversation which I had with Professor Newcomb one

evening last June, in Professor Henry's drawing-room in the

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, has forced me to give all

my spare thoughts ever since to Hopkins's problem of Preces-

sion and Xutation. n^uminu the earth a rigid spheroidal shell

liquid. Six weeks ago, when I lauded in England

after a most interesting trip to America and back, and became

painfully conscious that I must have the honor to address you

here to-day, I wished to write an address of which science in

America should be the - ibj ct I came home, indeed, vividly

that I had seen, both in the Great Exhibi-

tion of Philadelphia and out of it. showing the truest scientific

spirit and devotion, the origiualitv, the inventiveness, the

I wish I could speak to you of the veteran Henry, generous

rival of Faradav in eh.n-troma-netie discovery; of Peirce
:

the

founder of high mathematics in America ; of Bache, and oi tiie

America and to the world m the

States Coast Survey ; of the great school of astronomers

which followed, Gould, Newton, Newcomb, Watson, Young,

Alvan Clarke, Eutherfurd, Draper, father and son : of Comman-

der Belknap and his great exploration of the Pacific depths by

pianoforte wire, with imperfect apparatus supplied from"^-
gow, out of which he forced a success in his own way ;

of Up-
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tain Sigsbee, who followed with like fervor and resolution, and

made further improvements in the apparatus by which he has

done marvels of easy, quick, and sure deep-sea sounding in his

little surveying ship Biake ; and of the admirable official spirit

which makes such men and such doings possible in the United

States .Naval Service. 1 would like to tell you too of my rea-

son for confidently expecting that American hydrography will

soon supply the "data from tidal observations, long ago asked

of our Government in vain by a Committee of the British Asso-

ciation, by which the amount of the earth's elastic yielding to

the distorting influence of the sun and moon will be measured
;

and of my strong hope that the Compass Department of the

American "Navy will repay the debt to France, England, and

Germany so appreciative!;} i* reprint of tic

works of Poisson, Airy, Archibald Smith, Evans, and the Liver-

pool Compass Commit!.-'. I>\ -i\ing in return a fresh marine

survey of terrestrial magnetism, to supply the navigator with

data for correcting his compa & sun or stars.

Can I go on to precession and nutation without a word of

what I saw in the Great Exhibition „f Philadelphia? In the

U. S. Government part of it, Protestor Hilgard showed me the

measuring- rods of the L*. S. Coast Survey, with their beautiful

mechanical appliances for end measurement, by which the

three great base lines of Maine, Long Island, and Georgia, were

measured with about the same accuracy as the most accurate

scientific measurers, whether of Europe or America, have

attained in comparing two meter or yard measures.
In the United States telegraphic department I saw and heard

Misha Gray's splendi. 11 \ work d-oitt electric iclephone actually

soundiug tour messages simultaneously on the Morse code, and
dearly capable ot doin- vet four times as many with very

moderate improvements of 'detail ; and I saw Edison's automatic

telegraph delivermir l,oio words in 57 seconds: this done by
the long-neglected electro-ehemh-al method «»f Bain, long ago

condemned in Kn-l.-.tid to ]< ,.,. ,,: work of recording from a

*%, and then turned adrift as ,,« edlessly delicate for that. In

Je Canadian department I heard "To be or not to be
heres the rub/' through an electric telegraph wire ;

but scorn-

n-")onosvll,d/!es, the electric articulation rose to higher tliguts,

' ! - '* me passages taken at random from the Is ew York

''w.^anem:—-s. S. Cox has arrived"' (I failed to make out

JW& S. CoX) : "The City of New York," "Senator Morton.

„i

,

e Senate has resolved to print a thousand extra copies;

/he Americans in London have resolved to celebrate the

coming Fourth of July." All this mv own ears heard, spoken

Lm
?

with Qnmis i,v the thin cir
\: ^^mature of just such another little electro-magnet as this which

**• Jour. 8oi._Thiri> Series, Vol. XII, No. 7L-Nov., 1876.
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I hold in my hand. The words were shouted with a clear and

loud voice by my colleague-judge, Professor Watson, at the far

end of the telegraph wire, holding his mouth close to a

membrane, such as you see before you here, carrying a little

piece of soft iron, which was thus made to perform in the neigh-

borhood of an electro-magnet in circuit with the line motions

proportional to the sonoriric motions of the air. This, the

greatest by far of all the marvels of the electric tel.

,

due to a young countryman of our own, Mr. Graham Bell, of

gh and Montreal, and Boston, now becoming a natu-

ralized citizen of the United States. Who can but admire the

hardihood of invention which devised such very alig

to realize the mathematical conception that, if electricity is to

convey all the delicacies of quality which distinguish articulate

speech, the strength of its current must vary continuously arid

as nearly as may be in simple proportion to the velocity of a

particle of air engaged in constituting the sound ?

The Patent Museum of Washington, an institution of which

the nation is justly proud, and the beneficent working of the

United States patent laws, deserve notice in the section of the

British Association concerned with branches of science to which

nine-tenths of all the useful patents of the world owe tl

dations. I was much struck with the prevalence of patented

inventions in the Exhibition : it seemed to me that every good

thing deserving a patent was patented. I asked one inventor

of a very good invention " Whv don't you patent it in Eng-

land?" He answered, "The conditions in England are too

onerous." We certainly are far behind America's wisdom in

this respect. If Europe does not amend its patent la

land in the opposite direction to that proposed in the bills

before the last two sessions of Parliament) America will speedily

become the nursery of useful inventions for the world.

I should tell you also of "Old Prob's" weathei

which cost the nation 250,000 dollars a year ; money well spent

say the western farmers, and not they alone : in this the wdoi

people of the United States are agreed, and though D

or Eepublicans playing the "economical tic

session stop the appropriations for even the United St

Survey, no one would for a moment think of prop * ?.?

starve " Old Prob ;" and now that 80 per cent of his proWD

i

ties have proved true, and General Myers has for a m
ceased to call his daily forecasts "probabilities" and

to call them indications, what will the western farmers call

And the United States Naval Observatory, full of the v< ?

highest science, under the command of Ad
get on to precession and nutation, I had resolved
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telling you tbat I had there, in an instrument for measuring
photographs of the transit of Venus—shown me by Professor
Harkness, a young Scotsman attracted into the United States

Naval Service—seen for the first time in an astronomical ob-

servatory a geometrical slide, the verdict on the disaster on
board the Thunderer, published while I am writing this address,
forbids me to keep any such resolution, and compels me to put
the question, Is there in the British Navv, or in a British

steamer, or in a British land boiler another safety-valve so con-
structed that by any possibility, at any temperature, or under
any stress it can jam ? and to say that if there is it must be
instantly corrected or removed.

I ought to speak to you, too, of the already venerable Har-
vard University, the Cambridge of America, and of the Techno-
logical Institute of Boston, created by William Rogers, brother
of my late colleague in this university (Glasgow), Henrv Rogers,
and of the Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore, which with
its youthful vigor has torn Sylvester from us, has utilised the
genius and working power of Rowland lor experimental research,
and three days after my arrival in America, sent for the young
Porter Poinier to make him a Fellow. But he was on his death-
bed in New York "begging his physicians to keep him alive

just to finish his book, and then he would be willing to go."
Of his book, " Thermodynamics," we may hope to see at least

a part, for much of the manuscripT, and good and able friends
to edit it, are left ; but the appointment to a Fellowship in the
•Johns Hopkins University came a dav too late to gratify his

noble ambition.
But the stimulus of intercourse with American scientific

men left no place in mv mind for framing, or attempting to

frame a report on American science. Disturbed by Newcomb's
suspicions of the cart l

- irr. hilarities as a Time-keeper, I could
think of nothing but precession and nutation, and tides and
monsoons, and settlements of the equatorial regions, and melting
°f polar ice. Week after week passed before I could put down
two words which I could read to you here to-day : and so I

nave nothing to offer you for my Address but—

Review of Evidence regarding the Physical Condition of the Earth ;

Us Internal Temperature; the Fluidity or Solidity of its In-

terior Subetanct ; Li, i'histicity, of its

External Figure ; and the Permanence or Variability of its

Period and Axis of Rotation.

The evidence ofa high internal temperature is too well known

g
° need any quotation of particulars at present. Suffice it to
say that below the uppermost ten meters stratum of rock or
mi sensibly affected by diurnal and annual variations of tern-
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perature, there is generally found a gradual increase of tempera-

ture downward, appr<>- ordinan localities,

to an average rate of 1° C. per thirty meters of descent, but

much greater in the neighborhood of active volcanoes, and cer-

tain other special localities of comparatively small area, where

hot springs and, perhaps, also, sulphurous vapors prove an

intimate relationship to volcanic quality. It is worthy of

remark in passing, that, so far as we know at present, there are

no localities of exceptionally small rate of augmentation of

underground temperature, and none where temperature dimin-

ishes at any time through any considerable depth downward

below the stratum sensibly influenced by summer heat and

winter cold. Any considerable area of the earth of, say, not

less than a kilometer in any horizontal diameter, which for

several thousand years had been covered by snow or ice, and

from which the ice had melted away and left an average

temperature of 13°, would, during nine hundred years, show a

decreasing temperature for some depth down from the surface:

and thirty-six hundred years after the clearing awav of the ice

would still show a residual effect of the ancient cold, in a hah

rate of augmentation of temperature downward in l!

strata, gradually increasing to the whole normal rate winch

would be sensibly reached at a depth of 600 meters.

By a simple effort of geological calculus it has been

that 1° per 30 meters gives 1000° per 30,000 meters, and 3333

per 100 kilometers. This arithmetical result is i

but what of the physical conclusion drawn from it with mar-

vellous frequency and pertinacity that at depths of fr<

100 kilometers the temperatures 'a re so high as to melt all sub-

stances composing the earth's upper crust? It has been

remarked, indeed, that if observation showed any dil

or augmentation of the rate of increase of undergroud tempera-

ture in great depths, it would not be right to reckon on trie

uniform rate of l
a per 30 meters, or thereabouts, down to dU or

60 or 100 kilometers. " But observation has shown n

the kind, and therefore surely it is most consonant w;

five philosophy to admit no great deviation in any ;

earth's solid crust from the rate of increase proved I >;>

tion as far as the greatest depths to which we have r

Now I have to remark upon this argument that tl

depth to which we have reached in observations of undergrouna

temperature is scarcely one kilometer ; and that, if a 1U P

cent diminution of the rate of augmentation of urn

:

'

this would demonstrate* that within the last 100,000 years w«

For proof of this and following statements regarding Undergr

refer to " Secular Cooling of the Earth," Transactions of the Ro]

Edinburgh, 1862, and Thomson and Tail's "Natural Philosophy, Append •
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upper surface of the earth must have been at a higher tempera-

ture than that now found at the depth of one kilometer. Such

a result is no doubt to be found by observation in places which

have been overflown by lava in the memory of man, or a few

thousand years farther' back ; but if, without going deeper than

a kilometer, a 10 per cent diminution of the rate of increase of

temperature downward were found for the whole earth, it

would limit the whole of geological history to within 100,000

years, or, at all events, would interpose an absolute barrier

against the continuous descent of life on the earth from earlier

periods than 100,000 years ago. Therefore, although search in

particular localities for a diminution of the rate of augmenta-

tion of underground temperature in depths of less than a kilo-

meter may be of intense interest, as helping us to fix the dates

of extinct volcanic actions which have taken place within

100,000 years or so, we know enough from thoroughly sure

geological evidence not to expect to find it, except in particu-

lar localities, and to feel quite sure that we shall not find it

under any considerable portion of the earth's surface. If we

admit as possible any such discontinuity within 900,000 years,

we might be prepare! to lit; 1 a M-nnble din tuition of the rate

at three kilometers depth ; but not at anything less than 30

kilometers if geologists validly claim as much as 90,000,000 of

years for the length of the time with which their science is

concerned. Now this implies a temperature of 1000° C. at the

depth of 30 kilometers, allows something less than 2000 for

the temperature at 60 kilometers, and does not require much
more than 4000° C. at any depth, however great; but does

require at the great depths a temperature of at all events not

less than about 4000° C. It would not take much "hurrying

up" of the actions with which they are concerned, to satisfy

geologists with the more oi 50,000,000 of

years. This would imply at least about 3000° C. for the limit-

mg temperature at great 'depths. If the actual substance of the

earth, whatever it mav be, rocky or metallic, at depths oi from

60 to 100 kilometers, under the pressure actually there experi-

enced by it can be solid at temperatures of from 3000 to 40UU ,

then we may hold mate (90,000,000) to be as

Probable as the latter (50,000,000) so far as evidence from

underground temperature can guide us. If 4000° would melt

th
? earth's substance at a depth of 100 kilometers, we must

[eject the form- - 1 "'
i!lt l «

alter; if 3000° would melt theVibstanee at a depth <>t bU

kilometers, we should be compelled to conclude that oo.n mj.uuu

of years is an ov— ti
, ,t-.' Wi i'^t "ay be it. age we

[fy
be quite sure the earth is solid in its interior; not, I admit,

throughout its whole volume, for there certainly are spaces in
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volcanic regions occupied by liquid lava: but whatever portion

of the whole mass is liquid, whether the waters of the ocean or

melted matter in the interior, these portions are small in com-
parison with the whole, and we must utterly reject any geologi-

cal hypothesis which, whether for explaining underground heat

or ancient upheavals and subsidences of the solid crust, or

earthquakes, or existing volcanoes, assumes the solid earth to

be a shell of 30, or 100, or 500, or 1,000 kilometers thickness,

resting on an interior liquid mass.
This conclusion was first arrived at by Hopkins, who may

therefore properly be called the discoverer of the earth's solidity.

He was led to it by a consideration of the phenomena of pre-

eession and nutation, and gave it as shown to be highly prob-

able, if not absolutely demonstrated, by his confessedly imperfect

and tentative investigation. But a rigorous application of the

perfect hydrodynamical equations leads still more decidedly to

the same conclusion.

I am able to say this to

versation with Professor !_._.._

alluded. Admitting fully my evidence for the i w
eari I "'.i. lie * des, he doubted the argument from precession

and nutation. Trying to recollect what I had written oo it

fourteen years ago in a paper on the Eigiditv of the Earth,

of the Royal Society, my con-

science smote me, and I could only stammer out t

convinced myself that so and so, and so and so, at wh
arrived by a non-mathematical short cut, were true. He hinted

that viscosity might suffice to render precession and nutation

the same as if the earth were rigid, and so vitiate the argument

for rigidity. This I could not, for a moment admit any more

than when it was first put forward by Delaunay. But doubt

entered my mind regarding the so and so, and so and so
:

ana 1

~* --mpleted the night journey to Philadelphia which

awav from nnr nnfiniaWl rKsnnamoTl before I hadhurried me away from our unfinished discussion before

convinced myself that they were grievously wrc
request as a favor that each one of you

the Royal Society for 1862, and of Thomson and Taifs
Philosophy." vol. i., and draw the pen through §§ 28-3

paper on the " Rigidity of the Earth" in the former, am
everything in §§ 847-849 of the latter, which refers to

on precession and nutation of an elastic yielding of the eartn--

surface.

When those passages were written I knew little or nothing ot

vortex moti attention was recalled to tneni m
Pn

'
- "' X« .veoi ,i>. [ |,., J ,'i (n

-

( r ull , r™ i*i by the theory of the qaasi-ngid^
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induced in a liquid by vortex motion which has of late occupied

me so much. With this fivsh light a little consideration sufficed

to show me that (although the old obvious conclusion is of

course true, that if the inner boundary of the imagined rigid

shell of the earth were rigorously spherical, the interior lit pud

o<mld experience no precessional or mutational influence from

the pressure on its bounding surface, and therefore if homogene-

ous could have no precession or nutation at all, or if heterogene-

ous only as much precession and nutation as would he produced

hv attraction from without in virtue of non-sphericity of its

surfaces of equal density, and therefore the shell would have

enormously more rapid precession and nutation than it actually

has-fortv' time, as mud,, for instance, if the thickness of the

shell is sixty kilometers) a very slight deviation of the inner

surface of the shell from perfect sphericity would suffice, in

virtue of the qu^i-rhiditv due to vortex motion, to hold hack

the shell from taking sensibly more precession than it would

give to the liquid, and t«» cause the liquid (homogeneous or

-, and the ^hell to have m'Um1>1\ the- same preees-

sional motion as if the whole constituted one rigid body. But

it is only because of the very long period (26,000 years) of pre-

cession,' in comparison with the period of rotation (one day),

that a very From sohericity would suffice to

cause the whole to move as if it were a rigid body. A little

further consideration showed me—
(1) That an ellipticity of inner surface equal to

"26000x365

would be too small, but that an ellipticity of one or two hundred

times this amount would not be too sin; . t compel approxi-

mate equality of precession throughout liquid and shell.

(2) That with an ellipticity of interior surface equal to ..

T ,^.

if the preee- „ 26,000 times as great as it is.

the motion of the liquid would be very different from that ot a

'"'ui'l mass rigidly connected with the shell

:

. .

(3) That with the actual forces and the supposed interior

of
t l t the lunar nineteen-yearly nutation rnigdl oe

> about five per cent of its amount by interior

liquidity.

. (4) Lastly, that the lunar semi-annual nutation must *

HP,elv. ,.„, tly nutation enormously, affected

1 v jnterior liquidity. .., ,

T
But although so much could be foreseen readily <.-no.m i,

!"™d it impossible to discover, without thorough mathematical

meters and amounts of the

,
which the several case^ot

liquid en-
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closed in an ellipsoidal shell, has brought out results which I

confess have greatly surprised me. When the interior ellipticitv

of the shell is just too small, or the periodic speed of the dis-

turbance just too great to allow the motion of the whole to he

sensibly that of a rigid body, the deviation first sensible ren-

ders the precessional or nutational motion of the shell smaller

than if the whole were rigid, instead of greater, as I expected.

The amount of this differenee be: rs the - , i proportion to the

actual precession or nutation as the fraction measuring the peri-

odic speed of the disturbance (in terms oi' the period of rota-

tion as unity) bears to the fraction measuring the interior ellip-

ticity of the shell; and it is remarkable that this result is inde-

pendent of the thickness of the shell, as

i proportion t the case of

precession the effect of interior liquidity woulil !>o to dimmish

the periodic speed of the precession in the proportion stated;

in other words, it would add to the precessional period a num-

ber of days equal to the multiple of the rotational period

equal to the number whose reciprocal measun - the • lliptieity.

Thus in the actual case of the earth if we still take g
,' .-.

as the

rv of the inner boundary of the supposed rigid shell.

the effect would be to augment by 300 days the precessional

period of 2,600 years, or to diminish bv about *'/ the annua

precession of about 51"—an effect which I need not say would

be wholly insensible. But on the lunar nutation of 1* » veal's

period the effect of interior liquidity would he quite sensime:

18*6 years beiug 23 times 300 days, the effect would be to

diminish the axes of the ellipse which the earth's p
in this period each lo ' oi its own amount. These i-a.xes

of this ellipse calculated on the theory of perfect rig
:

the very accurately known amount of precess on and th ' uri;

accurate knowledge which we have of the ratio of the lo i \S\

the solar part of the precessional motive are 9
//-22 and 6 'ob,

If the true values were less each bv w., of its own amount.

discrepance might have escaped dt < '" '

'

caped detection; but certainly could be found if looked f»

So far nothing can lie considered as absolutely prowl vita

reference to the interior soliditv of the earth from

and nutation; but now think of the solar s mi-annual ai.-i n><

lunar fortnightly nutations. The period of each of tbefl
8

less thmi 300 days. Xov,- the hvdrodyuamie ; d tic

that irrespective of the thickness of 'the shell, the

of the crust would be zero if the period of the nutata

were 300 times the period of rotal
bemg i^o) : if the nutational period were anything betwee



I the opposite side of an ellipse haviim
^

^n ;

, the discrepance <
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this and a certain smaller critical value depending on the thick-

ness of the crust, the nutation would be negative ; if the

period were equal to this second critical value, the nutation

wmild he iniinito : and if the period were still less, the nutation

would he again positive. Further, the 183 days period of the

sohir nutation falls so little short of the critical 300 days, that

the amount of the nutation is not sensibly influenced by the

IfaickDess of the crust—is negative and equal in absolute value

to \\ (being the reciprocal of ff|-l) times what the amount

would be were the earth solid throughout Now this amount

as calculated in the Nautical Almanac makes 0"*55, and 0"'51

the semi-axes of the ellipse traced by the earth's axis round its

mean position
; and if the true nutation placed the earth s axis

"
i ellipse having "••M> and "-81 for its

3 could not possibly have escaped de-

lastly,
r
think of the lunar fortnightly nutation.

? period is ^ of '300 days, and its amount, calculated m the

Nautical Almanac on the' theory of complete solidity, is such

greater semi-axis of the approximately circular ellipse
r

" the pole is 0"-0325. Were the crust infinitely

thin this nutation would be negative, but its amount nineteen

times that corresponding to solidity. This would make the

greater semi- ular ellipse described

by the pole amount to 19x0"-0885,' which is 1"7. It would

be negative and of some amount between 1"'7 and ml

the thickness of the crust were anything from zero to 120 kilo-

meters. This conclusion is absol 4 the geo-

'"
liquid *

• »

But interesting in a dynamical point of view as Hopkins

problem is, it cannot afford a decisive argument against the

'^•'th's interior liquidity. It assumes the crust to be perfectly

still andm
. This of course it

because no material is infinitely rigid ; but, composed of rock

Quotas a whole be still enoush to practically fulfill the

''""I'tion of unyieldingness? No; decidedly it rould not,

0,1 die contrary, were it of continuous > i,! ''
! '""' •' v |>

llome"

of eeiitrilumil force

a™ of the sun's and moon's attractions. Now, although the

fall problem of ,
t, and what is now neces-

8anly included in it, tides—in a continuous revolving liquid

P*W>id, whether homogeneous or heterogeneous, has not yet

heen coherently worked out, I think I see far enough towards

"complete solution to say \

''

i ?h tThp
^practically the same in it as in a solid globe, and that the

t]des will be practically the same as those of the equilibrium
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theory. From this it follows that precession and nutations of

the solid crust, with the practically perfect flexibility winch it

would have even though it were"100 kilometers thick and as

stiff as steel, would be sensibly the same as if the whole earth

from surface to center were solid and
]
erfeeth si iff. Hence pre-

cession and nutations yield nothing to be said against such hy-

potheses as that of Darwin,* that the earth as a whole takes

approximately the figure due to gravity and centrilugal tinve,

because of the fluidity of the interior and the flexibility of the

crust. But alas for this "attractive sensational idea that :i

molten interior to the globe underlies a thin superficial crost;

its surface agitated by tidal waves and flowing freely towardl

any issue that may here and there be opened for its outward

escape," as Poulett Scrape called it ! the solid crust would vi< M
so freely to the deforming influence of sun and moon thai it

would simply carry the waters of the ocean up and down with

it. and there would be no sensible tidal rise and fall of water

relatively to land.

The state of the case is shortly this :—The hypothesis of a

perfectly rigid crust containing "liquid violates physics by as-

suming nretornaturally rigid matter and viol Ues dynamical i>-

tronomy in the solar "semi-annual and lunar fortnight!;/ ui:y

tions ; but tidal theory has nothing to say against it. On the

other hand the tides decide against any crust flexible enough to

perform the nutations correctly with a liquid interior, or as

flexible as the crust must be unless of preternaturally rigid

matter.

But now thrice to slay the slain ; suppose the earth this mo-

ment to be a thin crust of rock or metal resting on !i

ter. Its equilibrium would be unstable! And what of m
upheavals and subsidences? They would be striking

' those of a ship which
'

ust up and another dowr.

,

say with almost perfect certainty, that, \

relative densities of rock, solid" and melted, at or

temperature of liquifaction, it is, I think, quite certain

solid rock is denser than hot melted rock : and >

degree of rigidity in the crust could prevent it from bi

-inking wholly below the liquid lava. S

like this may have gone on and probably did go on

ands of years after solidification commenced: surf*

of the melted material losing heat, freezing, sinking imm
<>f growing to thicknesses of a few meters win
would be cool and the whole solid dense enough to sink. '

» »"

n„*. ^ ™._ „_ „.* naJr Parts of Locha-" Observations on

_,. „ prove that they are of Marine Origin
"-

Royal Society for Feb., 1839, p. 81.
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process must go on until the sunk portions of crust build up

from the bottom a sufficiently close ribbed skeleton or frame,

to allow fresh incrustations to remain bridging across the now

small areas of lava, pools or lakes.

"In the honey-combed solid and liquid mass thus formed,

there must be a continual tendency for the liquid, in conse-

quence of its less specific gravity, to work its way up ;
whether

by masses of solid falling from the roofs of vesicles or tunnels,

and causing earthquake shocks, or by the roof breaking quite

through when very thin, so as to cause two such hollows to

unite or the liquid of any of them to flow out freely over the

outer surface of the earth ; or by gradual subsidence of the

solid owing to the thermodynamic melting, which portions of

it under intense stress must^experience according to my broth-

er's theory. The results which must follow from this tendency

seem sufficiently great and various to account for all that we

learn from geological evidence of earthquakes, of upheavals

and subsidences of solid, and of eruptions of melted rock. *

Leaving altogether now the hypothesis of a hollow shell

filled with liquid, we must still face the question, how much

does the earth, solid throughout, except small cavities or vesi-

cles filled with liquid, yield to the deforming (or tide-genera-

ting) influences of sun and moon ? This question can only be

answered by observation. A single infinitely accurate spirit-

level or plummet far enough away from the sea to be not sensi-

bly affected by the attraction of the rising and falling water

would enable us to find the answer. Observe by level or plum-

met the changes of direction of apparent gravity relatively to

an object rigidly connected with the earth, and compare these

changes with what they would be were the earth perfectly

rigid, according to the known masses and distances of sun ana

moon. The discrepance, if any is found, would show distor-

tion of the earth and would afford data for determining the

dimensions of the elliptic spheroid into which a non -rotating

globular mass of the same dimensions and elasticity as tne

earth would be distorted by centrifugal force if set ir.'rotation,

or by the tide-gei i sun or moon The effect

°n the plumb-line of the lunar tide-generating influence ts 10

deflect it towards or from the point of the horizon nearest to

Ae moon, according as the moon is above or below the hori-

zon. The effect is zero when the moon is on the horizon or

overhead, and is greatest in either direction when the moon s

& above or below the horizon. When this greatest value i.

reached, the plummet is drawn from its mean position througn

* " ?*ular Cooling of the Earth." Transactions of the KJ ^^,"'
g**h, 1862 (W. T Mid Tait's "Natural PhUosopny,
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a space equal to xaWcnnrTr of the length of the thread. No
ordina^ plummet or spirit-level could give any perceptible

indication whatever of this effect : and to measure its amount
it would be necessary to be able to observe angles as small as

of the radius, or about ffo". Siemens' beautiful

npass by which it could be done. A submerged water-

pipe of considerable length, say twelve kilometers, with its two

ends turned up and open might answer. Suppose, for example,

the tube to lie North and South, and its two ends to open into

two small cisterns, one of them, the southern, for example, of

half a decimeter diameter (to escape disturbance from capillary

attraction) : and the other of two or three decimeters diameter

(so as to throw nearly the whole rise and fall into the smaller

cistern). For simplicity suppose the time of observation to

be when the moon's declination is zero. The water in the

smaller or southern cistern will rise from its lowest position to

its highest position while the moon is rising to maximum alti-

tude, and fall again after the moon crosses the meridian till she

sets : and it will rise and fall again through the same range

from moonset to moonrise. If the earth were perfectly rigid,

and if the locality were in latitude 45 \ the rise and fall would be

half a millimeter on each side of the mean level ; or a little short

of half a millimeter if the place is within 10° north or south of

latitude 45°. If the air were so absolutely quiescent during the

observations as to give no varying differential pressure on the

two water surfaces to the amount of^ millimetre of water, or

rata ^ mercury, the observation would be satisfactorily practi-

cable, as it would not be difficult by aid of a microscope to ob-

serve the rise and fall of the water in the smaller cistern to

yio of a millimeter ; but no such quiescence of the atmosphere

could be expected at any time, and it is probable that the varia-

tions of the water-level due to difference of the barometric pres-

sure at the two ends would in all ordinary weather quite over-

power the small effect of the lunar tide-generating motive, H,

however, the two cisterns instead of being open to the atmos-

phere were connected air-tightly by a return pipe with no ware

in it, it is probable that the observation might be successful!

made: but Siemens' level or some other apparatus <

larly small scale would probably be preferable
~.„*U~J _jr --!_.•• ,i ' !, r -I _* . 1method of obtaining the result bv aid of very long pipes iai» '

the ground ; and I have only called your attention to such

ideal method as leading up to the natural phenomenon ol no*

Tides in an open canal or lake of twelve kilometers length

would be of just ,b we have estimated for the

cisterns connected by submerged pipe ; but would oe
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mously more disturbed by wind and variations of atmospheric

BNHure A canal or lake of 240 kilometers length, in a proper
direction in a suitable locality, would give but ten millimeters

rise and fall at each end, an probably be ana-

lyzed out of the much greater disturbance produced by wind
and differences of barometric pressure ; but no open liquid level

short of the ingens cequor, the ocean, will probably be found so

well adapted as it for measuring the absolute vaiue of the dis-

turbance produced on terrestrial gravity by the lunar and solar

tide-generating motive. But observations of the diurnal and
semi-diurnal tides in the ocean, do not (as they would on smaller
and quicker levels) suffice for this purpose, because their

amounts differ enormously from the equilibrium values on ac-

count of the smallness of their periods in comparison with the

periods of any of the grave enough modes of free vibration of

the ocean as a whole. On the other hand the lunar fortnightly

declinational and the lunar monthly elliptic and the solar semi-
annual and annual elliptic tides have their periods so long that

their amounts must certainly be very approximately equal to

the equilibrium values.
But there are large annual and semi-annual changes of sea-

level, probably both differential on account of wind and differ-

ences of barometric pressure and differences of temperature of

the water, and absolute depending on rain-fall and the melting
away of snow and return evaporation, which altogether swamp
the small semi-annual and annual tides due to the sun's attrac-

tion. Happily, however, for our object there is no meteorologi-
cal or other disturbing cause which produces periodic changes
of sea-level in either the fort! i

I or the monthly
elliptic period ; and the lunar gravitational tides in these peri-

ods are therefore to be carefully investigated in order that we
may obtain the answer to bhi interest ig q t< Btion, how much
does the earth as an elastic spheroid vield to the tide-generat-
lng influence of sun or moon V Hitherto in the British Asso-
ciation Committee's reductions of Tidal Observations we have
n_ot succeeded in obtaining any trustworthy indications of

** of these tides. The St. Gorge's pier landing-stage pon-
toon was unhai 11 1

i

. i verpool tide gauge cannot
be trusted for so delicate an investigation ; the available funds

^calculation were expended before the long-period tides for

aelbre Island could be attacked, and three years of Kurrachee

f
ve

°.Ur only approach to a result. Comparisons of this, with

J.

n indication of a result with calculations on West Hartlepool
l 'ae.s, conducted with the assistance of a grant from the Royal
society, seem to show possibly no sensible yielding, or perhaps,
*ore probably some degree of yielding, of the earth's figure.

ue a ^sence from all the results of auy indication of a 18 "6
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yearly tide (according to the same law as the other long-period

tides) is not easily explained without assuming or admitting a

considerable degree of yielding.

Closely connected with the question of the earth's rigidity,

and of as great scientific interest and even of greater practical

moment, is the question—how nearly accurate is the earth as a

time-keeper? and another of, at all events, equal scientific

interest—how about the permanence of the earth's axis of rota-

Peters and Maxwell, about thirty-five and twenty-five year?

ago, separately raised the question, how much does the earth's

axis of rotation deviate from being a principal axis of inertia?

and pointed out that an answer to this question is to be ob-

tained by looking for a variation in latitude of any or every

place on the earth's surface in a period of 306 days. The

model before you illustrates the travelling round of the instan-

taneous axis relatively to the earth in an approximately circular

cone whose axis is the principal axis of inertia, and relatively

to space in a cone round a fixed axis. In the model, the

former of these cones, fixed relatively to the earth, rolls inter-

nally on the latter, supposed to be fixed in space. Peters gave

a minute investigation of observations at Pulkova in the years

1841-42, which seemed to indicate at that time a deviation

amounting to about f§" of the axis of rotation from the princi-

pal axis. Maxwell, from Greenwich observations of the years

1851-1854, found seeming indications of a very shunt deyi: -

ithing less than half a second—but differing alto-

phase from that which the deviation indicated^

reters, u real and permanent, would have produced at Max-

well's later time. On my begging Prof. Newcomb to take up

the subject, hr kindlv did -at once, and undertook ;

a series of observations suitable for the purpose, v

been made in the United States Naval Observatory, Washing-

ton. A few weeks later I received from hii

me to a paper by Dr. Nysen, of Pulkova Observatory, in wmcu

a similar negative conclusion as to constancy of ma-

direction in. the deviation sought for is arrived at tom&™
series of the Pulkova observations between the years 1842 anu

1872, and containing the following statement of his cone

" The investigation of the ten month period ofW^JS
the Washington prime vertical observations from 1862 to 18

completed, indicating a coefficient too small to be meas

with certainty. The declinations with this instrument are
£

ject to an annual period which made it necessary to «i~

of each month separately. As the series extended ^p *

full five years, each month thus fell on five nearly equidistan
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noints of the period. If x and y represent the co-ordinates of

the axis of instantaneous rotation on June 30, 1864, then the

observations of the separate months gave the following values ol

July ._

August

September

October

November
December

fc"-o:i

Accepting these results as real they would indicate u .

—

nf mt.ot;«a f the in-tonton^nno n^is nmountinsr. at the earth:

surface, to 5 feet and a longitude of the point in which this axis

intersects the earth's surface near the north pole such that on

July 11, 1864, it was 180 ' from Washington, or 103 east or

Greenwich. The excess of the co-efficient over its probable

error is so slight that this result cannot be accepted as any-

thing more than a consequence of the unavoidable errors or

observation."

From the discordant character of these results we must not,

however, infer that the deviations i .di /• d b.\ Peters, Maxwell,

and Newcomb are unreal. On the contrary, any that fall within

the limits of probable error of the observations ought properly

to be regarded as real. There is in fact a vera causa in the tem-

porary changes of sea-level due to meteorological causes, cnieny

winds, and to meltings of ice in the polar regions and return

evaporations, which seems amply sufficient to account tor irreg-

ular deviations of from *" to A/1 of the earth's instantaneous

axis from the axis of maximum inertia, or, as I ought ratb«r to

say, of the axis nf maximum inertia from the

ana.

As for geological upheavals and subsidences, if on a very large

^le of area, they must produce, on the period and axis ox trie

WW rotation, "effects comparable with those produced by

Ganges of sea-level equal to them in vertical amount tor

gE%, calculating^ if the earth were of equal densi y

throughout, I find that an upheaval of all the earth's surface in
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north latitude and east longitude, and south latitude and w ,t

longitude, with equal depressions in the other two
amounting at greatest to 10 c< ing i

larly from the points of maximum elevation to the points"..i

maximum depression in the middles of the lour quarters, wnul 1

shift the earth's axis of maximum moment <>!' im-i-ria tim- >-h

I" on the north side towards the meridian of 90° W.
and on the south side towards the meridian of 90° E. longititk.

If such a change were to take place suddenly, the earth's in-

stantaneous axis would experience a sudden shifting of hut :,,!,"

(which we may neglect) and then, relatively to thenar
commence traveling, in a period of 306 days, round the fresh

into vibration, one ocean up and another down through ;i l'<

'•'

centimeters, like water in a bath set aswing. The period of

these vibrations would be from twelve to twenty-four hours, or

at most a day or two ; their subsidence would probably be so

tat after at most a few months they would become insen-

sible. Then a n -nlar :jo<} d.i\
.' period tide ot 11 centimeters

from lowest to highest would 'be to be observed, with gradually

'ing amount from century to century, as though the

dissipation of energy produced by this tid

axis of the earth is gradually brought into coincidence with the

fresh axis of maximum moment of inertia. If we
these figures by 3,600, we find what would be the result of a

similar sudden upheaval ami subsidence of the earth to the ex-

tent of 360 meters above and below previous levels. It is not

impossible that in the very early ages of geological hisl

an action as this, a i ! theronsequent 400 meters tide
;

a succession of deluges every 306 days for manv vears iikvv

have taken place ; but it seems more probable that even io Wfl

most ancient times of geological history the great
changes, such as the upheavals of the «

dences of the ocean beds from the general level of their sap-

posed molten origin, took p
1

i< « ma liiaih through t! e tl

«

dynamic melting of
from the interior to which I have alreadv referred,

distortion of the earth as a whole would never pr

great angular separation between the instantaneous axis :.u»

axis of maximum moment of inertia for the time ben
sidenng, then, the great facts of the Himali
Africa and the depths of the Atlantic, and Aroerhv
depths of the Pacific, and Australia, and considering

% Capt. Clarke at about T'« of the mean ellipticity of men-

dianal sections of the sea-level, we need no brush from tn

comet's tail, a wholly chimerical cause which can never DM
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been put forward seriously except in ignorance of elementary
dynamical principles, to account for a change in the earth's

axis ; we need no violent convulsion producing a sudden distor-

tion on a great scale with change of the axis of maximum
moment of inertia followed by gigantic deluges ; and we may
not merely admit, but assert as highly probable, that the axis
of maximum inertia and axis of rotation, always very near one
another, may have been in ancient times very far from their

present geographical position, and may have gradually shifted
through ten, twenty, thirty, forty, or more degrees without, at

any time, any perceptible sudden disturbance of either land or
water.

Lastly, as to variations in the earth's rotational period :— '

You all, no doubt, know how in 1853 Adams discovered a cor-

rection to be needed in the theoretical calculation with which
Laplace followed up his brilliant discovery of the dynamical
explanation of an apparent acceleration of the moon's mean
motion, shown by records of ancient eclipses ; and how he found
that when his correction was applied, the dynamical theory of
the moon's motion accounted for only about half of the observed
apparent acceleration; and how Delauney in 1866 verified

Adams's result, and suggested that the explanation may be a
retardation of the earth's rotation by tidal friction. The conclu-
sion is that since March 19, 721 B. Q, a day on which an eclipse
of the moon was seen in Babvlon, commencing "when one hour
after her rising was fully passed," the earth has lost rather more
than 3««bo«« of her rotational velocity, or as a timekeeper, is

going slower by llf seconds per annum now than then. Accord-
ing to this rate of

i rm, the earth at the end of a
century would, as a timekeeper, be found 22 seconds behind a
Perfect clock, rated and set to aaree with her at the beginning
of the century. Newcomb's subsequent investigations in the
unar theory have on the whole tended to confirm this result,

put they have also brought to light some remarkable apparent
"regularities in the moon's motion, which, if real, refuse to be
accounted for by the gravitational th.-orv without the influence
ot some unseen body or bodies passing near enough to the
m°on to influence her mean motion. This hypothesis New-
c°rab considers not so probable as that the apparent irregu-

larities of the moon are not real and are to be accounted for

PJ irregularities in the earth's If this is the
/ue

s
explanation it seems that the earth was going slow from

jooo to 1862, so much as to have got behind 7 seconds in these

i» T8
'
and then to have begun #oing faster again so Qa "

g^n 8 seconds from 1862 to 1872. So great an irregula
this would require somewhat
n« maiiy times greater, than 1A*JocB.Sci.,THmD
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tee's reductions of tidal observations for several places in differ-

ent parts of the world, allow us to admit to have possibly taken

place. The assumption of a fluid interior, which Newcomb
suggests, and the flow of a large mass of the fluid " from equato-

rial regions to a position nearer the axis," is not, from what 1

have said to you, admissible as a probable explanation, of the

remarkable acceleration of rotational velocity which seems to

have taken place about 1862- ; but happily it is not necessary.

A settlement of 14 centimeters in the equatorial region- with

corresponding rise of 28 centimeters at the poles, which is M
slight as to be absolutely undiscoverable in astronomical observa-

tories, and which would involve no change of sea-level abso-

lutely disproved by reductions of tidal observations hitherto

made would suffice. Such settlements must occur from time to

time ; and a settlement of the amount suggested might result

from the diminution of centrifugal force due to 150 or 200 cen-

turies' tidal retardation of the earth's rotational speed.

Introduction.

The range of subjects comprehended within this Section is

so wide, and my own acquaintance with them so imperfect and

fragmentary, that it is not in my power to lay before you any

general outline of the recent progress of the biological sciences.

Neither do I feel competent to give you a summary of the present

status of any one of the great divisions of our sciences-such as

Anatomy, Phyg _ v. Histology, Classification,

or Evolution—Philology, Ethnology, or Prehistoric Archaeol-

ogy; but there are fortunately several outlying and more or Jess

neglected subjects to which I have for some time had my atten-

tion directed, and which I hope will furnish matter for a ie»

observations, of some interest to biologists, and at the same tim

not unintelligible to the less scientific members of the Associa-

tion who may honor us with their presence.

The subjects I first propose to consider have no general nam ,

and are not easilv grouped under a single descriptive heading

but they may be compared with that recent development oi

sister-science, which has been termed Surface- geology, oi
r

Jiar

sculpture. In the older geological works we learnt much aw

strata, and rocks, and fossils, their superposition, contort _•

chemical constitution, and affinities, with some general nou

of how they are formed in the remote past ; but we often cam
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fully diversified ; we were not told why l__,
rounded and others precipitous ; whv some vallcvs are wide and
open, others narrow and rocky

; why rivers so often pierce
through mountain-chains; why mountain lakes are often so
enormously deep ; whence came the gravel, and drift, and erratic
blocks so strangely spread over wide areas while totally absent
from the other areas equally extensive. So long as these ques-
tions were almost ignored, geology could hardly claim to be a
complete science, because, while prof, ssimj to . xplain how the
crust of the earth came to be what it is, it gave no intelligible
account of the varied phenomena presented by its surface,
-out of late years these surface-phenomena have been assidu-

ity studied
;
the marvellous effects of denudation and glacial

•^tioi. in giving the final touches to the actual contour of the
it'ace, and their relation to climatic changes and the

antiquity of man, have been clearly traced, thus investing
geology with a new and popular interest, and at the same time

ag many of the phenomena presented in the older for-
mations.

Now, just as a surface-geology was required to complete that

ls wanted to make the science of
]'ving things more complete and more generally interesting, by
applying the results arrived at by special workers, to the inter-

>t those external and prominent features whose endless
variety and beauty constitute the charm which attracts us to the
contemplation or to the study of nature. We have the descrip-
tive zoologist, for example, who gives us the external characters
oi animals

; the anatomist studies their internal structure ; tbe
Apologist makes known the nature of their component tissues

;

mpnt 7°loglSt Patiently watches the progress of their develop-
e«t; the systematist groups them into classes and orders,

jellies, genera, and species: while the field-naturalist studies
oris their food and habit, and uen.-ral economy. But till

/'tly, none of these earnest students, nor all of them
«m Dined, could answer satisfactorily, or ever attempted to
'swer many of the simplest questions concerning the external

flnt
6rS and £eneral relations of animals and plants. Wh v are

form and color? VT
the Arctic

What c

fox and the ptarmigan to turn white in winter? Why
'there no elephants in America and no deer in Australia

^ are closely allied spec i - 'her? Why are

anim Tlmals so frequently bright colored ? Why are extinct

haX S°
?
ften la'ger than those which are now living? What

and l? lv
Production of the gorgeous train of the peacock

u 0I the two kinds of flower in the primrose? The solution
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of these and a hundred other problems of like nature, was rawhf

approached by the old method of study, or if approached was

only the subject of vague speculation. It is to the illustriew

author of the " Origin of Species " that we are indebted, for

teaching us how to study nature as one great, compact, and

beautifully adjusted system. Under the touch of his magic

wand the countless isolated facts of internal and external struc-

ture of living things—their habits, their colors, their develop-

ment, their distribution, their geological history,—all fell into

their approximate places ; and although, from the intricacy of

the subject and our very imperfect knowledge of the fa

selves, much still remains uncertain
;
yet we can no longer

doubt that even the minutest and most superficial peculiarities

of animals and plants either, on the one hand, are or have been

useful to them, or, on the other hand, have been developed un-

der the influence of general laws, which we may one day under-

stand to a much greater extent than we do at present. So great

is the alteration effected in our comprehension of nature by the

study of variation, inheritance, cross-breeding, competition, dis-

tribution, protection, and selection—showing, as they often d<

the meaning of the most obscure phenomena, and the mutual

dependence of the most widely-separated organisms,

only be fitly compared with the analogous alteration produced

in our conception of the universe by Newton's grand discovery

of the law of gravitation.

I know it will be said (and is said), that Darwin is t

rated
; that some of his theories are wholly and other-

erroneous, and that he often builds a vast superstructure on a

very uncertain basis of doubtfully interpreted facts. Now,

even admitting this criticism to be well founded- -and

believe that to a limited extent it is so—I nevertheless maintain

that Darwin is not and cannot be too highly rated. lor nis

greatness does not all depend upon his being infallible, but on

his having developed, with rare patience and judgment, a neff

system of observation and study, guided by certain general

principles which are almost as simple as

wide-reaching in their effects. And if other principlj

hereafter be discovered, or if it be proved that some o\

sidiary theories are wholly or partially erroneous, t •

discovery can only be made by following in Darwin s

adopting the method of research which he has taugbl -

by largely using the rich stores of mater;

lected. The u Origin of Species," and the g
which have succeeded it, have revolutioniz<
ogv. Thev have oiven us new ideas and fertile

;

They have "infused life and vigor into our science^ anflmj»

opened up hitherto unthought of lines of research on w
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the less be looked up to as 1 1

1

-. tphical biology.

As a small contribution to this great subject, I propose now
to call your attention to some curious relations of organisms to

their environment, which seem to me worthy of r

study than has hitherto been given them. Th
more especially deal with are—the influence

study than has hitherto been given them. The points I shall

ce of locality, or of

nknown local causes, in determining the colors of insects

at, of birds : and the way in which certain

peculiarities m the distribution of plants may have been brought
about by their dependence on insects. The latter part of my
address will deal itate of our knowledge as to

the antiquity and early history of mankind.

2. On some Relations of Living Tilings to their Environment.

Of all the external characters of animals, the most beautiful,

the most varied, and the most generally attractive, are the bril-

liant colors and strange yet often elegant markings with which
so many of them are adorned. Yet, of all characters, this is

the most difficult to bring under the laws of utility or of physical

connection. Mr. Darwin—as you are well aware—has shown
how wide is the influence of sex on the intensity of coloration

;

and he has been led to the conclusion that active or voluntary
sexual selection is one of the chief causes, if not the chief cause,
of all the varietv and beauty of color we see among the higher
animals. This is one of the points on which there is much
divergence of opinion even amon^ the supporters of Mr. Darwin,
and one as to which I myself differ from him. I have argued,
and still believe, that the need of protection is a far more effi-

cient cause of variation of color than is generally suspected :

D "t there are evidently other causes at work, and one of these
seems to be an influence depending strictlv on locality, whose
nature we cannot yet understand, but whose effects are every-

f\
e to be seen when carefully searched for.

Although the careful experiments of Sir John Lubbock have
snown that insects can distinguish colors—as might have been
mterred from the brilliant colors of the flowers which are such
an attraction to them—yet we can hardly believe that their ap-

preciation and love of distinctive colors is so reflned as to gu.de

*p regulate their most powerful instinct—that of reproduction
* e are therefore led to seek some other cause for the varied

^

ol°rs that prevail among insects; and as this variety is most

[JHMspicuous among butterflies —a group perhaps better known

eo

a
.

n a?J other—it offers the best means of studying the sub-

sorLu - variety of color and marking among these insects is

"oniething
marvellous. There are probably about ten thousand
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different kinds of butterflies now known, and about half of

these are so distinct in color and marking that they can he

ed by this means alone. Almost every con-

ceivable tint and pattern is represented, and the hues are often

of such intense brilliance and purity as can be equalled by

neither birds nor flowers.

Any help to a comprehension of the causes which may haw

concurred in bringing about so much diversil

be of value, and this is my excuse for laying before you the

more important cases I have met with of a connection between

color and locality.

Our first example is from tropical Africa, where we

unrelated groups of butterflies belonging to two very distinct

vailing blue green color not found in any other c

Aaain, we have a group of African Pieridse which are white

or°pale yellow with a marginal row of bead-like black spot,

and in the same country one of the LycamidaB {Liptena erastus)

is colored so ,-xartU hi i - th it it u i- it in-t described as

a species of Pieris.
' None of these four groups are known to oe

in any way specially protected so that the resemblance cannot

be due to protective mimicry. .

In South America we have far more striking cases. J? or w

the three sub-families— Danainse, Acrsenise

all of which are specially protected, we find identical

patterns reproduced, often in the greatest detail, .

type of col
geographical

subdivisions of the continent. Nine very distincl

implicated in these parallel changes—Lycon
'"''-• !- •

oorL
-groups of three or four (or even of five) of them aPP^.
together in the same livery in one district.

ing district most or all of them undergo a simultane.

of coloration or of marking. Thus in the genera Mom
-.'-

-. -,; //
'

•
./..

,

,,- - - - - '

'

Guiana, all represented by allied species wil

in Souih Brazil. In Melhamtis, Melincea,

sometimes in T.thorea, the species of the Southen

(Bolivia and Peru) are characterized by an Tan-

livery, while those of the Northern Andes (New l*n

almost always orange-vellow and black. Other cbai

like nature, which it would be tedious to enumerate, i

are very striking when specimens are exan
of the same groups inhabiting these same
Central America and the Antilles. The resemblance tnu y

* Romakosoma Euryphene (Nymphalidte), PapUio zalmoxis, and seve

of the Nireus group (Papilionidse).
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duced between widely different insects is sometimes general,

but often so close and minute that only a critical examination

of structure can detect the difference between them. Yet this

can hardly be true mimicry, because all are alike protected by
the nauseous secretion which renders them unpalatable to birds.

In another series of genera (Catagramma, Callilhea, and
Agrias), all belonging to the Nymphalidae, we have the most
vivid blue ground, with broad bands of orange-crimson or a

different tint of blue or purple, exactly reproduced in corres-

ponding, yet unrelated species, occurring in the same locality

;

jet, as none of these groups are protected, this can hardly be

true mimicry. A few species of two other genera in the same
country (Eunice and Siderone) also reproduce the same colors,

but with only a general resemblance in the marking. Yet
again, in Tropical America we have species of Apatura which,

sometimes in both sexes, sometimes in the female only, exactly

imitate the peculiar markings of another genus [Hete-ochroa)

confined to America. Here, again, neither genus is protected,

and the similarity must be due to unknown local causes.

But it is among islands that we find some of the most strik-

ing examples of the influence of locality on color, generally in

the direction of paler, but sometimes of 'darker and more bril-

liant hues, and often accompanied by an unusual increase of

size. Thus, in the Moluccas and New Guinea we have several

Papilios (P. euchenor, P. ormenus, and P. tydeus), distinguished

from their allies by a much paler color, especially in the fe-

males, which are almost white. Many species of Danais (form-

ing the sub-genus Iedopsis) also very pale. But the most

curious are the Euplceas, which, in the larger islands, are

usually of rich dark colors, while in the small islands of Banda,

Ke, and Matabello at least three species not nearly related to

each other (E. Hoppferi, E. euripon, and E. assimilata) are all

broadley banded or suffused with white, their allies in the

larger islands being all very much darker. Again, in the

genus Diadema, belonging to a distinct family, three species

from the small Aru and Re" islands (D. deois, R Hewitsonu,

and D. polymena) are all more conspicuously white-marked than

*neir representatives in the larger islands. In the beautiful

genus dthosia, a species from the small island of Waigiou (6.

<r«*), is the whitest of the genus. Prothoe is represented by a

Wue species in the continental island of Java, while those in-

habiting the ancient insular groups of the Moluccas and New
Guinea are all pale yellow or white. The genus DrwnOa al-

*ost confined to these islands, comprises many species which
areall very pale; while in the stun . ish id of Waigiou is found a

v
fr.Y distinct genus. H>fanth, which, though differing com-

Pktelj in the neuration of the wings, has exactly the same pale
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colors and large ocellated spots as Dnisilla. Equally romarka-

ble is the fact that the small island of Amboina produces

larger-sized butterflies than any of the larger islands which sur-

round it. This is the case with at least a dozen hutterflies

belonging to many distinct genera,* so that it is impossible to

attribute it to other than some local influence. In Celebes, as

I have elsewhere pointed out,f we have a peculiar form of wing

and much larger size running through a whole series of distinct

butterflies, and this seems to take the place of any specialty in

From the Fiji Islands we have comparatively few butterflies,

but there are several species of Diadema of unusually pale col KB,

some almost white.

The Philipine Islands seem to have the peculiarity of devel-

oping metallic colors. We rind there at least three species of

Euphia% not closely related, and all of more intense metallic

luster than their allies in other islands. Here also we have one

of the large vellow Ornithopterae (0. Magellanus), whose hind

wings glow" with an intense opaline luster not found in any

other species of the entire group ; and an Adolias§ is larger and

of more brilliant metallic coloring than any other species in the

Archipelago. In these islands also we find the exn

wonderful genus of weevils, Packyrhynchus, which in
'

liant metallic colorini! surpass anything found in the whole

eastern hemisphere, if not in the whole world.

In the Andaman Islands, in the Bay of Bengal, there are a

considerable number of peculiar species of

slightly from those on the continent, and generally in the direc-

tion of paler or more cim<i.ii-imus c.lorins. Thus, two species

of Papilio, which on the continent have the tails blue.

Andaman representatives have them either red or wbifo

Another species** is richly blue-banded where its allies are

black; while three species of distinct genera of Nymphalia«TT

all differ from their allies on the continent in being of exces-

[e colors, as well as of somewhat larger size.

In Madagascar we have the very large and singularly white-

spotted Papilio antenor, while species of three other gen

ven white or conspicuous, compared with their continental

allies.

* Ornithoptera priamus, 0. helena, Papilio deiphobus, P. Ulysses, F- Ga1£^
P. codrus, Iphias leudppe, Eupleea prothoe, Hestia idea, Athyma jocaste, ja*»

-
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Passing to the West Indian Islands and Central America
(which latter country has formed a group of islands in very
recent times), we have similar indications. One of the largest

of the Papilios inhabits Jamaica,* while another, the largest of

its group, is found in Mexico,f Cuba has two of the same fine

genus, whose colors are of surpassing brilliancy # while the

genus Clothilda—confined to the Antilles and Central America-
is remarkable for its rich and showy coloring.

Persons who are not acquainted with the important structural

differences that distinguish these various genera of butterflies,

can hardly realize the importance and the significance of such
facts as I have now detailed. It may be well, therefore, to

illustrate them by supposing parallel cases to occur among the

mammalia. We might have, for example, in Africa, the gnus,
the elands, and the buffaloes all colored and marked like

zebras, stripe for stripe over the whole body exactly correspond-
ing. So the hares, marm. >rs. and squirrels of Europe might be
all red, with black feet, while the corresponding species of

Central Asia were all yellow, with black heads. In North
America we might have raccoons, squirrels, and opossums in

parti-colored livery of white and black, so as exactly to resem-
ble the skunk of the same country ; while in South America
they might be black, with a yellow 'throat patch, so as to re-

semble with equal closeness the tayra of the Brazilian forests.

Were such resemblance to occur in an\thiuu like the number,
and with the wonderful accuracy of imitation met with among
the Lepidoptera, they would c'ertai id v attract universal atten-

tion among naturalists, and would lead to the exhaustive study
oi the influence of local causes in producing such startling re-

sults.
^

One somewhat similar case does indeed occur among the

mammalia, two singular African animals, the Aard-wolf {Pro-

JefeO and the Hyaena-dog (Lycaon), both strikingly resembling

?yaenas in their general form as well as in their spotted mark-

;

ngs- Belonging as they all do to the Carnivore, though to

three distinct families it seems quite an analogous case to those
we have imagined

; but as the Aard-wolf and the hyaena-dog
are both weak animals compared with the hyaena, the resem-
o]ance may be useful, and in that case would come under the

nead of mimicry. This seems the more probable because, as

f.
Jde, the colors of the Mammalia are protective, and are too

"ttle varied to allow of the influence of local causes producing
an
{Jfell-marked effects,

nil ,

w
f
come tothe birds

'
however, the c

exhibit such distinct 1

> butterflies—probably because the <
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which determine color are in their case more complex—yet
there are distinct indications of some effect of the kind, and we
must devote some little time to their consideration.

One of the most curious cases is that of the parrots of the

West Indian Islands and Central America, several of which
have white heads or foreheads, occurring in two distinct genera,*

while none of the more numerous parrots of South America
are so colored. In the small island of Dominica we have a

very large and richly-colored parrot {Chrysotis augusta) cor-

responding to the large and richly-colored Papilio homerus of

Jamaica.

The Andaman Islands are equally remarkable, at least six of

the peculiar birds differing from their continental allies in being

much lighter, and sometimes with a large quantity of pure

white in the plumage,f exactly corresponding to what occurs

among the butterflies.

In the Philipines this is not so marked a feature,—yet we

have here the only known white-breasted Kingcrow I

i.— the newly discovered Euryhmuis Steerii, wholly

white beneath,—three species of Diceum, all white beneath,—

several species of Parus, largely white-spotted,—while many of

the pigeons have light ashy tints. The birds genera

ever, have rich-dark colors, similar to those which prevail

among the butterflies.

In Celebes we have a swallow-shrike and a peculiar small

crow allied to the jackdaw^ whiter than any of their allies in

the surrounding islands, but otherwise the colors of the birds

call for no special remark.
In Timor and Flores we have white-headed pigeons,§ and a

long-tailed flycatcher almost entirely white,
fl

In the small Lord Howe's Island we have the recently ex-

tinct white rail {Notor Ay contrasting with its

allies in the larger islands in New Zealand. .

We cannot, however lay any stress on isolated examples of

white colors, since these occur in most of the great continents,

but where we find a series of species of distinct genera, all

differing from their continental allies in a whiter coloration, as

in the Andaman Islands and the West Indies ;
and among but-

terflies, in the smaller Moluccas, the Andamans, and

car, we cannot avoid the conclusion that in these insular locali-

ties some general cause is at work.
There are other cases, however, in which local influences

seem to favor the production of preservation of intense crimson

* Pionus albifrons and Chrysotis senilis (C. America), Chrysotis Saltei (Havti)^
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or a very dark coloration. Thus in the Moluccas and New-
Guinea alone we have bright red parrots belonging to two dis-

tinct families,* and which, therefore, most probably have been

independently produced or preserved by some common cause.

Here too and in Australia we have black parrots and pigeons ;f

and it is a most curious and suggestive fact that in another

insular sub-region—that of Madagascar and the Mascarene
Islands—these same colors reappear in the same two groups4

3 physiological facts bearing upon the pr(

white colors in the higher animals haence or absence of white colors in the highe

lately been adduced by Dr. Ogle.§ It has been found that ;

colored or dark pigment in the olfactory region of the nostrils

is essential to perfect smell, and this pigment is rarely deficient

except when the whole animal is purely white. In these cases

the creature is almost without smell or taste. This,_ Dr. Ogle

believes, explains the curious case of the pigs in Virginia ad-

duced by Mr. Darwin, white pigs being poisoned by a poisonous

root which does not affect black pigs. Mr. Darwin imputed
this to a constitutional difference accompanying the dark color,

which rendered what was poisonous to the white-colored

animals quite innocuous to the black. Dr. Ogle, however,

observes, that there is no proof that the black pigs eat the root,

and he believes the more probable explanation to be that it

is distasteful to them, while the white pigs, being deficient in

smell and taste, eat it and are killed. Analogous facts occur

in several distinct families. White sheep are killed in the

Tarentino by eating Hypericum cri-icum. while black sheep

escape; white rhinoceroses are said to perish from eating

Euphorbia candelabrum ; and white horses are said to suffer

from poisonous food where colored ones escape. Now it is

very improbable that a constitutional immunity from poisoning

by so many distinct plants should in the case of such widely

different animals be alwavs correlated with the same difference

°f color
; but the facts are readily understood if the senses of

smell and taste are dependent on' the presence of a pigment

*bich is deficient in wholly white animals. The explanation has

however, been carried a step further, by experiments showing
that the absorption of odor by dead matter, such as clothing, is

greatly affected by color, black being the most powerful ab-

sorbent, then blue, red, yellow, and lastly white. We have

bere a physical cause for the sense-inferiority of totally white

animals which may account for their rarity in nature. For few,

« any, wild animals are wholly white. The head, the face, or

* Lorius, Eos (TrichoglossidEe), Eclectus (Palaeornithidae).

f Microglossia, Calyptorhynchus, Turacana.
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at least the muzzle or the nose, are generally black. The ears

and eyes are also often black : and there is reason to believe that

dark pigment is essential to good hearing, as it certainly is to

perfect vision. We can therefore understand why white cats

with blue eyes are so often deaf—a peculiarity we notice more
readily than their deficiency of smell or taste.

If then the prevalence of white coloration is generally accom-
panied with some deficiency in the acuteness of the most im-

portant senses, the color becomes doubly dangerous, for it not

only renders its possessors more conspicuous to its enemies, but

at the same time makes it less ready in detecting the presence

of danger. Hence, perhaps, the reason why white appears

more frequently in islands where competition 'is less severe and

enemies less numerous and varied. Hence, also, a reason why
bBw own, although freely occurring in captivity never
itself in a wild state, while melanism does. The peculiarity of

some islands in having all their inhabitants of dusky colors—
as the Galapagos—may also perhaps be explained on the same

principles, for poisonous fruits or seeds may there abound
which weed out all white or light-colored varieties, owing to

their deficiency of smell and taste. We can hardly believe,

however, that this would apply to white-colored butterflies, and

this may be a reason wliv the effect of an insular habimt is

more marked in these ins ets t u n in ! irds or mammals. But

though inapplicable to the lower animals, this curious relation

of sense-acuteness with colors may have had some influence on

the development of the higher human races. If light tints of

the skin were generally accompanied by some deficiency in the

sense of smell, hearing, and vision, the white could never com-

pete with the darker races, so long as man was in a very low or

savage condition, and wholly dependent for existence on the

acuteness of his senses. But as the mental faculties became

more fully developed and more important to his welfare than

mere sense-acuteness, the lighter tints of skin, and hair, and

eyes, would cease to be disadvantageous whenever ;

ied by superior brain-power. Such variations would

then be preserved
; and thus may have arisen the Xanthocbroic

race of mankind, in which we find a high development of in-

tellect accompanied by a slight deficiency in the acuteness of

the senses as compared with the darker forms,

I have now to ask your attention to a few remarks on the

peculiar relations of plants and insects as exhibited ii

Ever since Mr. Darwin showed the immense importance ol

insects in the fertilization of flowers, greal
paid to the subject, and the relation of these two very
classes of natural objects has been found to be more universal
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and more complex than could have been anticipated. Whole
genera and families of plants have been so modified, as first to

attract, and then to be fertilized by, certain groups of insects,

and this special adaptation seems in many cases to have deter-

mined the more or less wide range of the plants in question.

It is also known that some species of plants can be fertilized

only by particular species of insects, and the absence of these

from any locality would necessarily prevent the continued

existence of the plant in that area. Here, I believe, will be

found the clue to much of the peculiarity of the floras of

oceanic islands, since the methods by which they have been

stocked with plants and insects will be often quite different.

Many seeds are, no doubt, carried by oceanic currents, others

probably by aquatic birds. Mr. H. N. Moseley informs me
that the albatrosses, gulls, puffins, tropic birds, and many
others, nest inland, often amidst dense vegetation, and he be-

lieves they often carry seeds, attached to their feathers, from

island to island for great distances. In the tropics they often

nest on the mountains far inland, and may thus aid in the dis-

tribution even of mountain plants. Insects, on the other hand,

are mostly conveyed by aerial currents, especially by violent

gales; and it may thus often happen that totally unrelated

plants and insects may be brought together, in which case the

former must often perish for want of suitable insects to fertilize

them. This will, 1 think, account for the strangely fragmentary

nature of these ins the great distances that often

exist between those which are situated in the same ocean, as

well as for the preponderance of certain orders and genera. In

Mr. Pickering's valuable work on the Geographical Distribution

of Animals and Plants, he gives a list of no less than sixty-six

natural orders of plants unexpectedly absent from Tahiti, or

which occur in many of I

' s
'
some °ein

g
abundant in other islands—as the Labiatae at the Sandwich

In these latter islands the flora is much richer, yet a

umber of families which abound in other parts of

~Jia are totally wanting. Now much of the poverty and

exceptional distribution of the plants of these islands is proba-

bly due to the great scarcity of flower-frequenting insects.

Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera are exceedingly scarce in the

eastern islands of the Pacific, and it is almost certain that many
Plants which require these insects for their fertilization have

been thereby prevented from establishing themselves. In the

Western islands, such as the Fijis, several species ot butter-

flies occur in tolerable abundance, and no doubt some flower-

haunting Hymenoptera accompany them, and in these

elands the flora appears to be much more varied, and especially

to be characterized by a much greater variety of showy flowers,
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as may be seen by examining the plates of Dr. Seeman's
"Flora Vitiensis."

Darwin and Pickering both speak of the great preponderance
of ferns at Tahiti, and Mr. Moseley, who spent several davs in

the interior of the island, informs me that "at an ei<

from 2,000 to 3,000 feet the dense vegetation is <-<,mp.Nol

almost entirely of ferns. A tree fern
|

t

forms a sort of forest, to the exclusion of almost every other

tree, and, with huge plants of two other ferns (Angiopteris ei-ecta

and Aspelenium nidus), forms the main mass of the vegetation."

And he adds, "I have nowhere seen ferns in so great pro-

portionate abundance." This unusual proportion of ferns is a

general feature of insular as compared with continental floras^

but it has, I believe, been generally attributed to favorable

conditions, especially to equable climate and perennial moist-

ure. In this respect, however, Tahiti can hardly differ greatly

from many other islands, which yet have no such vast prepon-

derance of ferns. This is a question that cannot be decided by

mere lists of species, since it is probable that in Tahiti they are

less numerous than in some other islands where th

far less conspicuous feature in the vegetation. The island

most comparable with Tahiti in that respect is Juan Fernandez.

Mr. Moseley writes to me—" In a general view of any wide

stretch of densely-clothed mountainous surface of the island,

the ferns, both tree-ferns and the unstemmed forms, ;

once to compose a very large proportion of the mass of foliage.'

As to the insects of Juan Fernandez, Mr. Edwyn C. Keed, who

made two visits and spent several weeks there, has kindly fur-

nished me with some exact information. Of butterflies there

is only one {Pyrameis car;,), and that rare—a Chilian species,

and probably an accidental straggler. Four species of moths

of moderate size were observed—all Chilian, and a few larva

and pupae. Of bees there were none, except one vev
species (allied to Chilicola), and of other Hymenoptera, a single

specimen of Ophion luteus—a cosmopolitan ichneumon. About

twenty species of flies were observed, and these formed the

most prominent feature of the entomology of the island.

Now, as far as we know, the extreme entomological
8 closely with that of Tahiti ; and there are probably no

• portions of the globe equally favored in soil and climate

—«• *rith an equally luxuriant vegetation, where insect-life is so

scantily developed. It is curious therefore to find that these

two islands also agree in the wonderful predominance of ferns

over the flowering plants—in individuals even mot
species, and there is no difficulty in connecting the I

The excessive minuteness and great abundance of fe

causes them to be far more easilv distributed by winds thantne

::;

:

:
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of flowerin

, all plants which require insect fertilization, whether
constantly to enable them to produce seed at all, or occasionally

to keep up their constitutional vigor by crossing, must be at a

great disadvantage ; and thus the scanty flora which oceanic

islands must always possess, peopled as they usually are by waifs

and strays from other lands, is rendered still more scanty by
the weeding out of all such as depend largely on insect fertiliza-

tion for their full development. It seems probable, therefore,

that the preponderance of ferns in islands (considered in mass
of individuals rather than in number of species) is largely due
to the absence of competing phenogamous plants ; and that this

is in great part due to the scarcity of insects. In other oceanic

islands, such as New Zealand and the Galapagos, where ferns,

although tolerably abundant, form no such predominant feature

in the vegetation, but where the scarcity of flower-haunting

insects is almost equally marked, we find a great preponderance
of small green, or otherwise inconspicuous flowers, indicating

that only such plants have been enabled to flourish there as are

independent of insect fertilization. In the Galapagos—which
are perhaps even more deficient in flying insects than Juan
Fernandez—this is so striking a feature that Mr. Darwin speaks
of the vegetation as consisting in great part of "wretched -look-

ing weeds," and states that "it was some time before he dis-

covered that almost every plant was in flower at the time of his

visit." He also sa\ s th: t he " did not see one beautiful flower"

m the islands. It appears, however, that Compositae, Legum-
inosae, Kubiaceae, and Solanaceae, form a large proportion of the

flowering plants, and as these are orders which usually require

insect fertilization, we must suppose either that they have
become modified so as to be self-fertilized, or that they are

fertilized by the visits of the minute Diptera and Hymeuoptera,
which are the only insects recorded from these islands.

In Juan Fernandez, on the other hand, there is no such total

deficiency of showy flowers I am informed by Mr. Moseley
that a variety of the Magnol'iaceous winters bark abounds, and
has showy white flowers, and that a Bignoniaceous shrub with

abundance of dark blue flowers, was also plentiful; while a

white-flowered Liliaceous plant formed large patches on the hill-

S1«es. Besides these there were two species of woody Com-
posite with conspicuous heads of yellow blossoms, and a
sPecies of white-flowered myrtle also abundant; so that, on the

whole, flowers formed a rather conspicuous feature in the aspect
ot the vegetation of Juan Fernandez.

tfut this fact—which at first sight seems entirely at variance
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with the view we are upholding of the important relation be-

tween the distribution of insects and plants—is well explained

by the existence of two species of humming birds in Joan
Fernandez, which, in their visits to these large and showy flow-

ers fertilize them as effectually as bees, moths, or butterflies.

Mr. Moseley informs me that "these humming birds are extra-

7 abundant, every tree or bush having one or two dart-

ing about it." He also observed that " nearly all the specimens

ad the feathers round the base of the bill and front

of the head clogged and colored yellow with pollen." Here,

then, we have the clue to the perpetuation of large and showy

i Juan Fernandez ; while the total absence of humming-
birds in the Galapagos may explain why no such large-flowered

plants have been able to establish themselves in those equato-

rial islands.

This leads to the observation that many other groups of birds

also, no doubt, aid in the fertilization of flowers. I have often

observed the beaks and faces of the brush-tongued lories of the

Moluccas covered witli pollen ; and Mr. Moseley noted the same

fact in a species of Artamus, or swallow-shrike, shot at Cape

York, showing that this genus also frequents flowers and aids

in their fertilization. In the Australian region we have the im-

mense group of the Meliphagidse, which all frequent flowers,

and as these range over all the islands of the Pa-

presence will account for a certain proportion of showy flowers

being found there, such as the scarlet Mdmsideros, one of the

few conspicuous flowers in Tahiti. In the Sandwich Islands,

too, there are forests of Metrosideros ;
and Mr. Char

in- writes me. that they are visited by honey-sucking
of which is captured by sweetened bird-lime, against which it

thrusts its extensile tongue. I am also informed that a con-

siderable number of flowers are occasionally fertilized by hum-

is in North America; so that there can, 1

little doubt that birds play a much more important part in this

respect than has hitherto been imagined. It is not improbable

that in Tropical America, where this familv is so

developed, many flowers will be found to be expressly adapted

to fertilization by them just as so manv in our own coi

specially adapted to the visits of certain families or genera ot

It must also be remembered, as Mr. Moseley has suggested to

me, that a flower which had acquired a brilliant color to attrac

insects might, on transference to another country, and becoming

so modified as to be capable of self-fertilization, retain ne

colored petals for an indefinite period. Such is probj

explanation of the Pelargonium of Kerguelen's land whicn

forms masses of bright color near the shore during the flower
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ing season; while most of the other plants of the island have
is flowers in accordance with the almost total absence of

winged insects. The presence of many large and showy flowers
among the indigenous flora of St. Helena must be an example
of a similar persistence. Mr. Mell ss ii I. - .1 stat< - it to be "a
remarkable peculiarity that the indigenous flowers are, with
very slight exceptions, all perfectly colorless ;"* but .

this may apply to the general aspect of the remains of the indi-
genous flora, it is evidently not the case as regards the specie*,
since the interesting plates of Mr. Melliss's volume show that
about one-third of the indigenous flowering plants have more or
less colored or conspicuous flowers, while several of them are
exceedingly showy and beautiful. Among these are a Lobelia,
three Wahlenbergias, several Composite, and especially the hand-
some red flowers of the now almost extinct forest-trees, the
ebony and redwood (species of AJeUumia, Bvttneriacese). We
have every reason to believe, however, that when St. Helena
was covered with luxuriant forests, and especially at that re-
mote period when it was much more extensive than it is now,
it must have supported a certain number of indigenous birds
and insects, which would have ai< ion of these
gaily-colored flowers. The researches of Dr. Hermann Miiller
have shown us by what minute modification of structure or of

many flowers are adapted for partial insect and self-

i in varying degrees, so that we have no difficulty in

Peared, self-fertilization may have become the rule, while the

,in to tell us plainly of a once
diftereut state of things.
Another interesting fact in connection with this subject is

J,
Presence of arborescent forms of Compositae in so many of

tie remotest oceanic islands. They occur in the Galapagos, in
yuan Fernandez, in St Helena, in the Sandwich Islands, and
ln New Zealand

; but thev are not directly related to each other,
representatives of totalis dirt', rent trib. s of this extensive order
oecoming arborescent in each group of islands. The immense
aQge and almost universal distribution of the Composite is due
ro the combination of a great fad lit v of distribution (by their
*eas), with a great attractiveness to insects, and the capacity

ng fertilized by a variety of species of all i

j— ly by flies an.''
he earliest of fiowei__ojr

.

ands
; but wbej i 8 were very scarce it would

fl?r
advantage to gain increased size and longevity, so that

««'iization at an interval of several vears might suffice for the
'"iQuance of the species. The arborescent form would com-

^ * Melliss's flit Helena, p. 226, note.

•''WR.Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 71.—Nov., 1876.
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bine with increased longevity the advantage of increased size

istence with the ferns and other early colo-

ntages have led to its being independently

in ttie struggle for existence with the ferns and other early colo-

nists, and these advantages have led to its being inde;

produced in so many distant localities, whose chief :

s their remoteness from continents and the extreme

poverty of their insect life.

As the sweet odors of flowers are known to act in combina-

tion with their colors, as an attraction to insects, it might be

ted that where color was deficient scent would be so

also. On applying to my friend Dr. Hooker for information

as to New Zealand plants, he informed me that this was cer-

tainly the case, and that the New Zealand flora is, speaking

generally, as strikingly deficient in sweet odors as id

ous colors. Whether this peculiarity occurs in other islands !

have not been able to obtain information, but we may
expect it to be so in such a marked instance as that of the Gala-

pagos flora.

Another question which here comes before us is the origin

and meaning of the odoriferous glands of leaves. Dr. Hooker

informed me that not only are New Zealand plants deficient in

scented flowers, but equally so in scented leaves. This led me

to think that perhaps such leaves were in some way an addi-

tional attraction to insects, though it is not easy to ui

special attraction of the flowers, or by supporting the larva?,

which as perfect insects aid in fertilization. Mr. Darwin, how-

ever, informs me that he considers that leaf-glands bearing essen-

tial oils are a protection against the attacks of insects where

these abound, and would thus not be required in

where insects were very scarce. But it seems opposed to this

view that highly aromatic plants are characteristic of deserts all

over the world, and in such places insects are not abundant.

Mr. Stainton informs me that the aromatic Labiatae

immunity from insect attacks. The bitter leaves of th

laurel are often eaten by the larvae of moths that abound o

our fruit-trees; while in the Tropics the leaves of tl

tribe are favorites with a large number of lepidopterous larvae,

and our northern firs and pines, although abounding in

highly aromated resin, are very subject to the attacks ot Dee

ties. My friend Dr. Eichard Spruce—who while ti

South America allowed nothing connected with plant-ii

escape his observation—informs me that trees whose le

have aromatic and often resinous secretions in immers

abound in the plains of tropical America, and tl ; -

great part, if not wholly, free from the
ant,, except where the secretion is only slightly bitter, as

the orange tribe, orange-trees being sometimes entirely aen
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of their leaves in a single night. Aromatic plants abound in
the Andes up to about 13,000 feet, as well as in the plains, but
hardly more so than in Central and Southern Europe. They
are perhaps most plentiful in the dry mountainous parts of
Southern Europe ; and as neither here nor in the Andes do
leaf-eating ants exist, Dr. Spruce infers that, although in the
hot American forests where such ants swarm the oil-bearing

; purpose. Near the limits of perpetu
ch plants as occur are not, so far as Dr.on the Andes such plants as occur are not, so far as Dr. Spr

has observed, aromatic ; and as plants in such situations can
hardly depend on insect visits for their fertilization, the fact is

comparable with that of the flora of New Zealand, and would
seem to imply some relation between the two phenomena,
though what it exactly is cannot yet be determined.

I trust I have now been able to show you that there are a
number of curious problems lying as it were on the outskirts
of biological inquiry which well merit attention, and which
may lead to valuable results. But these problems are, as you
see, for the most part connected with questions of locality, and
require full and accurate knowledge of the productions of a
number of small islands and other limited areas, and the means
ot comparing them the one with the other. To make such

sons is, however, now quite impossible. No museum
contains any fair representation of the productions of these

and such specimens as do exist, being scattered
through the general collection, are almost useless for this

purpose. If, then, we are to make any progress in This

is absolutely essential that some collectors should
jjegin to arrange their «•;,!. ;-

i ,,. nh on a geographical
piug together the productions of every island or—«, n-ccpiug Tn_

pup of islands, and of such div
:..m,.i

h. conti

possess any special or characteristic faun

J«
shall then be sure to detect many unsuspected relations

the animals and plants of certain localities, and we
snail become much better acquainted with those complex reac-
ions between the vegel agdonas, and between
ne organic world and the inorganic, which have almost cer-

at in determining many of the
m°St conspicuous features of living things.

3
- Rm and Progress of Modern Views as to the Antiquity and

Origin of Man.
1 now come to a branch of our subject which I would gladly
™* avoided touching on, but as the higher powers of this

thrrT
1

?
1100 have decreed that I should preside over the An-

^Pological Department, it seems proper that I should devote
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some portion of my address to matters more immediately con-

nected with the special study to which that department is

devoted.

As my own knowledge of, and interest in, Antbrop
confined to the great outlines, rather than to the special details

of the science, I propose to give a very brief and general sketch

of the modern doctrine as to the Antiquity and Origin of Man,

and to suggest certain points of difficulty which have not, I

think, yet received sufficient attention.

Many now present remember the time (for it is a little more

than twenty years ago) when the antiquity of man. as new

understood, was universally discredited. Not only theologians,

but even geologists, then taught us that man belonged alto-

gether to the existing state of thiugs; that the extinct animals

of the Tertiary period had Hindu disappeared, and that the

earth's surface had assumed its present condition before the

human race first came into existence. So prepossessed were

even scientific men with this idea—which yet rested on purely

negative evidence, and could not be supported by any argu-

ments of scientific value—that numerous facts which had been

presented at intervals for half a century, all tending to prove

the existence of man at very remote' epochs, were silently

ignored ; and, more than this, the detailed statements

distinct and careful observers were rejected by a great

society as too improbable for publication, only because they

proved (if they were true) the co-existence of man with ex n net

animals !*

But this state of belief in opposition to facts could not long

continue. In 1859 a few of our most eminent geo!

amined for themselves into the alleged occurrence of flint im-

plements in the gravels of the North of France, wl

been made public fourteen years before, and found thei

correct. The caverns of Devonshire were about the same time

carefully examined bv equally eminent observers, and were

found fully to bear out the statement of those who had pub-

lished their results ei- :• , \t-jv< '.fore. Flint implements

began to be found in s in the South of Eng-

land, when carefully searched for, often in gravels of equal

antiquity with tlu^e <»l Franc,'. ( ^vrrns. <A\ ii:.j

Belgium and the South of France,—lake dwellings wen i

*•

amined in Switzerland—refuse heaps in Denmark—

a

whole series of remains have been discovered cany
the history of mankind from the earliest historic periods to

History

McEnery, that worked flints occurred i:
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long distant past. The antiquity of the races thus discovered
ran only be generally determined by the successively earlier

and earlier stages through which we can trace them.
* As we

go back, metals soon disappear and we find only tools and
weapons of stone and of bone. The stone weapons get ruder
and ruder; pottery, and then the bone implements, cease to

wcur; ami in the earliest stage we find only chipped flints, of

human workmanship.
In like manner domestic animals disappear as we go backward

;

and though the dog seems to have been the earliest, it is doubt-
ful whether the makers of the ruder flint implements of the
gravels possessed even this. Still more important as a measure
of time are the changes of the earth's surface— of the distribu-
tion of animals—and of climate—which have occurred during

omparativelv recent epoch
recora or prehistoric tunes we find that the Baltic was far Salter

it is now, and produced abundance of oysters; and that
Denmark was covered with pine forests inhabited by Caperc
zies, such as now only occur further north in Norway. A little

earlier we find that Reindeer were common even in" the South
of France, and still earlier this animal was accompanied by the
mammoth and woolly rhinoceros, bv the arctic glutton, and by
huge bears and lions of extinct species. The presence of such
animals implies a change of climate, and both in the caves and

•o find proofs of a much colder climate than now pre-
vails in Western Europe. Still more remarkable are the
changes of the earth's surface which have been effected during
man 8 occupation of it. Many extensive valleys in England
and France are believed by the best observers to have been
deepened at least a hundred feet; caverns now far out of the
reach of any stream must for a long succession of years have
bad streams flowing through them, at least in times of floods—
»»d this often implies that vast masses of solid rock have since
been worn away. In Sardinia land has risen at least 300 feet
-nee men ]lved there who made pottery and probably used

-:* while in Kent's Cavern remains of man are found
"neath two separate beds of stalagmite, each having a

Ature, and each covering a deposit of cave-earth hav-
2*MI-marl hile each contains a

imals.

nX '
efl

-v '
are t]ie results of the evidence that has been

Pidly accumulating for about fifteen years as to the antiquity

i"l it has been confirmed by so many discoveries of
"«e nature in all parts of the globe, and especially by the

is of prehistoricm
modern savages, so that the use of even the rudest flint ira-

* Lyell's Antiquity of Man, fourth edition, p. 115.
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plements has become quite intelligible,—that we can hardly

wonder at the vast revolution effected in public opinion. Not

only is the belief in man's vast and still unknown antiquity

universal among men of science, but it is hardly disputed by

any well-informed theologian ; and the present" generation of

Hnence-students mast, we should think, be somewhat puzzled

to understand, what there was in the earlier discoveries that

should have aroused such general opposition and been met

with such universal incredulity.

But the question of the mere "Antiquity of Man'' almost

sank into insignificance at a very early period of the in-juiiy.

in comparison with the far more momentuous and more excit-

ing problem of the development of man from some lower ani-

mal form, which the theories of Mr. Darwin and of Mr. Herbert

Spencer soon showed to be inseparably bound up with it. This

has been, and to some extent still is, the subject of fierce con-

flict; bat the controversy as to the fact of such development is

now almost at an end, since one of the most talented represen-

tatives of Catholic theology, and an anatomist of high standing

—Professor Mivart—fully adopts it as reg;

ture, reserving his opposition for those parts of his theory,

which would deduce man's whole intellectual and moi

from the same source, and by a similar mode of dew

Never, perhaps, in the whole historv of science or pi

has so great a revolution in thought and opinion been effected

as in the twelve years from 1859 to 1871, the respecti

of publication of Mr. Darwin's "Origin of Species" and de-

scent of Man." Up to the commencement of this period the

belief in the independent creation or origin of the species ot

animals and plants, and the very recent appearance of man

upon the earth, were, practically, universal. Long I

end of it these two beliefs had utterly disappeared, not only m
the scientific world, but almost equally so among t;

:

and educa to -. The belief in the independent

origin of m i
somewhat longer, but the publi-

cation of Mr. Darwin's great work gave even that its death-

blow, for hardly anyone capable of judging of the evidence

now doubts thr.h.m w uutur, ..f man's bodily structure as^a

whole, although many believe that his mind and even some »

his physical characteristics may be due to the action oi o

forces than have acted in the case of the lower animals.

We need hardly be surprised, under these circnrns

there has been a tendency among men of science to

one extreme to the other, from a profession (so few 5

of total ignorance as to the mode of origii

to a claim to almost
of the universe, from the first speck of living protoplasm p
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the highest development of the human intellect. Yet this is

really what we have seen in the last sixteen years. Formerly
difficulties were exaggerated, and it was asserted that we had
not sufficient knowledge to venture on any generalizations on
the subject. Now difficulties are set aside, and it is held that

our theories are so well established and so far-reaching, that

they explain and comprehend all nature. It is not long ago (as

I have already reminded you) since facts were contemptuously
ignored, because they favored our now popular views ; at the

present davit seems to me that facts which oppose them hardly
receive due consideration. And as opposition to the best in-

centive to progress, and it is not well even for the best theories
to have it all their own way, I propose to direct your attention
to a few such facts, and to the conclusion that seems fairly

deducible from them.
It is a curious circumstance, that notwithstanding the atten-

tion that has been directed to the subject in every part of the
world, and the numerous »-\< .i\ t iii..ii.-

<

'oniuvted w'ith railways
aud mines which have offered such facilities for geological dis-

covery, no advance whatever has been made for a eonfii

number of years, in detecting the time or the mode of man's
origin. The Palasolithic flint weapons first discovered in the
North of France more than thirty vears ago, are still the oldest

undisputed proofs of man's existence; and amid the countless
relics of a former world that have been brought to light, no
evidence of any one of the links that must have connected man
with the lower" animals has yet appeared.

.
" is, indeed, well known that lWative evidence in geology

is of very slender value, and this is, no doubt, generally the
case. The circumstances here are, however, peculiar, for many
converging lines of evidence show that on the theory of devel-
opment by the same laws which have determined the develop-
ment of the lower animals, man must be immensely older than

Jty
traces of him yet discovered. As this is a point of great

interest we must devote a few moments to its consideration.

A 1

The most imPortant difference between man and such of
tie lower animals as most nearly approach him, is undoubtedly

J

n the bulk and development of his brai n. as indicated by the
form and capacity of the cranium. We should therefore antic-

'Pate that these earliest races, who were contemporary with the
extmct animals and used rude stone weapons, would show a
marked deficiency in this respect. Yet the oldest known
crania—those of the Ends and Cro-Magnon caves-show no
marks of degradation. The former does not present so low a

Jjpe as that of most existing savages, but is—to use tl

£*">*; H«ley-« a fair average human skull, which might
^ve belonged to a philosopher, or might have contained the
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thoughtless brains of a savage." The latter are still more re-

markable, being unusually large and well-formed. Dr. Pruner-

Bey states that they surpass the average of modern European

skulls in capacity, while their symi net rical forms, without any

trace of prognathism, compares favorably not only with the

foremost savage races, but with many civilized nations of

modern times.

One or two other crania of much lower type, but of less an-

tiquity than this, have been discovered ; but they in no way

invalidate the conclusion which so highly developed a form at

so early a period implies, viz., that we have as yet made a

hardly perceptible step toward the discovery of any earlier

stage in the development of man.
2. This conclusion is supported and enforced by the nature

of many of the works of art found even in the oldest otr*

dwellings. The flints are of the old chipped type, but tln-v fin

formed into a large variety of tools and weapons—soch as

scrapers, awls, hammers, saws, lances, &c, implying a variety

of purposes for which these were used, and a corresponding

degree of mental activity and civilization. Numerous articles

of bone have also been found, including well-formed needles,

implying that skins were sewn together, and perl

textile materials woven into cloth. Still more imp
numerous carvings and drawings representing a variel

mals, including horses, reindeer, and even a mammoth, exe-

cuted with considerable skill on bone, reindeer-horns, aud

nmoth-tusks. These, taken together, indie

ilizat o i much higher than that ol the lowesl

of Engis

• modern

avages, while it is quite compatible with a considerable degree

' ntal advancement, and leads us to believe that the crania

5 and Cro-Magnon are not excepti.

characters of/the race. If we further remember that

these people lived in Europe under the unfavorable conditions

of a sub-Arctic climate, we shall be inclined to agree with vi-

Daniel Wilson, that it is far e; sier to produc evidences ot de-

terioration than of progress in instituting a comparison

the contemporaries of the mammoth and later prehistoric races

of Europe or savage nations of modern times*
3. Yet another important line of evidence as to the

antiquity of the human type has been brought prominently i>

ward by Prof. Mivart.f "He shows by a careful comparison o

all parts of the structure of the body, that man is r

to any one, but almost equally to many of the exist u

to the orang, the chimpanzee, the gorill

gibbons—in a variety of ways ; and these relations and au

* " Prehistoric Man," 3d ed., vol. i, p- !!'•
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ences are so numerous and so diverse that on the theory of evo-

lution the ancestral form whi eloped into man
must have diverged from the common stork whence all these

various forms and their extinct allies originated. But so far

back as the Miocene deposits of Europe, we find the remains of

apes allied to these various {'onus, and especially to the gibbons,
so that in all probability the special line of variation which led

up to man branched off at a still earlier period. And these

early forms, being the initial flr type, and hav-
ing to develop by natural selection into so specialized and
altogether distinct' a creature as man, must have risen at a very
early period into the position of a dominant race, and spread in

dense waves of population over all suitable portions of the

t—for this on Mr. Darwin's hypothes

rapid developmental progress through the agency of

ilection.

Under these circumstances we might certainly expect to find
some relics of these earlier forms of man along with those of
animals which were presumably less abundant. Negative evi-

dence of this kind is not vi-'ry weighty, but still it has some
value. It has been suggested that as apes are mostly tropical,

and the anthropoid apes are now confined almost exclusively
to the vicinity of the equator, we should expect the ancestral
forms also to have inhabited these same localities—West Africa
and the Malay islands. But this objection is hardly valid,

because existing anthropoid apes are wholly dependent on a

perennial supply of easilv accessible fruits, which is only found
near the equator, while not only had the south of Europe an
almost tropical climate in Miocene times, but we must suppose
ev'en the earliest ancestors of man to have been terrestrial and
omnivorous, since it must have taken ages of slow modification
jo have produced the perfectly erect form, the short arms, and
the wholly non-prehensile foot, which so strongly dif
man from the apes.
The conclusion which I think we must arrive at is, that if

man has been developed from a common ancestor, with all ex-
stmg apes, and hy ,v > ,,th>-, „,#,,<;,* thnv *n, has have affected
''"•

f}-h,»nmt, then he must have existed in something ap-
proaching his present form, durine the tertiarv period—and not
^reiy existed, but predominated in numbers, wherever suita-

nf
con<litions prevail. If then continued researches in all

arts of Europe and Asia fail to bring to light any proofs of
">s presence, it will be at lea - at he came into

^'stence at a nau v a much more rapid pro-

«* of development. In that case it will be a fair argument,

J just as he is in his menl re, his capacities
u ^rations, so infinitely raised above the brutes, so his
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origin is due to distinct and higher agencies than such as have

affected their development.

There is jet another line of inquiry bearing upon this sub-

ject to which I wish to call your attention. It is a somewhat

( u . i- ! it w < hi! ii Is titers idmit the _m it an-

tiquity of man. most of them maintain the very recent develnp-

ment of his intellect, and will hardly contemplate the possibility

of men equal in mental capacity to ourselves, having existed is

prehistoric times. This question is generally assumed to be

Settled, by such relics as have been preserved of the manufac-

tures of the older races showing a lower and lower state of the

arts; by the successive disappearance in early times of iron,

bronze,' and pottery ; and by the ruder forms of the older flint

implements. The weakness of this argument has been well

shown by Mr. Albert Mott in his very original, but little

known presidential address to the Literary and Phi:

Society of Liverpool in 1873. He maintains that
kl our most

distant glimpses of the past are still of a world peopled as now

with men both civilized and savage"—and, "that we have often

entirely misread the past by supposing that the outward signs

of civilization must alwavs be the same, and must be such as

are found among ourselves." In support of this view he ad-

duces a variety of striking facts and ingenious arguments, a lew

of which I will briefly summarize. _
On one of the most remote islands of the Paciac-BasW

Island—2,000 miles from South America, 2,000 from the Mar-

quesas, and more than 1,000 from the Gambier Isl

found hundreds of gigantic stone images, now mostly in ruins,

often thirty or forty feet high, while some seem to have been

much larger, the crowns on their heads cut out of a red stone

being sometimes ten feet in diameter, while even the

neck of one is said to have been twenty feet high these

once stood erect on extensive stone platforms, yet the isianu

has only an area of about thirty square miles, or cons

less than Jersey. Now as one of the smallest images

high weighs four tons, the largest must weigh over a

tons, if not much more ; and the existence of such vas

implies a large population, abundance of food, and

lished government. Yet how could these coexist in^a m

speck of land wholly cut off from the rest of the

Mott maintains that this necessarily implies the power oi i

lar communication with larger islands or a continent, tne

of navigation, and a civilization much higher than now e,

in any part of the Pacific. Very similar remains m o

islands scattered widely over the Pacific add weight to

argument.

* Journ. of Roy. Geog. Soc, 1870, pp. 1W» 178 -
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The next example is that of the ancient mounds and earth-
works of the North American continent, the bearing of which
is even more significant. Over the greater part of the exten-
sive Mississippi valley four well-marked classes of these earth*
works occur. Some are camps, or works of defence, situated
on bluffs, promontories, or isolated hills; others are vast inclos-
ures in the plains and lowlands, often of geometric forms, and

attached to them roadways or avenues often miles in
MBgtfa

; a third are mounds corresponding to our tumuli, often
seventy to ninety feet high, and some of them covering acres of
ground; while a fourth group consist of representations of

nnals modelled in relief on a gig
curring chiefly in an area somewhat to the north-west of the
other classes, in the plains of Wisconsin.
The first class—the camps or fortified inclosures—resemble in

general features the ancient camps of our own islands, but far
surpass them in extent. Fort Hill, in Ohio, is surrounded by a
wall and a ditch a mile and a half in length, part of the way
cut through solid rock. Artificial reservoirs for water were
made within it, while at one extremity, on a more elevated
point, a keep is constructed with its separate defences and
water-reservoirs. Another, called Clark's Work, in the Scioto
vailey which seems to have been a fortified town, incloses an
area of 127 acres, the embankments measuring three miles in

A ' ™nd containing not less than three million cubic feet of
earth. This area incloses numerous sacrificial mounds and
jymmetncal earth-works in which many interesting relics and
*°rks of art have been found.

J- he second class—the sacred inclosures—may be compared
or extent and arrangement with Avebury or Carnak—but are

respects even more remarkable. One of these, at
mn% Ohio, covers an area of several miles with its con-

groups or circles, octagons, squares, ellipses, and ave-

ZZ\
°n a

,
Srand scale, and formed by embankments from

d!ff
7 thirt^ feet in beight 0ther similar works occur in

onlvT Parts of 0hio
>
and °y accurate survey it is found not

th£l f

at 6 Cirdes are true
'
thou?h some of them are one-

sanll
a
Tlle m di*meter, but that other figures are truly

Xt '
6ach side beiQg °ver 1.000 feet long, and, what is still

flour
lmportailt

>
the dimensions of some of these geometrical

ht V?
m Afferent parts of the country and seventy miles apart

theU i

al
'
Now this Proves th* use

'
hy the builrlers °f

accnra
W0

'
°f some standard measures of length, while the

octaSfl hesc
l
uares

-
circles

<
:,, " L in a less de"ree

'

°f tbe
- • figures—shows a considei rudimen-

diffiJ?°
me

,
tr^ aud some means of measuring angles. The

v of drawing such figures on a large scale is much

nected
t
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'greater than any one would imagine who has not tried it, and

the accuracy of these is far beyond what is necessary to satisfy

the eye. We must therefore impute to these people the wish

to make these figures as accurate as possible, and this wish is a

greater proof of habitual skill and intellectual advancement

than even the ability to draw such, figures. If, then, we take

into account this ability and this love of geometric truth, and

further consider the dense population and civil organizatioi

implied by the construction of such extensive systematic works

we must allow that these people had reached the earlier stages

of a civilization of which no traces existed among the savage

tribes who alone occupied the country when first visited by

_ nounds are of comparatively less importance for

our present purpose, as they imply a somewhat lower grade of

advancement ; but the sepulchral and sacrificial mounds exist in

vastnuml I exploration has yielded a

of articles and works of art, which throw some further light on

the peculiarities of this mysterious people. Most of these mounds

contain a large concave hearth or basis of burnt clay, of per-

fectly symmetrical form, on which are found deposited more or

less abuuda og traces of the action of fire. We

are, tl refore. onh a< q i iint< d s< ith sm.-h t rti< les as are i»

callv fire-proof. These consist of bone and copper im

and" ornaments, discs, and lubes—pearl, shell and silver heads,

more or less injured by the fire—ornaments cut in m
mental pottery, and numbers of elaborate carvings

mostly forming pipes for smoking. The metallic articles are a

formed by hammering, but the execution is very good
;

plates

of mica are found cut into scrolls and circles; the
\

which very few remains have been found, is far superior to tnai

ofanyofth ce Dr.Wilson is of opinion!

must have been formed on a wheel, as they are often of umiorm

thickness throughout (sometimes not more than one sixth ot a

inch) polished, and ornamented with scrol -

and flowers in delicate relief. But the most instruct!

.

are the sculptured stone pipes, representing not on

easily recognizable animals, but also human heads, so well es*

cuted that they appear to be portraits. Among tb

not only are such native forms as the panther, bear, otter, woi

,

beaver, raccoon, heron, crow, turtle, frog, rattlesnake,

others, well represented, but also the manatee, win*

then ascended the Mississippi as it now does the AroaZon '

t
Ln

the toucan, which could hardly have been obtained nearer l

Mexico. The sculptured heads are especi

cause they present to us the features of an mtell<

civilized people. The nose in some is perfectly straig^
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neither prominent nor dilated, the mouth is small, and the lips
thin, the chin and upper lip are short, contrasting with the pon-
derous jaw of the modern Indian, while the cheek-bones pre-
sent no marked prominence. Other examples have the nose
somewhat projecting at the apex in a manner quite unlike the
features of any American indigenes, and, although there are
some which show a much coarser face, it is very difficult to see
in any of them that close resemblance to the Indian type which
these sculptures have been said to exhibit. The few' authentic

nds present corresponding fe

1 and better developed in the f
far more symmetrical and better developed in the frontal region
than those of any American tribes, although somewhat re-
sembling them in the occipital outline:* while one was
described by its discoverer (Mr. W. Marshall Anderson) as "a
"dutiful skull worthv of a Greek."
The antiquity of this remarkable race may perhaps not be

very great, as compared with the prehistoric man of Europe,
although the opinions of some writers on the subject seem
affected by that "parsimony of time" on which the late Sir
tharles Lyell so often dilated. The mounds are all overgrown
with dense forest, and one of the large trees was estimated to

J>e
eight hundred years old, while other observers consider the

forest growth to indicate an age of at least 1,000 years. But it
is well known that it requires several generations of trees to
pass away before the growth on a deserted clearing comes to
correspond with that of the suit- ndino virgin forest, while
«"s forest, once established, may go on growing for an unknown
number of thousa i % |g or 1,000 years' estimate

IT u
gr°Wth of existing vegetation is a minimum which

^s no bearing whatever on the actual age of these mounds,

rim
^.^gut almost as well attempt to determine the time of

erow
a
!
eP°ch from the age of the pines or oaks which now

The
i the i

mportant thing for us, however, is that when North
*merlca was first settled by Europeans, the Incl

mr. A -\ ad no knowledge or tradition of any preceding

|5 0t hlSh er civilization than themselves. Yet we find that

havp V
ra
i°

e existed
! that they must have been populous and

si

]

^
ed under some established government ; while there are

must u
th

i

ey l"-'"^'' t.LTi.-ulturo largely, as indeed they

execiit-
to have suPPorted a population capable of

stater I?
g SU

i

Ch g ]gantic works in such vast profusion—for it is£ a

'f
e m^nds and earthworks of various kinds in the

thon«,n\ t°
aloDe amount to between eleven and twelve

Zllf' -

In their habits, customs, religion, and arts, they
ered stnkingly from all the Indian tribes; while their love

* Wilson's " Prehistoric Man," 3d ed., vol. ii, pp. 123-130.
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of art and of geometric forms, and their capacity for executing

the latter upon so gigantic a scale, render it probable that they

were a really civilized people, although the form their civiliza-

tion took may have been very different from that of later

people subject to very different influences, and the inheritors

of a longer series of ancestral civilizations- We have here, at

all events, a striking example of the transition, over an exten-

sive country, from comparative civilization to comparative

barbarism, the former ha\ ing left no tradition, and hardly any

trace of influence on the latter.

As Mr. Mott well remarks :—Nothing can be more striking

than the fact that Easter Island and X
the same testimony as to the origin of the savage life found in

dough in all circumstances and surroundings the two

eases are so different. If no stone monuments had been con-

structed in Easter Island, or mounds, containing a few relics

saved from fire, in the United States, we might m
suspected the existence of these ancient peoples. H

. that it is very easy for the records of an ancient

nation's life entirely to perish, or to be hidden from observa-

tion. Even the arts of Nineveh and Babylon were unknown

only a generation ago, and we have only just discovered the

facts about the mound-builders of North America.

But other parts of the American continent exhibit parallel

phenomena. Eecent investigations show that in Mexico, Cen-

tral America, and Peru, the existing race of Indians has been

preceded by a distinct and more civilized race. This

by the sculptures of the ruined cities of Central America Dy

the more ancient terra-cottas and paintings of Mexic

the oldest protrait-pottery of Peru. All alike show i

non-Indian features, while they often closely resemble modern

European types. Ancient crania, too, have been foui

these countries, presenting very different characters from tiios

of any of the modern indigenous races of America.

There is one other striking example of a higher r

ceeded bv a lower degree of knowledge, which is id

being forgotten because it has been made the four

theories which seem wild and fantastic, and are pr

great part erroneous. I allude to the Great Pyrami

whose form, dimensions, structure, and uses have m
the subject of elaborate works by Professor Piaz?

Now, the admitted fact about this pyrami"

and so apposite to the subject we are considering, tna

recall them to your attention. Most of y< .11

pyramid has been carefully explored and
sive Egyptologists, and that the dimensions have lately

* Wilson's " Prehistoric Man," 3d ed., vol. ii, PP- 126, 144.
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capable of more accurate determination owing to the discovery
of some of the original casing-stones and the clearing away of
the earth from the corners of the foundation, showing 'the
sockets in which the corner-stones fitted. Professor Smyth
devoted many months of work with the best instruments in
order to fix the dimensions and angles of all accessible parts of
tbe structure

;
and he has carefully determined these by a com-

parison of his own and all previous measures, the best of which
agree pretty closely with each other. The results arrived at

1. That the pyramid is truly square, the sides bein^ equal
and the angles right angles.

2. That the four sockets on which the four first stones of the
corners rested are truly on the same level.

3. That the direction of the sides are accurately to the four
cardinal points.

4. That the vertical height of the pyramid bears the same
proportion to its circumference at the base, as the radius of a
"H' 1 does to its circumference.
JNow all these measures, angles, and levels are accurate, not

as an ordinary surveyor or builder could make them, but to
such a degree as requires the very best modern instruments and
a II the refinements of geodetical science to discover any error
at all. I n addition to this we have the wonderful perfection of
u»e workmanship in the interior of the pyramid, the passages
and chambers being lined with huge blocks of stones fitted

II V ,

atmost accuracy, while every part of the building
exhibits the highest structural science.

nil

n
•

t.
sc aspects this largest pyramid surpasses every

oiner m Egypt. Yet it is universally admitted to be the old-
est, and also the oldest historical building in the world,

rpmi Vi
admi«ed facts about the Great Pyramid are surely

remarkablei and worthy of the d gt consideration. They
which, in the pregnant words of the late Sir John

an/^\
U

,

accor(3ing to received theories ought not to happen,"
«u which, he tells us, should therefore be kept ever present to

as thi
8

'

Sin °e " thej belorig to the class of facts whicn serve

the W«h
t0 •"'W ' lis,

-
, > v, '

, 'i<->s." According to modern theories,

i is ever a growth and an outcome from a

Si °glower state
; a»d it is inferred that this progress is

us throughout all history and in all the material

Zlrlftf
human intellect. But here we have a building which

monnm
Very dawn of t^tory—which is the oldest authentic

beina t f man '

s Senius arid skill, and which, instead of
inferior, is verv much superior to all which followed

the df^
men are the Products of their age and country, and

Signer and constructors of this wonderful monument
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could never have arisen among an unintellectual and half-bar-

barous people. So perfect a work implies many preceding lea

perfect works which have disappeared. It marks the culmin*

ting point of an ancient civilization, of the early stages of which

we have no record whatever.

The three cases to which I have now adverted (and there

are many others) seem to require for their satisfactory inter-

pretation a somewhat different view of human progress from

that which is now generally accepted. Taken in connectkffl

with the great intellectual power of the ancient Greeks—which

Mr. Galtou believes to have been far above that of the average

ofany modern nation—and the elevation, at once intellectual and

moral, displayed in the writings of Confucius, Zoroaster, and

the Vedas, they point to the conclusion, that, while in material

progress there has been a tolerably steady advance, man's inl V

lectual and moral development reached almost its high

in a very remote past. The lower, the more animal, but often

the more energetic tvpes, have however always bee

more numerous ; hence such established societies as have here

and there arisen under the guidance of higher i

always been liable to be swept away by the incursions of bar-

barians. Thus in almost every part of the globe:

have been a long succession of
|

succeeded by a period of barbarism ; and this view -

ported by the occurrence of degraded types of skull a

such "as might have belonged to a philosopher
1'—at a time

when the mammoth and the reindeer inhabited souther

Nor need we fear that there is not time enough i

and decay of so many successive civilizations as this v:

imply
; for the opinion is now gaining ground among -

that paleolithic man was really preglacial, and that the grea

-

animal life—which in Europe always separates him

neolithic successor, was caused bv the coming on and passi „

'Tthct^^ced arc correct, .any, perhaf. **
of our existing savages, are the successors of higher

their arts, often showing a wonderful similarity in

tinents, may have been derived from a common source amo s

more civilized peoples. , cf

I must now conclude this very imperfect sketch of

the offshoots from the great tree of Biolog

perhaps, be thought by some that my remarks hai

to the depreciation of our science, by hinting at impei

in our knowledge and errors in our theories, where more eni^

siastic students see nothing but established truths. r>n

that I may have conveyed to many of my hearers a ai
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impression. I have endeavored to show that even in what are
usually considered the more trivial and superficial co
presented by natural objects, a whole field of new inq
opened up to us by the study of distribution and local condi-
!l"" s

-. All(I :i ^ regards man, I have endeavored to fix your
attention on a class of facts which indicate that the course of

lopment has been far less direct and simple than has
hitherto been supposed; and that, instead of resembling a

with its advancing and receding ripples, it must
rather be compared to the progress from neap to spring tides,

ii being comparatively greater as

o slowly advance towards the
Hghest level they can reach.
And if we are thus led to believe that our present knowledge

at less complete than we have been accus-
tomed to consider it, this is only what we might expect; for
however great may have been the intellectual triumphs of the
nineteenth century, we can hardly think so highly of its
achievements as to imagine that, in somewhat less than twenty
years we have passed from complete ignorance to almost per-
fect knowledge on two such vast and complex subjects as the
ongin of species and the antiquity of man.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

,

'•
O,, tin Py,-,,,,,,,;,. //

,

/(
>
ril< arbons in Coal Gas.—Berthelot

a study of the hydro-carbons in coal gas, which tends
Ins theory of the formation of these bodies by the ac-

etylene and hydrogen at high temperatures. In the

exw
gaS example, he finds that he can detect benzene by

nitriV
g
-i
W0 0r three cubic centimeters to a drop of faming
•

"i. diluting will) wah-r. Mm, .-harart.-nstic odor of

c c nf ,l
ene aPPears - Fifty liters of gas passed through 8 or 10

ives enough nitrobenzene when diluted, to
"i which it appears that the gas contains two or three

minnt;
ot

.

benzene vapor in the hundred. More accurate deter-
- - - «-. -v.- x. .I...,.,-.. Next to im-tl.a.ir, th.-r.-lore,

-
• •

""te proportion, only two to three thousandths. I 'n .-

fi and, in amount about two-tenths

sulnh,^' i-awiiii tin- -a- first through
'

•

'.'
. ,

•:' , :

' "lumn of pumice stone wet with concentrated <iilpliuric

am" jo
ry substance collected in the first vessel, which yielded

• •
odr. Sci._Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 71.-Nov., 1876.
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no products volatile below 36O°-400°, and was probably composed
ot i»il\ mers fi'-.t, t i lS i \ ;!;, ruble hydrocarbon. The acid itself,

fractionated, gave acetone, 0-25 gram per 100 cubic meters, .(lin-

ing from the hydration of allylene. The sulphuric acid collected

beneath the pumice column gave two layers. The lower one con-

sisted of the acid, more or less altered. Diluted with water, ;i

tarry substance of high boiling point separated, probably poly-

merized hydrocarbons. The acid liquid gave isopropyl alcohol

on distillation, thus proving the existence of propylene. The
upper layer of liquid, in amount about 25 grams to 100 cubic

meters of gas, consisted of hydrocarbons, and gave on fractioning,

benzene (with a little toluene) 2 per cent, mesitylene (C9HIt j

5 per cent, cymene (C 10H14 ) 20 per cent, tricrotonylene ((',,11, J
30 per cent, colophene (C 15H24 ) 32 per cent, residue fixed at

320 5 per cent, intermediate products and loss 6 per cent =100.

In one million volumes of this gas, consequently, there are by this

analysis

:

j (C
6
H

6 ) in vapor 30000 to 35000

ne (C2H 2 )
1000 (about)

Ethylene (C,H 4 )
1000 to 2000

Propylene (C 3
H 6 )

Allylene (C 3H 4 )

Butylene (C 4
H

8 ) and analogues tr

Crotonylene (C4H 6 )

Terene (C 5H 8 )

Hydrocarb's transfor'd into fixed polymers, est'd

Diacetylene and analogous hydrocarbons, est'd

The author regards these products as derived according to the

reactions upon which he founds his theory, from the fou

mental hydrocarbons acetylene C H 2 , ethylene C 2H 4 ,
dimethyl

C 2H 6 , and methane CH4 . These, "together' with hydrogen form-

ing a system in equilibrium, such that, at a red heat 1

1

formed from any one of them as the starting' point. Tim- tr-m

methane comes directly ethylene (C,H
4 )

or (<'I! 2 ) 2 ,

propylene

(CH 2 ) 3 and the series of polymers (CH 2 )„. Acetylene produces

benzene C 6H 6
or (C

2
H 2 ) 3 , and the series of polymers (C a

H
sV

Moreover, from the union of two of these fundamental hydr..car-

bons, more complex bodies come: acetylene and ben/-

styrolene C 8H 8 ; acetylene and styrolene, naphthalene C 10
H 8 ;

acetylene and naphthalene, acenaphthene C l2 H, ;
and

and benzene, anthracene C 14H 10 . So acetylene combines *
;

dull red heat with ethylene to form ethylaeetj en< C4B
with propylene to yield propylacetylene C

5
H 8 ,

the fo

tical with crotonylene, the latter with terene. The use!

the present eudiometric method of determining tin

dysisis obvious from these results.—Bull. So<:. ' "•• l

2.' Occurrence of Benzene in Bonn 0&—Watson Smith has

examined the light oils obtained as a bye-product in the refining
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of rosin by distillation in a current of super-heated steam. In
1867, he examined a sample which began to boil at 50° and which
distilled almost completely below 100°. On fractioning, a liquid
was obtained boiling between nr and 85° which had the proper-
ties of benzene, though contaminated with turpentine-products.
Meantime changes had been made in the works, a much higher
temperature being employed. A sample from the first run of
the rectifying still, examined in 1875, began to boil at 109°, and
to condense at 116

c
. When fractionated, loluene was the sub-

stance of lowest boiling point obtained. Hence the temperature
of distillation determines the products.—J. Chem. Soc, II, xxx,
29, July, 1876. G . F . B .

%. On the Constitution of the Benzene Derivatives.—Wbo-
bi.ewskt described in 1875 two metabromtoluenes having identi-
cal properties, in one of which the methyl and the bromine atoms

" " position according to Kekule's theory, in the
other the :

.

<• methyl and amidogen groups respectively in the posi-
t] " ns l ' - :11 <d_ L : 0. Starting v. die, in which

"nine atoms occupy the positions 3 and 5, the methyl
Jio ips 1 in,! +,'t i aitl oi re] la d tl imido-jeu

i-

action of fuming nitric acid a nitrodc-rivatiye ( /. 1

1

4
1 h-,1 X< ),' was

wbich the nitryl must occupy the position 2 or the
On reduction with tin and hydrochloric acid this gave

this by the action of sodium amalgam gave
; Hue, C

7 H 7NH 2 . For the second substance, the meta-
:

... This gave a nitro-

i I
.

i '!-.,!
, \ i >, , in uiiicl! the nitryl must occupy the

er had 2 ; or rite reverse. By reducing the
duct obtained from this w i h so lium iu) t'iuam, a second

1 ie was obtained, identical in properties" with the for-
!

:

'

;i - Idino a new confirmation to Kekule's theory. The
f ogress of the replacements is thus represented

:

CH
3 CH 3 CH

:J
CH3

t, It ?! I

6 2!N0 2 |6 2| NH , |6 2|NH 2
Brl-

3J
Br Br |s 3 Br Br k 3| Br |s 3 |

• \4/ W W W

p|
\VJ Br Br '

5 3
' Br Bri5 3

'
Br 5 3

'w \v \v
R J I X
'"' J"d. Chem. Ges., ix, 1055, July, 1876. g. f.
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4. On the Action of Malt-extnift on Starch.—O'Sullivax has

examined more fully the conditions under which malt -extract acts

i starch. He formulates his conclusions as follows:
| i i .Maltose

nd dextrin are the only products of the action of malt-extract

n starch. (2) Cold malt -ex tract does not act on ungelatinized

(3) Malt-extract begins to dissolve starch at the temper-

ature of gelatinization or a few degrees lower. (4) Malt-extract

dissolves gelatinized starch in the cold, (10° t
~"°'

icdiatt'ly (•" red, the product

ie\triii in proportions agreeing

closely with 67-85 per cent of the former, and 32-15 percent ofthfl

latter. (6) If the temperature of the action be between 64° and

68°-70°, the maltose present is 34*54 per cent and the dextrin 65*46

per cent. (7) If the temperature be between 68° and 70° and the

point at which the activity of the transforming agent is destroyed,

the maltose and dextrin are in the proportion of 17*4 to 82 -6 per

cent. The decomposition of starch into maltose and dextrin is

molecular and takes pk coiTespoiid'

ing to the conditions in (5), ((>) and (7) above. Dextrin is eon-

verted into maltose by a slow and gradual process of hydration.

—J. Chern. Soc, xxx, 125, Aug., 1876.

5. Detection of Carbamic acid in An

tion that carl.-.n.iv arid i- produced wlu-ivvi i* nitrogenous ^in-

stances are oxidized in alkaline solutions, and hence exists in the

blood. He finds that the reactions upon which Drechsel ha>ed

his opinion are untrustw orthv. inasmuch as the production of a

precipitate on boiling, after having filtered off the preen

dueed l)v calcium nitrate, cannot be taken as proof of the existence

of carbamic acid. - J. pr. Ch., II, xiv, 173, Aug., 1876. g. f. b

6. Frirtion of <;,i*:*.— M. \Yii:*m-:m \.nn has m<

changes in the coefficients of friction of gases with changes m

the temperature by a new form of apparatus. In a recent
|

uj» r

on the specific heat of gases he claims that a gas undergoes a son

of dissociation upon a change of temperature and that th<

of the molecules ought not to vary with the temperature accord-

ing to the same law as it the gas was not decomposed,
according to the new theor\ of gusi s. the coefficient of friction i

gases gives a relative measure of the diameter of its molecules.

The gas is contained in two glass bulbs 7*3 cms. in dia>

and 4*5 cms. high. One is placed above the other and

connected by a glass tube *8 cms. in diameter and 15 cms. long.

They are enclosed in a case with glass sides which may be hllea

with water. Each bulb contains in the prolongation of the tube

connecting them, a small orifice. To the lower one is connected »

three-wafcock with two horizontal tubes. One of tin-

connected with a reservoir of mercury of variable I

which mercury may be admitted into the bulbs. The other tuoe
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allows the mercury to pass out. The upper bulb is connected
with a water manometer and drying tube and with a capillary
tube. The latter is attached to a larger tube 1*8 cms. in diainete'r

and 4-8 cms. long, filled with copper turnings by which the gas is

hruuirht to any required temperature before entering the capillary.

Both these tubes can be immersed in a vessel of cold water or in

a tube with a double wall in which circulates the vapor of aniline

To make the experiment the end of the capillary tube is closed
until the top of the mercurial column stands near a point marked
on the vertical tube. The capillary is then opened and at the
uistaiit the merriir\ pa.— -;!,. mark] a Mop-watrh i- started and
tin' pressure read by the manometer. This pressure is maintained

g the whole experiment by slowly raising the
reservoir. At the end of 5 to 15 minutes the mercury s"

t off and that in the bulbs is drawn off until it stands :

The weight of mercury gives the volu
ir;is transpired. The following table gives the result of the
suivnient of six gases at temperatures, 8°, 100° and 184-5 .

first column gives the name of the gas, the next three the <

Friction i

100. The last tw

It is commonly assumed that the friction is proportional to some
power n of the absolute temperature. But a computation with
the above values shows that no value of n will satisfy all the ob-
servations.-/^. r,„V„ eexxiii, 277. E. C. P.

•

' of Sound on the Radiometer.— M. Jkaxnel has ob-

ln the radiometer. In half obscurity, three radiometers were
Faced on the interior tablet of a chamber organ. The bass Botes,
nose of the three first octaves, prod. need rotation, the most bass
**!

,

n
g

,

most, but fa and fa sharp of the lower octave (especially

p) produced more rapid rotation than »t, r>

;

inl .""\ though these are more grave. Radiometers do not all

"><' manner, as to rapidity and direction of their rota-

^' . fhus to the low fa or fa sharp, radiometer A, the h ss

sensitive to light made about one turn per second.
rT>u

vE + ?V le - a dIrection opposite to that produc-

lirection of

s these efft

of the supporting needle transmitted !

By applying the finger to the top <



experiments be made where tin- diffuse light is nearly sufiiei

drive the radiometer, grave sounds, even the weakest, cause

tion in the ordinary direction (bright surfaces first) ; the rum hie of

a vehicle will suffice. Here the light is at first iiisuihYieni n>

overcome the friction, but when the vibrations intervene, friction

is lessened during certain intervals, and the apparatus is thus

rendered more sensitive to light.

—

X<tt>/w, xiv, 419. e. c. p.

8. Fusion of Soft Bodies.—M. Pfaundler has presented to

the Imperial Academy of Sciences at Vienna, papers on the nature

of the soft or half liquid state of aggregation, and on revelation

and recrystallization. After dividing the bodies in question into

mixtures of small solid part- with true liquids, soft bodies proper,

containing no dissimilar parts, and mixtures of the two classes,

he gives a hypothesis on the process of melting and the soft state.

The common ideal melting process, when the temperature remains

s from the beginning to the end is not according 1

cules in the solid and liquid condition. Hence the true melting

point is different from that at the beginning, and the end of the

melting process. M. Pfaundler extends his hypothesis to soft

bodies of a compound nature, and to regelation "and lvcrystalliza-

9. Friction of (rases.—Professor Ktjndt, in a popular lecture

on "the Modern Theory of Gases/' delivered last March in Herlhi.

made an ingenious api: nle of the radiometer.

Hi i_ - -I v
i n of f ordinary density by means

of a rotating disk, the lecturer then took an exhausted vessel con-

taining two disks, each about three centimeters in ';'.

ported very close to one another; the lower one had the usual

vanes of the radiometer while the upper one had only a couple ot

small projecting wire* -ntm :

- nt to show its motion. A magnesium

lamp served for projecting the instrument on a screen, and /<'

rotate the lower disk; through the minute amount of air remain-

ing in the vessel the up] ei lis was pi * pmr ipth into rotation.

Probably the same prin ei tie will find other applications when

i a vacuum is to be produced. c -
K - /

'

10. On the Flectro-rivfjuetie .irtioi, <f Fl^-tric '

by Dr. Helmholtz. A report on some 'experiment -

•'V Mr. Henry A. Rowland, of the .Johns llopkin-
T

Baltimore.—I understand by electric convection the conveys
of electricity by the motion of its ponderable bearer-. In !

.'•
:i

~

memoir on the theory of electro-dynamics,* I proposed son ex-

periments (which were then carried ou1 by Herr >• 3

which the question came into consideration whether electric c

the flow of electricity m '

f Sciences, June 1
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conductor, as \V. Weber's theory assumes. Those experiments
might possibly have been decisive against the existence of such
an action. They were not so; but, on the other hand, through
this negative result the existence of the action in question re-

mained unproved. Mr. Rowland has now carried out a series of
direct experiments, in the physical laboratory of the University
heiv, which give positive proof that the motion of electrified pon-

derable substances is also electro-magnet icaily op. rative. I here
remark that he had already conceived and fully considered the
plan of his experiments when he came to Berlin, without any
previous cooperation on my part.
The moved bearer of the electricity was a disk of ebonite 21 -1

centiais. in diameter and £ centim. thick. It could revolve with

oeity (up to 61 times in a second) about a vertical axil
iived in its center. The ebonite disk was gilt on both sides; but

g was insulated from the axis. Near it, above and below,
were placed glass disks of ;}s-u eentims. diameter, pierced through

' admit the axis of the ebonite disk. The glass disks

i-e gilt, in an annular band of -_'4 eentims. external, 8'9

ter: the gilt side was mostly turned toward the
ebonite disk. The gilt surfaces ot the glass disks were, as a rule,

I to earth ; while the ebouite between them, through a

'<-d toward it at a distance of .1 millim. from its margin,
was in electrical communication with the coatings of a large insu-

• att< r\ \vhi« h serv< 1 as a reservoir for tin electricity.
A commutator of a peculiar construction, inserted between them,

now the one, now the other coating to be connected
either with the ebonite disk or with the earth. In the construction
of these parts, iron was avoided.
tiose above the upper das. disk an extremelv sensitive astatic

- -impended to an arm fixed in the wall, and e mipletely
enclosed in a brass case connected to earth. The two needles were
*-5 centim. long, but at a considerable distance (17-98 eentims.)
»om each ot I , KVvVV 1V:! ,l ,, !f with a mirror and

The opening in front of the mirror was protected

...Mow cone.
indeed the electrical charge of the battery and the reversal of the

electrification of the ebonite disk gave no perceptible trace of
action on the needle so long as the t

On the other hai ,, even wummi, ««».™w
J?

e
f
ction of rotation-magnetism was shown, mostly arising from

tbe brass axis of the rotating .

diminished by
reducing it to 0-9 centim. thickness The actio., of the electrifica-
tion of the disk could be separated from that of the rotation-mag-
netism by letting in alternately positive and negative electricity

°v means of the commutator ^>" the velocity

[>\\,-

idle the velocity

of the

position of equilibrium amounted
The displacemen

lounted to from I

Jts arc of oscillation on eh t r ion, therefore,
Ir°m 10 to 15 scale-divisions. This result ensued in hundreds
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observations (which were made with gradually and continually

more and more improved apparatus in the cour- ol s< \, ml u, k>j.

and always in the same direction. The direction of the deflection

of the needle, the length of which was normal to the radius of the

disk, was such as would have been produced by a positive electric

current flowing with the rotation of the positively charged disk,

or against the rotation of the disk charged negatively.

There was no alteration in the action when the gilding of the

ebonite plate was removed in a series of radial lines, so that nnnn-

lar electric currents could no longer take place. A thin plate of

glass was also inserted instead of the gilt ebonite, and, 'like tin-

disk of a Holtz machine, could be electrified through points; while

close beneath it there was a gilt resting plat* connected to earth.

in order to fix as much electricity as possible. The direction it tin-

deflections was the same as in the previous experiments: but they

were smaller, as the conditions were not so favorable for strong

electrification.

In order to compare the electricity carried forward by convection

with that which passes in conductors, experiments were instituted

in the following manner.
The ebonite disk was gilded afresh, and the gold coating divided,

by a series of fine circular lines, into rings insulated from one

another. The innermost ring was connected with the axis: the

rest could not at any rate become considerably charged without

, riff themselves by very short sparks from one to the other.

Two electrified plates, each having the form of a sector of a circle.

but which did not reach to the axis, were placed, opposite to

one another, above and below the rot a tine; plate. Under these

circumstances the electricity of the gold rings must have been

accumulated by electrostatic induction h ths s< .-tor c

d plates, and carried forward convectively. When

this electricity was positive, it became free at the fore

the induced sector (in the direction of the rotation). '

hind margin of the same, continually new positive electricity beiiur

attached, relatively n< irative electricity became free.

The positive electricity must, under these condition-.

flowed from the fore to the hind margin of the sector, for which

there were in each ring two paths open, between which it must

have divide eir resistances. If the

inducing sector comprises - of the circumference, the resistance

of the path in the sector is to that of the path outside of it :IS

1 :n-l; and therefore
n~ 1

of the current returns through th«

sector, and - outside of it. In the sector a quantity corresponding
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sd motion, the total motion

or less than that of conducted motion, the excess, in one or the
other direction, must have been shown on the sector.
The experiments showed that, when the sector was small (£ of

tin circumference), the small difference between the convection 1

and the conduction £ in general could not (or at least not with
<< itamty) be detected, that therefore, with approximate equality
of convection and conduction, the electro-dynamic effect of the one
sensibly neutralized that of the other.
When, however, the sector took in half of the circumference, the

tew assnmed current could be observed even in the free portion
'

t iIh disk, though the amount was too small for safe measure-

The observed electro-dynamic action being so little in the fore-
going experiment-, hi which the disk was electrified and covered

Mint h\ the induced pint c>. t heoretical calculation of
nt of the action from the known absolute values of the

'

!

; 't re-dynamic constants promised only approximately accordant
values. Nevertheless it was carried out by Mr. Rowland.
lneproporl ymn of the earth's magnetism upon

toe pair of astatic needles svas diminished was ascertained by find-
ing the oscillation-period, first with the needles equally directed,

Mtically.
the value of the function of the electric potential in the Leyden

tottery, and on the rotating disk, was .let, rmin. d according to the
' -

case appeared suthei, nth accurate, lwfore and after each experi-
ment, a smaller jar was charged from the battery of nine large

i ty, and on it the length of the
': l

:
k wax determined.

ball 7
el0City °f the rotation was regulated by the position of the

governor, which was applied to one of the

y rotating axes. The calculation Iron, the magnitude
era agreed well with the determination by the tone of a

'- 1

' «: t s for some time attached to the most rapidly
giving axis.

calculation of the distribution of the electricity on the
• ecfro-mairneth- direct in --force, the surplus charge

-1 the disk was reckoned according to the
; 'ids }•<„ inhnitely thin disks, ami considered as an

ted at the margin—a proceeding
"' both ways only approximately correct, but, in presence

« minuteness of this p,*)rr i,,„. was sufficient.

that
mttuence exerted upon the upper needle was about T\ of

the lower. The horizontal force of the earth's mag-
equal to 0-182 (using .„
: the electro-dynamic constant was put by Mr.
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Rowland, after Maxwell's determinations, equal to 28,800 millions.

W. Wt'licr's value would be :U,074 millions. I give below under

M. the results calculated with the former value, under W. those

'

Th! 1 .11.
",

1 lj Is the result of the calculation of only three series

of experiments conducted under favorable circumstances:—

(1) Ten experiments with alternately opposite rotation. In each,

three readings, of which the middle one was made with the

electrification of the disk opposite to that of the first and

Spark-length

calculated, 1
Electro-dynamic force acting on th<

(2) Four experiments, the i

Spark-length
• force—observed .

(3) Five experiments, the same.

Difference of the position 7
'60

observed"""!"."""I - --- °'°!??S

accordance may be looked upon as satisfactory in the

" a forci which amounts to only ^enr of *e forC
?

gnetism, since in two of the series the opened

values tali hetween those corresponding to the different measured

values of Weber's constant.

As regards the signification of these experiments for the theory

of electro-dynamics, they correspond to the hypotheses <-t
'

theory of W. Weber; but they can also be referred to •

or to "the potential-theory which takes account of the

a of the insulators. The volume-el
of air situated between the resting and the moved

[

I displacements in the direction of a rotatioi

ally directed rotation-axes. The existing di-electric p
of these elements will therefore in each mat

in space the same direct!

to the surface of the electrified disks. The
ing components of this polarization would
which is indicated by the astatic pair of m-
<hr //;„. ,.„., ,,,,,. . i/,;,/, „.,/, ,;,,. w^a^'hnflm zu Berlin, lb,o, vv

211-216; PAH. Mag., Sept. 1876.
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II. Geology and Mlnebalogy.

1. Note on specimen of Metadiabase from Connecticut Lake,
rolk'ied and diced by G. W. II<itr,s—The fragments, appar-
ently organic, in this slice agree with that figured by Mr. Hawes
in the August number of the American Journal of Science,
I'l.'ite v, fig. 5. They consist of a transparent brownish substance,

parallel bars or ribs of greater transparency. In
places the bar-- an in; rrupt d abruptly, and crossed by similar
,,ars "early at right angles to the others. Between the longi-

tudinal bars are irregular transverse ami oblique lines; but these
are not properly structural, and appear to be cracks, some of
which are open and transparent, but the greater part closed and
of a black color.

_
From the irregular shape of the fragments, and

the manner in which the ends project in shreds, it is to be inferred
that the substance, if organic, was not hard or stony like a coral,
but tough and soft, and in an advanced stage of decay. Frag-
ments of the horny investment of Hydroids or Bryozoans might

such appearances, and in this case the planes where the
hare are interrupted mav represent the mouths of cells. Again,

us crust of some Entomostracans, as for example, species
of Dithyrocaris, shows bands not v those in the
fragmeuts, which, however, present iio true of the cellular struc-

in such crusts. Again, the Devonian plants of the
genus Dictyophyton show a rectangular areolation which, though
much coarser, rem i in Is one of these specimens. Lastly, Gumbel
has figured from the Laurentian of Havana certain films with
rectangular meshes, much finer than those of Mr. Hawes' speci-
mens, but not iards as or-
ganic. On the whole, tl any purely
^neral subM an,, with v. licli 1 am acquainted, and are probably

i -"me organic l, t)(lv, I do not think it possible at
Present to in, I .robable affinities.

^Pt- % 1816.
"

j. w. DAWSON.

[-- ''" breams of Water beneath Glaciers. — Mr. Charles

or June, states that,

Toit ?
g t0 Professor wm. Thomson's experiments, the freezing

Pmt of water is lowered o -23 V. tor each a
Fessure; and that, hence, if a glacier base a thickness of 3,000
eet, the pressure would be about 80 atmospheres, and under this

'"*' temperature at the base should not exceed 13° F. to

' '-id \^vm. The statement needs a correction, since

Cri ^m ' Thomso1 : he l°wering of the
' m of water 0°-23 F. for sh-tet-n atmospheres of pres-

for 80 atmospheres, supposing the increase
.> anthmet^al ratio, only 1°-15 F. „ ,

,

l '"'" \ r >,ni;,>. .,/,.,/„„ n.hnral <h rf„l "b I- /•'/ "'-

V
1

' KHfAcio Domktko. 79 pp. 8vo. Santiago, 1876.—The fifth
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Appendix by Domeyko to his Mineralogy of Chili follows the

fourth after an interval of two years. It contains much valuable

and interest] ; the following

new minerals

:

Daubreite.—Amorphous. In structure earthy and compact, in

parts fibrous. H.=2-5. GL=6-4-6-5. Color yellowish to gray-

ish-wrhite. Opaque. An analysis gave Bi2 3
89'60, CI 7--50,

H 2 3-84(?), Fe
2 3

0-72, which corresponds to the formula

(Bi 2 3 ) 4 , Bi2 CL. This formula places the mineral in the series

with the two artificial compound (Bi 2
< >

3 U, i>i 2Cl„ and (Bi2 3 ) 6 ,

Bi2Cl 3 . It is easily soluble in hi I hont residw

Locality, Coiistancia .Mine, Cerro de Ta/.na, Bolivia.

I\)'onk;t<-.—\\\ irregular crystalline masses with coarse fibrous

structure; prob ibly triclinia Cleavage distinct parallel to an

edge of the prism. Color azure-blue, changing somewhat on

exposure to the air. Luster vitreous ; translucent. Composition

CuSO
4+Na 2S0 4+2H2 0, which requires CuS0 4

47'23, Na2S04

42-09, H
2

10-68=100. Perfectly soluble in water. Found in

the r..]>jn"r mines near t'alaina, on the road from Cabija to Potosi,

Bolivia.

Phillipite.—Forms small irregular masses and bands in the

same ar<Villacons ochre in which' the copper pyrites occurs, by tin-

decomposition of which it has been formed. Structure t:Wr- «>;-.

sometimes compact ; never prismatic like Kronkite. Color azure-

blue. Luster v it n-m-: t ramducent. Soluble in water, but unaf-

fected by exposure to the air. Composition CuS0 4+ r

n aq. Analysis gave S0 3
28-96, Fe0

3
9-80, CuO 14-39, I

It ,,< I 18-72 A10 3
^=100-00. Found at the copper mines m the

Cordilleras of Comb*, Province of Santiago, Chili.

II»„ ,,t.,],n,U,.—Isometric. Crystallizes in cubes like the chlo-

rides of sod'ium and silver. H.=2. Transparent. Col

not altered by exposure to the air. Fragile, easily reduced to a

powder, not sectile like cerargyrite. Composition 20>aU-f-

AgCl; an analysis gave NaCl 89, AgCl 11=100. B.B.

tates and fuses easily, losing its transparency; with

metallic silver. Found at the mine of San Simon, in the Cerro

The descriptions of the following new minerals in the Appen

r Sr. Raimondi. .

ly
-Occurs in small masses, and in bands intimately

.uixed with a ferruginous carbonate of calcium. H—-3; <j-
'

Color bright vermillion-red. The analysis gave Cu2
oiM >.

•

20-16, C0 2 24-00, H 2 3-20, Fe0
3

0-60, A10 3
0'20, g^','

Si0
2

0-30=99-88. This leads to the formula (Cu2 <>i_
;

» -/

-( a( <>
;) _f_M o, which requires Cu 2

52-2, CaO 20'+. <

H2 3-3=100. Soluble iii hydrochloric acid with eff«

The solution, forme
'

dizing power, precipitating metallic gold from solntioi

salts. Found at the mine- of Canza. near the city •'

Werthemanite.—Occurs in powder, or in masses easily r-e

to powder. Color white. Gives an argillaceous odor, ana a

:

The des

re given by !

Cuprnrilirh



to the tongue. G.r=2-80. Soluble only in sulphuric acid. An
i ,;i!\h> gave S0 3 34-50, A10

3
45'00, Fe0

3
1-25, H2 19-25=100.

This ulforcls the formula AlS0
6 -f3H2 ; or like aluminite except

in the smaller amount of water. Found near the city of Cha-
chapoyas.

Malinowskite.—A variety of tetrahedrite. An analysis of the
mineral from the district of Rocuay gave S 24-27, Sb 24-74, As
0-56, Pb 13-08, Cu 14-37, Ag 11'92, Fe 9'12, Zn 1-02=100.

. see of the same mineral from the mine of Carpa agree
Btaly with this. It occurs massive, and has a gray color and
metallic luster. E . s. d.

III. Botany.

1. Flora of British India; by J. D. Hooker, C.B., &c.
Part IV. pp. 240. Date of issue not given.—This commences
tin' second volume and contains the orders iSahinn/r, .{»<tcar-

mem, and C'onnarcece, by Dr. Hooker, and the Leguminosce
down to the genus Derris (two thirds of the 132 genera), by Mr.

i'lio model of the British Colonial Floras is- followed. It is

curious to find our Vlitorin Marimia as an Indian species. A. G.

2. Oomposit ntce et secus Genera Benthamii
/'•';''"''", a A. B. Clarke. Calcutta, Thacker, Spink & Co.
!876. pp. 347, xlv, 8vo, 1876.—This important side-contribution

i flora is in Latin, but otherwise on nearly the plan
of the Flora of British India, except that the generic characters
are wholly given in the conspectus; and it is supplemented
oy copious tables of ge a ion. The whole ap-
pears to be very well done, and, being published at the author's
°^n expense, the cordial thanks of botanists are justh due. a. g.

3. Proceedings of the Ameriran Association for the Advance-
meal Articles.—These

are few, occn of the thick volume, and are not
<» high importance, tie Ion t is that in which Mr. Meehan
asks the question "Are > ' f \

> u >• "' >' "' "''lJ >nfu'tili-

flowers? He answers the question in the negative,
out not to our satisfaction. Some of the facts are open to question,

of fk°

Ul
-i

take in other h:i : " '" !L : ;uld several

in r
1

i
lustrations of supposed self-fertilization are from flowers

other observers, with opposite prepossessions, see ex-
H«wite adaptation to crossing. As we may not ourselves rightly
Ppreciate Mr. Meehan's ingenious argumentation (our own ob-
vations all pointing to an opposite conclusion) we star, that

^claims to have proled:
that the great bulk of colored-flowering plants are self-

y, that only to a limited extent do insects aid fertili-



•Fourthly, that whore plant- are so dependent, they are the

very comprehensive

propositions are or can oe demonstrated.

The next article, on ('<>,-,, ,>,,,•<<"* Limits, by Professor Beal, of

Michigan, is short and sketchy, recapitulating some facts well-

known in the science, though novel to a popular assemblage; an>l

finally, referring to Murt.yn'nt an.l tlie vast number of small insects

which are caught by i*> sticky glands, he suggests that "it is a true

insectivorous "plant." That may well be ; "but the observations

and experiments recorded were not carried to the point of prov-

ing it, although this might not have been very difficult.

Inequilateral Leaves, by the same author, is a bri<

detailing a good number of cases, and ending abruptly with the

remark :
" Why these leaves have unequal lobes I cannot see ; and I

have no theory to offer as a probable explanation."

The Venatlun «/<,/,„ ,>dd Leaves, also by Profess,.,' 15.A

is a short note, in uhh h the i lain
|

<»ii t is a curious suggestion :i>

to the morphology of the odd leaf of the Ginkgo tree.

Some Observations on the structure and hoi it.* ,,/ i /.- "/<

vulgaris, by T. B. Comstock, is an abstract merely,

the apparatus and apparent action of the hi:

of this paper is slight, except as confirmatory, in a measure, oi

the discoveries of others, and as an illustration of the great ease

of conducting similar observations, ]]n \v much needed."

Lastly, Periodicity in Vegetation, by James Hyatt, of Dutchess

Co., N. Y., is a longer article, noting how certain
,

and .!Uapp< ur in differ, nt vt-a\ in c n

rhino, for instance, abounding in 1864, 1869, ana IS7- .

a single plant has shown itself, neither in 1875, nor

year than those specified since i.^o-J ;" fr.u.

that "the M.ed. !i, dormant through, the inletim-d

The article concludes with some not< woi

for the convenient keeping of a useful botanical diary, especiai \

for the recording of pi riod < ,,. phenomena.

at my side, who has passed four summers among these mountains

:-
. -. .

:

•
• '" :

;. -

1K tomedtte^^SV^^
-e abundant every-

juently noticed the

! bleak and barren

•line, whither they 1

Hymenoptera occur in

collecting them is among the ^

he remarks that "although, as a rule, m»
so plentiful in aU the Rocky Mountains *

h the plai

r than in t



Miscellaneous Tut

IV Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. 1'mf. Huxley in New York. —Three lectures on Evolution
were delivered by Prof. Huxley to a very large and interested
New York audience during tin' w«-ek whirl: dosed with his de-
parture for England. He appealed chiefly to American facts in

his lucid and well- nt, and especially to those
which had been gathered by Prof. Marsh, whose " enormous col-

lections" in the Yale Peabody .Museum he had examined a few
weeks before. Respecting these collections he remarked :

" I can
emphatically say that so far as my knowledge extends, there is

nothing in any way comparable to them for extent, or for the care
with which the remains have been collected, or for their scientific

importance in the series of fossils," The Cretaceous birds with
teeth- .Marsh's Odontornithes—and also the Dinosaurs (whose
tracks be had seen in large numbers during an excursion under
l

J
rof. Marsh's escort to Greenfield, Massachusetts), were referred

to at length in the second lecture, and the series of horses from
the American Tertiary, in the third. Prof. Huxley closed as fol-

lows: "I did not, when I commenced this series of lectures, think
it necessary to preface them with a prologue, such as might be
expected from a stranger and a foreigner: for during my brief
stay in your country fhave found it very hard to believe that a
stranger could be possessed of so many friends, and almost harder
l " imagine that the foreigner could express himself in your lan-

guage in such a way as to be so readilv int. Uigible to all appear-
ance; for, so far as'l - an jud-. , that fiost it t. lligent and perhaps
1 may add most singularly active and enterprising body of the
Press, your press reporters, do not seem to have been deterred by
my accent from giving the fullest account of everything that I

happen to have said.
|
Great applause.] But the vessel in which

A take my departure to-morrow morning is even now ready to slipm moorings
; I awake from my delusion that I am other than a

stranger and a foreigner. I am ready to go back to my place and
country, but before doing so, let me, by way of epilogue, tender
10 you my most heniiv thank- n.r ihJ- ni-J-t kind and cordial

Option which you have accorded to me ; and let me thank you
w»l more for that which is the greatest compliment which can be

tn°K i

t0 an
>

r

Persu!1 in »iv position -the continuous and undis-

j"
n,t^ attention which you have continued to bestow upon the

,
g "p^ent I have had the honor to lay before you."

§
-

;

//» l:,uhtj,
| „„„.,/ n, t„tr t „f tin I >,.r ,, -intent of Marine

''[ t'th-r;.* of '
',/;„„/„, containing the Report on the Meteoro-

co£
and other Observatories, for the year 1875, has recently

com
t0

,

hand
- T

• i'ke that of our own army,
^templates both the studv of climatological statistics, and the

" '
,,T

ilization of meterology especially in the prognostications
• he weather. Its stations are classified as the central office

nary Nations, chief stations, reporting telegraph stations, and



ng telegraph stations. Thirteen Canadian stations send

tri-daily reports to the central office at Toronto, whence they are

telegraphed to Washington.
'

t by telegraph
; warnings were issued

i 55 "days in the course of 1 875. For those stations from which

reports have been published, about 80 per cent are reported \ erified

The simultaneous observations at the Canadian stations are

printed in full as a part of Professor Kingston's report, followed

by the monthly, quarterly and annual averages of meteorological

elements and other tabular matter.

In the report of the Director of the Magnetic Observatory at

Toronto, it is stated that the Kew System of self-recording appa-

ratus has been adopted there with considerable success. At the

Montreal Observatory it is stated that the anemometer by (liven

is lun ished with . >e!t-iveui ling attachment as made by IlahKV.

Co., of Washing on. At Quebec, the noon-day time-gun has hvii

fired daily by electricity, the machinery having worked with gmit

mm. The director of this observatory, Lieutenant E. D.

A>he, hopes that the observatory will soon take a prominent place

in the study of physics. At St. Johns, New Brunswick, the noon-

day time-ball, which is on the Custom House building, is dropped

by the director in charge of that duty.

In singular contrast with the appreciation shown by the Cana-

dian authorities of the importance of distril

to the shipping, is the utter neglect of the subject shown in the

United States, where shipmasters are obliged to obtain

time, before leaving port, by application to some clock-maker,

whereas the Naval Observatory at Washington might

authorized to furnish official standard time to the whole country.

3. .British Association.— Extended . reports of the Glasgow

meeting of the British Association are public

mencing with the number for September 7th (No. 378). The ad-

dress of Sir William Thomson and Mr. Wallace, ton,

in this number, have been copied from that Journal.

to a note by Mr. Wallace, later pubbshed, Kerguelen's Land, p

368, second line from foot, should be Tristam cPAcvnha.

4. Diatoms in Wheat Straw.—The article on this

Professor P. V. Wilson, in the last volume of this Journal (p. 87»fc

has, with good reason, encountered doubt- and criticisms in otbe

journals, both at home and abroad. After its publicati

it first met the eye of our botanical editor, he wrote a

pronouncing the alleged facts int ri
1, m a su •-

quent number of the Journal, alluded to the mistake a

he supposed the writer of the article had honestly, bus

fallen. An examination of the figures of the " Forms i

found in Col. Kunker's Straw"- reproduced with severe

in the American Journal of Microscopy—has led him to *™

further that his explanation can apply only to a few of the t^, >

and that the charitable construction must be withdrawn.—&»



The remains here described are from the Eocene of the
Rocky Mountain region. They include a new genus of Equine
mammals, allied to Orohippus, but an earlier and less special-
ized form, apparently in the direct ancestral line, and hence of
much interest. All the specimens described are preserved in
the Museum of Yale College.

Eohippus validus, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus is very nearly related to Orohippus, but may be
Lstrnguished from it by the dentition, the last premolar

above and below being similar to the next premolar in front,
and not like the adjoining true molar, as in Orohippus. In

spects, the teeth in the two genera are very much alike,
and the dental formula is the same for both. The feet, also in
wieir main features, are very similar, there being in each genus
row well developed toes in front and three behind, but
uo'iippus has a rudiment of the outer, or fifth, metatarsal, and

« 'i a similar n tnnant of the first digit in the fore
root, ihe radius and ulna, and the tibia and fibula were
uistmct and entire, and in most other respects the skeleton
resembled that of Orohippus.

Rtiw
present species is based mainly upon a fragmentary

^eieton, with the principal teeth well preserved. These
emams indicate an animal about as large as a fox, but of
ner more robust proportions. Some of the more important

measurements are as follows:

E-^ent of three lower true molars... -— - 25-4 »»•

^ntero-posterior diameter of last lower molar 1 1 '2

' diameter . ...5-4
' ntero-posterior diameter of last lower premolar 7'

'"^^diauH-r,,-.
.

P
5-4

nter .p0sterior diameter of
"

firgt true molar 7
-

^ansverse diameter 9-5

hPrlo
he k

1

nown remains of this species are from the Coryphodon
'est Eocene, of New Mexico. This horizon is below

thatln which Orohippus occurs.
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Eohippus pernix, sp. nov.

A smaller species of the same genus is indicated by frag-

mentary remains of several individuals. Most of these fossils

are in excellent preservation, and among them are some of the

most characteristic portions of the skeleton. The distal end of

the tibia is remarkably like that of the modern horse. The

astragalus, also, is quite equine in type, but the anterior por-

tion is more elongated. It has a small facet for the cuboid, as

in the horse. The molar teeth are similar in pattern to those

of Orohippus.

The following are some of the principal measurements

:

Extent of three lower true molars 20- mm '

Antero-posterior diameter of first lower true molar 6-

Transverse diameter 5"

Depth of lower jaw below first true molar 11*

Antero-posterior diameter of distal end of tibia 13*

Transverse diameter 10'

Length of astragalus - --15*5

Transverse diameter in front 1°'

The remains here described are from the Coryphodon beds,

or lowest Eocene, of Wyoming.

Parahyus vagus, gen. et sp. nov.

An interesting genus of suilline mammals is represented by

a nearly perfect lower jaw and a few other remains iu the Yale

Museum. This jaw, which has most of the teeth well pre-

served, shows a near affinity to Motherium Pomel, and to

Helohyus Marsh, but it may easily be separated from those

genera, as it has one less premolar. It differs from the former

genus, moreover, in its last lower molar, which has a well

developed posterior lobe. In other respects, the teeth are very

similar to those of Motherium.. The present genus affords an

interesting example of an extinct form outside of the

line which terminated in existing suillines. A similar exam-

ple is seen in Anophtherium. .

The specimens preserved pertained to an animal about the

size of a modern wild boar, but the jaws were proporl

shorter and stouter. The canine was large, and the three pre-

molars were all compressed, and each had two roots.

The dimensions of this specimen are as follows

:

Extent of six molar teeth
^j**'

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar *4

Transverse diameter '

.

Antero-posterior diameter of first true molar -
ll

rae diameter *r

Depth of lower jaw below first true molar - 4

The only specimens of this species now known are from the

lower Eocene of Wyoming.
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Dromocyon vorax, gen. et sp. nov.

A new and remarkable carnivorous mammal about the size
of a large wolf is represented in the Yale Museum by a nearly
complete skeleton In the form of the skull, and general
character of the jaws and teeth, the genus resembles Hycenodon.
In the present specimen there were apparently but two lower
mcisora in each ramus. There are seven lower molar teeth,
and the last lower molar is small. The top of the skull sup-
ported an enormous sagittal crest. The brain was small and
convoluted. The lower jaws are long and slender, and the
condyles low.

The femur has a small third trochanter and the astragalus a
facet for the cuboid. There were but four toes in front, and
four behind.

! of this skeleton are

length of skull from occipital condyles to f
maxillaries

_

Distance from foramen magnum to top of sagit
Extent of lower molar series
™nt of three true molars
Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar

iiameter
{*ogth of third metacarpal. .

^ngth of third metatarsal

-ine remains of this species at present known, are from the
Eocene of Wyoming.

Dryptodon crassus, gen. et sp. nov.

The present genus belongs in the order TModontia, and is
pparentiy most nearly allied to Stylinodon. It is based upon
e nearly perfect lower jaws, with most of the teeth preserved,

J some fragmentary remains of the skeleton of the same
ndividual. These specimens indicate an animal nearly as

«v mth; ^^ Wr JaWS T Ve^Sh°rt
'

al maS8ive
'

ten ? ? he anterior portion. In each ramus there were

cWl • '
.

forminS a continuous series. Three of these are

and 1 lncisors
>
the two anterior being small and cylindrical,

with
°Uter °ne of eno

'

rmous size, compressed, faced in front

this

ename1
'
and growing from a persistent pulp. Next to

immJr
a
! f

sma11 tooth which may have been a canine, and
J^ediately behind this a ^ tr molars. The

wit^
are c^lndrical

>
and their sides nearly or quite covered

inckn!
namel

\ Three are apparently premolars, and the large
lncisor extends beneath them
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The principal measurements of this specimen are !

Extent of dental series 1

Extent of six lower molars

Anteroposterior diameter of large incisor

Transverse diameter -

Anteroposterior diameter of last premolar

Transverse diameter • - -

Depth of lower jaw below canine

Depth below first molar - -

Depth below last lower molar -- &u '

The specimens above described are from the lower Eocene o

New Mexico.

Yale College, New Haven, Oct. 23, 1876.
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It is impossible for a physicist to regard the little instrument
devised by Mr. Crookes with other than a feeling of unusual
interest, based partly on the performance of the apparatus itself,

and partly on pos • hich immediately suggest
themselves. The explanation of these curious phenomena
oflered by Ronalds, and afterward more in detail by Stoney *

together with the confirmatory experiment of Schuster, led me
o devise two new methods for still farther testing the theory

WW advanced, and to make at the same time an examination
ot the phenomena when the suspended discs were under the
ordinary atmospheric pressure.

Ihe explanation offered by Stonev is based on the mechani-
cs theory of gases, and reaches the"nnal result that a reaction

nn l !u
P Ce between the blackened sides of the movable vanes

1 }
h
! &lass envelope, so that there is a tendency for them to

jeceaefrom each other. I first arranged an experiment so that
a couid at will

| , y of this reaction taking
V ce, without interfering with the other necessarv condit'""-

"
> discs of thin alum

size, were prepared, and

e Stoney, Phil. Mag., March and April,
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1

Radiometer.

blackened, each on one side, with lampblack to which a minute

portion of spirit varnish had been added. Each disc was folded

so as to be double, the two leaves not

being in contact. Disc B carried in

front of it a plate of mica equal in size

with itself, and distant from it about

5 mm. The system was arranged so

as to be capable of suspension by a

single fiber of silk, and was provided

with a small directing magnet. Fig.

2 gives a view of the arrangement

from above.

The discs thus arranged were enclosed in a clear glass flask,

which was exhausted to a pressure of '25 of a millimeter and

The flask with its contents was then placed on a graduated

circle and centered. The deviations of the disc were observed

by a compound microscope of low power, which was capable

of independent rotation about the axis of the circle. It *M

provided with an index with which tenths of degrees could

readily be estimated, the circle itself being divided into halt

degrees. The small magnet connected with the discs was ren-

dered nearly astatic by an external magnet : it consumed thirty-

two seconds in making a single oscillation.

Experiments.—The light of a luminous gas-flame at i

of twelve inches was allowed to fall on t!

provided with a plate of mica, its companion being protected

by a triple screen of sheet brass from the action of tl

Under these circumstances the exposed disc moved away ii
;

the light : after it had come to rest ten readings were made

,

below is the result obtained by two such experiments

:

3°-06

• 8°-23 mean deviation away from light.

Next, the vane provided with the mica shield was exposed,

the other being screened. After a slight

rest, and ten readings were made as before ; the results oi w

experiments are given below :

o,
26 away from light.

0°-06 toward the light.

1 be seen that the interposition of the mica plate
••

to tne vane actually did prevent any reaction

place between the disc and the walls of the flask,

fl-.-!ll
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Radiometer. 407

tically tlie disc remained immovable. In the next experiment
is screen was entirely removed, and the light allowed to

fall on both discs simultaneously, a plate of mica, identical in
substance with that attached to the vane, being placed outside
of the flask and opposite the unprotected vane, so that both
vanes received the same amount of radiation, the only difference
being that one of them was deprived of its direct (•onimuni.-i-
tion with the walls of the flask. Under these circumstances the

bout the attached mica screen moved instantly away
from the light, as was shown by two careful experiments

:

2°-34 [
awaF from %ht -

2°
-3 8 mean.

These results I regard as confirmatory of the theory advanced
by btoney, and as fatal to the idea that the motion is directly
dependent on the impact of light or heat, for both discs received
the same amount of heat and light.

According to the theory just referred to in these experiments
took place between the blackened disc and the mica

to it, but being firmly fastened together, no motion of
eitner could result Assuming this repulsion to exist I devised

amo
aPParatUS f°r makmS {t evident and for measuring its

anfH "f
tim °fAPP^atus.—A disc of aluminium, folded double

a blackened on one side, was provided with a small magnet,
and^suspended by a single fiber of silk in the interior of a glass

this was similarly suspended a disc of glass
'9 used for covering microscopic objects; it also was
with a small magnet and both discs were properly

fed. These discs were each seventeen millimeters
fourteen millimeters hi^h ; the weight of each was 0'3

the minute magnets attached to them were of nearly

wL fi

en
.7
tn

- The distance of the points of suspension apart

seen f^b eter8, FigUre 8 furnishes a view of tbe SyStem

A is the aluminium disc, G that 3.

and P' are the points of *J ph C and C the counter- ,
1 #c

Wet'
W
fe

h bein? on different mc'

f^NSandN'S'arethennnt.rnll.
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in ordinary daylight, or even in feeble daylight, the repulsion

was so strong as to cause the discs to assume a parallel posi-

tion, or even to diverge several degrees. They could not be

brought into contact even by covering the flask with white

writing paper, but paper thickly painted with lamp black

always caused contact in a few minutes. When this apparatus

was placed in a darkened room, and suddenly expos

luminous gas flame sixteen inches distant, the discs

I, right and left, with sensibly equal veloci

after some slitrht os< lat i came to rest Below arc oivm tl.<

final deviations in two trials ; five readings being taken in each

experiment.

Aluminium Glass-

12°-97 8°'36

12°'55 8°'43

Taking the mean of the two experiments, and calling the

deviation of the aluminium 100, that of the glass is 65 7. lne

results just given are sufficiently concordant, and could have

been obtained repeatedly without greater variation ;
still, owing

to slight defects of workmanship in the apparatus, I do not lay

any great stress on them, further than to prove that both discs

are deflected, and that the deflection of the glass disc toward

the light is somewhat less than that of the aluminium away

from it. In another experiment with a similar apparatus, it

was found that if the deviation of the aluminium was taken as

100, that of the glass was 74 -8. . ,

The result of this experiment, is, as it seems to me.

fatal to anv theory which assumes that the repulsion in a

Crookes' radiometer is due to the direct impact of hi

and I think also it cannot well be explained by assuming the

existence of ordinary convection currents.

Experiments under the full pressure of the atmosphere.--Bm

anxious to make some experiments under the orrin

pheric pressure, 1 arranged a blackened disc of alum

composed of two lamina?, counterpoised, provided wil

magnet, and suspended by a single fiber of si k in . g-*£
The time of oscillation of the system I could not^^
owing to friction against the air, but judge that it was ^
thirtv and forty seconds. This apparatus was centereu

graduated circle, and the disc observed as before v.

pound microscope. It was soon ascertained that
;

to

e

exercised, apparently, an attraction on the suspended disc,

when seaiei nearly
I

it followed and pou*
J

toward the observe ce of little ^ , from

meter with considerable promptitude, being thus deflect
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its true position as much, as 20°. The cause of this phenomenon
I take to be, that the dark heat from the face of the observer
warms mainly that part of the flask directly opposite him ; this

causes a feeble ascending current of air in that region, and this

again a horizontal current toward the heated wall, the latter

current acting on the disc precisely as the wind does on a

weather-cock. The deflection from this cause was pretty con-
stant, and did not prevent qualitative observations from being
made, though in the more important cases I avoided it alto-

gether by quickly taking tk aid of a screen,

and then retiring for some minutes to the other side of the
room before taking a second reading.
Eocpmment with gas flame and a solution of alum.—The light

of a luminous gas flame at a distance of a foot, after passing
through a saturated solution of alum 41 mm. thick, was allowed
to act on the blackened side of the disc, and forty readings
were taken at intervals of about twenty seconds. A repulsion
from the light was produced; below is given the deviation
indicated by the mean of each successive set of ten readings.

0°-6 4°-01 3°-01 4°1.

The alum solution was now removed, when the disc began to

move rapidly toward the light, and after twenty readings, had
reached a final deviation of 28°'7 toward the light. Here it

remained stationary with small fluctuations. Being convinced
that the deviation of 28° «7 was due solely to the heating of the
glass by the naked gas-flame, causing thus a current to set

toward it, and drawing the disc in that direction after the
manner of a weather-cock, I moistened the side of the glass
next to the gas flame with water at the temperature of the
room, by the aid of a small camels' hair brush. For a second
or two, no effect was produced ; then a large repulsion ensued
rather forcibly, the disc being driven away from the light, a
aeuection of as much as 180° being obtained, which tended of
00

wvi
to confirm the idea I entertained.

« nile making the observations just mentioned, I was seated
near the apparatus : they were now repeated, at intervals of two
mmutes, the alum solution being employed, and the observer
removing each time to a considerable distance from the appara-

y Below are the results of three experiments, consisting each

La ? two determinations of the zero point, and two of the
^flection: 16°, 15° 4, 15-8 away from light.

a rl ? and otner e(
l
uall.y constant results established beyond

aoubt the fact that repulsion takes places when the radiations

ael i

as not sen sibly to heat the walls of the flask, and it is

*m that with these conditions, the disc under the full atrnos-
^eric pressure imitates the behavior of one suspended in a vacuum.
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I conceive the cause of these phenomena to be as follows: the

radiations falling on the blackened disc heat it, and generate
thus an ascending current of air, which sweeps upward along

the surface of the disc, gatJiering volume as it travels from the

lower to the upper edge, and tending thus to drive the disc

away from the light. The cross section of the ascending cur-

rent of heated air would then, roughly speaking, assume a

shape like a V. To test this idea, I arranged' the disc so that

its upper edge should be bent away from the light, like an A,

of hanging with its walls vertie; !

. the\ were deflected as much
as 15°. This deflection was so small as not materially to

diminish the projection of the surface exposed to the light, but

it was found practically to destroy the repulsion. Four experi-

ments were made, each consisting of four readings of the zero

point, and as many of the position of the disc after exposure,

the observer removing each time to a distance from the appara-

the .

Away from light.

With this same apparatus, the disc beinsi still bent out of its

vertical position, I now repeated the fundamental ex

of exposing the appnmr.;< t<> tin- action of a ma-
under atmospheric pressure ; the results of these trials are given

(1.) The disc remained stationary a moment, and then moved

toward the light.

(2.) Same result. ,

(3.) Moved a few degrees away from the light, afterward

40° or 50° toward it.

(4.) 8° away from light, then a large number of degrees

toward it.

(5.) Small deviation toward light, small deviation away from

it, large deviation toward it.

(6.) Disc stationary, 5° awav, 50° or 60° toward light

(7.) 5° or 6° toward large deviation touan

The blackened disc was now arranged so as to !

cally, and the experiment repeated, all the other conditio

remaining unaltered. . a ..

(1.) Repelled 20°
; then began to move slowly tow;

on extinguishing the latter, a large sudden motion in sa

direction.
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(2.) Repulsion of 40° or 50°
; return to zero point ; remained

nearly stationary at zero point ; sudden and large deflection

Mv;-inl tlame, when it was extinguished.

(3.) Same as last.

(4.) Repulsion of about ">\ attraction 60°.

These experiments show that, as a general thing, the first

effect is repulsion, the second attraction. They are, I think,

sufficiently explained by assuming the existence of a vertical

current, on the heated surface of the disc, and a horizontal cur-

rent directed toward the heated side of the flask; these act

antagonistically, and when the disc is vertical, often balance
each other more or less perfectly for quite an interval. On
extinguishing the flame, the vertical current is greatly weakened,
while the horizontal one is not much affected, hence the violent

deflection toward the heated side of the flask.

New York, June 27th, 1876.

Art. XLTV.— Experiments on the Sympathetic

Tuning Forks; by Robert Spice.

; a pair of forks having a vibration

Ut 3 forks) show the phenomenon of

be employed to exhibit their i

ft is also well known that a oair of forks having a vibration
number of 512, (Ut 4 forks) exhibit the phenomenon with sim-
ilar intensity at far greater distances. The accepted solution

<» this difference of deportment is, that as in the latter case
aouole the number of impulses are delivered in a second,

consequently double the energy is conveyed to the distant

If this explanation be sufficient, the following result should
loilow: Forces radiating from a center obey the law of inverse

*iu.ares
; hence, if the amount of motion (or force?) received by

au Ut» fork at a distance of six feet from its excited fellow be
represented by n; then (assuming an Ut4 fork to have double
^energy of an Ut 3 fork,) clearly, the amount of motion
Reived by an Ut 4 fork at a distance of twelve feet from its

escited felW, should be represented by |-. But so far is this

from being the case, that the intensity instead of being one-half
^s calculated) is more than double. In fact, at twenty feet the
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intensity <

intensity of resonance of Ut 4 forks is undoubtedly greater than
' y of Ut 3 forks at six feet.

f forks were cast in a kind of bell-metal, and tuned

On Kcenig's boxes the resonance was quite obvious at

twenty feet, and at forty feet the responding fork drove a cork

ball 8mra diameter a distance of 10mm ! This result was greater

than that obtained with the steel Ut 4 forks of Kcenig. In view

of these facts, it seemed to me that a different explanation was

required to clear up the difficulty: and, after a careful experi>

mental examination of the question, I offer the following

hypothesis

:

The intensity of sympathetic resonance of forks on their cases

increases with the angular deviation or motion of the prongs.

The question of number of vibrations per second has its

proper value, but this value is small compared with the element

above stated.

I proceed to explain this hypothesis. Suppose that we wish

to set a pendulum in motion, but are requii

following conditions : First. We are obliged to hold the cord

of the pendulum (point of suspension) in our hand, and this

hand is also to be the motive power, to start and keep

the pendulum in motion. Second. We are only to be allowed!

lateral movement of the hand of one inch each way, making in

all two inches.

Now the amount of motion or amplitude of a pes

estimated by the angle the cord or rod mak
and clearly, if the point of suspension moves laterally.

creates an angle. If, further, the point of suspension has a

reciprocal motion in accord with the possible time oi

dulum, then, by the principle of the summation of imp ~
J

the motion of the entire pendulum will be gradually augmented

up to a limit determined by well-known mechanical theorems.

But if amplitude is expressed by angd
.the total motion must be

in less time and be greater. From which it follows th-

ing the conditions above stated, if we operated on a
j

ten inches long, we should set it in its maximum mot

time and with less expenditure of force than if we op

a pendulum fifty inches long. Experience confirms tins.

A fork vibrates after the manner of a pendulum, and may be

looked upon as an inverted pendulum : but « hereas,

of a pendulum determines its vibrating period, the

together determine the period of a fork. Ag

period of a fork varies directly as the (hi

as the square of the length ; hence a small alteration

will make a large difference in its period ; or, conversely,
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imply a large difference in

From measurements made with an electro-chemical register-

3 (between
Ut 3 and Ut 4

) is in vibration, its stem or handle alternately rises

trad fells in accord with the period of the fork, through a dis-

tance of about gV inch. When a fork on its case is influenced

by a distant fork, the case gives the stem this up and down
motion, which is conveyed to the prongs and sets them in

vibration after the manner of the hand starting a pendulum
as specified above.
This i

illustration. If we decrease the length of the fork without
altering the constant, we thereby allow of a greater initial angle

;

the result of which we have already noted—it is the same as
shortening the pendulum cord. This much understood, we are
in a position to explain the deportment of the bell-metal forks
cited. The velocity ._>( sound in hell-metal is much less than in
steel, hence, retaining similar thicknesses in both cases, an Ut 3

fork m bell-metal would be shorter than an Ut 3 fork in steel;
the ratio of the length of the steel to that of the bell-metal
ranging as 90 : 75. Therefore, though we retain the vibration-
number, we gain advantage from the shortness of the fork, and
hence from the increase of angular motion of the prongs.

It was suggested to me that possiUy bell-metal had the prop-
erty of accepting motion more lvadilv than steel. To test this

pomt I made a pair of Ut 3 steel forks, shorter than Kcenig's,
and of course thinner, in order to retain the vibration-number,
inese forks behaved just like the bell-metal forks. Further, I
^de a pair of Ut 4 forks as long as Kcenig's Ut 3 forks, and of
course thicker. These behaved like Kcenig's Ut 3 forks. Final-
ly taking a Kcenig Ut 3 fork on its case, and one of the short

yv forks also on entv feet apart,
tw- found that, on excitini k-.-nV

1 well, where
'spond at all.

B Bridge st., Brooklyn, July, 1876.
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[The following pages on "Types of Orographic Structure," are

cited from Major Powell's Report on the •' Geology of the TJinta

us." They are preceded in the volume by a brief topo-

I account of the region between the Sierra Nevada and

the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, and having for its

northern boundary, as at present understood, the North Platte

and its proper upper continuation, the Sweetwater River. This

area is divided into three provinces, namely—passing from east to

west,—the Park Province, the Plateau Province and the Basin

Province. The first is described as including the great parks of

Southern Wyoming, Colorado and Northern New Mexico, and

comprises many ranges of mountains which are "characterized bj

a great development of metamorphie crystalline schists, mostly

Archsean in age, with patches and structural basins of marine and

lacustrine sediments of later time, and a complicated series of vol-

canic formations.

The Plateau Province is that directly drained by the Colorado

and its tributaries, through which The streams generally run, not

in wide valleys, but in canons; the vast area is strictly a plateau

region embracing manv table-shaped elevations bounded by cafion

and cliff escarpments, and differing in its succession <i -

strata from others in North America, and also in its disj

or uplifts; moreover, Cenozoic and Mesozoic rocks ;:

some of the important plateaus are of ( arboniferous beds, and in

places the subjacent rocks even down to the Archsean are exposed

to view in consequence of erosion.

The Basin Range system includes the Great Salt Lai

and other valleys and ridges extending through Y\ esl

Nevada, Southeastern California and perhaps across th<

in Western Arizona; and embraces Paleozoic beds as well as

metamorphie schists, along with eruptive beds, some of which are

the principal component parts of the ranges.]

region before character-

izing each province by its special type.
_

,

In this discussion I wish to use certain terms with a

or relative meaning; i. c. in m
flexures I shall speak of those portions of the sedimenl

which are adjacent to the anticlinal axes as having been up

heaved, and those portions near their synclinal axes

• Again, in blocks which are 'bounded by I

tilted, I shall speak of such portions as are at a higl.

having been uplifted, and portions occupying a lowe
r.

ie

t

v

any
thrown. In such cases I do not wish to commit myself to j
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theory of upheaval or collapse in the change of the relation of

the several parts of these beds to the center of the earth.

In treating of the structure of the mountains under consider-
ation it is necessary to distinguish two o-ivat classes, viz: those
composed of sedimentary strata, altered or unaltered, and those
composed of extravasated material.

Mountains composed of Sedimentary Stkata.

I. Appalachian Structure.

The structure of the Appalachian Mountains, with closelv

appressed folds and axial planes tipped back from the sea, the
modifications of these folds by faults, and the primary and con-
comitant forms of the mountains, have been clearly explained
by the Messrs. Kogers and later writers, and have formed the
basis of many discussions concerning geological dynamics.
This Appalachian structure needs no further mention here, as
it is a type of structure which so far has not been found in the

region described above, and should it be found hereafter it will

simply be an exceptional type to those known to prevail.

II. Simple Anticlinal Structure.

Mountains or short ranges carved from simple anticlinals are

sometimes found, though this type of structure is not a prevail-
ing one. Usually in such a case the great mountain mass lies

«* the central zone of the uplift. The fold is, of course, always
round truncated by erosion, and the mountains represent but
the difference between the amount of upheaval and the amount
°i such erosion. When not complicated by other types of

structure the strata dip on all sides from the center of upheaval,
gently or more abruptly, but the sides of the folds are never

tins in primary form are gently
rounded in general outline, modified by the erosion of the
streams running down their sides. Sometimes such mountains
are severed by rivers running longitudinally, transversely or
obliquely through them; the rivers themselves having their

^
UI
?
es in regions far away and passing through the mountains

n their courses to the sea. In >' *> a snort
distance above the junction of the Snake Kiver with the Yam-
Pa, stands Junction Mountain, which serves as a fine illustra-
ll°n of this type of structure. The mountain is divided into

run
U
T?

Ual Parts hy * caQon ' through which the Yampa River
"s

; 1 he axis of the m th and south direction.

J?u
gU
v
e l is a sectio" throu-h this mountain, in a north and

2
m direction, along the axis of upheaval. Figure 2 is a sec-
n througb it in a transverse direction.
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Concomitant Forms.

Monoclinal Ridges on the Flanks.—Under conditions which

well known as to need no further explanation here, mono-

1 ridges or hogbacks are formed on the flanks of such up-

heavals, and
magnitude a:

Where two o
arated by
clinal ridges may be formed.

such monoclinal ridges are c

be dignified with the name of mot
>re series of indurated, inclined beds s

3 series of softer material, two or more
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2. Mimoclinal Ridges only.—Sometimes we find that an anti-

clinal upheaval has been eroded in intaglio, so that there is no

great central mountain mass, but the axis of upheaval is the

site of a valley or low plain, but the monoclinal ridges on the

flanks remain.

3. Inclined Plateaus.—Where the anticlinal upheaval has a

great amplitude, as compared with the vertical uplift, the beds

incline but slightly. Under such conditions inclined plateaus

or mesas are found instead of monoclinal ridges, usually having

steep escarpments facing the axis of the flexure.

III. Uinta Structure.

In the Uinta Mountains we have a great range carved from

an anticlinal upheaval, the axis of which has an easterly and

westerly trend, and is more than one hundred and fifty miles

in length. It ter a st t he Wasatch Moun-

tains on the west and is cut off by the short, abrupt anticlinal

of Junction Mountain on the east', the latter having its axis in

a north and south direction. There are several important facts

observed in the study of this _>:,•,;, fh xure. lis axis has been

lifted above the level of the sea about thirty thousand feet, and

above the level of the adjacent country about twenty-five

thousand feet. From flank to flank the flexure is about.fatty

miles, but varies much in width. We find on either flank,

many miles from the axis, a line of maximum flexure, whic

present- ftndering axis. The

lines have the effect of two monoclinal flexures in opposite

directions, separated by the broad J eleyatea

valleys and peaks of which thereat mn.^ot the I mm M "in-

tams is composed. But the portion between these mo
flexures or lines of greatest flexure is itself gently flexed In

•he north side of the

mtains bavin a- a throw of twenty thousand feet. Un
the south side the lin? of greatest flexure is very in

being complicated in some places by faults;
having uplifts op-

P^ed to the downthrow of the flexure. On either

ment where the strata

are faulted, flexed, twisted and contorted in many w^&
.

.
The character of these displacements in the Uinta Mountains

! in Plates. 1. 2 and 3 of the Ath.s and in a suose-

<r*ent chapter the subject will be more fully discussed

^ simplest topograph^ forn
h^X

f
ents under conditions of erosion in general outb^re pk-

*** with gently rounded summits and abrupt shou

th* flanks; 1out such general outline is often modified by the
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due to antecedent or superimposed drainage; that is,

by the corrasion of streams that bead in remote i

pass through these uplifts either longitudinally, transversely or
obliquely, as in the case of Simple Anticlinals.*

There are other modifications which sometimes greatly ob-
scure the general topographic outline due to consequent drain-
age, i. e.. the local drainage which is due to the upheaval itself

and which produces interesting

Concomitant Forms.

1. Subsidiary Plateaus.—Sometimes the streams which head
near the axis of such an upheaval as they meander to the
flanks, excavate valleys and divide the great block, which is a
plateau in general outline, into minor plateaus which are sepa-
rated by intervening but elevated valleys. This is especially
the case where the streams in their upper courses follow for
some distance the strike of the beds before turning to cross the
more or less abrupt lines of maximum flexure. Sometimes
these streams run in deep gorges ; in such cases the plateaus
are bounded by canons.

2. Projecting Ridges.—When these consequent streams start-

ing near the axis of upheaval take a somewhat direct course
across the strike, the nvm-ral plateau is cut into a -eries of sharp.

abrupt ridges having a trend at right angles to the strike or

general axis of upheaval. Thus the points of the ridges face

the plain below and are separated by deep gulches and canons,
and the observer on the plain below sees before him what ap-

pears to be a line of peaks separated bj interv<
vs. and is apt to misunderstand the topographic char-

acter of the great mass which is before him.
3. Axial Peaks.—At some stages in the progress of erosion

the channels of consequent drain.
I
about their

heads gorges are formed, with towering amphitheaters. In

such cases an irregular line of cra-s and peaks will be found
along the axis of upheaval. These I call axial peaks

4. Flanking Peaks.—Sol '

group of beds underlaid b 1

upheaval, whirl, harder beds have been carried away bv erosion

from those portions of the upheaved mass nearer the axis. In
such eases each projecting ridge is crowned with a true peak.

I call these Hanking peaks.
5. L,i-rrur r.,i J/.,,,,V//r/ / Ridges.—On the flanks of these up-

but farther from the axis than the flanking peaks, mo-
noclinal ridges are often found sometimes broken by gaps

* For an explanation of what ii
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which are the channels of intermittent or permanent streams,

and these ridges are very irregular and often interrupted.

Where the downthrow is by simple flexure, a complete series is

formed. Where it is partly by flexing and partly by faulting,

some of the monoclinal ridges disappear. Where the faulting

is on the side of the zone of maximum flexure nearest to the
axis, the ridges of the upper beds appear; but where the fault-

ing is on the side of the zone of maximum flexure farthest

from the axis, the ridges of the lower beds appear; and where
cement is chiefly or entirely by faulting, there are no

monoclinal ridges.

W.—Kaibab Structure.

In the region under discussion we often find the sedimentary
beds broken into blocks bv faults or their homologues, mono-
clinal flexures, and these blocks have been gently tilted in
broad masses. I have d st somewhat at length
id my Report on the Exploration of the Colorado Kiver of the
west and its Tributaries, published in 1875 ; and in fig. 3 I

section and bird's eve view of the plateaus north
of the Grand Canon, which was used in that volume. An ex-

amination of this will fully reveal the rharaetfristics of what I
nave called the Kaibab structure. The grand top*

ii result from this structure are plateaus with
woken edges where thev are bounded by faults, flexed edges

are bounded bv monoclinal flexures, and With

escarpments where they are bounded by canons or lines of cliffs.

Concomitant Forms.

.} Miff* of Displacement—When a plateau is bounded on one
Me by a fault, the edge of the plateau is an escarpment often
80 abrupt as to present a more or less irregular line of cliffs

a Mopes of Displacement—When the displacement is a nex-
1re rather than a fold, the edge of the plateau is a broken slope.

1 ^ave discussed these cliffs and slopes of displacement some-
w

a

»at at length in the volume already quoted several times,

* Monoclinal Ridges o„ the Flanks.—On the flanks of these

'1 flexures, under proper conditions which have already

°een described, monoclinal ridges are formed.
. .

4. Mom d away—As in sim-

ra l mass may be entirely earned

It I
eaving ^ut monoclinal ridges, in like manner in the

Kaibab structure the principal plateau mass may be carried

»*»y leaving only the
P
monoclinal ridges. This I have also

fussed in the volume already quoted.
&• Projecting Ridges.-li is seldom, perhaps never the case

th« the strata of one of these plateaus are left by the general
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displacement in a horizontal position ; but every block is tilted

more or less, and often a valley appears at the foot of the slope,

and the streams which head on the opposite brink of the pla-

teau have excavated valleys, leaving intervening ridges which
project into the valley, having an effect somewhat like that
described as one of the concomitant forms of the Uinta structure.

6. Cliffs of Erosion.—An inclined plateau may be bounded
on the upheaved side by an escarpment of erosion, and such an
escarpment is gradually carried back by an undermining pro-
cess from the line of greatest upheaval. The drainage of such

is usually from the brink of this escarpment toward
tin:

1

valley on the opposite side ; yet a minor drainage is found
which carves out deep gulches, and the cliffs of erosion have

trant and sharp salient angles.
7. Bulks.—Sometimes the gulches which form the deep,

reentrant angles of a line of cliffs have lateral gulches, which
i erosion coalesce, and the salient angles are grad-

ually cut off from the escarpment, which is ever retreating. In
wis manner buttes are formed as outliers of cliffs.

8. Cameo Mountains.—Wherever considerable areas of hori-
zontal or nearly horizontal strata are Sound sufficiently elevated
above the base level of erosion, and such areas are drained by
two or more subparallel water-courses, the lateral drainage

..... gradually inosculate in their upper
ramifications, and, carving out deep channels, will leave behind
fountains of horizontal strata. Such mountains are often of

. Tins is especially the case where the beds are of

different texture and color, when the mountains will be ter-

raced and buttressed in beautiful regularity, and banded with
the colors which are characteristic of the several beds of which
they are composed.
A few miles north of the Tjjuta Mountains, on the west side

oi the Green River, a eroup of such mountains is found, to

which I have given the'name Cameo Mountains, and I call this
the Cameo structure.

V. Basin Range Structure.

When the blocks into which a district of country has been
broken bv faults are greatly tilted so that the strata dip at high
angles, the uplifted ed a

''^n form lonS mou.

n -

^in ridges. Such ridges have the general appearance of the

monoclinal ridges already described as concomitants of other

WJ of structure : but in this case the ridges constitute the
cnief mountain masses themselves, and form another general

type. The monoclinal ridges are due to the erosion
01 upheaved strata ; these ridges are due to displacement

;
they

^y also be eroded, but in so far as erosion has progressed the

** Joub. Sci._Thikd Series, Vol. XII, No. 72.-Dec, 1876.
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ds of the Basin Prov
jomposecl of monoclin
arped front, the

is obscured. Many of the ridge-like i

degree with the dip. Sometimes the ridges

ted longitudinally, transversely or

ight or of great magnitude; but the

is a simple ridge with slight transverse

themselves are faulted longitudinally, transversely
and the faults may be slight or of great magnitude ;

bu
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1. Honoclinal Ridges on the Bach—On the backs of these
Sasin ranges monoclinal ridges have been observed.

In this i regular areas of <

fft ZF*"3 reS10n many zones or irreguiar areas w wu^j —
jwad to be divided into small blocks by faults and flexures

JKunng in diverse directions, and these may be horizontal or

toVi
lpP
l
d at h%b or low angles, or even be overturned The

TOl« effect of this diverse displacement may be to uplift the
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area above, or depress it below, the adjacent country, or not to

change its relative altitude. These features are exhibited on a

small scale within a limited area, usually so elongated as to be

termed a zone.

During the past season Mr. G. K. Gilbert has studied an area

where this diverse displacement is by faulting, and the faults

are of no great magnitude, and the biocks into which the area

has been severed are either not tilted or but slightly so. This

presents the simplest illustration of this type that has yet been

view of the blocks mentioned. In

; the
the section, in the foreground, the heavy line represents t

summit of the highest Cretaceous group. Fig. 5 is a diagra-

of the same region showing the blocks into which it is seve
^~j

and the same restored to the condition they would have, naa

there been no denudation. , ..

On the south side of the Uinta Mountains, and east otiu

Green River, another comparatively simple area has pe_

studied by myself. This zone of diverse displaces

the flank of the great Uinta upheaval. These disp

are chiefly by flexures rather than by faults, and the block*.*

more tilted and contorted than in the last
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bias

these displi

In Atlas, plate No. 4, we have a stereogram representing

bsequent chapter the subject

Many other areas far more complex than these have been

discovered, where a zone has been broken into blocks, and
these blocks tipped and contorted in diverse ways and direc-

tions, like the blocks of ice crowded in an eddy of a northern

river at the time of its spring flood. The topographic features

found in such areas are zones of irregular hills.

Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating the general types of dis-

placement heretofore discussed. A represents a Simple Anti-

clinal displacement; B, a Uinta displacement; C, a Kaibab
displacement; D, a Basin Range displacement; and E, a Zone
of Diverse displacement.

Mountains composed in whole or in pakt of Extra-

vasated Material.

We are not able in the present state of our knowledge to

draw legitimate conclusions concerning the relation of the erup-

tive rocks, so widely distributed through all three of these geo-

logical provinces, but the following types of structure have been

observed.

VII.— Table Mountain Structure.

We often find beds of sedimentary strata preserved from

erosion by a capping of lava. Such are usually called table

fountains; the underlying strata may be horizontal or in-

clined. Earlier stages of this structure are seen in mesas or

[ow tables, and sometimes in valleys or gulches which have
been filled with extravasated material, and erosion has pro-

ceeded to a limited extent on either side of these harder masses,

carrying away the softer sedimentary material, and leaving the

harder volcanic rocks in the midst of the valley ;
and this may

have an elevation less or greater than that of the adjacent

country beyond the rim of the valley.
, . tvi _ „

.
A fine example of a table mountain is found in Pilot Butte,

m Wyoming Territory.

VIIL— UinJcaret Structure.

Simple sheets of lava may be poured into a valley or on a

Pton, and serve as a protection to the sedimentary beds which

^immediately underlying them, and as the erosion of the

f^jacent country not thus protected progresses, new vents may

^ formed along the edges of such sheets and at a lower level.

m erosion progresses, and still new floods of Java are poured

0ut
- and still a? lower lev.

li 1S left behind^ its central mass composed of sedimentary material but

^vered on the summit and flanks with irregular and oveiJap-
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ping patches of lava. Thus lava bed is imbricated on lava bed,

but unlike the tiles of a roof, the upper edge of the lower sheet

is placed on the lower edge of the upper. This structure is

well represented in the Uinkaret Mountains in Northern Ari-

zona, and has been more fully discussed by me elsewhere. ( Vide

The Exploration of the Colorado River, &c, page 199 et seq.)

IX.— Tu-Shar Structure.

When a plain or valley which receives extravasated material

from below remains at abase level of erosion during the period

of successive eruptions, flood of lava is piled on flood of lava

until a vast mass of material is accumulated from which the

rains and streams carve mountains. The several beds of which

such a mountain mass is composed are exceedingly irregular,

from three causes : first, each bed as poured out was an irreg-

ular mass, due to its degree of fluidity and the character of the

ground on which it was poured ; second, each bed was more

or less modified by erosion, which occurred after it was poured

out, and before it was covered by a subsequent flood; and,

third, the general mass has been eroded to a greater or less ex-

tent in producing the present forms.

The volcanic activity being in a region where movements of

displacement are in progress "it is often the case that the struc-

ture of this class of mountains is greatly modified by such dis-

placements. Mountains composed of such irregular beds ol

lava are of frequent occurrence in the regipn under d

A fine example is seen in the vicinity of the town of Beaver,

Utah Territory, in what are known as the Tu-shar Mountains.

X.— Volcanic Structure.

When many eruptions come successively from the same vent,

and each is a comparatively small amount, cones are built.

Cones of such simple structure are of frequent occurrence in the

region under discussion. Great complex cones such as are

found in other parts of the world do not occur, but a few

double and one triple cone have been observed. The great

majority of the cones observed are built of cinders on broad

sheets of lava, and are in fact concomitant forms of 1

Such cones are comparatively ephemeral, as the scoria ana

ashes of which theV are composed yield readily to atmospheric

degradation. Where such a cone exists, still bai

defined crater, its condition testifies to the lateness oJ

and all the facts relating to the sheet of lava on wh
fully corroborate the conclusion. From such evident

able to infer the recency of much of the volcanic acta

three provinces. If the human history of America
carried back to as early a date as it has been in Asia,

be doubted that the earlier chapters of that history would d

replete with the accounts of volcanic fires.
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XI.

—

Henry Mountain Structure.

Sometimes we find the sedimentary strata displaced by a

quaquaversal upheaval and the same fractured, and through
these fractures floods of lava have poured, and these may lie in

patches about the flanks of the mountains, or stand in dikes

where the walls of the crevice have been swept away by denud-
ation. In the Henry Mountains we have a fine illustration of

of structure. These mountains have been studied by
Mr. Gilbert during the past season, and in his preliminary re-

port he says :
" The eruptions of the Henry Mountains are of a

character entirely novel to me, and they were studied with an
inercst stiin ilatt d by surprise. A description of a single one,

though it will not stand for all, will serve to illustrate the type.

Mount Ellsworth is round, and its base is six or eight miles

broad. The strata of the [.lain about it are horizontal on every
side. Near the mountain the level strata become slig

iing from all sides toward the mountain. At its base

the dip steadilv inrivnsrs until on the steep flanks it reaches a

maximum of forty-five degrees. Then it begins to diminish.

and the strata arch over the crest in a complete dome. But the

top of the dome has cracked open, and tapering fissures have
ran out to the flanks, and thev have- been filled with molten
rock, which has congealed and formed dikes. Moreover, the

curving strata of sandstone and shale have in places cleaved

apart and admitted sheets of lava between them. So the moun-
tain is a dome or bubble of sedimentary rocks with an eruptive

we, with a system of ra-li dika,s, and with a system of dikes

with the strata. It is a mountain of uplifted strata,

distended and permeated by eruptive rock."

In the foregoing characterization of certain types of structure

round in these regions, I have not attempted to adopt a system

°f
exact classification, which should be both inclusive and ex-

ciusive as the tvpes do not admit of such classification. JNo

h.ard and fasUines" can be drawn. I have simply attempted

the important types with their primary and concom-
itant forms.

V ™
.ft

is manifest that the structure of a sedimentary mountain

y depend primarily upon two elements—the type of the ois-

fcement and the character and extent of erosion. The ero-

y may be antecedent or superimposed, or it may be conse-

5*ent,or these methods may be combined, and the erosion may
oe modified bv dip, t.-Umv. and .»t .or ,-haraet-nsncs oi the

beas producing concomitant 'forms. . , ..

.

por convenience. I subjoin the following synopsis of the

l?Pes of mountain structure recognized in the foregoing dis-
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I. Mountains composed of Sedimentary Strata, altered or unai

(Not found in the three provinces.)

II.—Simple Anticlinal Structure.

Primary topographic form : Plateau with rounded vertical outline.
Concomitant forms: 1. Monoclinal Ridges on the Flanks. 2. M(

Ridges only. 3. Inclined Plateaus.

Primary topographic form : Plateau with rounded summit and abrupt s

Interrupted Monoclinal Ridges.

TV.—Kaibab Structure.

T topographic form : Plateau with angulai

1 Ridges on the Planks. I

Plateau carried away. 5. Projecting Ridges. 6.

Cliffs of Displacement. 2. Slopes of Displacement.

V.

—

Basin Range Structure.

topograpl

fcant forms : 1. Monoclinal ridges on the back.

VI.

—

Zones of Diverse Displacement.

)hic form : Irregular hills.

ains composed in whole or in part of Extrav.

VII.—Table Mountain Structure.

Ylll.— Uinknret Structure.

IX.—Tu-Shar Structure.

Art. XLVI— On the Ethers of Uric Acid. Contributions from,

the Chemical Laboratory of Harvard College; by H. B. Hill*
Assistant Professor of Chemistry.

Although the constitution of many of the derivatives of

uric acid may be said to be fairly established, the structure of

uric acid itself is still a matter *of conjecture. The formulae

given by Baver,+ Kolbe^ Stn .
Mulder,j

Hiifner,** Gibbs,ff Medic us/ft Drechsel,§§ and Mallet ;|||
dif-

* In great part from the yet unpublished Proceedings of the Am. Acad., p. 26.

* *- ^hem.u.Phann.
f
cxxvii,2~

NirpraktChem. II, i, 134

I Zeitschr. fur Chem , 1869, 176. Miinchen. Acad. Ber.,

1 Bericht. der Deutsch. Chem. GeseUsch., vi, 1237.
** Journ. fur prakt. Chem., II, iii, 23.
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fering as they do, in points more or less essential, show that

the experimental data are as yet insufficient to establish its

In this connection the ethers of uric acid seem to

have attracted little attention. In 1864, Drygm* prepared

1 and triethyl ethers by the action of ethyl iodide

imbic urate. I have been unable to obtain the orig-

inal paper, but from the summary of it given in the Jahres-

berichtf for that year, and in Gmelin'4 Hand-book, it would

appear that he submitted them to no very extended examina-

tion. I have, therefore, undertaken the study of the ethers of

uric acid, with the hope that a careful study of the products

of their decomposition may throw additional light upon the

structure of uric acid. , ,

A few preliminary experiments convinced me that toe com-

pounds in the methyl series could be much more convenie\ i y

made than those of the ethyl or benzyl. I therefore began

with the methyl ethers, and this paper gives the results I have

obtained in the study of the first of these.

Methyluric acid, C 5
H

3
(CH

3
)N 4 3

.

Methyluric acid may readily be prepared by the

methyl iodide upon monoplumbic urate. The metathes

;.r llo l*r. .......Ih Mwcen 160 and IbO

-

The dry lead salt mixed with methyl iodide in moleci kr pro

portions, enough ether being added to keep the
>
mixture fluid

is heated in sealed tubes for eighteen hours at loo . ^oiled
evaporation of the ether, the product of the react

,

c

>

with water, and the solution filtered from

bic urate. The lead is then precipitated with hydric sulphide

a«d the plumbic sulphide filtered off boiling hot The filtrate

deP°sit-">- boiled for
^dissolved ndrecm-
a few minutes, reprecipLted by 'hydrochloric acid and _recrys

talhzed from bodingwV The yield is about^sixty ^ «*

of the amount theoretically required by the leaa .a

of the *

theoretically requn

enters into the reaction. A portion oi toe «« —
,;

Pletely decomposed, and is found as ^^^pother liquors and the crude product. I *^g*V£
tf COm-

tbe yield 'by employing anhydrous ether-in the P
ace <*

mon ether. Although no ^monium com -u l-

(]

formed, a much smaller percentage of the lead
I

salt e

action. Longer heating at a V^foS of dimethyl
crease the yield, inasmuch as a larger quaoUty o £
ether was then formed. The amount|

of^^ solubie in
oy heating to 165° is small : and as it is mucn iu

* Russ. Zeitschr. Pharm., iii, 3, 28, 49, 113, 121.

" - ericht, 1864, 629.

Suppl., ii, 1026.
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water than the monomethyl ether, it may readily be removed
by recrystallization.

Methyl uric acid crystallizes in small clear flat prisms, appar-

ently of the trimetrie system, the crystals being often pointed

at either end. By slow cooling of a dilute solution, these civs

tals sometimes reach a length of 2-3 mm., but they are usually

much smaller. The substance undergoes no visible change

when heated to about 300°
; at a higher temperature, it melts

with complete decomposition, and without perceptible subli-

mation. It is soluble in boiling water, almost insoluble in

cold water or in boiling alcohol; insoluble in ether. Cold

concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves it abundantly; upon

dilution it crystallizes out, apparentlv unchanged.

The substance dried at 165° has the formula C9H«(C

H

3)N4 3 ,

as the following analyses show :

1. 0-4284 grm. gave 0-1310 grm. H20,and 0*6210 grm. C0 2 .

2. 0-2748 grm. gave 0-0985 grm. H 2
0,and 0-3972 grm. C0 2 .

Calculated for Found.

C
6
H 6N 4 3 . 1 2 3

C 39-56 39-53 39'43

H 3-30 3-39 3-98

N 30-77 30-98

As the mean of several determinations of solubility. I find

that there are required for the solution of one part of methylunc

acid 253-6 parts of boiling water, and 4596 parts of water at

20°.

The aqueous solution reddens litmus feebly, and decom-

poses carbonates readily on heating. A solution in potassic or

sodic hydrate is not precipitated b\ carbonic dioxide. From a

concentrated cold solution, stronger acids precipitate it gela-

tinous, from hot or dilute solutions crystalline.

With bases methyluric acid forms a series of clefi

some of which have been studied by Mr. O. E. Jack-

laboratory. The results of this investigation may be found in

the Proceedings of the American Academy.* He has analyzed

the following salts

:

K 2C 5
H(CH

3)N 4 3 3 H 2

KC 5H2 (CH 3
)N 4 3

H 2

Na
2C 5

H(CH,)N 4 3
3 H 2

NaC
6
H2(CH 3)N 4 3

H2
BaC 5H(CH 3

)N 4 3
3*H 2

Ba(C,H(CH,)N 40.) 2 4 H 2

Ca(C
5
H(CH 3)N4 3 ) 2 3 HaO

These salts show that the monomethyl ether of uric acid is
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itself a bibasic acid like uric acid ; a fact which is certainly

remarkable and of obvious theoretical importance.

Action of Hydrochloric Acid.

In 1867, Strecker* showed that uric acid heated with fum-

ing hydrochloric or hydriodic acid to 170° assimilates five

molecules of water, giving carbonic dioxide, ammonia, and

glycocoll,—

C
s
H

4
N 4O s

+5H 2
0=3CO a

+3NH 3
+C 2H 6

NOa .

The inferences which he drewf from this reaction concerning

the structure of uric acid are well known. Emmi
Mrntlv shown that rv;m<>-vn n ilt5 m-,.-.mm1 into boiliu-

acid is converted into irlvcoeoll, and seeks thus to give

Strecker's reaction a new interpretation. In either case, how-

ever, it seemed to me of importance to determine the products

of the decomposition of methyluric acid under these coi

Two tubes, each containing 13 grm. methyluric acid, and an

excess of h saturated at 0°, were heated four

or five hours at 170°. The gas which escaped on opening the

tubes was found to contain no methyl chloride. The excess

of acid was driven off on the water bath, and the residue

ith plumbic hydrate until the distillate was no longer

alkaline. The ammoniacal distillate was caught in hydro-

chloric acid, and evaporated to dryness on the water bath.

The residue was treated with a small quantity of absolute

alcohol, and the filtered solution again evaporated to dryness

There was then left a white saline residue, which gave with

great readiness Hofmann's isocyanide reaction, showing the

presence of a monamine. The chloride was converted into the

platinum salt, and this was analyzed after recrystallization

from hot water.

0-4760 grm. gave on ignition 0M991 grm. platinum.

Calculated for Found.

(CH 3
NH 3 ) 2

PtCl 6 .

Pt 41-61 41-82

Methylamine is, therefore, one of the products of the taction.

From the residue left on distillation, it wns . -asv to isolate

glycocoll in the ordinary way. The liquid was filtered lorn

Jhe basic plumbic chloride, the lead rei i*>vfd troin t

by hydric sulphide, and the filtrate evaporated On stand

..- - * -:. -:.--, , s
-i" - "' -

^ ' '

. ::

- -... ...
:

- - . .
.

.-^ ,^.-:- -
boiling with freshly precip.tat 1

<
, r n

• oxide, and precipitation

<* the blue solution by alcohol. Of this salt-

* Ann. Chem. u. Pharm., edfi, 142 ;
Zeitschr. fur Chem.. 1868, 215.

+ Zeitschr. fur Chem., 1868, 363.

X Berichte Deutsch. Chem. Gesellsch., vi, 13oi.
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0-4400 grm. lost at 130° 0*0388 grm.

Calculated for Pound.

(C 2H 4N02 ) 2Cu.H 2

H2
7-8o 7-68

A determination of copper in the dry salt gave,

—

0-4068 grm. left on ignition 0-1523 grm. CuO.

Calculated for Found.

(C 2H 4
NO,) 2Cu

CuO 37-55~ 37-43

The reaction in this case may therefore be written,

—

C 5H3(CH3)N4 3+ 5l] 2O=3C0 2
+2NH 3+CH3NH2+C 2H5N0,

It will be seen that this reaction proves the commonly

accepted view that uric acid is not an hydroxyl but an imide

In order further to establish the relative position of the

methyl radical, it seemed to me of chief importance to follow

it through oxidation in alkaline and acid solution, and thus

determine its relation to allantoin and alloxan or paraban.

Methylallantoin. C 4
H 6

(CH 3 )N 4 3 .

Methvluric acid is readily oxidized in alkaline solution,

according to the method of Claus and Emde.* The solution

must be dilute with but a small excess of alkali, th-

permanganate added slowly in exact molecular proportion As

soon as the manganese dioxide has separated, it must be nl-

tered rapidly with the aid of the pump, and the nitrate slightly

acidified with acetic acid. I then found it most advantageous

to evaporate as quickly as possible on the water bath to small

volume. After standing twenty-four hours the methv

crystallizes out in clusters of radiated prisms. These Bepar»tea

from the mother liquor by pressure, and recrystallized several

times from hot water, form clear distinct monoclm
closely resembling ordinary allantoin. They are readily solu-

ble in hot water, sparingly in cold ; almost insoluble in alcohol,

hot or cold, and insoluble in ether. These crystals melt wita

decomposition at 225°. . •

In spite of many variations of the method, I could obtain l

this way but fifteen per cent of the theoretical yield. *rom

the mother liquors evaporated to a syrup, alcohol separates

potash salt, probably of methylallantoic acid. On account oi

its uninviting character it was not further examined.

Methylallantoin dried at 100° gave, on analysis,—

* Beriehte Deutsch. Chem. Gesellsch., vii, 226.
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. gave 0-1092 grm. H 20, and 0-2978
£

This substance is apparently isomeric with that described by
Grrimaux under the name Pyruvil.*

Silver nitrate gives in a hot saturated solution on the cau-

tious addition of ammonic hydrate, a crystalline pre*

I of needles or short prisms. This salt is readily

soluble in hot water, more sparingly in cold. By spontaneous

evaporation of the 'cold solution, tolerablv perfect crystals of

the trimetric svstem were obtained. This compound may be

dried, without"' decomposition, at 100°, and gave then on

analysis,

—

0-1668 grm. left on ignition 0-0646 grm. silver.

Calculated for Found.

AgC 4H 4(CH 3
)N 4 3

.

Ag 38-71 38-61

Bayerf has shown that allantoin, when heated with hydri-

u '^-' acid, breaks up into urea and hydantoin ;
and it was

evident that methylallantoin should give an analogous reaction.

I therefore heated methylallantoin with concentrated hydnodic

acid, following the lirecti* as given by Bayer.* When the

ippeared to be ended, the liberated iodine was reduced

with sulphide of hydrogen, and the hydriodic acid removed by

plumbic carbonate. The nitrate gave on evaporation, alter

standing for some time, clear crystals, which, freed from tne

syrupy mother liquor - from water, formed

transparent prisms, readily soluble in water or alcohol, and

giving no precipitate with zincic chloride. Their melting

Point I found to be 144°-145°. The quantity at my disposal

was insufficient for analysis, but there can be no doubt ot tut

^entity of this substance with methyl hydrantoin descnbed by

Neubauerg as resulting from the action of banc hydrate upon

creatinine, inasmuch as he gives these properties and themeit-

"»g point 145°. The reaction may, therefore, be written,

NH 2
N-OHa

C
4H 5(CH 3)N 4 3

+H2
=CO +CO

* Berichte Deutach. Chem. Gesellsch., vii, 1790.
cxxivii, 288.

T Ann. Chem. u. Pharm., cxvii, 178. % Ibid ->
cxxx

>
l *
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Once as the action of the hjdriodic acid was longer con-

S^Ji S-i i wi
substance crystallizing in broad ?hombic

plates, readily soluble in water, sparingly soluble in alcohol,which gave a precipitate with an alcoholic solution of zincic

at 1°00°
e

- Th
11^ "*«*•r1^ at 105 °' and Sublimed "Sj

at 100 I hey were evidently sarcosine formed from the de-
composition of methylhydantoin.

Oxidation of Methyluric Acid with Nitric Acid.
By the oxidation of methyluric acid with nitric acid, a solu-

tion is obtained which gives a deep red coloration on warming
with amnionic hydrate. From this solution, however, I have
as yet been unable to isolate a crystalline product Bv spon-

wE^ evaP°/atl
1
°5.;

n the air, a sticky syrup is obtained,
which does not solidify, even after long standingly, vacuo over

- acid. Alcohol dissolves this residue, the solution
remains clear after the addition of ether, and on evaporation
again leaves an uncrystallizable syrup. I have been equally
unsuccessful in separating •

... , ulph
4
ide <£

hydrogen a crystalline alloxantine or dialuric acid. Oxidation
with potassic chlorate and hydrochloric acid, according to the
method of bchlieper,* gave the same result. These reactions
were sufficient to give a qualitative proof that the solutionma not contain ordinary alloxan. I therefore attempted to
prepare from this solution a methylalloxanate in form fit for
analysis I first tried with baric hydrate to form the barium
salt I he ordinary method, following closely the directions ol
bcbheper,t gave me, however, a salt containing but a trace of
nitrogen and with percentages of barium, carbon, and hydro-
gen, closely approximating those required by a basic baric
mesoxalate, BaC

:1
O

s
.Ba0

3H 2
. At the same time a strong

F"n £ ™\ reived. If a smaller quantity Gi
banc hydrate were added in the cold, and then alcohol in ex-
cess, a barium salt was thrown down which contained nitrogen,
Dut it could not in this way be obtained of constant composi-
tion. F umbic hydrate seemed to determine the formation of
the methylalloxanate, but no better results were obtained,
l he silver salt blackened too rapidly to admit of analysis.
ine lime salt is the only one I have been able to prepare

with constant composition. Methyluric acid is dissolved in as
small a quantity of nitric acid of 142 sp. gr. as possible, the
solution somewhat diluted, and the excess of acid neutralized
with calcic carbonate in the cold. The solution is then
allowed to stand in vacuo for some time, to free it from car-
bonic dioxide, afterwards diluted with six or eight volumes of
alcohol and filtered. The cautious addition of amnionic hy

* Ann. Uhem. u. Pharm, lv, 261. f Ibid, 272.
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date to the filtrate throws down a bulky semi-gelatinous precip-
itate, which, well washed with alcohol, and dried at 100°,
forms an amorphous powder, which has a faint pink color,

—

undoubtedly caused by a trace of alloxan. The dry salt was
soluble in cold water, though with some difficulty.

Analysis gave for substance dried at 100°—
1. G'1778 grm. gave 0*1125 grm. CaS0 4 .

2. 0-2275 grm. gave 0-1446 grm. CaS0
4

.

3. 0-3049 grm. gave 36-8 c.c. nitrogen at 21
0,

5, and 762-1 mm. press.

Calculated for Found.

C 4H(CH 3)N a 6
Ca 1 2 3

Ca 18-87 18-61 18-69

N 13-21 13-68

Tit- analyses 1 and 2 were made with different preparations.

Inasmuch as the chief point was to prove the formation of
methylalloxan by this <>xi'd:itu>ii. I distilled the calcium salt,

prepared in the 'manner described, with potassic hydrate in a
current of steam. The ammonia (y gave the
characteristic isocyanide reaction by heating with alcoholic
potash and chloroform. It was neutralized with hydrochloric
acid, evaporated, and from the residue the methyla'mine chlo-

trated by absolute alcohol. An analysis of the plati-

0-2160 grm. left on ignition 0-0902 grm. platinum.

Calculated for FouDd.

(CH 3NH 3 ) g
PtCl 6

Pt 41-61 4176
Thus proving that the calcium salt contained the group -

In further confirmation, I was able to isolate common urea
as the secondary product of the methylalloxan formation.

After oxidizing "with hydrochloric acid and potassic chlorate,

the excess of acid was driven off by evaporation at gentle heat,

tf potassic chloride separated with absolute alcohol, and the

a/coholic solution evaporated to a syrup. The cautious addi-
tlQn of strong nitric acid caused the separation of abundant

ate in characteristic form. The base, set

free as usual with baric carbonate, after recrystallization from

*ater, melted at 129°-130°.
^he reaction may, therefore, be written—

N— CO

C
5H 3 (CH 3)N 4 3

+H2 2
=CO +CO
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Methylparaban, C 3H(CH 3)N 2 3
.

Although methylalloxan is so unstable in the presence of

bases, in acid solution it possesses remarkable stability. It

may be boiled for some time with strong nitric acid, or with

hydrochloric acid and potassic chlorate before the red colora-

tion with ammonia disappears. On prolonged boiling (about

an hour) with strong nitric acid, the oxidation is complete, and

the solution contains methylparaban. For its preparation I

have found it most advantageous to boil methylurie acid with

five or six parts of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 -3, until a drop taken

tie water, and well shaken out with ether. On distill-

ing off the ether, a syrup remains which soon crystallizes in

shining radiated prisms, which are reery stall ized from hot

water. They are somewhat difficultly soluble in cold water,

readilv in hot ; soluble in alcohol and ether. The substance

melts "at 149° -5, sublimes very slowly at 100\ and at higher

temperature with great readiness. For analysis, the air-dried

substance was heated three hours at 100° ; during that time

0-2260 grm. lost 0*0030 grm.

1. 0-1714 grm. gave 0-2333 grm. C02
.*

2. 0-2160 grm. gave 0-0785 grm. H2 0, and 0*2629 grm. C0 2 .

Calculated for Found.

C
4
N 2H 4 3 1 2

The substance gives no precipitate with calcic chlori

after the addition of amnionic hydrate. On warming the

ammoniacal solution, a precipitate falls not wholly soluble m
acetic acid. Argentic nitrate precipitates it only in concen-

trated solution. The silver salt prepared from con

solution, with the cautious addition of amnionic hydrate, crys-

tallizes in prismatic needles
;

quite readily soluble in hot

water, sparingly in cold. Under the microscope it cr

from hot aqueous solution in rhombic plates. It may be dried

at 100° without decomposition. It gives on analysis,

—

0-1210 grm. left on ignition 0*0556 grm. silver.

AgC 4N2H 3 3 .

Ag 45-95 45 95

There can be no doubt that this substance is identical with

that obtained by Dessaignesf from creatinine, winch
recognized by StreckerJ as methylparaban. Dessaignes gives

* The hydrog
tAnn.Chem
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no melting point, but the description given corresponds per-
th the substance I have obtained

; the only difference

being that I find the substance quite readily soluble in ether,

whereas he gives it as somewhat soluble only.

Although I must postpone all discussion of the structure of
uric acid until the investigation upon which I am at present
engaged is farther advanced, I may perhaps be pardoned if I
consider briefly the structure of urea which must of necessity
form the foundation of any formula of uric acid. It certainly

would not have occurred to me that any such consideration of
its structure were necessary had not Professor Mallet in his

recent paper on uric acid and its derivatives in this Journal,*

NH 9
adopted the formula C NH", which was proposed several years

OH
ago al about the same time by Wanklyn and Gamgeef and
Gibbs4 Professor Mallet hardly discusses in his paper the
facts bearing upon its structure, but contents himself with
l^inting out the simplicity which he believes this formula will

-'^ to its complex derivatives,—a style of argument service-

able enough, where there is little or no choice upon other

grounds, but certainly not to be trusted, if opposed by direct

actions.
The facts remain, as far as I know, essentially as they were

when the whole matter was reviewed by Heintz.§ Basarowfl
proved in Kolbe's laboratory the formation of urea from am-
nionic carbonate and carbamate. Natansonl showed that it

was formed by the action of ammonia upon carbonyl chloride
and ethyl carbonate, and his results were afterward confirmed

ty Neubauer and Kerner.** By these syntheses urea is shown
to be directly connected with carbonic acid as its amide by the
tflree principal general reactions for the formation of amides,

and no formula but CO^g 2 can explain these reactions with-

out the gratuitous resort to molecular rearrangement. Very
recently the reaction with carbonyl chloride has been em-
P%ed by Michlerff in the formation of fourfold substituted

-. : C0g+HN(C
:

H
;

):=C0N(C
:

H
;

), +2HCIi Ieaving no

Possible doubt of the symmetrical distribution of the hydrogen
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first, the monobasic character of urea, and secondly Wanklyn
and Gamgees oxidation with alkaline permanganate.

As for the basicity of urea, Heintz* has already shown that

basicity does not always correspond to the number of amide

nitrogen atoms, and that amidogen, like hydroxyl, is largely

dependent for its character upon the nature of the radical to

diamide. An
entirely different case in its nature, although perhaps still more

to the poiut is guanidine C NH , which is monobasic only. Ac-

nh,
: . f

cording to every analogy, therefore, the observed basicity of

urea is but the normal behavior of carbamide.

The experiments of Wanklyn and Gamgeef were five in-

number. Two were made upon urea, two upon ammonium

salts, and one upon acetamide. They found with an excess of

permanganate that urea gave up all its nitrogen as gas, while

the nitrogen of the ammonia and of acetamide was ox

nitric or nitrous acid. It may well be questioned, I think,

whether these results are sufficient to form the basis

generalization as to the behavior of -'admitted amid

granting that urea is thus distinguished from all other amides

the proof is yet to be brought that the formula C NH possesses

any advantages in explaining this observed decomposition. What

experimental facts, what analogies, what plausible theory even

can be given to justify the assumption that the nitrogen atoms

inCoSS 2 and C NH* under the conditions employed by
JN±±2 OH

Wanklyn and Gamgee, would differ so fundamentally in their

behavior? Anomalous as the decomposition of urea may oe,

it certainly is not to be explained by so simple a device as toe

substitution of one imide nitrogen for an amide. If I

alous behavior should be established by further investigation

of other diamido compounds, it would not be the first case i

which the mono-carbon compounds differed essentially iro

their higher homologues. ,

I have thus briefly given my reasons for dissenting ik>

Professor Mallet's assertion that the structure of urea

means settled. I can not but think it esta

as unequivocal as our present methods of research are capa

of giving.

* Loc. cit., p. 74. f Journ. Chem. Soc, 1868, p. 25.

Harvard College Laboratory, Sept., 1876.



-Notice <>f
a Meteorite.

Art. XLVIL—Notice of a Meteorite, from Madison Co., N C.

;

by B. S. Burton, University of East Tennessee.

This meteorite was placed in my hands for examination by
Professor P. H. Bradley, who also furnishes the following facts

in regard to its history :

"The mass was found in August, 1873, on land of Kobert

Farnesworth, near Duel Hill, Madison Co., North Carolina. It

was lying on a hilUi !< \-1ht. i: had been used, probably, by
the first settlers of the land in supporting a corner of a rail

fence, now rotted awav. It is said to have weighed, when
first found, about twenty-five pounds. Two or three pounds
of 'specimens' had been hammered off before I secured it,

most of which could not be recovered. Mr. Farnesworth
reported that a similar mass weighing about forty pounds had
been found about a mile farther west, before the war, perhaps
about 1857, which had since disappeared, probably has become
buried in rubbish. Efforts to find it again were unsuccessful."

3 of metallic iron, of a rounded irregular

shape, with the usual coating of magnetic oxide, and measuring
9X6|x3f inches, and weighed twenty-one pounds. Over the

surface at various points was a small bead-like deliquescence
°t iron chloride. A portion was cut off at a machine shop,

though onlv after considerable trouble, and described by the

machinist as " the toughest piece of iron" he had ever handled.

After polishing, and by the action of acid, the usual markings

appeared, though rather indistinct; and, at the same time,

jere developed distinct particles of Schreibersite irregularly

disseminated over the surface, which by continued action of

toe acid stood out more prominently.
. ,

Specific gravity = 746. Iron not passive. Dissolves in

Mrochloric acid, without liberating sulphuretted hydrogen,

eavmg a very slight, black, carbonaceous residue, which con-

tai^dSi0
2 ,Fe,C?,Ni,P. _ AThe following result was obtained on about one gram of the

Nickel .

Cobalt .

Phospho
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Art. XLVIIL— On a Recent Discovery of Carboniferous Batra-

chians in Nova Scotia ; by J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F.RS.

1. General Remarks.

The erect Sigillariaj enclosed in the sandstone overlying

coal-group 15 of Section XV, Division 4 of the South Joggins

section, are perhaps the most remarkable repositories ever dis-

covered of the remains of Paleozoic land animals. As I have

shown in discussing their character in my memoirs on the

South Joggins Coal Formation,* and my " Acadian Geology,

some of these trees became embedded in sandy deposits, and

being rendered hollow by decay of their inner bark and the

crumbling of their woody axes, remained for a long time as

open holes or pits, gradually filling with vegetable debris and

the wash of rains and land floods. They thus became places of

habitation for land snails and millepedes, and pit-falls into

which the smaller batrachians, prowling for prey among the

undergrowth of the coal forest, fell and were unable to extri-

cate themselves. In this way the successive layers o

became stored with skeletons of batrachians which they have

retained in an admirable state of preservation.

Only one sandstone at the Joggins is known to contain these

us trees, though erect Sigillarise are known at more

than sixty different levels, and many of these erect stumps

have been broken up in the hope of making such discoveries-

In the past summer, however, shells of Pupa vetusta were tountt

bv Mr. Albert J. Hill and the writer in an erect tree in bection

XXVI of Division 4, about 800 feet higher in the series; ana

of course where these shells occur remains of other la

animals may also be discovered.
, , .,,. nt

Since the discovery bv Sir Charles Lyell and the writer^o

the remains of Dendrerpeton Acadianum in one of the erect tree

of group 15, I have several times visited the locality, ana m
endeavored to take advantage of the exposure of new trui

^

by the encroachments of the sea. In the summer ot lo

took down a second stump which afforded nine skeletons

four species, as well as remains of Millepedes and we1*

Pupa. In 1860, 1 dissected two other stumps, wh

six additional skeletons including two new species

whole six batrachian species were more or less pert©

sented, and were described by Prof. Owen or roj

Scudder subsequently made a careful studv of the i

Millepedes, and referred them to five species belonging ^^
genera,f In the present year another tree very ncn y^

Journal of Geological Society of London, vols, ix, x, xi, m, :
xvw,

" • Period, 1863. Acad"
"'

Boston Soc. of Nat. ]

f Air-breathers of the Coal Period, 1863.
' Acadian Geology,

195. " '
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with remains was obtained, and its

jeetof the present communication,

for me by the kindness of Mr. Hill, superintendent of the

Cumberland Mine, but proved to be filled merely with sand-

stone without animal remains. This is an illustration of the

fact that, even in this bed, only certain trees remained open

long enough to become burial places of land animals.

All the remains found in these singular repositories are those

of air-breathing animals, except certain worm-like bodies of

uncertain natu?e, which Mr. Scudder suggests may be remains

of Leeches. Further, as the reptiles which fell into these pits

could have been only such as were capable of walking on land,

the erect trees contain none of the ichthyic and elongated forms

which have been described from Ireland, from Germany and

from Ohio * Such forms no doubt existed in Nova bcotia,

but could not be laid up in coffins formed of Sigillana trunks.

The species preserved in these are therefore all of more or lei

1

3 well developed

shall find, are also remarkable for ornate cuticular

those of modern lizards than

lizard-like form, and have well developed limbs. Some of

thief

ernli

I
'

"Again, though we know from the footpn
appendages,

of Sauropus unguifer,\ found in Cumberland County at no great

distance from the Joegins, and from those of Sauropus kydnensisz

found iu Cape Breton, as well as from the osseous remains of

the alligator-like Baphetes, that there were large te re trial

Labyritithodonts in the coal swamps of Nova Scotia, these

were of course too bulky to fall into the erect SigiUan* ;

con-

sequently the remains found are those of the smaller species

The state of preservation of the specimens is also
'

peculiar.

ie bones of each specimen are sure to be present^

t of the carcases had 1

finally covered up, tl

scattered, 'and have apparently fallen

vegetable fragments on which they laj, ~
are usually disarticulated, and the bones, though mdmUumj

body Seems to have been covered at once, *f**^j£*and especially the skin, being either preserved by the>ta* n g

action of ttj vegetable matter, or^,^nK
remain in a coal v state and completely cover the bones, so iw

Jese cann rS extacted except in fragments and by the

^ruction of the cuticle which invests them T^d™ d
tbese remains afford the greatest facilities for the rtetau

* By Huxley, Von Meyer and Cope, f
Geological Magazine, vol.

.

t Acadian Geology, p. 358.
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even microscopic examination of the parts, they do not often

furnish skeletons with their members in situ, as in many of

those described by Von Meyer, Huxley and Cope.
The tree of 1876 was found by me in " the reef" or extension

of the sandstone seaward, and near the low-water mark. The
upper part of the stump, probably filled with sandstone, had
been removed by the waves, but about two feet of the lower

part remained. It was extracted with as much care as possible

by two miners with picks and crowbar, and the disk-like &ag-

ito which it naturally split, were carried up to the foot

of the cliff and -hIm pientl numl 1 1 i I d'—K'ted at leisure.

In the hurry of working against time to escape the tide, the

men it seems left in the hole a portion of the lowest layer, and

a fragment of an upper one. The former was afterwards re-

moved by Mr. J. C. Bussel of Columbia College, New York,

and the latter was found by Mr. Hill. Both have been kindly

en, so that the whole of

carefully labelled, in

such a manner as to keep together the parts belonging to each

skeleton.

This tree was about eighteen inches in diameter, and in the

lower part was partially flattened In lateral pressure, so that its

diameter in one direction was only a little over a foot. The mate-

rial filling the somewhat thick coalv bark may be described as

a more or less arenaceous silt or soil, blackened with vegetal-!'-'

matter, and replete with fragments of carbonized bark, mineral

charcoal and tine vegetable debris. There are also numerous

leaves of Cordaites, and abundance of the fruits which from

their frequent occurrence in such hollow trees, I have else-

where named Trigonocarpum sigillarice. In some places the

sediment was finely laminated, the laminte being often much

contorted. In other places the earthy matter existed <

or interrupted layers, nearly free from vegetable matter, and

especially abundant toward the sides of the trunk. The cement-

ing substance is in general carbonate of lime, many portions

of the mass effervescing freely with an acid, but in a

there are hard concretions of pyrite. The material has evi-

dently been introduced gradually, in small quantities at a nun.'.

and the earthy matter seems to have run down the rode*

spreading more or less toward the center; but in -

cumulating around the circumference. The number of skew-

tons recovered in a more or less complete state was n<

thirteen in all, belonging probably to six species, besii

bones contained in Coprolites, and several Millepedes, and shells

of Pupa vetusta, the lal the lowest lave-.

The first animal introduced was a specimen of Hylerpeton

Dawsoni Owen, whose bones and scutes, after decay ot tbe
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Kranecting parts, had slid down the slope of silt from one side

toward the center of the space. Next, after a few inches of

ime a specimen of Dendrerpeton Acadianum Owen,
o the center of the layer and nearly in one

plane. Above this a large flake of hark had fallen in, forming

an imperfect floor over the remains. Then, after an inch or

two of carbonaceous matter had been deposited, came a some-

what fiat surface which seems to have remained uncovered for

some time, and on this lie the diyecta membra of three skele-

belonging to Dendrerpeton Acadianum, D. Oweni, and a

f species ofHylerpeton. "Above this was a confused

considerable thickness, in which were found another specimen

of the new Hylerpeton, and remains representing a third animal

of the same or an allied genus, also four specimens of Myl

of an immature Dendrerpeton.

er in position, was a layer with large portions of the

cuti le ot it bendrerpetou, probably D. Acadianum: and above

this, at the surface of the stump, were some remains and im-

pressions of bones probably indicating another specimen of

Dendrerpeton. Taking these specimens in the order above

given, we may notice the new facts which they have disclosed

on a preliminary examination.

2. Remains of Hylerpeton.

The sole species of this genus heretofore known, H. Dawsoni,

was discovered by me in 1860, and was described by P

Owen from remains so scanty that he expressed considerable

doubt as to its affinities. I afterward worked out, from a few

fragments of the matrix, the evidence that its teeth were simple,

without plicated dentine, that it had a large canine or tusJc m
•

•• >•
' :

• -' "
'

'

'

•wgfoot The present specimen throws much additional light

on its structure. It had at least twelve teeth in each ramus or

the mandible, and they are large in proportion to the size oi

the animal, bluntly conical and somewhat acuminate, and

riate at the apex. The vomerine bones are beset with

numerous small blunt teeth. The skull is long, and its bones

thm and marked merely with delicate in ased bi -
a ™tlie

»
th**

wrinkles. The forms of the stout ribs and scattered ,

would indicate that the body was broad and squat I

jnust have been about two inches in length, the body probably

few or live, and there are some small vertebrae which may

indicate a short tail. The limbs were large and strong the

femur being an inch and a quarter long, and its shaft 21
fiftt.of

»n mch in diameter and with thick bony walls. The vertebnB

;
r« short and biconcave, and with large dorsal somes the

be% was protected by numerous imbricated bony scales of two
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kinds, one oblong and narrow, the other broad and obliquely

shield -shaped. There are indications of thoracic plates of

larger size than the scales. On the whole this species was

probably a somewhat clumsy creature, of toad-like form and

slow gait, and with a dentary apparatus suited to pierce and

crush crusts and shells. It is perhaps significant of its babitt;

in these respects, that the layers of this tree in which its bones

occur are alone those in which shells of Pupa vetusta are found.

The second species of Hylerpeton, which I may provisional!;.

name H. longidentatus, was of somewhat smaller size, with the

bones of the skull thinner and more slender, and the teeth verv

long and sharply pointed, with the apex finely striate but with

no corrugation of the dentine. The vomer is covered with

minute teeth, and there are long and slender canines. The best

preserved mandible shows eighteen teeth which are strongly

inclined backward. The scales are very narrow and there is a

large thoracic plate. The general form of body may have been

as in the last species, but the skull was probably narrower and

the feet longer.

Another species of this genus, or belonging to a genus inter-

mediate between it and Hylonomus, is represented by a confused

mass of bones showing long and narrow jaws, armed with short

and blunt teeth, of which, at least thirty occur on each side of

the lower jaws. The sculpture of the bones is as in the previ-

ous species, but the pulp-cavities of the teeth are smi

their walls stronger, and they show no sculpture on the apex;

in which respects they resemble those of Hylonomus. The

vertebrae also are more 'elongated and the femur is a large bone

indicating a powerful hind limb. The abdominal scutes are

very long and narrow, resembling slender a
a point in which this species differs from all the others found

with it, although it resembles some of those found in Ireland

and Ohio. This species I would name provisionally, in allusion

to the form of its teet dentatum.
In all these species of Hykrpeton, the teeth are sin

are anchylosed to the bone and placed in linear series in a

shallow groove.

3. Remains of Dendrerpeton.

The remains of this genus will afford additional fi

the differences in individuals of various ages, and as to tn

details of the skeleton in the species D. Oweni, previously

known by only one imperfect example. The specii

found would seem to show that it resembled very much tne

larger species, except in the form of the teeth and scales. *»»

the most interesting facts presented by a cursory examination

of the specimens relate to the skin and its appendages. U
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now evident that in addition to the abdominal and gular scales,

\eton possessed thoracic plates of considerable size,

g those of other Labvrinthodonts. The large mass of

skin found in the tree of 1876, taken in connection with the

smaller portions found on previous occasions, and described in

my "Air-breathers of the Coal-period," enables us to

form a very good general idea of the appearance and clothing of

the animais of this genus. To the naked eye the skin presents

a shining and strongly rugose surface, reminding one of that of

modem newts when contracted by immersion in alcohol, though

on a coarser scale. Under the lens, the surface appears

granular and with a higher power the granulation is seen to

fcBolt from minute scales imbedded in the cuticle, and much

smaller than those, in previous finds, which I have referred to

D. Oweni and to Hylonomus. On some portions of it there are

delicate transverse lines about a quarter of an inch apart, and

apparently corresponding to those which on the newts and

Menobranchus mark the bands of subcutaneous muscles, lhe

bony scales of the abdomen have disappeared, except a few

scattered in the matrix. But the most remarkable dermal

appendages, are those triangular lappets or frills of which I

have in previous papers described detached examples, and

have compared them with the gular and cervical lappets and

frills of iguanas, geckos and Draco; and which also suggest

analogies with the processes that support the gills in

ine, and with the lateral folds of the skin id

Menopoma. These appendages are flat and of appreciable

h in length, and an eighth of

an inch in I a i n an edge or obtuse flat point

which seems to have been horny, while the appendage itself

must have been flexible. They are marked with small scaly

oval areoles or projections, placed somewhal
with a minute puncture in its center. The markings on both

sides are similar. These appendages are arranged in series

along what appears to be the skin of afore leg, and Ueo m
groups apparently on the anterior part of the body, pe

neck or shoulde/ They appear to be close y connected wi th a

series of much smaller angular points which extend along the
rnlar noints wnicn ca^hu «•

—

D

Apposed leg, and probably fringe the

The evidence that this integument

belongs to^S^L l^lian^is^^^««* in its anterior part of skull-:

tbat of this species, and from the occurrence of a ja* a

bones in the neighboring matrix. The specimen to .

skin belonged nfay have°been about a foot in ength. Tak

m

* >n connection with what is known of the skeleton, w

^produce the external appearance of the animal, it was
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:« in form, with a somewhat fiat and broad head and
strong teeth with folded dentine. Its back was covered with a

shining skin filled wit v scales. Its sides were

marked by vertical bands separated by delicate indented lines.

Anteriorly it was ornamented with numerous cutaneous lappets

or pendants. The sides were bordered with a row of sharp

horny points, and the throat, thorax and abdomen were pro-

tected by bony scales and plates, the scales of the throat being

narrow and sm in a chevron pattern.

Dendrerpe/on Oweni probably had the scales of the back

and the horny appendages larger in proportion, that is, if I have

rightlv referred to that species some similar remains to those

above mentioned, found in 1859. Hylonom»s Lyelli had a tar

more ornate set of cutaneous appendages, as evidenced by re-

mains of skin !.):md as.->.-::ir.-l with its bones, also in 1859.*

The tree of 1876 contains no cuticular remains referable to

these species.

4. Remains of Hylonomus.

The bones of this genus are all, I think, referable to H. Lyelli,

and to specimens about the size of those previously found.

They throw little additional light on its character, except to

indicate that it was probably very abundant, and to render it

probable that the specimens t'ormerlv described were adult.

Two of the skulls in the tree of 1876 are better preserved than

those previously known, and confirm the statement already

made as to the smoothness of the bones and the great

elevation as compared with other batrachians of the Carbonifer-

ous period. This is indicated, among other things, by the

skulls lying upon one side, which is not found to be the case

with the other species.

In the admirable Report bv Cope on the Batrachians o\ tne

•ion of Ohio,f he places Il^momns in the *ime

family. Twlita,,irta>, with Dendrerpeton. This I think
ex\n-i'<< its tni( affinities. The more elongate and narrow

skull, with smooth bones, the differently formed vertebra?, the

fc-'<'th vith non-plicated dentine, the different mici -

t u re of the bone, the more ornate dermal appendages, all
; V

1
"

™te these animals from the Labvrinthodonts, and entitle rl
<

m.

as f have formerly held, to a distinct position as an order oi

or which I proposed in 1863 the name Sber».<a>"-< 1 -

J
-;-nv that in the report ...

-p.vH'/l
h.vMr. Midi for v. ,

fM;k and m tae

^"i ^ View appended to it in 1-74. <\ h th, »u[ J/"' '"
'

na is retained, Dendrerpeton is placed in it, as well as Hylerpeton

* Journal Geol. Soc, vol. xvi, also "Air-breathers," 1863.

t Paleontology of Ohio, vol. ii.
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and Hylonomus. This I think is an error in so far as the first

genus is concerned. I may add my continued conviction that

Hylonomus and its allies present many points of approach to

the lacertian reptiles, winch T hope in future to be able to

work out more in detail.

Several masses of Coprolite, rilled with small broken bones,

were obtained in breaking up the material surrounding the

skeletons. I presume these bones belong to one or other of

the smaller species of Hylonomus; but 1 have not yet found

any of them to be su fistic to warrant any

confident statement on the subject. These Coprolites must

have been produced by Uenarerpeion or Hylerpeion, most prob-

ably the former.

The above statements must be regarded as imperfect, and

preliminary to more del. h Id --ri] i<>n aid i lustration of the

specimens. These will require long and patient work and

'
i i lYKi ,pi, , v lu ji tions of tin

'• mes n I tin teeth, and when

tins Hcomph-t.-d tl.^ will he p'nr.-d in relation, as far as pos-

sible, with the remains previously found in Nova Scotia, and

with what is known of coal hatrachians elsewhere.
_

I think it quite possible that further examination may en-

large the number of species above mentioned. I have been

guided mainly in the reference of the specimens to spec.es by

the structure of the teeth and the cranial bones ;
but some ot

these may yield new p. >n further study.
_

As
all the specimens are preserved under the same renditions.

» liability here, than in most cases, to multiply species

a consequence of different states of preservation.

^ The fact that Cope has been able to cataL

100 species, and that these present so wide a range o >i/e,

tl conformation, alio wis a very remarkable

aultaneous occurrence ol nun

tyi'e, which appears in so many other groups <>l lossi. annua
:

>,

and is par; s '
' • " -' ' '

! "
ps4,i ve,w ; n. I..-' >

% know as vet but a -

V***" F ^'lo dnclose
which has already afforded remain^ of ni-vK max not unclose

sontie precursors of the Carboniferous batracbians.

* Paleontology of Ohio, vol. a.
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Art. XLIX.

—

Mineralogical Notes. No. IV; by Edward S.

Dana, Ph.D.— On the association of crystals of Quartz and
Calcite in parallel position, as observed on a specimen from Hit

Yellowstone Park.

The occurrence of crystals of quartz in parallel position upon
the faces of a rhombohedron of i ace described

by Breithaupt. The relation of the two minerals is shown in

; each crystal of quartz has its pyramidal

face parallel to the rhombohedron (-£#)

of the calcite. Breithaupt also mentions

specimens in which the calcite had been

removed, and the resulting form he

speaks of under the head of pseudo-

morphs of quartz after calcite, as a " tril-

ling" of quartz.*

A somewhat analogous case was
^ u""~

described by Rosef and EckJ from

Reichenstein in Silesia ; more recently vom Kath and Frenzel§

have given a full description, illustrated by a number of figure.

of a similar occurrence from Schneeberg, Saxony. In the speci-

mens described by them the calcite rhombohedron (4 #) was com-

pletely enveloped by the quartz. Each rhombohedral face of

the former having upon it a pyramid of quartz, united by a

pyramidal face, and the extension of these -

had produced a form which with its reentering angles appeared

to be a trilling (a compound crystal of three combine!
of quartz. It was further shown by vom Rath that the calcite

alone had determined the position' of the quartz crystals, and

consequently that the form, which had resulted, was only a

King. Both the vertical twinning-plane, and the hon-

ine of the compound crystal were pronounced to be

impossible forms with quartz.
Many cases of the association of crystals of different species

"J
parallel position have been observed (as for example," of aloite

on orthoclase, of pyroxene on hornblende, of chrysolite and

humite, etc.), but the case here mentioned is of an exceptionally
#

anomalous character. It is a matter of some interest, therefore,

to note the discovery of a new <
on of quartz

and calcite and one which offers some features not before

observed, affording at least a partial explanation of this geomet-

rical relation between the two minerals.

*Berg- u. Hutten. Zeit., 1861, 54. ± I
t G- Rose, Pogg. Ann., lxxxiii, 461. § I

, ZS. G. Ges., *viii, 426.

Ann., civ, 17, ™U -
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The specimen in hand was obtained by the writer in August,

1875, when visiting the Yellowstone National Park in connec-

tion with the party of Col. William Ludlow, U. S. A. It was

rhood of what has been called " Specimen

Mountain," a locality which has furnished many line amethysts,

geodes of chalcedony, and fragments of silicified wood. The

rock is an igneous conglomerate.

The specimen itself consists mostly of chalcedony, upon the

Millar. ,,£ which iave been implanted rhombohedrons (-±R)of

calcite, and finally, as a still hih-r |>r<uv^. the quartz has

incrusted both the calcite crystals and simultaneously the ex-

posed surfaces of the chalcedony. In the latter position a

3y surface of fine quartz crystals, irregularly planted,

has resulted, but the crystals upon the calcite, though unques-

tionably of simultaneous formation, are all in a similar parallel

;mw ti .n.an I
>_ >u-t *

:

* - i' n in fig. 1 : the p,\ ran

the quartz crystals {R or -R) being parallel to the rhombohedral
1

i(\ i\ ivi.t tho in, 1 r!\ ii •_ calcite. In some cases a collection

of small parallel crystals of quartz form a coating upon each

rhombohedral face, but more generally these crystals

developed as to be united, forming perfectly smooth conti

faces parallel to those of the calcite. Some of the crystals of

calcite are half an inch or more in length, and the continuous

layer of quartz has a thickness of about £ m
veloping them. This coating may be readily removed,

te crvstal entire. The completed form, as remarked

by vom Rath, has a most anomalous appearance, and one likely

to puzzle the careless observer.

The general appearance of the 2.

crystals is very uniform ; it is shown
in fig. 2. In the smaller crystals

(I to J inch broad), the symmetry
of the planes was nearly as perfect

as in the drawing. A comparison
of this figure with those given by
vom Rath will show that though in

the main features similar, still the

one here given differs in some most important respec*,

The firlt examination of the «nfk'"t^^lP*,
existence of the zones (fig. 2) i^Jf, -

faf^— J

fyarfc^^

It is in fact a remarkable case of pseudo-symmetry.
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The following angles were measured in these "zones" as
they may for convenience be called. A double-telescope goni-
ometer was employed for the purpose, though the character of
the planes was not such as to allow of the highest
accuracy.

1. Zone ?; ~R, -R\ i'

i^~^=U K lK l ^-^'=143° 48' -R^-R'=. 149' 28'

*/v-/2=113° 10'. i'^-R=U3° 45' i A i'= 77°29'

2. Zone i, R, R\ i\ -R\ -R^
»/S«'=102

o
8' R^R'= 124° 2' -R"*,-R" 149° 13'

Supposing for the moment that the two series of planes
mentioned are true zones, and also that, as appears at firsl sight
to be the case, the whole crystal is a complex twin, it is ob-
vious that the twinning-plane for the two upper crystals of
quartz must be a plane in the zone i, -R, etc., and must either
halve the angle iA i\ or which is the same thing -R^-R, or
else be normal to this bisecting plane. Similarly, for either
crystal above and the one diagonally below, the twinning-plane
must also lie in the zone ,, + /

>, vU >
, tuv ] must be , itn, r

•' *

plane which bisects the angle i^i'\ and RA R", or on.
angles to it.

,

For the first case the measured angle of -R^-R'=149° 28',

gives 38° 24', that is, 141° 36' or the angle between the

[.lane and the prism i Again, the measured angle
77 29 for i A i' gives 38° 44£, that is, 141° 15*' for the inclina-
tion ot the twinning-plane upon the prism i.

, nooiJr,
e s

f
C0Bd case

'
the an£]e of i?/si2"=124° 2' gives

1 J?° »?
r
.}
he an§'!e between the prism and the twinning-plane,

or 141 7 if 1 e is normal to the composition-
plane. Again the angle of i^i"=102° 8' gives for the same
angle J28° 56', or. on the other supposition, 141° 4'. If we
compare this angle (141°-142 ) thus obtained with the inclina-
tion ot the prism upon the successive planes of the zone be-

tween i and R having the general symbol m-.~-, we are sur-

prised to find that it agrees quite closely with that which is re-

quired for iA 2-2, viz. 142° 2'. This plane 2-2, one of the most
commonly occurring of all the various forms of quartz is thus

ane. In the first case we ob-
u ;

";
1 ^ *'• :md Ul m, and in the second case 141° 7',

and 141° 4'. There is |„ 1V - In, ,li, ropancy, but considering

aWe
C,yStals the corresPon^nce is very remark-

The conclusion to which we arrive then, is this : that although
the position of the quartz is unquestionably determined by the
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calcite, nevertheless the resulting form possesses a rem

high degree of symmetry, and approximates very closely to

eh would be produced by a twin

plane 2-2. The two adjacent crystals are united by the twin-

ie, and the two diagonally opposite by a plane normal

to this, but the same law of twinning applies to both cases.

It can hardly be questioned that this fact, that by this method

ing the form of the quartz approximates so closely to a

' exist independently, must be at least a

partial reason why it is here placed in so remarkable a geomet-

rical relation with calcite.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Size of Hydrogen Atom*.—Annaheim has des< sribiid

lecture experiment in which the coloring power
.

I

and cyanin is made use of to illustrate the extra, rdm: ry iivisiin!-

ity of matter. 7 , ii.nn a,, idea of the amount of colon-

visible to the naked eye, he weighed out 0-0007 gran

, ttlu^nlutmntouhter. In each

r, therefore, there was contained 0*0000007 g>
.

ing matter; and yet, placed in a burette one centimeter m t' 1
^"

1

ter,the color showed distinctly even from a distance. A single

drop of this solution—of 35 to the cubic centimeter

tube placed on white paper showed a distinct red color. Hence

' ! low* that .1;,. eve can perceive -00000002 gram nn
1

-m. I"

if w, ;^,uu, thatVaeh dr.-,. e-,.tain^,i.

<-:umot contain less, then, since the molecular weight of iuchsin

i- :»:.=». the maximum weight of a hydrogen atom is

- gram, or 0-000000000059 gram ! I he same t v
|

"ith cyanin (C^B^NJ) whose molecular

lar result. One milligram dissolved
;

will give for each drop 0-0000000285 gram. 1

hydrogen atom cannot exceed 0-000°000000o4

gram, a curiou>lv close coincidence,—Ber. Berl. LM"U ™''
B

'

l**l, September, 1876. „ ^^^^^ am\ Ek-
2. 0/the Atomic Weight of Selenium.-^ - - • •;

*

*« have made an extended research on ti

eleninm, analyzing for this pur]

silver selenates", ammonium-aluminum selenat.

felenous oxide/all of the greatest attainable puny >
;

' .;-;

Je on ignition yields a beautiful crystalline crusi o

Hence fy weighing the salt, igniting ****^J*X&e>n
data for determining the atomic weight are obtained, ah

°f seven analyses, the atomic weight obtained was ,9 01. J
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reduction of selenous acid by sulphurous acid, collecting and dry-

ing the precipitate and weighing it, another determ'n.
made. The mean of five determinations, which agree well with
each other, is 79-08. The authors, believing the latter determina-
tion to have more weight. a»igu the atomic Aveight 79'08 to selen-

h they believe correct to the first decimal place.— Ber.

Berl. Chem. Ges., ix, 1210, September, 1876. o. r. b.

3. An improved Nit /•<>,/, ,,-.... /-•., ;,,,/ Tube.—Zulkowsky has

improved the apparatus for measuring nitrogen by volume, which

was proposed by Dumas. It consists of two tubes, 1-8 cm. diam-

eter, and 58 cm. long, one of which is closed at the top, while

both are drawn down at bottom so as to slip a rubber tube over

the ends. The closed tube is graduated, ami it, as well ;is the

other tube, has a small lateral tube attached 44 cm. from the top,

the one on the closed or measuring tube for connecting
rat us with the combustion tube, the i-ther furnished with a quetsi-h-

,
for drawing off the liquid t

parallel and upright and form a TJ tube. By turning

from hydro-sodium carbonate being used first to drive out the

tube down it may be filled with a potash
acceded with as usual, carbon dioxide evolved

As the bubbles rise through the potassium In drate. t
!

"}

uiure and more perfectly absorbed. When this process is finisheu

the substance is heated and the nitrogen is allowed to come over.

Its temperature is noted, and, after making the level of the liquid

the same in both tubes, its volume is read and reduced toy In1

pressure and temperature. Analytical resu

with it are given which are exceedingly accurate.—Liebifs Ann..

"'>, September, 1876. G - F-
R

4. On the Physical properties of Gallium.—Boisbauprax, hav-

ing prepared a decigram of very nearly pure gallium, has made

some careful observations on its physical properties. Its fusing

point is about 29-5°, so that the heat of the hand liquefies it

When liquid, it exhibits the phenomena of surfusion
able degree. It has remained liquid for more than a month, the

globule being frequently broken and reunited .main by a steel

blade, in a room the temperature „t which often fell bcle* Un-

freezing point. Contact with a bit of solid gallium h<>we\ei.

solidified it at once. Liquid gallium is very mobile, a;

ered with a pellicle when exposed to the air, and adheres str-ny}

to glass. Only a few degrees below its fusing point,
Td and remarkably tenacious ; but it mav be cut H

aluminum may. It crystallizes with facility, crystal facets

' nt with hydrochloric acid. It
**J

ept upon the surface and it does not

gives the two well-known bngM

^03-1; its flame spectrum only ttie

41/ line and this difficultly. Its density, approximate!;-, i- * y
t.h«s placing it, like its other ph **"» f

aZ
i and indium. Its fttnn»,.\.-\.; a \.\ . - i. there,

probably,
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Xeic Vapor-density method for Substances of high Boiling-

its.—The labor consequent upon the determination of a vapor

sity in the case of a substance of high boiling point by the

bod of Deville and Troost, has led Victok Meyer to contrive

ethod which is simple and easily applied, using no more

'pfac^ofTer-
Ue metal, fusing at 70° C. is used. The principle

1 than the method of Hofmann an«l yet making <

up to the boiling point of sulphur, 444-2

.Wood's fusiMe metal, fusing at 70° C. is i

ved consists ii. but a.-curateiy weigiic.
'

' Ivhlle.

witli the fusible metal, and then determining the >

vapor hv heating in sulphur \ apor and measuring the quantity of

m-t:t! which has overflowed. The vessel employe.! is a bulb of

about 25 c. c. capacity having a fine point at top and a tube 6 to

:-. :

:

"

-

ai'd bent upward to just abovi the point. The author has deter-

mined as data, the specific -ravitv of the alloy at 444
,
and its

expansion coefficient between 98° and 444°; one gram at 98° in

''leases mic;92 c. c. at 444°. The substance is placed in a small

fil'e. which it must comnleteiv till, and is introduced into the bulb

which is ;i i( .;!, the metal, care being taken
'" exclude air-bubbles. After heatin-- to the temperature of boil-

>s water. th« < ;ccss <»t metal on tin tube is removed and the
" !'!• i-w. i u h«d in ,|. iuram-. The bulb is then fn-t

wire, and il in the vapor of boiling sulphur nil

the temperature is uniform.' ft is then removed, allowed to cool

I
i-'inliv and wewhod. The difference in weight i> the amount of

overflow. Knowim.- the expansion-coefficient, its volume is easily

•'I'-ulate.l and reduced. All the data are now known, and in cal-

L''datiuL' the densitv the author uses the formula

V S -14146000
D~ (a-0'086j) (P+M ,

,
. . _

•n which S is the weight of the substance used. < the weight ol

tl!
«' metal used h that which overflow. d. V H b:iro n< trie height,

tli< .iifl'eren. „t level within and without. The densit) of

''l'^nvl thus obtained is 5-M: eal. n".i'2. Of anthracene n-2
1 ;

'_al. 0-15. Of triphenvlamine 8-40; cal. 8-48. 0\ authra-pmem.-

',;-: eal. 7-19. Of *para«libroniben/.oiie s-!4; cal. Slo.-^A
'••>'l Ch'in. <VY.<.. ix. 1210, September, 1^70.

_ ^
<'<* "•

6. On Giyrfrn-p/tosplmr'tr <i<-;<l from Hr<nn
r
I >.-sto:- I hi i>i-

' '""M and KtNozKii have described -<>me of the salt- >!
gi\o.-io-

i '"'sphoric acid obtained from k. phalin. a -uhstan. .
}
"

)

an >

!'" Winer from brain tissue. When boiled with ka.

;

**nxaa gaits of certain fetty acids,

^med by precipitating it by alcohol, which
three molecules of alcohol and six of. water uni

A* Jock Sci., Third Series-Vol. XJI, No. 7<J.-Dec.



glycerophosphate. The authors give certain theoretical views

concerning t
- ;hi<1 lecithins in the brain, all of

which yield this acid.—J! Ghem. Soc, xxx, 20, July, 1876.

7. Chemistry: ^V>„ v//. V .A .tl.un.l I". /
*;//»"

?/e: Chemistry of the U. 8. Pharma.-opadas. A manual of the

<j< ,,,,:>' , ,;,< '!/ 7ts <>/ tin icirn •>.. ami tin trap- in it' >» >'/> »?<<//'' , ,

'attJ i>h<h-tuiicj ; by John Ahfielis 1'h. I).. 1\(\S., etc. Seventh

edition. Revised from tin Sivth
I
Kngli-di) edition by the Author.

668 pp. 12mo. Philadelphia, 1876. (H. C. Lea.)—Dr. Attfield's

book has in nine years appeared in seven *iu-«i— ive i-.liti-i-

of which the present has been adapted l>y the author expressly t<>

the convenience of American students in medical chemistry. It is

an excellent book in many respects, and evidently meets the wants

of the class of students for whom it was prepared. The modern

iiDin ncl tun nd philosophy of chemistry and the metric system

are used in the work. B-
s -

8. A Systematic Hand-book of '-^, etc.; by

Francis Sutton, F.C.S., etc. Third edition. 438 pp. 8vo.

Philadelphia, L876. Lindsay and Blakiston.)—The t<

tiuiis of Mr. Sutton's excellent hand-book have long been in the

hands of chemists. The second edition has for some time been

out of print, however, and therefore the third edition is the more

acceptable to working chemist? who will Hud in ii a •

of this department of chemical literature brought down to Sep-

tember, 1876. It bears marks of careful revision th

The sections on the analyses of potable waters and sev

been completely revised and much enlarged by Mr.

long conned mi of Pavers Commission, as Chief

methods of analysis of
|

are in this volume carefully collated t'r«>m

presented in clear and exact statements. The chapt*

analysis by Prof. McLeod have also been revised

Cinder this head the author would have added to the val

by Mr. C. W. Hinman in thw Journal for -

viii, p. 182), which combines the good points of Km
Williamson's, Doyere's, and Gibbs' apparatus with o1

1

own in a very compact form, giving accurate results

important saving of time and labor and the great com
the chemists to conduct the analyses in a

room. This book well deserves the highest commend t1

fullness, accuracy and svstematic arrangement of the

ject. It is a pleasure for once to see an A
English science-manual escape the mutilation too freqn

mitted in the so-called " reprints from the last London edltl0"*

&

9. Chemia Coartata, or the Key to Modern Chemist*

H. Kollmter, A.M., M.D.. ,u,: iii pp. l-Jni... I

(Lindsay and Blakiston).—This is an attempt to present son*
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the leading facts of chemistry in a tabular form. The facts are

History, 01. tail < d form, Equations, Properties and Tests. "The
main object of the author has been to compress into as small a

space as possible everything connected with t he study that deserves

and to give no more explanatory mat
required to render each subject perfectly intelligible." It is

this stat( !ii< nt that the :iut! or'attempts too much for

the beginner and accomplishes too little for the proficient student

10. Lissajous' Curret.—M. Mercadikr has introduced some im-

provements in the apparatus for producing these curves. Two
I rks an main ained in vih ation by an electric cur-

ting around a magnet placed between the prongs. The
iv by two weights of five^or six

hundred grams and a vai

'

The main improvement :

hy small amounts without stopping the forks,

prongs is attached a small split nut through which a scivw passes

with a loaded head. The latter instead of I h

g arms by means of which it maybe turned with the

finger or a small hammer. The distance of the center >.

of the screw from the end of the fork is thus altered and with it

ity of the vibration. It is easy to see that the period of

increases with the amplitude, and although this change

wvery small, yet the optical method is so sensitive that it shows
it clearly.—Journal de Physique, v, 309.

_

E
-
c-

p -

11. >

t / .f Heat—The committee ot the

i!l'iti>h Association unpointed to determine tl

i" gress is t ,li ,ws: i)r. Jouh has I.e. engaged in further meas-

urements by means of the friction ot water, ami is th average

sixty experiments gives 772 '2 in Bri
t M 11(

,

K s , the above average

)

8 ?U- Experiments have yet to be made on the ca]

h^at of the calorimeter, the' provisional computation being based

Jttthe expei rhe greatest possible error from

fthe» two

light amount to W> in the above value;.
.

mentsofllirnon liu friction of water have given him

;•• - - ;, , >.]. -" - ;

:

-

'

:

'

^ -

I" «'
!

' U...I., ] to, tl ,ittu n -

Resbtaaee . A by il would appear

too .mail. Inasmuch as the

locahtv ;,. ,..!.: i. :,... .... ..: „.. fi„. that unit were conducted

table that they should be

eg,—Nature, xiv, 476.

12. Ohm's Law —Prof. Maxwell presented to the British Asso-

jation aTfhetTiast^meedng the Report j>f the Committee.for

esting Experimentally the Exactness

, U'ablt;

of Ohm's Law. The prin-
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cipal difficulty arises from the fact that the current Olenites

heat, so that it is extremely difficult to keep the temperature con-

stant witli different currents. Since the resistance is the same

whichever way the <

even powers of the

Hence if v

succession through two conductors of different

sections,"the deviations from Ohm's law will he greater in the

conductor of smaller section, and if the resistances are equal tor

small currents they will be no long, r equal for large currents.

The first test was by means of five coils each of thirty ohms r sist-

ance, and two others to complete the bridge. A difference of our
nths in the relative resistance of any two of these coils

proved to be measurable. According to Ohm's law, if eil her four

of these were connected two and two. the resistance should he

equal to that of the fifth coil. By mercury cups these were con-

nected in such a way that each in turn could be comp
the other four. The results showed a small deviation from the

law. probably due to irregularity in the conducting power of the

connection* since it was not confirmed in the more searching tests

applied.

A second method was next adopted in which weak and strong

currents were alternately passed through two wires of nearly

equal resistance but one short and fine the other coars<

The currents were ehuim-ed thirty, and sometimes sixty time- a

second, so that the wire could not sensibly change in
*

in the interval. Since the current 1 as la • irre r< - intensity m the

fine than in the coarse wire the deviation should b. <

inglyjyreat. Combining these resistances w ith two

[uilibrium occurred it must be due

Either Ohm's law is true
pparent

other to the fine wire. The latter case is easily tested by revers-

ing the direction of the weaker current when its effect should add

to that of the other. Currents are employed in some eases m
powerful as to heat the finer wire to redness, but wh-

action was steady the reversal of the weaker eurrenl

result. Mr. Chrystal, by whom the experiments were performed,

has put his result in the following form : If a conductor of iro

,

platinum or German silver of one square centimeter in section n»

a resistance of one ohm for infinitely small currents. ; •

when acted on by an electromotive force of one volt (provided
J

temperature is kept the same) is not altered by so much as in

millionth of the millionth part. ,. ,
t0

It is seldom, if ever, that so searching a test has been

a law which was originally established bv experiment,

be considered a purely empirical law. as it !

erto been deduced from the fundamental principles of dynami .
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5 of ordinary experi-

urages us to believe that the simplicity of

law may sometimes be an argument for its exactness,

e are not able to show that the law is a consequence

j dynamical riiiciples — Xatxre, \i\. to 2. e. c. p.

13. Protection of Uxillhn^ frmn Liyhtuintj.—Yvol. Maxwell

moist earth belo

rather for the benefit of the sunilLled

for the ivli- f .»i clouds laboring unde:

tion of electricity, than for the protection of the building on whic

the conductor is" erected. What, we really wish is to prevent th

possibility of an electric discharge taking place within a ccriai

region, say in the insidi - : ltorv -
Anelectri

discharge cannot occur between two bodies unless the dilhrene

in their potentia ompared with the distune

between them. This may be avoided by connecting all thes

bodies by good conductors as wire ropes. But this is not^nece:

saryif the exterior is covered with a good conductor. Thus, i

the roof walls ana ground floor are covered with thick slcel

copper, no electrical .tied could be prodm-ed inside by a thiimle

storm. No earth connection would be necessary and the inuMin:

•en be insulated by a luyr of a^pl.ahc. A.n h.-.g -oi

ering is by no means

ccordingly a

ling, since this 'connection would

carrying a stout copper wire around the ;

the corners and ib i . aid along ' - - - " u! \V "' "

sufficient for any thunderstorm in this climate, t t " t
' M

"
' li

gas or water pipes, they should be connected with I

necessary to take any pains to facilitate the the elec-

Tidal Retardation Argument for the A,

kes Croll, LL.D., F.K.S., ofthe Geological
),. */.„ tv .? .j t?„* ....7.,/;..,. lr,;>atient for me .i<

Argument for the Ag

™ toe Earth." Many years ago Sir William ''^l^ It
strated from physical considerations that the vl

|
^ "_ ';_. if

,
(il

prevailed in regard to -
"tJ'a- ar.~w-

Were perfectly erroneous. His two mam aig < ^ ^
"»owii, were—first, that based on the suns yo>> ,-

fondly, that based o, tin secular c>. - " '"
, ^

recently he has advanced : : ;'/ " p ;.. u -

t

Wasgow, vol. iii, p. 1), based on tidal retai-..u .

.

, ^
kn°wn that owing to tidal '.

...

'

ti ,, { ; ,

*>n is slowly diminishing, and it is, therefore, euutnt
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go back for many millions of years we reach a period when the
earth must have been rotating much faster than now. Sir Wil-
liam's argument is, that had the earth solidified several hundred
millions of years ago the flattening at the poles and 1

1

at the equator would have been much greater than we find them
to be. Therefore, because the earth is so little flattened it must
have been rotating, when it became solid, at very nearly the same
rate as at present. And as the rate of rotation is'heeommg sl<>\vi-r

and slower, it cannot be so many millions of years back mm
atiou took place. A few years ago I ventured to point

out (Nature, Aug. 21st, 1871; Climate and Time, p. 335,) what
appeared to be a very obvious objection to the argument, and as

the validity of the objection, so far as I am aware, has never been
questioned, I have been induced to believe that the argument
referred to had been abandoned. But I find that Professor Tait

in his work on " Recent Advances in Physical Science," restates

the argument as perfectly conclusive, and makes no reference
whatever to my objection. As the subject is one of very consider-

able importance, I may be permitted to direct attention to the

objection in question, which briefly is as follows :

It has been proved by a method pointed out a few years ago
(Philosophi 1S68, pp. 378-384, February 1-67.

p. 1830; Cliinati- .-Hid Tiiin-, i'iiap. w ; Tranvi<-tion> <>t G. .I'.ngi-

cal Society of Glasgow, vol. iii, p. 153), and which is now
generally admitted to be reliable, that the rocky surface of our
globe is being lowered, on an average, by subaerial denudation at

the rate of about one foot in 6,000 years. It follows as a conse-

quent- from the loss of centrifugal force resulting from the retar-

dation of the earth's rotation, occasioned by the friction of the

tidal-wave, that the sea-level must be slowly sinking at the equa-

tor, and rising at the poles. This, of course, tends to protect the

polar regions, an 1 . xpos < quaforia! regions to subaerial denuda-
tion. Now, it is perfectly obvious that, unless the sea-level at the

equator has, in consequence of tidal retardation, been sinking

te than one foot in 6,000 years, it

is physically impossible that the form of our globe could have been

very much different from what it is at present, whatever may have

been its form when it consolidated; because subaerial d

would have lowered the equator as rapidly as the sea sank. But
in equatorial regions the rate of denudation is, no doubt, much
greater than in the temperate regions. It has been shown in the

papers above referred to that the rate at which a country is being

lowered by subaerial denudation, is mainly determined, not so

much by the character of its rocks, as by the sedimentarv earn mg
power of its river svstems. Consequentlv, other things U-mg_

equal, the greater the rain-fall the greater will be the rate ot

denudation. We know that the basin of the Ganges tor example

18 being lowered by denudation at the rate of about one foot in i'.-"""

years, and this is probably not very far from the average rate M
which the equatorial regions are being denuded. It is 1

evident that subaerial denudation is lowering the equator as
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was its form when i

ine lowering <

tin . mi it i t > i.i i es must tt nd To ii, < l iiM tli rate

. or, more properly, it must tend to lessen the rate of

tidal retardation.

15. Sound, by Johx Tyndall. 448 pp. 8vo. Third edition, re-

vised and enlaVged. New -York. 1876. (D. Appleton tt Co.)

-The Preface to the new edition of this valuable work opens

with the statement of the author that in preparing this new edi-

tion of his work he l.a> amended, as far as possible, it- defects of

style and matter, and paid at the same time respeett'id attention

i" tiit ritiei-i i> a. i - __ -lions which the former editions called

forth. The most important new matter introduced is an aeeouut

<>!' the author's iuvt srigmions on tin acoustic transparency of the

in relatit ; to I "L> sioa ing. Th<
|
n ia t

account of work done in the same line in Ann
by Pro£ lb nrj . af( i

!

" f
-

1[( '""

ry's explanation of the observed phenomena. The disti

author repeats in his preface his former remarks on the " injurious

only h

any one's intellect has be'e

to be blamed but himself.
I 0. Entwlcl < lung <h r t '„ „..•,/•-. h s! h n iiber die gepaar-

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

the Boston £

fiety of Natural History. 52 pp^voT Boston. 1876.—The map

\ nan,

lfi ^'iiian. M,„ t-Al 1 Paleozoic an

tin rocks, characterizing them, stating to
'

°f the State, the remark is made at the outset, that they are

ich are believed to belong wholly to the

the Primordial o

: ....
.

'
" ::--<*

' ;; '

a,1 'l Md'artzvte, -et a, to be included bv the author with the Mont-
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Alban, the statement being made that the argillite of Bernards-
ton is of this age; if not so intended, this most interesting form-
ation is left unnoticed. Of the age of the limes' 00-
ted rocks in Berkshire, Mr. Crosby says: "it stems probable that
it will ultimately prove to be, as an increasing number of geolo-
gists are inclined even now to regard it, older than the Primor-
dial." Such a conclusion is at variance with the fact of the exist-

llllUstolH. !h< pilliphht (Iiims wiH ;,., lutill'ii Ol th (nolo \

of the Nashua Valley, by L. S. Burbank.
2. Geological Survey" of Indiana ; Streath Annual Pa port

on the Surreys nvi'h dur'naj the >/></;•- 1S75, E. T. Cox, State Ge-
ologist. 302 pp. 8vo.—This Report treat:- 1 the special geology
of Vigo ano .. ;, v Mr. Cox; of Itiply and Jen-
nings counties, by W. \V. Borden ; 'of Orange, by M. N. Elrod
and E. S. Mclntire; of Vanclerburg, Owen and Montgomery
counties, and portions of Clay and Putnam counties, by J. Col-
lett; and contains also a report on the depth and temperature of

the lakes of Northern Indiana, by G. M. Levette, and another on
the Flora of the Wabash Valley, by J. Schenck, iM.D., and on
Fossil marine plants of the Carlioi ih'-nms, by L. Lesquereux. The
volume commences with a <b m-ral II, p. •> b\ t! In -ad of tlie sur-

vey, which includes a review of the principal observations of the

)' '- *-: th. with information on the Coals of the State, with
the results of numerous analyses, on the distribution of the mill-

stone grit and on its whet-stone bed in Orange Co., with a list of

the fossil plants in this bed, ;h t.iimdud h\ J\of. L ><ui< n v\.

Mr. Levette's survey of the Lakes states that tlie ancient shores

of many of the lakes aff . 9Uch is Dearly paw
carbonate of calcium (with 3 or 4 per rent of uucmesia), the beds
oi whuh u« in s (im( pi u s j,, , , . i

t i I* tH t N n

evidence ,.t organic origin, and hence is stated to be probably a

chemical d.-posil Vn artrxian hnri,. ; t V ort \\ vne has reached
a depth of 3,000 feet; the first 88 fe'et were of drift ; and then it

entered a Niagara limestone, and continued through limestone
"' t

' <;us shah t 2,500 feet; tl m , tin ugh soft calcare-

ous rock to its present bottom in the Lower Silurian. The tem-
porature at 90, 100, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,035 feet, registered by the

thermometer was 51\° F. Another well at Wabash commenced
in the Niagara limestone and was coniinucl in limestone and cal-

careous shale to a depth of 2,2 70 feet, without getting a flow of

water. At 100, 500, l,no<>. and 2.270 feet the temperature of the

water obtained was oo< F. The thermometer was one made lor

hy James Green of New York. Mr. Cox says that_

'• Idle inference to be drawn from the uniform temperature oi

these wells is that thev are filled with water that comes from an

atum." In another well 1 ,923£ feet deep at Terre Haute.

« < oal measures m 1 I.) von'tan. ami slopping, it i*

m the Niagara, the temperature obtained throughout
was 81° F. ; and this is referred to waters from the lower part of

the well filling it.
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3. Geological Nap of Scotland, by Archibald Geikie, Di-
rector of the Geological Survey of Scotland. Edinburgh. (W. &
A. K. Johnston, Geographers* and Engravers to the Queen).—
Professor Geikie has contributed much by his own labors to the
know., Igc of Scottish geology, and thereby, aided also by the
lahors of others on the survey "and of independent investigations,
lie has Wen enabled to make great improvements in preparing
this new edit ion of the map. It is well colored, and presents to
the eye illustrations of various problems of great interest to gen-
eral geology. It is of convenient portable size, measuring about
one foot ten inches by two feet ten.

4. Huron ian of Canada, Letter from Mr. A. K. C. Selwyn,
Director of the Geological Survey of Canada, to J. D. Dana,
dated Montreal, < >ctober J ~ t ! i , 1 - TO.— Referring to Article xxxvi
in the October number of your Journal, it seems to me that Mr.
Bradley has quite misundi ivi ood what I wrote him respecting the

n -uhni Series of Canada. I am not aware that 1 ever
'»' "tinned Sir W

i iiam Logan's name to Mr. Bradley, in the mat-
ter; and certainly if Sir W illiam ! . Id the views attributed to him,
he never informed me of the fact. When Mr. Bradley sent me a

' <>f his map, know Iging the receipt of it I remarked

i not agree in the propriety of including the whole of
the Iluronian N n< - in (i >d ,iuin >yst.-m, though I saw no reason

g it to be older than* the Cambrian— Harlech and
i<»"gniynd

l >cks- ,,fth< British Snrvev. whi h are suppos. 1 to

-ition between the Primordial and the Laurent ian,

which is also the position assigned to the Iluronian series in

America. I informed Mr. Bradlex that tin Mistassinni Lake

I was. in some part of"its course, from 150 to 200
!ii '!cs 'vide, (not 300 miles as stated), and that in mineral character

resembled the altered

chromiferous serpen. inc. magnetite and
dolomite. IK however, it is an established fact that in Minnesota
:u 'd Wisconsin the same Iluronian rocks are unconformably coy-

''''.'d hy the Potsdiim sandstom t be« mes certain, what* er their

ices mav be, that thev cannot belong to

-roup, and we have not, so far as I know at present,

which would warrant us in classing them with the

5. Geolorf t,;,l Survey of Michigan. Fossil Corals, hg Dr
.
C

J.'

' ; o.iiii, st„t, Gr»'?of-/ist. 154 pp Hvo. with 55 plate-.— An

p; . unrevised by the author," I \a been w

: - •; • ;-.,.....
:

:
,

.... ;

-

Board oi

Publication of so complete and well-illustrated a Report on this

wtherto much neglected branch of American Paleontology.
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6. Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. PaloBontohg-
ica Indica.—Published by order of the Governor General of In-
dia in Council, under the direction of Thomas Oldham. LL.1).,

Superintendent <»f the Geological Survey of India. Vol. i, Parts
2, 3 and 4 (1875), contain the continuation of the memoir on the
Jurassic Ammonitidte of Kutch, by William Waauen, Ph.D.
They include plates 5 to -so, ;l nd finish the volume.

The Memoirs of the Survey in octavo, vol. xi, part 2 (226
pages), contain, a paper of 220 pages bv Mr. Wvnne, on the
Trans- Tadna *alt regi.,; Koliat District, which is illustrated by
several fine plates, showing the displaced and folded character <>f

the rocks. The folds, which are often of great e< in] lexitv, in-

clude the Nummulitio and other Tertiary beds. The Hock -ait

belongs to the lower part of the Nummiilitic strata, and is referred
to the early Eocene. In some places, and especially near bah;i-

dur Khel, the salt forms high detached hills, cliff's, and naked
exposures for a distance of four miles, with a width exceeding a
quarter of a mile ; and to the eastward for four miles, there are
large crater-like holes, proving its presence now or formerly be-
neath the surface. T , it frequently appears
' :i

1

'• .l"'- outcrops within the elliptical boundaries of the

. The salt is. tor the most part, r. markabiy
pure, without admixture with potash salts. The maximum thick-
ness of the salt rock is not less than 1,230 feet. It i- a»..eiat< 1

with gypsum, and to the eastward is somewhat bituminous at top.

J

1|( ' underlying strata are not known; and the absence of fossils

from the salt beds leave some doubt as to its precise age. A
large colored geological map accompanies the memoir.
The Record* of the Geological Surrey, vol. ix, part 1, 1876,

contain a brief Annual Report, together' with an account of the
Geology of Sind, by Win. T Blanford, the rocks of which, thus
far observed, range from the Infra-nummulitic, supposed to be
Lower Eocene to the Pliocene and more recent.

7. Detritus of Rivers.— The Liverpool Geological Society
held its first annual meeting of the session on the" 10th instant,

when the retiring pres lent. Mr. T. Mellard Reade, C.E., EG*,
delivered his annual address. The subject was an interesting i rae,

being a calculation of the amount of solid matter removed annu-
ally from the surface of England and Wales in solution, in rain,

or rather river water. The result of the calculations, which were

te nature, founded upon the analvsis of water given

'•- Pollution Commission in their* Sixth Report, and

-hart prepared bv Mr. Symous, showed that it would

"> years to remove, in this 'manner, one loot in depth of

solid matter over the ei .

j and Wales. This

calculation was compared with others prepared bv Mr. Reade, of

i P the great riv. r basins of Europe, viz:

the Danube, the Rhine, and the Rhone. As thrown. ,

the age of sedimentary deposits, the calculations taken, together
with the amount of matter annually brought down in river water
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-ion in the form of mud, are extremely interesting, and
Mr. lii<;ide deduced from them that the minimum amount of time
which must have elapsed since the first sedimentary rocks we
know of were laid down is, in round numbers, 500 millions of

years, thus supporting the views of Lyell. Ilutton, ami other great
g" l<>u-i>ts, as t<> ihe immense age of the world.

—

Nature, Oct. 26.

\^Lilief8 Theory ,,f Volcano- En, rgg.—The paper of Prof,

into German
hy Prof. A. von La- -everely criticize .1 in

the Gottingen Gelehrte Anzeige bv O. Lang. This "criticism lias

recently been fully answered by Prof. Lasaulx. He gives a satis-

of the mathematical formula referred to

(
T=^< proves that a crushing of the

materials of 1 , , th's crust musl take place, and shows that it

is mathematically complete. Moreover, he convicts Mr. Lang of

[ved, and shows that
he himself is alone responsible for the difficulties which he suggests.

9. ideological reunion at the Paris Exposition in 1 87H.

—

The American Association for the Advancement of Science, at its

session on the 25th of August last, unanimously adopted the fol-

Res<>l,'t<1. That a Committee of the Association be appointed by
tll( (

i
1 ii to coi i, i th. pr. pri< t\ ot holding ui I, t< n i d

- i! Paris, during the International Kxhibi-

|

li, n in L878, for the purpose of getting together comparative col-

lections, maps and sections, and for the settling of many obscure

iting to geological classification and nomenclature. And
i . |, | qui g tests, Prof. T. II. Huxley

„„„. The said Committee t

,:-*' Pr-.f. William I J. Po-ei-. M-m- Jam- Mall, J. W. Paw-

berry, T. Sterrv Hunt, C. Ii

ion, with the addition
l

- "• H x >. !>r. oitoT, ,-eli and Dr. K. II. \ '«' Ioumhauer.
On the same dav, at a meeting of the Committee, I

"all was elected Chairman, and Dr. T. Surry Hunt, Secretary.

A circular has since been issued, which is to appear in English,

German, and to be distributed

their cooperation in this great woiv ot an

i Id at Paris in 1878; the precise date ot the

ingress to be subsequently fixed.
, _ , f .,

Thischci .!', nnc. to th

.'! especially of the

^nmordial or Cambria -^ maPs and sectlons-
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10. Recent Discoveries of the Brazilian Geological Commis-
sion ; by Theo. B. Comst'ock, Assistant Professor in charge of
Geological Department, Cornell University.- The Rio (urupa-
tu ;: enters tin- Amazonas l'roni the north at a distance of four
hundred miles from the Atlantic coast. A few miles above the
confluence of these rivers, on the left bank of the former, is

situated the villa of Monte Alegre. From this point, in 1870,
while acting as an assistant on the first Morgan expedition from
Cornell University, the writer made a trip northwestward across

the country over the trail leading to the hamlet of Erere.*

M ssrs. Herbert H. Smith and Phineas P. Staunton were of the

party. Shortly utter crossing the Igarape do Erere, a small river

which communicates with the Curupatuba through the lower
portion of the Igarape do Paituna. we discovered an exposure of

Devonian shales yielding a few fossils, afterward identified by Mr.
Richard Kathbun. He found them to be related to species char-

acteristic of the Hamilton Period in New York State, one being
only a variety of Discina Lodensis Hall, while the others were
ne sp -cies of the g. nus Li„gula.\ In his review of the geology
of this region, Professor Hartt remarks :| "The great repository

of fossils is the sandstone, which appears to form
hands a few inches in thickness, iuterstratified with the shales in

their upper part. [N. B.—These shales are probably not the

equivalents of those previously mentioned, for the\ are exp-sed

tw. miles n »rth <<t tin litih village of Erere.—T. !;.('.] "
"'!» ib;<ils most abui lant ii tin <a< 1-ton. are the Brachiopoda,
which are represented by twenty species belonging to the follow-

ing . :eia. /; ,1 ,< '////. V ',,r i. 7 ,-.,/.,>/ '>/>'»., \»rU<i''t < i,r-

tiua(?), R •

. /, metes, Orihie, M
and Lingula, all of which are described in the paper of Mr.

The i

studied with c

ants on tin !

: --- Morv. n e\pe<lition. and further details

determined by himself and Mr. O. A. Derby in the following year

(1871). They were unable, however, wholly to unravel some of

the more difficult problems presented in that region, for which

rea -on Messrs. Derby. Smith and Ereitas, of the Brazilian Geolog-

ical Commission, have spent the past few months in a thoroagjj

survey of the whole area. The importance of the results obtained

by them, as reported in a recent letter from Mr. Derby, will he

better understood after a brief review of the general physiognomy
of the district under consideration.
The villa of Monte Alegre (upper town) is perched upon the

top of a comparatively level block of horizontal Tertiary beds,

* See Preliminary Report on the Geology and Physical Geography of the

Alegre District, by Professor Ch. Fred. Hartt, in charge of the ex-

pedition, in Bulletin of the Buffalo Soc. Nat. ScL, January, 1874.
fZ. Oraftma .,m, figured and described in

his paper "On the Devonian Brachiopoda of Erere, Province of Para, Brazil, in

Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci., January, 1874, p. 259.

X Ibid., p. 212.
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In a curved line to the north and the east. To the
Btretch the broad alluvial Amazonian plains, across

which the Curupaluba lias cut its wav. ami through a part of
which t! lnwi-r

]
rtini .'

- he Igarapes'ef Erer ami Paituna are
now th.uing. The upper portion of the Igarape de Erere an.l its

ht ' rihii i . ii i tin- ii arh -| i m 1 >. vonian Hour,
at the southern side of which is situated the Indian village of
Ercrc. The rocks over the last mentioned area are horizontal or
hut little inclined, but the square space is partially enclosed by
bold «erra.« of more com] Heated strut-tun and of other formations.
A series of ridges extending across the southern limit of the plain
comprises the serras ox Erere; Aroxi and Aracure, the western
edge is bounded by ranges of low hills; the serra of Tanajuri

eastern end of a row of ridges along the nort be

!S the enclosu

3 beyond the southern
houndary of the square.
The table-topped bills between Prainlia and Almeirim (Serras de

Paru), noticed in nearly every ar-cmnt <»f Aniaz nian travel, were
mined carefully until Professor Hartt visited them in

1871.* They lie much farther to the east, down the Amazonas
from Monte Alegre, and have generally been regarded by travelers
as members of the same system of sernfs as the ridges of Erere,

rl This view was shown to be erroneous by
'hu'tt.j v is, ( amined the westernmost one of this series, known
a> the serra Parauaquara, and found it to be made up of horizon-
tal strata probably of Tertiary age.

-Messrs. Derby and Smith, with Senhor Ereitas have now suc-

ceeded in resolving the equivalents of the formations outcropping
over the Erer. Tanajuri ibt i.-r. with re-

^•iie,.^ They ha\e di-co\eivd a few h..- :i iitie< rich in fossils,

reuion where exposures
ir- »' "v and the rocks cry much weathered. The serras, in which

are much contorted, are composed largely of Cretaceous

iding downward into the upper Paleozoic formation..

Devonian. Xorth of Erere, they discovered

JOOO feet or more of Lower Devonian rocks, underlying those

'ir. >mitb and the writer in IS7<>. These new beds are

• with the Oriskanv sandstone of Xorth
America. Mr. Derby writes that he has obtained from this hori-
Zi "> "seventvdiye species, including*, n ral characfrM ic Oriskany
species, mixed with true Devonian forms. The ( biskany here is

every seems very significant in its

hearing upoi nn.rtiou with " cycles of depo-

- .1

* Von Martius, in fact, was the only previous visitor to the serras. He reported
Ufewe in Bras;:: upon the botany of one of the Serras de

i ST 1
but barely touches its ^logy.

t Bull. Buff. Soc. N. S., ibid, p. 228, et seq. „ ^ ^ .

J lhe term
, -.

I by the writer (Reconn. N. W. Wyoming,

*fent '

18U
' P '-

U3) aS convenient to apPly to bed8 °f th°
Same rdatiVe 8ge

'
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records is thus harmonized, as it appears. The same number of
species is reported from the Upper \h onian of the Kr ..'• iistrict.

and the Carboniferous bods have yielded a similar number to Mr.
II. H. Smith, among which there are probably some entirely new
forms. The latter formation appears to extend widely over
South America, as elsewhere. The fossils identified by Mr.
Derby, which were collected on the Morgan expeditions,' came
from outcrops in the vicinity of luutuba. m tin :*.'i- i

these were regarded by him as closely related to the Bolivian
Carboniferous fauna and to other beds of similar age (Coal

measures in both Xorth 1 Soi ! \mei ml ii Kurope.t The
Cretaceous beds of the sen > 1 iv< i

1'
> h d m u\ fossils, in pi ices,

but no details are furnished by the members of the Imperial
Survey.

Professor Hartt, at latest account, was engaged in a personal

exploration of the Coal- Mea-un area, in the southern pimii « of

Santa Cathariua, when characteristic p] nt-tbssils and workable
beds of coal are known to exist.J The occurrence of coal in the

valley of the Amazonas has been suspected; there is probably no
region in the world where it could b. more advantageously em-

ployed, but as yet no exposure of valuable beds has been
11. New Mjnbrals. MottramUe, lioscoelite.—Prol II. E.

Roscoe has recently described a new vanadium mineral, under the

mum. f Mnttrohiite. It occurs as a crystalline incrustation on

the Keuper sand-tone ;>t Aid. ih ;
Kd-e, "an 1 at M .trrani St. An-

drew's, Cheshire, England. The* incrustation is usually thin, but

sometimes 3 or 4 mm. in thickness. Occasionally in minute crys-

tals of a blai ice in the mass, but by transmit-

tal lid ! veliow. Also coi p ct, < t i pie, and of a purplish brown
color. Luster resinous. Streak veiho\ [I.= :i ; G.=5'894. The
mean of two analyses gave V2 5

17-14, PbO 50-97, Cut) 19-10,

(Fe. Zn. Mn)0 2-52. CaO 2-13, M<r<> 0'2G, 11.0 3aJ3, moisture

0__. silica 1-06=97.03. The formula is written (PbCu) 3
V2 8

4-

211, I'M .ii<>_. an..
1

. m- to orinit* and dihydrite.
Prof. Roscoe has also examined the roscoelite, named by Dr.

Blake, and since described by Dr. (. ntl (s< this .r. in I. Ill,

xii, 31, 32). The formula to which his anah>is leads is as fol-

lows:—2A1V
2 8

4-K
4
H„< >.,„ - a M . ; t his is quite a different result

from that obtained by Dr. Genth.—Proc. Boy. Soc., June 15. 1876.

12. The " Mexn-an Ony^'—Prof. Marianor liaeena, of the

Mexican Commission to the Centennial E.v
published an account of the occurrence and chemical character oj

the rocks called Mexican i>n>/x. T - ire located

near the town of Tecalli, in* the State of Puebla. It -

a carbonate of calcium, containing small quantities of the oxides

* A tributary of the Amazonas, entering the latter from the southwest at

Santarem, not many miles above Monte Alegre.

f See paper "On the Carboniferous Brachiopoda of Itaituba, Rio Tapaps,

Para, Brazil," by 0. A. Derby, Bull. Cornell University, (Science),

3 and descri]' J - ..•......- ..-.:-.

;
Hartt, Geology and Physical Geography of Brazil, :
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of iron and manganese, to which the variegated colors are du
for which the rock is so much admired. The specific gravity, 2-

shows that it is aragonite.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Relation of Coloration to £, t L'ironment.—^lr. Wallace's ov«

sight about a "Pelargonium of Kerguelen's Land," has be<

pointed out in Nature and noted in this Journal (p. 400). The:

is another oversight as to locality, which may as well he correcte

though of no practical consequence.
r '

Mr. Darwin's explanation of the immunity is nearer the mark than

Dr. Ogle's, adopted l.v Mr. Wallace plandble as the latter is.

For if only black hogs are raised, as Prof. Wyman stated, and if

the black pigs, bv reason of better smell and taste do not eat the

root, as Dr. Ogh-'su _'•_" -t-. wl at is it " which colored their bones

pink?" It may not be so, but Prof. Wyman's account implies

that the bones of the black hogs are thus colored. Will some
one at the proper localities i

this ? a. o.

2. S>ih,;<.n.;,l sn,t,,-, F/n.nr* /// W,^-. -'Hie Rev. Thomas
Morong, of Melrose. Mas^aciiu-etts. ivecutU brought me some

specimens of my s<'i,->>tis futpimis. var. Uo'lHi (olirn S. JIallii),

which he gathered on the borders of Winter Pond in Woburn or

Winchester, Massachusetts, late in September. Mr. Wm. Boott had
also detected this plant in the same locality. It is interesting to

know that this is a New England as well as a Western species.

But a higher interest is u'iven bv Mr. Morong's discovery that

this plant freely produces solitary fei

Ntattba or short leaves at the base of

the axils of

the culm. These sul. radical

, apparently produced only at the close of summer, have

iapillary styles of half an inch to a full inch in lenStY

^
m
^ L̂deeply three-cleft with unequal branches, £

or two-parted nearly to the ovary. The la1

an akene which is similar to those of the spikes above. .No

stamps have been detected in these flower- but they are

found in some imperfect and four to five-flowered subradical spikes

which I have occasionally met with, and which are in some sort

iiate between the ordinary and I

rescence. Mr. Morong noticed that the flowers hi i i

;

»ere triandr, ,us
;
but f find that some are diandrous. These long-

overlooked 31 iow ob\ bus in most of my her-

I find no trace of subradical flowers in the true 8. mpimts ot the

Pld World, but my specimens are scanty. 1

* a specimen (resembling our American plant) of tmmtn s ben-

gal collection. This American variety, or species has narrower

spikelets and more carinate scales than is usual in b. supinus.
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3. Dietionaire de Botanique / par M. H. Baillon. Dessins
de A. Fagujet. Premier fascicule. (5 francs.) Paris: Librairie

Ilachette & Cie.—This is a large undertaking. fhe first fasci-

culus just issued consists of 80 pages, large 4to, double columns,
with one chromolithic colored plate (of an yKsrhijnan thus) and
very many wood-cuts, some of which have done service in the

editor's other works. To this we would not object, nor to the

more profuse than pertinent illustration of the first article of the

book, viz: a privathv, by sixteen figures, live t<> explain its use in

the word wet iji: 'lone, three for that of ask} u/le, six for apktah ; but

we do object to the teaching that Rubia, Lorant/ms and Thesiam
are destitute of calyx, and that As

A
n>

:
/as, I 'ratlHaria and Ga-

lantha* an apctalous. The worh is altno t exhaustive in plan, is

beaufilully illustrat ed, and well printed on excellent paper. The
price therefore is low; f >rtii-e who do m-l possess a botanical
library it should be a boon; for those who do, a great conven-
ience. It is far more needed than the llisfo!,; • *-.« /'/>/„>,.<. and
we are glad that Prof. Baillon has turned his labors in this direc-

tion. The list of collaborators already announced, and who have
contributed to this fascicle contains good names, the more notable
being 'nose of De Seynes, N viand, r, !'. under, ! bureau, Weddel
and Ascherson. Among them is the name of Rafinesqm ! Ap-

I
m 1} 11 botan names re to 1m gi\ n, th g i era in French

or Latin iorm, or in both, generic characters sketched, important
illustrated, popular names explained or referred, botanical

5 biogra

almost six of the

'fined, and botanical a ' Heed. The
gical articles are ency irption fills

ix of the la xent four and a half. Accu-
racy in such a work is of the first importance, and we may pre-— ^at all reasoi „ n. But we notice that,

, the akene of a Valerian, with its pappus, figures for that

that all reasonable pains will be take
Valerian, with its pappus, figun

posee, and on p. 41, Tr I Actcea spicata,

and Agassiz is said to have died at New York. a. g.

i. Xuovo Giornale Botanico Italia.no diretto du T. Carukl.
Pisa. Vol. viii. 1876.—This volmn. was issued h four parts, of

•i . first in danuarv. th. fourth in October; thejoiir-

5. Flora Orientalis. . . auctore Edmoxd Boissie it—The third

volume of this important Flora

—

which failed to reach us season-

ably

—

was published in 1-75. It fills II '. pag s, n I carries the

work on from ('a, ,-//: /{area to I >}/,•< ,/a,-e,i inclusive; thelarg. r pnrt

being occupied by the Comp^siia-, which dominate in the Orient

asthey do in North An nt tribes, the fn"lo p

and i >/, m • taking the lead. ' tnt i t < \ a- i-J -m : <.' '>> ; ""<

{<'»> '><<) 71. and • anh.i.t ! >i. ;dm« st ,11 W.nic. 1
',

I >v th»

close of 1875 the first part of the fourth volume was [ikewiw

issued (280 p Qamopetalce, Borrcb
the largest order. The remainder of this volume may soon be ex-
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! Linnean

s plants from Myrtacece, and their

independence as a natural order, of ten genera, one of which is a

to a single species, while the restored Ihijaulra has sixteen, and
MfitntAh',,, nineteen. It is interesting to see that a veteran of

the author's age
"

execute a work oi

hand.

7. A Catalogue of the Forest Trees of the United States which
u.<ii.,l)j attain a luhjld <>f sirfeen fet ,.,r mare, ici'/i note* and
britiT •

'>.•< n
{
.t;,, ,* ,,/ fh> ',,,,,,-> ;„ t/ ,'.- t.ml v » rl-.s. Ulnxtratlny the

colbrtli,,) >>f Far, -i-tn, .<. -th,,,* I'lnhltlo., hi/ th, 1 >< ra,-t ,,>• at

of A<„;.- /,>//.-. at ti,, ' ,„f,nal ' i;,ra h.i :,,,,. vLhah Iphia. Pre-

pared by (J..;,... Vaskv, M.l). (Washington, 1876. 38 pp. 8vo.)—
All agree in awarding great credit to Dr. Vasey for the I nited

States exhibdion of our native trees and arborescent plants.

oil , tu ii , i
' Hid as far as p >ssiU > nplett ind

minted both in ne. ;uis and time, he could not undertake to accum-
ulate sections of large trunks, Mich as those of some Mate and
other exhibits; but his collection was full, systematic, weli-dis-

.

• 1 -i iimi i. ;i\ . l'. - ace iii mi \'ii _ pamphlet, very

; •!,, will still be convenient and

valuable for reference A - G-

8. Marphniai/ij ah tin < 'ar, Hilary S,-al , „f 0.„//e,7,,-The true

'ature of the female flower of t'onifene has been_

stion among botanist:
first announced the docti
Without going into details of the history (»f investigation

Hiv be stated at once thai the very thorough treat-

[ll°'" "f the question bv (.. Stenzel, published a tew months ago
111 the Nov. Act. Xat/Cur., vol. xxxviii, as reported by iW.
Ll <'iber in Flora oi September 1st, seems detiuitcK to settle! he

'•""troversy. The result oi Stenzel's examination of numerous

- of female flowers of the . [hi,** ,:-elsa, obtained at

the limit of tree vegetation on the Sudetic Mountains, is that

• ot t i. stnutu.eor t.u iruit-M ti< .
base., -n the n.um.

"' r| H' double leaf of Seiadop'dvs, is the correct one. Hie truit

»cale in J/,/,,,, and in all ihi, ;',„.. in thi- view . oiisists of two
"•"•^ ot an undeveloped ixb, or hi mehl t originating m the

;<^ of the bract, and the interior (superior) edges of these

.-co, ate la rails and a i U . ekv. a 1, as the lowest

Pair of leaves .„ bra, i, in I \.i.i. >:• :d a "> - ^ ^ I""
•
^»™

•ward the avis oi the inflorescence ,th. cone) tnd

war on that side one ovule each. In Cupnssme-'. w;>

--•'-
morphological explanation holds good, and even in i'uUaearpece

Ast
- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XII, No. 72.-Dec, 1876.
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conclusion, assuming a virtual suppression of the scale. The
greatest difficult)' seems to arise from the position of the ovules

on the dorsal side of the open carpel, which is not seen In any
ru <_ii-jH'rmous plants; however, the anther-cells, which morpho-
logically correspond to the ovules, are in Coniferae also borne on
the lower side of the stamen-scale; and for further analogy we
have to look to the Cycadece, and, be it boldly announced, to the

Ferns. Lycopodiacem, on the other hand, bearing the spore-cases

on the upper side of the leaf, cannot be regarded as the progeni-

tors of Conifers, as has been thought. The relationship of Coni-

ferae is with Cyr<iJe„ and Ferns, while Gnetacece become still

farther removed from them. The writer of this notice has seen

monstrous (proliferous) cones of M>!<x F.nytlmainii, in Colorado,

but only at the upper limit of tree-vegetation, under similar con-

ditions t«. tin European monstrosities. He has also noticed the

foliaeeous development of the carpellary scales in monstrosities of

Abies Canadensis, either into a distinct or a more or less connate

pair of leaves ; but only at the base, not, as in other species, at

the top of the cone. G. K.

9. Species, Genera, et Ordines Algarum. Volumen Tertiirm :

Be Florideis Curce Posteriores. Auctore J. G. Agabdh. Lund.

1876.—In the present volume, the author reviews the species

described in the first, second, and a portion of the third part of

volume second of his classic work on algae, giving frequent emen-

dations, and ini erpolatino the ^peci. - deM-ril-ed -ince the publica-

tion of that volume. The whole forms a volume of 700 pages,

and. with the exception of the Phodomelea? and Coralli

ports to be a complete monograph of the orders of Floridew. In

the execution of the volume, the author has followed the same

plan as in the preceding, and the text shows a careful editing,

being comparatively free from typographical errors. Twenty
species and two genera are either new to the United States or, lor

the first time, fully described. Cm * Ag., seems

to be Centroceras Fatonianunt Farlow, published in the Proc.

Am. Acad., March 9, 1875. In the case of some of the specie?

described from California, considering the small amount of ma-

terial probably at his disposal, Agardh has been, perhaps, a little

injudicious inWparating as distinct species some forms which had

been -mpposed to he identical with European species, as, for

instance, S is, taken to be the same

as >'.
<-nth'*, of Europe, and Gymnoqungyrus Uptnphylb'S^w^W^

to be G. Griffithsice. It is a well-known fact that species of alga?

attain a larger size on the Californian coast than on I

shores, and. in estimating whether a species is new, regard should

be had to the difference of aspect produced by a more luxuriant

growth. Ph>r<, ,,;,,,„ <;,;,,„,„ illustrates this. In a collection

of specimens of that species from all parts of the world, any ex-

"' specimens coming from

, no algologist, with the
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exception of Kiitzing, would separate the Californian form as a
distinct species. Should the Californian species of Agardh be
accepted as genuine, it would go far to overturn the conclusion
that, as in the case of phanerogams, so we have a number of spe-

cies, of algae common to Europe and California, but wanting on the
eastern coast of America. The significance of this view is familiar
to the readers of this Journal from the writings of Professor Gray.
The present volume, except for the preface and occasional foot-

notes, might be called a worthy sequel to those which have pre-
ceded. But in the preface, Agardh not only denies the fertilizing

action of the antherozoids of the Floridece, but even declares that
he has not been able to see in the trichogyne anything more than

I branch. He completely ignores the brilliant discovery
of Thuret and Bornet, and seem- to think that the bare announce-
ment that he does not believe it, ought to counterbalance the state-

ments of careful observers. It may be that the neatly dried speci-

mens on the herbarium shelves at Lund do not show clearly the

nature of the trichogyne. but the correctness of Thuret's and
Bornet's observations^have been confirmed by numbers of algolo-

gists on the sea shore, and the fertilization of the more simple
genera such as X, ur<di<>>:, llatr '<»'•, etc.,

lias become a common object of class-demonstration in the labora-

irope, and at least of one in this country. w. g. f.

1 ( >. Sotes Algoloqiques. Fascicule I. Par M. M. Ed. Boenet et

G. Thuret. Paris,' 1876. Small folio.—This is the first portion
oi'a work intended to embody the results of the observations of
fl e lat ( . M. Thuret and Dr. Bornet for a long series of years. M.

' ad a numberig his frequent algological t

of elaborate drawings executed, principally by Riocreux, with the

intention oi
]
»u I »!i>lu!

i
^ them ; hut, owing'to the difficulty of pro-

curing capable eno-ravers, the plan was abandoned. Not, how-
ever, wh< ; ,. he had many k-s complicated

- antimely death in t

^75. were bequeathed to his friend and co-worker, Dr. Bornet,
ul ": was to superintend their publication. The plates of this

twenty iivt in [mini..!- and. in point of execution, are

unequalled bv nuv'r..-i - fli " S( ' which illus "

!li( ' work is to algology what the Carpoloyia F>n> :/l »'»»> S,!ecta

-sis to funu-olou-y. The text is no less rich

(dates. A general description ot the repro-

pr i.lm <i\e ,.,-.. o,- n ditfi rent uvnera pr.-<-ch - the

'bailed d -.-lip:!,, ,
,„ the plate-, uhidi. in the pre-en! fa-mule,

erred to by Bornet in bis Deuxfeme Nott mr
,. or winch were collected by Schousboe in

1 " " ii I leten li u 1 In i'! n t fh< notes ai i rna-u-rh

^position of th, n-producti , in rh X»* »!>:» ' an-l !'-' '.

an <* are so replete with facts that a single readme barely suffices

t0 give a general notion of the contents. Particularly interesting

are the description of the reproduction of Galothrix confervicola,
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and the comparative description of the fruit of the different ovnera

included by older writers under Callithamnion. The fert i li/at hm
of Polyides, similar to Dudresnaya, is referred to, but will proba-

bly be* figured later. The work of Agardh is an encyclopaedia in

which one may find the name of any Floridia more easilv perhaps

than in any other. The work of Bornet and Thuret has a differ-

ent object. Determination of names by a somewhat artificial

ut ipini,' is subordinated to a true knowledge of the relations of

algae through a study of their minute anatomy and development.

Allen on the Decrease of Birds in Massachusetts, one by Dr.

Elliott Coues on the number of Primaries in Oscines, and one by
William Brewster on the Yellow-bellied Woodpecker, Sj./>gr- vi-

ew varius.

12. A Course of Pra V-al fnstrm-t;,,,, in Ek„ < ntary Biology,

by T. H. Huxley and H. N. Marti*. Second edition, revised.

280 pp. 8vo. London and New York. 1 876. ( Macmillan & Co. t

13. On Casting the skin in Menopoma Alleghaniense ; by

A. R. Gbote. The following observation has been recent ly

inade by Mr. Grote on a specimen in the aquarium of the Buffalo

Society of Natural Sciences. The wide mouth is opened several

times to its fullest extent, bv which means the skin is parted en

the lips, and tin n r .lis backward over the head. Before this, the

transparent pellicle was observed to be loosely suit,.

suri'ac of the animal from which l' \<<A separated. By short

jerky movements the Menopoma then withdrew its front legs from

the old skin. The animal next moved in a forward direction.

withdrawing itself from the skin, which was shoved back by the

water until the skin was folded against the hind lees. The

M>n»j „i then turned shortly round on itself, and, taking the

skin in its mouth, drew it over the hind legs and tail. The skin

was retained in the mouth and subsequently swallowed. The

whole operation was quickly performed.

IV. Astronomy.

1. Intra-Mercurial Planet.—In his discussion of the theory of

Mercury, Mr. Le Verrier found reason to believe in the existence

of a planet, or of matter enough to form a planet, revolving n <
>ond

the sun within tie .rbir of Mercury. An observation - i > !r
;

Weber, of Feckeloh, of a black round spot seen by him last April

upon the sun, has revived the question, though Weber is proved,

by observations at Madrid and Greenwich, to have seen only an

ordinary sun-spot. ,

From nearh thir \ observations within the last 115 years ol

spots supposed to have bee., such a planet, Mr. Le Ver
ten as most worthv of confidence, because the spot is r

have been in motion. Of these, five are in March and October,



suppo>iti <n \>t fore 1— •">. Fur an October transit i

about 1881. None of the observations made use of by Le
3tablish
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and they are fairly represented by a planet revolving in an orbit

either in 33-02 or in 27-96 days ; less exactly by an orbit of 24-25

days, or one of 40-32 days.

At Mr. Le Verrier's request the sun was observed early in

October, both in this country and in Fu rope, but without result.

i rran<it p .smLIo on the 22d of March next, if the orbit

'; one of 33-02 days. No other spring transit occurs with that

For an October
[ the observations made use ol

Vomer however, appear to be so free from doubts as to t

tin existence oi a phuiel wi hin the orbit of Mercury. II. a. n.

2. November Meteor*.—On the morning of November 14th,

between twelve and one o'clock, the sky at New Haven was

!<;utiv clear. Out of about twelve meteors seen, three might be

called conformable to the radiant in Leo. Shortly after one

o'clock the sky became wholly overcast. h. a. n.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. On the Extirpation of Species; by Prof. Alfred Newton.
(From his Address, Brit. Assoc, as published in Nature of Sept.

14.)—And now to follow out the idea with which 1 began.
_
Hav-

; touched on the two chief zoological

I have spoke

•om which we now welcome our

v of similar character. We shall

m if we ask ourselves

egards their reports; and to

of the rodents last-named, but contented themselves with the

colonists' chickens? that sparrows and starlings, brought from

Europe, we; rh:it the former had propagated

to such an c ation of cereals had ceased to pay

-th- prohibition of bird-keeping boys by the local sch

latter (the sterling^

having put an end to tin indigenous ins. m us birds by con-

s,imiu._, their food, had turned their attention t

""'I..U U, so that a crop„t iruituasonh to h, 1....I

once in five n. ,—
the number of th depredators? I

>. roved one

"•'^oi the original tl'ra, and tin. rabbits tin- r

;

-f V t ..

• l.-vustute :

'

!
vain-grounds .' I :.

-

prophecy; that is a

faculty aliei ad; but if we mayreason from the
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known to the unknown, from what has been and from what is to
what will be, I cannot entertain a doubt that these things are
Doming to pass; for I am sure there are places where what is very-

like them has already happened.
You may ask why this is so ? why do these lands so speedily

succumb to the strangers from beyond the sea ? One part of the
answer i- ready to hand with those who have learned one of the

lies of biology which our -rear master, Mr. Darwin,
has laid down for us. The weaker, the more generalized forms of

hie must a I way.- make way for the stronger and more specialized.

The other part of the answer is supplied by Mr. Wallace; for no
one can have studied his volumes to much purpose without per-

ceiving that the inhabitants of oceanic islands and of the southern
sphere—the great Australian lotion especially, and South
rica not much less, are the direct and comparatively spei '

'

little-changed descendants of an older, a more generalized :

weaker fauna than are the present inhabitants ,,f this quarter of

the globe, which have been, so to speak, elaborated by nature
and turned out as the latest and most perfect samples of her handi-

Set face to face with unlooked-for invaders, and forced into a
contest with them from which there is no retreat, it is not in the
least surprising that the natives should succumb. Tliev have
hitherto had to straggle for existence only with creatures of a like

organizntii.n
: and the i-site of the contest which has I,,.,..,, g.,iug

on for ages is th t lapted to the cm lition ut h r whiei In lind

themselves. | Footing on the grounds of equality
among one another, and so for centuries they may have "kept the

noiseless tenor of their wa v." Suddenly man interferes and lets

loose upon them an entirely new race of animals, which act and re-

act in a thousand different fashions on their circumstances. It is

not necessary that the new comer- sl.mdd !.. predacious: they

may be so far void of offence as to abstain from assaulting the

population; but they occupy the -ame haunts and con-

sume the same food. The fruit, the herbage, and other supplies

that sufficed to support the ancient fauna now have to furnish for-

age for the invaders as well. Their effects on the flora there is no
need for me to trace, since Dr. Hooker expressly made them one
of the themes of that discourse to which many of us listened with

rapt attention a few years since at this Association. But the con-

sequences of the invasion to the native fauna have never been so

fully made known. The new comers are creatures whose organiza-

tion has been prepared by and for jenerationa

innumerable. Their ancestors have been elevated in the scale ot

being by the discipline «.f -n-ifr . Their d -c.-udant- inlnrit re-
developed qu rhoSe ancestors to win a hard-

fought existence when the animals around them wen no higher m
-cendants are now thrown. Can

We doubt that rh< \ i, r«.n im in. - to th • heir- of the and, nt <

">-

querors? The struggle is like one between an army of veterans
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and a population unused to warfare. It is that of Spaniards with

matchlocks and coats of mail against Aztecs with feather cloaks

and bows and arrows. Mala sub is virtls. A few years, and the

majority of native species are exterminated. [Jut this is not the

worst. The species which perish most quickly are just those

that naturalist- would tm»t wish to preserve ; tor I hey are those

Peculiar and endemic forms that in structure and constitution rep-

resent the ancient state of things upon the earth, and supply us

with some of the most instructive evidence as to the order of

With the prom-ess of civilization it is plain that there will soon

be hardly a land but will bear the standard of a European nation

orof a community of European descent, and, as things arc going

on, be overrun by their imports. If this were inevitable, it would

be useless to complain. But is it inevitable? is it not obvious

that most of tin- . \t. rmiuati< n is beimf carried on unwitti i-i\,

and may not some of it be avoided bv proper precautious? If so,

should not men of science make a stand, and interest the ignorant

or careles- in lie inn i ui. . ofth. -abject? I cannot divest my-

self of the belief that the course of the next century willscet he

extirpation, not only of most of the peculiar faunas 1 had in view

a i\-\v minutes a-o. but of a e;reat multitude of other species of

animals throughout all parts of the world. The rem

I regard such extin ition is not merely a matter of sentiment.

Here .sentiment uid s ience are foi one on the same side. A
heavy blow will be inflicted on : h -y •>} the disappearance of

some of these marvellous and peculiar forms. There is no one

species of animal whose structure and habits have been so com-

!'l '1 investigated that abseiic of them iu> ot hirther examina-

tion w l!,1 ot b im i. d< privation t u

Science has done is only an earnest of what she will do, we cannot

ver come xh m tl) • want ol those means

will not be severely feh. It is then for scientific men. and tor

naturalists esj)eeiallv, to consid( vlu-t tin m '

!l l '* "

the interest of their successors, to interpose more than they have

hitherto given any signs of doing. .

But outside •

is a, [] -,..-. tin. re are many who care little- tor

-s like these. Such persons may. however, be im-

pressed by t
destruction ot animals

which, irTo, -.I ,'oiug «m. must sooner or

• of those win

ill speedilv, if they do not already, require

- -c uenerallv accorded to them; and that such

we take the troubl

^ to the steps taken by the Russia
and now, I belie--, e continued bv those of the 1 uited >tat. .*.

ltl
».£J the slaiu-hter <»f the sea-otter and the fur-seals ot the at

islands to particular seasons. No one can siq

the assistance we get from Siberia, our supply of ivory w

o the extirpation oi many "• ^"ac "—~" —r~-
whether of comfort or luxury. The fur-bearing crea-

" eady, require some protection

nd that such protection can

y given is evident it we take the trouble of inquiring
J °. , . ., i_„.i .,„fi,.,vo.e- in Alaska,



that day comes, it would be onh prudent to do somethin- to
ciieck the wasteful destruction ot elephants. Manv people Thav
think that the continent of Africa is too vast, and its animal
lite too luxuriant, for the efforts ,,f man materially to affect it If
we impure, however, we shall find that this is 'not the ease, and

mmtry, extending tar beyond
te neighb< ri ig r < publics. 'from

" h "" 11
' ^ ' - mmals have already disaj , I

1!l "' 1S -""I i '-.nto heliev. that at least on "species has be-
come extinct within the last five-and-twenty years or thereabouts-
•md though I do not meantosrn thai t hi. V,eeie-. tin true zebra,
had any economic value, vet It- fate is an indication of what will
befall its fellows wliih to tl», /, - 1 -i< itsextirpat n is a matter
ot moment, being probably the first case of the total extinction ,.f

lhl -' 't-nvstrial n mimal since tin reinot. davs when the Mega-
ceros hibemicus disappeared.
Time would fail me if I at tempted to go into particulars with

regard to the marine Ma
members of the orders Sire,
cently dwindled in i

The manatee and dngong have been recklessly killed off from hun-

but a century or so since they abounded ;

and with them the stores of valuable oil that they furnish have
been lost. That v,-r

:
. .,;/„„ pgMhas become utterly extinct. The greed of whaler, is believed to

have had the s

which was once the cause of a flourishing industry o„ .„,
-nl Spain. The same greed has ahno.t ', ^terminal 1 the

same end m the case of seals all over the world. You are j.roha-
hl

>
; !'^'S'" that an Act of Parliament, passed in the session of 1*75,

"led to put some check upon 'those bl K ma-acre- that
anually take place on the floating ice of the North Atlantic, to

which these creatures resort at the time of brin»ing forth their

young, when
" Sires, mothers, children in one earnago lie."

fficial m lifference, or what, I know not,

- uith foreign nations authorized by that Act were not

I la-tspH ,_. „ |i >m1 j j ;lt h>n" of certain Aberdc n

or 1 eterhead shipowners, the Hoard of Trade allowed "one year
iii"re oi wholesale slaughter. Whatever other nations might

if hand- at least diould have been unstained. It is

admitted that m certain manufactures—that of jute, for instance—
animal oil is absolutely necessary. It is easy to see that before
long there will be very booming.

2 List of papers read at the session of the National Acad''-'"!/

of Sciences held at Philadelphia, Pa., October \1th, \Sth
7
and 19th,
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! British Bronze and Iron

lasures, by J. E. Hilgard.

rials, by Joseph Henry.

The Results of an Investigation upon the Transformations of Planorbis multi-

Qn ^/transmission of the shock of the explosion at Hell Gate, by H. L. Abbot.

On the geological structure and topographical aspects of the Catskill Mountains,

On a new method of studying the reflexion of sound waves, by O. JS. KOOD.

On a property of the Retina first observed by Tait, by 0. N. Rood.
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Note on the new compensation of a pendulum heretofore described, by J. Law-
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6. Bulletin of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, for
the year 1875. 44 pp. 8vo.—This Bulletin contains a paper' by
Prof. N". H. Wixchell on early explorers of the Minnesota valley

(continued); a report on Ornithology by Dr. F. L. Hatch; notes

on Entomology, by R. J. Mendenhall, treating of some noxious

insects; notes on a storm on the 18th of July, 1867, over Pope and
Douglass counties, Minnesota, by G. B. Wright, the rainfall of

which, in Sauk Centre, amounted to at least " 30 inches and pro-

bably reached 36 inches;" meteor. William
Ciikm.v; and notes on a deep well drilled at Kast Minneapolis;

by N. H. Winchell. The depth of this well was 1421 feet, and
it descended, after passing tin- snrfaee soil, through the Trenton

limestone and subjacent si rata, to a clayey sandstone of the Pri-

mordial—the formation that affords the well known " pipestone"

or cttlinite, of Minnesota.
7. Arrangements for a Meeting of the British Association—

an <:.•:<',i>ph- worth following.—When the British Association met
at Belfast (we cite from the Athenaeum for Sept. 9), an excellent

guide-book was prepared for the occasion and presented

rig, following up the experiment, brouo-li! out a larger and
1

This year, at Gk

of the Bristo

elaborate hand-book. This year, at Glasgow, the scheme

was mrther extended, and on Wednesday morning the members

_' the geology of the district, another its fauna and flora,

and the third it- m inut letni - M u ovei several sci it itn <• ol-

lections were specially got up in view of the meeting, and nearly a

huudr. I factories were thrown open for insertion. besides, there

were popular evening lectures onrside • A the work of the Associa-

tion: on Monday evening. I»y Sir Wyville Thomson on the Chal-

lenger Expedition, on Tuesday evening, by Commander Cameron
on his African < xploratio i>, and Saturday evening, by the same,

to the workingmen of Glasgow. In addition, the excursions while

of various kinds, iren purposes.

The following works were received too late to be here noticed:

Reports on the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, by J. J. Stevenson and

Professor Frazer, Jr.

Zoology of Lieut. Wheeler's Expedition. 1020 pp. 4to. with many plates, part

The American Bisons, living and extinct, by J. A. Allen. 246 pp. 4to, with 12

plates. Memoirs of the Mus. Compar. Zool, Cambridge, Mass.
Monograph of American Trilobites, Part I; by A. Vogdes, U. S. A. 16 pp-

Tampa, Florida. 1876.

Charles Sainte-Claire Deville, the distinguished geologist

and meteorologist, died on the 10th of October, aged 6-' years.

He was, at the time of his death. Inspector-General of t!

Meteorological Stations. A notice in Nature, speaks of his sm-

-:v, and states that "in accordance with ;i desire ex-

pressed i n hi; will, no official deputation of the Academy was

present at his funeral, and no funeral oration was pronounced

over his grave."



APPENDIX.

The remains of Pterosauria, or flying lizards, hitherto found

in this country, arc all from the Upper Cretaceous deposits of

Kansas. They are remarkable for their large size, some having

a spread ot wi'mrs not less than twenty-five feet. They differ

widely from the"

3

Pterodactyls of the oid world, especially in the

absence of teeth, and hence have been placed by the writer in a

new order, Pteranodontia,^ from the tvpical genus Pteranodon.

In this genus, the skull is much elongated. The orbits, and the

antorbital and nasal apertures are large. The maxillary and pre-

maxillary bones are coossified, and entirely edentulous. I

and axis' are united. The scapular arch presents some peculiar

featui u,t befoi <n..wniuanv verr< rai Th sc;ipu uch

is firmly coos- i tied with the eoracoid, has at its distal end an

• bar face. Tlii-arti<-ul. tu.n i—e pa rated from thecor-

I be opposite scapula by a thin median plate,

which is apparently a neural spine of a dorsal vertebra, lne

r. and aid in securing power-

ful ili-ht. In P/rranodon the fourth finger is ur.-atb.

and the wing metacarpal is loiurer than half the aur<

There are tiv< separate carpal bones, beside the pteroid bone

which supported the membrane. The pteroid is — '

arpal, but is perhaps homologous with the small bbone in the

foot of abal patagium. The first three

metacarpals are very slender, pointed above, and do not reach

the carpus. At their distal end thev supported sharp, curved

claws. In some species, the distal phalanx of the wing finger

m, -T 1

ThepelviM.i /W/,^A>„ isof mod rate size. I he

! on the median line. The tail is short and slender,

mes coossified. The posterior

h*n\* iU-e well developed. The tibia has at its distal end a

Pulley-like articular surface. There are two tarsal bones ot

* Abstract of a paper read before the American Association for e

me
F*L?f Science, at Buffalo, Aug. 28th, 1876.

t This Journal, vol. xi, p. 507, June, 1876,



nearly equal size, and a small lateral bone, which may possibly
be the distal end of the fibula. There are four metal
nearly the same length, and their ungual phalanges are pointed,

The known species of Pteranodon are as follows: Pteranodon
orriJ, „/„//, Marsh ( Omithorhirus harpyia Cope), Pteranon
Marsh (Ornithochirus umbrosvs Cope), Pteranodon velox Marsh,
Pteranodon bngiceps Marsh, and Pteranodon comptus Marsh.

JVt/ctosaurus, gen. nov.

A second genus of American Pterodactyls is represented in

the Yale Museum by several well preserved specimens. This
genus is nearly related to Pteranodon, but may be readily dis-

tinguished from it by the scapular arch, in which the ooracoid
is not coossified with the scapula The latter bone, moreover,
has no articulation at its distal end, which is comparatively
thin and expanded. The type of this genus is Pteranodon
(jnirilis Marsh, which may now be called Xyrto^mrus r/racdis.

It was a Pterodactyl of medium size, measuring about oviht to

ten feet between the tips of the expanded win-x It- Ua'.ii\ i> m
the upper Cretaceous of Western Kansas. The type specimens
of all the above species are preserved in the Museum of Yale
College.

'
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